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Preface
The International Conference on Formal Methods in Computer Aided Design (FMCAD), held
in San Jose, California, from October 22-25 in 2019, is the nineteenth in a series of meetings on
the theory and applications of rigorous formal techniques for the automated design of systems.
The FMCAD conference covers formal aspects of specification, verification, synthesis, testing,
and security, and is a leading forum for researchers and practitioners in academia and industry
alike. The program of FMCAD 2019 comprises a tutorial day with three tutorials on program synthesis, verification of analog and mixed-signal circuits, and post-silicon validation; two
keynotes on safe autonomy and formal methods for hardware security; and a forum for doctoral
students. Finally, the main program contains the presentations of the accepted papers.
The tutorial day features three presentations:
• “SuSLik: Synthesis of Safe Pointer-Manipulating Programs,” by Nadia Polikarpova, UCSD.
• “Integrating SMT with Theorem Proving for Verification of Analog and Mixed-Signal
Circuits,” by Mark Greenstreet, UBC.
• “Challenges and Solutions in Post-Silicon Validation of High-end Processors,” by Avi Ziv,
IBM.
The keynotes focus on the use of formal methods in achieving safe autonomous systems and on
the use of formal methods for security of hardware:
• “Safe and Interactive Autonomy: A Journey Starting from Formal Methods,” by Dorsa
Sadigh, Stanford University.
• “An Increasing Need for Formality,” by Martin Dixon, Intel.
FMCAD 2019 also hosts the seventh edition of the Student Forum, which has been held annually
since 2013 and provides a platform for graduate students at any career stage to introduce their
research to the FMCAD community. The FMCAD Student Forum in 2019 was organized by
Grigory Fedyukovich and features posters and short presentations of twenty-three accepted
contributions. A detailed description of the Student Forum, listing all accepted contributions,
is provided in the conference proceedings.
FMCAD 2019 received 61 submissions. The committee decided to accept 27 papers. Each
submission received at least four reviews. The topics of the accepted papers include hardware
and software verification, network verification and synthesis, system verification, security and
safety, reactive system synthesis, reasoning about relational constraints, and SAT, QBF, and
SMT solving.
Organizing this event would not have been possible without the support of a large number
of people and our sponsors. The program committee members and additional reviewers, listed
on the following pages, did an excellent job providing detailed and insightful reviews, which
helped the authors to improve their submissions and guided the selection of the papers accepted
for publication. We thank each and every one of them for dedicating their time and providing
their expertise.
We thank Sandip Ray (University of Florida) for agreeing to be the Tutorial Chair, Florian Lonsing (Stanford) for his work as Publication Chair, Grigory Fedyukovich (Princeton) for
organizing this year’s FMCAD Student Forum, and Yoni Zohar (Stanford) for taking care of
local arrangements. Our webmaster, Tom van Dijk, has our gratitude for maintaining and regularly updating the FMCAD website. We thank the members of the Stanford Barrett lab who

volunteered to help run the event. As always, the help and expertise of the FMCAD steering
committee made the organization of FMCAD much easier. We thank Armin Biere (Johannes
Kepler University in Linz, Austria), Alan Hu (University of British Columbia, Canada), Warren A. Hunt,. Jr. (University of Texas at Austin), Vigyan Singhal (Oski Tech), and Georg
Weissenbacher (TU Wien), for supporting and encouraging us, and guiding us through the
organization process. Holding a conference like FMCAD would not be feasible without the
financial support of our sponsors. We would like to express our gratitude to our sponsors (in
alphabetical order): Amazon, Cadence, Centaur Technology Inc., DiffBlue Ltd., Galois Inc.,
Google, IBM, Intel, Mentor, Microsoft, Oski Technology, Real Intent Inc., and Synopsys.
FMCAD 2019 is in-cooperation with the ACM and its Special Interest Groups on Design
Automation (SIGDA) and on Software Engineering (SIGSOFT). The FMCAD conference also
received technical sponsorship from the IEEE Council on Electronic Design Automation. The
conference proceedings will be available through the IEEE Xplore Digital Library, and are also
freely accessible on the FMCAD Website. Last but not least, we thank all authors who submitted their papers to FMCAD 2019 (accepted or not), and whose contributions and presentations
form the core of the conference. We are grateful to everyone who presented their paper, gave
a keynote or a tutorial, devoting a significant amount of their time to the FMCAD conference. We thank all attendees of FMCAD for supporting the conference and making FMCAD a
stimulating and enjoyable event.
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SuSLik: Synthesis of Safe Pointer-Manipulating Programs
(Invited Tutorial)
Nadia Polikarpova
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
University of California, San Diego, CA, USA
https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~npolikarpova/
Abstract
SuSLik is a program synthesizer that generates provably safe pointer-manipulating
programs automatically from high-level specifications. More precisely, the input to SuSLik
is a pair of assertions in separation logic, which describe what the heap looks like before
and after executing the program. Using only this information, SuSLik is able to synthesize
a wide range of operations on linked data structures, such as singly- and doubly-linked
lists, sorted lists, and trees. In this tutorial you will get hands-on experience with SuSLik
(bring your laptops!) and learn how synthesis is made possible by a novel proof system we
call synthetic separation logic. Experience with separation logic and program synthesis is
helpful but not required.

Integrating SMT with Theorem Proving for Verification of
Analog and Mixed-Signal Circuits
(Invited Tutorial)
Mark Greenstreet
Department of Computer Science
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
https://www.cs.ubc.ca/~mrg/
Abstract
The complementary strengths of interactive theorem proving and SMT solvers have motivated several efforts at integration including Sledgehammer for Isabelle/HOL, CoqSMT.
The goal of these efforts is to combine the generality of interactive theorem provers, especially support for inductive proofs, with the automation of SMT solvers for discharging
tedious subgoals. In practice, such efforts have been hindered by the gaps between the
logic of the theorem prover and the SMT solver. Typically, goals in the theorem prover are
expressed in an untyped logic, making often making extensive use of recursive functions
and quantifiers. In contrast, the logic of SMT solvers is first-order, many-sorted, and lacks
recursive functions. In practice, the effort to transform proof goals into formulations that
are amenable to SMT techniques can dominate the proof effort.
This tutorial describes Smtlink, our integration of Z3 into ACL2, and presents examples
demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach. Smtlink makes extensive use of reflection.
By inspecting proof goals and extracting already proven facts, Smtlink automates much
of the translation of goals from the untyped logic of ACL2 to the many-sorted logic of
Z3. From the users perspective, Smtlink can discharge goals that include user-defined data
types, recursive functions, and whose proofs build on previously established theorems.
We present several examples from analog and mixed-signal circuits. We also present a
simple proof of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. In our experience, these proofs were surprisingly straightforward: we identified the obvious, inductive lemmas, and these lemmas
were discharged without further effort by the user. As we will show with these examples,
the SMT integration makes the theorem proving process productive and fun.
This tutorial is based on joint work with Carl Kwan and Yan Peng.

Challenges and Solutions in Post-Silicon Validation of
High-end Processors
(Invited Tutorial)
Avi Ziv
IBM Haifa Research Laboratory
Haifa, Israel
https://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/view.php?person=il-AZIV
Abstract
Due to the complexity of designs, post-silicon validation remains a major challenge
with few systematic solutions. In this tutorial, we describe the main challenges in postsilicon validation of high-end processors and provide an overview of the state-of-the-art
post silicon validation process used by IBM to verify its latest IBM POWER9 processor.
We focus on numerous innovations that led to discovery of 30% more bugs in 20% less time
over the previous generation. We demonstrate our methodology by describing several bugs
from fail detection to root cause.

Safe and Interactive Autonomy: A Journey Starting from
Formal Methods
(Keynote)
Dorsa Sadigh
Computer Science Department and Electrical Engineering Department
Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA
https://dorsa.fyi/
Abstract
Todays society is rapidly advancing towards autonomous systems that interact and collaborate with humans, e.g., semiautonomous vehicles interacting with drivers and pedestrians, medical robots used in collaboration with doctors, or service robots interacting with
their users in smart homes. With the emergence of autonomous systems in our every day
lives, we need to design algorithms and tools that enable safe and seamless interactions
with people.
In this talk, I will start with my journey in providing safety for human-robot systems
by discussing a spectrum of views on safe autonomous systems including a formal methods
perspective for synthesizing provably correct controllers, a robust control approach, and
more recent advances in safe learning and verification. I will then discuss one of the main
challenges of safety of human-robot systems, i.e., studying how robots influence humans
actions in one-on-one or group settings. This is usually overlooked by assuming humans
act as external disturbances just like moving obstacles, or assuming that automation can
always help societies without actually considering how humans can be impacted. I will talk
about our recent work in building computational models of human behavior from expert
demonstrations and preferences in interaction with autonomous systems and challenges it
introduces for safety and robustness verification.

An Increasing Need for Formality
(Keynote)
Martin Dixon
Intel

Abstract
The talk will touch on a number of practical opportunities for formal modeling and
methods that Intel sees in HW security research including: instruction sets; the proliferation of programmable agents within SoCs; and negative space testing.

The FMCAD 2019 Student Forum
Grigory Fedyukovich
Florida State University, Tallahassee, USA, grigory@cs.fsu.edu

Abstract—The Student Forum at the International Conference
on Formal Methods in Computer-Aided Design (FMCAD) provides a platform for (under-)graduate students to introduce their
research to the Formal Methods community and solicit feedback.
In 2019, the event took place in San Jose, California. Twenty three
students were invited to give a short talk and present a poster
illustrating their work. The presentations covered a broad range
of topics in the fields of verification and synthesis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Introduced in 2013, the Student Forum gives an opportunity
for students at any career stage to introduce their research to
the audience of the FMCAD conference. In 2019, it follows
the tradition of its predecessors, which took place in:
• Portland, Oregon, USA in 2013 [1],
• Lausanne, Switzerland in 2014 [2],
• Austin, Texas, USA in 2015 [3] and 2018 [4],
• Mountain View, CA, USA in 2016 [5], and
• Vienna, Austria in 2017 [6].
Graduate and undergraduate1 students were invited to submit reports describing their ongoing research in the scope
of the FMCAD conference. The subset of the programming
committee of FMCAD reviewed and accepted 23 submissions.
The reviews evaluated the novelty of the work, its potential
impact on the Formal Methods community, the quality, and
soundness of the presentation. The presentations covered a
wide range of topics, from foundational aspects of automated
reasoning to applications of Formal Methods to biology,
networking, and cryptocurrency. The following contributions
have been accepted2 :
• Sahar Badihi: Pruning Unaffected Code in Equivalence
Checking of Program Versions
• Mahdi Behroozikhah: Deep-learning approaches to validate formal models of biological systems
• Martin Blicha: Opening the Black Box of Interpolation
in SMT-Based Model Checking
• Maryam Dabaghchian:
Towards Liveness Verification
of Quasi-Periodic Distributed Systems Using a Timeless
Model
• Rohit Dureja:
Scalable Verification of Designs with
Multiple Properties
• Hadar Frenkel: Learn Your Program
• Pamina Georgiou: Trace Reasoning for Formal Verification using the First-Order Superposition Calculus
• Andreas Katis: Formal Techniques and Extensions for
Infinite State Reactive Synthesis
1 Allowing undergraduate participants was new in 2019. We received and
accepted two such submissions.
2 Only the first authors are listed for brevity.

Daniela Kaufmann: Influence of the Reduction Order in
Multiplier Verification using Computer Algebra
• Matteo Marescotti: SMT-based Gas Consumption Computation for Smart Contracts
• Mudathir Mohamed: A new relational solver for the Alloy
Analyzer
• Sujit Muduli: Towards Scalable SoC Security Validation
• Lauren Pick: Call-Graph-Guided Verification
• Aellison Cassimiro Teixeira Dos Santos: An SMT-based
Tool for Automatic Schedule Generation for Time Sensitive Networking
• Ankit Shukla: Improving Reasoning on DQBF
• Saeed Taheri: Floating Point Debugging via Basic Block
Tracing
• Sahar Taheri:
A Novel Formal Method to Discover
Cancer biomarkers
• Arjun Viswanathan:
Verifying Bit-vector Invertibility
Conditions in Coq
• Daniella Vo: Boolean Analysis Unveils Universal Rules
in the Microbiome Data
• Andrew Walter: A Reasoning Engine for the Gamification of Loop-Invariant Discovery
• Justin Wong: PrograMet: Designing a Program Similarity Metric
• Anton Xue:
Towards a Self-Certifying Compiler for
WebAssembly
• Yiji Zhang: Replacing Equivalence with Equality for
Interprocedural Optimizations (in Translation Validation)
The 2019 Student Forum also featured the Best Contribution
Award, announced during the conference and publicized on
the FMCAD website3 . The Student Forum would not have
been possible without the excellent contributions of the student
authors. We would also like to express our gratitude to all the
reviewers of the FMCAD Student Forum for their help.
•
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Boosting Verification Scalability via Structural Grouping and
Semantic Partitioning of Properties
Rohit Dureja∗ , Jason Baumgartner† , Alexander Ivrii† , Robert Kanzelman† and Kristin Y. Rozier∗
∗ Iowa

State University

Abstract—From equivalence checking to functional verification
to design-space exploration, industrial verification tasks entail
checking a large number of properties on the same design. Stateof-the-art tools typically solve all properties concurrently, or
one-at-a-time. They do not optimally exploit subproblem sharing
between properties, leaving an opportunity to save considerable
verification resource via concurrent verification of properties
with nearly identical cone of influence (COI). These high-affinity
properties can be concurrently solved; the verification effort
expended for one can be directly reused to accelerate the verification of the others, without hurting per-property verification
resources through bloating COI size. We present a near-linear
runtime algorithm for partitioning properties into provably highaffinity groups for concurrent solution. We also present an
effective method to partition high-structural-affinity groups using
semantic feedback, to yield an optimal multi-property localization
abstraction solution. Experiments demonstrate substantial endto-end verification speedups through these techniques, leveraging
parallel solution of individual groups.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The formal verification of a hardware and/or software design
often mandates checking a large number of properties. For
example, equivalence checking compares pairwise equality
of each design output across two designs, and entails a
distinct property per output. Functional verification checks
designs against a large number of properties ranging from lowlevel assertions to high-level encompassing properties. Designspace exploration via model checking [16] verifies multiple
properties against competing system designs differing in core
capabilities or assumptions.
Each property has a distinct minimal cone of influence
(COI), or fanin logic of the signals referenced in that property
(Fig. 1a). Verification of a set of properties often entails
exponential complexity with respect to the size of its collective
COI. Concurrent verification of multiple properties may thus
be significantly slower than solving these properties one-at-atime, in that each property of the group may add unique fanin
logic to the collective COI (Fig. 1b). Conversely, sometimes
two or more properties share nearly-identical COIs (Fig. 1c).
Concurrent verification of high-affinity properties may save
considerable verification resource, as the effort expended for
one can be directly reused for the others without significantly
slowing the verification of any property within that group
(e.g., reusing reachability clauses [5, 22], and abstractions in
localization [1] across properties in a group).
Despite the prevalence of multi-property testbenches, little
research has addressed the problem of optimal grouping or
clustering of properties into high-affinity groups. Selective
past work [7, 8] has experimentally demonstrated that ideal

† IBM
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Fig. 1. Cone-of-influence of high- and low- affinity properties.

grouping may save substantial verification resource. However,
no scalable online property grouping procedure has been
provided; this potential was illustrated as a proof-of-concept
using computationally-prohibitive offline grouping algorithms
with undisclosed runtime. A significant need thus remains
for an effective solution of determining which high-affinity
properties should be concurrently solved. To ensure overall
scalability, it is essential that such a property-partitioning
solution be as close to linear runtime as possible with respect
to the number of properties, otherwise the grouping effort itself
may severely degrade overall verification resource comprising
grouping plus subsequent verification of the identified groups.
Contributions: We present a near-linear runtime, fullyautomated algorithm to partition properties into provably highaffinity groups based on structural COI similarity. COI support
information is maintained as bitvectors [9], and grouping is
performed in three configurable levels based on: identical
COI, strongly-connected components (SCC) in the COI, and
Hamming distance. The properties in each high-affinity group
are verified concurrently; each group may be independently
verified in parallel, using arbitrary solver algorithms. We also
present an algorithm to semantically refine high-structuralaffinity groups in a localization abstraction framework, offering the first optimized multi-property localization solution, to
our knowledge. Our partitioning requires negligible resources
even on the largest problems, while offering substantial verification speedups as demonstrated by extensive experiments.
A. Related Work
Much prior work has addressed methods to incrementally
reuse information across muliple properties to accelerate specific algorithms. E.g., incremental SAT across proofs of different properties [20, 21], and reusing verification by-products
like invariants [13] and interpolants [24], can accelerate the
verification of high-affinity properties.
Methods to group properties based on high-level design
descriptions extract similarity criteria from high-level information unavailable in low-level designs and benchmark formats
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such as AIGs [11]. The framework of local and global
proofs [18] has been used to derive a “debugging set” of
properties to fix before verifying others, implying a property
ordering but not a partitioning for minimal collective resource.
LTL satisfiability checking has been used to establish logical
dependencies between properties [14] to dynamically reduce
verification resource; however, this work requires a quadratic
number of resource-intensive comparisons.
The work most similar to ours is a property-clustering
procedure based on COI similarity [7, 8]. While a similar
goal, their solution requires a quadratic number of comparisons
between properties, rendering it prohibitively expensive on
large testbenches. Their experiments do not disclose grouping
resource, only subsequent verification speedup. Moreover, this
generic clustering approach requires the number of desired
groups as an algorithmic parameter. This metric is impossible
to predict in practice; it is far superior to allow affinity analysis
to automatically determine the optimal number of groups.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Definitions
The logic design under verification is represented as a
netlist. A netlist contains a directed graph with gates represented as vertices, and interconnections between vertices
represented as edges. Every gate has an associated function:
constants, primary inputs, combinational logic such as AND
gates, and sequential logic such as registers. Registers each
have two associated gates that represent their next-state function, and their initial-value function. Semantically, the value
of the register at time “0” equals the value of the initial-value
function gate at time “0”, and the value of the register at time
“i+1” equals that of the next-state function gate at time “i”.
Certain gates are labeled as properties, formed through standard synthesis of the relevant property specification language.
The fanin of a property refers to the set of gates in the netlist
which may be reached by traversing the netlist edges backward
from the property gate. This fanin cone is called the coneof-influence (COI) of the property. The registers and inputs in
the COI are called support variables. The number of support
variables in the COI is the COI size.
We say that a strongly connected component (SCC) in the
netlist is a set of interconnected gates such that there is a nonempty directed path between every pair of gates in the same
SCC. In particular a primary input does not belong to any SCC,
and in a well-formed SCC every directed cycle has at least one
register because a netlist must be free of combinational cycles.
The number of registers in a SCC is its weight
B. Cone-of-Influence Computation
Support variable information may be represented as an
indexed array of Boolean values, or bitvector, per property.
Fig. 2 gives a high-level procedure to compute a support
bitvector for a property p. Every support variable in the netlist
N is indexed to an unique position in the bitvector, and
index(v) returns that index for variable v. The function fanin(p)
recursively computes the fanin structure, or COI, of the gate

support bitvector (Property p, Netlist N )
1: Bitvector bv
2: for each support variable v ∈ N :
3:
unsigned i = index(v) # index of variable’s bit in bv
4:
if v ∈ fanin(p) : bv[i] = 1 else bv[i] = 0
5: return bv
Fig. 2. High-level procedure to compute support variable information for a
property. Every variable is uniquely indexed into the bitvector.

corresponding to property p. If a support variable v is in the
fanin of property p, then the index(v)’th bit is set to “1” in
the bitvector; otherwise, is set to “0”. The length of such a
bitvector is equal to the total number of support variables in
the netlist, and all bitvectors have the same length. The COI
size of the property is the number of bits set to “1”, and can
be computed using fast population counting algorithms [31].
The bitvectors can be packed by representing every SCC as
a single weighted support variable; SCC bits have weight equal
to the SCC weight, while others have unit-weight. The COI
size of the property equals the weighted sum of the bits set to
“1”. Note that the choice of whether or not to represent SCCs
as a single bit does not affect the resulting support size. Unless
stated otherwise, a “support bitvector” is assumed packed.
Practically, it is far too computationally expensive to walk
the fanin cone of every property independently. Instead, the
netlist may be traversed once in a topological manner, computing intermediate support bitvectors for internal gates [9].
E.g., for an AND gate a1 with incoming edges i1 and i2 , the
intermediate bitvector for a1 is simply the disjunction over the
bitvectors for i1 and i2 . For more details on support bitvector
computation and optimizations, we refer the reader to [9].
C. Property Affinity
The unpacked bitvectors for every property can be analyzed
to determine affinity among the properties. We use “Hamming
distance” as an affinity measure; high-affinity properties have
nearly-identical bitvectors. The affinity between properties p1
and p2 with unpacked bitvectors bv1 and bv2 is:
0 ≤ affinity(p1 , p2 ) = 1 −

hamming(bv1 , bv2 )
≤ 1.0
length(bv1 )

where hamming(bv1 , bv2 ) is the Hamming distance between
the unpacked bitvectors, and length(bv1 ) is the number of
support variables in the netlist (identical for every bitvector).
Let V1 and V2 be the set of support variables in the COI of
p1 and p2 , respectively. Note that hamming(bv1 , bv2 ) equals
(|V1 ∪ V2 | − |V1 ∩ V2 |) and length(bv1 ) ≥ |V1 ∪ V2 |.
D. Group Center and Grouping Quality

A property p is selected in a group g that represents the
group’s center, or representative property, and is denoted as
g ∗ . The quality of a group g, denoted Q(g), is the minimum
affinity between any pair of properties in g, i.e.,
Q(g) = min({affinity(pi , pj ) | ∀pi , pj ∈ g})

A quality of t implies that unpacked bitvectors, of length l, for
properties in a group have a maximum Hamming distance of
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structural grouping (Properties P , Netlist N , Level l, Affinity t)
1: Groups G = ∅ # initially empty
2: for each Property p ∈ P :
# initially groups contains only one property
3:
Group g = ∅, g.insert(p), G.insert(g)
4: if l ≥ 1 : # idential COI
5:
grouping level 1 (G, N ) # see Fig. 4
6:
7:

if l ≥ 2 : # heavy-weight SCCs in COI
grouping level 2 (G, N , t) # see Fig. 5

8:
9:

if l ≥ 3 : # Hamming distance
grouping level 3 (G, N , t) # see Fig. 7

10:

return G

grouping level 1 (Groups G, Netlist N )
1: Hash function hfun, Hash table ht
2: for each Group g ∈ G :
3:
Property p = g ∗ # center property in group
4:
Bitvector bv = support bitvector (p, N )
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

# hash the bitvector for fast comparison
unsigned val = hfun (bv)
# check if another group has identical bitvector
if Group h = hash lookup (ht, hval, bvi) :
group merge (g, h) # merge properties in g with h
else # store in hash table for later comparison
hash insert (ht, hhval, bvi, gi)

Fig. 3. Algorithm to group properties based on structural affinity.

Fig. 4. Algorithm to group properties based on identical COI. Properties for
which bitvectors hash to the same value are grouped together.

(1 − t) ∗ l. Our grouping algorithms guarantee that the quality
of every group will be greater than a specified threshold.

distinct group, i.e., each group contains only one property.
Upon termination, properties in a group are checked concurrently using a verification algorithm portfolio, and different
groups are verified independently.

E. Localization Abstraction
The proof or counterexample for a property often only
depends on a small subset of its COI logic. Localization
abstraction [1, 10, 25, 26] is a powerful method aimed at
reducing netlist size by removing irrelevant logic, transforming
irrelevant gates to unconstrained primary input variables via
cutpoint insertion. Since cutpoints can simulate the behavior
of the original gates and more, the localized netlist overapproximates the behavior of the original netlist. Abstraction
refinement is used to eliminate cutpoints which are deemed
responsible for any spurious counterexamples, effectively reintroducing previously-eliminated logic. Ultimately, the abstract netlist is passed to a proof engine. It is desirable that the
abstract netlist be as small as possible to enable more-efficient
proofs, while being immune to spurious counterexamples.
III. S TRUCTURAL G ROUPING OF P ROPERTIES
Practical industrial verification tasks often entail hundreds
of thousands of support variables, and tens of thousands
of properties. The need for scalability obviates straightforward approaches, such as pairwise-comparing each property
to check for affinity. We use support bitvectors for a set
of properties, and partition them into high-affinity property
groups. Our affinity-based algorithm performs grouping in
three configurable levels based on: identical bitvectors (level1), weights of large SCCs in support (level-2), and Hamming
distance between bitvectors (level-3). The underlying intuition
is that properties with similar bitvectors, measured in terms of
a distance metric like Hamming distance, have high structural
affinity and can be most efficiently verified as one concurrent
multi-property verification task. To ensure overall scalability,
each level runs in as close to linear runtime as possible with
respect to the number of properties, otherwise the grouping
effort itself may severely degrade overall verification resource
comprising grouping plus verification of the identified groups.
Fig. 3 shows our leveled structural grouping algorithm. It
takes as input the properties P , netlist N , and desired grouping
level l. Additionally, an affinity threshold t controls the quality
of groups formed. Each property is initially assigned its own

A. Level-1 Grouping – Identical COI
The procedure to perform property grouping based on
identical support bitvectors is demonstrated in Fig. 4. The
procedure takes an initial property grouping as input, and
then merges groups that have identical support bitvectors. g ∗
denotes the representative property in a group, i.e., g ∗ is the
center. The choice of g ∗ is trivial at level-1 because every
group contains only one property. Next, the support bitvector
for the center property in the group is hashed to an integer
value. The choice of the hash function is implementationdependent. We use Murmur3 [2] to hash bitvectors as being
very fast and accurate with minimal collisions, however, other
functions can also be used. Groups for which the bitvector
hashes to the same integer value, and further which have
identical bitvectors, are then merged. Any property in the
merged group can be chosen as the new center property
without affecting subsequent results.
Theorem 1. Level-1 grouping generates high-affinity property
groups G such that ∀g ∈ G : Q(g) = 1.0.
Proof. Initially, every group contains one property. Properties
with identical bitvectors, i.e., affinity = 1.0, are grouped.

While scalable (near-linear runtime) and able to group
properties with 100% affinity, in practice it is desirable to
perform additional grouping of properties which have a small
tolerable Hamming distance yet are still high-affinity. Again,
we stress that a simple procedure of pairwise comparison
to check whether properties are within a small tolerance is
prohibitively slow in practice, rendering prior techniques as
[7, 8] unusable in practice. The following algorithms solve
this goal of high-affinity group merging, with high scalability
and guaranteed grouping quality.
B. Level-2 Grouping – Heavy-weight SCCs in COI
Many practical netlists contain at least one very large SCC,
comprising the majority of its registers. For such netlists,
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grouping level 2 (Groups G, Netlist N , Affinity t)
1: Trie trie # initially empty
2: Weight w # set heuristically
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

for each Group g ∈ G :
Property p = g ∗ # center property in group
Bitvector bv = support bitvector (p, N )
# find SCCs with weight ≥ w in COI of property p
Set S = find sccs (p, N, w)
unsigned scc weight = cumulative weight(S)
# check if SCCs contain t% of support variables
if scc weight/length(bv) < t :
continue # SCCs can’t decide affinity for group g
# check if another group has exact same SCCs in support
if Group h = trie lookup (trie, S) :
# merge properties in g with h
group merge (g, h)
else # store in trie for later comparison
trie insert (trie, hS, gi)

Fig. 5. Algorithm to group properties based on heavy-weight SCCs in the
COI. Properties that share the same heavy-weight SCCs are grouped together.

all properties that contain the same heavy-weight SCCs in
their COI can often be grouped together as having high
affinity. Fig. 5 demonstrates the procedure to perform property
grouping based on heavy-weight SCCs. The procedure takes
as input an affinity threshold t. For every group g, we find
all SCCs in the COI of the center property p = g ∗ , with
weight at least w. We use Tarjan’s algorithm to find SCCs
in the COI of property p in linear runtime. Practically, it is
very expensive to find SCCs in the COI of every property
independently. Instead, all SCCs are computed once for netlist
N along with the linear traversal to compute support bitvectors
for properties [23]. If the cumulative SCC weight is at least
t times the number of support variables in netlist N , this set
of SCCs is inserted into a prefix tree or trie (for fast ∼linear
time lookup and prefix matching). A hash table may be used, at
the expense of possibly-increased memory footprint. If the trie
already contains this set of SCCs, albeit for another group h,
the two groups are merged. Any property in the merged group
can be chosen as the new center property without affecting
subsequent results.
Theorem 2. Given affinity t, level-2 grouping generates property groups G such that ∀g ∈ G : Q(g) ≥ t.

Proof. (Sketch) Let n be the number of support variables.
Properties with identical heavy-weight SCCs in their COI that
contain t% of the variables have the same t ∗ n bits set to “1”
in their unpacked bitvectors, implying a maximum Hamming
distance of (1 − t) ∗ n or minimum affinity of t.
Properties sharing a small number of common large SCCs
may thus be adequately high-affinity to group based solely
upon analysis of these SCCs, without needing to consider a
potentially very large number of non-SCC support variables
or smaller SCCs. In contrast, storing every full bitvector in
a trie may become computationally expensive and serve little
benefit. Since the subsequent level-3 grouping does take non-

bitvector cluster (Bitvectors BV , Affinity t, Word-size n)
# initialization step
1: Map m, unsigned k
2: m = generate map (t, n) # see below
3:
4:

# clustering step
Hash function hfun, Hash table ht
Clusters C = ∅ # initially empty

for each Bitvector bv in BV :
unsigned num = ceil(length(bv)/n) # number of words
7:
unsigned mbv[num] # mapped bitvector
5:
6:

8:
9:

for i in 0, . . . , num − 1 : # generate mapped bitvector
mbv[i] = m[bv[i]]

# hash and insert into table. If hvali already exists as a
key in ht, add new hbvi value to this key
10:
unsigned val = hfun(mbv), hash insert multi(ht, hval, bvi)
11: for each entry hhvali, bv[]i in ht :
12:
Cluster c = bv[], C.append(c) # bitvectors with key hvali
13:

return C

generate map (Affinity t, Word-size n)
1: Set S = {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} # all n-bit numbers
2: unsigned k # number of clusters for items in S
3: Map m # m stores map of n-bit number → 1, . . . , k
# generate clusters s.t. each has quality t̂ = 1 − b(1 − t)∗ne ÷ n
4: m = cluster (S, t) # increase k to match t̂
5:

return m

Fig. 6. Algorithm to cluster bitvectors based on Hamming distance. The
initialization step may be computed offline and reused across runs.

SCC support variables into account, minimum SCC weight w
is typically set to at least 1% of the total number of support
variables in the netlist, and possibly substantially larger like
10%, for fastest runtime without impacting grouping results.
C. Level-3 Grouping – Hamming distance
Classical clustering techniques, like k-medoids [28] (O(n2 )
time complexity) and heirarchical clustering based on a distance metric like Hamming distance [29] (O(n2 logn) time
complexity), are slow and do not scale well with the number
of clustered items [3]. They require expensive computation of a
distance matrix that maintains the distance between every pair
of items (guaranteed to require at least quadratic resources),
and the number of clusters to generate as an input parameter.
In a verification context, it is prohibitively slow to perform a
quadratic number of bitvector comparisons [7, 8] on netlists
with millions of support variables. Plus, it is impossible to
a-priori know how many high-affinity groups are a natural fit
for the given multi-property netlist, until the affinity analysis
and grouping are completed. Classical clustering algorithms
are thus unsuitable for our goal.
A third component of our grouping procedure is an approximate clustering algorithm to scalably cluster bitvectors
based on Hamming distance. Fig. 6 demonstrates the clustering
algorithm. The algorithm takes as input a set of unpacked
bitvectors BV , word size n, and an affinity threshold t.
As an initialization step, the algorithm first uses an offthe-shelf clustering algorithm [19, 29] to cluster all n-bit
numbers into k clusters such that quality of every cluster
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is at least t̂ = 1 − b(1 − t)∗ne ÷ n (bxe is the nearest
integer function); a map m is maintained that maps every
n-bit number (0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1) to the allotted cluster center
(1, . . . , k). For a fixed value of n, the number of clusters k can
be increased one-by-one until quality of each is at least t̂, i.e.
the maximum Hamming distance allowed per n-bit segment
in a cluster is (1 − t̂) ∗ n. E.g. for n = 32 and t = 0.95, the
maximum hamming distance is (1 − 0.95) ∗ 32 = 1.6 ≈ 2 for
which t̂ = 0.9375. It is important to note that the initialization
step involving clustering does not hinder scalability because:
1) The value of n is typically less than the maximum CPU
word size that allows fast single-cycle Hamming distance
computation between two numbers (xor); clustering with
t = 0.9 for n=16 and 32 takes <1s and <1min, resp.
2) The map can be computed once offline, and reused in
all future runs of the algorithm (e.g. embedded into a
verification tool) for various ranges of threshold t.
3) For online computation, an approximate linear-time algorithm, like Gonzalez [19], can be used on S that may
only contain n-bit numbers appearing in bitvectors BV .
In the clustering step, every unpacked bitvector bv is read in
n-bit segments to generate a piecewise-mapped bitvector mbv
using map m. Bitvectors for which the corresponding mapped
bitvectors hash to the same value are put in the same cluster.
Theorem 3. Given unpacked bitvectors BV , affinity t, and
word size n, bitvector cluster returns clusters C such that ∀c ∈
C : Q(c) ≥ t̂, where t̂ = 1 − b(1 − t)∗ne ÷ n.

Proof. (Sketch) Assume generate map() creates clusters from
n-bit numbers in S such that minimum affinity between
numbers in each cluster is t̂, implying a Hamming distance of
(1− t̂)∗n. Let each unpacked bitvector bv ∈ BV contain num
n-bit segments, i.e., length(bv) = n ∗ num. If two mapped
bitvectors hash to the same value, then every ith n-bit segment
in the two original unpacked bitvectors is at a maximum
distance of (1 − t̂) ∗ n. Therefore, the maximum distance
between the two unpacked bitvectors is (1 − t̂) ∗ n ∗ num
or (1 − t̂) ∗ length(bv), implying a minimum affinity of t̂.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the procedure to perform property
grouping based on Hamming distance using the bitvector
clustering algorithm of Fig. 6. The algorithm generates a
map m of n-bit numbers to cluster centers 1, . . . , k as an
initialization step. The center property unpacked bitvector for
every group is read per n-bit segment, to generate a mapped
bitvector using map m. The mapped bitvector is hashed to
an integer value. The groups for which the center property
mapped bitvectors hash to the same value, and further which
have identical mapped bitvectors, are immediately merged.
Theorem 4. Given affinity t and word size n, level-3 grouping
generates property groups G such that ∀g ∈ G : Q(g) ≥
2 ∗ t + t̂ − 2, where t̂ = 1 − b(1 − t)∗ne ÷ n.

Proof. (Sketch) The proof follows from triangle inequality
of Hamming distance. Let m be the length of unpacked
bitvectors. For groups g1 and g2 , if center property bitvectors

grouping level 3 (Groups G, Netlist N , Affinity t, Word-size n)
# initialization step (can be computed online/offline)
1: Map m, unsigned k
2: m = generate map (t, n) # see Fig. 6
3:

# clustering step
Hash function hfun, Hash table ht

for each Group g ∈ G :
Property p = g ∗ # center property in group
6:
Bitvector bv = support bitvector (p, N )
4:
5:

7:
8:

unsigned num = dlength(bv)/ne # number of words
unsigned mbv[num] # mapped bitvector

9:
10:

for i in 0, . . . , num − 1 : # generate mapped bitvector
mbv[i] = m[bv[i]]

11:

# hash the mapped bitvector for fast comparison
unsigned val = hfun (mbv)

12:
13:
14:
15:

# check if another group has identical mapped bitvector
if Group h = hash lookup (ht, hval, mbvi) :
group merge (g, h) # merge properties in g with h
else # store in hash table for later comparison
hash insert (ht, hhval, mbvi, gi)

Fig. 7. Algorithm to group properties based on Hamming distance. Properties
for which mapped bitvectors hash to the same value are grouped together.

hash to the same value then the bitvectors are at a distance of at
most (1 − t̂) ∗ m (Theorem 3). Properties within groups g1 and
g2 are at a maximum distance of (1−t)∗m (Theorems 1 & 2)
from their respective center properties. Therefore, maximum
distance between a property in g1 and another property in g2
is 2 ∗ (1 − t) ∗ m + (1 − t̂) ∗ m, or (1 − (2 ∗ t + t̂ − 2)) ∗ m,
implying a minimum affinity of 2 ∗ t + t̂ − 2.
When t̂ = t, level-3 returns groups with Q(g) ≥ 3 ∗ t − 2.
Despite its provable threshold, there is some asymmetry in
this approach, in that two fairly-high-affinity bitvectors which
differ too much in a single segment will not be merged,
whereas if the difference was small per-segment with multiple
segments differentiated, they may be merged, albeit respecting
the quality bound. The highly scalable analysis can be repeated
if higher precision and symmetry is desired. This can be done
either as-is on the entire netlist under different permutations or
segment-partitioning of bitvector indices (i.e., by varying the
starting index of the first n-bit segment in the bitvector), or on
individual (sets of) groups obtained from the prior run. Since
re-running on a subset of properties implies a smaller coneof-influence, bitvectors can be compacted for faster runtime to
only include support variables in the COI of any considered
property, and this indexing will differ from the prior run over
a larger set of properties. Moreover, support variables present
in the COI of every property can be completely projected out
of the bitvectors to offer further compaction and speedup.
IV. S EMANTIC R EFINEMENT OF P ROPERTY G ROUPS
It is desirable that the netlist generated by localization
abstraction be as small as possible to enable efficient proofs.
Localization cutpoints are property-specific, hence concurrent
localization of properties with disjoint COIs - or even similar
COIs - may yield significantly larger netlists which are less
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localization (Group g, Netlist N , Limit n, Threshold t)
1: Netlist L # localized netlist
2: L = initial abstraction(g) # add gates for every property
3: unsigned k = 0 # bmc depth
4: bool stop = 0 # some properties fail at depth k
5: while not stop : # loop until all properties pass at depth k
6:
stop = 1
7:
Gates c = {} # cutpoints to refine in L, initially empty
8:
for each Property p ∈ g :
9:
Result r = run bmc(L, p, k) # run bmc with depth k
10:
if r == unsat : continue # property passes
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

# check counterexample returned by bmc
if cex not spurious : report solved(p, cex), continue
stop = 0 # property fails
Gates d = cutpoints to refine(), c = c ∪ d
collect support info(p, d) # add to support bitvector
# at least one property passes at depth k
if not stop : refine abstraction(L, c), unchanged = 0
else unchanged + = 1 # no change in abstraction

# check if netlist unchanged for last n bmc steps
if unchanged < n : k = k + 1, goto line 4 # increment depth
18: else Groups Ĝ = structural grouping(g, L, 3, t)
# run proof engine for each group in Ĝ with netlist L
...
17:

Fig. 8. Localization to partition a group g of high-affinity properties. BMC
is run for increasing depth until there is no change in the localized netlist,
after which partitioning is attempted to split g into subgroups Ĝ.

scalable to verify. Our structural property grouping procedure
ensures that only high-affinity properties in a group will
be localized concurrently, which helps ensure smaller multiproperty abstractions. However, it might be the case that a
cutpoint is refined for one property in a high-affinity group,
whereas that refinement may be unnecessary for another
property in the group. As a result, properties in a highaffinity group without localization cutpoints may have vastly
different COI in the localized netlist. Therefore, partitioning
the group obtained from Fig. 3 into high-affinity localized
subgroups based upon localization decisions can improve
overall verification scalability.
A. Generating Support Bitvectors
Various techniques have been proposed [1, 10, 25] to
guide the abstraction-refinement process of localization. Most
state-of-the-art localization implementations use SAT-based
bounded model checking (BMC) [4] to select the localized
netlist upon which an unbounded proof is attempted. In our
implementation we run BMC iteratively until there is no
change in the localized netlist. Fig. 8 shows our localization abstraction framework that supports high-affinity group
partitioning. We start with a localized netlist only containing
property gates. For a given BMC depth k, we iterate over
properties in group g to eliminate all spurious counterexamples
of length k. Cutpoints deemed necessary to refine for a
property p are collected (line 13). If a cutpoint is also a support
variable, it is then added to the support bitvector maintained
for property p (line 14). The abstraction is then refined using
the collected cutpoints, and BMC is run again at depth k.

When all properties hold for the abstract model at depth k,
BMC is run again with depth k + 1. The repeated BMC runs
add new cutpoints to the support bitvector for every property,
which in turn can be used to partition group g into highaffinity subgroups with respect to the localized netlist. Various
strategies may be used to decide when to terminate BMC: an
upper-bound on BMC depth or runtime can be used. In our
framework, we prefer increasing BMC depth until there is no
change in the localized netlist for n consecutive steps (lines
17–18). The value of n can be varied to increase confidence
in the abstracted model such that it is immune to spurious
counterexamples.
B. Group Partitioning
Once BMC converges, group g is then partitioned into
subgroups Ĝ based on support bitvector information. Note
that the problem is analogous to grouping of properties in
g with respect to the localized netlist. Therefore, we use the
property grouping procedure of Fig. 3 to generate high-affinity
property groups for overall scalability. 1 The properties in each
subgroup are then passed to a proof engine for verification with
respect to each COI-reduced localized subgroup’s netlist.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We experimentally analyze the impact of our grouping
procedure on end-to-end verification scalability.2 Our grouping
procedure is implemented within Rulebase: Sixthsense Edition
[27]. All experiments were run on Linux machines, with 32GB
memory. Time reported is ‘cpu’ time. We refer to different
grouping levels as L1 , L2 , and L3 .
A. Benchmarks from HWMCC
We evaluate 48 benchmarks from HWMCC that contain
more than 100 safety properties (Fig. 9a). These are obtained
by simplifying all the benchmarks by standard logic synthesis
(similar to &dc2 in ABC [6]) to solve easy properties, and
disjunctive decomposition to fragment each OR-gate property
into a sub-property of its literals. Each property, or property
group, is solved using a portfolio comprising BMC [4], IC3
[5, 15], and localization (LOC) without semantic partitioning.
Each can process multiple properties: IC3 and BMC in a timesharing manner, and LOC concurrently abstracting a set of
properties which are solved using IC3.
a) Property Grouping: Support bitvector computation is
fast, and takes less than five seconds on the largest benchmark.
The ideal threshold is benchmark- and solver-specific. Given
the exponential penalty of grouping lower-affinity properties
vs. linear penalty of splitting higher-affinity properties (offset
by parallel solving), we find it best to err to the latter using
a higher affinity t=0.9. L3 is done using 16-bit words and
1 Off-the-shelf clustering is more applicable here than on the original netlist
if desired, because: (1) the localized netlist and support bitvectors are often
immensely smaller than the original netlist; (2) the number of properties per
structural group being localized is often smaller than the number of overall
netlist properties. However, there is no guarantee of either of these points.
2 Detailed results available at http://temporallogic.org/research/FMCAD19
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TABLE I
V ERIFICATION WITH ONE - BY- ONE , MULTIPLE , AND GROUPED PROPERTIES
Name
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Fig. 9. Grouping on 48 HWMCC benchmarks with more than 100 properties,
and maximum 50 properties/group. Level-1 grouping quality is 1.0.
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Fig. 11. Verification performance of (a) high and (b) low affinity grouping
on LOC with respect to checking all properties one-by-one.
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Multiple (hrs)
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Fig. 10. End-to-end verification with grouping vs. portfolio which (a) checks
properties one-at-a-time, and (b) check all properties together. Points below
diagonal are in favor of verification with grouped properties.

t̂ = 0.875, i.e., maximum distance of 2 between words
(Fig. 6). Initially each property is assigned to its own distinct
group. The grouping takes less than 10ms for all benchmarks
(Fig. 9b). The group count reduction ratio for each level with
respect to the preceding level, and overall reduction ratio,
i.e., number of groups relative to preceding level, is shown
in Fig. 9c. L2 merges properties for 13 benchmarks: <0.5
ratio for 8 benchmarks, and is critical to the performance of
L3 . Without L1 and L2 , not all properties merged by L2 are
merged by L3 due to inherent asymmetry, and L3 can merge
the same properties as L1 , albeit, with small runtime penalty.
Therefore, the leveling order is crucial and gives tighter control
on group affinity. Fig. 9d shows the minimum quality of all
non-singleton groups in a benchmark.
b) End-to-end Verification: We compare the runtime of
checking each property one-by-one vs. checking property
groups in Fig. 10a; verification with structural grouping is
up to 400× (median 4.3×) faster. A fairer comparison of
the runtime of checking all properties together vs. checking
property groups is shown in Fig. 10b; grouped verification is
up to 72× (median 3.5×) faster. Table I shows benchmarks for

which checking all properties together is faster. LOC solves
very few properties for these benchmarks, whereas, BMC/IC3
quickly verify all properties together: 145 properties in 6s380
are falsified by BMC in a few unrollings and remaining proved
by LOC, while all properties are proved by LOC or IC3 for
other benchmarks. The benchmarks in Table I have properties
where a large majority are either all falsified, or proved.
The advantage of checking high-affinity groups is outweighed
by the added cost of repeating BMC/IC3 across groups for
these benchmarks, which could be adjusted for using a lower
affinity threshold. However, grouping advantage is apparent for
benchmarks in which no single algorithm solves all properties,
and properties have different verification outcomes.
c) Localization Abstraction: We select 24 benchmarks
having at least 50 properties solved by LOC. Properties not
solved by LOC are not considered. Fig. 11 shows the impact
of high and low affinity grouping on the performance of LOC.
If high-affinity structural grouping returns N groups, lowaffinity grouping is done by sorting properties by COI size, and
partitioning into equally-sized N groups. Fig. 11a compares
verification of high-affinity grouped properties and one-byone checking of each property with LOC; verification is up
to 30× (median 2.9×) faster. On the other hand, low-affinity
groups often degrade LOC performance compared to one-byone checking. Fig. 11b compares high and low affinity group
verification with LOC. Five benchmarks have comparable
performance due to grouping of large number of properties
into very few groups. Nevertheless, high-affinity verification
is always faster: up to 3.7× (median 2.5×).
d) Semantic Partitioning: LOC generates a localized
netlist using BMC for every property group which is then
checked by a proof engine. If the localization is sufficient,
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TABLE II
V ERIFICATION WITH SEMANTIC PARTITIONING DISABLED / ENABLED
Name

Total
#G

6s384
6s344
6s405
6s410
6s110
6s391
6s332

2
12
13
15
15
30
77

Single Run
#P

51
247
593
735
186
144
163

#G
1
3
3
4
5
9
16

#P

Verification Time
Disabled

27
65
134
121
73
32
45

22.65s
2.04h
0.28h
0.18h
82.13s
25.61s
1.21h

Enabled

ID

Speedup

36.76s
0.65h
0.21h
0.12h
81.43s
43.12s
0.75h

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.61×
3.13×
1.34×
1.50×
1.00×
0.60×
1.62×

TABLE III
C OMPARISON WITH HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING
Name
6s405
6s381
6s361
6s117*
6s114*
*

#P
593
1506
2653
8063
30628

Our Procedure

Hierarchical

#G

G.Time

V.Time

#G

G.Time

V.Time

13
192
84
173
1612

2.16ms
5.93ms
12.71ms
25.53ms
0.42s

1.04h
4.76h
355.76s
8.13h
0.76h

13
76
62
165
873

12.43s
36.62s
107.14s
1.07h
2.65h

1.04h
3.01h
293.14s
7.45h
0.52h

TABLE IV
V ERIFICATION OF P ROPRIETARY D EBUG B US D ESIGNS

#Loss
0
96
11
4
412

Not simplified by logic synthesis

the proof engine may prove all properties in a single run.
Otherwise, it generates a possibly-spurious counterexample.
Table II shows benchmarks in which some non-singleton
groups are proved by LOC in a single proof-engine run. We
perform semantic partitioning on these groups. ‘Total’ shows
the #Groups generated by structural grouping for #Props,
whereas, ‘Single Run’ shows the #Groups and #Props solved
by one proof engine run after generating a sufficient localized
netlist. All groups are solved by LOC one-by-one. As is
evident, semantic partitioning boosts the performance of LOC
for hard problems (in bold). However, there is a marginal
slowdown for easy problems due to the overhead of restarting
the proof engine on semantically partitioned subgroups.
e) Lossy Grouping: Lastly, we compare the grouping loss
using our procedure with hierarchical clustering (HC) [29]. We
measure loss as #properties assigned a group by HC but not
our procedure (maximum 50 properties/group). Table III summarizes results for five representative benchmarks. HC always
takes more grouping time. There is no loss in benchmarks
for which both methods return very few groups (e.g., 6s405).
Verification with fewer groups from HC is faster (e.g., 6s381)
when our procedure has higher loss. This loss may be due
to 1) properties having an almost identical set of SCCs but
differing in a few small SCCs: these are not grouped due to
trie prefix mismatch, and 2) asymmetry in L3, which can be
mitigated by using techniques in Sec. III-C. In most cases, HC
gives fewer groups which may result in less verification time,
but HC grouping resource results in an end-to-end runtime
degradation vs. our approach. It is clear that HC gives tighter
groups but overall verification resource is dominated by the
time it takes to perform grouping.
B. Proprietary Designs
Post-silicon observability solutions often leverage monitoring logic instrumented throughout a hardware design. This
debug bus logic monitors a configurable set of internal signals

#P

#G

36
45
56
76
148
224
1506
9371
11035

9
3
5
36
4
6
53
1027
1238

G.Time
(ms)
0.48
0.49
0.94
3.87
0.68
0.74
9.16
137.72
146.32

Verification Time
One-by-one

Grouped

Speedup

32.69s
26.24s
11.9s
0.21h
95.83s
65.52s
0.93h
52.65h
7.94h

19.27s
12.63s
6.34s
0.14h
22.68s
19.65s
0.21h
11.89h
2.81h

1.70×
2.08×
1.88×
1.40×
4.23×
3.34×
4.32×
4.43×
2.82×

in real-time, non-intrusively while the chip is functionally
running. Debug bus verification entails a large number of properties (often one per monitor point), within very large design
components - sometimes entire chips [17]. Localization is the
dominant method to verify debug bus designs as they often
contain >10M gates [17]. Note that concurrent verification of
all properties is completely intractable. Table IV summarizes
our results. ‘One-by-one’ shows verification time by localizing one property at a time, whereas, ‘Grouped’ represents
concurrent localization of properties in a high-affinity group.
All designs benefit from high-affinity group verification, and
the speedup is clearly evident for large designs (in bold).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Scalable property grouping is a hard problem. Existing
approaches are either syntax-based [11], or resource intensive
[7]. The need for scalability cannot be over-stated; traditional
grouping algorithms require at least quadratic runtime vs.
number of properties, and are prohibitively slow–adding to and
easily outweighing the benefit they bring to the verification
process. We present a 2-step grouping strategy: strucural
grouping followed by semantic partitioning, that offers massive end-to-end verification speedup. Experiments demonstrate
the usefulness of our method on several verification tasks:
structural grouping is trivially fast regardless of subsequent
verification engines, and semantic partitioning accelerates difficult localization problems. We advance state-of-the-art in
localization by providing an optimal multi-property solution.
Future work includes improved ordering and compaction of
support bitvector bits to improve performance, e.g., support
variables present in every property can be projected out of the
bitvectors. Dynamic trie matching that discounts differences
in very small SCCs in COI for properties, may improve level2 grouping. Extending level-3 grouping to work with packed
bitvectors may speed up grouping: large SCCs for which any
distinction exceeds threshold require identical valuations in
grouping, and smaller SCCs are either unpacked to multiple
bits or treated with finer-grained map. Clever data structures,
such as MA FSA [12], and branch-and-bound traversal [30]
can search for fairly-high-affinity bitvectors that differ in only
a few n-bit segments, thereby reducing level-3 asymmetry.
Extending semantic partitioning to cases where refinement
occurs during a proof engine run is a promising research
direction. We plan to investigate how semantic information
from BMC and IC3 can be used to perform property grouping.
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Input Elimination Transformations for Scalable
Verification and Trace Reconstruction
Raj Kumar Gajavelly, Jason Baumgartner, Alexander Ivrii, Robert L. Kanzelman, Shiladitya Ghosh
IBM Corporation
Abstract—We present two novel sound and complete netlist
transformations, which substantially improve verification scalability while enabling very efficient trace reconstruction. First,
we present a 2QBF variant of input reparameterization, capable of eliminating inputs without introducing new logic and
without complete range computation. While weaker in reduction
potential, it yields up to 4 orders of magnitude speedup to
trace reconstruction when used as a fast-and-lossy preprocess
to traditional reparameterization. Second, we present a novel
scalable approach to leverage sequential unateness to merge selective inputs, in cases greatly reducing netlist size and verification
complexity. Extensive benchmarking demonstrates the utility of
these techniques. Connectivity verification particularly benefits
from these reductions, up to 99.8%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of model checking algorithms has proliferated
throughout the semiconductor industry in recent years. This
is due to several factors, including their ease of use, evergrowing capacity, and the advent of niche applications such as
connectivity verification and sequential equivalence checking
which require virtually no manual effort. Capacity improvements have largely been due to (1) improved core algorithms,
such as SAT solvers; (2) a growing diversity of core solving
algorithms, each able to exponentially outperform the other on
different problems, offering tremendous portfolio benefit; (3)
improved synergistic complexity-reduction techniques, able to
substantially boost the scalability of later solver engines; (4)
end-to-end software scalability boosts, such as techniques to
accelerate the reconstruction of counterexample traces produced across a collection of reduction and solver engines.
Despite the growing capacity of model checkers, the size
and complexity of systems requiring verification also continues
to grow. Formal verification generally entails exponentiallygrowing complexity with respect to the size of the design
under verification. Continued advances to the end-to-end scalability of model checkers are thus of substantial importance.
In this paper, we introduce two novel sound and complete
netlist transformations to boost verification scalability. The
first is a scalable 2QBF variant of input reparameterization [4],
[10], oriented toward merging input variables to constants
while preserving the range of logic cuts (Section V). The
second is a novel approach for leveraging sequential unateness
to merge selective input variables to constants while preserving
representative counterexamples (Section VI). Both are scalable enough to include in a standard state-of-the-art logic
optimization flow. While traditional reparameterization has
been demonstrated as highly-beneficial to verification scalabil-

ity [4], [10], unscalable trace reconstruction is an occasionallysevere byproduct risking end-to-end resource degradation
and/or need for customized orchestration. Our techniques offer
trivially-fast trace reconstruction; when used as a preprocess
to traditional reparameterization, they offer up to 4 orders of
magnitude speedup. Connectivity verification [11] particularly
benefits from these techniques, as discussed in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The often-essential role of logic transformations to boost
hardware verification scalability is well-established (e.g., [13],
[1]), with competitive hardware model checkers leveraging a
variety of synergistic optimizations to prevent common hardware artifacts from severely degrading verification scalability.
Many useful transformations have been developed over the
decades, ranging from area-reduction techniques from logic
synthesis to abstractions and temporal transformations that
apply only in a verification context. For example, localization
is a highly-effective abstraction-refinement technique, consisting of replacing various gates in a netlist with cutpoints or
unconstrained primary inputs (hereafter referred to as simply
“inputs”). Because these cutpoints can simulate the behavior
of the logic they replace and more, this abstraction is sound
but incomplete in that spurious counterexamples may occur.
Through refinement, spurious counterexamples and cutpoints
may be eliminated to render a complete overall technique [16].
Our first contribution is a variant of the known inputelimination technique of reparameterization, tailored to merge
selective inputs to constants while preserving overall netlist
behavior. Borrowed from variable elimination techniques for
symbolic simulation, the initial use of reparameterization for
sequential netlist reduction used BDDs to compute the range
of a logic cone adjacent to inputs selected using a min-cut
algorithm, then synthesized replacement logic producing the
same range using only a single new parametric input per
cut node [4]. More-recent work proposes a faster yet lossier
variant using truth-table analysis of single-output, eight-input
dominator subcircuits [10].
Our experience confirms that both techniques are highlybeneficial to verification scalability, and synergistic: optimal
reductions may be achieved with minimal resources by iterating the two. Regardless, these approaches have several drawbacks motivating our work: (1) trace reconstruction resources
can be substantial, requiring BMC-like analysis to translate a
trace over the reparameterized netlist to one consistent with
the original netlist. Especially for multi-property testbenches
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requiring multiple traces, trace reconstruction resources may
dominate end-to-end verification resource, hurting more than
helping scalability. (2) The size of the replacement logic is
guaranteed to have fewer inputs, but may at times increase
combinational logic; this may hurt vs. help different verification flows. (3) Replacement logic entails logic perturbation,
with drawbacks such as degrading the ability to correlate logic
regions in equivalence checking, and obfuscating user-guided
case-splitting. In contrast, our technique has trivially-fast trace
reconstruction; never increases logic size; and preserves every
gate in the original netlist modulo merging. Though since
weaker in reduction potential, we propose our technique as
a fast-and-lossy preprocess to traditional reparameterization.
Our second contribution is a novel transformation leveraging sequentially-unate logic characteristics to merge selective
inputs to constants while preserving representative counterexamples. A unate input is one which monotonically affects
a function; i.e. the positive cofactor of the function w.r.t.
that input implies the negative cofactor, or vice-versa. Various CAD applications may leverage unateness for improved
scalability, such as functional-dependency analysis with applications in reverse-engineering [15], and Boolean matching
with applications in incremental synthesis and certain types of
equivalence checking [12]. Ours is the first to our knowledge
to leverage unateness to accelerate unbounded model checking,
using highly-scalable structural analysis to identify inputs
affecting properties in only a singly polarity, even if appearing
in different polarities across different next-state functions.
Trace reconstruction is also highly-efficient for this technique.
Somewhat-related is word-level bitwidth reduction, applicable to netlists partitionable into a bit-level network (retained
intact) vs. a word-level network (potentially reducible) [6]. The
only supported feedback from the latter to the former is via
word-level (in)equality comparisons between data vectors or
uniform all-0 or all-1 constant vectors, and from the former to
the latter is via multiplexor selectors. An input vector (possibly
routed through multiplexors and/or latches) in the word-level
network only influencing (in)equality comparisons to a single
constant value is a special case of sequentially-unate logic;
depending on netlist topology, bitwidth reduction may be able
to shrink that input vector to fewer bits, but never to 0 bits.
In contrast, sequentially-unate input reduction can reduce such
input vectors to 0 bits, similar to positive equality [8], [19] reductions applicable to a combinational formulae derived from
a netlist. As discussed in [6], extending formula-reduction
techniques to sequential netlists and general unbounded model
checking is far from trivial; in a sense, sequentially-unate input
reduction could be viewed as a positive-equality extension of
bitwidth reduction. Though generally, bitwidth reduction is
most-useful to yield reductions beyond those possible with
our techniques, and our techniques apply to bit-level netlists
with no partitionability requirements; these are all synergistic.
Our transforms often significantly improve verification scalability. Their benefits combined with localization [16] is
particularly strong, due to (1) cutpoints creating additional
input- and unate-reduction opportunities, (2) this greater netlist

reduction accelerating subsequent verification, and (3) enabling faster abstraction-refinement iterations due to greater
efficiency of trace reconstruction vs. traditional reparameterization [4], [10], which benefits even provable properties.
III. P RELIMINARIES
We focus on netlists represented as And-Inverter Graphs
(AIGs) [5]. AIG gates G comprise a constant-ZERO gate; primary inputs; 2-input AND gates; bit-level unclocked registers
which reference two other gates, their initial value defining
their time-0 value and their next-state function defining their
time-i + 1 value; and implicit inversions as edge attributes.
A netlist may be reasoned about as a Finite State Machine
(S0 , I, δ, λ, S, O), where I is the input alphabet, S is the set of
states, S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states consistent with initial
values, δ : S × I → S is the transition function consistent
with next-state functions, O ⊆ G is the output alphabet, and
λ : S × I → O is the output function.
A trace is a sequence of Boolean valuations to gates, starting with an initial state in S0 and with successive timesteps
consistent with δ. A property is an output representing a verification objective. A safety property p is an LTL objective G¬p
of computing a counterexample trace showing an assertion of
p, or of proving that no such trace exists. A liveness property
l is an LTL objective GF ¬l of computing a counterexample
trace showing reachability of a repeating lasso loop state
sequence wherein l remains asserted forever, or proving that
no such trace exists. A constraint is an output c imposing
a restriction that any trace must show c evaluate to 1 at
every timestep. A fairness constraint f qualifies only livelocks,
requiring any livelock counterexample to witness at least one
assertion of f within the repeating lasso loop. Our techniques
are applicable to both safety and liveness properties.
IV. I NPUT R EPARAMETERIZATION
Traditional reparameterization is performed as per Algorithm 1: first select a candidate structural cut of the netlist
within the combinational fanout of existing inputs, then create
replacement logic producing the same range as the cut gates
using a new parametric input per cut gate. By choosing cuts
whose set of dominated inputs is larger in cardinality than the
cut width, a reduction in input count is guaranteed. Generally,
the candidate cut may include registers or other non-dominated
gates in its support, hence the range is generally a function of
original gates which persist after replacing the candidate cut.
Algorithm 1 Input Reparameterization for Sequential Netlists
Select a netlist cut in the combinational fanout of inputs.
Compute the range of the cut as a function of registers
and non-dominated gates in its combinational fanin.
3: Synthesize a replacement circuit producing identical range
values over new parametric inputs.
4: Replace the original logic cut with the replacement circuit.
1:
2:

[4] uses a min-cut algorithm to identify the candidate
cut, and BDDs to compute the range. [10] uses dominator
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analysis [14] to identify small single-output cuts dominating
two or more inputs (though limited to eight inputs and nondominated gates), and exhaustive simulation to compute the
range. Both techniques may be iterated, and applied synergistically for greater reductions. While primarily focused upon input reductions, they may also yield register and combinational
logic reductions, contributing to verification speedups. Though
generally, they introduce new combinational logic, which may
outweigh the replaced logic.
If a counterexample is generated on the reparameterized
netlist, trace reconstruction (TR) is necessary to map that trace
to one consistent with the original netlist. This TR will first
simulate the trace on the abstract netlist to populate Boolean
values to the cut gates and to any registers or non-dominated
gates upon which the synthesized range depends, then perform
a bounded-model-checking (BMC)-like SAT query to compute a sequence of valuations to the original logic yielding
identical valuations to the cut gates. As noted in [4], this
process is generally less expensive than typical BMC, since
the prior simulation decomposes it to a set of independent
per-timestep SAT queries. Nonetheless, this process can be
extremely computationally-expensive, especially for netlists for
which SAT analysis is expensive (e.g., exclusive-or rich logic)
or when the trace to be reconstructed is much longer than
practical using BMC alone, as often happens with a semiformal bug-hunting engine [17]. In practice, TR is often more
expensive than reparameterization itself, especially for netlists
with multiple failing properties. TR can dominate end-to-end
verification resource, in cases rendering reparameterization
more harmful than beneficial to a verification portfolio. This
end-to-end impact is a primary motivation for our techniques:
to retain and improve upon reparameterization reductions,
while containing TR resource.
V. R EPARAMETERIZATION WITHOUT L OGIC I NSERTION
In this section we present a novel netlist reduction for
merging selective inputs to constants, after which constant
propagation and other logic optimizations may further reduce
netlist size. This technique identifies the set of inputs dominated by a candidate cut, then evaluates if they can be merged
to 0/1 by comparing the range values producible at the cut with
and without candidate reductions. Intuitively, we compare two
ranges: first leaving the inputs intact, second after merging
the inputs to 0 or 1. If equal, the corresponding inputs can be
merged without observably altering cut behavior; soundness
follows from [4]. This approach can be viewed as a generalization of observability don’t care-based reductions [18],
performing reductions not only if the behavior of the cut gates
is unchanged, but if the range of the cut is preserved.
This computation can be expressed as 2QBF: Quantified Boolean Formula with two levels of quantification. Let
F (x, Y, Z) denote the logic cone defining the cut, where x is
a given dominated input, Y is the remaining dominated inputs,
and Z are non-dominated gates (which may be inputs or other
gates). Then x can be merged to 0 iff
∀Z, Y ∃Y 0 (F (1, Y, Z) = F (0, Y 0 , Z)) ,

and x can be merged to 1 iff
∀Z, Y ∃Y 0 (F (0, Y, Z) = F (1, Y 0 , Z)) .
I.e., if for all values of non-dominated gates Z, each value
producible with x = 1 is producible with x = 0 given other
valuations to Y , then x can be merged to 0, and vice versa.
A. Examples
(1) Consider a netlist with inputs x, y and exclusive-or
gate c = x ⊕ y. If neither x nor y have fanouts besides c,
both are dominated inputs. x can be merged to 0 or to 1:
varying y despite this merge produces all range values for c.
(Alternatively, y can be merged to 0 or to 1 while retaining
x as an input.) After merging x to 0, constant propagation
will merge c with y. Trace reconstruction is trivial: merely
propagate 0 for eliminated input x for every timestep.
(2) Assume in the above example that y has additional
fanouts, i.e. is not dominated by c. Then our reduction does
not apply. Traditional reparameterization [4], [10] may be
able to eliminate x by introducing a new input, even though
reparameterization is typically skipped for cuts where input
count cannot be reduced. However, traditional reparameterization requires expensive SAT-based trace reconstruction, as the
reconstructed value of x will depend on y and c.
(3) Suppose that c = x ∨ y ∨ z1 ∨ · · · ∨ zn is an OR
gate, where x and y are dominated inputs and z1 , . . . , zn are
non-dominated inputs. There are two cases of interest: (a) if
z1 , . . . , zn all evaluate to 0, then both c = 0 and c = 1 are
producible depending on values of x and y. (b) If at least one
of z1 , . . . , zn evaluate to 1, then only c = 1 is producible. In
this example, either x or y can be merged to constant-0.
B. Input-Elimination Algorithm
Algorithm 2 receives a cut gate set C, a set of dominated
inputs separated into a single input x and the remaining inputs
Y , and a set of non-dominated gates Z. It then checks whether
x can be merged to 0 while preserving the range of C.
(Merging x to 1 is handled similarly.) The approach is SATbased, and reminiscent of circuit-based 2QBF-approaches [3].
However, it contains an important optimization to enable early
termination without complete range computation, whether
deducing that a merge is possible or not. Instead, it only
concentrates on different valuations to the cut gates with x
cofactored to 0 vs 1.
On line 1, F 0 and F 00 are two copies of the logic between
C and x, Y, Z, with gates that do not depend on x common
across the two copies, and with x set to 1 in F 0 and set to 0
in F 00 (this focuses on the cofactored difference in behavior,
and simplifies the SAT instance). We denote the outputs of
F 0 and F 00 by C 0 and C 00 respectively. Thus the SAT-query
on line 4 checks whether the value of at least one gate in C 0
can be different from the value of the corresponding gate in
C 00 , and thus essentially checks if it possible to change the
valuation of C by only changing the value of x, and not of Y
and Z. If this is possible, line 5 extracts the assignment r that
can be produced with x = 1, where r considers valuations
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1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

F 0 (1, Y, Z) ← copy of logic driving C with x set to 1,
F 00 (0, Y, Z) ← copy of logic driving C with x set to 0,
(C 0 and C 00 denote outputs of F 0 and F 00 respectively)
enumerated ← ∅
while (resource limits not reached) do
if IsSAT((F 0 6= F 00 ) ∧ ¬enumerated) ≡ SAT then
// found a new satisfying assignment α
r ← α|C 0 ∪Z // new range value produced with x ≡ 1
if IsSAT(F 00 ∧ r) ≡ UNSAT then
// r cannot be produced with x ≡ 0
return CANNOT MERGE
else
// r can be produced with x ≡ 0
enumerated ← enumerated ∪ r
end if
else
// no remaining assignments
merge x to 0, return MERGED
end if
end while
return LIMITS-EXHAUSTED

to both C 0 and Z. Another SAT-query on line 6 checks if
the same assignment on C ∪ Z can be also produced with
x = 0 while allowing to vary the values of other dominated
inputs Y . If not, then x cannot be merged to 0: doing so
would change the values producible on the cut for at least
one choice of values of Z, and the algorithm returns (line 7).
Otherwise, this assignment is marked as enumerated and
blocked from further consideration (line 9), and the first SATquery is repeated. If at any point this query is unsatisfiable
(line 11), then changing the value of x no longer affects the
set of possible assignments to C, and hence every assignment
to C ∪ Z that can be obtained with x = 1 can be also obtained
with x = 0. In this case, x is merged to constant-0 and the
algorithm returns (line 12). For efficiency, two incremental
SAT-solvers are used. The first is used for queries on line 4,
and the new range values r producible with x = 1 are blocked
by adding a corresponding clause to the solver. The second is
used for queries on line 6, and the restrictions r on variables
in C ∪ Z are passed to the solver via assumptions.
Example 1: Consider the example (3) from Section V-A.
The first SAT-query is satisfiable, with the (only) satisfying
assignment α = {y = 0, z1 = · · · = zn = 0, c = 1, c0 = 0}.
In other words, the value c = 1 is producible with x = 1
whenever y = 0, z1 = · · · = zn = 0, but would change
to 0 if x is changed to 0. The second SAT-query checks
if c = 1 is also producible with x = 0 and with z1 =
· · · = zn = 0, and it is as y can be assigned to 1. The
assignment c = 1, z1 = · · · = zn = 0 is added to enumerated
and the first SAT-query is repeated. This time the query is
unsatisfiable, and hence x can be merged to 0. Note that overall

#SAT Calls After Optimization

Algorithm 2 TryToMergeInputTo0(cut gates C, dominated
inputs x, Y , non-dominated gates Z)
1000
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1

1
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#SAT Calls Before Optimization

Fig. 1: Number of SAT Calls for Successful Merges
there are 2n assignments to {z1 , . . . , zn } and avoiding the full
range computation decreased the number of SAT-queries from
exponential to linear (or constant).
We demonstrate the impact of the incomplete range computation optimization in Figure 1, for various HWMCC benchmarks [2] where an input is successfully merged. This figure
illustrates the total number of SAT calls with partial (after
optimization) vs. complete (before optimization) range computation. The average improvement is 2.2×, up to 129.0×.
A similar experiment for unsuccessful merge attempts shows
an even larger average improvement of 9.4×. Intuitively, our
technique can leverage this optimization because it does not
attempt to synthesize new range-equivalent logic, only to
reduce existing logic while preserving range values. Compared
to min-cut-based traditional reparameterization [4], this shortcut often achieves (different) reductions with lesser resource:
our approach averages 16.5× faster than traditional reparameterization even with modest BDD-size limits, yielding an
average of 13.5% as much input reduction though occasionally
yielding identical reductions. Dominator-based reparameterization [10], in contrast, is substantially faster: an average of
13.4×, though lacking multi-output-cut reduction capability.
C. Cut Selection and Resource-Bounding
Selecting candidate cuts for Algorithm 2 is done similarly
to [4], [10]: using min-cut analysis [4], or single-output
dominator analysis [10], [14] of cuts dominating at least two
inputs. To optimize reductions vs. runtime, we first analyze
purely-combinational min-cuts, then dominator-based cuts,
then (optionally) min-cuts including registers in their fanin.
The motivation: cuts with a larger number of dominated inputs
vs. cut width, and fewer nondominated gates, are more-likely
reducible; skipping irreducible cuts vastly improves runtime.
As with traditional reparameterization, our technique is
beneficial to apply iteratively to reduce increasingly-deep logic
cones: shallower reductions simplify the analysis of deeper
cones. For best runtime with minimal forgone reduction,
unlike [10] we do not limit the number of dominated inputs,
but instead the number of iterations of the while-loop (line 3)
defaulting in our experiments to 1024, with SAT propagations per iteration limited to 100000. If a cut exceeds these
resources, deeper cuts are also likely to exceed; our preferred
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Fig. 2: Algorithm 2 Input Reduction

D. Experiments
The impact of candidate cut selection options on reduction
is shown in Figure 2, with runtime in Figure 3 and success rate
(percentage of candidate cuts yielding at least one eliminated
input) in Figure 4. These benchmarks are a subset of those of
Section V-E, chosen as large highly-reducible netlists where
option variation substantially affects results. These are cactus
plots, where the ith column sums all prior columns.
The Dom# lines reflect single-output dominator cuts, with
unlimited dominated inputs but nondominated gates bounded
by the respective number. Note that runtime increases sharply
with this parameter; limiting to 2, runtime is very fast (0.79
seconds average) achieving 80.9% of the reductions of setting
32 (23.7 seconds average).
The Mincut#:# lines reflect combinational min-cuts, where
the first number limits cut width and the second bounds nondominated gates. Even large settings are substantially faster
1 “Traditional reparameterization” in our experiments consists of “strong”
dominator-based reparameterization [10], followed by min-cut BDD-based
reparameterization [4] with BDD limit 215 . The former is very fast; the latter
enables multi-output reductions impossible with the former. Both are applied
to increasingly-deep logic cones, truncating at cuts exceeding resource limits.

16
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Fig. 3: Algorithm 2 Runtime
Baseline100%
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Mincut32:16
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Mincut16:8+Dom4
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Reducible Candidate Cut Percentage

flow thus marks the fanout of resource-exceeded cuts, and
avoids analyzing them later. The number of non-dominated
gates is practically useful to bound, with a heavy tradeoff
between speed and optimality of reductions: larger resources
obviously yield greater reductions, though at a significant
runtime cost and diminishing success rate.
After achieving the majority of reductions with a fast-andlossy configuration, our experiments defer more-aggressive
input reductions to traditional reparameterization.1 With this
configuration, Algorithm 2 is fast enough to include in a
standard logic optimization flow, which benefits everything
downstream. Practically this offers the best overall verification speedup using generic orchestration, with Algorithm 2
achieving some but not all of its input reduction potential,
leveraging the additional reduction capability of traditional
reparameterization while containing its trace reconstruction
overhead. By iterating our approach with [10] and [4], we
achieve 22.2% average greater input reduction than traditional reparameterization alone in 43.6% lesser runtime, while
enabling the trace reconstruction speedups of Section V-E.

12
Benchmark Instance

0
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8
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16
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Fig. 4: Algorithm 2 Success Rate
than dominator-based (Mincut32:16 averages 7.6 seconds),
yielding much but not all reduction achievable with dominatorbased. Faster runtime is largely due to greater success rate.
Weaker reduction potential is primarily due to dominatorbased allowing a small number of registers in candidate cuts,
whereas in these experiments min-cuts do not.
The Mincut#:#+Dom# lines run the corresponding
dominator-based reduction after (vs. instead of) the
corresponding min-cut reduction. Both are able to reduce
some common and some unique inputs, yielding synergistic
value. Since min-cut is substantially faster than dominatorbased, our preferred flow used in later experiments is
Mincut32:16+Dom4.
E. Synergy with Traditional Reparameterization
A primary motivation for the proposed technique is its
trivially-fast trace reconstruction: merely populate inputs by
the constant values they were merged to, with no dedicated
SAT or simulation analysis. This process requires only a
fraction of a second even on the largest and heaviest-reduced
netlists. In cases, Algorithm 2 can reduce as many inputs as
traditional reparameterization. Though in general, traditional
reparameterization can perform additional reductions even
after the proposed technique is exhausted or reaches costeffective resource bounds. A synergistic application of both
techniques yields optimal results in practice, with the proposed
technique applied before traditional reparameterization to limit
its scope and thereby offset its sometimes-expensive trace
reconstruction. The benefit of this strategy is illustrated in
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Fig. 5: Synergistic Input Elimination vs. Traditional Reparameterization Trace Reconstruction
Figure 5, offering comparable netlist reductions to accelerate
semi-formal bug-hunting while yielding the trace reconstruction speedup depicted in this plot: a 29.6× average perbenchmark speedup, with a maximum speedup of 11808.3×.
VI. S EQUENTIALLY-U NATE I NPUT R EDUCTION
In this section we present a different yet synergistic netlist
reduction, sequentially-unate input reduction (SUR). From
literature, a combinational Boolean function f (xi , X) is called
positive unate with respect to input xi if ∀X f (1, X) ≥
f (0, X), and negative unate if ∀X f (0, X) ≥ f (1, X). If
neither positive nor negative unate, f is binate with respect
to xi . E.g., given inputs x and y, or gate x ∨ y and and gate
x ∧ y are positive unate with respect to both x and y, whereas
exclusive-or gate x ⊕ y is binate with respect to both.
Note that counterexamples require demonstrating assertions
(not deassertions) of properties, constraints, and fairness constraints. For combinational netlists, unateness lends itself to a
fairly-obvious reduction:
Theorem 1: When verifying a combinational netlist, if an
input is found positive (negative) unate with respect to every
property and constraint and fairness gate, it is sound and
complete to merge that input to constant-1 (0).
Proof: Any input not appearing in the cone-of-influence of
any property, constraint, or fairness gate is both positive and
negative unate, and can obviously be merged to any value as
it cannot influence counterexample validity.
For other inputs, any original-netlist trace evaluating an input to its merged-to constant value is producible on the reduced
netlist, proving completeness. To prove soundness: consider an
original trace c1 evaluating an input i1 to the opposite of its
merged-to constant. By the definition of unateness, modifying
i1 in c1 to its merged-to value will only evaluate the property,
constraint, and fairness gates to 1 monotonically more often,
and thus render a valid counterexample. 
Unate input reduction in sequential netlists is not as straightforward. For example, consider a netlist with input x occurring
only in (and as) the next-state function of register r, and

property logic that counts two positive-edge transitions of r as
a counterexample. While x appears positive-unately in every
combinational function in the netlist, merging x to constant
is unsound due to its influence on sequential fanout logic: x
must toggle in any counterexample.
To leverage unateness in a sequential netlist, it is essential
to track the number of inversions modulo-two along every
structural path between each property, constraint, and fairness
gate and each input, as illustrated in Algorithm 3. In line 5,
the gate-inputs of a register refer to its initial-value and nextstate function. We refer to any input unmarked as “negative”
as sequentially-positive unate, and any input unmarked as
“positive” as sequentially-negative unate. This algorithm has
linear runtime, marking each gate at most once per polarity.2
Algorithm 3 Sequentially-Unate Input Reduction
markPolarityAIG(gate g, polarity p) {
if isInverted(g) then p ← ¬p; g ← uninvert(g)
if getPolarity(g) ⊇ p then return // already marked
addPolarity(g, p)
for each gate-input i of g
6:
markPolarityAIG(i, p)
7: }
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

sequentiallyUnateInputReduction(netlist N ) {
for each property, constraint, fairness gate g
markPolarityAIG(g, positive)
for each input x
if getPolarity(x) 6= {positive, negative} then
// x is sequentially-unate
merge x to (getPolarity(x) ≡ {positive}) constant
}

Theorem 2: Algorithm sequentiallyUnateInputReduction of
Figure 3 is a sound and complete netlist transformation.
Proof: Completeness follows for any transform that only
performs input merging: every reduced-netlist trace is producible on the original netlist. To prove soundness: because
every structural path from a sequentially-unate input i1 to
every property, constraint, and fairness gate passes through an
identical-modulo-two number of inversions, changing the valuation of i1 to its merged-to value in original trace c1 can only
cause these gates to evaluate to 1 monotonically more often
in the modified trace c01 . Such modified traces are producible
on the reduced netlist, hence all original counterexamples are
preserved modulo this modification. 
Intuitively, Theorem 2 holds by the definition of combinational unateness because every bounded-model-checking
unfolding timestep would be compatibly positive or negative
unate for every unfolded instance of a sequentially-unate
input. However, note that a sequentially-unate input is not
necessarily compatibly-unate in every next-state function in
2 While semantic extensions to this purely-structural algorithm are possible,
their computational expense often risks degrading verification runtime. We
defer this as a future research direction, e.g. as an extension of [9].
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TABLE I: SUR Verification Speedup
Inputs

ANDs

Unate
Inputs

Unate
ANDs

oski2ub5i
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oski4ui
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bob1u05cu
mentorbm1
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oski1rub07
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nusmvtcastp2
nusmv.tcast2.B
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16
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6
8
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3
8
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8
2
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2
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Fig. 6: Verification Runtime Impact of SUR
which it appears. For example, given an input i which is the
next-state function of register r1 , and NAND gate ¬(i ∧ r1 )
which is the next-state function of r2 which is labeled as a
property: i appears positive-unately in the next-state function
of r1 , and negative-unately in the next-state function of r2 ,
and is sequentially-negative unate with respect to the property.
i may be merged to 0 while preserving verification results,
regardless of choice of subsequent verification algorithms.
Beyond its reduction benefits, SUR can improve semiformal bug-hunting [17] by increasing the probability that
randomly-generated input valuations yield counterexamples.
A. Experimental Results
Table I and Figure 6 present HWMCC [2] benchmarks
where SUR (Algorithm 3) substantially accelerates verification. Columns 2 - 3 illustrate original netlist size. Columns 4
- 5 present the number of inputs and AND gates eliminated
by SUR. Columns 6 - 7 show end-to-end verification runtime
with vs. without SUR using IC3 [7]: up to 4.2× faster, with
an average speedup of 35.6% per benchmark. The percentage
of unate inputs is at times substantial: 93 of 164 inputs on
mentorbm1, and 56.0% average on mentorbm* benchmarks.
VII. C ONNECTIVITY V ERIFICATION
In addition to their primary functionality, modern semiconductor designs also include a variety of pervasive logic
intertwined with the functional logic to enable practicallyusable chips. For example, trace bus logic enables full-clock-
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Fig. 7: Trace Bus Testbench Example
speed post-silicon observability and performance monitoring,
comprising internal routing and monitoring logic allowing the
value of various internal signals to be configurably sampled
onto an internal trace bus and ultimately propagated off-chip.
Verification of such logic is referred to as trace bus verification or connectivity verification, and sometimes mandates chiplevel vs. lower block-level verification to capture its end-to-end
behavior. A methodology is presented in [11] for automatic
testbench creation from the templates used as post-silicon
recipes for observing various internal sample points. In such
templates, a vector of internal signal values are sampled with
specified polarities and bit-positions and propagated onto a
trace bus under a specified delay. The testbench effectively
creates a reference trace bus against which the implementation
is compared, on a per-sampled-vector basis.
An example of trace bus testbench logic is depicted in
Figure 7, where vectors LAT1() and LAT2() are sampled and
concatenated. Alternate trace bus sample points irrelevant to
this specific property (likely checked by different properties)
include ERR Q, and a decoding of vector COUNT Q. If the
implementation logic can be isolated for standalone verification, bitwidth reduction [6] may greatly boost its scalability.
In practice, such logic must be verified as instrumented into
the chip, since most hardware bugs involve instrumentation
details such as clocking/latching/power-saving problems, subtle problems with hierarchy-spanning selector logic and/or
VHDL2008 “external signal” references, etc. Unfortunately,
design logic irrelevant to trace-buses often renders bitvector
reduction powerless (fragmenting all vectors to bit-level), at
least until localization and heavy reductions eliminate that
unnecessary logic. By that point, bitvector reductions can
often identify reducible partitions, though most achievable
reductions have already been exhausted by our techniques.
Because the amount of logic in the cone-of-influence of a
specific property may be very large, a collection of synergistic
algorithms including localization is often necessary to render
tractable problems for core solvers such as IC3. Localization
can often place cutpoints at the sampled signals relevant to
a given property without affecting its provability, and also
place cutpoints at side multiplexor inputs irrelevant to a given
property. Coupled with synergistic logic rewriting optimizations and reparameterization, many of these cutpoints become
sequentially-unate inputs reducible by Algorithm 3. These
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TABLE II: Traditional Reparam. vs. Algo. 2 Reductions
Benchmark

Inputs

ANDs

Registers

DBV1
DBV2
DBV3
DBV4
DBV5
DBV6
DBV7

22256
21435
24111
22456
20457
24320
24168

1138339
4429287
1209308
1136918
1110112
5351515
5391085

112161
456243
115676
111966
109463
1980356
2035734

Traditional
Reparam.
Inputs / Time (sec)
6154 / 62.3
1799 / 2.2
7406 / 63.2
6416 / 79.3
5670 / 49.7
2212 / 4.7
2219 / 12.1

Algo. 2
Inputs /
Time (sec)
1546 / 19.1
400 / 1.5
1580 / 18.1
1547 / 19.5
1472 / 27.7
333 / 0.5
319 / 0.6

TABLE III: Post-Localization Reductions and Runtime
Benchmark
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Localized Localized Localized Unate
Inputs
ANDs
Registers Inputs
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10431
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135511

Unate
Solving
Registers Time
(sec)
12465
14906.1
14923
29799.8
12591
25213.4
13043
10629.4

Reduced
Solving
Time (sec)
7451.2
14037.5
8721.7
9797.1
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10000
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A. End-to-End Connectivity Verification Experiments
Table III presents the effectiveness of SUR after propertyspecific localization, for some difficult properties of Table II.
Columns 2 - 4 show netlist size after localization. The number
of gates reduced by SUR are presented in columns 5 - 7,
up to 93.6% with an average of 83.8%. When synergistically
combined with our and traditional reparameterization, 99.8%
total reduction is achieved on DBV1 and DBV4. Columns
8 - 9 present our best solving times with vs. without our
techniques; both include traditional reparameterization. Solving time includes reductions and IC3: localization runtime
itself is not itself reported, though for properties requiring
multiple abstraction-refinement iterations, their solving time
is summed. SUR is trivially fast, <1 second on these runs.
In these experiments, our techniques eliminate all inputs that
traditional reparameterization could; due to their fast trace
reconstruction, this greatly improves end-to-end scalability
especially when spurious localization counterexamples occur.
In Figure 8a, we present more per-property end-to-end connectivity verification runtime comparisons with vs. without our
reduction techniques, after localization. Overall verification
runtime improved on average by 6.2% with a maximum of
13.6×. Note that for simpler properties that are easier to solve
even without reductions, end-to-end runtime is on-par with or
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netlist transforms can often substantially reduce logic size,
offering significant end-to-end verification speedups especially
for larger and more-challenging properties.
We present reduction results in Table II using traditional
reparameterization vs. our variant on several connectivity
verification testcases, before localization. Columns 2 - 4
show original netlist size. Column 5 shows the number of
inputs reduced by traditional reparameterization (and runtime),
without our techniques. Column 6 shows the number of
inputs reduced by Algorithm 2 (and runtime) before traditional
reparameterization. Despite the large number of properties
over disjoint fanin logic inherent in these benchmarks, these
techniques yield significant reductions. Though virtually no
sequentially-unate inputs exist w.r.t. all properties. Propertyspecific localization and netlist reductions are thus often
necessary for scalable verification, as discussed next.
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Fig. 8: Connectivity Verification Unate Reductions and Runtime: With SUR (y-axis) vs. Without SUR (x-axis)
even slightly worse with the additional reductions given their
runtime; speedup increases for more-difficult properties.
In Figure 8b we show the number of inputs passing into IC3
with vs. without SUR, yielding up to 27.6× greater reduction.
In Figure 8c we show the number of registers, yielding up to
11.2× greater reduction. In Figure 8d we show the number of
AND gates, yielding up to 21.6× greater reduction. These
post-localization algorithm flows include an application of
min-area retiming [13], reparameterization, and combinational
optimizations before IC3, depicting reduced netlist size with
vs. without SUR. The former enable greater sequentiallyunate input reduction, contributing to faster solving runtime
especially for more-difficult properties.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented two novel sound and complete netlist transformations, which substantially improve verification scalability
while enabling highly-efficient trace reconstruction. The first is
a scalable 2QBF variant of input reparameterization, capable
of eliminating inputs without introducing logic and without
full range computation. While traditional reparameterization
has greater reduction potential, our technique can yield up to 4
orders of magnitude speedup to trace reconstruction when used
as a preprocess to traditional reparameterization. Practically,
this largely solves an occasionally-fatal risk where traditional
reparameterization severely degrades end-to-end verification
resource. The second is sequentially-unate input reduction,
capable of substantial sequential logic reduction and boosting
the probability of random input stimulus generation yielding
valid counterexamples. Both are scalable enough to include
in a standard state-of-the-art logic optimization flow, whether
used for proving or bug-hunting. Connectivity verification
particularly benefits from these reductions, up to 99.8%.
Acknowledgments: The authors wish to thank Pradeep Kumar Nalla for his insights in brainstorming discussions of the
proposed techniques.
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Abstract—Model checking of safety properties is fundamental
in formal verification. When a safety property is found to
hold, the model checker provides (at best) a machine-checkable
certificate that gives limited insight to users and little confidence
that the check passes for the “right” reasons, rather than due
to e.g., vacuity or unjustified assumptions. Recently, inductive
validity cores (IVCs) have been developed to address this issue. In
this paper, we lift several algorithms from the field of UNSAT core
extraction in order to compute minimal IVCs of hardware safety
checking problems. The MARCO algorithm extracts all minimal
cores of an UNSAT formula by efficiently exploring the formula’s
power set, and has already been applied to compute IVCs in
software safety checking. The CAMUS algorithm for UNSAT
core extraction exploits a duality between minimal correction
subsets (MCSes) of a formula and minimal UNSAT cores. We
adapt the algorithms to the hardware IVC context, construct a
hybrid algorithm that subsumes both CAMUS and MARCO, and
introduce novel domain-specific optimizations. Several instances
of the hybrid algorithm are presented (including CAMUS and
MARCO themselves, among other novel variants) and evaluated
empirically on hardware model checking competition circuits,
demonstrating the practicality of the proposed algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model checking techniques for safety properties (such as
IC3/PDR [5], [7]) are fundamental in formal verification.
Given a circuit and safety property, IC3 returns either (1)
U NSAFE along with a counter-example trace that leads from
an initial state to an unsafe state; or (2) S AFE along with
a safe inductive invariant certifying that the circuit cannot
reach an unsafe state. The former provides actionable feedback
to the user that can be applied to identify the source of the
failure. The latter typically does not, and as such, provides
the user with little confidence that the check passes for the
“right” reasons, rather than due to e.g., unjustified assumptions
or vacuity. Boolean satisfiability solvers suffer from a similar
lack of feedback regarding unsatisfiable formulas; the solver
may be able to return a certificate such as a resolution
refutation [22], but this provides limited insight. Instead,
unsatisfiable cores—subsets of the clauses of the formula that
are themselves unsatisfiable—appear more useful. Minimal
unsatisfiable cores, also called minimal unsatisfiable subsets
(MUSes) are of particular interest. Given an unsatisfiable
formula, several algorithms have been developed to extract all
MUSes [1], [14], [13], [18] or to extract a smallest MUS [11].
MUSes have seen application in a variety of areas including
maximum satisfiability solving [15], vacuity detection [19],
automated debugging [21], identifying missing constraints in
verification [12], and others [16].
Recently, Ghassabani et al. lifted unsatisfiable cores to
the domain of safety checking with the concept of inductive
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validity cores (IVCs) and introduced algorithms to compute
minimal IVCs (MIVCs) [9], [8] of software safety checking
problems. In that context, the software system is viewed as a
transition relation consisting of a conjunction of constraints,
and an IVC is a subset of those constraints that is sufficient
to prove safety. In [9], an algorithm called IVC_UC is used
to quickly compute a small (but non-minimal) IVC. Subsequently, a brute-force procedure called IVC_BF is used to
minimize the IVC. The combination of these two procedures
is called IVC_UCBF. The work of [8] presents an approach
based on the MARCO algorithm [13] (originally developed to
compute all MUSes of an unsatisfiable formula) that finds all
MIVCs of a given software safety checking problem. IVCs
appear to have natural applications in areas such as vacuity
checking [2] and automated debugging [20]. They have already
been used to develop novel coverage metrics [10].
In this paper, we consider the problem of finding all MIVCs
of a hardware safety checking instance (AllMIVC), and the
problem of computing a smallest MIVC (SMIVC). In this
context, a circuit consists of a set of state elements (registers)
and logic gates, and an IVC is an abstraction (defined as a
circuit containing a subset of the original gates) over which
the given safety property holds. Given a circuit specified
at the register-transfer level (RTL), MIVCs can similarly be
computed over modules, expressions, lines of RTL code, etc.,
and are expected to provide the user with significantly more
usable feedback than a safe inductive invariant. Continuing
in the same vein as previous work on MIVC extraction,
we proceed by drawing inspiration from well-known MUS
extraction algorithms.
The MARCO algorithm [13] directly explores the power set
of the set of clauses in an unsatisfiable formula. It exhibits
good anytime behavior as it finds MUSes early and steadily
throughout its run. However, the usual form of MARCO cannot
find a guaranteed-smallest MUS until it terminates, which
is a significant disadvantage when considering the SMIVC
problem. In contrast, the CAMUS algorithm [14] computes all
MUSes of a given unsatisfiable formula by exploiting a hitting
set duality between minimal correction subsets (MCSes) and
MUSes. It first computes all MCSes and then enumerates
MUSes in increasing order of size using the hitting set duality.
The MCS enumeration step must end before MUS extraction
begins, causing poor anytime behavior, but the first MUS
found is guaranteed to be a smallest MUS.
This paper develops variants of CAMUS and MARCO targeted
at MIVC extraction. We define MCSes of a circuit, and
demonstrate the same hitting set duality exists between MCSes
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and MIVCs. We further identify an algorithm to efficiently
compute MCSes based on SAT-based debugging of hardware
circuits [20], [3]. Using these results, we lift the MUS extraction algorithms to handle MIVCs. Further, we present a
parameterized unified algorithm and show that CAMUS and
MARCO are two special cases of the unified algorithm. Next,
we present novel variants of the unified algorithm that outperform the usual instantiations of MARCO and CAMUS in this
domain. Finally, considering the different bottlenecks inherent
to MIVC extraction, we present a series of optimizations that
improve runtime performance significantly. In particular, the
MIVC extraction context requires frequent calls to IC3 where
the MUS extraction context can instead rely on SAT. As these
calls to IC3 are significantly more expensive than satisfiability
checks, the optimizations are targeted at eliminating as many
of them as possible while accelerating the ones that do occur.
Experiments are presented on circuits from the hardware
model checking competition (HWMCC) [4]. Two comprehensive sets of experiments are presented. The first executes
a large number of variants of the unified algorithm against
a small set of “easy” benchmark circuits in an effort to
understand which variants and optimizations perform best.
Different variants are found to offer different trade-offs between anytime behavior and overall performance. The second
set of experiments executes the best-performing configurations
against the entire HWMCC 2017 benchmark set in order to
evaluate the approaches against a set of modern, challenging
benchmarks. Out of 181 circuits, the configuration with the
best anytime performance finds at least one MIVC in 61
instances, and computes a total of 1866 MIVCs across those
61 circuits. In contrast, the configuration with the best overall
performance finds at least one MIVC in 49 instances, and
finds a total of 6907 MIVCs across those 49 circuits. The
same configuration also performs best considering the SMIVC
problem, finding a guaranteed-smallest MIVC in all 49 cases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents background material on MUS extraction and MIVC
extraction. Section III presents MARCO and CAMUS adapted
to MIVC extraction and the unified algorithm. Section IV
presents variants of the unified algorithm, while Section V
presents a series of performance-driven enhancements. Section VI presents experimental results, while Section VII concludes the paper.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Notation and Terminology
The following terminology and notation is used throughout
this paper. A literal is either a variable or its negation, a clause
is a disjunction of literals, a cube is a conjunction of literals,
and a Boolean formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is
a conjunction of clauses. Where convenient, a CNF formula ϕ
is treated as a set of clauses where c ∈ ϕ means that clause c
appears in ϕ. A Boolean formula is satisfiable (SAT) if there
exists an assignment to its variables such that the formula
evaluates to 1. Otherwise it is unsatisfiable (UNSAT).
Given a finite transition system with a set of state variables
V, the primed forms V 0 = {v 0 |v ∈ V} refer to the next-state
functions. That is, for every state variable v ∈ V, v 0 is a
Boolean function of the current state and input defining the
next state for v. A safety checking instance is represented by
a triple P = (Init, T r, Bad), where Init(V) and Bad(V) are

i1

i2

i1
g2

r1

i3

g3

g3
g4

g1

o1
r1

g4

g1

(a)

o1

(b)

Fig. 1. Circuit with (a) T r = {g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 }, (b) abstraction {g1 , g3 , g4 }

CNF formulas over V that represent the initial states and the
unsafe states, respectively. The transition relation T r(V, V 0 ) is
encoded as a CNF formula over V ∪ V 0 such that T r(~v , ~v 0 ) is
satisfiable if and only if state ~v can transition to state ~v 0 .
B. Model Checking of Safety Properties
A safety property is expressed in Computation Tree Logic
(CTL) as AG ¬Bad. Hence, an instance (Init, T r, Bad) is
U NSAFE if the formula below is SAT for some value of N :
Init(v~0 ) ∧

−1
N^
i=0


T r(~
vi , vi+1
~ ) ∧ Bad(v~N )

(1)

The satisfying assignment provides a counter-example trace: a
sequence of input assignments that leads from an initial state
to an unsafe state. Conversely, the instance is S AFE if and
only if there exists a formula Inv(V) such that:
Init(~v ) ⇒ Inv(~v )

(2)

Inv(~v ) ∧ T r(~v , ~v 0 ) ⇒ Inv(~v 0 )

(3)

Inv(~v ) ⇒ ¬Bad(~v )

(4)

The properties above are called initiation (Eq. 2), induction
(Eq. 3), and safety (Eq. 4). A formula with all three properties
is called a safe inductive invariant and certifies that the
instance is S AFE. Given a safety checking instance, the model
checking algorithm IC3 [5] returns either S AFE (along with
a safe inductive invariant) or U NSAFE (along with a counterexample trace).
C. MCSes, MSSes, and MUSes
Given an UNSAT formula ϕ in CNF, any subset ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ
that is itself UNSAT is called an UNSAT core of ϕ. If ϕ1 is
minimal, meaning that every proper subset of ϕ1 is SAT, then
ϕ1 is a minimal unsatisfiable subset (MUS). A subset C ⊆ ϕ
is a minimal correction subset (MCS) if ϕ \ C is SAT, but
for every proper subset D ( C, ϕ \ D is UNSAT. A maximal
satisfiable subset (MSS) of ϕ is the complement of an MCS.
In other words, D ⊆ ϕ is an MSS if D is SAT, but for any
clause c ∈ ϕ \ D, D ∪ {c} is UNSAT.
Given a set of sets C = {C1 , . . . , C|C| }, a hitting set of C is
a set H such that the intersection of H and Ci is nonempty for
every Ci ∈ C. We let MCSes(ϕ) (resp., MUSes(ϕ)) denote
the set of all MCSes (resp., MUSes) of ϕ. A hitting set duality
exists between MUSes and MCSes: a subset C of ϕ is an MUS
if and only if C is a minimal hitting set of MCSes(ϕ) [14].
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Fig. 2. MIVC {g1 , g4 } of (r1 , T r, o1 ), where T r is as shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 3. Multiplexer construction for automated debugging

D. MIVC Extraction
This paper presents algorithms to extract MIVCs of hardware safety checking instances. Where convenient, we treat
the transition relation T r as the set of its logic gates. A subset
S ⊆ T r represents an abstraction of T r in which the output
of every gate in T r \ S is replaced by a new primary input.
Figure 1 shows an example of this operation. We extend the
definition of an MCS to the context of safety checking as
follows.

formula over V. As a performance optimization, the invariant
is then reduced to a subset of its clauses that is also a safe
inductive invariant. Applying this optimization may cause the
algorithm to find a different MIVC, but it will not change
the fact that algorithm finds a minimal IVC. Next, using
standard UNSAT core techniques, the algorithm computes an
abstraction S ⊆ T r that is sufficient to make the following
formula UNSAT:

Definition 1 A Correction Subset of a S AFE model checking
instance (Init, T r, Bad) is a subset S ⊆ T r such that
(Init, T r\S, Bad) is U NSAFE. A Minimal Correction Subset
(MCS) is a correction subset for which no proper subset is a
correction subset.
We further define IVCs and MIVCs, which are analogous
to UNSAT cores and MUSes, respectively, as follows.
Definition 2 An Inductive Validity Core (IVC) of a S AFE
model checking instance (Init, T r, Bad) is an abstraction
S ⊆ T r such that (Init, S, Bad) is S AFE. A Minimal
Inductive Validity Core (MIVC) is an IVC for which every
proper subset is not an IVC.
An IVC is simply a S AFE abstraction of the circuit. Figure 2
shows an MIVC of the circuit in Figure 1(a), with initial state
Init = (r1 ) and unsafe state Bad = o1 . It can easily be
verified that (r1 , {g1 , g4 }, o1 ) is S AFE and therefore {g1 , g4 }
is an IVC. Further, {g1 , g4 } is minimal, as (r1 , {g1 }, o1 )
and (r1 , {g4 }, o1 ) are both U NSAFE. We also define maximal
unsafe abstractions (MUAs) analogously to MSSes of unsatisfiable CNF formulas.
Definition 3 A Maximal Unsafe Abstraction (MUA) is an
abstraction S ⊆ T r that is U NSAFE and for which S ∪ {gi }
is S AFE for every gi ∈ (T r \ S).

For instance, {g1 , g2 , g3 } and {g2 , g3 , g4 } are MUAs of the
circuit in Figure 1(a). Given an MCS S, the set T r \ S (the
complement of S) is an MUA. Likewise, the complement of
an MUA is an MCS.
The IVC_UCBF algorithm [9] efficiently computes a single MIVC of a safety checking instance. While originally
presented for software MIVCs, the same algorithm applies
to hardware. It takes as input a safety checking instance
(Init, T r, Bad) that is assumed to be S AFE. The algorithm
works in two steps: the first (IVC_UC) computes an IVC,
while the second (IVC_BF) uses brute force to minimize the
result to an MIVC.
The first step, IVC_UC, uses a model checker to compute a
safe inductive invariant1 Inv, which is assumed to be a CNF
1 In [9], this is more generally a safe k-inductive invariant. We present the
algorithm in terms of safe inductive invariants for simplicity.

Inv(~v ) ∧ S(~v , ~v 0 ) ∧ ¬Inv(~v 0 )

(5)

The unsatisfiability of Eq. 5 is equivalent to the condition for
induction described in Eq. 3. Safety and initiation also hold for
S by construction, so S is an IVC, but it may not be minimal.
The second step, IVC_BF, uses brute force to minimize S. It
works by repeatedly removing a gate from S and checking the
satisfiability of Eq. 5. If it is SAT, the gate is added back to
S. The process repeats until every gate has been considered,
at which point S is an MIVC.
E. Automated Debugging
This section presents an algorithm that uses SAT-based automated debugging [20] to compute MCSes of a safety checking
problem, which is essential to the algorithms presented in this
paper. The work of [3] presents an algorithm to diagnose a
failing reachability property, which is a property that requires
a certain state Good to be reachable (i.e., EFGood in CTL).
Equivalently, such a property requires that (Init, T r, Good)
is U NSAFE. The algorithm takes as input an error cardinality
n ≥ 1 and a user-provided set of suspect locations in the
circuit L = {l1 , . . . , l|L| } and returns n-tuples of suspect
locations where a change can be made to correct the failure.
More formally and assuming L = T r, it returns every n-subset
S ⊆ T r such that (Init, T r \ S, Good) is U NSAFE. That is,
it returns all correction subsets of cardinality n.
At a high level, the algorithm works as follows. The
enhanced transition relation T ren is constructed from T r by
adding error-select lines E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , e|T r| } and new
primary inputs W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , w|T r| }. When e1 = 1, li is
replaced by wi . This operation can be implemented using the
multiplexer construction shown in Figure 3. When simulating
or model checking T ren , it behaves like T r, except with certain locations li (those for which ei = 1) replaced by inputs. A
formula is constructed representing the enhanced initial states
Initen = Init ∧ Φn , where Φn is a cardinality constraint
enforcing that exactly n error-select lines are assigned to 1.
The safety checking instance (Initen , T ren , Good) is then
solved using IC3. If there is a counter-example, the n errorselect lines that are assigned to 1 indicate a correction subset.
As a performance optimization, BMC can be used to find
solutions for a bounded number of time-frames, and then IC3
can be used to find any remaining solutions and conclude that
no other solutions exist.
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III. A U NIFIED A LGORITHM FOR MIVC E XTRACTION
This section presents an MIVC enumeration algorithm that
unifies CAMUS and MARCO. Section III-A adapts the MARCO
algorithm to MIVC extraction based on the work of [8].
Section III-B adapts CAMUS to MIVC extraction. Finally,
Section III-C presents an approach that unifies both algorithms.
A. MARCO
Given an unsatisfiable CNF formula, MARCO [13] extracts
all MUSes of the formula by directly exploring the power
set of the set of clauses in the formula. The algorithm has
already been applied to extract MIVCs of software safety
checking instances [8]. Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode for the
procedure, adapted to the hardware MIVC context. It takes a
safety checking problem (Init, T r, Bad) as input and explores
the power set of T r.
Line 2 initializes a CNF formula called the map that tracks
which portions of the power set are explored. The map is a
CNF formula with one variable si for each gate gi ∈ T r. Each
satisfying assignment of the map corresponds to an abstraction
of T r that includes gi if and only if si is assigned to 1.
Lines 3–13 compute MIVCs. Within the loop, line 4 extracts
an abstraction of T r called a seed from the map. If the seed is
U NSAFE, line 10 calls grow to expand it to an MUA, which
is stored in the variable mua. An efficient implementation of
grow is discussed in Section V-A. The map is then updated
on line 11 by adding a clause (shown in Eq. 6) that blocks
the MUA and all of its subsets, as any subset of an MUA is
U NSAFE. The clause requires any future seeds to contain an
element of the MCS T r \ mua.
_
blockDown(S) =
si
(6)
gi ∈T r\S

If the seed is S AFE, line 6 calls shrink to reduce the
seed to an MIVC. This is implemented using the IVC_UCBF
procedure described in Section II-D. The map is subsequently
updated on line 8 by adding a clause (shown in Eq. 7) that
blocks the MIVC and all of its supersets. A strict superset of
an MIVC is indeed an IVC, but is not minimal and therefore
can safely be ignored. Blocking all supersets of MIVCs and
all subsets of MUAs is key to the algorithm’s efficiency.
_
blockUp(S) =
¬si
(7)
gi ∈S

B. CAMUS
Given an unsatisfiable CNF formula, CAMUS [14] extracts
all MUSes of the formula in order from smallest to largest
using the hitting set duality between MCSes and MUSes noted
in Section II-C. First, it enumerates all MCSes of Φ, which
can be done using a variety of approaches [17]. Subsequently,
the algorithm computes MUSes as minimal hitting sets of the
MCSes. Lifting CAMUS to MIVC extraction requires a way to
compute MCSes of safety checking instances and showing the
existence of a hitting set duality between MCSes and MIVCs.
The former is described in Section II-E, while the latter is
demonstrated in Theorem 1 below.
Theorem 1 Given a safety checking problem (Init, T r, Bad),
a subset S ⊆ T r is an IVC if and only if S is a hitting set of
MCSes(Init, T r, Bad).

Algorithm 1 MARCO for MIVC extraction
Input: safety checking problem (Init, T r, Bad)
Output: set of all MIVCs of (Init, T r, Bad)
1: M IV Cs ← ∅
2: map ← >
3: while map is SAT do
4:
seed ← getUnexplored(map)
5:
if (Init, seed, Bad) is S AFE then
6:
mivc ← shrink(seed)
7:
M IV Cs ← M IV Cs ∪ {mivc}
8:
map ← map ∧ blockUp(mivc)
9:
else
10:
mua ← grow(seed)
11:
map ← map ∧ blockDown(mua)
12:
end if
13: end while
14: return M IV Cs
Proof: Suppose S is an IVC. By Definition 1, there is no
MCS Ψ such that S is contained in T r \Ψ (otherwise S would
be U NSAFE). Thus, for every MCS Ψ, S ∩ Ψ 6= ∅, implying
that S is a hitting set of MCSes(Init, T r, Bad).
Now suppose S is a hitting set of MCSes(Init, T r, Bad).
For every MCS Ψ, S contains an element of Ψ, so S 6⊆ (T r \
Ψ). This implies S is S AFE and therefore an IVC.
Algorithm 2 shows pseudocode for the MIVC enumeration
variant of CAMUS, presented in terms of the same subroutines
used by MARCO. The loop beginning on line 3 repeatedly
extracts an MCS and updates the map accordingly using
blockDown. This step is closely related to lines 10–11 of
Algorithm 1 in which MARCO computes an MUA and then
refines the map by calling blockDown on the MUA. In
contrast, CAMUS directly computes an MCS, the complement
of which (i.e., T r \ mcs) is an MUA by definition. Ultimately,
the clause added to the map in this step requires any satisfying
assignment to correspond to a subset of T r that hits mcs.
After all MCSes have been found, the loop beginning on
line 7 extracts MIVCs using a process similar to the main
loop of MARCO with several steps removed. First, since every
seed is a hitting set of the MCSes, there is no need to
check for safety as every seed is guaranteed to be an IVC.
Second, instead of calling getUnexplored, CAMUS uses
getUnexploredMin, which returns an unexplored seed of
minimum cardinality. This ensures IVCs are enumerated from
smallest to largest and that each IVC found is minimal. Third,
as every seed is of minimum cardinality, there is no need to
call shrink upon discovering a S AFE seed.
C. Unified Algorithm
From the descriptions in the preceding subsections, it is
clear that MARCO and CAMUS have significant similarities.
This gives rise to a unified algorithm for MIVC extraction
that generalizes both CAMUS and MARCO. Pseudocode for the
unified algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. It takes as input
a safety checking problem and a parameter k that controls the
behavior of the MCS enumeration step. The loop on lines 3–8
enumerates MCSes of cardinality k or less and updates the
map accordingly. The parameter k provides a configurable
trade-off between anytime performance (improved by lowering k) and overall performance (improved by increasing k).
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Algorithm 2 CAMUS for MIVC extraction
Input: safety checking problem (Init, T r, Bad)
Output: set of all MIVCs of (Init, T r, Bad)
1: M IV Cs ← ∅
2: map ← >
3: while more MCSes exist do
4:
mcs ← FindMCS(Init, T r, Bad)
5:
map ← map ∧ blockDown(T r \ mcs)
6: end while
7: while map is SAT do
8:
mivc ← getUnexploredMin(map)
9:
M IV Cs ← M IV Cs ∪ {mivc}
10:
map ← map ∧ blockUp(mivc)
11: end while
12: return M IV Cs
That is, finding more MCSes upfront reduces the number of
iterations required in the second loop, which results in fewer
calls to grow, shrink, and the model checker. Subsequently,
the loop on lines 9–19 enumerates MIVCs using an approach
that is very similar to the main loop of MARCO.
Algorithm 3 UMIVC
Input: safety checking problem (Init, T r, Bad), k∈Z∪{∞}
Output: set of all MIVCs of (Init, T r, Bad)
1: M IV Cs ← ∅
2: map ← >
3: for i = 1 to k do
4:
while more MCSes of cardinality i exist do
5:
mcs ← FindMCS(Init, T r, Bad, i)
6:
map ← map ∧ blockDown(T r \ mcs)
7:
end while
8: end for
9: while map is SAT do
10:
seed ← getUnexplored(map)
11:
if k = ∞ or (Init, seed, Bad) is S AFE then
12:
mivc ← shrink(seed)
13:
M IV Cs ← M IV Cs ∪ {mivc}
14:
map ← map ∧ blockUp(mivc)
15:
else
16:
mua ← grow(seed)
17:
map ← map ∧ blockDown(mua)
18:
end if
19: end while
20: return M IV Cs
IV. A LGORITHM VARIANTS
This section presents several important variants of Algorithm 3, distinguished by different strategies for exploring the
search space and different amounts of upfront computation.
In particular, different variants pass different values of k to
Algorithm 3 and compute unexplored seeds using one of the
following approaches:
• getUnexplored, which returns an arbitrary unexplored seed using SAT;
• getUnexploredMin, which returns an unexplored
seed of minimum cardinality using MaxSAT;

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF UMIVC VARIANTS
Variant
CAMUS
MARCO
MARCO-DOWN
MARCO-UP
MARCO-ZZ
k-UMIVC
k-UMIVC-DOWN
k-UMIVC-UP
k-UMIVC-ZZ

k
∞
0
0
0
0
k
k
k
k

Exploration
getUnexploredMin
getUnexplored
getUnexploredMax
getUnexploredMin
getUnexploredZZ
getUnexplored
getUnexploredMax
getUnexploredMin
getUnexploredZZ

getUnexploredMax, which returns an unexplored
seed of maximum cardinality using MaxSAT; or
• getUnexploredZZ (zig-zag), which alternates between returning minimum- and maximum-cardinality unexplored seeds on consecutive calls.
Table I summarizes all of the variants, which are discussed
in more detail in the following subsections.
•

A. CAMUS and MARCO
CAMUS corresponds to the variant where k = ∞ and
getUnexploredMin is used for exploration. All MCSes
are computed upfront and the search space is explored bottomup i.e., starting from the smallest seeds. In this variant safety
checking is unnecessary, grow is never called, and shrink
can be replaced with a no-op as seeds are always minimal
and therefore any seed returned by getUnexploredMin is
guaranteed to be an MIVC.
The simplest form of MARCO described in Section III-A
corresponds to a variant where k = 0 and getUnexplored
is used for exploration. The search space is explored arbitrarily, with neither a bottom-up nor a top-down bias. The
primary advantage of this variant is that getUnexplored
may require less runtime. Experimentally, we observe that
getUnexplored accounts for very little runtime, so optimizing its runtime is not expected to be beneficial.
We also consider several other variants of MARCO. The
first, MARCO-DOWN, uses getUnexploredMax to explore
the search space in a top-down fashion i.e., starting with the
largest seeds. In this variant, grow can be replaced by a noop as seeds are always maximal, and therefore any U NSAFE
seed returned by getUnexploredMax is guaranteed to be
an MUA. This variant (with additional optimizations) was
referred to as “Optimized MARCO” in the work of [13]
and was used to extract MIVCs of software safety checking
problems in [8]. A significant advantage of MARCO-DOWN is
that the first iteration of the main loop is guaranteed to find
an MIVC, which provides excellent anytime performance—the
algorithm computes a single MIVC as quickly as IVC_UCBF.
In contrast, MARCO-UP uses getUnexploredMin to
explore the search space bottom-up and is presented as a dual
variant of MARCO-DOWN in [13]. A closely-related smallest
MUS extraction algorithm was presented in [11]. In this
variant, seeds are always minimal and calling shrink is
unnecessary. CAMUS and MARCO-UP are closely related; both
algorithms work by finding minimal hitting sets of the MCSes.
The only difference is that CAMUS computes all MCSes
upfront, whereas MARCO-UP does not. Instead, it repeatedly
computes a seed as a minimal hitting set of the currentlyknown MCSes, checks if the seed is an MIVC, and if not,
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computes a new MCS. A significant advantage of this variant
is that the first MIVC it finds is guaranteed to be an SMIVC.
The variant MARCO-ZZ explores the search space in a zigzagging fashion, alternating between a top-down and bottomup search on consecutive iterations of the main loop. This
variant preserves some advantages of both the bottom-up
and top-down approaches. First, in an iteration in which
getUnexploredZZ returns a minimum seed, the call to
shrink can be eliminated. Likewise, for maximum seeds, the
call to grow can be eliminated. Second, in our implementation
the first iteration finds a maximum seed, which preserves the
fast time-to-first-MIVC of MARCO-DOWN. Finally, this variant
can also discover a smallest MIVC before termination, though
it is unlikely to do so as quickly as MARCO-UP.
B. Hybrid Variants
The primary difference between the unified algorithm and
existing approaches is the potential to combine the advantages
of MARCO and CAMUS. By front-loading the computation of
all MCSes, CAMUS avoids the need to perform any safety
checks in the MIVC extraction loop, including those that
result from calling grow or shrink. This comes at the
cost of poor anytime behavior, as computing all MCSes is
itself often intractable. The hybrid variants front-load some
computation of MCSes, potentially achieving a more useful
trade-off between overall performance and anytime behavior.
Each of the MARCO variants has a hybrid counterpart: k-UMIVC, k-UMIVC-DOWN, k-UMIVC-UP, and
k-UMIVC-ZZ. In these variants, all MCSes of size k or
less are computed upfront. Due to an optimization presented in Section V-B, computing MCSes upfront can be less
computationally-expensive than computing them on-demand
using grow in the second loop. This observation holds true
even when using an optimized implementation of grow described in Section V-A. In addition, each MCS computed
upfront avoids running one iteration of the MIVC extraction
loop, which saves a call to IC3 and potentially avoids a call
to grow or shrink.
V. P ERFORMANCE O PTIMIZATIONS
This section presents a series of performance optimizations
to the UMIVC algorithm. MARCO and CAMUS were initially
developed for MUS extraction, but extracting MIVCs presents
a different set of constraints and performance characteristics.
In each context, a large number of seeds are generated, and
each needs to be checked for either satisfiability (in the MUS
context) or safety (in the MIVC context). Naturally, safety
checking is significantly more computationally expensive than
satisfiability checking, and this drives different implementation
decisions in the MIVC context. In particular, the greater
expense of safety checking necessitates optimizations that
aggressively reduce the number of calls to the model checker
and accelerates the calls that do occur.
A. Implementing grow via MCS Extraction
A key reason that MARCO-DOWN performs well in software
MIVC extraction [8] is the use of IVC_UCBF to efficiently
shrink seeds. The runtime of MARCO-UP and MARCO-ZZ
variants also depends on an efficient implementation of grow.
A brute-force implementation of grow repeatedly selects a
gate g ∈ T r \ seed and checks if (Init, seed ∪ {g}, Bad) is

U NSAFE. If so, g is added to the seed. The process repeats until
every gate of T r \ seed has been considered. The optimized
implementation leverages the fact that the complement of an
MCS is an MUA. The algorithm simply finds an MCS S over
T r \ seed (using the algorithm described in Section II-E with
a suspect set equal to T r \ seed) and then returns T r \ S.
Early experiments showed that this optimization gives drastic
performance improvements, so it is enabled for all experiments
presented in Section VI. Indeed, without this optimization
MARCO-UP is rarely able to find any MIVCs.
B. Approximating Upfront MCS Computation
The hybrid UMIVC variants compute a subset of all MCSes
upfront using the algorithm described in Section II-E. That
is, for each i from 1 to k, BMC is used to find MCSes of
cardinality i, and then IC3 is used to find any remaining
MCSes of cardinality i and finally prove that they have all
been found. This approach is guaranteed to find every MCS
of size k or less. However, correctness of the hybrid UMIVC
variants does not depend on every such MCS being found; it
does not even require the correction sets found in this step to
be minimal. If a particular MCS is not found during this step,
it will instead be found in the MIVC enumeration loop, and
thus the resulting set of MIVCs is unchanged.
By sacrificing completeness and minimality, this step can
be implemented entirely using BMC. For each i starting from
1, BMC is used to search for correction subsets of cardinality
i. The BMC-based search at each cardinality is terminated
after reaching a suitable stopping condition, such as unrolling
for a specific number of time-frames. This approximation
eliminates the IC3 calls that dominate the runtime of this step.
Early experiments showed that this optimization yields drastic
performance improvements, so it is enabled for all experiments
presented in Section VI.
C. Caching Invariants and Counter-examples
The UMIVC algorithm executes many safety checks against
various abstractions of the given circuit. In practice, different
abstractions tend to have similar behavior. In particular, a
counter-example (resp., safe inductive invariant) that witnesses
unsafety (resp., safety) for a particular abstraction is likely
to be a witness for other abstractions. As a performance
optimization, our implementation maintains least recently used
(LRU) caches of counter-examples and safe inductive invariants. When a new counter-example or safe inductive invariant
is found for any abstraction, it is put at the front of the LRU
cache. If the cache grows beyond a pre-determined size limit,
the least recently used element is evicted.
When checking an abstraction for safety and before running
BMC or IC3, each cached counter-example is re-simulated on
the abstraction. If one witnesses unsafety, it is moved to the
front of the LRU cache. If no cached counter-example is a
witness, each cached invariant is checked to see if it contains
a valid safe inductive invariant for the abstraction. For cached
invariant Inv, this is accomplished using an invariant finder
algorithm [6] that finds the maximum subset of Inv that is
an inductive invariant with respect to the abstraction, if any
exists. As is the case for counter-examples, when a witness
to safety is found, it is moved to the front of the LRU cache.
If neither cache contains a witness, a normal safety check is
executed, which may involve running BMC and IC3.
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Fig. 4. Abstraction {g1 , g2 , g4 } of T r (Fig. 1(a)), in which g2 is isolated

D. Biased Safety Checking
Considering the caching optimization presented in the previous subsection, checking if a cached invariant witnesses
safety is still an expensive operation. In UMIVC, many safety
checks have an “expected” outcome, depending on where in
the algorithm the model checker is called. For instance, when
running a bottom-up search and calling grow, the algorithm
is often starting from a very small U NSAFE seed. In this case,
it is probable that many gates need to be added to the seed
before it becomes S AFE, and therefore most safety checks
will return U NSAFE. Likewise, when searching top-down and
starting with a large S AFE seed, it may be the case that many
gates need to be removed before reaching an U NSAFE seed
and most safety checks will return S AFE.
Based on this intuition, our implementation considers the
expected outcome of a safety check when deciding the order
in which to execute individual checks. If the expected result
is U NSAFE or no bias is expected, the checks are executed in
the following order: counter-example cache, BMC, invariant
cache, IC3. If the expected result is S AFE, the following
order is used instead: invariant cache, BMC, IC3; the counterexample cache is skipped as it was found to rarely yield a result in this case. Safety checks made from grow are expected
to be U NSAFE, as are those made on a seed returned from
getUnexploredMin. Safety checks made from shrink
are expected to return S AFE, as are those made on a seed
returned from getUnexploredMax.
E. Exploiting Structure
In order to be minimal IVC, an abstraction cannot contain
any gates that do not affect its behavior. For example, consider
the circuit in Figure 4, where the output of gate g2 is
disconnected. Since its output is ignored, g2 does not affect
the behavior of the circuit and {g1 , g4 } is an equivalent circuit.
This implies that {g1 , g2 , g4 } cannot be an MIVC, since if it
is S AFE, so is the subset {g1 , g4 }. This notion is formalized
as the following lemma, where fanout(gi ) denotes the set of
all gates for which gi is an input.
Lemma 1 Let S ⊆ T r be an MIVC of (Init, T r, Bad). For
every gate gi ∈ S, either: (1) gi is the single output of the
circuit; (2) gi is the next-state function of a state element; or
(3) an element gj of fanout(gi ) is in S.
Proof: Assume towards a contradiction gi ∈ S but gi is
neither an output, a next-state function, nor an input of any
gj ∈ S. Thus, the output of gj is disconnected in S, so S\{gj }
is also an IVC, contradicting the minimality of S.
For any gate gi that is not a next-state function or an output,
Lemma 1 allows adding the clause below to the map without
blocking any MIVCs.

_

gj ∈fanout(gi )



sj 

Adding these clauses can prune large portions of non-solution
space (which may contain IVCs, but not MIVCs).
VI. E XPERIMENTS
This section presents empirical results comparing the presented algorithms2 on benchmark safety checking instances
from the Hardware Model Checking Competition (HWMCC).
Two comprehensive sets of experiments are presented. The
first evaluates several configurations of UMIVC (i.e., different
variants with different optimizations from Section V enabled)
against a sample of 50 benchmark circuits from the HWMCC
2011 benchmark set. Since MIVC extraction appears more difficult than model checking, using an older benchmark set (with
“easier” problem instances) gives more meaningful results
with fewer across-the-board timeouts. This set of experiments
is intended to evaluate each variant and optimization to determine which configurations perform best. Subsequently, for
each of the major variants (k-UMIVC-DOWN, k-UMIVC-UP,
k-UMIVC-ZZ, and CAMUS), a configuration that is expected
to perform well is executed against all of the S AFE benchmarks
in the HWMCC 2017 set. The second set of experiments is
intended to evaluate the best-performing configurations against
a large set of modern benchmark circuits. All experiments
are executed on a Linux workstation with an Intel Core i78700 CPU clocked at 3.2 GHz with a memory limit of 16 GB
and a time limit of 15 minutes per benchmark circuit. The
optimizations to grow (Section V-A) and to upfront MCS
computation computation (Section V-B) are enabled in all
cases, as is the IVC_UCBF-based shrink procedure.
In the first set of experiments, there are 12 circuits for which
no evaluated algorithm could find an MIVC within the time
limit. These are removed from further consideration, leaving
38 circuits. Table II presents a summary of the results. Due
to space constraints, not all configurations tested are shown.
In particular, for hybrid UMIVC only one value of k is shown
for each search strategy. Each row in the table refers to a
configuration of the UMIVC algorithm. The first column shows
the variant, the second shows the value of k, and the next three
columns indicate if the (S)tructure optimization (Section V-E),
(C)aching optimization (Section V-C), and (B)iased safety
(Section V-D) optimizations are present, respectively. The
sixth column (MCS) indicates for how many benchmarks the
configuration was able to complete the MCS enumeration
step (top line) and the number of seconds to do so summed
across all benchmarks (bottom line). The next three columns
show similar information related to finding a single MIVC,
finding all MIVCs, and finding a guaranteed-smallest MIVC,
respectively. The tenth column (#MIVC) reports the total
number of MIVCs found across all circuits. The final two
columns indicate the total number of calls made to IC3
and the total time taken for all IC3 calls, respectively. For
clarity, we refer to configurations by their name followed by
a plus sign and the optimizations enabled. For instance, the
configuration in the bottom row is called 0-UMIVC-ZZ+CB
while the top row is ∞-UMIVC-UP (i.e., CAMUS).
2 Implementations

can be found at: https://github.com/ryanberryhill/pme
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF R ESULTS (38 HWMCC 2011 C IRCUITS )
Variant k S C B MCS
16
UP
∞
20941
16
UP
∞ Y
20944
UP
0
26
UP
3
11623
UP
0 Y
UP

0

Y

UP

0

Y Y

-

Y Y Y 26
11630
32
6996
Y
-

UP

3

DOWN

0

DOWN

2

DOWN

0

DOWN

0

Y

DOWN

0

Y Y

DOWN

2 Y Y Y

ZZ

0

ZZ

3

ZZ

0 Y

ZZ

0

Y

ZZ

0

Y Y

ZZ

3 Y Y Y

32
7081
26
11607
26
11621

One
MIVC
16
20943
16
20947
25
13519
23
14365
25
12978
25
13547
25
13552
23
14371
34
6168
31
9176
34
6129
37
4071
38
2505
21
8355
34
6219
25
13495
34
6188
37
4061
38
2477
26
12600

All
MIVC
16
21854
16
20963
17
19438
18
19928
19
18843
18
19463
18
19443
19
19421
19
18820
20
18106
22
17032
17
20706
19
19352
23
16929
17
19945
17
21466
10
27669
7
29642
7
29593
18
19496

#
#
IC3
SMIVC
MIVC IC3 time
16
69
195 1678
20943
16
71
195 1682
20947
25
64
135 2828
13519
23
362
429 5391
14365
25
110
164 1969
12978
25
89
99 4597
13547
25
89
99 4595
13552
23
330
101 6975
14371
19
287 39180 7438
18820
20
290 34883 4908
18106
22
323 41123 7408
17032
17
171 1659 2169
20706
19
448 2396 3552
19352
23
550
901 1572
16929
19
192 27215 6662
19039
21
256 20272 3922
17434
10
56 18482 6448
27669
7
67
4891 2181
29642
7
71
4596 2532
29592
22
428
94
600
15836

The results demonstrate that the top-down, bottom-up, and
zig-zagging variants all offer worthwhile trade-offs. Bottom-up
variants outperform other variants at finding smallest MIVCs,
as expected. The top-down and zig-zagging variants perform
best at finding one MIVC, as the first step in these approaches
is to compute an MIVC using IVC_UCBF. The zig-zagging
variant offers an appealing trade-off as it computes a single
MIVC as quickly as the top-down variant while finding
SMIVCs faster—though not as fast as the bottom-up variant.
The hybrid variants appear to trade off anytime behavior (primarily observed through the “One MIVC” column) for overall performance (primarily observed through the “# MIVC”
column). For instance, when comparing 0-UMIVC-UP (i.e.,
MARCO-UP) to the hybrid variant 3-UMIVC-UP, increasing k appears to slightly degrade anytime performance, as
3-UMIVC-UP finds a single MIVC in only 23 cases, compared to 25 for 0-UMIVC-UP. However, 3-UMIVC-UP has
significantly better overall performance, as it finds a total of
362 MIVCs compared to 64 for 0-UMIVC-UP.
The optimizations presented in Section V also appear highly
successful. While the optimization of Section V-B is not
directly evaluated as it is enabled in every configuration, we
note that computing MCSes upfront appears to be much more
efficient than computing them during grow. Considering the
3-UMIVC-UP+SCB configuration, a total of 32,048 MCSes
are computed upfront, compared to 372 computed during
grow. Upfront computation takes a grand total of 11630
seconds (as indicated by the MCS column), whereas grow
consumes a total of 3193 seconds. Ultimately, upfront computation computes 86× as many MCSes in only 3.6× as much
time. Adding clauses that reflect the circuit structure (Section V-E) offers a modest improvement to overall performance
with no effect on anytime behavior. Caching invariants and

TABLE III
S UMMARY OF R ESULTS (64 HWMCC 2017 C IRCUITS )
Algorithm

MC
64
481
2-UMIVC-DOWN+SCB 64
481
3-UMIVC-ZZ+SCB 64
481
64
∞-UMIVC-UP+C
481
3-UMIVC-UP+SCB

MCS
55
12265
63
3739
55
12260
32
30819

One
MIVC
49
16869
61
7100
54
15298
30
31462

All
MIVC
32
30075
37
26887
33
30294
30
31472

SMIVC
49
16869
37
26874
46
20457
30
31462

#
MIVC
6907
1866
2434
107

counter-examples offers a modest improvement in the bottomup variant, but significantly improves anytime behavior in the
other variants. Interestingly, our implementation only caches
the single most-recently discovered safe inductive invariant.
Despite that, the cache is very often able to witness safety, as
evidenced by the significant reduction in calls to IC3. Considering 0-UMIVC-DOWN+C, across all benchmarks where the
cache is checked at least once, the median “hit rate” (i.e.,
fraction of safe queries where the cached invariant witnesses
safety) is 93%. Evidently, safe inductive invariants often
witness safety for many different abstractions. It can also be
seen from the 0-UMIVC-DOWN+CB variant that biased safety
checking offers significant additional performance gains.
Based on these results, the configurations that are expected
to perform best are also evaluated against the HWMCC 2017
benchmark set. Of 181 safe circuits in that set, there are 117
for which no algorithm is able to find a single MIVC. This
is expected, as the HWMCC 2017 circuits are intended to be
challenging for safety checking and MIVC extraction appears
to be significantly harder. Those circuits are discarded, leaving
64 circuits under consideration. Table III shows the results of
executing several configurations that are expected to perform
well against this benchmark set. The first column shows the
name of the variant. In order to compare the runtime of MIVC
enumeration to that of safety checking, the second column
shows the number of instances for which safety checking
was completed successfully and the time taken to do so. The
remaining columns report similar data to the corresponding
columns of Table II. It can be seen that computing all
MIVCs is significantly more expensive than safety checking,
as expected. The observed trade-offs are similar to those
observed in the HWMCC 2011 set. Interestingly, circuits in the
HWMCC 2017 set appear to have significantly more MIVCs.
The greatest number of MIVCs found for any HWMCC 2011
circuit is 110. Conversely, there are 8 HWMCC 2017 circuits
for which at least that many MIVCs were found, and 3 circuits
for which over 1000 distinct MIVCs were found.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents algorithms to enumerate MIVCs of
hardware safety checking instances, drawing inspiration from
well-known MUS enumeration algorithms. It lifts CAMUS and
MARCO and presents an algorithm called UMIVC that generalizes both algorithms while preserving the advantages of each.
Several variants of the algorithm are introduced and a set of
novel performance optimizations are presented. Experiments
are presented on standard benchmark circuits demonstrating
the applicability of the presented approaches and the tradeoffs between them. MIVCs have already found application in
coverage analysis, and are expected to have applications in
areas such as debugging, vacuity detection, and others.
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Abstract—We combine SAT and computer algebra to substantially improve the most effective approach for automatically
verifying integer multipliers. In our approach complex final
stage adders are detected and replaced by simple adders. These
simplified multipliers are verified by computer algebra techniques
and correctness of the replacement step by SAT solvers. Our new
dedicated reduction engine relies on a Gröbner basis theory for
coefficient rings which in contrast to previous work no longer are
required to be fields. Modular reasoning allows us to verify not
only large unsigned and signed multipliers much more efficiently
but also truncated multipliers. We are further able to generate
and check proofs an order of magnitude faster than in our
previous work, relative to verification time, while other competing
approaches do not provide certificates.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Automated formal verification of arithmetic circuits, most
prominently multiplier circuits, remains an important problem,
which in practice still requires substantial manual effort. Currently the most effective approach for automatically verifying
integer multipliers is based on polynomial reasoning using
computer algebra techniques [5], [12], [17], [18], [28].
However, parts of multipliers, i.e., final stage adders, are a
real challenge for the computer algebraic approach. In certain
adder designs carries are computed by complex tree structures,
leading to an explosion of intermediate results. Contrarily SAT
solvers can easily verify the equivalence of adders. Therefore
we replace complex final stage adders by simpler adders and
verify the correctness of the replacement using SAT solvers.
The simplified multiplier is verified using computer algebra.
Our new dedicated reduction engine makes use of the
structure of the polynomial representation of circuits and is
more capable in multiplier verification than computer algebra
systems [6], [26] used in our previous work. Additionally it
efficiently produces certificates, which validate the correctness
of the verification. In previous work we used Q as coefficient
domain. Our experiments show that it is beneficial to use more
general rings to support modular arithmetic [25]. We summarize the theory and provide arguments for the correctness of the
algebraic approach over more general rings. As a consequence
we are able to verify not only unsigned and signed multipliers
more efficiently but also truncated multipliers.
Recently significant progress has been made in fully automated verifying integer multipliers using computer algebra.
The authors of [17], [18] presented a method allowing local
Supported by Austrian Science Fund (FWF), NFN S11408-N23 (RiSE),
P31571-N32, SFB F5004, LIT AI Lab funded by the state of Upper Austria.

manuel.kauers@jku.at

cancellation of vanishing monomials in converging gate cones.
This approach is empirically much more successful than previous work in verifying a large variety of multiplier architectures
but its formal exposition has room for improvement. The
technique of [5], [28] eliminates redundant polynomials by
identifying and rewriting half- and full-adders in the circuit.
This approach is able to verifying large clean multiplier
circuits, but fails on complex multiplier architectures. None
of these methods produces certificates. Contrarily theorem
provers in combination with SAT are able to certify industrial
multipliers [11], however this approach is not fully automated.
II. S PECIFYING M ULTIPLIER C IRCUITS
A circuit implements a logical function and the specification
of a circuit is a desired relation between the inputs and the
outputs of a circuit. We say that a circuit fulfills a specification
if for all inputs it produces outputs that match this desired
relation. The goal of verification is to formally prove that the
circuit fulfills its specification and hence deriving correctness.
We consider acyclic gate-level circuits C with inputs
a0 , . . . , ak−1 , outputs s0 , . . . , sm−1 in {0, 1}, and a number
of internal logical gates g1 , . . . , gl ∈ {0, 1}. Thus we fix X to
denote the variables a0 , . . . , ak−1 , g1 , . . . , gl , s0 , . . . , sm−1 . In
the algebraic verification approach every input and output of
a gate in the circuit is labeled by a variable and for each gate
there is a polynomial describing the relation of the input and
output variables of the gate. Correctness of the circuit is shown
by proving that the specification, encoded as a polynomial L,
is implied by the polynomial relations of the gates.
Part of the specification is the ring to which the polynomial
L belongs. The circuit polynomials are also considered as
elements of this ring. In our previous work [12] we chose the
ring Q[X]. We will now generalize the formulation of circuit
verification using computer algebra to other polynomial rings.
Our experiments show that by doing so we gain an enormous
speed-up in the computation time. Although not formally
introducing the theory, related work also relies on more general
rings than Q[X]. Furthermore by generalizing the theory to
arbitrary polynomial rings we are able to verify different types
of multipliers, which we now present. We fix a polynomial
ring R[X] and state the corresponding specification of the
multipliers as an element of R[X].
Definition 1. Let ϕ : X → {0, 1} ⊆ R denote an assignment
of all variables X. We extend ϕ to an evaluation of polynomials in the natural way, i.e., ϕ : R[X] → R.
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To capture multiplication of unsigned integers we consider
circuits with two unsigned binary input bitvectors A =
an−1 , . . . , a0 and B = bn−1 , . . . , b0 ∈ {0, 1}n and an output
bitvector S = s2n−1 , . . . , s0 ∈ {0, 1}2n , calculating A·B = S.
In previous work [22] we verified unsigned integer multipliers, which most naturally are specified over Z.
Definition 2. The word-level specification Un of n-bit unsigned integer multipliers in the ring Z[X] is given as
Un =

2n−1
X
i=0

2i si −

n−1
X

2i ai

i=0

n−1
X

2i bi

i=0



(1)

A common way to represent signed integers is using two’s
complement. The value w of a bitvector K = kn−1 , . . . , k0 of
length n in two’s complement is given as
w = −2n−1 kn−1 +

n−2
X

2i ki .

i=0

Thus in specifying signed multipliers we interpret A, B and
S as signed bitvectors in two’s complement representation.
Definition 3. The specification Sn of n-bit signed integer
multipliers in the ring Z[X] is given as
Sn = −22n−1 s2n−1 +


n−1

− −2

an−1 +

2n−2
X

n−2
X

i=0
i

2 ai

i=0

2i si


n−1

−2

bn−1 +

n−2
X
i=0

i



2 bi .

Our experiments will show that it is beneficial to use modular arithmetic to reduce the size of intermediate verification
results. For now we still keep Z as coefficient domain for the
specification of unsigned and signed multipliers. Theorem 3
and 4, in addition with Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, will then
allow us to use Z22n [X] too, because for any assignment ϕ
the range of the specification does not exceed ±22n .
In contrast to the multipliers presented so far a truncated
multiplier returns only n output bits for input bitwidth n. In the
result of multiplying two integers the n most significant bits
are simply discarded. Thus a truncated multiplier calculates
A · B = S mod 2n . We define the specification of truncated
multipliers to be an element of the ring Z2n [X], because Z2n
is the ring whose multiplication we wish to describe.
Definition 4. The specification Tn of n-bit truncated multipliers in the ring Z2n [X] is given as
Tn =

n−1
X
i=0

2i si −

n−1
X n−1−i
X
i=0

2i+j ai bj

j=0

Our theory is not limited to these multiplication instances.
A further example would be Galois field multipliers, where
the specification is an element of Z2 [X]/hpi, for a given irreducible polynomial p [16], [27]. Other possible (though perhaps useless) choices are rings of the form Zm [X1 , . . . , Xk ]/I
for some given m ∈ N and some given ideal I.

III. A LGEBRA
In our previous work [12] we outlined the underlying theory
of circuit verification using computer algebra for polynomial
rings over fields. In this section we generalize the theory to
be applicable in more general polynomial rings. To this end
let R be a commutative ring with unity and let R[X] with
X = {x1 , . . . , xr } be the polynomial ring over R. By R× we
denote the set of multiplicatively invertible elements of R.
Definition 5. A term τ = xd11 · · · xdr r is a product of powers
of variables for certain d1 , . . . , dr ∈ N. We denote the set of
terms by [X]. A monomial is a multiple of a term cτ , with
c ∈ R and a polynomial p is a finite sum of monomials.

On the set of terms an order ≤ is fixed such that for all terms
τ, σ1 , σ2 it holds that 1 ≤ τ and σ1 ≤ σ2 ⇒ τ σ1 ≤ τ σ2 . Such
an order is called a lexicographic term order if for all terms
σ1 = xd11 · · · xdr r , σ2 = xe11 · · · xerr we have σ1 < σ2 iff there
exists an index i with dj = ej for all j < i, and di < ei .
For a polynomial p = cτ + · · · the largest term τ (w.r.t. ≤)
is called the leading term lt(p) = τ . Furthermore lc(p) = c
is called the leading coefficient and lm(p) = cτ is called the
leading monomial of p. Then we call p − cτ the tail of p.
In the circuit the semantics of the logic gates imply polynomial relations among the variables, such as:
u = ¬v
u=v∧w
u=v∨w
u=v⊕w

implies
implies
implies
implies

0 = −u + 1 − v
0 = −u + vw
0 = −u + v + w − vw
0 = −u + v + w − 2vw.

(2)

The polynomial equations are chosen in such a way that the
possible solutions with u, v, w ∈ {0, 1} of the polynomials are
the solutions of the gate constraints and vice versa. As the left
side is always zero, we take the freedom to write f instead of
0 = f . Note that the coefficients 1, −1 and 2 are elements of
the ring R, where 1 represents the unity of R, −1 represents
its additive inverse, and 2 = 1 + 1. On the set of terms we
fix a lexicographic term order, called reverse topological term
order, such that the output variable of a gate is always greater
than the variables attached to the input edges of that gate.
By G(C) ⊆ R[X] we denote the set of circuit polynomials
which contains for each gate of C the corresponding polynomial of (2). To encode that each variable x ∈ X represents
a boolean value, we further have boolean value constraints
x(1 − x) = 0. Let B(Y ) = {y(1 − y) | y ∈ Y } ⊆ R[X] for
Y ⊆ X, be the set of boolean value constraints for Y . By L
we denote the polynomial in R[X] which models the specified
relation between the input and outputs of the circuit.
Definition 6. A nonempty subset I ⊆ R[X] is called an ideal
if ∀ p, q ∈ I : p + q ∈ I and ∀ p ∈ R[X] ∀ q ∈ I : pq ∈ I.
A set P = {p1 , . . . , ps } ⊆ R[X] is called a basis of I if
I = {p1 q1 + · · · + ps qs | q1 , . . . , qs ∈ R[X]}. We say I is
generated by P and write I = hP i. The sum of two ideals I
and J is defined as I + J = {p + q | p ∈ I, q ∈ J}.
Note, if I = hP i and J = hQi are ideals generated by
P, Q ⊆ R[X], then I + J = hP i + hQi = hP ∪ Qi.
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We show that the question whether L is implied by the
gate polynomials of C and the boolean value constraints can
be answered by a so-called ideal membership test:
“ Given a polynomial q ∈ R[X] and a (finite) set of
polynomials P ⊆ R[X], decide whether q ∈ hP i.”

Definition 7. Let P ⊆ R[X]. If for a certain term order,
all leading terms of P only consist of a single variable with
exponent 1 and are unique and further lc(p) ∈ R× for all p ∈
P , then we say P has unique monic leading terms (UMLT).
Let X0 (P ) ⊆ X be the set of all variables that do not occur as
leading terms in P . We further define B0 (P ) = B(X0 (P )).
Example 1. The set P = {−x + 2y, y − z} ⊆ Z[x, y, z]
has UMLT for the lexicographic term order x > y > z.
Correspondingly X0 (P ) = {z} and B0 (P ) = {−z 2 + z}.

In the following these X0 (P ) will represent inputs of a
circuit and accordingly B0 (P ) are the boolean value constraints only on its inputs. Note, in our application the leading
coefficients of the polynomials in G(C) are only ±1. However
we prefer the more general statement of Def. 7, allowing that
Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 also work for more general settings.
Definition 8. Let P ⊆ R[X] be a finite set of polynomials
with UMLT. A polynomial q ∈ R[X] can be deduced from P
if q ∈ hP i + hB0 (P )i. In this case we write P `R q.
Definition 9. For a given set P ⊆ R[X], a model is an
assignment ϕ such that for all p ∈ P we have ϕ(p) = 0.
For a set P ⊆ R[X] and a polynomial q ∈ R[X], we write
P |=R q if every model for P is also a model for {q}, i.e.,
P |=R q ⇐⇒ ∀ϕ : ∀p ∈ P : ϕ(p) = 0 ⇒ ϕ(q) = 0.

Note, that for the purpose of this paper, these notions of
syntactic “deduction” and semantic “models” are restricted to
our application where variables take only boolean values.

Theorem 1 (Soundness). Let P ⊆ R[X] be a finite set of
polynomials with UMLT and q ∈ R[X], then
P `R q

⇒ P |=R q.

Proof. If P `R q then q ∈ hP i + hB0 (P )i by definition. This
means there are u1 , . . . , um ∈ R[X] and v1 , . . . , vr ∈ R[X]
with q = u1 p1 + · · · + um pm + v1 b1 + · · · + vr br , where
pi ∈ P and bi = xi (xi − 1) ∈ B0 (P ) ⊆ B(X) for i = 1 . . . r.
Any assignment ϕ vanishes on B(X), i.e., ϕ(bi ) = 0. If ϕ is
also a model of P then ϕ(pi ) = 0 too and as a consequence
ϕ(q) = 0. Therefore P |=R q, as claimed.

Completeness is not obvious. Consider for instance that
{2x} |=Z x but x 6∈ h2xi in Z[X]. Requiring P to have UMLT
turns out to be essential (which {2x} does not have in Z[X],
because 2 ∈
/ Z× ).

Lemma 1. If P |=R p and P |=R q then P |=R q ± p.

Lemma 2. Let P ⊆ R[X] be a finite set of polynomials with
UMLT. Then for all q ∈ R[X] there exists p ∈ hP i + hB0 (P )i
and r ∈ R[X0 (P )] with q = p + r, such that the monomials
in r have only exponents 1.

Proof. Since P has UMLT, we can replace every occurrence
of a leading variable of P in q by the corresponding tail.
This process has to terminate because the tail of a polynomial
contains only smaller variables and the number of variables in
P is finite. Thus at some point only variables in X0 (P ) are
left which do not occur as leading terms. If these variables
occur with exponent larger than one we can use B0 (P ) to
reduce their exponent to 1, which yields r. All reduction steps
to obtain r can be captured by adding polynomials f · g with
f ∈ R[X] and g ∈ P ∪ B0 (P ). Their sum gives p.

Example 2. Let P ⊆ Z[x, y, z] be as in Ex. 1 and assume
q = 2x2 + xy + z 2 ∈ Z[x, y, z]. Consequently
p = (−2x−5y)(−x+2y) + (10y+10z)(y − z) − 11(−z 2 +z)
= 2x2 + xy + z 2 − 11z ∈ hP i + hB0 (P )i and

r = 11z ∈ Z[X0 (P )].

Theorem 2 (Completeness). Let P ⊆ R[X] be a finite set of
polynomials with UMLT. Then for every q ∈ R[X] we have
P |=R q

⇒ P `R q.

Proof. Suppose we have P |=R q. Then our goal is to show
q ∈ hP i + hB0 (P ))i. First, by applying Lemma 2, we obtain
p ∈ hP i + hB0 (P )i and r ∈ R[X0 (P )] with q = p + r. Thus
P `R p by definition. Using Thm. 1 we derive P |=R p and
accordingly P |=R q − p = r by Lemma 1. Now assume
r 6= 0 and let m be a monomial of r which contains the
smallest number of variables. Consider the assignment ϕ that
maps x ∈ X0 (P ) to 1 if it appears in m and to 0 otherwise.
Therefore ϕ(r) 6= 0 since exponents of variables in r are all
one. This assignment on X0 (P ) admits a unique extension to
X which vanishes on P (e.g., if −x + t ∈ P with leading
monomial −x, then choose ϕ(x) = ϕ(t)). This contradicts
P |=R r. Thus r = 0 and q = p + r ∈ hP i + hB0 (P ))i. 
It is easy to see that for an acyclic circuit C the set G(C)
has UMLT for the fixed reverse topological term order. As
a consequence Theorem 1 and 2 can be applied and show
that deciding the correctness of circuits can been reduced to
deciding ideal membership problems for R[X].
Definition 10.

I(C) = {f ∈ R[X] : G(C) |=R f }.

It also easily follows that I(C) is an ideal and contains all
the relations that hold among the values at the different signals
(gates and inputs) of the circuit. Thus we are particularly
interested whether the specification polynomial L is in I(C).

Definition 11. A circuit C fulfills L iff L ∈ I(C).

Definition 12. Write B0 (C) = B0 (G(C)) for an acyclic
circuit C and define J(C) = hG(C) ∪ B0 (C)i in R[X].

Note that J(C) is generated by the gate polynomials G(C)
and the boolean value constraints on the variables X0 (G(C))
not occurring as leading term in G(C). Further, by definition,
q ∈ J(C) iff G(C) `R q. Thus J(C) contains exactly those
polynomial constraints “deducible” from the circuit.
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Corollary 1. For all acyclic circuits C, it holds I(C) = J(C).
Proof. By the choice of term order, G(C) satisfies the necessary conditions of Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 and applying them
allows to conclude q ∈ I(C) ⇔ q ∈ J(C).

Corollary 2. A circuit C fulfills L iff L ∈ J(C).

In order to improve efficiency through modular reasoning
(replacing Z by Z22n ) we show that the specifications for
unsigned and signed multipliers remain correct for Z22n too.
Lemma 3. For all assignments ϕ : X → {0, 1} it holds that
ϕ(Un ) ∈ [−22n + 1, 22n − 1] in Z.

Proof. The maximum of ϕ(Un ) is reached for the assignment
ϕmax with ϕmax (s) = 1 for all s ∈ S and ϕmax (x) = 0 for
x ∈ A ∪ B. Consequently
ϕmax (Un ) =

2n−1
X
i=0

2i = 22n − 1 < 22n .

The minimum of ϕ(Un ) is reached for the assignment ϕmin
with ϕmin (s) = 0 for all s ∈ S and ϕmin (x) = 1 for x ∈
A ∪ B. It follows (assuming of course n > 0) that
2n
ϕmin (Un ) = −(2n − 1)2 = −22n + 2| n+1
{z } −1 > −2 .



>2

Lemma 4. For all assignments ϕ : X → {0, 1} it holds that
ϕ(Sn ) ∈ [−22n + 1, 22n − 1] in Z.

Proof. The maximum of ϕ(Sn ) is reached for the assignment
ϕmax with ϕmax (si ) = 1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 2 and
ϕmax (s2n−1 ) = 0 and ϕmax (aj ) = 1 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2
and ϕmax (an−1 ) = 0 and ϕmax (bj ) = 0 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2
and ϕmax (bn−1 ) = 1. Then
ϕmax (Sn ) = 22n−1 − 1 + 2n−1 (2n−1 − 1).
22n−1 + 22n−2 − 2n−1 − 1 < 22n

22n−2 (2 + 1 − 4) − 2n−1 − 1 < 0

Theorem 3.
Theorem 4.

G(C) |=Z Un
G(C) |=Z Sn

lcm(lc(g1 ), lc(g2 )) = b1 lc(g1 ) = b2 lc(g2 ) with bi ∈ D and
lcm(lt(g1 ), lt(g2 )) = s1 lt(g1 ) = s2 lt(g2 ) with si ∈ [X] and

lcm the least common multiple. Further pick c1 , c2 ∈ D such
that c = gcd(lc(g1 ), lc(g2 )) = c1 lc(g1 ) + c2 lc(g2 ), with gcd
the greatest common divisor. Then define
spol(g1 , g2 ) := b1 s1 g1 − b2 s2 g2

gpol(g1 , g2 ) := c1 s1 g1 + c2 s2 g2
Lemma 5. [Cor. 10.12 in [2]] A set P ⊆ D[X] is a D-Gröbner
basis of hP i iff for all pairs (p1 , p2 ) ∈ P × P the remainder
of D-reducing spol(p1 , p2 ) w.r.t. P is zero and gpol(p1 , p2 )
top-D-reduces to zero w.r.t. P .

A. D-Gröbner bases applied to Multiplier Verification

The minimum of ϕ(Sn ) is reached for the assignment ϕmin
with ϕmin (si ) = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n−2 and ϕmin (s2n−1 ) = 1
and ϕmin (aj ) = ϕmin (bj ) = 0 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2 and
ϕmin (an−1 ) = ϕmin (bn−1 ) = 1. It follows that
= −3 · 22n−2 > −4 · 22n−2 = −22n .

Definition 13. Let g1 , g2 ∈ D[X]. Assume

Lemma 6. [Thm.11 in [15]] Let p1 , p2 ∈ D[X] be such
that lcm(lt(p1 ), lt(p2 )) = lt(p1 ) lt(p2 ). If lc(p1 ) | lc(p2 ) then
spol(p1 , p2 ) and gpol(p1 , p2 ) (top-)D-reduce to zero.

By transforming the inequality we gain the desired result.

ϕmin (Sn ) = −22n−1 − (−2n−1 )2

Some facts about the theory of D-Gröbner bases are:
• Let p, q, r ∈ D[X]. We say q D-reduces to r w.r.t. p if
there exists a monomial m0 in q with m0 = m lm(p) and
r = q − mp. If m0 = lm(q), we call this top-D-reduction.
• Let q ∈ D[X] and P ⊆ D[X]. The remainder r of the
D-reduction of q by P is such that q − r ∈ hP i and
r is D-reduced w.r.t. P . If r is calculated using only
top-D-reductions, then r is top-D-reduced w.r.t. P .
• Let q ∈ D[X] and P ⊆ D[X] with UMLT. If lc(p) = ±1
for p ∈ P , then D-reduction of q w.r.t. p amounts to
replacing every occurrence of lt(p) in q by the tail of p.
• A basis P of an ideal I ⊆ D[X] is called a D-Gröbner
basis of I iff ∀q ∈ I ∃p ∈ P : lm(p) | lm(q).
• Every ideal of D[X] has a D-Gröbner basis, and there is
an algorithm (Thm 10.14 of [2]) which, given an arbitrary
basis of an ideal, computes a D-Gröbner basis of it in
finitely many steps. It is based on repeated computation
of so-called S-polynomials and G-polynomials.



iff G(C) |=Z22n Un .

iff G(C) |=Z22n Sn .

IV. D-G R ÖBNER BASES

The question whether a circuit fulfills a given specification
can be answered by an ideal membership test. The theory of
Gröbner bases [4] offers a decision procedure for this problem.
For the polynomial rings applied in Sect II, we use the more
general theory of D-Gröbner bases [2], where the coefficient
ring is a principal ideal domain (PID). Let D be a PID.

We use Lemma 6 to derive a D-Gröbner basis of the ideal
J(C). The following theorem shows that we neither have to
compute S-polynomials nor G-polynomials.
Theorem 5. Let R be a PID and J(C) = hG(C) ∪ B0 (C)i
be as in Def. 12. Then G(C) ∪ B0 (C) is a D-Gröbner basis
of J(C) for R = D.
Proof. Since G(C) has UMLT, G(C)∪B0 (C) has UMLT and
thus it holds by Lemma 6, (top-)D-reduction of spol(p, q) and
gpol(p, q) by {p, q} gives the remainder zero for any choice
p, q ∈ G(C) ∪ B0 (C) and by Lemma 5 the claim follows. 

For the multiplier circuits described in Sect II we chose
the polynomial rings Zl [X] with l ∈ N. For example for the
truncated multiplier we set l = 2n . Unless l is a prime, the
ring Zl has zero divisors and is therefore not a PID. However
the ideal membership test in the ring Zl [X] can be reduced to
an ideal membership test in the ring Z[X], and Z is a PID.
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Lemma 7. Let l ∈ N and let I ⊆ Z[X] be an ideal. There
is a bijective correspondence from q ∈ I + hli ⊆ Z[X] to
[q] ∈ {[p] | p ∈ I} ⊆ Z[X]/hli, where [q] is the equivalence
class of q. Furthermore Z[X]/hli ∼
= Zl [X].
Proof. The first claim follows from Prop. 4.3.a Chap. 10
of [1], with π : q 7→ [q]. The second claim follows from the
fundamental theorem of homomorphisms.

Lemma 7 says that whenever we want to decide whether
a polynomial q ∈ I ⊆ Zl [X] we can instead check whether
q ∈ I + hli ⊆ Z[X]. And for the latter we have the concept
of D-Gröbner bases available.
Lemma 8. Let C be an acyclic circuit, l ∈ N. Then G(C) ∪
B0 (C) ∪ {l} is a D-Gröbner basis for I(C) + hli ⊆ Z[X].
Proof. It remains to show that for all p ∈ G(C) ∪ B0 (C)
it holds that spol(p, l) D-reduces to zero and gpol(p, l) topD-reduces to zero, which follows from Lemma 6, because
lc(p) = −1 and lt(l) = 1.


V. VARIABLE ELIMINATION
D-Gröbner bases can be used as a kind of black-box for
deciding the ideal membership of the circuit specification.
However it was shown in [17], [12] that by simply reducing
the specification by the polynomials G(C) ∪ B0 (C), the size
of the intermediate reduction results increases drastically.
In [12] we presented a theorem which allows to simplify
local parts of Gröbner bases over fields without changing
the rest of the circuit. We extracted specific patterns of the
original multiplier, eliminated the internal variables and only
the corresponding specification of the sub-circuit remained. In
this work we present a more general elimination procedure
which subsumes our proposed rewriting methods of [12]. We
introduce a technical theorem in the fashion of Thm. 4 of [12],
which is applicable in more general polynomial rings.
Definition 14. Let I ⊆ D[X] = D[Y, z] be an ideal. The ideal
I ∩ D[Y ] of D[Y ] is called an elimination ideal of I.

In general computing a D-Gröbner basis for the elimination
ideal means that we explicitly need to compute a D-Gröbner
basis w.r.t. a different term order. However if the D-Gröbner
basis of I has UMLT, we will show that we can instantly
obtain a D-Gröbner basis for the elimination ideal.
Definition 15. Let P ⊆ D[X] be a D-Gröbner basis of hP i
with UMLT. We say P is reduced for z if the variable z ∈ X
is contained in exactly one polynomial p ∈ P and lt(p) = z.

Lemma 9. Let P be a D-Gröbner basis with UMLT and let
p ∈ P . Let H = P be such that all polynomials h 6= p ∈ H
are D-reduced w.r.t. p. Then H is reduced for lt(p) = z.
Proof. Let f 6= p ∈ P be an arbitrary polynomial containing
z. By definition lt(f ) 6= z. Let r be the remainder of Dreducing f w.r.t. p. Because lc(p) ∈ D× , r is free of z.
Let H = (P \ {f }) ∪ {r}. Since lm(r) = lm(f ) it follows
that H is a D-Gröbner basis with UMLT. After repeating the
steps for all f ∈ P , p is the only polynomial containing z. 

an−1 , . . . , a0

bn−1 , . . . , b0

an−1 , . . . , a0

Partial Product Generation

Partial Product Accumulation

xm y m

...

x0 y0 cin

Partial Product Generation

Adder substitution

Partial Product Accumulation

xm y m

cm+1 s0m

...
...

...

x0 y0 cin

Ripple Carry Adder

Final Stage Adder

s2n−1 s2n−2

bn−1 , . . . , b0

s00
sk+1 sk . . . s0

cm+1 s0m

...

s2n−1 s2n−2

...

s00
sk+1 sk . . . s0

Fig. 1. Substituting the final stage adder to gain a simplified multiplier.

Theorem 6. Let I ⊆ D[X] be an ideal. Let P be a D-Gröbner
basis of I with UMLT which is reduced for z. Let p ∈ P be
the polynomial with lt(p) = z. Then P \ {p} is a D-Gröbner
basis with UMLT for the ideal J = I ∩ D[X \ {z}].

Proof. We show that ∀f ∈ J ∃q ∈ P \ {p} : lm(q) | lm(f ).
Since P is a D-Gröbner basis there exists a polynomial h ∈ P
such that lm(h) | lm(f ). Because J is free of z, it follows that
lm(p) - lm(f ). Thus h 6= p and consequently h ∈ P \ {p}. 

In our approach we apply variable elimination for circuits C
as follows. Let Y = X \ {z}. We successively select variables
z ∈ X for elimination and rewrite G(C) ∪ B0 (C) according
to Lemma 9 such that G(C) ∪ B0 (C) is reduced for z. By
Thm. 6 removing the polynomial p with lt(p) = z yields a
D-Gröbner basis (G(C) \ {p}) ∪ B0 (C) for I(C) ∩ D[Y ].
We derive by the proof of Lemma 8 that (G(C) \ {p}) ∪
B0 (C) ∪ {l} is a D-Gröbner basis for (I(C) + hli) ∩ Z[Y ].
VI. C OMBINING SAT AND C OMPUTER A LGEBRA
In this section we present how to combine the algebraic
verification approach with SAT to successfully verify complex
multiplier circuits given as And-Inverter-Graphs (AIG) [14].
Multipliers can be decomposed into three components [21],
cf. Fig. 1. In the first component partial product generation
(PPG) the partial products ai bj (as contained in L) are generated. This can for example be achieved using quadratically
many AND-gates or using a more complex Booth encoding.
The second component partial product accumulation (PPA)
reduces the partial products to two layers, where full- and
half-adders are arranged in different patterns to sum up the
partial products. Well known accumulation structures are array
accumulation, Wallace trees or compressor trees.
In the final stage adder (FSA) the output of the circuit is
computed. Generally adder circuits can be divided into two
groups, either the carries are computed alongside the sum bits
or they are calculated before the sum. Adders of the first group
are usually based on a sequence of half- and full-adders, which
gives them a simple but inefficient structure. Examples are
ripple-carry adders or carry-select adders. In order to decrease
the latency of carry computation the adder circuits of the
second group precompute the carry bits of the adder. They are
also called generate-and-propagate (GP) adders and examples
are carry-lookahead adders and Kogge-Stone adders.
Adders of the second group are hard to verify using the
algebraic approach, due to the OR trees needed to precompute
carries. Due to the polynomial representation of OR-gates,
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Fig. 2. Tool chain for verification (left) or certification and checking (right).

cf. (2), this leads to an exponential blow-up in the polynomial
reduction. During preparation for the SAT Race 2019 [13]
we observed that checking the equivalence of different adder
circuits is rather trivial for SAT solvers. We use this observation in the verification procedure and determine whether
the final stage adder is a GP adder. Figure 2 shows our tool
chain used for verifying (left side) and certifying (right side)
multiplier circuits given as an And-Inverter-Graph (AIG) [14].
We implemented a new dedicated reduction engine AM ULET
in C. Adder substitution is automatically applied and, if
necessary, a simplified AIG and miter encoded as propositional
formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) are returned.
Algorithm 1: Identifying GP adders in AM ULET
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input : Circuit C in AIG format
Output: Determine whether C might contain a GP adder
j ← 2n − 2, τ ← 1;
while τ and j ≥ 0 do
τ, cj , pj ← Check-if-XOR-and-Identify-pj -and-cj (sj );
xj , yj ←Declare-Adder-Inputs (pj , τ );
j ← j − 1;
end
cin ← cj ;
for i ← j to 2n − 1 do
m ← Follow-and-Mark-Paths(si );
end
return m = 0

Detecting GP adders in non-synthesized multipliers is a
simple task and the pseudo-code is listed in Alg. 1. In a
GP adder with inputs x0 , . . . , xm , y0 , . . . , ym and outputs
s00 , . . . , s0m , cm+1 , cf. Fig 1, the outputs s0i are calculated as
s0i = pi ⊕ ci , with pi = xi ⊕ yi . The carries ci are recursively
generated as ci = (xi−1 ∧ yi−1 ) ∨ (ci−1 ∧ pi−1 ). The precise
computation of the carries ci (recursively, unrolled or mixed)
depends on the circuit architecture.
If a multiplier contains a GP adder, the most significant
output bit s2n−1 is the carry output of the adder, i.e. s2n−1 =
cm+1 in Fig. 1. Thus the loop in line 2 of Alg. 1 starts at
2n − 2. At first we check whether the output bit si is an XORgate, which can easily be identified in AIGs. If si is an XOR
gate, its inputs are pi and ci . We can clearly identify which is
which, because pi has to be an XOR gate, whereas ci cannot
be an XOR gate. In the next step of the loop (line 4) we mark
the inputs of the XOR gate pi as adder inputs xi and yi .
If si is not an XOR gate or we cannot clearly identify pi
and ci we stop the loop (indicated by τ ), because then si is

not computed by the GP adder. As can be seen in Fig. 1, some
smaller output bits are directly computed in the PPA step. We
mark the smallest ci as the carry-in cin of the GP adder.
In the next phase of our algorithm we follow all input paths
of si for j ≤ i ≤ 2n − 1. We now include s2n−1 , because it
is the carry-out of the adder. We mark the gates alongside the
paths and stop whenever we reach a marked input xi or yi or
cin . If we encounter a path, which ends at the primary inputs
ai , bi of the multiplier, then we do not consider the final stage
adder as a GP adder.
If we detect a final stage GP adder, we substitute it by a
simple ripple-carry adder, which has the same inputs xi , yi
and cin . We do not change the first two stages of a multiplier,
as depicted in Fig. 1. To prove that the ripple-carry adder
is equivalent to the GP adder we generate a bitlevel miter
in conjunctive normal form, which is verified by a SAT
solver (CaDiCaL [3]). If the final stage adder is not a GP
adder we do not apply adder substitution.
Algorithm 2: Outline of verification flow in AM ULET
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input : Substituted circuit C in AIG format
Output: Determine whether C is a multiplier
for i ← 0 to 2n − 1 do
Si ← Define-Cone-of-Influence(i);
Order (Si );
Search-for-Booth-Encoding (Si );
Local-Elimination (Si );
end
Global-Elimination ();
C0 ← Incremental-Reduction ();
return C0 = 0

After substitution we verify or certify the rewritten AIG in
AM ULET. The outline of the flow is depicted in Alg. 2.
For verification we use our incremental column-wise verification algorithm of [12]. The goal is to split the verification
approach into smaller more manageable sub-problems by
partitioning the circuit into column-wise slices and by splitting
the word-level specification of a multiplier into multiple polynomials which relate the partial products, incoming carries,
the sum output bit and the outgoing carries of each slice.
The incremental specification presented in [12] is tailored to
unsigned multipliers, but it can easily be adapted to more
general multiplier specifications by adding coefficients.
We first define slices based on the input cones of the outputs
and order the variables in the slices according to their level
seen from the circuit inputs (line 2 in Alg. 2). This ensures that
the variables are topologically sorted and the corresponding
polynomials have UMLT and thus form a D-Gröbner basis.
After sorting we apply syntactic pattern matching to detect
whether the circuit uses Booth encoding. In Booth encoding
consecutive primary multiplier inputs are used as inputs of
XOR-gates which are then combined to form an OR-gate.
These XOR- and OR-gates are input to several gates in multiple slices and to increase cancellation of common monomials,
we identify corresponding variables.
For local variable elimination (line 4) we loop over the gate
polynomials in each slice and eliminate the variables of the
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leading terms which only occur in polynomials in the same
slice and which are contained in exactly one other polynomial
inside the slice. We repeatedly apply variable elimination until
all variables of leading terms are either contained in the tails of
multiple polynomials or occur in polynomials of bigger slices.
After reducing the number of variables inside the slices we
eliminate variables which we marked in line 3 of Alg. 2. The
difference to local variable elimination is that we now have to
consider all polynomials from the circuit.
After variable elimination we apply Alg. 2 of [12] and
reduce the column-wise specification by the rewritten sliced DGröbner bases and report whether the final result is zero or not.
Our tool AM ULET uses the UMLT property of the D-Gröbner
basis for D-reduction, making it much more efficient than the
computer algebra systems [26], [6] used in our previous work,
which are designed for more general sets of polynomials.
We use the property that every leading monomial contains
at most one variable with exponent 1 and with coefficient −1
and thus D-reduction reduces to replacing every occurrence
of the leading variable by the tail of the polynomial. As a
further optimization we employ reduction by the boolean value
constraints implicitly. Whenever a term in the intermediate
reduction results contains an exponent larger than 1, we
immediately eliminate the exponent, without applying explicit
reduction by the corresponding boolean value constraint.
If we want to certify verification we generate PAC
proofs [23] in AM ULET as by-product of the verification
algorithm. These proofs can be checked by our independent
proof checker PAC T RIM [23], cf. right side of Fig. 2. We write
proofs as sequences, where each rule is of the following form:
pi , pj appearing earlier in the proof
+ : pi , pj , pi + pj ; or are contained in G(C)
and pi + pj being reduced by B(X)

∗ : pi , q, qpi ;

pi appearing earlier in the proof
or is contained in G(C)
and q ∈ R[X] being arbitrary
and qpi being reduced by B(X)

These rules model the properties of an ideal, given in Def. 6.
As for verification we do not explictely write down proof
rules when reducing a boolean value constraint. In addition
we extend proof rules by a deletion information, similar to
clause deletion in [7]. We changed the proof checker PAC T RIM
accordingly. Because of Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 the soundness and
completeness arguments given in [23] can be generalized to
polynomial rings over commutative rings with unity.
Our tool PAC T RIM validates the proof that the simplified
AIG fulfills the given specification L by checking that L is
derived and the derivation only uses valid proof rules. In
addition we also check with DRAT- TRIM [24] the proofs
generated by C A D I C A L for the CNF miter.
VII. E XPERIMENTS
In our experiments we used an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU
at 2.10GHz (with turbo-mode disabled) with memory limit of
128 GB. The time is listed in rounded seconds (wall-clock

time) and we measure the time from starting the tools until the
tools are finished or we reach the time or memory limit. The
source code, benchmarks and experimental data are available
at http://fmv.jku.at/amulet.
In our experiments we aim to provide the most comprehensive comparison by considering all different multiplier
architectures used in the current state-of-the-art [18]. These
benchmarks are generated with the Arithmetic Module Generator [10], which allows to generate signed and unsigned
integer multipliers up to bit-width 64. We only have access to
truncated multipliers using SMT models, which we generated
with Boolector [20]. Additionally we generated benchmarks
of large multipliers with GenMul [19] (which only scales up
to 512 bits), Boolector [20] and generator scripts by Arist
Kojevnikov [9]. The multiplier architectures of [9], [20] are
very simple architectures without any optimizations.
In the experiments presented in Table I we verify and certify
different unsigned (u), signed (s) and truncated (t) multiplier
architectures of 64 input bitwidth. Due to shortage of space
we do not present experiments of smaller bitwidths. The time
out for the experiments in this table is set to 3600 sec (1h).
We show the effect of our contributions by either omitting
adder substitution and using only polynomial reduction for verification (“nosub”), omitting variable elimination (“noelim”) or
using the polynomial ring Z[X] instead of Zl [X] (“nomod”).
Each of the optimizations has a large effect and nearly
every multiplier architecture, despite of the clean multiplier
architecture “sp-ar-rc”, produces a time out in one of the
three columns. For truncated multipliers we would get a wrong
result for “nomod”, which is marked by “NA3 ”.
In the block “Verify” we measure the time for applying the
tool chain as shown in the left side of Fig. 2. We list the
times AM ULET needs for adder substitution (“sub”) and for
verifying (“aig”) as well as the time C A D I C A L uses to verify
the CNF miter (“cnf”). Column “tot” lists the total time.
We compare our verification results to the most recent
related works [18], [5], [22]. We want to highlight that the
tool of [18] is not yet available, but it enhances the approach
of [17]. Thus we list the experiments of their work [18], which
are run on an Intel Xeon E3-1270 v3 CPU with 3.50 GHz and
thus is a slightly faster CPU than ours. Experiments which are
not available for comparison are marked by “NA2 ”.
The tool of [5] uses a certain optimization “&atree”. After
contacting the first and last authors of [28] we were told
that this option only works for simple multipliers. Using this
flag on more complex multipliers leads to incompleteness,
which we mark again by “NA3 ”. If “&atree” is omitted, all
experiments produce a segmentation fault.
It can be seen that in contrast to our previous work [22], we
are able to verify all benchmarks within seconds and we are an
order of magnitude faster than the currently most successful
approach of [18]. The tools of related work are only partially
applicable to verify signed and truncated multipliers, because
the specification used in these tools is fixed to (un)signed
multiplier circuits. We mark non-applicability with “NA1 ”.
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TABLE I
V ERIFICATION AND C ERTIFICATION T IME
L column: unsigned (u), signed (s) or truncated (t) multiplier specification.

architecture

sp-ar-rc
sp-dt-lf
sp-wt-cl
sp-bd-ks
sp-ar-ck
bp-ar-rc
bp-ct-bk
bp-os-cu
bp-wt-cs
sp-ar-rc
bp-wt-cl
btor

n L nosub nomod noelim

64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
s
s
t

1
TO
TO
TO
TO
1
TO
2
1
1
TO
0

1
1
TO
TO
1
TO
TO
TO
TO
1
3
NA3

NA1 : tool not applicable to type L

2
3
3
2
2
118
100
TO
114
2
109
1

Verify
[18]
sub cnf aig tot
0 0 1 1 NA2
0 0 2 2
31
0 9 1 11
96
0 1 1 3 162
0 0 1 1 143
0 0 1 1
53
0 0 1 2 119
0 0 2 2
95
0 0 1 1
75
0 0 1 1 NA1
0 10 1 11 NA1
0 0 0 1 NA1

[5] [22]

0 133
NA3 TO
NA3 TO
NA3 TO
NA3 TO
NA3 TO
NA3 TO
NA3 TO
NA3 TO
0 NA1
NA3 NA1
NA1 NA1

NA2 : tool not yet available

Certify
Check
proof size
total
sub cnf aig tot cnf aig tot
cnf
aig
0 0 2 2 0 3 3
5
0 188 290
0 0 2 3 0 3 3
6 34 423 186 170
0 9 2 12 7 3 10 21 264 471 191 623
0 2 2 4 1 3 4
8 78 567 190 915
0 0 2 2 0 3 3
5
1 432 187 251
0 0 2 2 0 3 3
5
0 161 815
0 0 2 2 0 3 3
5 27 552 138 179
0 0 3 3 0 4 4
7
0 166 967
0 0 2 2 0 3 3
6
0 161 747
0 0 2 2 0 3 3
6
0 188 426
0 10 2 12 7 3 10 22 261 650 151 355
0 0 1 1 0 1 1
2
0 70 374
NA3 : incompleteness (see text)

TO: 3600 sec

Benchmarks are either generated by the Arithmetic Module Generator of [10] or by Boolector [20] (btor).
PPG: simple (sp), Booth (bp) PPA: Dadda tree (dt), Wallace tree (wt), balanced delay tree (bd), array (ar), compressor tree (ct), overturned-stairs tree (os)
FSA: Ladner-Fischer (lf), carry look-ahead (cl), Kogge-Stone (ks), carry-skip (ck), ripple-carry (rc), Brent-Kung (bk), conditional sum (cu), carry select (cs)

In “Certify” and “Check” we present the time used for
certifying and checking, cf. right side of Fig. 2. The columns of
“Certify” have the same form as “Verify”. In “Check” we list
the times DRAT- TRIM (“cnf”) [24] and PAC T RIM (“aig”) [23]
need for proof checking. The column “total” lists the total
time used to certify and check the multipliers. Certifying a
multiplier is around twice as slow than verifying, because
additional polynomial operations are necessary to match the
proof rules. In the last two columns we present the sizes of the
proofs. The proof size of CNFs is measured by the number of
added RUP clauses [8]. A size of 0 means, that the final stage
adder is not a GP adder. Thus a trivial CNF is reported which
does not yield a resolution proof. The size of the algebraic
proofs is measured by the number of PAC rules [23].
In the experiments of Table II we list the time to verify
large multiplier designs. We are able to verify multipliers
of input size 2048, consisting of more than 50 million AIG
nodes in around 19h. Certifying and checking these benchmarks is around three times slower. For example certifying
“kojvnkv-2048” needs 34h wall-clock time. Checking the
(uncompressed) proof, which has a size of 1.4 TB, needs 20h.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we combine SAT and computer algebra to
verify large unsigned, signed and truncated integer multipliers.
Our theory describes polynomial reasoning over more general
rings. We formulate and prove soundness and completeness.
We show how modular reasoning can be simulated by
integer reasoning and revisit and apply existing D-Gröbner
bases theory from the literature. Modular arithmetic is required
to specify truncated multipliers. It also improves performance
substantially. We formalize variable elimination too.
Our main contribution consists of extracting complex final
stage adders, which are substituted by simple adders. Correctness of this substitution is proven by SAT and correctness of
the simplified multiplier by our dedicated reduction engine.

TABLE II
V ERIFYING BENCHMARKS OF LARGE INPUT SIZE

architecture

btor
kjvnkv
sp-ar-rc
sp-dt-lf
sp-wt-bk
btor
kjvnkv
sp-ar-rc
sp-dt-lf
sp-wt-bk
btor
kjvnkv
sp-ar-rc
sp-dt-lf
sp-wt-bk
btor
kjvnkv
btor
kojvnkv

L column: unsigned (u) multiplier specification.
n L

128
128
128
128
128
256
256
256
256
256
512
512
512
512
512
1024
1024
2048
2048

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Verify
[18]
[5] AIG size
sub cnf
aig
tot
0 0
9
10
NA2
2
123 k
0 0
9
9
NA2
2
195 k
0 0
10
10
349
2
195 k
0 2
13
15
490
NA3
195 k
0 1
18
20
746
NA3
198 k
1 0
119
120
NA2
19
522 k
1 0
84
86
NA2
18
782 k
1 0
84
86
8 720
20
782 k
3 6
164
174 12 874
NA3
780 k
3 3
170
177 21 454
NA3
790 k
7 0
968
975
NA2
300
2 093 k
9 0
774
783
NA2
247
3 138 k
10 0
770
780 192 640
312
3 138 k
25 21 1 539 1 585 240 051
NA3
3 133 k
24 9 1 560 1 594 492 320
NA3
3 157 k
97 0 10 623 10 720
NA2
8 323
8 379 k
106 0 5 463 5 570
NA2
3 778 12 567 k
1 026 0 89 565 90 591
NA2 150 976 33 536 k
1 057 0 67 733 68 790
NA2 74 514 50 299 k

NA2 : tool not yet available

NA3 : incompleteness (see text)

Benchmarks generated by Boolector [20] (btor), from [9] (kjvnkv) and [19].
PPG: simple (sp) PPA: array (ar), Dadda tree (dt), Wallace tree (wt)
FSA: ripple-carry (rc), Ladner-Fischer (lf), Brent-Kung (bk)

Our experiments show that the combination of these ideas
allow to scale up verification to large multipliers of 2048
bits. We are also able to verify complex multipliers an
order of magnitude faster than the previous state-of-the-art.
Furthermore, we produce proof certificates in contrast to
other approaches. These proofs are checked independently to
validate the verification results.
In future work we want to apply our approach to synthesized multipliers where technology mapping is applied and to
other arithmetic circuits beyond integer multipliers. Another
intriguing research direction is to integrate both polynomial
and clausal reasoning in a common proof format.
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Abstract—Pointer analysis is indispensable for effectively verifying heap-manipulating programs. Even though it has been
studied extensively, there are no publicly available pointer analyses that are moderately precise while scalable to large real-world
programs. In this paper, we show that existing context-sensitive
unification-based pointer analyses suffer from the problem of
oversharing – propagating too many abstract objects across
the analysis of different procedures, which prevents them from
scaling to large programs. We present a new pointer analysis
for LLVM, called T EA D SA, without such an oversharing. We
show how to further improve precision and speed of T EA D SA
with extra contextual information, such as flow-sensitivity at calland return-sites, and type information about memory accesses.
We evaluate T EA D SA on the verification problem of detecting
unsafe memory accesses and compare it against two state-ofthe-art pointer analyses: SVF and S EA D SA. We show that
T EA D SA is one order of magnitude faster than either SVF or
S EA D SA, strictly more precise than S EA D SA, and, surprisingly,
sometimes more precise than SVF.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Pointer analysis (PTA) – determining whether a given
pointer aliases with another pointer (alias analysis) or points
to an allocation site (points-to analysis) are indispensable for
reasoning about low-level code in languages such as C, C++,
and LLVM bitcode. In compiler optimization, PTA is used
to detect when memory operations can be lowered to scalar
operations and when code transformations such as code motion
are sound. In verification and bug-finding, PTA is often used
as a pre-analysis to limit the implicit dependencies between
values stored in memory. This is typically followed by a
deeper, more expensive, path-sensitive analysis (e.g., [1], [2],
[3]). In both applications, the efficiency of PTA is crucial since
it directly impacts compilation and verification times, while
precision of the analysis determines its usability. Moderately
precise and efficient PTA is most useful, compared to precise
but inefficient or efficient but imprecise variants.
The problem of pointer analysis is well studied. A survey by
Hind [4] (from 2001!) provides a good overview of techniques
and precision vs cost trade-offs. Despite that, very few practical implementations of PTA targeting low-level languages
are available. In part, this is explained by the difficulty of
soundly supporting languages that do not provide memory
safety guarantees, allow pointers to fields of aggregates, and

allow arbitrary pointer arithmetic. In this paper, we focus on
the PTA problem for low-level languages.
There are many dimensions that affect precision vs cost
trade-offs of a PTA, including path-, flow-, and (calling) context-sensitivity, modeling of aggregates, and modularity of the analysis. From the efficiency perspective,
the most significant dimension is whether the analysis is
inclusion-based (a.k.a., Andersen-style [5]) or unificationbased (a.k.a., Steensgaard-style [6]). All other things being
equal, a unification-based analysis is significantly faster than
an inclusion-based one at the expense of producing very
imprecise results. To improve further precision while retaining
its efficiency, a unification-based PTA can be extended with
(calling) context-sensitivity in order to separate local aliasing
created at different call sites. Unfortunately, the combination
of a unification-based analysis with context-sensitivity can
quickly degenerate in a prohibitive analysis.
State-of-the-art implementations of unification-based,
context-sensitive PTA (e.g., DSA [7] and S EA D SA [8])
perform the analysis in phases. First, each function is
analyzed in an intra-procedural manner (L OCAL). Second, a
B OTTOM -U P phase inlines callees’ points-to graphs into their
callers. Third, a T OP -D OWN phase inlines callers’ points-to
graphs into their callees. We observed that both B OTTOM -U P
and T OP -D OWN often copy too many foreign objects, memory
objects allocated by other functions that cannot be accessed
by the function at hand, increasing dramatically both analysis
time and memory usage. In fact, we show in Sec. VI that
the majority of analysis runtime is spent on copying foreign
objects. Even worse, due to the imprecise nature of unificationbased PTA and difficulty of analyzing accurately aggregates,
foreign objects can be aliased with other function objects
affecting negatively the precision of the analysis. We refer to
oversharing as the existence of large number of inaccessible
foreign objects during the analysis of a particular function.
In this paper, we present a new pointer analysis for LLVM,
called T EA D SA, that eliminates a class of such an oversharing.
T EA D SA is a new unification-based PTA implemented on top
of S EA D SA. Since T EA D SA builds on S EA D SA, it remains
modular (i.e., analysis of each function is summarized and
the summary is used at call sites), context-, field-, and array-
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sensitive. The first main difference is that T EA D SA does
not add oversharing during T OP -D OWN while retaining full
context-sensitivity. This is achieved by not copying foreign
objects coming from callers. This is a major improvement
compared to previous implementations. DSA mitigates the
oversharing problem by partially losing context-sensitivity.
S EA D SA does not tackle this problem since it focuses on
medium-size programs such as the SV-COMP benchmarks [9].
Second, we observed that oversharing can also come from
the L OCAL phase. This is mainly because the local analysis
is flow-insensitive. To mitigate this, we make T EA D SA flowsensitive but only at call- and return sites. This preserves the
efficiency of the analysis while improving its precision.
Third, we noted that another source of imprecision in
S EA D SA is loss of field-sensitivity during analysis of operations in which determining the exact field being accessed is
difficult and merging that is inherent to its unification nature.
Crucially, in many cases where field-sensitivity is lost, it is
still clear that pointers do not alias if their types are taken into
account. Under strict aliasing rules of the C11 standard, two
pointers cannot alias if they do not have compatible types [10].
By following strict aliasing, we further improve the precision
of T EA D SA.
We have evaluated T EA D SA against S EA D SA and SVF,
a state-of-the-art inclusion-based pointer analysis in LLVM,
on the verification problem of detecting unsafe memory accesses. Our evaluation shows that T EA D SA is one order of
magnitude faster than S EA D SA or SVF, strictly more precise
than S EA D SA, and sometimes more precise than SVF.
II. OVERVIEW
In this section, we illustrate our approach on a series of
simple examples. Consider a C program P1 in Fig. 1(a)
and its corresponding context-insensitive and flow-insensitive
points-to graph G1 in Fig. 1(b). The nodes of G1 correspond
to registers (ellipses) and groups of abstract memory objects
(rectangles), and edges of G1 represent the points-to relation
between them. As usual, a register is a program variable whose
address is not taken. For example, the local variable s is
a register. Similarily, an abstract object represents concrete
memory objects allocated at a static allocation site, such as an
address-taken global or local variable, or a call to an allocating
function like malloc. For field sensitivity, struct fields
are associated with their own abstract objects. In Fig. 1(a),
we denote corresponding abstract objects in comments. For
example, the local integer variable i is associated with an
abstract object o5 , while the struct variable c is associated
with abstract objects u.f0 and u.f8 for its label and val
fields at offset 0 and 8, respectively.
The edges of G1 denote whether a pointer p may point to
an abstract object o, written p 7→ o. Whenever p may point to
multiple abstract objects all of these objects are grouped into
a single (rectangular) node. For instance, x 7→ o1 , x 7→ o2 ,
x 7→ o3 , x 7→ o4 , or x 7→ {o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 } for brevity. We say
that two pointers p1 and p2 alias when they may point to the
same abstract object, written alias(p1 , p2 ).

The graph G1 in Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the Steensgaard
(or unification-based) PTA [6]. This style of PTA ensures an
invariant (I1): whenever there is a pointer p1 and objects oa
and ob such that p1 7→ oa and p1 7→ ob , then for any other
pointer p2 if p2 7→ oa then p2 7→ ob . On one hand, (I1) implies
that Steensgaard PTA can be done in linear time using a unionfind data structure to group objects together. On the other,
Steensgaard PTA is quite imprecise. In our running example,
it deduces that almost all registers of P1 may alias, which
is clearly not the case. For instance, s 7→ {o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 } in
Fig. 1(b), even though there is no execution in which s 7→ o1
or s 7→ o4 .
A standard way to make the Steensgaard PTA more precise
is to perform the analysis separately for each procedure. This
is referred to as (calling) context-sensitivity. The main idea
is to distinguish local aliasing created at different call sites.
Data Structure Analysis (DSA) [7] is an example of a contextsensitive Steensgaard PTA. The results of a context-sensitive
Steensgaard PTA on P1 are shown in Fig. 2(a) as four separate
points-to graphs – one for each procedure in P1 . An increase
in precision (compared to the PTA in Fig. 1(b)) is visible in
procedures foo, bar, and getStr: the string str4 does not
alias all the other strings. The improvement comes at a cost –
some abstract objects appear in the analysis results of multiple
procedures. For instance, o1 , o2 , and o3 appear in all 4 graphs.
In the worst case, DSA can grow quadratically in the program
size, which prevents it from scaling to large programs.
In Sec. VI, we show that in DSA the majority of runtime
is often spent on copying foreign abstract objects coming
from other procedures. For example, consider the abstract
objects u.f8 and o5 : the procedure foo never accesses the
val field of conf. As shown in Fig. 1(a), u.f8 and o5 are
only accessible in foo through conf and thus should not
appear in the analysis for foo or any of its callees. However,
both u.f8 and o5 are present in the points-to graph for foo in
Fig. 2(a), as computed by a DSA-like PTA. This performance
issue was already observed in [7], but only a workaround that
loses context-sensitivity for global objects was implemented.
In this paper, we show that points-to analysis should refer
only to abstract objects actually used by a procedure. This
includes abstract objects in a procedure and its callees, abstract
objects derived from function arguments, and used global
variables. Thus, foreign abstract objects coming from callers
are not only unnecessary in the final analysis results of their
callees, but needless in the first place. Compared to Fig. 2(a),
in our proposed analysis, Fig. 2(b), function argument accesses
are given separate abstract objects, instead of referring to
(foreign) abstract objects of callees.
Furthermore, we observed that DSA maintains the following invariants (I2): if a procedure F1 with p1 7→ o calls
a procedure F2 , and there is an interprocedural assignment
to a function argument p2 of F2 , p2 := p1 , then p2 7→ o;
(I3): if F1 calls F2 and p2 7→ o in F2 , and there is an
interprocedural assignment to a pointer p1 in F1 by returning
p2 from F2 , p1 := p2 , then p1 7→ o. For example, foo calls
getStr in Fig. 1(a), str1 7→ {o1 , o2 } in getStr, thus
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

const char *str1 = "Str1";
const char *str2 = "Str2";
const char *str3 = "Str3";

// o1
// o2
// o3

void print(const char *x) {}
const char *getStr() {
const char *p = nondet() ?
str1 : str2;
print(p);
return str1;
}
struct Config
{ const char *label; int *val; };

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

int foo(struct Config *conf) {
const char str4[5] = "Str4";// o4
print(str4);
const char *r = getStr();
print(r);
str1
return conf->label == r;
}
int bar() {
int i = 42;
// o5
const char *s = nondet() ?
str2 : str3;
struct Config c = {s, &i}
// u
return foo(&c);
}

c
str2

str3

conf

str4

u

f0

o1, o2, o3, o4

x

p

f8

o5

r

s

i

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1: Sample C program P1 (a) and its Context-insensitive Points-To Graph G1 (b).
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p
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p
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AS: o2, o3
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i

u

f8

o5
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Fig. 2: Context-sensitive Points-To Graphs for P1 .

the returned value r 7→ {o1 , o2 }. (I2) and (I3) are useful to
argue that adding context-sensitivity to Steensgaard preserves
soundness. However, they cause unnecessary propagations of
foreign abstract objects. For instance, even though according
to (I1) it must be that locally str1 7→ {o1 , o2 } in getStr,
getStr can only return a pointer to o1 , as str1 is used in the
return statement, so r 7→ o1 and r 67→ o2 – that violates (I3).
In addition to not introducing foreign abstract object for
arguments, many propagations caused by a local imprecision
are avoided by not maintaining (I2) and (I3). Breaking (I2)
allows the analysis to propagate fewer foreign abstract objects
from callers to callees (i.e., top-down), while breaking (I3)
at return sites to reduces the number of maintained foreign
abstract objects coming from callees (i.e., bottom-up).
In this paper, we show that a context-sensitive unificationbased PTA that does not maintain (I2) and (I3) can be refined
with extra contextual information to reduce the number of
foreign abstract objects, as long as the information is valid
for a given source location in the current calling context.
The strict aliasing rules of the C11 standard specify that at
any execution point every memory location has a type, called
effective type. A read from a memory location can only access
a type compatible with its effective type. Consider the program
P2 in Fig. 3: dereferencing the integer pointer ip is only
allowed when the last type written was int. We use strict
aliasing to improve precision of our PTA.
In order to use types as an additional context, we add an
extra abstract object for any type used with the corresponding
allocation site or its field. As a result, every abstract object has
an associated type tag. Following strict aliasing, two objects
o1 and o2 can alias, only when their type tags are compatible.

foo#arg0
AS: u

str1

getStr

c

conf

str2

print#arg0
AS: o1, o2, o4

x

foo

o4

str4

o5

bar
str3

print

conf

o1, o2, o3

getStr
str1

foo

const int INT_TAG = 0, FLOAT_TAG = 1;
typedef struct { int tag; } Element;
typedef struct
{ Element e; int *d; } IElement;
typedef struct
{ Element e; float *d; } FElement;
void print_int(int);
void baz() {
int a = 1;
float f;
IElement e1 = {{INT_TAG}, &a};
FElement e2 = {{FLOAT_TAG}, &f};
Element *elems[2] = {&e1, &e2};

//
//
//
//
//

o6
o7
v
w
x

for (int i = 0; i < 2; ++i)
if (elems[i]->tag == INT_TAG) {
IElement *ie = elems[i];
int *ip = (int *) ie->d;
print_int(*ip);
}
}

Fig. 3: Sample C program P2 .
baz

elems
x

e1

f0

e2

int*

f0

int

ip

v, w
f8

f8

int* ﬂoat*

a

f
o6

o7

Fig. 4: Type-aware Points-To Graph of P2 .
In the P2 ’s points-to graph in Fig. 4, type tags are shown at
the bottom of each abstract object. We maintain soundness
by discovering type tags based only on memory accesses
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P
F
I

::=
::=
::=

T
BT
PT
fld

::=
::=
::=
::=

F+
fun name(f): r {I+}
r = alloc() | r = cast T , p |
r = load P T p | store r, P T p |
r = gep P T p, fld | r = callee(p) | return z
BT ∪ P T
int | float | char
BT * | BT **
a|b

Fig. 5: A simple language.
performed, instead of relying on casts or type declarations.
Alternatively, it is also possible to use externally supplied type
tags (e.g., emitted from a C compiler’s frontend).
Although types increase the number of abstract objects, they
improve the precision of our analysis. For example, consider
the structs e1 and e2 defined in lines 12 and 13 of P2 . The
d field of e1 is assigned a pointer to a, while the d field
of e2 is assigned a pointer to f. Because of these memory
writes, we know that e1.d is of type int* and e2.d is
float*. Even though v and w are grouped according to (I1)
as elems 7→ {v.f0 .int, w.f0 .int}, o6 and o7 do not alias, as
the abstract objects for e1.d and e2.d differ in type tags:
v.f8 .int∗ vs w.f8 .float∗.
In summary, our enhancements to the standard contextsensitive unification-based PTA not only dramatically improve
the performance, but also the precision of the analysis. This
is due to the interaction between improved local reasoning at
call- and return-sites, and the reduction on propagating foreign
abstract objects across functions. We also show that while the
added type-awareness increases the number of abstract objects,
the analysis scales better than a type-unaware one (on our
benchmarks). Interestingly, our proposed PTA is much faster
and usually as precise as the SVF PTA [11], and sometimes
even significantly more precise. Note that SVF is a state-of-the
art, inclusion-based PTA that chooses not to maintain (I1) for
more precision, but is not context-sensitive in order to scale.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present the necessary background to
understand the rest of the paper. We assume a basic understanding of pointer analysis. We refer interested readers
to [12], [4] for additional exposition.
For presentation, we use a simple LLVM-like language
shown in Fig. 5. The language is used to simplify the presentation, but our implementation (in Sec. VI) supports full
LLVM bitcode. Our language supports standard pointer and
memory operations, but has no control flow constructs, such
as conditional statements or loops, and defines a function by
an unordered bag of instructions. This simplified setting is
sufficient because our PTA is flow-insensitive – it does not
use control-flow information. Although there are no global
variables, they are modeled by explicitly passing them between
functions. We allow passing and returning multiple values,
modeled as a vector of function arguments and returns, respectively. For simplicity of presentation, we assume that all
allocations create structures with exactly two fields, and that
the size of an allocation is big enough to store any scalar

i : r = alloc()
A LLOC
r 7→ Hi
r = load PT p
p 7→ H H 7→ I
L OAD
r 7→ I

r = cast PT, p
r 7→ H

p 7→ H

C AST

store r, PT p
p 7→ I r 7→ H
S TORE
I 7→ H

Fig. 6: Inference rules for Inclusion-based PTA: ΓI .

r = gep PT p, a
r 7→ H

p 7→ H

GEP

r = gep PT p, b p 7→ H
fld (H) = a siblingObj (H) = I
GEP
r 7→ I

Fig. 7: Inference rules for Field-Sensitivity: ΓF LD .
type, including integers and pointers. New memory objects are
created using the alloc instruction that allocates two fresh
memory objects (one for each field) and returns a pointer to
the first one. The result is saved in a register of type char*,
that can be cast to a desired type with the cast instruction.
Contents of a register is written to memory using store
and read back with load. A sibling memory object I of
an object H corresponding to field a is obtained with the
gep (GetElementPointer) instruction with b as its field
operand; applying the gep to H (or I) with a field operand
a yields H (or I).
In PTA, the potentially infinite set of concrete memory
object is mapped to a finite set of abstract objects. A standard
way to identify abstract objects is by their allocation site –
an alloc instruction that created them. A points-to analysis
(PTA) of a program P computes a relation · 7→ ·, called pointsto, between pointers and abstract objects. A PTA is sound if
whenever p 67→ o then there is no execution of P in which p
points to a concrete memory object corresponding to o. We
represent PTAs using inference rules that derive facts of the
7→ relation. A PTA is computed by applying these rules until
saturation. Fig. 6 contains a set of standard inference rules
for the inclusion-based (Andersen-style) context-insensitive
analysis in our language. We let ΓI represent the rules in Fig. 6
and denote a 7→ fact derivable by applying them exhaustively
on a program P , written: ΓI `P x 7→ H, where x is a pointer
and H is an abstract object. To support the gep instruction
and make the PTA field-sensitive, we extend ΓI with additional
rules ΓF LD shown in Fig. 7.
A unification-based (Steensgaard-style) PTA is obtained by
extending the analysis with additional unification rules ΓU
shown in Fig. 8, such that ΓS TEENS = ΓI ∪ ΓF LD ∪ ΓU . The
rules ΓU enforce the invariant (I1) from Sec. II. Note that
ΓS TEENS is less precise than ΓI ∪ ΓF LD , because altering a PTA
by adding extra inference rules never derives fewer 7→ facts.
A unification-based PTA like ΓS TEENS is typically implemented
using the Union-Find data structure that allows to perform the
abstract objects grouping in (almost) linear time.
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r 7→ H

r 7→ I
p 7→ I
I NCOMING
p 7→ H

r 7→ H H 7→ J
r 7→ I I 7→ K
O UTGOING
H 7→ K

H 7→ I

H 7→ J
L 7→ J
I NCOMING
L 7→ I

H 7→ I I 7→ K
H 7→ J J 7→ L
O UTGOING
I 7→ L

Fig. 8: Unification rules: ΓU .
IV. K EEP YOUR O BJECTS TO YOURSELF
This section is organized as follows: first, we describe how
to extend the ΓS TEENS PTA to be interprocedural and explain
(calling) context-sensitivity. Next, we show how to extend
ΓS TEENS to a DSA-style analysis. Using this formulation, we
define the oversharing that happens in DSA, and show a way
to reduce it. Finally, we show how to make the PTA partially
flow-sensitive to further improve both precision and efficiency.
Context-sensitivity. The unification-based PTA ΓS TEENS from
Sec. III is an intraprocedural analysis. It analyzes a single
function at a time and does not reason about other functions.
Interprocedural reasoning requires propagating 7→ between
callers and callees at all call-sites. For simplicity of explanation, we assume that calls are direct, i.e., callees are statically
known, and that functions are not recursive.
A PTA is (calling) context-insensitive when it is interprocedural, but does not distinguish between calls to a function at different call-sites. For example, a context-insensitive
unification-based PTA would not be able to tell apart str4
and r passed to print in P1 , as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). A
context-insensitive unification-based analysis is obtained by
extending ΓS TEENS with rules for interprocedural assignments.
A (calling) context-sensitive PTA provides 7→ facts relative
to the requested calling context. In unification-based analyses,
F
this is usually achieved by calculating a separate 7−
→ relation
for each function F in the analyzed program. DSA is an
example of such an analysis [7]. Although not formally
specified in [7], it is defined by adding rules to ΓS TEENS ,
ΓDSA = ΓL ∪ ΓBU ∪ ΓTD , where ΓL = ΓS TEENS ∪ ΓF ORMALS .
Formal arguments. To perform a local analysis of a function
F
F , DSA calculates 7−
→ based on instructions in F , including function calls. These instructions may access memory
derived from formal arguments. Thus, it is necessary to
introduce additional abstract objects for them. We refer to
this kind of abstract objects as formals, and provide them
for each defined function. Every formal argument of a function i : fun fn(f): r, fk , has six associated formals:
a
b
aa
ab
ba
bb
Vi,k
, Vi,k
, Vi,k
, Vi,k
, Vi,k
, Vi,k
, corresponding to abstract objects for fields a and b, and abstract objects reachable by
dereferencing each of these two fields. Fig. 9 shows inference rules ΓF ORMALS that specify how these abstract objects
may point to each other. The rules model precisely only
two levels of indirection. Any memory object obtained by
a further dereference is mapped to the same second-level
formal, adding a cycle. In practice, precision of analysis can

i : fun fn(f): r
fn

0 ≤ k < |f|

fn

fn

a
a
aa
b
ba
fk 7−→ Vi,k
Vi,k
7−→ Vi,k
Vi,k
7−→ Vi,k
aa fn
aa
ba fn
ba
Vi,k
7−→ Vi,k
Vi,k
7 → Vi,k
−
ab fn
ab
bb fn
bb
Vi,k
7−→ Vi,k
Vi,k
7 → Vi,k
−

F ORMALS

Fig. 9: Inference rules for formal arguments: ΓF ORMALS .
be improved by computing the necessary levels of indirection
(e.g., [13], [7], [8]).
Oversharing. While the local analysis ΓL only uses abstract
objects from the analyzed function (i.e., coming from allocation sites in that function or its formals), the rules ΓBU ∪ ΓTD ,
shown in Fig. 10, propagate 7→ facts across functions. They
use a helper function Resolve to map between caller and
callee abstract objects. For any pair of functions F1 and F2 ,
we refer to the abstract objects defined by F2 and present
F1
as foreign. A foreign object is overshared in F1 if it
in 7−→
is inaccessible by F1 , but needlessly appears in the analysis
results of F1 .
DSA, as presented in [7], executes three phases of the
analysis for a function F as follows: (a) L OCAL phase for F ;
(b) B OTTOM -U P for each callee of F ; and (c) T OP -D OWN
for each caller of F . This is equivalent to applying the ΓL
and ΓBU rules until saturation in a reverse-topological callgraph order, followed by ΓTD in a topological order until
saturation. The rules can be soundly applied in this sequence
F
and no new 7−
→ facts can be derived by running any of the
phases again. The original DSA implementation performs
foreign object propagation during both B OTTOM -U P and T OP D OWN: B OTTOM -U P copies foreign abstract objects accessible from formal arguments and returned values from a callee
to its callers, while T OP -D OWN copies all abstract objects
accessible (directly or transitively) from function parameters
(actual arguments) in a caller to its callees, even if they are
unused. We notice that the copying of foreign objects in T OP D OWN, required to maintain (I2) from Sec. II, is a major
source of oversharing in DSA. This form of oversharing led
to a workaround in [7] that improves performance at expense
of precision by treating all global variables (major source of
foreign objects) context-insensitively.
Our first contribution is to show that such an oversharing of
foreign abstract objects is unnecessary. All abstract objects of
a function are known after L OCAL and B OTTOM -U P phases:
F

Theorem 1 (ΓDSA `P x 7−
→ H) =⇒ ∃y · (ΓL ∪ ΓBU `P
F
y 7−
→ H), where x and y are registers or abstract objects.

Theorem 1 states that no new foreign objects are ever introF
duced by ΓTD . The derivable 7−
→ facts are always over abstract
objects resolved from callee’s abstract object to caller’s abstract objects. The proof of Theorem 1 follows from the fact
that ΓL models the operational semantics of our language, and
that our formulation of interprocedural rules explicitly uses the
callee-caller resolution of abstract objects1 .
1 All

proofs are available in the extended version of the paper [14].
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The simplicity of Theorem 1 is solely due to our new
formulation of DSA. Prior works ([7], [15]) miss this, now
obvious fact. With our formulation, it is clear that the role of
F
T OP -D OWN is to use 7−
→ at a call-site and use it to instantiate
a fully-general summary for a callee by introducing necessary
F
7−
→ between function arguments and formals. If a client of a
F
PTA requires to know not only 7−
→ but also all the mapping
from formals to allocation sites each formal may originate
from, it is possible to maintain such information separately,
without introducing oversharing during T OP -D OWN. Our evaluation (Sec. VI) demonstrates that this improves performance
and precision.
Partial Flow-sensitivity. Our second contribution is to identify
additional opportunities to reduce oversharing by increasing
the precision of the analysis at interprocedural assignments
– call- and return-sites. Overall precision of a PTA can be
improved by making the L OCAL phase more precise, or by
not propagating the local imprecision interprocedurally. In
DSA, a function with an instruction that operates on two
abstract objects can cause these abstract objects to be grouped
in any subsequent function, provided enough interprocedural
assignments. The source of the problem is that DSA preserves
any local grouping of abstract objects by maintaining (I2) and
(I3) from Sec. II. Due to the ΓU rules, such confusion can
reduce the precision of the whole PTA. For example, once o1
and o2 are grouped together in getStr from Fig. 1(a), in
DSA the grouping is propagated bottom-up to foo and bar.
Flow-sensitivity is a simple way to increase precision of
a PTA at a cost of performance. A flow-sensitive analysis
F @i
computes a relation 7−−−→ not only at the function level (F ),
but also relative to a particular instruction (i) within F .
To improve precision for interprocedural assignments, we
need to know where each function parameter points to at
a particular call- or return-site. For example, in P1 from
getStr@11
Fig. 1(a), str1 7−−−−−−−→ o1 at the return statement. We
call this refinement partial flow-sensitivity. We present a set
of rules, ΓPFS in Fig. 11, that combine together with ΓDSA to
define an analysis called ΓPFS-DSA . Note that ΓPFS replaces
the corresponding two rules from ΓDSA . We assume that
F @i
F
7−−−→ is externally defined and is a (sound) subset of 7−
→.
callee@j
B OTTOM -U P -1 rule of ΓPFS propagates 7−−−−−−→ (pointscaller
to information at the return-site) into 7−−−−→, by resolving
abstract objects across these two functions; formals from
callee get matched with abstract objects passed into it
at the call-site, while allocation sites from callee are
resolved to themselves. Similarly, T OP -D OWN -1 resolves abstract objects reachable from parameters at a call-site into
appropriate formals for the callee.
Partial flow-sensitivity is much cheaper than a (full) flowsensitivity, as we do not even need to maintain a separate flowF
sensitive 7−
→ at call and return sites. This is because it is often
enough to perform a very cheap local reasoning to determine
F
F @i
that given a local fact p 7−
→ o, p 7−
6 −−→ o. For instance,
getStr@11
str1 7−
6 −−−−−−→ o2 because the variable name str1 is used

explicitly at the return-site, and the variable str1 is never
reassigned, it must only point to o1 at line 11.
The only difference between ΓPDF-DSA and ΓDSA is the use
F @i
F
of the 7−−−→ relation instead of 7−
→ in B OTTOM -U P and T OP F @i
F
F @i
D OWN rules, where 7−−−→ is a subset of 7−
→. Assuming 7−−−→
F
is sound at a call-site (return-site), every 7−
→ fact is correctly
propagated by the interprocedural assignment rules.
V. B E AWARE OF YOUR T YPE
The effective type rules of the C11 standard [10, Sec. 6.5]
say that memory is dynamically strongly typed: roughly, a
memory read (load) of an object co is valid only when the
last write (store) to co was of a compatible type. Thus,
pointers of incompatible types do not alias. Other languages,
including C++ and S WIFT, impose similar rules typically
called strict aliasing. Strict aliasing is widely exploited in all
major optimizing compilers. In this paper, we use it to improve
precision of the L OCAL phase of T EA D SA.
We assume that a type compatibility relation, v, on types, is
provided as an input to our analysis. For our simple language,
the compatibility relation is defined as a partial order s.t.:
∀τ ∈ T · τ v char

∀τ ∈ P T · τ v char*

That is, char is compatible with all other types, char* is
compatible with all pointer types, and every type is compatible
with itself, but int and float are not compatible. In our
implementation, we use a more sophisticated type lattice to
handle LLVM’s structure types. It is also possible to use the
type lattice of a compiler frontend (e.g., C LANG’s TBAA tags).
Due to the low-level nature of our language, allocations and
function definitions do not specify the types of objects. To
allow untyped allocations and function arguments, we extend
our notion of abstract objects to include object type. For
example, an i : r = alloc() instruction has |f ld| × |T |
allocation sites of a form HiT – one for each field of any
possible type. Similarly, each formal function argument has
|{a, b, aa, ab, ba, bb}| × |T | formals. In our implementation,
we discover abstract object types on demand. We modify the
basic 7→ relation to include the type of the pointed-to abstract
object and disambiguate it from abstract objects of other types.
T
For example, a fact r 7−
→ H means: the register r may point to
the abstract object H of type T . A sample points-to graph for
a type-aware PTA of a program in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4.
Although the type of each register is known statically, we
only require memory operations (load and store) to access
objects using compatible types, while types used in function
calls, cast, and gep instructions are ignored. Instead of
relying on declared types, we discover them at memory
accesses, as shown in type-awareness rules ΓT Y in Fig. 12.
We say that a pointer returned by an alloc may point to any
abstract object for the field a created at this allocation site, and
char
express that with a 7−−−→ fact, as char is compatible with all
types. A load accesses only the abstract object pointed-to by
the pointer operand if they are of a compatible type. Similarly,
the type of the destination register of a store dictates which
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i : y = callee(x)
fun(j) = callee

fun(i) = caller j : return z
callee
zk 7−−−−→ H Resolve(i, H, I)
caller

yk 7−−−−→ I

B OTTOM -U P -1

caller

i : y = callee(x) fun(i) = caller xk 7−−−−→ H
j : fun callee(f): r Resolve(i, I, H)
callee

fk 7−−−−→ I

i : y = callee(x)
callee
J 7−−−−→ K

fun(i) = caller Accessible(callee, J)
Resolve(i, J, H) Resolve(i, K, I)

B OTTOM -U P -2

caller

H 7−−−−→ I
caller

T OP -D OWN -1

i : y = callee(x) fun(i) = caller H −
7 −−−→ I
Resolve(i, J, H) isFormal (J) Resolve(i, K, I) isFormal (K)
callee

J 7−−−−→ K

T OP -D OWN -2

Fig. 10: Inference rules for Context-Sensitivity: ΓBU and ΓTD .
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION
i : y = callee(x) fun(i) = caller
j : return z fun(j) = callee
callee@j

zk 7−−−−−−→ H

Resolve(i, H, I)

B OTTOM -U P -1

caller

yk 7−−−−→ I

i : y = callee(x)

fun(i) = caller

caller@i

xk 7−−−−−−→ H
j : fun callee(f): r Resolve(i, I, H)
callee

fk 7−−−−→ I

T OP -D OWN -1

Fig. 11: Inference rules for Partial Flow-Sensitivity: ΓPFS .

i : r = alloc()
char

r 7−−−→ Hi

A LLOC

r = load T* p
U
p 7−
→H TvU
X
H 7−
→I
X

r 7−
→I

L OAD

store r, T* p
U
p 7−
→H UvT
X
r 7−
→I
X

H 7−
→I

S TORE

Fig. 12: Type-awareness rules: ΓT Y .
abstract object may be written to. For example, consider a
simple class hierarchy C v B v A, where A is a superclass
of both B and C, while B is a superclass of C. In our
formalization, a load B* p can access both abstract objects
of type A and B, whereas a store v, B* p writes to
abstract objects of type B and C. Such a conservative handling
of memory operations, consistent with the strict aliasing rules
of C11, guarantees soundness of a PTA extended with typeawareness rules.
The ΓT Y rules replace the rules in ΓI ; we omit the remaining
T
replacement rules that use 7−
→ instead of 7→, as the modification is straightforward. Finally, we define ΓT EA D SA to be the
T
modified set rules ΓPFS-DSA based on ΓT Y and the 7−
→ relation.
Type-awareness improves both the local and global analysis
precision, and in turn further reduces oversharing:
T

Theorem 2 ΓPFS-DSA `P x 67→ H =⇒ ΓT EA D SA `P x 7−
6→H
Theorem 2 says that ΓT EA D SA is not less precise than ΓPFS-DSA ,
i.e., no points-to relation not present in analysis results for
ΓPFS-DSA is present in analysis results for ΓT EA D SA . This is
because the type-aware rules for load and store are similar
to ΓI , except that they prevent loads from deriving facts
about stores of incompatible types. With the most conservative
compatibility relation (i.e., all types are compatible), the ΓT Y
would derive exactly the same 7→ facts as ΓI .

In this section, we describe our implementation of T EA D SA
and compare its scalability and precision against other stateof-the-art PTAs. To meaningfully compare precision, we developed a checker for a class of memory safety violations,
and use it to evaluate the PTAs on a set of C and C++
programs. Our implementation, benchmarks, and experiments
are available at https://github.com/seahorn/sea-dsa/releases/
tag/tea-dsa-fmcad19.
Implementation. We implemented T EA D SA on top of
S EA D SA – a context-, field-, and array-sensitive DSA-style
PTA for LLVM [8]. Our implementation inherits many of the
advantages of S EA D SA, including: an effective representation
of 7→ using a union-find data-structure; three analysis passes
(local, bottom-up, top-down); modular analysis of each function; support for gep instructions with fixed and symbolic
offsets; handling recursion by losing context sensitivity for
strongly connected components in the call graph; and, ondemand discovery of abstract objects for fields, formals, as
well as their corresponding types. In the evaluation, we devirtualize indirect calls. For partial flow-sensitivity, we disambiguate pointers that must alias known allocation sites from
other objects in their points-to sets, and do not propagate
stack-allocated abstract objects bottom-up. We use the type
compatibility relation v based on the type tags in the code
such that the type of each structure is the same as the type
of its first (innermost) field. Two types are compatible if they
have the same type tag.
The client. We chose a problem of statically detecting field
overflow bugs. A field-overflow happens when an instruction
accesses a nonexistent field of an object, such that the memory
access is outside of the allocated memory object. For example,
consider the field access in line 19 in Fig. 3 – loading the value
of the field d is not safe if the pointer ie is pointing to an
object of an insufficient size, e.g, o6 . To determine whether
a field access through a pointer p causes a field overflow, we
identify the set A of all the allocation sites that p might point
to. Then, any allocation site a ∈ A of an insufficient size
might cause a field overflow. We have implemented such a
field-overflow-checker in S EA H ORN [3].
Evaluation. We compare T EA D SA with two state-of-the-art
interprocedural PTAs for LLVM: SVF [11] and S EA D SA [8].
SVF [11] is a flow-sensitive, context-insensitive, inclusionbased PTA. We compare against two variants of SVF: the most
precise Sparse Flow-sensitive analysis (SVF Sparse), and the
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same analysis with the Wave Diff pre-analysis. As for DSAstyle analyses, we use S EA D SA, PFS-S EA D SA, and T EA D SA
to denote S EA D SA, our implementation of ΓPFS-DSA , and our
implementation of ΓT EA D SA , respectively. Note that we do not
use the DSA implementation from LLVM’s P OOL -A LLOC,
as it is not maintained and crashes on many of our examples.
We perform the evaluation on a set of C and C++ programs.
The programs vary in size, ranging from 140kB to 158MB of
LLVM bitcode. All experiments are done on a Linux machine
with two Intel Xeon E5-2690v2 10-core processors and 128GB
of memory. We present performance results of running PTAs
in Table I and precision on the field-overflow detection in
Table II. In the tables, – denotes that an experiment did not
finish within 3 hours or exceeded the 80GB memory limit
and was terminated. To ensure that all PTAs are working in
a consistent environment, we modified SVF to use the same
notion of allocation sites that is used by T EA D SA. We asses
the precision of the PTAs using our field-overflow checker. In
Table II, we use Aliases to denote the number of reported
hallocation site, accessed pointeri pairs, and Checks as the
number of assertions necessary to show that the analyzed
program is free of field overflow bugs. The lower the numbers,
the more precise a PTA is.
In our experiments, T EA D SA is almost always the most
scalable PTA, both in terms of runtime and memory use,
closely followed by PFS-S EA D SA. These two analyses scaled
an order of magnitude better than the plain version of
S EA D SA. T EA D SA was faster than SVF, especially on large
programs like LLVM tools (prefix llvm-), where it finished
in seconds instead of hours. As for precision, T EA D SA and
SVF achieved similar results on most of the smaller programs. T EA D SA is strictly more precise than S EA D SA, and,
surprisingly, more precise than SVF on C++ programs such
as cass, W EBASSEMBLY tools (prefix wasm-), LLVM tools,
and on the C program htop that uses a C++-like coding style.
When performing a closer comparison of PFS-S EA D SA vs
S EA D SA, we noticed that the performance improvement can
be attributed to not copying foreign objects during T OP -D OWN
(up to 96% shorter running time on wasm-opt), while partial
flow-sensitivity explains most of the increase in precision (up
to 25% fewer aliases on h264ref).
VII. R ELATED W ORK
There is a large body of work on points-to analysis, both
for low-level languages and for higher-level languages like
Java. Throughout the paper, we compare with the closest
related work: DSA [7] and S EA D SA [8]. In Sec. VI, we
compared empirically with two context-insensitive, inclusionbased implementations of SVF [11] – a state-of-the-art PTA
framework for LLVM. In the rest of this section, we compare
with other related works.
Sui et al. [13] present a context-sensitive, inclusion-based
pointer analysis, called I CON. The fact that I CON is an
inclusion-based PTA and S EA D SA is unification-based makes
it hard to compare them without an experimental evaluation.
Unfortunately, I CON is not part of the SVF framework and its

implementation is not publicly available. Therefore, comparing
experimentally is not possible.
The precision of inclusion-based pointer analyses can
be improved by flow-sensitivity (e.g. [16], [17]). However,
unification-based PTA are always flow-insensitive to retain
their efficiency. In our work, we improve a context-sensitive,
unification-based PTA by making it flow-sensitive only at call
and return statements. This allows us to improve the precision
of the analysis without jeopardizing its efficiency.
Using types to improve precision of a PTA is not
new. Structure-sensitive PTA [18] extends a whole-program,
inclusion-based PTA with types. The analysis is object and
type-sensitive ([19]). This work is orthogonal to ours. The
main purpose of type sensitivity is to distinguish multiple
abstract memory objects from a given (untyped) heap allocation (e.g., malloc) based on their uses. This avoids aliasing
among objects that are originated from the same allocation
wrapper or a factory method. We do not tackle this problem.
Instead, we use types to avoid unrealized aliasing under
the strict aliasing rules. We mitigate the problem of using
allocation wrappers by inlining memory allocating functions.
Rakamaric and Hu [20] use DSA ability to track types for an
efficient encoding of verification conditions (VC) for program
analysis. Their approach differs significantly from ours. They
do not tackle the problem of improving the precision of a
pointer analysis using types. Instead, they extract useful type
information from a PTA to produce more efficient VCs.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We identify a major deficiency of context-sensitive
unification-based PTA’s, called oversharing, that affects both
scalability and precision. We present T EA D SA– a DSA-style
PTA that eliminates a class of oversharing during the T OP D OWN analysis phase and further reduces it using flowsensitivity at call- and return-sites, and typing information.
Our evaluation shows that avoiding such an oversharing makes
the analysis much faster than DSA, as well as more precise
than DSA on our program verification problem. The results are
very promising – T EA D SA compares favorably against SVF in
scalability in the presented benchmarks, and sometimes shows
even better precision results.
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Abstract—Stateful model checking creates numerous states
which need to be stored and checked if already visited. One
option for such storage is a hash map and this has been used
in many model checkers. In particular, we are interested in the
performance of concurrent hash maps for use in multi-core model
checkers with a variable state vector size. Previous research
claimed that open addressing was the best performing method
for the parallel speedup of concurrent hash maps. However, here
we demonstrate that chaining lends itself perfectly for use in a
concurrent setting.
We implemented 12 hash map variants, all aiming at multicore efficiency. 8 of our implementations support variable-length
key-value pairs. We compare our implementations and 22 other
hash maps by means of an extensive test suite. Of these 34 hash
maps, we show the representative performance of 11 hash maps.
Our implementations not only support state vectors of variable
length, but also feature superior scalability compared with
competing hash maps. Our benchmarks show that on 96 cores,
our best hash map is between 1.3 and 2.6 times faster than
competing hash maps, for a load factor under 1. For higher load
factors, it is an order of magnitude faster.
Index Terms—concurrency, data structure, hash map, highperformance, multi-threaded, thread-safe, model checking

I. I NTRODUCTION
Stateful Model checkers store visited states. This has the
advantage of being able to detect whether a state has already
been visited, such that it need not be visited again. For storage
of these states, options include hash maps [1], compression
trees [2] and binary decision diagrams [3] to name a few.
Some model checkers make use of prevalent multi-core
hardware by supporting multiple concurrent threads. Storage
and checking of states thus additionally involves communication between threads.
Software model checkers that support the verification of
programs that manipulate stack or heap memory can benefit
from a fast hash table that can store variable-length states. The
latter is required because the stack and heap of a program can
grow or shrink, so not all states have the same size.
In this paper, we want to investigate the option of using
a hash map for the purpose of multi-core software model
checking. To this end, we do not require deletion or resizing
from the hash map. However, we need the hash map to be
thread-safe and to allow variable-length keys to be stored.

Fig. 1 Bucket collision: where to insert Bobbi’s age?
Bob
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...
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A. Hash maps for storage
Hash maps are data structures that are used to map a key to
a value. They are mainly useful when the set of all possibles
keys is large or sparse. In a hash map, a hash function maps
the large domain of the keys to a smaller domain. For example,
one could add the ASCII values of all characters in a string
together, modulo 256. This would give a number in the range
[0, 256). Thus, we can represent a hash map using the simple
array of 256 elements. Subsequently, if we were to insert the
age of Alice, who is 26, into this hash map, her age would
end up at position 222 in the array, because (65 + 108 + 105 +
99 + 101) mod 256 = 222.
However, a problem arises when we want to insert the age
of Bobbi. The hash function we just thought of maps his name
to 222 too, as (66 + 111 + 98 + 98 + 105) mod 256 = 222. This
is called a bucket collision: two keys map to the same position
(bucket) in the array. In this case it is even a hash collision,
since the keys map to the same hash. Figure 1 depicts the
problem of where to put the node of Bobbi. In our example
the hash function was chosen quite poorly: a lot of names
share the same hash, causing many bucket collisions.
Bucket collisions are undesired, since two entries map to the
same bucket and thus one of them needs to be put somewhere
else. This increases the probe count for that entry: to put it
into the hash map or to determine whether it is in the hash
map requires multiple probes, i.e. checks if a bucket contains
a specific key. Probes are expensive operations because they
access the main memory and can cause cache misses.
B. Concurrent hash maps
There has been ample research about hash maps,
both single-threaded and multi-threaded. Single-threaded research [4], [5] focuses on limiting memory overhead and
algorithmic improvements in how to resolve bucket collisions.
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In a multi-threaded application, where multiple threads
operate on the same hash map concurrently, resolving bucket
collisions is more complicated [6], [7], [8]. This is due to
the nature of running threads concurrently: special atomic
operations have to be used to avoid the hash map from
becoming inconsistent or corrupt.
C. Contributions
The two main contributions presented in this paper are 1)
an extensive comparison of a number of hash maps; 2) a new
set of high-performance hash map implementations supporting
variable-length key-value pairs. For our use case, our best
hash map outperforms all competition. In addition to these, we
convey the knowledge that chaining hash maps are perfectly
suited for multi-core model checkers, contrary to what was
previously believed [1].
We analyze and compare our implementations and 22 other
hash maps by means of an extensive test suite. During the
test, we capture hardware events and analyze them using
Intel® VTune™ Amplifier. The result is an extensive dataset
of statistics on 34 hash maps.
In Sections II and III we provide a background in hardware
architecture and hash maps in general. In Section IV we
describe how we implemented our hash maps and in Section V we discuss related research and related hash maps.
In Section VI we explain the experimental comparison of all
hash maps and Sections VII and VIII show the results for two
test scenarios. We conclude and list possible future avenues
of exploration in Section IX.
II. BACKGROUND ON HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
Computer hardware has evolved greatly in the past 70
years. From a simple single processor with a single core
and single memory bus connected to a single memory bank,
to a vastly complex machine with many processors, caches,
memory busses and memory banks. It is an ever-increasingly
interesting field for high-performance software.
1) Memory cache: The need for caches is due to the
memory wall [9]: the CPU is getting faster and faster than the
memory. Modern processors have a cache hierarchy between
the cores of the processor and the main memory, to hide the
latency of the much slower main memory: cache memory is
significantly faster than main memory. When a value is not
in the cache, it needs to be obtained from the slower main
memory. This is called a cache miss.
2) Inter-thread communication: Because of physical limitations, the performance of CPUs is not increased by increasing the clock speed, but instead by adding more cores that
can seemingly work independently. However, having multiple
cores adds complexity not only to the hardware, but to the
software as well. Multiple threads can run on multiple cores
concurrently and in parallel. Correct communication becomes
paramount: many interleavings of memory operations are
possible and all of them need to be correct. Special memory
instruction, such as compare-and-swap (CAS) and memory
barriers, are expensive to execute, so they need to be kept
to a minimum for high performance.

III. H ASH MAPS : HOW TO RESOLVE COLLISIONS
There are many ways to implement a hash map [10]. The
main distinction is how bucket collisions, such as the one
between Alice and Bobbi in the introduction, are handled. One
way is to just try a different bucket in the array that hosts the
hash map. This is called open addressing. Another technique
to solve a bucket collision is to link the new entry to the
entry already in the bucket; this is aptly named chaining. In a
chaining hash map, every bucket is a linked list of entries.
A. Open addressing
Open addressing does not use a chain of entries, avoiding
the need for a next field per entry as can be seen in fig. 2a.
In theory, this requires less memory. In practice, the fuller
an open addressing hash map gets, the worse it performs, so
a margin is required. On a bucket collision, the next bucket
can be determined for example by linear probing, quadratic
probing, cuckoo hashing and rehashing.
1) Linear probing: The simplest way to find an empty
bucket is by linearly probing the buckets, starting from the
bucket collision, until we find one that is empty.
However, linear probing is susceptible to clustering. Clustering happens when a group of nearby buckets are occupied.
When a bucket is full, it also increases the probe count for
inserts to the bucket before it, if that one is full as well.
2) Quadratic probing: Quadratic probing refers to that the
next bucket is determined by skipping an increasing number
of buckets. In the ith probe, we try the i 2 th bucket after the
first, starting at 0. This lowers the effect of clustering, because
there is increased space between buckets.
3) Cuckoo hashing: Cuckoo hashing [5] uses multiple
hash functions. An element can only be found at the indices
provided by these hash functions. If all of these locations are
already used, one of them is taken out and the new element
takes its place. The taken out element is reinserted similarly.
To be able to guarantee the constant-time lookup, there is
an upper limit on how full the hash map can be. For two hash
functions, this is 50%. If it is higher, due to collisions, the
recursive rehashing can take significantly longer.
4) Rehashing: When a bucket collision occurs, it is also an
option to attempt a rehash of the key or modify the hash in a
deterministic way. It is vital that the rehash or modification be
done deterministically in order to check if the key is already
in the hash map. The modification can be done differently for
nearby buckets, mitigating clustering even further.
B. Chaining
Each bucket, in addition to an entry, has a next field.
When an entry is to be inserted in a bucket where already
an entry resides, the entry is linked using the next field. In
other words, every bucket is a linked list of entries, as can be
seen in fig. 2b.
This has the advantage that there is no clustering due
to neighboring buckets: bucket collisions are solved by just
appending them to the linked list. The downside of this is that
every linked in element requires a pointer and thus increases
the memory footprint and accessing may cause a cache miss.
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Fig. 2 Memory layouts for various hash map implementations. A dark (blue) fill indicates a null pointer
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(b) Memory layout for a chaining hash map

IV. H ASH M AP D ESIGN C ONSIDERATIONS
Cache misses are expensive because the load operation
needs to be serviced by the much slower main memory. In
order to implement high-performance hash maps, we need
to take this into account. Our implementations use existing
algorithms, but are implemented with high-performance concurrency in mind. As such, we try to minimize the number of
cache misses and the number of expensive memory operations
that synchronize cores, such as CAS and memory barriers.
Moreover, the concurrent hash maps we implemented adhere to the C++11 memory model. We make use of C++11
release and acquire memory barriers. The C++11 compiler
maps these to the hardware memory model and thus the hash
maps can run correctly on all platforms supported by the
compiler. For the implementation of our hash maps we refer
to our Github repository1 .
A. Hash function
The hash function is an important part of a hash map, for it
represents where to start probing for an empty bucket. Thus,
it is vital that the hash function distributes keys as uniformly
as possible over the buckets, to minimize bucket collisions.
We tried various hash functions: FNV-1a, SDBM,
MurmurHash3, MurmurHash64A, and SuperFastHash.
Of these, MurmurHash64A yielded the best performance, so
we used this hash function for all tests.
B. Allocator for entries
Both chaining and open addressing hash maps use a specialized allocator for variable-length and fixed-length key-value
pairs that do not fit in a single word. This allocator allocates a
slab of memory for each thread, to avoid issues with concurrency. For chaining, a thread can write to memory allocated
by another thread, but only to link in an entry. Allocating
memory with this allocator is simply done by increasing a
pointer by the number of bytes required and then returning
the old value of that pointer. Since there is an allocator per
thread, this can be done without expensive synchronization
instructions. This design contributes to the speedup of our
implementations. Figure 2 illustrates the memory layout for
the hash maps and the allocator.
This allocator is not used for hash maps that map integers
to integers. There, keys and values are stored in situ.
and code can be found at https://github.com/bergfi/hashmap/
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7 nexts
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(a) Memory layout for an open addressing hash map

per-thread allocators
K+V
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(c) Memory layout for a chaining hash map with cache buckets

C. Optimizations
1) 16 upper bits: To identify the address where a key-value
pair is stored, 48 bits is adequate. These 48 bits can index the
slab allocated by the allocator. We can use the upper 16 bits to
store a 16-bit version of the hash. We obtain this by combining
the four 16-bit segments of the 64-bit hash of a key using xor.
Then, we store this 16-bit hash in the 64-bit pointer that points
to the key-value pair. Thus, when searching for a key, we can
first compare this 16-bit hash before following the pointer and
comparing the key itself. This can save a significant number
of loads and thus cache misses.
2) Cache-aware: Instead of indexing at the bucket level,
first we index at the cache bucket level. A cache bucket is a
group of buckets that fit precisely on one cache line2 . This can
be combined with various probing methods. We implemented
linear and quadratic probing. Within the cache bucket, we start
at the bucket we would have started at if we would have
indexed at the bucket level. We continue linearly, wrapping
at the end of the cache line, until we reach the start bucket.
If by now we have not found the bucket we needed, we go to
the next cache bucket.
D. Implemented variants for experimentation
In order to determine the important factors influencing
parallel speedup, we implemented 12 hash maps: 4 chaining,
4 open addressing and 4 open addressing in-situ, without
an allocator, to establish a base line. Each 4 implement
different optimizations, coded by the following suffixes: Q:
the hash map uses quadratic probing instead of linear; U: the
optimized use of upper-bits, explained in Section IV-C1; C:
the hash map uses a cache-awareness optimization, explained
in Section IV-C2; We also experimented with D: the use of
one double word CAS instead of two single-word CAS, but
this did not improve performance.
To avoid cluttering the results, we show only the best hash
and
map in their category: ChainU , OpenAddrQCU
InsituQU . (cf. Table I). For open addressing, cache-aware
quadratic probing with linear probing within cache lines was
the most performant. For both chaining and open addressing,
using the upper-bits for a 16-bit hash yielded improvement.
For chaining, attempting to make it cache-aware by using
a cache-line as link in the chain (see fig. 2c) degraded
performance, so the simple version was faster.
2A

cache line is usually 64 bytes and would thus fit 8 buckets
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Table I Of the 34 hash maps we tested we show results of these 11 hash maps. The first 3 we implemented, the other 8 we use
for comparison. “best” refers to the hash maps being tested using our test suite and they outperformed others in their group.
Name
OpenAddrQCU
ChainU
InsituQU
dbsll [1]
TBB [11]
TBBA [11]
libcuckoo [12], [13]
Junction:Crude [14]
Michael [15], [16]
Skiplist [17], [16]
Folly [18]

Key
variable
variable
48-bit
constant
constant
constant
constant
64-bit
64-bit
64-bit
64-bit

Value
variable
variable
64-bit
unique int
constant
constant
constant
64-bit
64-bit
64-bit
64-bit

Probing
open: quadratic + linear
chaining
open: quadratic
open: rehash + linear
chaining
chaining
cuckoo
open: linear
sorted chaining
skip list
open: quadratic

V. R ELATED W ORK
Hash maps have been extensively researched, both singlethreaded [4], [5] and multi-threaded [6], [7], [8]. Generally,
the research focused on a hash map with support for deletion
of entries. Since our purpose is stateful multi-core model
checking, we focus on the findOrPut performance of hash
maps and do not require support for deletion or resizing.
We compared our 12 implementations to 22 variants from
mainly seven competitors, totaling 34 hash maps. Of these,
we only display for each competitor the most performant one,
according to our test suite. These are listed in Table I. While
most focus on mapping 64-bit keys to 64-bit values, some
support any constant-length keys. In order to investigate the
effect of using different memory allocators, we also linked
some of the competitor hash maps with our own memory
allocator. The hash maps we used for comparison are:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Intel TBB’s concurrent_hash_map [11] is part of
the Threading Building Blocks library. This popular concurrency library provides hash maps with support for any
constant-length key-value pairs. We test with both their
scalable allocator and the allocator in this paper .
Junction [14] is a library made by Preshing containing
hash maps with interesting implementations. While he
did not publish a paper on this matter, he explains his
hash maps in his blog post.
libcuckoo [12] is a library implementing cuckoo hashing
and supports constant-length key-value pairs.
dbsll [1] is a hash map created with the purpose of
mapping constant-length vectors to a unique integer, so
the user cannot store a chosen value.
From the CDS [16] library we measured the performance
using the Michael list and the
of the Michael Map
Skiplist . Both are without item counter and are the
NOGC versions, which stands for no garbage collection,
i.e. they are append only. This levels the playing field, as
our hash maps are also append only.
Facebook’s Folly AtomicHashMap [18]. This is a hash
map with a focus on high-performance and is advertised
as being 2x – 4x faster than TBB . While entries can
be deleted, the used memory is not reclaimed.

Features / Comment
Best of all 4 open addressing implementations
Best of all 4 chaining implementations
Best of all 4 in situ implementations
unique int given by the hash map
Intel TBB’s concurrent_hash_map
As TBB, but with the allocator of this paper
libcuckoo with TBB’s scalable allocator
Best of all Junction hash maps
Part of LibCDS library, NOGC, no counter
Part of LibCDS library, NOGC, no counter
Hash map focusing on insertion performance

In addition to these, we tried testing Cache Line Hash Table
(CLHT) [6], but this hash map could not complete our test
within a day. Smaller tests CLHT managed, but was still not
able to beat our implementations. We also tried the concurrent
hash set of DIVINE [19], but it had a similar problem.
The Grow Table library [7] consists of hash maps for general
purpose, e.g. they support deletion and growing, but they
only support integers for keys and values. We focus on the
performance of findOrPut of vector data and do not require
deletion. Additionally, we analyze all hash maps we tested
using Intel® VTune™ Amplifier3 , to explain the performance
of the hash maps. When putting their hash maps through our
test suite, the performance was erratic and surprisingly low.
We refer to our online data-set for the precise numbers.
[1] was to maximize
Like us, the focus of dbsll
findOrPut performance without support for deletion, to
increase the multi-threaded performance of the model checker
LTS MIN. This makes dbsll
our primary competitor and
gives us a base line for the performance that is achievable.
However, where they assumed open addressing to be superior
to chaining, we implemented both and came to a different
conclusion. They also only support constant-length vectors as
keys, whereas our implementations support variable-length.
Feature-wise, the chunk table of LTS MIN (not dbsll ) is
the only competitor, because it is the only other hash map
supporting variable-length keys. However, its performance is
two orders of magnitude lower, so we did not include it.
A. Other related work
Oortwijn et al. have investigated distributed hash maps [20]
with the same goal of optimizing the throughput of
findOrPut. These hash maps span not only multiple cores,
but multiple computers.
Wijs et al. researched implementing hash maps on the GPU
for the purpose of state space exploration [21]. GPUs use
streaming multiprocessors that perform a single instruction on
multiple data (SIMD), allowing great parallelism.
Tries [22] are an interesting data structure with a similar
goal to hash maps. There has been extensive research, comparing [23] them, even in a concurrent setting [24].
3 https://software.intel.com/en-us/intel-vtune-amplifier-xe
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VI. T EST S ETUP
We want to measure the performance of findOrPut under
various conditions in order to determine which hash map
is best suited for multi-core model checking. To this end
with have a test scenario that inserts 64-byte vectors. We use
constant-size key-value pairs in order to compare to other hash
maps, because our competitors do not support variable-length.
In addition to this, we have a test scenario inserting 64bit integers. We add this test to be able to compare to
even more hash maps. Of this test, we provide an analysis
using Intel® VTune™ Amplifier. The results are discussed in
Sections VII and VIII. Here we explain our test setup.
A. How we tested
For both scenarios, a single test run contains a single test
data preparation phase and 7 times the following steps are
performed:
1) Setup phase of the hash map under test, where for
example memory is allocated. Hash map is initialized
to 228 buckets;
2) Insertion phase: data is inserted using findOrPut:
228 · l key-value pairs are inserted, l is the load factor;
3) Verification phase: all inserted data is obtained from the
hash map using get and verified to be complete;
4) Clean up phase, where the hash map is deleted and its
memory freed.
Each thread has its own equally sized segment of the
generated data, ensuring all generated data is inserted for each
test run, regardless of number of threads.
B. Performance and Analysis
This single test run is executed two times: once without
any analysis to measure the performance and once with
Intel® VTune™ Amplifier using the Memory Access analysis. We do this separately so VTune does not influence the
performance numbers. VTune uses the profiling data gathered
by the Intel CPU and processes these hardware events into a
performance analysis. It collects information such as number
of cache misses, number of store operations, and many more.
We pause the gathering of data when not in the insertion phase,
such that the numbers shown are only for the insertion phase.
C. Test scenarios
1) 64-byte vector → integer: This test inserts 64-byte
vectors as keys, which each map to an integer. During the
setup phase, this test generates a number of unique 64-byte
vectors. We test the influence of the number of threads and
the load factor. For this test we do not separately control the
collision rate, so it depends on the load factor.
We tested with inserting 50% duplicates as well, causing
findOrPut to make an insertion only 50% of the time. The
results of those tests showed a similar pattern as inserting
unique keys, so we did not include them here.

2) integer → integer: This test inserts integer keys, mapping them to integer values. For this test, we want to investigate the influence of collisions. To achieve this, the hash map
uses the identity function as hash function and each threads
inserts I elements, { f (i) : 0 ≤ i < I}, where



i
c·B
f (i) = h i mod (I/c) + I · t + b
I/c
where c is the desired collision ratio, B is the number of
buckets, h is the hash function (not the identity), t is the
thread ID. Note that 1 ≤ c and thread IDs start at 0 and
are incremented by one. For example, B = 32, I = 8, c = 2, 4
threads, inserting 1 and 5 cause a collision, among others.
The collision ratio indicates the number of inserts per
bucket. The collisions happen in the same thread, so two
threads do not compete for the same bucket, but they still
compete for the cache line the bucket is in. We also ran a few
experiments where two or more threads do compete for the
same bucket and this showed similar results.
D. Environment
The hardware we ran our experiments on is “caserta”4 , a
Dell R930 with 2TiB of RAM and four E7-8890-v4 CPUs.
Each CPU has 24 cores, 60MiB of L3 cache and 512GiB of
RAM, offering 96 physical cores in total and 192 cores using
hyper-threading. Hyper-threading is an Intel® technology that
makes a single physical core appear as two logical cores to
the operating system [25].
We ran our experiments on Ubuntu 16.04 GNU/Linux 4.4.0116. All tests are compiled and linked using GCC 8.0.1.
The tests are executed in such a manner that threads are
spread out over the cores, meaning that each CPU is assigned
a fair share of threads. This approach has two main advantages.
Firstly, there is more cache available, as each CPU has its own
cache, resulting in potentially fewer cache misses. Secondly,
the memory is allocated evenly over all memory banks5 ,
providing uniform access for all threads. If the threads would
be clustered on one CPU, the access would be non-uniform, as
our use case is a single large hash map that spans all available
memory. VTune confirmed this by indicating that memory
accesses were roughly 75% to memory banks on other CPUs
We attempted to create an equal environment for all hash
map implementations, such that the performance of the hash
map itself is the most significant factor in the results. All hash
maps use MurmurHash64A as the hash function for vectors.
The entire test suite took 1105 hours (∼46 days) of wallclock time to execute, gather data and the processing of
this data. The data gathered constitutes 7.2TiB of hardware
events. The summary of this data and all generated graphs are
available online6 , including the code that was benchmarked.
4 Sponsored

by 3TU Big Software on the Run project, http://www.3tu-bsr.nl/
Linux kernel allocates physical memory for a large region of virtual
memory when a CPU writes to it and in the memory banks of that CPU [26].
6 Data and code can be found at https://github.com/bergfi/hashmap/
5 The
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VII. 64- BYTE VECTOR → INTEGER RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the findOrPut and get performance
of inserting 64-byte vectors. The first thing we notice is the
significant difference between hash maps (3a). TBB
is not
well-suited for our use case, as it is an order of magnitude
slower than other hash maps. Even using our allocator yields
only a minor increase in performance, in TBBA .
While libcuckoo shows better performance for a .5 load
factor, it is still more than a factor 3 slower. OpenAddrQCU
and ChainU are quite evenly matched (3a). For load factors
higher than .95, ChainU shows that chaining is better able
to deal with an increased number of bucket collisions (3b).
For load factors above 1, open addressing hash maps dbsll
and OpenAddrQCU
cannot compete, because they do not
support growing. libcuckoo
does support growing and the
results confirm that it grows when the size doubles. However,
this is where chaining gains the most ground: ChainU is an
order of magnitude faster than other hash maps (3c).
The performance for the verification phase (3d) varies much
less, with only a factor 3 between the fastest and the slowest.
For .99 load factor we again see ChainU outperforming all
other hash maps (3e). Hyper-threading seems to have a more
positive impact on get than on findOrPut.
Looking at the influence of load factor (3f), TBB
even
outperforms libcuckoo . As the load factor increases, the
get performance of all hash maps seem to converge.
In summary, chaining outperforms open (quadratic + linear)
by an order of magnitude for load factors above 1, while on
par for lower load factors. Our ChainU beats all competitor
hash maps in findOrPut performance by 1.3x–2.6x.
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Fig. 3 Results for scenario 1, inserting pseudo random 64-byte keys into 228 buckets. Load factors indicate the number of
findOrPut (FOP) operations. The results for 192 threads are with use of hyper-threading. For a legend, see Table I.
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VIII. INTEGER → INTEGER RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the results for scenario 2. Figures 4a, 4g
and 4m show the performance of the insertion phase, while
varying the number of threads, load factor, and collision
ratio, respectively. The other graphs show statistics gathered
with Intel® VTune™ Amplifier. We will go through each
performance graph separately, explaining the performance by
examining the statistics. Note that the pattern they show is
most important, as they are based on sampling.
For an in-depth explanation of all statistics we refer to
the VTune manual, but we explain a few essentials here. L1
bound is the percentage of loads serviced by L1 cache. A
high value here can indicate high contention. Average Latency
is the average number of clock cycles a load has to wait. A
high number can indicate contention or a large number of
accesses to remote (on other CPU) cache or memory. The
memory bound percentage roughly indicates the amount of
time a CPU core is stalled with loads in-flight. A high number
can indicate contention or waiting on data from memory.
A. Influence of number of threads
As in scenario 1, TBB
does not scale in the number of
threads. With the performance statistics, we see that TBB
has a much higher L1 bound (4b). According to the manual,
this may indicate a high contention. While the implementation
uses a lock per bucket, that alone cannot account for the
contention [11]. TBB
does keep track of the exact size of
the hash map using a single atomic integer. All threads modify
this single integer for every insert, so this can account for the
high L1 bound. We tried TBB
without the size counter
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Fig. 4 Results for scenario 2, inserting integers into 228 buckets, measuring the insertion phase. For a legend, see Table I.
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and this improved the performance, but only by 30%. Using
our allocator in TBBA has a small effect, allowing a lower
number of loads (4d), but with a higher latency (4c).
Hash map Michael
suffers from increased L1 bound
with an increased number of threads as well, even causing
degradation of performance. Here the cause is not a common
element counter, since we explicitly disabled that. We tried
with TBB’s allocator as well, but this did not
Michael
change the performance.
The worst performing hash map is Skiplist . It has an
order of magnitude higher number of loads and cache misses
than most other hash maps. This is expected as the algorithm
requires many loads that are often on different cache lines [17].
The reason libcuckoo and Junction:Crude do not gain
performance above 48 threads is that the loads suffer from
increased latency (4c) and memory bound (4f). This seems
to indicate the threads are fighting each other over the cache
lines: libcuckoo
locks two buckets to perform its cuckoo
uses linear probing [14],
hashing [13] and Junction:Crude
which is susceptible to clustering.
Overall, chaining ChainU
performs slightly better than
open OpenAddrQCU , even approaching InsituQU .

D. Reflection
Combining the performance graphs of fig. 3 and fig. 4
we see that chaining and open addressing perform similarly
and
for load factors below 1, if we look at ChainU
OpenAddrQCU . For higher load factors, open addressing
either cannot compete, e.g. dbsll , or must incur a significant
performance penalty to resize the map, e.g. libcuckoo .
The influence of the used allocator is briefly evaluated, but
not researched at length. For comparison between chaining
and open addressing we use our hash map implementations.
These use the same allocator, making the comparison fair in
terms of the allocator used.
For comparisons with competitor hash maps, we evaluated
has a similar allocator
the combination as a whole. dbsll
in terms of performance, but can be statically allocated since
it only supports constant-sized keys. We tried TBB’s scalable
allocator in other hash maps, but this did not yield a significant
change. Besides TBB , we tried our allocator in libcuckoo ,
without a significant change either. We also tried our allocator
in Michael , but we could not get that to work.
A good algorithm is half the work. For correct highperformance concurrency, the implementation is as important.

B. Influence of load factor
scores the highest overAgain this is where ChainU
all, showing the potential of chaining (4g). Below 5% it
is outperformed by a number of hash maps, but above 5%
only by the integer-only InsituQU . It outperforms its open
addressing counter-part OpenAddrQCU , which features the
same allocator, and the main competitor dbsll . For loads
above 100% it is roughly an order of magnitude faster.
OpenAddrQCU
outperforms dbsll
for loads between
.05 and .75, but above .75 dbsll
has the upper hand. This
shows rehashing + linear probing is better able to deal with
increased loads than quadratic + linear.
On the opposite side we again see Skiplist suffering from
high number of loads (4j) and cache misses (4k). TBB
is
only slightly ahead in terms of performance. Interestingly, for
load factors above 1 the hash map Michael suffers relatively
less from L1 bound (4h) and this shows in the performance.
Junction:Crude
outperforms all others below 5%. However, for increased loads the performance quickly drops off.
Again the load latency (4i) seems the cause. This is interesting,
because it has generally the lowest number of loads (4j).

IX. C ONCLUSION
We implemented 12 concurrent hash map variants, focusing
on insertion and retrieval performance and not supporting
deletion or growing. Of these 12 hash maps, 8 support
variable-length key-value pairs and 4 support only integers.
Additionally, we made an extensive comparison with in total
34 hash maps7 , of which we showed 11. We analyzed what
makes a fast concurrent hash map by examining hardware
events using Intel® VTune™ Amplifier.
Contrary to what was believed previously [1], chaining lends
itself perfectly for a concurrent setting. In fact, the overall best
hash map implementation we tested is ChainU , performing
similarly to the best open addressing hash map OpenAddrQCU
for load factors under 1 and beating competing
hash maps by 1.3x–2.6x. For higher load factors, ChainU
is an order of magnitude faster than competing hash maps.

C. Influence of collisions
All hash maps suffer when collisions increase, but Folly
handles these the easiest (4m). This seems to be because the
number of cache misses is increasing only slightly (4o).
Notable is the jump in performance of libcuckoo from 2
to 4 collision rate. With collision rate 2, there is one collision
per bucket, which often can be put into the bucket determined
by the alternative hash function. Resolving another collision
on the same bucket means rehashing some data. This can be
seen in the jump in the number of loads as well (4n).
Overall, chaining and open addressing are similarly affected
by collisions in terms of performance.

A. Future Work
Since the result of this paper is directly applicable to multicore model checking, it is also applicable to planning [27]. In
planning as model checking, plans are generated akin to state
space exploration.
We implemented a version of our hash maps that support
deletion of entries, but we did not perform our extensive
analysis on this. Preliminary findings show the performance
is on par, but more analysis is required.
Even without deletion, the chaining hash map presented
in this paper will be used in a software multi-core model
checker we are currently implementing. We target multithreaded LLVM IR assembly code. Therefore, the support for
variable-length key-value pairs is a requirement in order to
support a growing stack and heap.
7 Data

and code can be found at https://github.com/bergfi/hashmap/
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Abstract—Task parallel programming models such as Habanero Java help developers write idiomatic parallel programs
and avoid common errors. Data race freedom is a desirable
property for task parallel programs but is difficult to prove
because every possible execution of the program must be considered. A partial order over events of an observed program
execution induces an equivalence class of executions that the
program may also produce. The Does-not-Commute (DC) relation is an efficiently computable partial order used for data race
detection. As a relatively weak partial order, the DC relation
can represent relatively large equivalence classes of program
executions. However, some of these executions may be infeasible,
thus leading to false data race reports. The contribution of this
paper is a mechanized proof that the DC relation is actually
sound for commonly used task parallel programming models.
Sound means that the first data race identified by the DC relation
is guaranteed to be a real data race. A prototype analysis in the
Java Pathfinder model checker shows that the DC relation can
significantly reduce the number of explored states required to
prove data race freedom in Habanero Java programs. In this
application, the search for data race using the DC relation is
both sound and complete.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A parallel program execution is said to witness a data race
when two distinct threads access the same memory location
consecutively and one of the accesses is a write. A parallel
program is said to contain a data race when it can produce an
execution that witnesses a data race.
Dynamic analysis attempts to detect data races by observing
a program execution and computing a partial order over the
observed events, as in Serebryany et al. [27]. A pair of events
that are unrelated by the partial order are considered to be
logically concurrent, i.e. they can occur adjacent to one another
in some execution of the program. Therefore, even if the
observed program execution does not witness a data race, the
partial order may still detect a data race if two conflicting
events are logically concurrent.
Weaker partial orders can identify more pairs of concurrent
events and therefore have a higher chance of detecting a data
race if one exists. The challenge is to define a partial order that
is as weak as possible while remaining sound. Sound partial
orders guarantee that the first pair of unrelated conflicting
events in the observed execution actually represents a feasible
data race [20]. A data race is feasible if a program execution
exists that witnesses the reported data race.
The most commonly used sound partial order is Lamport’s
Happens-Before (HB) relation [18]. Events that access the

same lock variable are totally ordered by the HB relation.
The Weak-Causally-Precedes (WCP) relation weakens the HB
relation by relaxing the ordering on locking events [17]. The
WCP relation has also been proven sound.
The Does-not-Commute (DC) relation weakens the WCP
relation to detect data races that the HB and WCP relations
miss [26]. However, the DC relation is unsound; it can report
data races that are infeasible. To compensate, the Vindicator
analysis in [26] attempts to construct the witness execution for
reported data races at runtime. If it cannot construct a witness
execution for a data race, then it is discarded as a false positive.
This ensures that the analysis is sound as a whole, but can also
create a significant runtime overhead.
This work makes the observation that although the DC
relation is unsound in general, there may be classes of program
executions that it can analyze in a sound manner. The main
contribution of this paper is a mechanized proof in Coq that
the first data race detected by the DC relation is always a
feasible data race if the locking events in the observed program execution all share the same lock variable. Furthermore,
this class of program executions includes the executions that
are produced by certain task parallel programming models,
making the result practically useful. The proof script exports
theorems that are parametric to a relation over events in a
task parallel program execution, allowing them to be reused
in verifying other partial orders.
Task parallel programming models such as Habanero
Java [3] aim to reduce the complexity of parallel programs
by restricting how threads can interact with each other. These
languages remain useful despite their restrictions because they
include high level constructs such as parallel loops, futures
and mutual exclusion that help developers write idiomatic
parallel programs and avoid common errors. They can also
help gain portable performance across different computer
architectures because parallel computations are expressed as
tasks, a hardware agnostic abstraction. More importantly for
this work, the DC relation is sound on task parallel semantics.
There are multiple definitions for the semantics of Habanero
Java’s isolated construct; for example, the official webpage
for Habanero Java [1] states that all isolated blocks of code
execute in mutual exclusion, while Cavé et al. [3] use the
weaker property that mutual exclusion is only necessary for
isolated blocks containing conflicting accesses. The former
semantics can be implemented as mutual exclusion with a
single global lock. This approach is performant when critical
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sections execute infrequently [3] and enables a guarantee of
deadlock freedom. With only one lock, the DC relation is
sound. This work also argues informally that the mechanized
proof can be extended to program executions produced by
other isolated semantics, such as atomic variables.
Although the DC analysis is sound, it is not complete. It
cannot always detect data races that are knowable from an
observed program execution. Furthermore, the program under
analysis may also exhibit different behaviors depending on the
observed thread schedule. A model checker can overcome this
problem by enumerating all of the relevant thread schedules
for the program. Therefore, the DC analysis is sound and
incomplete with respect to one observed execution but the
model checking analysis is sound and complete with respect
to the whole program and a given input.
This work also presents a prototype implementation of the
DC data race detection analysis in the Java Pathfinder model
checker [31], which already has implementations of HB and
WCP. The partial order used for data race detection is also
used as the dependency relation in a dynamic partial order
reduction algorithm [9]. This order directly influences the
number of thread schedules the model checker must explore
to prove the absence of data race in Habanero Java programs
for a given input. Experimental results show that using the
DC relation can significantly reduce the number of thread
schedules explored by the model checker. Because the DC
relation is sound for the Habanero Java programming model,
detected data races are guaranteed to be real errors and can
be immediately reported to the user, avoiding the overhead of
the Vindicator analysis.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows.
• Utilities for verifying partial orders over task parallel
program executions in Coq.
• A mechanized proof that the DC relation is sound for
task parallel programs that use a single global lock.
• An implementation of the dynamic partial order reduction
algorithm in the Java Pathfinder model checker and an
empirical comparison of the HB, WCP and DC relations.
II. P RELIMINARIES
The set M denotes a finite set of memory locations. A
concurrent program is a finite set of threads T that are each
able to to read (rd), write (wrt), acquire (acq), or release (rel)
memory locations throughout their execution. These are generally referred to as thread actions: A = {rd, wrt, acq, rel}.
Reading and writing are considered access actions. The rest
are locking actions.
The meaning of a concurrent program execution is given
by its observed history of events. An event is a tuple, e ∈
T ×A×M , identifying a thread, action, and memory location.
A history, σ = e0 . . . is a sequence of zero or more events.
A history defines a total order ≺σ over its events. The
projection of a history to a thread, σ|t , is a sub-history that
preserves the ordering in ≺σ and includes all events found in σ
that belong to t (and no others). Two events are thread ordered
in a history, ei ≺σT O ej , if and only if they occur in order on

the same thread: ∃t ∈ T (ei ∈ σ|t ∧ ej ∈ σ|t ∧ ei ≺σ ej ).
Set membership on a sequence, although a slight abuse of
notation, is used for simplicity in the presentation.
An acquire event ei = ht, acq, mi in a history has a
match if and only if a release event follows in the same
thread and if no threads acquire or release m in events
occurring between the acquire and the release: ∃ej ∈ σ (ej =
ht, rel, mi ∧ ei ≺σ ej ∧ ∀ek ∈ σ (ei ≺σ ek ≺σ ej =⇒
∀t0 ∈ T (ek 6= ht0 , acq, mi ∧ ek 6= ht0 , rel, mi))). The match
for a release event is defined conversely. In this definition,
acquire and release must be matched on the same thread, and
no intervening locking actions can exist on the same memory
location by any thread.
Definition 1 (well-formed history). A history is well-formed
if and only if all release events are matched, all acquire and
release events apply to the same location, and that memory
location is not found in any access events in the history.
A well-formed history dedicates a single memory location
as a global lock. The DC relation is proven sound only on wellformed histories. In general, any non-deadlocking execution of
a concurrent program that uses a single global lock generates
a well-formed history.
Two access events ei = ht, a, mi and ej = ht0 , a0 , mi on
the same memory location are said to conflict, ei  ej , if they
originate from different threads and either is a write event:
t 6= t0 ∧ (a = wrt ∨ a0 = wrt). A history σ is said to
witness a data-race if two events are adjacent in σ and conflict:
σ = e0 . . . ei ej ek . . . ∧ ei  ej . Being adjacent in the history
guarantees that there are no intervening lock actions.
It is not easy to determine if there is a data race in a history
if it is not directly witnessed. Approaches to detect data race
based on lock sets track the locking actions in each thread
and report a race on conflicting accesses not protected by a
common lock [6]. Partial order approaches predict from the
observed history other histories that witness the data race if
any exist.
The HB relation is sound in regards to the histories it
predicts meaning that all the predictions are valid histories
that can be generated by the program. As such, a data race
witnessed by a predicted history is real when using the HB
relation. The goal of this work is to show that the DC relation
maintains this important property in limited but useful contexts
while predicting even more histories from the observed one.
The set of events in the critical section in a history
for an acquire event, e = ht, acq, mi, is CS (e) =
{ei | ei ∈ σ|t ∧ e ≺σ ei ≺σ match(e)}. The critical section
for a release event is defined similarly.
Definition 2 (DC Relation). The does-not-commute relation
for a history, ≺σDC , is the smallest partial order over events
in σ that includes ≺σT O and satisfies the following: if there
exists a release event e, an acquire event e0 and two access
events ei and ej such that
ei ∈ CS (e) ∧ ej ∈ CS (e0 ) ∧ e ≺σ ej ∧ ei  ej

then e ≺σDC ej .
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The relation only includes, beyond the per-thread ordering
of events, the orders between events in critical sections and
later conflicting events also in critical sections. This definition
is adapted from [26] and simplified for task parallel programs.
The simplification falls out of the history being well-formed
so there is never more than a single global lock. With a single
lock, it is not necessary to add an order from a release event
to an acquire event when their separate critical sections have
DC ordered events.
The DC relation predicts a data race from an execution if
and only if ∃ei , ej ∈ σ (ei  ej ∧ ei ≺σ ej ∧ ei ⊀σDC ej ). Any
conflicting accesses that are unordered by DC are data races.
The proof shows that the predicted data race that happens the
earliest in the history is feasible. Later races may or may not
be feasible, since the first data race could influence events
downstream.
Definition 3 (first data race). The DC predicted data race on
events ex and ey (with ex occurring first: ex ≺σ ey ) is the
first predicted data race for the history if and only if ex and
ey race and no other races occur before ey and if ex is the
last event before ey that races with ey : ex ⊀σDC ey ∧ ex 
ey ∧ ∀ei , ej ∈ σ (ei ≺σ ej ≺σ ey ∧ ei  ej =⇒ ei ≺σDC
ej ) ∧ ∀ez ∈ σ (ez  ey ∧ ez ≺σ ey =⇒ ez ≺σ ex )
The proof in the next section shows that for any wellformed history with some earliest DC predicted data race,
a sub-history exists that witnesses the data race and can be
constructed from the events of the observed history. This subhistory is a valid program execution that can be inferred from
the observed execution. Such a sub-history is formalized as a
valid reordering.
A read event, ej = ht0 , rd, mi, observes a write event
ei = ht, wrt, mi, given as ei = observes(ej , σ), in a history
if and only if ei ≺σ ej ∧ ∀ek ∈ σ (ei ≺σ ek ≺σ ej =⇒
∀tk ∈ T (ek 6= htk , wrt, mi)). The observed write is the
value read. This definition naturally assumes a sequentially
consistent memory model. Weaker memory models are not
considered in this work.
Definition 4 (valid reordering). A sub-history σ 0 is a valid
reordering of σ if and only if σ 0 is well-formed, ∀t ∈ T
(σ 0 |t is prefix of σ|t ), and ∀e ∈ σ 0 , ∀t ∈ T, ∀m ∈ M (e =
ht, rd, mi =⇒ observes(e, σ 0 ) = observes(e, σ)).

The definition preserves locking semantics because the subhistory must be well-formed. It also maintains the sequential
execution in each thread and the observed write for each read.
Any program that produces the history σ, can also produce
valid reorderings of σ.
A valid reordering of a history σ consists of a subset of
the events in σ. In order for the valid reordering to witness
the first DC predicted race in σ this subset of events is
strategically selected. The strategy employed by the proof
is based on causal events [24], [4]. If ex and ey are the
first DC predicted data race in the original history, then the
set of causal events for the data race is CE (σ, ex , ey ) =
{e | e ∈ σ \ {ex , ey } ∧ (e ≺σDC ex ∨ e ≺σDC ey )}. Any causal

event must be DC ordered before one of the events in the data
race.
In order for causal events to be arranged into a valid reordering, certain events must come before others. For example, read
events must come after their observed write events and release
events must come after their matching acquire events. These
requirements are encoded as a relation over causal events,
called the Witness-Order.
Definition 5 (witness-order). Witness-Order, denoted by
≺, is the smallest reflexive and transitive relation over
CE (σ, ex , ey ) that satisfies these rules
σ
• if ei ≺DC ej , then ei ≺ ej
• if ei is a release event and ej is an acquire event with
ei ≺σ ej then ei ≺ ej
• if ej is an acquire event and ei is a release event with
ej ≺σ ei and match(ej ) 6∈ CE (σ, ex , ey ), then ei ≺ ej
The first two rules intuitively enforce that read events
observe the same write events as in the original history and
that critical sections do not overlap. The last rule handles the
case where one of the events that races occurs in a critical
section. In this case, the acquire event is a causal event but
the matching release event is not. For the causal events to be
arranged into a well-formed history, this acquire event must
be the last event in the history that accesses the global lock.
Therefore, the third rule of Witness-Order ensures that this
acquire event is ordered after every other release event in the
reordering.
III. S OUNDNESS OF DC
This section gives a sketch of the proof that the first
DC predicted race in a well-formed task parallel program
history is always a feasible data race. The Coq source code is
available for download at https://bitbucket.org/byu-vv/tracescoq/src/master.
Let the events ex = htx , ax , mi and ey = hty , ay , mi form
the first DC predicted race in the history σ. Also, without loss
of generality, let ey be the last event in σ, as it can always
be sliced to this point during an analysis. By the definition of
feasible data race, it is sufficient to prove that there exists a
valid reordering of σ that witnesses the data race of ex and ey .
This is done constructively by selecting a subset of events from
σ, reordering them into a new sub-history and appending ex
and ey to this reordering. It is then shown that the sub-history
with ex and ey last is a valid reordering of σ. Because ex and
ey are the last events in the sub-history, it also witnesses the
data race, and it is concluded that ex and ey must form a real
race. A few supporting lemmas simplify the proof.
Lemma 1. If for two events e = ht, a, ni and e0 = ht0 , a0 , n0 i
in σ, e ≺σDC e0 ∧ t 6= t0 , then ∃er = htr , rel, li such that
e ≺σT O er ∧ er ≺σDC e0
This follows directly from the definition of the DC relation.

Lemma 2. If for an acquire event e ∈ CE (σ, ex , ey ),
match(e) ∈
/ CE (σ, ex , ey ), then e ≺σT O ex or e ≺σT O ey
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Let e = ht, acq, li. Because e is a causal event it must be
DC ordered before ex or ey . Assume that t 6= tx ∧ t 6= ty .
Then by Lemma 1, there must exist a release event thread
ordered after e that is DC ordered before ex or ey . But this
is a contradiction because σ is well-formed and match(e) is
not a causal event, so e must be the last causal event on its
thread to access the global lock.
Lemma 3. There is at most one acquire event e such that
e ∈ CE (σ, ex , ey ) and match(e) ∈
/ CE (σ, ex , ey )

As mentioned in Sec. II, this case only appears when one of
ex and ey occur in a critical section. If there were more than
one causal acquire event without a matching causal release
event, then either both ex and ey occur in critical sections
or one of their threads performed two acquire events without
performing a release event. The first case is a contradiction
because the DC relation always orders conflicting events in
critical sections, so ex and ey would not be a data race. The
second case is a contradiction because σ is a well-formed
history. As defined in this work, well-formed histories do not
permit reentrant locks.
Lemma 4. ≺ is antisymmetric.

By Lemma 3 there are two cases to consider. In the first
case, for every acquire event e ∈ CE (σ, ex , ey ), match(e) is
also a causal event: match(e) ∈ CE (σ, ex , ey ). Therefore the
last rule of ≺ will never apply and ≺ ⊆ ≺σ . Because ≺σ is
antisymmetric, ≺ is also antisymmetric in this case.
In the second case, there is one causal acquire event e =
ht, acq, li such that match(e) is not a causal event. If there is
no release event e0 such that e ≺σ e0 then the third rule of ≺
will still never apply. Therefore ≺ ⊆ ≺σ still holds and ≺ is
antisymmetric.
Otherwise, some e0 = ht0 , rel, li exists such that e ≺σ e0
and e0 ≺ e. If a cycle exists in ≺, then it must be through
such a path for some e0 , because all other edges in ≺ align
with the total order of the original history. However, ≺ only
orders e before causal events on its same thread because there
are no release events thread ordered after e that are also causal
events. Therefore, if a cycle exists through the path e ≺ e0 ,
then t = t0 which contradicts the previous statement.
Let σ 0 be any linearization of ≺.
Lemma 5. For any thread t, σ 0 |t is a prefix of σ|t .

Because ≺σT O ⊆ ≺σDC , for any causal event e ∈
CE (σ, ex , ey ), any event e0 ∈ σ such that e0 ≺σT O e is also a
causal event. In addition, the first rule of ≺ ensures that all
events on the same thread will be ordered in σ 0 as they were
in σ.
Lemma 6. σ 0 is well-formed.
Because of Lemma 3, there are two cases to consider. In the
first case, for every causal acquire event, its matching release
is also a causal event. Then the first and second rule of ≺
ensure that all locking events are ordered in σ 0 as they were
in σ. Because σ is consistent with lock semantics, so is σ 0 .

In the second case, there is one causal acquire event such
that its matching release is not a causal event. Then the rules
of ≺ ensure that this acquire event is the last locking event in
σ 0 and the rest of the locking events are ordered as in σ.
Lemma 7. For every read event e
observes(e, σ) = observes(e, σ 0 )

∈

CE (σ, ex , ey ),

Because ex and ey are the first race in σ and observes(e, σ)
is either an event on the same thread as e or observes(e, σ) 
e, it must be the case that observes(e, σ) ≺σDC e. By the
same logic, for any two causal events ei , ej ∈ CE (σ, ex , ey ),
if ei  ej , then ei ≺σDC ej ∨ ej ≺σDC ei . Therefore the write
events on the variable accessed by observes(e, σ) and e are
totally ordered in σ 0
Theorem 1. ≺ is a partial order over CE (σ, ex , ey ) and the
history σ 0 = e0 . . . ex ey is a valid reordering of σ.
The definition of causal events guarantees that ex and
ey are enabled at the end of σ 0 . The rest follows
from Lemma 4, Lemma 5, Lemma 6 and Lemma 7.
A. Other Implementations of Mutual Exclusion
The isolated keyword in Habanero Java is used to mark
regions of code that may need to be executed in a mutually
exclusive manner. The semantics of isolated ensures that code
in isolated regions will be executed mutually exclusive from
other interfering isolated regions, where interfering means
that the isolated regions contain conflicting access events.
The simplest implementation of isolated that preserves these
semantics is a single global lock, which is used in this
work. However, other implementations are possible in specific
cases such as atomic Java variables and software transactional
memory.
These implementations can all be considered specific instances of a more general programming model where multiple
lock variables are accessed but any given thread can only hold
one lock at a time. The mechanized proof has not yet been
generalized to this programming model.
For such an effort, Lemma 3 would need to be modified
to state that there is at most one causal acquire event for
each lock variable whose matching release is not also a causal
event. Lemma 6 would then hold by an argument very similar
to the one presented for the simpler programming model.
Lemma 1, Lemma 2, Lemma 5 and Lemma 7 would still hold
as well. It is left to show that ≺ is still always antisymmetric.
A cycle can only exist in ≺ if a causal acquire event’s
matching release is not a causal event and there is some access
event thread ordered after the acquire event that is somehow
ordered before a different causal release event on the same
lock variable. Such a situation would still be impossible in
the more general programming model because of Lemma 1
and Lemma 2.
B. Weaker Partial Order
The mechanized proof is written such that the main theorem
can be reused to verify other partial orders over well-formed
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Thread 1
acq(l)
wrt(x)
rel(l)

Thread 2

acq(l)
wrt(x)
rel(l)
wrt(x)

Fig. 1. An execution with a predictable race but no DC race.
1: procedure I NSERT BACKTRACKING P OINTS
2:
s ← peek(S)
3:
{t} ← backtrack(s)
4:
p←s
5:
repeat
6:
p ← pre(S, p)
7:
if TO(p) 6v TO(s) ∧ DC(p) v DC(s) then
8:
if tid(s) ∈ enabled(p) then
9:
backtrack(p) ← backtrack(p) ∪ {t}
10:
else
11:
backtrack(p) ← enabled(p)
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
until p = null
15: end procedure
Fig. 2. The DPOR algorithm.

histories. Fig. 1 shows a history with a predictable data
race that the DC relation fails to detect. The data race is
predictable because the events in the observed execution can be
rearranged into a valid reordering that witnesses it. However,
the DC relation conservatively orders the write events in
critical sections even when there may be no dependent read
events on that same memory location later in the history,
causing it to miss the error.
The Coq model introduced by this work has been used to
define another partial order, weaker than the DC relation, that
addresses this issue. This partial order only orders conflicting
events across critical sections if one is a read event and one is
a write event. In order to prove the soundness of this partial
order, the definition of data race was modified to exclude
accesses that are protected by the same lock. Although this
new relation can detect data races missed by the DC relation
and has been proven sound on well-formed histories, it has
not been proven complete and no algorithm currently exists
to compute it. For these reasons, the DC analysis remains the
focus of this paper.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
This section presents a prototype implementation of a sound
and complete data race detection analysis, developed as a tool
in the Java Pathfinder (JPF) model checker [31]. The source
code is available for download at https://bitbucket.org/byuvv/jpf-hj/src/FMCAD2019/.
JPF can execute a program compiled to Java bytecode and
expose the program events to tools that consume them. The
tools in this work are vector clock algorithms that compute the
DC, WCP and HB relations respectively [26], [17], [8]. The

1: procedure O N R EAD(t, x, isolated )
2:
if isolated then
3:
Ct ← Ct t Lw
x
4:
Rl ← Rl ∪ {x}
5:
end if
6:
if Wx 6v Ct then
7:
report DC race
8:
end if
9:
Rx (t) ← Ct (t)
10: end procedure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
1:
2:
3:
4:
1:
2:
3:
4:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure O N W RITE(t, x, isolated )
if isolated then
r
Ct ← Ct t Lw
x t Lx
Wl ← Wl ∪ {x}
end if
if Wx 6v Ct ∨ Rx 6v Ct then
report DC race
end if
Wx (t) ← Ct (t)
end procedure
procedure O N F ORK(p, c)
Cc ← Cp
Cc (c) ← Cc (c) + 1
Cp (p) ← Cp (p) + 1
Pc ← Pp
Pc (c) ← Pc (c) + 1
Pp (p) ← Pp (p) + 1
end procedure
procedure O N J OIN(p, c)
Cp ← Cp t Cc
Pp ← Pp t Pc
end procedure
procedure O NACQUIRE(t)
s ← h{t}, DoneSetRef()i
push(S, s)
end procedure
procedure O N R ELEASE(t)
TO(peek(S)) ← Pt
DC(peek(S)) ← Ct
for x ∈ Rl do
Lrx ← Lrx t Ct
end for
for x ∈ Wl do
w
Lw
x ← Lx t Ct
end for
Rl ← Wl ← ∅
Ct (t) ← Ct (t) + 1
InsertBacktrackingPoints()
end procedure
Fig. 3. The DC data race detection algorithm.

vector clock algorithm implementations are taken directly from
related work with almost no modifications other than those
specific to JPF. Fig. 3 shows the analysis pseudo code with
the DC tool operations inlined for ease of presentation.
A vector clock is a function V C ∈ T → N that maps
threads to counter values. Vector clocks also support pointwise comparison (v) and point-wise maximum (t) operations.
They are updated in the algorithm such that their comparison
is equivalent to set membership in the DC partial order or
thread total order.
For each thread t, vector clocks Ct and Pt are maintained
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to compute the DC relation and thread order respectively. Let
ei , ej ∈ σ be the last events processed by the analysis on
threads ti and tj respectively. Then Ci v Cj =⇒ ei ≺σDC ej .
Similarly, Pi v Pj =⇒ ei ≺σT O ej .
For each shared memory location x, vector clocks Rx , Wx ,
Lrx and Lw
x are also maintained to store the timestamps of
threads that access x. Rx and Wx are updated on accesses to
x to store the current counter value for the accessing thread
so they can be used for checking for data race. For example,
in order for a thread t to safely read x, it must have a counter
value for every other thread in its own vector clock Ct greater
than or equal to the corresponding counter value in Wx . Lrx
and Lw
x are updated on release events to store the maximum
counter values for all threads that have accessed x in a critical
section. This ensures that the next thread to access x inside of
a critical section can update itself with the same max counter
values, thus synchronizing itself with the other threads.
Due to the simplified definition of the DC relation for
task parallel programming languages, the vector clock queues
used in [26] are not necessary. Otherwise, the algorithm for
computing the DC relation and reporting data race on access
events remains unchanged and the reader should refer to
that work for more information. Thread order is extended
to accommodate dynamic threads that can be forked and
joined. The procedures OnFork and OnJoin ensure that child
threads initially inherit the timestamps of their parents and
communicate back any synchronization when they are joined.
JPF runs the input program until completion, passing every
thread action and memory access to the tool, allowing the DC
vector clock algorithm to analyze the entire history. Because
the DC relation is a sound partial order, any detected data
race is a real error and is reported to the user. However, the
DC relation is not complete, it cannot guarantee that a data
race is always detected if one exists in the program. This is
due to some programs exhibiting different behavior depending
on how the scheduler resolves mutual exclusion. In order to
always detect a data race if one exists, the analysis in Fig. 3
uses JPF to rewind the program, reset the analysis state and
explore different thread schedules.
JPF executes programs in transitions which are created by
the tool. A transition marks a program state and is a tuple
s ∈ P(T ) × P(T ), identifying a backtrack set of threads and
a set of threads already explored from this state, called a done
set. The transitions are stored in a stack S and JPF explores the
transitions in a depth first manner, always scheduling a thread
from the backtrack set of the transition at the top of the stack
if it is not also in the transition’s done set. The analysis uses
a dynamic partial order reduction algorithm (DPOR) [9] to
populate the bactrack sets of transitions.
DPOR is a well known result in software model checking
that explores a persistent set of transitions from every state
by only backtracking on dependent transitions. This results in
exploring a reduced state space that is sufficient for verifying
safety properties in parallel programs. Dependent means that
program behavior may depend on the relative execution order
of two transitions. In general, dependent transitions correspond

Thread 1
wrt(x)
acq(l)
wrt(x)
rel(l)

Thread 2

Thread 3

acq(l)
wrt(y)
rel(l)
acq(l)
rd(y)
wrt(x)
rel(l)

Fig. 4. An execution with conditional dependence.

to shared memory accesses. However, in the context of data
race detection, the only shared memory accesses that are
allowed to be enabled in the same state are accesses inside
critical sections. Therefore, the DPOR algorithm will cause
the model checker to backtrack when two critical sections are
dependent.
Dependent critical sections are identified by checking if the
release event of the critical section earlier in the history is DC
ordered before the release event of the critical section later
in the history. If the two release events are not also thread
ordered, then their critical sections must contain conflicting
events and the model checker must explore an execution
where they are performed in the opposite order. Therefore a
backtracking point is added to explore the execution where the
critical sections are executed in another order. In this way, the
partial order used for data race detection directly effects the
number of backtracking points added by the DPOR algorithm.
Because the DC relation identifies more independent critical
sections, it can add fewer backtracking points and is the most
effective at reducing the explored state space.
The procedure OnRelease associates the current transition
with the present values of Ct and Pt to use when searching
for dependent transitions. This is done via the utility functions
DC and T O which map transitions to the DC and thread order
vector clocks associated with their release events.
Transitions are initialized in OnAcquire with a backtrack set
holding only the current thread and a done set shared between
transitions at the same level in the state graph explored by
JPF (the DoneSetRef function handles this plumbing). The
procedure InsertBacktrackingPoints implements DPOR in JPF
and is invoked at each release event. The procedure traverses
the transition stack to find transitions that are dependent with
the current transition. If a dependent transition is found, the
presently executing thread is added to the backtrack set of
the dependent transition. If the desired thread is not enabled
in the dependent state, then all enabled threads in that state
are conservatively added to the backtrack set in an effort to
eventually enable the desired thread.
A. Correctness of the Analysis
The analysis uses the DC relation to check each execution
for data race while simultaneously identifying dependent critical sections that must be interleaved by the model checker to
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Findmax
DC
HB
WCP

106

Executions

105
104
103
102
101
100
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4

6
Threads
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Fig. 5. The Findmax results: explored executions by number of threads.
Indexer
DC
HB
WCP

106
105
Executions

generate more executions. This work assumes the correctness
of the vector clock algorithm that models the DC relation and
thread order as they are taken directly from other works. The
whole analysis is precise, i.e. it does not report false data
races and a data race is always reported if one exists in the
program. It does not report false data races because the DC
data race detection analysis is sound with respect to each
explored execution as shown by the proof in Sec. III.
The analysis always reports a data race if one exists because
the DPOR algorithm explores all non-deterministic thread
interleavings that could reveal a data race. This property is
contingent on using a valid method for detecting dependent
transitions. A dependency relation is valid if independent transitions cannot enable or disable one another and if exploring
two independent transitions consecutively from the same state
always results in the same unique successor state.
Transitions in this paper are created at acquire events and so
are not ended until after the matching release event is executed.
This means that no transition can disable another since the
lock will always be available at the beginning of transitions.
Transitions cannot enable one another either unless they are on
the same thread, in which case they would not be independent.
Exploring two independent transitions from the same state
will always lead to the same unique successor state because
independent critical sections access disjoint memory locations.
The exception to this rule occurs when a data race exists in
the program, in which case it will be detected by the analysis
because independent critical sections will not hide the data
race by imposing a DC ordering across threads.
The DPOR algorithm in this paper differs from the algorithm in [9] in two significant ways. First, because there is
no way to inspect the next transition of every thread before
executing it, the algorithm in this paper inserts backtracking
points one thread at a time. In contrast, the original DPOR
algorithm inserts backtracking points for every thread at every
transition. Second, because the DC relation is a conditional
dependency relation [16], the algorithm in this paper does
not stop inserting backtracking points at the first dependent
transition that is found.
As an example, consider the history in Fig. 4. The last write
event to the memory location x in thread 3 may depend on
the value read by the immediately previous read event on y.
In other words, it may be the case that thread 3 only writes
to x when its critical section executes after the critical section
in thread 2.
Because of this, the DPOR algorithm in this paper cannot
stop at the first dependent transition found, as is done in [9]. If
this were the case, then in Fig. 4, thread 3 would only be added
as a backtracking point in the transition of thread 2 which is
the first dependent transition found by the algorithm. But then
in the new execution where thread 1 executes and then thread
3 and 2, thread 3 may not write to x and a backtracking point
for thread 3 would not be added to the transition of thread 1.
In this case, it would actually cause the analysis to miss the
data race between thread 1 and thread 3 on x that is detected
when the critical sections are executed in the order thread 2, 3

104
103
102
101
100
0

5

10
Threads

15

Fig. 6. The Indexer results: explored executions by number of threads.

and then 1. Further engineering could relax the requirement of
traversing the entire transition stack by keeping track of which
shared memory locations have contributed to each dependency
and stopping when all memory locations have been accounted
for.
V. R ESULTS
Two benchmarks were used to test how using the DC
relation can reduce the number of explored executions required
to prove data race freedom in Habanero Java programs. Each
benchmark takes the number of threads to use as input and
contains no data races. Vector clock analyses for the HB and
WCP relation were also implemented and tested.
The first benchmark is a program called findmax, which was
taken as a snippet of a function in the DualSPHysics project
at https://github.com/DualSPHysics/DualSPHysics. The code
was written in OpenMP and translated to Habanero Java.
The findmax benchmark takes a large array of integers as
input. Each thread takes a equal size chunk of the array and
finds the maximum of the sub-array. An isolated region is then
used to update the shared value max which is the result. The
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number of executions required to verify the implementation
for an increasing number of threads is shown in Fig. 5. The
figure shows execution numbers for DC with circles, for HB
with × marks, and for WCP with + marks.
The graph shows that the WCP relation and the DC relation
perform identically in this case. They both perform slightly
better than the HB relation because they avoid reordering
critical sections that only read max and do not write to it.
The second benchmark is called indexer which is translated
into Habanero Java from [9]. In this program, each thread
generates integers that are then placed in a shared hash table.
The hash table is accessed inside an isolated region in case the
hash codes conflict. Because most hash codes do not conflict,
many of the critical sections are independent. The results
are shown for indexer and an increasing number of threads
in Fig. 6. This figure uses the same convention for execution
numbers as does Fig. 5.
The HB relation performs very poorly in this case and
cannot tractably analyze a program with more than 4 threads.
The composition of the WCP relation with the HB relation
has an effect on this benchmark and the WCP relation results
in an intractable analysis as soon as the first hash codes
conflict. No hash codes conflict until 12 threads are used, so
the WCP and DC relation perform identically up to this point,
correctly identifying all critical sections as independent. The
DC analysis is able to scale further than the other analyses
and analyze the program even when it uses 16 threads.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
As mentioned in Sec. I, common partial orders used for
data race detection include the Happens-Before (HB) [18],
the Weak-Causally-Precedes (WCP) [17] and the Does-notCommute (DC) [26] relation. The Schedulable-HappensBefore (SHB) relation [20] strengthens the HB relation in
order to guarantee that every data race detected by the relation
(not just the first) is a real error. Rather than compute a
fixed partial order, the data race detection analysis presented
in [24] tries to construct a witness execution for every pair of
conflicting events.
Dynamic analyses have been developed specifically for task
parallel programs because the simpler programming model
allows for algorithmic optimizations. However, many of these
analyses cannot reason about the arbitrary synchronization created by critical sections without reporting false data races [7],
[25], [15], [29], [6], [21], [30], [28], [33]. Other analyses can
reason precisely about mutual exclusion but only use the HB
relation to detect data race [22], [34].
Dynamic partial order reduction was originally presented
in [9] as a way to exploit information available at run time to
reduce the state space explored by software model checkers.
That work only considered fixed dependency relations for
simplicity. This work and others [16] consider conditional
dependency relations, where two transitions may be independent in some contexts but not in others. Dynamic partial order
reduction has been implemented in JPF before in [23] but the
analysis used a fixed dependency relation and targeted more

general concurrent programs and therefore lacked some of
the optimizations made possible when analyzing task parallel
programs. For example, the task parallel programming model
allows JPF to completely implement the DPOR algorithm
while only creating transition objects at the beginning of critical sections, instead of detecting shared objects dynamically
and creating backtracking objects at memory access events.
A number of enhancements to DPOR have been proposed
that are complementary to this work. For example, an analysis
may record the context in which backtracking points were
created in order to focus the search after backtracking [2].
Other improvements use dynamic information such as the
values written to variables, to determine whether transitions
may actually be independent [4]. The model checking analysis
presented in [10] uses static analysis to reduce the number of
memory locations tracked for shared accesses.
As an alternative to dynamic partial order reduction, some
analyses use an SMT solver to compute the entire set of other
program executions that can be inferred from the observed
execution [12], [11], [13]. This approach has the benefit of
guaranteeing that the set of executions explored is optimal.
And although the analysis can be parallelized effectively, the
SMT queries can become huge for even moderately sized
programs. This paper has assumed a sequentially consistent
memory model while other model checking analyses have been
extended to weaker models [14].
Chen et al. propose a parametric framework for proving
that a partial order is sound [5]. The framework will yield
a soundness proof for a given partial order as a corollary
of its main theorem. The main theorem is a statement about
traces and says that any property that holds over the operation
of swapping an adjacent pair of events in a trace that are
unrelated by the partial order will hold for every linearization
of the partial order. However, this definition of sound is too
strong for the goal of this work as the desired property is that
of valid reordering and the DC relation yields linearizations
that are not valid traces. Therefore the proof presented in this
work only proves that a valid reordering exists for every data
race, not that every linearization of the partial order is a valid
reordering.
Many claims with accompanying theorems and proofs are
made in the literature of data race detection. As they get
more difficult to reason about and implement, mechanized
proofs have helped confirm that the work is correct. FastTrack
implementations have been verified in Coq to ensure that
the instrumentation and synchronization used in the data race
detection do not introduce error [19], [32].
VII. C ONCLUSION
This work presented a proof that the DC relation is sound for
a class of concurrent programs that includes commonly used
task parallel programming models. A prototype analysis in the
JPF model checker demonstrated the benefit of using a weaker
partial order for data race detection. The mechanized proof
provides a foundation for finding more insights and justifying
stronger claims in the future.
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Abstract—Packet classifiers are the building blocks of modern
networking. A classifier determines the action to take on a
packet by matching its header against a set of rules. Efficient
classification is achieved by using associative memory to perform
the match operation in one clock cycle. This requires compressing
large rule sets to fit in the small associative memory space
available in modern network switches. We propose two symbolic
rule set compression algorithms based on binary decision diagrams. Following McGeer and Yalagandula, we formalize the
problem as that of obtaining a sequential cover of the rule
set. We develop a simple BDD-based algorithm for computing
sequential covers, which significantly outperforms state of the
art algorithms in terms of compression ratio—a surprising result
that highlights the unexplored potential of symbolic techniques
in packet classification. Despite this improvement, very large
industrial classifiers are still beyond reach. We decompose such
classifiers into a pipeline of smaller classifiers over subsets of
packet header fields. We then compress each classifier using the
sequential cover technique. Our algorithm is able to compress
industrial rule sets with hundreds of thousands rules to readily
fit in the memory of network switches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern datacenter, corporate, and telecom networks implement a rich set of functions, including firewalling, routing,
load balancing, and service chaining, to name a few. Inside
network switches, these functions are implemented as packet
classifiers, which determine the next action to perform on
the packet (e.g., drop or forward) by matching its headers
against a set of rules, e.g., ”Drop UDP packets sent from
hosts in the 172.16. ∗ .∗ IP subnet with destination port
numbers in the 554–680 range.” Moreover, multi-terabit-persecond packet processing rates, supported in modern network
switches, require packet classification to complete in a short
and constant time. To this end, switches are equipped with
ternary content-addressable memories (TCAMs), also known
as associative memories, capable of matching a packet against
multiple rules in a single clock cycle.
Due to their high cost and power consumption, TCAMs
remain a limited resource. Current high-end switches are
equipped with thousands to tens of thousands of TCAM
entries. In contrast, real-world packet classifiers may consist of
hundreds of thousands rules. Whenever the rule set does not fit
in the TCAM of a single switch, the network administrator is
left with two options: (1) partition the rule set across multiple
switches, dramatically raising the cost and complexity of
network management, or (2) sacrifice performance by moving
a subset of rules to conventional memory.
Rule set compression mitigates the problem by computing
a smaller rule set equivalent to the original classifier. It can be

used to fit a large classifier in the TCAM of a single switch
or to enable integrated functionality by configuring a single
switch with multiple classifiers.
Rule set compression algorithms represent rules as hypercubes in the multidimensional space of packet headers,
seeking to cover the entire classifier with as few cubes as
possible. Since computing an optimal solution to this problem
is NP-hard [1], greedy heuristics are employed to reduce
the search space. Ultimately, finding a small cover within a
reasonable time frame depends on the ability of the algorithm
to efficiently compute unions and intersections of cubes.
Existing algorithms represent cubes explicitly. We argue
that significant speedup can be achieved by symbolically
representing and manipulating sets of cubes as Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDDs) [2]. In fact, simply by compiling the rule
set to a BDD we obtain a compact representation of all its
cubes. Furthermore, BDDs allow efficiently extracting prime
implicants, i.e., cubes that are not contained within any other
cube of the rule set. Based on this observation, we develop two
BDD-based algorithms for rule set compression. Following
McGeer and Yalagandula [3], we formulate the compression
problem as that of computing sequential cover of the rule set.
We propose a BDD-based algorithm for computing sequential
cover. Our algorithm outperforms state of the art rule set
compression algorithms, e.g., where the best known algorithm
achieves 50% compression ratio, we achieve 10x compression.
Next we apply the same approach to three very large realworld classifiers with hundreds of thousands rules. To the best
of our knowledge, these are the largest rule sets reported in the
literature. We observe that on these rule sets, our algorithm still
does not achieve satisfactory compression ratio. We therefore
propose a new compression algorithm that decomposes the rule
set into a pipeline of packet classifiers, where each classifier
matches on a subset of packet header fields and computes a
tag used as input to the next classifier. Our decomposition is
based on the BDD-based functional decomposition technique
by Lai et al. [4]. We compress each classifier by computing
its sequential cover, as above.
We apply this algorithm to our real-world classifiers and
show that it achieves two to four orders of magnitude compression on these classifiers, reducing them to readily fit into
the TCAM table space of modern switches.
Our contribution is a pair of algorithms that significantly
improve the state of the art in packet classification. To the
best of our knowledge, this work is the first to apply two wellknown logic minimization techniques—symbolic prime cover
computation and functional decomposition—in this space.
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II. BACKGROUND
Boolean logic Let (z1 , . . . , zl ) be a set of Boolean variables.
A literal is a Boolean variable zi or its negation zi . A cube is
a conjunction of literals, e.g., z1 z2 z3 . We denote c (zi ,...,zi )
1
j
the restriction of cube c on variables (zi1 , . . . , zij ), obtained
by eliminating all literals over other variables. A cube c is
an implicant of a boolean function g : B l → B iff c ⇒
g(z1 , . . . , zl ); c is a prime implicant iff it cannot be reduced,
i.e., the removal of any literal from c results in a non-implicant.
Packet classification A packet header is a fixed-size bit vector
X = (x1 , . . . , xn ), where a Boolean variable xi corresponds
to the ith bit of the header. Individual header bits are grouped
into fields, which represent source and destination IP addresses
of the packet, port numbers, etc.: X = (X1 , . . . , Xl ), where
bitvector Xj is the jth field of the header. A packet classifier
f : B n → A maps a header into one of a finite set of
actions A, where B = {0, 1}. To encode classifiers to BDDs,
we represent f as a function F : B n × A → B such
that (F (X, Y ) = >) ≡ (f (X) = Y ). We assume that
A is encoded using Boolean variables, for example A =
{ACCEP T, DEN Y } is encoded using a single Boolean.
Classifiers are represented as ordered lists of rules of the
form: R = ((m1 , a1 ), . . . , (mk , ak )), where mj : B n → B is
a match function that identifies a subset of the header space
and aj ∈ A is the action to perform on the packet when its
header belongs to this subset (note that aj are not required
to be distinct). The corresponding classifier FR picks the first
rule that matches the header:
FR (X, Y ) = m1 (X) ∧ (Y = a1 )

∨ m1 (X) ∧ m2 (X) ∧ (Y = a2 ) . . .

(1)

∨ m1 (X) ∧ . . . ∧ mk−1 (X) ∧ mk (X) ∧ (Y = ak )
To make sure that FR defines a unique action for any header,
the final rule (mk , ak ) is a catch-all rule that matches all
headers: mk (X) ≡ >.
Rule languages Network switches equipped with TCAMs are
programmed using rules expressed in ternary form. Consider
a header field Xj = (z1 , . . . , zp ). A ternary constraint fixes a
subset of bits in Xj , leaving other bits unconstrained, i.e., it is
a cube over Xj . Prefix constraints, frequently used in practice,
are a special case of ternary constraints, that fix a prefix of
the bit vector. A ternary rule is a rule whose match function
is a conjunction of ternary constraints, one for each field Xj ,
j ∈ [1, l]. Equivalently, a ternary rule is a cube over X.
Example 1: Figure 1(a) shows an example ternary rule set
where xi are header variables and y is the action variable.
In writing network policies, network administrators often
use range constraints. A range constraint c1 ≤ Xj ≤ c2
interprets field Xj as an integer value stored using logarithmic
encoding and requires this value to be in the range [c1 , c2 ].
Rules with range constraints can be decomposed into multiple
ternary rules by rewriting each range constraint as a disjunction of ternary constraints and taking a Cartesian product
across all range constraints in the rule.

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 y
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 * * * * 0
0 * * * * 0
(a)

x1

x2
x3

cut
v1

x4

x1 x2

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 t
0 0 0 0 *1
0 0 1 1 *1
1 1 0 0 *1
1 1 1 1 *1
* * * * *0

x 1 x2 t
0 0 0
1 1 0
* * 1
t
t x3 x4 x5 y
0 0 0 *1
0 1 1 *1
* * * *0
y
(d)

x5
y

v2
T

(b)

x3 x4 x5

(c)

Fig. 1: Running example: (a) original classifier, (b) its BDD
encoding, (c) compressed rule set, (d) decomposition into a
sequence of two classifiers.
Algorithm 1 BDD-based sequential cover computation
1: function S EQ C OVER(F )
2:
F + ← F , F − ← F , cover ← ()
3:
while F − 6= ⊥ do
4:
c ← L ARGEST C UBE(F − )
5:
p ← P RIME I MPLICANT(c, F + )
6:
cover ← cover + p
7:
F+ ← F+ ∨ p X
8:
F− ← F− ∧ p X
9:
return cover

Modern network management software supports even richer
policy languages that allow various Boolean combinations
of range and ternary constraints. Such general rules can be
decomposed into ternary rules by flattening their Boolean
structure to Disjunctive Normal Form. Such expansion can
be too expensive in practice and therefore should be avoided.
BDDs A BDD [2] is a compressed canonical representation
of the binary decision tree of a Boolean function in the form
of a directed acyclic graph. Figure 1(b) shows a BDD of the
classifier specified in Figure 1(a).
Problem statement The rule set compression problem can be
defined as follows: given a rule set R, written using any rule
language, compute a minimal ternary rule set R0 such that
FR ≡ FR0 . Computing an optimal solution is NP-hard [1];
therefore in practice we aim to achieve the best possible
compression within a reasonable time frame.
III. C OMPRESSION VIA SEQUENTIAL COVER
McGeer and Yalagandula [3] introduced the notion of
sequential cover for rule set compression. A sequential cover
of a classifier F (X, Y ) is a set of cubes pj , j ∈ [1, u] over
variables X and
W Y such that (1) pj s cover the entire classifier:
F (X, Y ) ⇒ j∈[1,u] pj W
, and (2) each pj is a prime implicant
of function F (X, Y ) ∨ i<j pi X .
This definition is similar to the classical notion of prime
cover, studied in logic synthesis [5]. There is, however, an
important distinction: the second condition above states that
each rule must only agree with F on headers not covered by
previous rules; the rest of the header space is the don’t care set
where the rule can disagree with F . In contrast, all implicants
in a prime cover must agree with F .
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Name

#R #ExpR#Nodes
42
165
31
112
720
686
5161
1664

MDTC
Flint
Rules Ratio Time(s) Rules Ratio Time(s)
6
0.29
0
7
0.33
0.07
37
0.95
0
35
0.90
0.15
19
0.43
0
16
0.36
0.06
52
1.00
0
18
0.35
0.11
167
0.95
0.03
159
0.91
0.42
515
0.78
0.05
439
0.66
1.03
881
0.93
0.14
843
0.89
4
1363 0.91
0.35
914
0.61
1

cernet1 21
cernet2 39
cernet3 44
cernet4 52
cernet5 175
cernet6 664
cernet7 943
cernet8 1491

21
39
44
52
175
664
945
1491

Name

#R

#ExpR

#Nodes

acl-small
acl-large
fw-small
fw-large
ipc-small
ipc-large

936
9125
847
8737
916
8623

1305
12.32K
3382
35.71K
1343
11.86K

1754
15.97K
6474
14.64K
8360
12.91K

TABLE I: CERNET rule sets.
Rules
100
1385
1311
6108
566
981

Flint
Ratio
0.08
0.11
0.39
0.17
0.42
0.08

Time(s)
5
267
44
2076
33
606

TABLE II: Synthetic benchmarks (reports means across all
rule sets in each benchmark).
Each pj in the sequential cover of F can be interpreted to
a rule rj0 = (m0j , a0j ), where m0j = pj X and a0j is obtained by
extracting the action from pj Y . The resulting rule set R0 =
((m01 , a01 ), . . . , (m0u , a0u )) is equivalent to R. A minimal rule
set is an optimal solution to the rule set compression problem.
Example 2: Figure 1(c) shows a sequential cover of the
classifier in Figure 1(a). Note that the last rule (∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗0)
is not an implicant of the classifier, since not all assignments
of x1 . . . x5 map to action 0. However, it is an implicant of
the classifier with the header space covered by previous rules
added to its don’t care set, since all assignments of x1 . . . x5
not covered by previous rules map to 0.
Algorithm 1 shows our BDD-based algorithm for computing
a sequential cover. It takes a packet classifier F and returns a
subset F − of F not covered by the implicants computed so far,
and a superset F + that includes the don’t care set covered by
the previous implicants. Sets F , F + and F − are represented
as BDDs and all operations on them are performed in the BDD
form. The main loop of the algorithm computes a single new
implicant on every iteration by first extracting a largest cube
(i.e., a cube with the smallest number of literals) from F − ,
which corresponds to a shortest path from the root to a leaf
of the BDD. It then extends this cube to a prime implicant of
F + by greedily removing literals from the cube so that the
resulting cube is still in F + . Note that the algorithm is not
guaranteed to produce a minimal sequential cover.
Performance We implemented Algorithm 1 in a tool called
Flint using the CUDD BDD library [6]. We encode packet
classifier FR into a BDD using formula 1. We use the group
sifting [7] dynamic variable reordering heuristic, grouping
variables that belong to the same field, to reduce the size of
the resulting BDD. Due to the sensitive nature of real-world
rule sets, very few of them are publicly available. We therefore
use a mix of synthetic and real-world benchmarks in our evaluation. First, we use two datasets from [8]. The first of these
datasets consists of 8 classifiers extracted from the CERNET
network. The second dataset consists of 12 synthetic access
control list (ACL) rule sets generated using the ClassBench
tool [9]. We generate 5 additional synthetic datasets using

ClassBench. These datasets fall into three categories: ACL,
firewall (FW), and IP Chain (IPC). Each dataset consists of 20
rule sets. The header space in all rule sets consists of 5 fields
and 104 bits. Table I compares Flint against MDTC [8], the
most efficient rule set compression algorithm reported in the
literature—on the CERNET dataset. It shows the size of the
original rule set (Rules) and the expanded rule set obtained
by decomposing range constraints into ternary constraints
(ExpRules), the number of nodes in the BDD encoding of the
classifier (Nodes), the compressed rule set size, compression
ratio, and the run time of MDTC (based on [8]) and Flint.
As can be seen from the table, Flint improves the average
compression ratio of MDTC by 21% on average on these rule
sets. Table II reports results for synthetic benchmarks. For
space reasons, we report mean values across all rule sets in
each benchmark. The first row (‘acl-small’) shows results for
the synthetic dataset from [8]. Flint dramatically outperforms
MDTC on this dataset, achieving 13x compression on average,
while Zhu et al. report 0.45 mean compression ratio for
MDTC. The remaining rows show results for the 5 new
synthetic datasets. Flint achieves over 2x compression in all
cases and 5x-13x compression on the large datasets with
> 8000 rules. Next, we apply Flint to three very large realworld customer rule sets with 70K, 599, and 1952 complex
rules. Many of these rules have complex Boolean structure,
so that their expanded representation, had we constructed it
explicitly, would contain 276K, 64467K, and 194660K rules
respectively. The header space in these rule sets consists of
9 fields and 366 bits. Flint compressed the first rule set into
3636 ternary rules; however on the two other rule sets we
interrupted Flint after generating 200K rules. Clearly, a more
efficient compression technique is required to handle such rule
sets. We develop such a technique in the next section.
IV. C OMPRESSION VIA FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION
The following example illustrates the main source of explosion in the number of rules in the real-world rule sets. Consider
a rule (m, a), where m is of the form mX1 ∧ mX2 , where
mX1 and mX2 are arbitrary constraints over header fields X1
and X2 . Assume that mX1 and mX2 can be decomposed into
i and j cubes respectively. In this case, an optimal ternary
encoding of rule (m, a) may require up to i × j ternary rules.
Alternatively, it can be decomposed into a sequence of two
classifiers that check that header X1 is in mX1 and X2 is
in mX2 respectively. This requires a total of i + j rules.
Furthermore, TCAM tables matching individual header fields
are narrower, and hence require less TCAM memory, than the
monolithic table. This optimization is compatible with modern
network switches, which support both pipelined classifiers and
configurable-width TCAMs [10].
In general, we would like to decompose a classifier f :
B n → A into a sequence of classifiers fi , i ∈ [1, l] where
fi matches on a single header field Xi and returns a tag
Ti used as input to the next classifier: f (X1 , . . . , Xl ) ≡
fl (fl−1 (. . . f2 (f1 (X1 ), X2 ), . . .), Xl ).
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Algorithm 2 Decompose classifier f into f1 , . . . , fl
1: function D ECOMPOSE C LASSIFIER(f )
2:
g←f
3:
for i = 1 to l − 1 do
4:
(fi , g) ← D ECOMPOSE(g, Xi )
5:
fl ← g
6:
return (f1 , . . . , fl )
Flint
Flint-DC
(rules) Rules
Ratio Time(s)
real-world1 70.25K
275.99K
6830
3636
2680 0.00971
392
real-world2
599
64467.64K 171.60K
–
10.71K 0.00017 3118
real-world3 1952 194660.96K 282.68K
–
28.03K 0.00014 3995
Name

#R

#ExpR

#Nodes

TABLE III: Large real-world rule sets.
Example 3: Figure 1(d) shows a decomposition of the
classifier in Figure 1(a) into a sequence of two classifiers.
The first classifier summarizes the values of variables x1 , x2
using tag t, which is passed as input to the second classifier.
We perform the decomposition iteratively, one field at a
time, as shown in Algorithm 2. The main building block of
the algorithm is the D ECOMPOSE procedure that decomposes
a function g(Z1 , Z2 ) into a pair of functions (g1 , g2 ) such
that g(Z1 , Z2 ) ≡ g2 (g1 (Z1 ), Z2 ). Notice that this is exactly
the functional decomposition operation, thoroughly studied in
logic synthesis [11]. We use a classical BDD-based functional
decomposition algorithm by Lai et al. [4], outlined below.
Consider BDD representation G(Z1 , Z2 , W ) of function g
(variables W encode the output of g), ordered with variables
Z1 on top. Consider the cut of the graph below variables
Z1 and the set of boundary nodes v1 , . . . , vj , located below
the cut that have incoming edges from nodes above the cut.
Figure 1(b) shows an example cut with boundary nodes v1 and
v2 . An assignment of Z1 corresponds to a path from the root of
the BDD to some nodes vi . Assignments that lead to the same
vi are indistinguishable to G and can be encoded using one tag.
Conversely, due to the canonicity of BDDs, assignments that
lead to different vi s are not equivalent and are encoded with
distinct tags. Thus, we have partitioned valuations of Z1 into j
equivalence classes. We denote DD(vi ) a subgraph of G that
consists of all paths from the root to vi . Converting DD(vi )
into canonical form and replacing vi by terminal node >, we
obtain a BDD for the ith equivalence class.
We introduce fresh variables T , |T | = dlog(j)e, to encode
the j equivalence classes, and add constraints to G to com0
pute
V the value of T : G (Z1 , T, Z2 , W ) = G(Z1 , Z2 , W ) ∧
i∈[1,j] [DD(vi ) ⇒ (T = i)]. We finally obtain the decomposition of G into G1 (Z1 , T ) = ∃Z2 , W. G0 (Z1 , T, Z2 , W ) and
G2 (T, Z2 , W ) = ∃Z1 . G0 (Z1 , T, Z2 , W ), where G1 computes
the tag that encodes the equivalence class of variables Z1 ,
whereas G2 evaluates the original function G, using the
equivalence class of Z1 instead of its concrete value. The final
step of our compression procedure, after computing f1 , . . . , fl ,
is to encode each fi into ternary rules using Algorithm 1.
Performance We applied the decomposition algorithm (FlintDC) to the three real-world benchmarks. We decompose fields
in the order in which they appear in the BDD encoding of the
classifier, i.e., the order produced by group sifting. Flint-DC
produces compact ternary rule sets in all three cases (Table III).

The biggest generated rule set contains 28K rules, which fits
readily in the TCAM of modern switches [10]. Due to the lack
of space, we do not report results for smaller rule sets from
Section 3, where Flint-DC performs on a par with Flint. This
indicates that functional decomposition works best for large
rule sets. The following observation explains the effectiveness
of Flint-DC on real-world rule sets. The algorithm depends
on the ability to factor the set of values of a field into few
equivalence classes, one for each boundary node between BDD
layers. While some BDD layers in our rule sets have many
nodes, boundary layers are always very thin. For example, in
our largest rule set, only 6 bits per field were required on
average to encode equivalence classes.
V. R ELATED WORK
There exists a body of research on packet classification.
See [9], [12]–[14] for a sample of work in this area. TCAMbased rule set compression is a special case of the problem,
where the resulting classifier is encoded using ternary rules.
Previous approaches represent sets of rules using lists [15]–
[18] or trees [8], [19]. We show that a BDD-based representation allows computing more compact rule sets efficiently.
Norige et al. [20] compile classifiers to BDD, but then decompile the BDD back into a tree or list representation to perform compression. In contrast, our algorithms are fully symbolic, i.e., operate on the BDD representation only. Prakash et
al. [21] use BDDs as intermediate representation in converting
packet classifiers to circuits. Smolka et al. [22] introduce
a variant of BDDs, Forwarding Decision Diagrams, as an
intermediate representation for compiling a high-level network
programming language into OpenFlow. They extract cubes
from FDDs via path enumeration. In contrast, Flint generates
fewer larger cubes by generalizing them to prime implicants.
Meiners et al. compile packet classifiers to FDDs and slice
them into a series of smaller classifiers. The algorithms they
use to decompose and compress classifiers differ from ours.
For example, they construct a separate FDD for each boundary
node and concatenate these FDDs to obtain a classifier. In
contrast, Flint compiles each classifier in the decomposition
into a monolithis BDD and applies prime decomposition to
it. Petrovska et al. [23] proposed a state of the art SAT-based
logic minimization algorithm. In our preliminary experiments,
the algorithm does not scale on large benchmarks.
The notion of sequential cover for rule set compression
was introduced in [3]. We propose an efficient BDD-based
method of computing sequential cover. Chang et al. [24]
proposed an optimized encoding of range constraints into
ternary constraints. This work is complementary to ours and
can potentially be used to replace the simple encoding we use.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We developed two algorithms that significantly improve the
state of the art in TCAM-based packet classification. While
most previous solutions rely on specialized data structures and
algorithms, we reduce the problem to standard problems in
logic minimization and solve it using symbolic logic minimization techniques.
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Abstract—Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) is a set of standards enabling high performance deterministic communication
using different scheduling mechanisms. Due to the size of
industrial networks, configuring TSN networks is challenging to
be done manually. We present TSNsched, a tool for automatic
generation of schedules for TSN. TSNsched takes as input the
logical topology of a network, expressed as flows, and outputs
schedules for TSN switches using an SMT-solver. The generated
schedule guarantees the desired network performance (specified
in terms of latency and jitter), if such schedules exist. TSNsched
can synthesize IEEE 802.1Qbv schedules and supports unicast
and multicast flows, such as, in Publish/Subscribe networks.
TSNsched can be run as a standalone tool and also allows rapid
prototyping with the available JAVA API. We evaluate TSNsched
on a number of realistic-size network topologies. TSNsched can
generate high performance schedules, with average latency less
than 1000µs, and average jitter less than 20µs, for TSN networks,
with up to 73 subscribers and up to 10 multicast flows.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) is a recent OSI layer
2 network protocol standard (IEEE 802.1Q [2]) that extends
Ethernet. It is developed to address the increasing performance
demands of, for example, industrial automation applications
like motion control, where the movement of components has
to be synchronized in a microsecond range [15]. Many of
these applications require multicast flows as the same data,
e.g., position of the axis, is sent to different actuators, as well
as combine high priority traffic with best-effort traffic.
TSN achieves high performance requirements by a set
of sub-standards which provide, for example, high precision
time synchronization and a time-triggered scheduler [1], [2].
Moreover, TSN allows the co-existence of best-effort flows
and flows that take advantage of the high precision time
synchronization, e.g., flows that require low latency and jitter.
The major problem for TSN to be successfully adopted
in the industry is the complex configuration of the different
TSN schedules. The complexity caused by the growth of networks and the necessary domain-specific knowledge about the
We thank Tiziano Murano for fruitful disscussions. Nigam and Cassimiro
have been partially supported by CNPq projects 425870/2016-2, 303909/20188 and and fapesp project 15/24516-1. This project received funding from the
EUs Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement
No 830892. Schneider was supported by the DEVEKOS project, funded
by the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi)
(no.01MA17004F).

requirements and network standards makes manual network
configuration infeasible.
We present the tool TSN SCHED1 , which generates schedules for TSN. It takes as input a network topology, including
the network flows, and network performance requirements,
including values for the maximum latency and jitter per flow.
Flows may be unicast or multicast. TSN SCHED reduces the
TSN scheduling problem to an SMT problem which is solved
using the Z3 SMT solver [12]. For a modular translation, we
split flows into Flow Fragments. If the scheduling problem is
shown to be solvable by Z3, then TSN SCHED extracts, from
the witnessing model, the TSN scheduling configuration for
each switch in the network topology. This includes the TSN
switch queues’ time slots, cycle times, and priority queues
associated with each flow.
The key motivation for developing TSN SCHED in JAVA is
our on-going efforts to integrate TSN SCHED with the eclipse
4diacTM framework2 . 4diacTM is used for the development
of applications for distributed industrial automation systems.
The integration of TSN SCHED with 4diacTM will allow to
automatically deduce domain-specific requirements as input
for the schedule synthesis. It will also mean that TSN SCHED
will be used by a large and active set of users, leading to
further tool improvements.
Some other tools have been proposed for a similar purpose,
notably, the tool described in [11], which builds on the
foundational work carried out in [10]. While we have been
inspired by these works, TSN SCHED has some considerable
differences to existing tools. Besides being publicly available,
whereas the tool in [11] is proprietary, we enumerate below
some of TSN SCHED’s key features:
• Variations of TSN Scheduling Problem: One can specify a large number of aspects of the network, including
the specification of ports, switches, travel times, etc. This
allows for the combination of different variants of the
TSN scheduling problem. For example, it is possible to
combine the problems defined in [9] and in [10], [11]. The
former [9] does not explicitly encode TSN time windows,
thus not allowing to reason about its properties, while the
latter works [10], [11] encode TSN time windows, but
1 TSN SCHED
2 See

can be found at https://github.com/ACassimiro/TSNsched.
https://www.eclipse.org/4diac/
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•

•

•

•

not the frame transmission time constraints. TSN SCHED
is able to specify both TSN time windows and frame
transmission time constraints.
Unicast and Multicast Flows: Previous work [10],
[11] consider unicast flows, TSN SCHED allows for the
specification of both unicast and multicast flows.
Best-Effort and TSN flows: TSN SCHED generates
schedules satisfying the given requirements for high performance TSN flows as well as of flows using best-effort.
This contrasts with previous work that puts emphasis on
TSN flows;
Standalone and API for Rapid Prototyping: While
it is possible to run TSN SCHED as a stand-alone tool,
TSN SCHED also provides a general API to enable Rapid
Prototyping. Indeed, this was motivated so that we can
easily integrate TSN SCHED with eclipse 4diacTM .
Machine-Readable Schedule Outputs: The output generated by TSN SCHED is machine readable. This means
that it is, in principle, possible to generate configuration
files from TSN SCHED. We have not done so, as there is
an on-going discussion on the exact configuration format.

We believe that a reason for the increased expressiveness of
TSN SCHED is that we have found a suitable abstraction for
this problem. Instead of encoding given network flows as a
end-to-end specification, we split flows into Flow Fragments.
This modular specification of the problem improves the understandability of the code and of the specifications generated.
Our experiments demonstrate that TSN SCHED is capable of
generating high performance TSN schedules with low average
jitter even for relatively large networks (with up to 5 flows
and up to 73 subscribers). Despite the admissible average jitter
of 25µs, the schedules generated by TSN SCHED guaranteed
a much lower average jitter of 4.85µs even in some larger
scenarios. We also observed that TSN SCHED’s performance
worsens when dealing with larger flows, i.e., flows with more
switches, and with flows with performance close to the upper
or lower limit of the duration of cycles.
Section II explains the TSN scheduling problem. Section III
describes TSN SCHED execution process and in Section IV
we present some details of the problem encoding. Then in
Section V, we describe and evaluate our experimental results.
We conclude in Section VI discussing related and future work.
II. T IME S ENSITIVE N ETWORKING (TSN) S CHEDULING
P ROBLEM
The
Time-Aware-Shaper
(TAS)
according
to
IEEE802.1Qbv [2] is designed to ensure determinism
and real-time by reserving bandwidth via time slots. An
example of a (trivial) scheduling problem is shown in
Figures 1 and the correlating schedule in Figure 2.
The example topology contains Publishers P ub and Subscribers Sub and two switches SW1 and SW2 . Lets assume
that F low1 , from P ub1 to Sub1 , belongs to a safety critical
application with hard real-time requirements sending periodic
traffic. F low2 , P ub2 to Sub2 , periodically transmits process

Sub1

P ub1
P ub2

SW2

SW1

Sub2

P ub3

Sub3

Fig. 1. Network topology with Publishers (P ub) and Subscribers (Sub)
connected via a single link (SW1 to SW2 )

cycleduration
p1duration p2duration

cyclestart

p1start

p2start

Fig. 2. IEEE802.1Qbv schedule for the port that connects SW1 to SW2

data into the cloud for analysis purposes and has deterministic requirements. F low3 , P ub3 to Sub3 , is a best effort
stream which requires high bandwidth (e.g., video data for
visualization) but is not critical for the function or safety of
the production plant. In this setup all streams compete for
bandwidth on the link between SW1 and SW2 . Without a
proper scheduling mechanism it might happen that the low
priority best effort F low3 consumes the bandwidth which
is needed by the higher prioritized F low1 and F low2 . The
TAS [2] enables the time-triggered scheduling of flows using
bandwidth reservation by assigning different flows to their
appropriate priority (1-8) and finding time slot for each of
the priority queues on a transmission port. The example TAS
schedule shown in Figure 2 shows a valid configuration where
F low1 is mapped to priority p1 , F low2 is mapped to priority
p2 and the rest of the cycle is open for transmitting best effort
traffic.
The scheduling problem of the TAS can be summarized
as finding the cycle duration, the time slot starting time
and the time slot duration [16]. Moreover, these slots shall
specify some specific TSN requirements, e.g., be separated by
a Guard-Band under some conditions, and many others.
This time-triggered scheduling problem is a bin-packing
problem and known to be NP-complete [9]. Solving it manually is a time-consuming and error-prone task that needs
detailed domain-specific knowledge about the communication
system and application.
Moreover, current trends show that the complexity of
scheduling will grow in the future. An example can be given
from the industrial automation domain where topologies continue to grow (known as IIoT – Industrial Internet of Things).
Therefore, the requirements of future industrial networks make
a manual configuration infeasible.
III. TSN SCHED D ESCRIPTION
TSN SCHED takes as input a scheduling problem for deterministic high performance periodic network traffic and
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@ Switch6: Cycle duration: 400
...
@ Fragment name: flow1Fragment1
@ Fragment node: switch6 Port name
(Virtual Index): switch6Port0
@ Fragment next hop: switch2 Fragment
priority: 1
@ Fragment slot start: 2 Fragment slot
duration: 40
@ (1) Fragment departure time: 0
@ (1) Fragment arrival time: 1
@ (1) Fragment scheduled time: 57/4
Fig. 4. Illustration of TSN SCHED output.

Fig. 3. TSN SCHED execution process overview.

performance criteria, namely, maximum latency and jitter per
packet per flow, and returns the scheduling configurations for
all ports of the TSN switches in the network topology.
Figure 3 depicts the steps taken by TSN SCHED for generating a TSN schedule. It starts by the user specifying
the Network Requisites, extracting the necessary network
information, e.g., flows, maximum latency and jitter, etc.
User Input: If the user is importing TSN SCHED as a project
library, a JAVA file containing the specification of the topology
made with the classes provided by the TSN SCHED package
can be used to model a network. The user specifies the scope
of the network, providing properties of switches, devices and
flows involved in the network. These properties include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interval between packets sent by a device;
Time to travel between switches;
Time taken to process a packet in an egress port (dependant on link speed and packet size);
Maximum cycle duration per switch;
Minimum cycle duration per switch;
Maximum size of priority transmission window;
Maximum guard band size per switch;
Maximum tolerated latency per packet per flow;
Maximum tolerated jitter per packet per flow.

The tool can also be used as a standalone software by
providing the class with the network specification as input.
Generating Input: TSN SCHED also includes a topology generator, which generates topologies according to usercontrolled parameters, such as number and size of flows. These
parameters will be used to define the values mentioned in the
list above, and also to define certain properties of the flows.
This is a useful feature to carry out experiments.
Setting Flow Fragments: With the scenario completely
modeled as JAVA objects, the first task performed by
TSN SCHED is the division of a flow into flow fragments,
which include the conversion of the user-defined data to Z3
variables. Section IV describes Flow Fragments and their
encoding in Z3.

Setting Scheduling Rules: Once all the Z3 variables are
created, the rules that shape the schedule are given to Z3.
Flow fragments allows to apply the rules over each link of the
flow, as every port object can iterate over the flow fragment
objects applying the constraints to the variables used by the
solver. As described in Section IV, additional constraints can
be added in order to model variants of the TSN scheduling
problem, such as those specified in [9] and [11].
Generating Schedule: With the specified rules, Z3 attempts
to solve the specified scheduling problem. Given the complexity of such problem to an SMT solver, most of the execution
time of the software is spent here. If the problem cannot be
solved using the rules that were previously specified, a warning
is issued; otherwise TSN SCHED proceeds to the next stage.
Generating Output: After successfully solving the
scheduling problem, the tool extracts the values for the variables from the solutions, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start of the cycle of each switch;
Duration of the cycle of each switch;
Start of time window for transferring priority traffic;
Duration of time window for transferring priority traffic;
Priority of the packet in each hop;
First sending time of a packet of a flow.

The task now is to store these values into the objects used to
model the network, so the user can operate them as prefered.
Tool Logs: A set of logs containing the information of the
network is also created. This way, if used as a standalone tool,
TSN SCHED still can provide a way to the user to analyze the
generated schedule.
An example of the output is shown in Figure 4. It shows
that the inferred cycle duration of the switch6 is 400µs.
It also specifies the Flow Fragment flow1Fragment1
connecting switch6 to the switch switch2 using port
switch6Port0. This flow is assigned by TSN SCHED to
priority 1, and uses a time slot with duration of 40µs at a
starting time of 2µs after the start of the switch’s cycle. It
also specifies the departure, arrival and scheduled time of the
flow fragment. A packet departs at time 0µs, arrives at the
switch at time 1µs and it leaves the switch at time 57/4 =
14.25µs.
Switches’ Gate Control Lists (GCLs): With the informa-
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scheduled time of the i-th packet traversing the flow
fragment. We use T.size to denote the size of T.

Flow1
Fragment F1 F1
dt

Device 1

at

Fragment F1 F2
st
dt0

Switch 1

at0

The cycle of a port contains the necessary properties to
encapsulate all the variables regarding the start, duration and
transmission windows on a cycle, as defined below.

st0

Switch 2

Device 2

Fig. 5. Illustration of a flow represented by Flow Fragments.

tion contained in the log, the user can give the information
given by TSN SCHED as an input to the network configuration,
creating the schedules in the switches’ GCLs. This step is
currently done manually. We intend to generate these configuration files automatically, once the exact format is decided.
IV. Z3 E NCODING AND E XPRESSIVENESS
We describe part of the encoding in Z3 carried out by
TSN SCHED and illustrate the expressiveness of TSN SCHED
later in this Section. We start by introducing some data
structures which contain the domain-specific data required by
TSN SCHED to generate a TSN schedule.
For generating a schedule, we will be interested in the times
when a packet departs, arrives and is scheduled to exit the
devices and switches, as specified in the following definition.
Definition 1. Timing Variables: The timing variables t of a
packet3 are defined by the triple hdt, at, sti.
• dt is the departure time of the packet;
• at is the arrival time of the packet;
• st is the scheduled time of the packet.
Figure 5 illustrates the timing variables ti of two flow
fragments, represented in the image by the variables hdt, at, sti
and hdt0 , at0 , st0 i. They intuitively express the times when
packets depart, arrive and are scheduled in network nodes. We
can chain the events by simply adding suitable constraints. For
example, in Figure 5, the scheduled time of a flow should have
the same value of the departure time in the fragment stored
in the next hop. This is accomplished by simply adding the
constraint: st = dt0 .
Therefore, instead of expressing the properties of the whole
flow as a single data-structure, we split flows into Flow
Fragments. Recall that the applications assumed here are cyclic
and deterministic. This means that in the application period,
a bounded number of packets is sent through a flow, and in
its corresponding flow fragments. Therefore, flow fragments
come with a sequence of time variables, as defined below.
Definition 2. Flow Fragment: A flow fragment ff is a tuple
hprt, Ti, where:
• prt is the priority of the packets of the flow in the port
where the fragment is;
• T is a sequence of time variables T = [t1 , . . . , tn ]. Each
timing variables ti represents the departure, arrival and
3 We

abuse slightly of terminology and use packet to also express frames.

Definition 3. Cycle: A cycle c is the 4-tuple hSS, SD, s, di,
where:
• SS is a mapping from a priority number to a real value,
ss, specifying the start point in the cycle of the priority;
• SD is a mapping from a priority number to a real value,
sd, specifying the duration of the priority slot;
• s is the start of the first cycle;
• d is the duration of a cycle.
Notice that in the current implementation, each priority can
have a single priority slot per cycle.
A switch port contains a cycle, the flow-fragments using the
port, as well as specifications on the time required to transmit
a packet and to travel to the node connected to the port.
Definition 4. Port: A port p of a switch is a 4-tuple
hc, PFF, travelT, transTi, being the logical representation of
a port in the perspective of the scheduling problem.
• c is the cycle of the port;
• PFF is a set of flow fragments that go through that port;
• travelT is the time taken to travel from this port to its
destination and vice-versa;
• transT is the time taken by the port to transfer the packet
into the network.
Definition 5. Switch: A switch S is a set of ports.
We denote the set of all switches in the network as SW.
A network is a set of flows F composing all the flows
contained in the network. A flow is defined as follows.
Definition 6. Flow: A flow f is as a 4-tuple hFF, P, ρ, φi,
where:
• FF is a sequence containing the decomposition of a flow
into flow fragments ff in the path order;
• P is a sequence containing the ordered path of egress
ports p of switches from the source to destination node
of the flow;
• ρ is the periodicity of a flow, that is, the periodicity in
which packets are generated by device source of the flow;
• φ is the offset of sending, or the sending time of the first
packet of the flow.
Notice that the last hop of the packets is not included in the
conception of a flow for TSN SCHED (as visualized in Figure
5), since the travel time from the last switch in the path to the
end-device if fixed and be added when needed.
With the model defined above, we can establish a set of
constraints to shape schedules according to the given rules
of the network. TSN SCHED uses 25 types of constraints to
specify the conditions of TAS scheduling, with a few additional
optional constraints regarding avoidance of egress interleaving
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[9] and reservation of bandwidth for best-effort traffic. Here,
we illustrate the core constraints for the transmission of the
packets.
For example, we define that the sending offset φ of a
flow is the moment in time where the first packet is sent.
In other words, the departure time of the first fragment of a
flow f.FF(1).T(1).dt is equivalent to the flow’s sending offset.
Also, periodically, a packet is sent according to the periodicity
ρ of a flow, meaning that every ρ units of time, another packet
will be sent. This is enforced using the Packet First Departure
constraint (Equation 1).
∀f ∈ F; i ∈ Z; 0 < i ≤ f.FF(1).T.size.
f.FF(1).T(i).dt = f.φ + f.ρ × (i − 1)

(1)

For a more involved constraint, we shall enforce that the
transmission order of packets is kept, as TSN switches do not
transmit two packets that are in the same queue in an order
different from the arrival order. To do so, we use the FIFO
Priority Queue constraint (Equation 2).
∀S ∈ SW. ∀p ∈ S. ∀ff 1 , ff 2 ∈ p.PFF; i, j ∈ Z;

0 < i ≤ ff 1 .T.size; 0 < j ≤ ff 2 .T.size; ff 1 6= ff 2 ∧ i 6= j.

ff 1 .T(i).at ≤ ff 2 .T(j).at ∧ ff 1 .prt = ff 2 .prt
=⇒ ff 1 .T(i).st ≤ ff 2 .T(j).st + p.transT

(2)

This constraint ensures that, for every packet, on any flow,
its transmission will only happen after the ones that arrived
before are transmitted. In a temporal perspective, following
the terminology used by TSN SCHED, this order can be kept
by making sure that a packet’s scheduled time is less than
another packet’s scheduled time only if its arrival time is also
smaller, given that both belong to the same priority.
To ensure that the transmission of a packet will not happen
outside of the boundaries of the time window for its priority
queue, it must be explicit in the constraints of the scheduler
that the transmission of a frame can only happen between the
start and end of a slot. To do so, a packet can be scheduled
to leave any time between the start of its priority slot plus
the transmission time up until the end of a slot according to
the Transmit Inside a Time slot constraint (Equation 3). The
constant numCycles is the maximum number of cycles in
an application period. It is computed taking into account the
minimum allowed cycle time.

Other much more involved constraints ensure, for example,
that there will be no gaps between the gate opening and the
transmission process of a packet.
Due to the size of this constraint, it has been broken into 4
predicates Send Aft Another Packet, Arr Bef Slot Start, Arr In
Slot and Arr Aft Slot End, depicted, respectively, by Equations
5, 6, 7, and 8. These sub-formulas form the Send As Soon As
Possible constraint shown in Equation 4.
∀S ∈ SW. ∀p ∈ S. ∀ff 1 , ff 2 ∈ p.PFF.

(4)

SendAf tAnotherP acket ∨

(ArrBef SlotStart ∧ ArrInSlot ∧ ArrAf tSlotEnd)
The SendAf tAnotherP acket predicate (Equation 5) specifies that the scheduled time of every packet must be equal to
the scheduled time of another packet plus the transmission
time. This predicate covers cases where a packet i arrives and
there is another packet j in its priority queue, which is verified
by comparing the arrival time of i and the scheduled time of j.
The FIFO Priority Queue constraint (Equation 2) guarantees
that i will be properly transmitted in its turn in case there are
multiple packets in the queue.
∃i, j ∈ Z; ff 1 6= ff 2 ∧ i 6= j;
0 < i ≤ ff 1 .T.size; 0 < j ≤ ff 2 .T.size.

(ff 1 .prt = ff 2 .prt ∧ ff 1 .T(i).at > ff 2 .T(j).at) ∧

(5)

ff 1 .T(i).st = ff 2 .T(j).at + p.transT
The ArrBef SlotStart predicate (Equation 6) specifies that
if a packet arrives before the beginning of a time slot, it will
be transmitted as soon as the slot starts.
∀i, j ∈ Z; 0 < i ≤ ff 1 .T.size; 0 ≤ j < numCycles.
((ff 1 .T(i).at < p.c.SS(ff 1 .prt) + p.c.s+

p.c.d × j) ∧ (ff 1 .T(i).at ≥ p.c.s + p.c.d × j)) =⇒

(6)

ff 1 .T(i).st = p.c.SS(ff 1 .prt) + p.c.s +

p.c.d × j + p.transT
The ArrInSlot predicate (Equation 7) specifies that if a
packet arrives during a time slot and there is enough time to
transmit, it must be transmitted immediately.
∀i, j ∈ Z; 0 < i ≤ ff 1 .T.size; 0 ≤ j < numCycles.
((ff 1 .T(i).at ≤ p.c.SS(ff 1 .prt) + p.c.SD(ff 1 .prt) +
p.c.s + p.c.d × j − p.transT) ∧ (ff 1 .T(i).at ≥
p.c.SS(ff 1 .prt) + p.c.s + p.c.d × j)) =⇒

(7)

ff 1 .T(i).st = ff 1 .T(i).at + p.transT
The
ArrAf tSlotEnd predicate (Equation 8) specifies that
0 < i ≤ ff.T.size; 0 ≤ j < numCycles.
if a packet arrives during a slot and there is no time to transmit
ff.T(i).st ≥ p.c.s + p.c.d × j + p.c.SS(ff.prt) + p.transT ∧
or after the slot, it will be transmitted at the beginning of the
ff.T(i).st ≤ p.c.s + p.c.d × j + p.c.SS(ff.prt) + p.c.SD(ff.prt) next slot in the next cycle.
(3)
∀i, j ∈ Z; 0 < i ≤ ff 1 .T.size; 0 ≤ j < numCycles.
For example, lets assume a packet is transmitted in a time
((ff 1 .T(i).at > p.c.SS(ff 1 .prt)+
window that begins at the 20th microsecond of a cycle and
p.c.SD(ff 1 .prt) + p.c.s + p.c.d × j − p.transT)∧
ends at the 30th microsecond of the same cycle and that
(8)
(ff 1 .T(i).at < p.c.s + p.c.d × (j + 1)))
the transmission time of that packet in that port takes 5
=⇒ ff 1 .T(i).st = p.c.SS(ff 1 .prt)+
microseconds. Then the scheduled time of that packet must
fall between 25 and 30 microseconds of that cycle.
p.c.s + p.c.d × (j + 1) + p.transT
∀S ∈ SW. ∀p ∈ S. ∀ff ∈ p.PFF, i, j ∈ Z;
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By defining a constraint which guarantees the order of
transmission of the packets according to its arrival time,
one of the implications in ArrBef SlotStart, ArrInSlot
or ArrAf tSlotEnd will have its left side evaluates to true.
Therefore, one of the predicates will be true.
Equation 4 then specifies that a packet is either sent after
another which is in the queue, or immediately after arriving
if there is enough time or at the beginning of a time slot if it
arrived too late or too early.
A. Network Requirements Specification
To enforce the user-defined maximum latency, a constraint
can be created specifying that the difference between the last
scheduled time and first departure time must be smaller than
a maximum latency maxLatency. Since it is considered that
the time to reach a device is fixed and defined in the port
by the user, there is no need to add the travel time to the last
scheduled time in this equation. Given that each flow is broken
into n fragments, this is enforced by the Maximum Allowed
Latency constraint (Equation 9).
∀f ∈ F; i ∈ Z. 0 < i ≤ f.FF(1).T.size.

maxLatency ≥ f.FF(n).T(i).st − f.FF(1).T(i).dt

(9)

With the latencies of the packets of a flow, the constraint
for maximum jitter per packet of a flow can be created. To
do so, a constraint must specify that the difference between
the latency of a packet and the average latency of a flow f
(AvgLatency(f)) must not be greater than the maximum jitter
maxJitter, as shown in the Maximum Allowed Jitter constraint.
∀f ∈ F; i ∈ Z. 0 < i ≤ f.FF(1).T.size.
maxJitter ≥

|(f.FF(n).T(i).st − f.FF(1).T(i).dt) − AvgLatency(f)|
(10)
These two constraints can be exemplified using a scenario
with a flow that sends three packets. If the maximum allowed
latency for this flow is 500 µs and the maximum allowed
jitter is 25 µs, a solution where the latencies of the packets
are equals to, respectively 495, 500 and 505 microseconds
wouldn’t be valid, as the latency of the third packet would
disrespect the Maximum Allowed Latency constraint, even if
the jitter has a value of 5. Similarly, if the latencies of the
packets are equal to, respectively 400, 450, and 500, even
though these values respect the Maximum Allowed Latency
constraint, the average latency variation of the packets 1 and
3 are equals to 50 microseconds, disrespecting the Maximum
Allowed Jitter constraint.
Regarding the usage of Z3 and its offered theories,
TSNsched only uses Linear Arithmetic theory. Although we
use quantifiers in the formal model, they are flattened in the
implementation to improve efficiency.
B. TSN SCHED Expressiveness
We demonstrate the expressiveness of our encoding. As
illustrated above, the encoding of the TSN scheduling problem

is complicated, as there is a large number of aspects to
consider. Therefore, finding suitable abstractions for both the
formal model and implementation, such as, Flow Fragments,
helps not only for the understandability of the constraints, but
also allows to express more conditions and properties, when
compared to other encodings such as [7], [11], [10]. This
is also reflected in the tool implementation, leading to more
maintainable code. We illustrate TSN SCHED’s expressiveness
below.
1) Avoid starvation of best-effort traffic: While most of the
work on scheduling TSN traffic focuses on aspects regarding
priority traffic, it is of great importance to consider the besteffort traffic transmitted through the TSN switches. This is
because the focus on the transmission of priority packets might
damage the QoS of applications using non-priority traffic [14].
For instance, consider a vehicle using TSN compliant equipment is to transfer data between sensors and cameras using
best-effort traffic to transfer data from cameras to a screen.
If not enough bandwidth is reserved for such traffic, a jittery
and delayed video might be presented at the vehicle’s output
screen.
With TSN SCHED’s modular design, users can configure
how much of a cycle must remain free for non-priority traffic
without affecting the timing variables of the flows’ packets.
One can easily add a constraint for this purpose. In particular,
we simply constraint the sum of the size of the slots as
a proportion of the cycle duration (see Definition 3). The
remaining proportion will be available for best-effort traffic.
2) Implementation of unicast and multicast flows: As stated
in [9], regarding the formal modeling of unicast flows, it is a
trivial step to generalize such model to work with multicast
flows. Still, this simple generalization of the model can entail
in implementation problems as the flows will have to be
individually specified. Convoluted solutions may lead to the
creation of additional formulas that the solver must handle.
By definition, the fragment of a flow contains the necessary
information regarding the timing of packets and the priority
of a flow in one switch. Hence, this low level encapsulation of
the flows allows for the simplification of a multicast flow. If
the same packet from a flow is sent from a switch to multiple
switches, the fragments created in these switches only need
to be linked to the previous fragment without transforming
multicast flow into multiple bound unicast flows.
3) TSN Scheduling Problem Variants: With respect to the
work of [9] and of [10], [11], there are some important
differences in the encoding. On the one hand, [9] does not
explicitly encode TSN time windows, thus not allowing to
reason about its properties, but focus on the frame transmission
constraints. On the other hand, [10], [11] encodes TSN time
windows, but not the frame transmission time constraints.
By having control of the individual fragments of the flows
and the cycles of each switch, TSN SCHED is able to specify
conditions on both TSN time windows (SS and SD in Definition 3) and frame transmission time (φ in Definition 6), even
mixing the two types.
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One difference, however, is that in the current implementation only one gate of a queue can be opened per priority in a
cycle, whereas [10], [11] allows for multiple slots per priority
per cycle. As described above, we can easily accomodate this
change, but given our experiments, we did not need to do so.
Whilst not currently available, the iterative approach to
solving the problem presented in [9], in order to improve the
scheduler’s execution time, can be implemented by continuously adding flows to the solver. Since our experimental results
are adequate, we did not further investigate this option.
Finally, it should be possible to extend the class Flow
Fragment, specifying the translation to Z3, in order to generate
other types of TSN mechanisms, such as, the Asynchronous
Traffic Shaper [4] or Cyclic Queuing and Forwarding [3].
It is also possible to combine the different schedulers in
a convergent network. An example of standard outside of
the TAS’s boundaries which can be used by TSN SCHED
is the Per-Stream Filtering and Policing standard (IEEE
802.1Qci/802.1CB), allowing packets from a flow to have
different priorities in different hops [8]. For the scenarios
considered in the tool evaluation presented in Section V, the
schedules implement Per-Stream Filtering and Policing.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
For all the scenarios considered here, we assume a network
with 10 TSN switches and 50 physical devices. We also
assume that each flow generates 5 packets in an application
period. We generate a number of Publish Subscribe flows using
the topology generator and classify these flows according to
their size and their packet periodicity. We used the following
three different size flows, each with one publisher:
• Small Flows, containing 3 switches and at most 5 subscribers;
• Medium Flows, containing 5 switches and at most 10
subscribers;
• Large Flows, containing 7 switches and at most 15
subscribers.
The larger the flow, the harder is the scheduling as the depth
of the flow and the number of subscribers increase.
High network performance applications have flows sending
packets with periodicity between 100µs and 2000µs [5]. We
consider here the following types of flows:
• Normal Performance Flows, which send packets with
periodicity of 2000µs;
• High Performance Flows, which send packets with
periodicity of 1000µs.
For each flow, we considered a maximum latency of 1000µs
and maximum jitter of 25µs, which are adequate for the type
of network flow performance described above.
Unfortunately, there are no available benchmarks for the
analysis of schedules for TSN networks. A realistic example
for a distributed industrial application is the VDMA R+A
demonstrator described in [6]. While the exact topology is not
provided, this demonstrator contains 26 nodes and 28 unicast
flows, including best-effort traffic. The size of this application

is in the same order as the size of our scenarios. Therefore,
TSN SCHED would, in principle, be capable of generating
schedules for the VDMA R+A Demonstrator.
a) Evaluation: Table I summarizes our experimental
results, which were carried out on 8 virtual cores of a Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v3 @ 2.40GHz processor with 16 Gb
DDR4 memory. For each scenario (i.e., small, medium, or
large flows), we ran TSN SCHED assuming each flow is of
Normal and High performance. We evaluated the average jitter,
average latency and TSN SCHED’s execution time. We set a
timeout of 80 hours for our experiments (marked with TO in
the table). Since schedules typically need to be generated only
once, such long execution times are acceptable in practice.
Overall TSN SCHED performed well. It was able to construct
schedules that satisfy the network performance criteria (maximum latency of 1000µs per packet and maximum jitter of 25µs
per packet per flow) for networks with up to 73 subscribers and
up to 10 publishers. We were also positively surprised by the
overall average jitter which in most cases was well below the
maximal admissible jitter. Even in the larger experiments, the
generated schedule could guarantee an average jitter of 4.85µs
(high performance, 3 medium flows). For a comparison, the
average jitter in experiments with unicast flows described
in [16] was between 10µs and 50µs.
Furthermore, for the normal performance scenarios, the
latency was much lower than the maximum latency per flow
(1000µs). For the scenarios with high performance flows,
the average latency was still acceptable, but closer to the
maximum admissible latency.
Less surprising was the fact that TSN SCHED had more
difficulties in generating schedules for scenarios with larger
flows. This was expected as the complexity of the scheduling
problem increases with the size of flows, e.g., number of
switches to be configured.
The execution time of the experiments varied also as
expected, following an exponential pattern, as depicted by
Figures 6.(a), 6.(b), and 6.(c). The generation of schedules for
large flows also required much more time than for smaller
flows, which was also expected. Interestingly, TSN SCHED
required more time to generate schedules for normal than
for high performance flows. It is hard to understand exactly
why this happened, but we believe it is related to the range
of possible results available for normal performance flows,
leading to an increased search tree.
VI. R ELATED W ORK AND C ONCLUSIONS
Up to the best of our knowledge, TSN SCHED is the first
openly available tool for generating TSN schedules. The
tool described in [11] is proprietary. We have been inspired,
however, by the foundational work carried out in [9] and [10]
in that they reduce the TSN scheduling problem to Z3. [9] does
not explicitly encode TSN time windows, thus not allowing to
reason about its properties. [10] and [16] encodes TSN time
windows, but not the frame transmission time constraints (see
section IV-B). TSN SCHED encodes both the transmission of
individual packets and the time windows in which the packets
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No of Flows
Small Only
Medium Only
Large Only
No of Flows
Small Only
Medium Only
Large Only

Normal Performance Flows (Periodicity = 2000µs)
1
3
5
0.68µs/509.55µs (4)
4.13µs/689.69µs (12)
4.54µs/631.54µs (22)
1.38µs/887.18µs (9)
3.18µs/891.93µs (28)
4µs/653.78µs (46)
2.75µs/972.25µs (14)
4.85µs/621.16µs (44)
3.64µs/755.73µs (73)

10
3.01µs/840.77µs (44)
TO (93)
TO (147)

High Performance Flows (Periodicity = 1000µs)
1
3
5
2.51µs/997.07µs (4)
1.79µs/903.69µs (13)
2.83µs/751.49µs (21)
3.55µs/957.18µs (10)
2.81µs/797.70µs (28)
4.75µs/807.82µs (46)
1.07µs/993.55µs (14)
2.64µs/860.32µs (44)
3.02µs/936.40µs (69)

10
1.95µs/946.43µs (45)
TO (91)
NA

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS . T HE RESULTS ARE EXPRESSED AS jit / lat (sub), WHERE jit IS THE AVERAGE JITTER , lat IS THE AVERAGE
LATENCY AND sub IS THE NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS IN THE SCENARIO . W E MARK WITH TO THE EXPERIMENTS FOR WHICH TSN SCHED DID NOT
RETURN A RESULT WITHIN 80 HOURS AND NA IF THE EXPERIMENT WAS NOT PERFORMED .
Normal Performance
High Performance
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High Performance
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Fig. 6. Execution time in minutes (y-axis) per number of subscribers (x-axis).

are placed, giving the user a wide range of configuration
parameters to comply with the desired results. Also, they
consider unicast flows, while we also extend TSN SCHED by
multicast flows. This has a great impact on implementation
and experimental results. In particular, to encode multicast
flows in Z3 in a modular fashion, we use flow fragments as
basic components for flows. This leads to a more readable,
modular and modifiable implementation. [16] mentions that
the adaptation of their model to work with multicast flows is
trivial, but is important to notice that the translation of this
model to code can be more challenging than initially thought,
as details in the implementation can lead to greater execution
times and wastage of resources. Moreover, in contrast to [16],
[10], we evaluate our tool on Publish Subscribe flows.
Finally, [13] proposes a graphical approach for modeling
the network as input and methods for generating schedules
from unsatisfiable cores in Z3. It has a very similar structure
of solution as the previous mentioned work. This work seem
complementary as it seems possible to use TSN SCHED with
the proposed graphical approach.
It is also important to notice that the previously mentioned
work does not take in consideration any form of waiting
for transmission of packets (except if a packet arrives and
there is another in the transmission queue). The solver always
attempt to wrap the transmission of packets inside the arrival
of a packet and its transmission. This may lead to a more

limited set of possible answers for the scheduling problem.
TSN SCHED considers the scheduling of packets that may
arrive outside of its transmission windows or during the
transmission of other packets, creating more flexible schedules.
Aside from the Time-Aware Shaper to which TSN SCHED
was design for, other schedulers can be used to handle the
transmission of packets aiming to comply with performance
requirements on TSN networks, but, if used in their out-of-thebox state, they might fail to meet the requirements in timecritical applications [17].
This paper describes the tool TSN SCHED, the first openly
accessible tool that generates schedules for high performance
deterministic cyclic Time Sensitive Networks. We present the
first experimental results for schedule generation for multicast
flows, evaluation our tool on relatively large networks (up
to 73 subscribers) with varying flow characteristics (number,
size and performance). TSN SCHED generated schedules with
acceptable network performance (jitter and latency).
As future work, we are currently integrating TSN SCHED
into the 4diac framework for modelling industrial automation
systems. We are also currently investigating techniques for
further improving TSN SCHED’s performance by exploiting the
shape of the network, e.g., whether flows share switches or not
leading to divide and conquer methods.
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Abstract—This paper investigates the verification and synthesis
of parameterized protocols that satisfy global leadsto properties
R
Q on symmetric unidirectional rings (a.k.a. uni-rings)
of deterministic and constant-space processes, where R and Q
denote global state predicates. First, we show that verifying
R
Q for parameterized protocols on symmetric uni-rings is
undecidable, even for deterministic and constant-space processes,
and conjunctive state predicates. Then, we show that surprisingly
synthesizing symmetric uni-ring protocols that satisfy R
Q is
actually decidable. We identify necessary and sufficient conditions
for the decidability of synthesis based on which we devise a
sound and complete algorithm that takes the predicates R and
Q, and automatically generates a parameterized protocol that
satisfies R
Q for unbounded (but finite) ring sizes. We use our
algorithm to synthesize some parameterized protocols, including
an agreement protocol.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the verification and synthesis of
parameterized protocols that satisfy leadsto properties R
Q
on symmetric unidirectional rings (a.k.a. uni-rings) of deterministic and constant-space processes under no fairness
and interleaving semantics, where R and Q represent global
state predicates. The significance of this problem is twofold. First, ring is a simple, but important topology for
distributed systems whose underlying communication graph
includes cycles (which is the case in many practical domains).
Second, the leadsto property R
Q is a critical liveness
requirement in numerous contexts where system executions
should guarantee eventual response (i.e., reaching the set of
states Q) to specific stimuli (i.e., being in the set of states
R). In a symmetric ring, the code of each process is generated
from the code of a template/representative process by a simple
variable renaming. Moreover, the number of processes in the
ring is unbounded (but finite). In this paper, we first extend
Suzuki’s undecidability results of verifying Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) properties of uni-rings [1] to the special case
of verifying leadsto properties for symmetric uni-rings of
deterministic and constant-space processes, and show that the
verification problem remains undecidable. We then prove that
the synthesis of uni-rings that satisfy leadsto properties is
actually decidable. This is a counterintuitive result as it is
believed [2] that the synthesis of distributed systems is no
easier than their verification.

While in our previous work [3], [4] we have addressed
the verification and synthesis of self-stabilizing symmetric
uni-rings, our previous results cannot be directly used for
the verification and synthesis of uni-rings that satisfy leadsto
properties R
Q. First, self-stabilization subsumes true Q,
which is a special case of R
Q. The property of reaching a
state in Q from any state, called convergence, is a constraint
that must be met by self-stabilizing protocols in addition to
closure in Q, which means once the computations of a protocol
reach some state in Q, they stay in Q; the property R
Q
lacks this constraint. Second, in R
Q, the state predicate
R may be a proper subset of the state space (i.e., R ⊂ true),
and reachability of Q must be guaranteed only from states
in R. To address this challenge, we should identify local
characterization of states that are reachable from R as well
as ensuring deadlock-freedom and livelock-freedom only in
states reachable from R. Third, a self-stabilizing solution may
not be the best solution for R
Q in cases where multiple
leadsto properties must be satisfied. For example, consider the
case of two leadsto properties R1
Q1 and R2
Q2 , where
R1 ∩ R2 = ∅. If one synthesizes a self-stabilizing protocol p
that converges to Q1 from any state, then p certainly satisfies
R1
Q1 too. However, all hopes for revising p towards
satisfying R2
Q2 are lost because p instead satisfies R2
Q1 . The core novelty of the proposed approach of this paper
lies in identifying local characterizations of global properties
(e.g., reachability of livelocks from some initial states) towards
enabling synthesis in the local state space of the template
process for global correctness. Such local characterizations
would enable more efficient automated reasoning methods,
where the time/space complexity of synthesis will be in terms
of the size of the local state space of template processes instead
of semi-decision procedures that conduct backward/forward
reachability analysis in an over-approximated space [5].
In this paper, we first show that verifying R
Q remains undecidable even for protocols with constant-space and
deterministic processes, and for conjunctive state predicates
R = ∀i ∈ ZN : r(xi−1 , xi ) and Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : q(xi−1 , xi ),
where N denotes the number of processes in the ring, ZN
represents values modulo N , and xi captures an abstraction
of all writeable variables of the template process Pi . In a
uni-ring, each process Pj can read xj−1 and xj , and is able
to write xj only, where j ∈ ZN . (Conjunctive predicates
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may seem restricted but they have important applications for
many systems [6], [7].) We show some negative results that
satisfying R
Q by reaching states in Q where xi−1 6= xi
is impossible. Intuitively, this negative result is an outcome of
the impossibility of convergence to an L-coloring in symmetric
uni-rings from any state (due to Bernard et al.’s [8]). Subsequently, we show that synthesizing a parameterized protocol
that satisfies R
Q is decidable iff (if and only if) there
is a sequence of steps for every process towards satisfying
q(γ, γ) locally, starting from a state that satisfies R. We then
provide a sound and complete algorithm that takes the state
predicates R and Q, and generates the parameterized actions of
the template process, if a solution exists. The time complexity
of the proposed algorithm is polynomial in the state space of
the template process, which is often a small value for constantspace processes. We demonstrate our algorithm through a
few case studies including a protocol that ensures reaching
agreement in uni-rings when processes of the ring disagree on
a value. More examples are available in [9].
Organization. Section II presents some basic concepts. Section III shows that verifying leadsto on uni-rings is undecidable. Section IV proves the decidability of synthesizing
symmetric uni-rings that satisfy leadsto properties. Section V
discusses related work, and Section VI summarizes our contributions and outlines some future work.
II. P RELIMINARIES
This section represents the definition of parameterized protocols and their representation as action graphs (adopted from
[10], [11], [3], [4]). Wlog, we use the term protocol to
refer to finite-state symmetric uni-rings as we conduct our
investigation in the context of network protocols. Such rings
are parameterized in the number of processes in the ring. A
protocol p for a computer network includes N > 1 processes
(finite-state machines), where each process Pi has a finite
set of readable and writeable variables. Any local state of
a process (a.k.a. locality/neighborhood) is determined by a
unique valuation of its readable variables. We assume that any
writeable variable is also readable. Network topology defines
the set of readable variables of a process. For example, in a
uni-ring consisting of N processes, each process Pi (where
i ∈ ZN , i.e., 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1) has a predecessor Pi−1 , where
subtraction and addition are in modulo N . The global state of
a protocol is defined by a snapshot of the local states of all
processes. The state space of a protocol, denoted by Σ, is the
universal set of all global states. A state predicate is a subset of
Σ. A process acts (i.e., transitions) when it atomically updates
its state based on its locality. We assume that processes act
one at a time (i.e., interleaving semantics). Thus, each global
transition corresponds to the action of a single process from
some global state. An execution/computation of a protocol is
a sequence of states s0 , s1 , . . . , sk where there is a transition
from si to si+1 for every i ∈ Zk . We consider parameterized
protocols that consist of families of symmetric processes. Each
family is represented by a template process from which the
code of all family members is instantiated by a simple vari-

able renaming/re-indexing. For instance, a symmetric uni-ring
includes just one family for which we use triples of the form
(a, b, c) to denote actions (xi−1 = a ∧ xi = b −→ xi := c; )
of the template process Pi . An action has two components;
a guard, which is a Boolean expression in terms of readable
variables and a statement that atomically updates the state (i.e.,
writeable variables) of the process once the guard evaluates to
true; i.e., the action is enabled.
Definition II.1 (Transition Function). Let Pi be a process with
a variable xi in a uni-ring protocol p. p’s transition function
δ : Σ×Σ → Σ is a partial function such that δ(a, b) = c if and
only if Pi has an action (xi−1 = a ∧ xi = b −→ xi := c; ).
That is, δ can be used to define all actions of Pi in the form
of a single parametric action:
((xi−1 , xi ) ∈ Pre(δ)) −→ xi := δ(xi−1 , xi );

where (xi−1 , xi ) ∈ Pre(δ) checks to see if the current xi−1
and xi values are in the preimage of δ. For other topologies,
the preimage of δ might be specified differently depending on
the locality of each process.
Definition II.2 (Action Graph). We depict the set of actions
of the template process of a symmetric uni-ring by a labeled
directed multigraph G = (V, A), called the action graph,
where each vertex v ∈ V represents a value in ZM , where M
denotes the domain size of xi and each arc (a, c) ∈ A with a
label b captures an action xi−1 = a ∧ xi = b −→ xi := c.

For example, consider the Sum-Not-2 protocol given in [12].
Each process Pi has a variable xi ∈ Z3 and actions xi−1 =
0 ∧ xi = 2 −→ xi := 1, xi−1 = 1 ∧ xi = 1 −→ xi := 2,
and xi−1 = 2 ∧ xi = 0 −→ xi := 1. This protocol ensures
that, from any global state, a state is reached where the sum of
each two consecutive x values does not equal 2. We formally
specify these states as the state predicate ∀i ∈ ZN : (xi−1 +
xi 6= 2). We can represent this protocol as a graph containing
arcs (0, 2, 1), (1, 1, 2), and (2, 0, 1) as shown in Figure 1.
For simplicity, we
1
assume
that protocols
2
1
2
0
consist of self-disabling
0
processes. As such, an
Fig. 1: Graph representing Sum- action (a, b, c) cannot
coexist with action
Not-2 protocol.
(a, c, d) for any d.
Moreover, a deterministic process cannot have two actions
enabled at the same time; i.e., an action (a, b, c) cannot
coexist with an action (a, b, d) where d 6= c.

Definition II.3 (Leadsto Properties). The focus of this paper
is on leadsto properties that are specified as (R ⇒ ♦Q) in
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), also denoted R
Q, where 
and ♦ respectively represent the universality and eventuality
modalities, and R = ∀i ∈ ZN : r(xi−1 , xi ) and Q = ∀i ∈
ZN : q(xi−1 , xi ) are conjunctive state predicates for a uni-ring
of N processes. A computation σ = hs0 , s1 , · · · i of a protocol
p satisfies S iff the state predicate S holds in every state
si ∈ σ, for all i ≥ 0. A computation σ = hs0 , s1 , · · · i of p
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satisfies ♦S iff there is some i ≥ 0 such that the state predicate
S holds in the state si ∈ σ. A computation σ = hs0 , s1 , · · · i
of p satisfies R
Q iff s0 ∈ R implies that there is some
i ≥ 0 such that si ∈ Q. A uni-ring protocol p satisfies R
Q
iff all computations of p satisfy R
Q, for unbounded (but
finite) ring sizes.
Definition II.4 (Fairness). A strongly fair scheduler ensures
that any action that is infinitely often enabled will be executed
infinitely often (due to Gouda [13]). A weakly fair scheduler
guarantees that if an action is continuously enabled, then it
will be executed infinitely often.
Livelock, deadlock, and closure. A global livelock of a protocol p is an infinite computation l = hs0 , s1 , · · · , s0 i, where
si is a global state, for all i ≥ 0. A local livelock of a process
P of protocol p is an infinite execution l = hs0 , s1 , · · · , s0 i,
where si is a local state of P , for all i ≥ 0. Unless stated
otherwise, we use the terms ‘’livelock” and ‘’global livelock”
interchangeably. For satisfying a leadsto property R
Q,
a reachable livelock l that includes at least one state in Q
is acceptable; otherwise, it is considered as a failure towards
satisfying R
Q. A deadlock of p is a state that has no
outgoing transition; i.e., no process is enabled to act. A state
predicate I is closed under p iff there is no transition (s, s0 ),
where s ∈ I and s0 ∈
/ I.
Definition II.5 (Self-Stabilization and Convergence). A protocol p is self-stabilizing [14] to a state predicate I (under
no fairness) iff from any state in ¬I, every computation of p
reaches a state in I (i.e., convergence) and remains in I (i.e.,
closure). That is, p is livelock-free and deadlock-free in ¬I,
and I is closed under p. A protocol p is silent-stabilizing to
I iff p converges to I and p has no computation starting in
I. Notice that, in LTL, convergence to I is specified as ♦I,
which is logically equivalent to true
I.

Definition II.6 (Weak Stabilization). A weakly stabilizing
protocol to I ensures that from each state in ¬I, there is
some computation that reaches a state in I (a.k.a., weak
convergence) and remains in I.
Notice that, any self-stabilizing protocol is also weakly
stabilizing but the reverse is not true.
Definition II.7 (Locality Graphs). Consider a state predicate
Q = ∀i : q(xi−1 , xi ) for a uni-ring. The relation q(xi−1 , xi )
captures a set of local states, representing an acceptable relation between each process Pi and its predecessor. The relation
q(xi−1 , xi ) must also be locally correctable in that, for any
value of xi−1 , there is always a sequence of steps that Pi can
take to establish q by updating xi only. To simplify reasoning,
we represent q(xi−1 , xi ) as a digraph G = (V, A), called the
locality graph, such that each vertex v ∈ V represents a value
in ZM , and an arc (a, b) is in A iff q(a, b) is true.
Figure 2 illustrates the locality graph of the Sum-Not2 protocol introduced in this section for the state predicate
Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : (xi−1 ⊕ xi 6= 2) where M = 4 and

⊕ represents addition modulo 4. Each closed walk in the
locality graph characterizes a class of global states in the
state predicate Q. For example, the closed walk (0, 1, 3, 1, 0)
captures the global states of ring sizes 4×k where the xi values
of processes follow a repeated pattern of 0, 1, 3, 1, and k is a
positive integer. We now represent one of our previous results
[12] on the relation between closed walks in locality graphs
and global states of parameterized protocols on uni-rings.
0

1

2

3

Fig. 2: Locality graph of the Sum-Not-2 protocol.
Theorem II.8. Any closed walk of length L ≥ 1 in the locality
graph of a conjunctive predicate Q of a uni-ring characterizes
global states in Q of ring sizes of L × k, where k is a positive
integer. (Proof in [12])
Corollary II.9. Any conjunctive state predicate Z = ∀i : i ∈
ZN : z(xi−1 , xi ) whose locality graph GZ is acyclic specifies
an empty set of states in a parameterized symmetric uni-ring.
Next, we represent some of our previous results regarding
livelocks (from [12], [10], [4]) that we shall use in this paper.
Propagations and Collisions. When a process acts and
enables its successor in a uni-ring, it propagates its ability
to act. The successor may enable its own successor by acting,
and the pattern may continue indefinitely. Such behaviors can
be represented as sequences of actions that are propagated
in a ring, called propagations. A propagation is a walk
through the action graph. For example, the Sum-Not-2 protocol
has a propagation h(0, 2, 1), (1, 1, 2), (2, 0, 1), (1, 1, 2)i whose
actions can be executed in order by processes Pi , Pi+1 , Pi+2 ,
and Pi+3 from a state (xi−1 , xi , xi+1 , xi+2 , xi+3 ) = (0, 2,
1, 0, 1). A propagation is periodic with period n iff its j-th
action and (j + n)-th action are the same for every index j. A
propagation with period n ≥ 1 corresponds to a closed walk of
length n in the action graph. The Sum-Not-2 protocol has such
a propagation of period 2: h(1, 1, 2), (2, 0, 1)i (see Figure 1).
A collision occurs when two consecutive processes, say Pi and
Pi+1 , have enabled actions; e.g., (a, b, c) and (b, e, f ), where
b 6= c. In such a scenario, xi−1 =a, xi =b, xi+1 =e. A collision
occurs when Pi executes and assigns c to xi . If that occurs,
Pi will be disabled (because processes are self-disabling), and
Pi+1 becomes disabled too because xi is no longer equal to
b; i.e., two enabled processes become disabled by one action.
“Leads” Relation. Consider two actions A1 and A2 in a
process Pi . We say the action A1 leads A2 iff the value of the
variable xi after executing A1 is the same as the value required
for Pi to execute A2 . Formally, this means an action (a, b, c)
leads (d, e, f ) iff e = c. Similarly, a propagation leads another
iff for every index j, its j-th action leads the j-th action of
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the other propagation. In the action graph, this corresponds to
two walks where the label of the destination node of the j-th
arc in the first walk matches the arc label of the j-th arc in
the second walk (for each index j). In [10], [4], we prove the
following theorem:
Theorem II.10. A uni-ring protocol of symmetric, deterministic and self-disabling processes has a livelock for some ring
size iff there exist m propagations with some period n, where
the (i − 1)-th propagation leads the i-th propagation for each
index i modulo m, for m > 1 and n ≥ 1; i.e., the propagations
successively lead each other modulo m.
We have shown [12] that verifying deadlock-freedom in
uni-rings is decidable. However, checking livelock-freedom
is an undecidable problem for uni-ring protocols (with selfdisabling and deterministic processes) [10], [4]. We have also
shown that verifying livelock-freedom remains undecidable
even for a special type of livelocks, where exactly one process
is enabled in every state of the livelocked computation; i.e.,
deterministic livelocks [10].
Theorem II.11. Verifying livelock-freedom in a uni-ring protocol (with self-disabling and deterministic processes) remains
undecidable even for deterministic livelocks [10].
Since in every state of a deterministic livelock there is
exactly one enabled process, the choice of fairness policy has
no impact on which process will be executed in each state
because the scheduler has only one enabled process to select.
Corollary II.12. Verifying livelock-freedom in a symmetric
uni-ring protocol (with self-disabling and deterministic processes) remains undecidable regardless of the fairness assumption (i.e., scheduling policy) [10].
The above results imply the undecidability of verifying selfstabilization for symmetric uni-rings.
Theorem II.13. Verifying convergence, silent-stabilization
and self-stabilization for a uni-ring protocol (with selfdisabling and deterministic processes) is undecidable [10].
While verifying self-stabilization for uni-rings is undecidable, we have shown that synthesis of self-stabilizing uni-rings
is surprisingly decidable.
Theorem II.14. There is a symmetric uni-ring protocol p that
self-stabilizes to a state predicate Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : q(xi−1 , xi )
for unbounded (but finite) ring size N iff there is a vertex γ in
the locality graph of Q, where γ has a self-loop (i.e., q(γ, γ)
holds) that can be reached from another vertex [11], [3].
III. U NDECIDABILITY OF V ERIFICATION
This section presents some impossibility results for the
verification and synthesis of symmetric uni-ring protocols that
satisfy leads-to properties. Throughout the rest of the paper,
R = ∀i ∈ ZN : r(xi−1 , xi ) and Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : q(xi−1 , xi )
represent conjunctive state predicates, and p denotes a symmetric uni-ring protocol of self-disabling, constant-space and
deterministic processes.

Problem III.1 (Verification of LeadsTo). Does p satisfy R
Q for unbounded (but finite) ring sizes?
Theorem III.2. Problem III.1 is undecidable even for unirings of self-disabling, constant-space and deterministic processes.
Proof. For a symmetric protocol p to satisfy R
Q on a
uni-ring, p should ensure that starting in R, its computations
will eventually reach some state in Q under no fairness
and interleaving semantics. As a special case, let R =true;
i.e., verifying convergence to Q. Theorem II.13 shows that
verifying convergence is undecidable for uni-rings of selfdisabling, constant-space and deterministic processes. Therefore, the general case of Problem III.1 is undecidable too.
Problem III.3 (Synthesis of LeadsTo). Does there exist a
symmetric protocol p on the ring that satisfies R
Q for
unbounded (but finite) ring sizes?
To investigate Problem III.3, we first consider a special case
of this problem where R=true.
Problem III.4 (Synthesis of Convergence). Does there exist
a symmetric protocol p on the ring that satisfies true
Q
for unbounded (but finite) ring sizes?
Converging to a state where Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : q(xi−1 , xi )
holds in a uni-ring can be achieved in two ways. First,
there may be some value c ∈ ZM such that q(c, c)
holds. Such values are represented as self-loops in the
locality graph of q(xi−1 , xi ). Second, L distinct values
c0 , c1 , · · · , cL−1 ∈ ZM satisfy q(xi−1 , xi ) in a circular fashion, where q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 )
hold and L > 1. Such values form a cycle of length L in
the locality graph of q(xi−1 , xi ). A cycle like that represents
a family of rings that include global states where Q holds
through an ordered placement of the values that appear in
the cycle. The sizes of such rings are multiples of L; i.e.,
ring sizes of k · L, where k is a positive integer (Theorem
II.8). To design a symmetric protocol p that satisfies ♦Q from
some state predicate R, developers should design p in such a
way that it ensures convergence to one of the aforementioned
scenarios (under no fairness and interleaving semantics). We
first show that, there is no protocol that can ensure convergence
through the second scenario.
Definition III.5 (Ordered L-coloring). Consider a set of L
distinct colors and a permutation function next(c) (i.e., a
bijective function from L to L) that takes a color c ∈ L and
returns a color c0 ∈ L where c 6= c0 . An ordered L-coloring of
a uni-ring is an L-coloring where ∀i ∈ ZN : ci = next(ci 1 ),
N denotes the number of processes in the ring, and
represents subtraction modulo N .
Theorem III.6. No protocol exists that converges to an
ordered L-coloring on symmetric uni-rings for rings of N > L
processes.
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Proof. Bernard et al.’s [8] show that no converging L-coloring
protocol exists on symmetric uni-rings for rings of N > L
processes. By contradiction, assume there is a converging
protocol p that ensures an ordered L-coloring for some uniring with size N > L. Such an ordered L-coloring is a
legitimate L-coloring. Thus, p converges to an L-coloring,
which is a contradiction with [8].
Corollary III.7. Theorem III.6 holds under any fairness assumption, including strong fairness. In other words, Theorem
III.6 holds for weak convergence too.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose Theorem III.6 is falsified
assuming strong fairness. That is, there is a weakly converging
protocol that guarantees L-coloring on uni-rings of N > L
processes. This means that from any arbitrary state, there is
at least a computation that reaches a valid L-coloring of the
uni-ring for any N > L. Wlog, consider the case where
N = L + 1; i.e., the number of colors is one unit less than the
number of processes, and processes that have a similar color
to their predecessor simply choose the next color available by
incrementing their value. Bernard et al. [8] show that the executions of any deterministic coloring protocol are isomorphic
to a coloring protocol where all processes follow the rule of
incrementing their value (i.e., choosing the next color in order).
Now, consider an example state h0, 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , N − 2i for
the uni-ring of size N . In this state, only the second process
is enabled to change its color because it is the only processes
that has the same color as that of its predecessor’s. The
execution of the second process would get the protocol to
the state h0, 1, 1, 2, 3, · · · , N − 2i, where the third process is
now enabled. Following the same pattern, the uni-ring reaches
the state h0, 1, 2, 2, 3, · · · , N − 2i, where the fourth process is
the only process that is enabled. This sequence of states forms
the livelock h0, 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , N −2i, h0, 1, 1, 2, 3, · · · , N −2i,
h0, 1, 2, 2, 3, · · · , N − 2i, · · · , h0, 1, 2, 3, 4, · · · , N − 2, N − 2i,
h0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , N − 2, 0i. Notice that, the last state is actually
the same as the initial state of this execution of the symmetric
uni-ring. Moreover, this livelock is deterministic (Theorem
II.11). Thus, by Corollary II.12, even strong fairness will not
resolve this deterministic livelock, which prevents convergence
to L-coloring. A similar argument holds for weak fairness.
Theorem III.8. No symmetric uni-ring protocol exists that
converges to Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : q(xi−1 , xi ) through cyclic satisfaction of q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 ),
for rings of N > L processes and L > 1. This result holds
under any fairness assumption.
Proof. Let p be a parameterized protocol that converges
to states in Q (under any fairness assumption) where
q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 ) hold for
some values c0 , c1 , · · · , cL−1 , where L > 1. Thus, the locality
graph of q(xi−1 , xi ) must include a cycle whose vertices are
labeled with c0 , c1 , · · · , cL−1 in order. As a results, such states
of Q represent an ordered L-coloring. That is, p converges
to an ordered L-coloring protocol for N > L. This is a
contradiction with Theorem III.6 and Corollary III.7.

Theorem III.9. Suppose R ∩ Q = ∅ and R 6= true. No symmetric protocol exists on uni-rings that can satisfy (R
Q)
by reaching states where Q holds through cyclic satisfaction of
q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 ), for rings
of N > L processes.
Proof. By contradiction, let p be such a protocol
whose
computations
reach
states
in
Q
from states in R through cyclic satisfaction of
q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 ).
Using
the decidability of synthesizing self-stabilizing protocols
(Theorem II.14), we design a silent stabilizing protocol
p0 that converges to R from any state, and once in R, p0
becomes disabled. However, the actions of p and p0 may
interfere by creating livelocks outside R ∨ Q. Such livelocks
include states where p and p0 both have enabled actions.
Thus, such livelocks are not deterministic livelocks. To
ensure recovery from such livelocks, we assume strong
fairness. As a result, we guarantee that p0 will eventually
converge to R, and from R, protocol p can guarantee
that we reach states in Q through cyclic satisfaction
of
q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 ).
Therefore, the net result is a protocol that
converges to Q through cyclic satisfaction of
q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 )
under
strong fairness, which contradicts with Theorem III.8.
IV. D ECIDABILITY OF S YNTHESIS
This section proves the decidability of synthesizing symmetric uni-ring protocols that satisfy the leads-to property
(R
Q), where R and Q denote conjunctive state predicates.
We first establish a relation between self-stabilization and
leads-to by the following lemma:
Lemma IV.1. There is a symmetric protocol that satisfies
(R
Q) for unbounded (but finite) ring sizes iff there is
a symmetric protocol that stabilizes to Q for unbounded (but
finite) ring sizes.
Proof. Any protocol p that is self-stabilizing to Q ensures
convergence to Q; i.e., (true
Q). Since R ⊂ true, it
follows that protocol p satisfies (R
Q). Now, if there is
no protocol that stabilizes to Q, then Theorem II.14 implies
that there is no value γ in the domain of xi for which q(γ, γ)
holds. Thus, for a protocol p0 to satisfy (R
Q), p0 must
converge to states where Q holds through cyclic satisfaction
of q(c0 , c1 ), q(c1 , c2 ), · · · , q(cL−2 , cL−1 ), q(cL−1 , c0 ), which
is impossible due to Theorem III.9.
Theorem IV.2. Synthesizing a symmetric protocol p on (unbounded) uni-rings where p satisfies (R
Q) is decidable.
To prove Theorem IV.2, we present a synthesis algorithm
that takes two disjoint conjunctive state predicates R and Q,
and generates a protocol that satisfies R
Q on symmetric
uni-rings, for unbounded ring sizes. Wlog, we assume that
R ∩ Q = ∅; even if R and Q intersect the synthesis problem
is formulated for (R − X)
(Q − X), where X = R ∩ Q.
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Algorithm 1. SynLeadsTo(r(xi−1 , xi ), q(xi−1 , xi ): state
predicate, M : domain size of xi )
1: Create the locality graphs GQ = (VQ , AQ ) and
GR = (VR , AR ) respectively for both q(xi−1 , xi ) and
r(xi−1 , xi ).
2: Find a γ ∈ VQ such that q(γ, γ) holds and γ has not
been used before. If no such γ exists, then declare that
no solution exists and exit.
0
3: Induce a subgraph G0Q = (VQ
, A0Q ) that contains all
arcs of AQ that participate in simple cycles involving
γ. If there is no such subgraph, then VQ0 = {γ} and
A0Q = ∅.
4: Compute a spanning tree τ of G0Q rooted at γ.
5: Let VR0 be the subset of VR that do not participate in
any cycle.
0
6: Let VRleaf
be the set of vertices v ∈ VR0 that are leaves
0
in τ . Remove the outgoing arc of each v ∈ VRleaf
,
0
hence creating a tree τ (which is no longer a spanning
tree of G0Q ).
0
0
)), include an
∪ VRleaf
7: For each node v ∈ (VQ − (VQ
arc from v to the root γ of the spanning tree τ 0 of G0Q ,
unless r(v, γ) holds.
8: For each node v ∈ VQ where r(v, γ) holds, include an
arc (v, l), where l is a leaf in τ 0 . The resulting graph
would still be a tree, denoted τ 00 . Include a self-loop
(γ, γ) at the root of τ 00 . If τ 00 has no leaves in common
with any cycle in GR , then go to Step 2.
9: For each leaf vertex a in τ 00 , label its outgoing arc (a, c)
with a value b ∈ ZM iff b 6= c and r(a, b) ∧ ¬q(a, b).
10: For any other arc (a, c) in τ 00 , label it with a value
b ∈ ZM iff b 6= c and ¬q(a, b).
11: For each labelled arc (a, b, c) in τ 00 (where b is the label
of arc (a, c)), generate a parameterized action xi−1 =
a ∧ xi = b → xi := c.
end
Fig. 3: Synthesis algorithm for LeadsTo in symmetric uni-rings

(Note that R
Q is vacuously true in X.) We later show
that Algorithm 1 is sound and complete.
Intuitively, Algorithm 1 identifies if there is a sequence
of steps for every process towards satisfying q(γ, γ) locally,
starting from a state that satisfies R. Specifically, Algorithm
1 constructs the state transition system of the template process by discovering if there are paths from local states in
r(xi−1 , xi ) to a self-loop in a state γ, where q(γ, γ) holds,
without including any cycles and any step (v, γ), where r(v, γ)
holds. To this end, Algorithm 1 forms a tree with the root γ,
and the leaves that have no intersection with states outside
r(xi−1 , xi ), while excluding any arc r(v, γ). For a specific
γ, Algorithm 1 performs Steps 3 to 8 in order to determine
if there is a solution for that γ. In Steps 3 to 8, Algorithm 1
constructs the underlying structure of an action graph that will
form the synthesized protocol p after the labeling steps of 9

and 10. A correct protocol must meet certain constraints that
are the minimum requirements for a protocol p that satisfies
R
Q. For instance, p should guarantee R
Q only
starting in R. That is why Step 5 calculates the set of values
in ZM that do not appear in any state of R, and Step 6
removes them from the spanning tree of G0Q . Moreover, since
we assume R ∩ Q = ∅, the cycles of GR and GQ are arcdisjoint (due to Theorem II.8). Thus, any correct protocol
cannot include an arc (a, c) ∈ AR for which r(a, c) holds
and c = γ. Otherwise, the processes will include an action
xi−1 = a ∧ xi = b → xi := c, for some b where ¬q(a, b).
Such an action would set the locality of each process to a state
(i.e., xi−1 = a ∧ xi = c) where R holds, thereby preventing
reachability to Q. That is why Step 7 excludes such arcs. After
executing Steps 3 to 8, if we have a tree-like structure that has
no leaves in common with the cycles in GR , then we move to
Step 2 and repeat the same process for a different γ. Algorithm
1 exits only if no valid action graph can be built for any γ.
Theorem IV.3 (Soundness). Algorithm 1 is sound.
Proof. We show that if Algorithm 1 generates a parameterized
protocol p for two disjoint predicates R and Q, then p satisfies
R
Q for unbounded ring sizes. To prove this, we show
that any computation of p starting in a state s ∈ R will be
deadlock-free and livelock-free outside Q and will eventually
reach a state sf in Q (regardless of the ring size).
Deadlock-freedom: Since the synthesized action graph, denoted AG, is a tree with a self-loop on its root γ, AG must
have some leaves. Steps 8 and 9 of the algorithm ensure that,
starting in R, we have some enabled action. The labeling
method of Step 9 guarantees that any leaf a of AG has an
outgoing arc (a, c) (to some vertex c ∈ ZM ) with a label b such
that r(a, b) holds. Step 11 would translate each labeled arcs
(a, b, c) to a parameterized action xi−1 = a∧xi = b → x := c.
By Theorem II.8, we also know that cycles in locality graphs
characterize global states of uni-rings. Thus, the guard condition of such an action evaluates to true in a state in R because
r(a, b) holds. Thus, starting in R, there is at least one enabled
action; i.e., deadlock-freedom in R. We now show that the
computations of the synthesized protocol p remain deadlockfree until reaching a state in Q. The only values in ZM that are
excluded from the synthesized action graph AG include those
values that do not participate in any cycle in GR ; i.e., those
values do not appear in states in R. If computations of p reach
a state outside R ∨ Q, the labeling method of Step 10 ensures
that there is some enabled action; hence deadlock-freedom.
Livelock-freedom: The only type of propagation included in
the synthesized action graph is (γ, b, γ). Thus, there are no
propagations that lead each other circularly. Therefore, based
on Theorem II.10, the synthesized protocol is livelock-free.
Reachability of Q: By deadlock-freedom and livelockfreedom, each process will eventually satisfy q(γ, γ), which
would result in a global state of the ring in Q.
Theorem IV.4 (Completeness). Algorithm 1 is complete.
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Proof. Let p be a parameterized protocol that satisfies R
Q but Algorithm 1 fails to generate p. By Theorem III.9, p
cannot satisfy R
Q through cyclic satisfaction of some
values; i.e., the action graph of p, denoted Ap , can include
only cycles of length 1. Further, if a node v has a self-loop
in Ap , then v cannot have any other outgoing labeled arc;
otherwise, Ap will include either cycles of length greater than
one, which contradicts Theorem III.9, or ends in nodes without
any outgoing arcs; i.e., deadlock. Thus, there must be a value
γ ∈ ZM for which q(γ, γ) holds and there is some value
v ∈ ZM , where v 6= γ and q(v, γ) holds too. That is, Ap must
include γ as well as another labeled arc (v, b, γ) for some
b ∈ ZM , where v 6= γ and b 6= γ. This means that Algorithm 1
would actually find such γ in Step 2. The action graph Ap must
also include some source nodes without any incoming arcs.
Otherwise, it would include cycles of length greater than one
(which again contradicts Theorem III.9). Such source nodes
must intersect with the vertices of some cycles in VR and have
outgoing labeled arcs (a, b, c) such that r(a, b) holds and a is
a vertex in a cycle in GR . Otherwise, p deadlocks in R, which
contradicts with p satisfying R
Q. As such, Algorithm 1
would have included such labeled arcs in Steps 8 and 9, and
would have created the action graph Ap sinking towards γ.

0

1

0

1

2

3

2

3

(a) Locality graph GR representing predicate R.

Fig. 4: Locality graphs for the predicates R and Q.
Step 2: γ = 2 since q(2, 2) holds in GQ (see Figure 4-(b)).
Step 3: Figure 5-(a) illustrates the induced subgraph G0Q
including simple cycles of GQ that contain γ (e.g., the simple
cycle (0, 3, 2, 1, 0)).
Step 4: Figure 5-(b) illustrates a spanning tree τ rooted at
γ = 2, where each arc (a, b) denotes that b is the parent of
a in τ . Notice that, there may be several spanning trees; i.e.,
the solution is not unique.

Theorem IV.5. Algorithm 1 has an asymptotic polynomial
time complexity in the domain size M . (Proof in [9].)

0

1

2

3

(a) Induced subgraph

A. Sum-Not-2
The Sum-Not-2 protocol is a simple but non-trivial example
that can clearly demonstrate the complexity of synthesizing
parameterized uni-rings that satisfy leadsto properties. In this
protocol, we specify the set of initial states for even-size unirings where the summation of xi−1 and xi is equal to two
(modulo M = 4) and xi 6= 1. That is, R = ∀i ∈ ZN :
r(xi−1 , xi ), where r(xi−1 , xi ) ≡ (xi = 2 ∧ xi−1 = 0) ∨
(xi = 0 ∧ xi−1 = 2), and N denotes the number of processes
(i.e., ring size). The objective is to synthesize a protocol that
eventually reaches states where the summation of xi−1 and xi
is no longer equal to two, and at least one of the values of
xi−1 or xi is non-zero; i.e., Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : q(xi−1 , xi ), where
q(xi−1 , xi ) ≡ ((xi−1 ⊕4 xi ) 6= 2) ∧ ((xi−1 6= 0) ∨ (xi 6= 0)),
and ⊕4 denotes addition modulo M = 4. The state predicate
Q implies that there is at least some non-zero value in the
ring. We require that R
Q is satisfied from R for all even
values of N . Notice that, for odd-size rings R is empty (see
Figure 4-(a) and Theorem II.8).
Step 1: Figure 4 illustrates the locality graphs of R and Q.
Each arc (a, b) captures the fact that r(a, b) (respectively,
q(a, b)) holds. For example, the only arcs in Figure 4-(a) are
between 0 and 2 because r(xi−1 , xi ) does not hold for any
other pairs of values in Z4 . As another example, Figure 4(b) lacks any arcs between 0 and 2 because their summation
adds up to 2, which violates Q. Moreover, the only vertex
that has a self-loop is 2 because the arc (0, 0) violates the
second conjunct of Q and arcs (1, 1) and (3, 3) violate the
first conjunct of Q (i.e., 1 ⊕4 1 = 2 and 3 ⊕4 3 = 2).

(b) Locality graph GQ representing predicate Q.

G0Q .

0

1

2

3

(b) Spanning tree τ of the induced subgraph G0Q with the
root γ = 2.

Fig. 5: Construction of the spanning tree of Sum-Not-2.
Step 5: Figure 4-(a) illustrates that vertices 1 and 3 do not
participate in any cycles in GR ; hence VR0 = {1, 3}.
Step 6: Since 1 is the only vertex of VR0 that is also a leaf
of the spanning tree τ , we eliminate its outgoing arc to 3,
illustrated by the dashed arrow in Figure 5-(b).
Step 7: Since VQ0 = VQ , Step 7 does not make any changes.
Step 8: The only leaf of the tree τ 0 for which r(0, 2) holds
is 0. Thus, we include just the self-loop (2, 2) to generate the
tree τ 00 in Figure 6-(a).
0

1
2

0

2

3

3

(a) Action graph of the synthesized protocol.

xi−1 =0 ∧ xi =2 −→ xi := 3;
xi−1 =3 ∧ xi =3 −→ xi := 2;
xi−1 =2 ∧ xi =0 −→ xi := 2;
(b) Parameterized actions.

Fig. 6: Synthesized protocol that satisfies R

Q.

Steps 9, 10 and 11: Consider the arc (3, 2). The candidate
labels of this arc include 0, 1 and 3. We exclude 2 because
it is equal to the parent vertex of 3. Since q(3, 0) and q(3, 1)
are true and q(3, 3) is false, the only acceptable label for the
arc (3, 2) is 3 (see Figure 6-(a)). The arc (0, 3) has the label
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2 because r(0, 2) ∧ ¬q(0, 2) holds. Likewise, the self-loop on
2 gets 0 as its label. Figure 6-(b) illustrates the synthesized
actions for any even-size uni-ring that satisfies R
Q.
B. Agreement Protocol
Agreement is a fundamental problem in distributed computing. This section demonstrates how Algorithm 1 synthesizes a parameterized protocol on symmetric uni-rings that
ensures agreement from a set of initial states R = ∀i ∈
ZN : (((xi xi−1 ) mod 2 = 0) ∧ (xi 6= xi−1 )) to states
Q = ∀i ∈ ZN : xi−1 = xi .
Steps 1 and 2: Figure 7 illustrates the locality graphs GR
and GQ , respectively for predicates R and Q. We have four
possible values for γ. Wlog, we let γ be 1.

0

1

0

1

2

3

2

3

(a) The locality graph GR for the
state predicate R.

(b) The locality graph GQ for
the state predicate Q.

Fig. 7: Locality graphs of the Agreement protocol.
Steps 3 and 4: Since GQ has only self-loops on its vertices, G0Q
would include just Vertex 1. Correspondingly, the spanning
tree τ includes just a single vertex (i.e., 1).
0
becomes empty too.
Steps 5, 6: Since VR0 is empty, VRleaf
0
Steps 7 and 8: We have VQ − (VQ0 ∪ VRleaf
) = {0, 2, 3}. As
0
a result, τ would include arcs (0, 1) and (2, 1), but excludes
(3, 1) because r(3, 1) holds (see Figure 8-(a)). Executing Step
8 would result in including arcs (3, 2) and (1, 1), culminating
in tree τ 00 in Figure 8-(b), excluding the labels.
0

1

0

2

1

0|2|3

0|3

2

3

(a) The tree τ 0 .

2

1

3

(b) The tree τ 00 and the action
graph.

Fig. 8: Trees computed during synthesis of Agreement.
Steps 9, 10, 11: The remaining steps of the algorithm labels τ 00
(Figure 8-(b)), which would result in the action graph in Figure
8-(b). The synthesized parameterized actions of the agreement
protocol are as follows:
xi−1 =0 ∧ xi =2
−→ xi := 1;
xi−1 =3 ∧ xi =1
−→ xi := 2;
−→ xi := 1;
xi−1 =1 ∧ (xi =0 ∨ xi =2 ∨ xi =3) −→ xi := 1;
xi−1 =2 ∧ (xi =0 ∨ xi =3)

V. R ELATED W ORK
There are a variety of methods for the synthesis of parameterized programs. For example, Attie and Emerson [15] compose a pair of representative processes (under weak fairness)

to reason about the global safety and local leads-to properties
of a symmetric parameterized system. Finkbeiner and Schewe
[16] formulate the synthesis of fixed-size protocols as a set
of constraints, and use Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT)
solvers [17] to find a protocol that is accepted by a Universal
Co-Buchi Tree (UCT) automaton generated from temporal
logic specifications. The search for a protocol is conducted up
to a certain bound on the state space of processes and/or their
automata-theoretic product; i.e., bounded synthesis. Jacobs
and Bloem [18] extend bounded synthesis to parameterized
protocols by identifying cutoff bounds, where a solution exists
for a protocol with cutoff number of processes iff a solution
exists for the parameterized protocol with unbounded number of processes (a.k.a. parameterized synthesis). Then, they
apply the SMT-based bounded synthesis for an instance of
the problem with at most cutoff processes. Verification and
synthesis methods based on threshold automata [19] take a
sketch automaton (whose transitions have incomplete guard
conditions capturing the number of received messages), and
complete the guards towards satisfying program specifications.
QBF-based bounded synthesis [20] takes an incomplete design
(a.k.a. sketch) of a protocol and uses bounded synthesis
towards generating fault-tolerant protocols in a bounded space.
Mirzaie et al. [21] present (i) cutoffs for the detection of
deadlocks and closure violation, and (ii) sufficient conditions
for livelock-freedom in parameterized systems.
While methods for verification [22], [23], [24], [25], [5],
[26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35] and
synthesis of parameterized programs inspire our work, they
(1) are mainly based on cut-offs and bounded/parameterized
synthesis from temporal logic specifications; (2) make assumptions about synchrony, weak/strong fairness and complete
knowledge of the network for each process; (3) are computationally expensive (in part because of the iterative nature of
bounded and parameterized synthesis) and sensitive to their
input (due to using SMT solvers), and (4) mostly focus on
safety and local liveness properties that are specified in terms
of the neighborhood of a proper subset of processes.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We investigated the problems of verifying and synthesizing
parameterized protocols on symmetric unidirectional rings for
leadsto properties R
Q. We showed that the verification
problem remains undecidable even for constant-space and
deterministic processes and for global state predicates R and
Q that are formed by the conjunction of symmetric local
state predicates; i.e., conjunctive predicates. We then proved
that synthesizing symmetric protocols that satisfy R
Q
on uni-rings is actually decidable. We presented a sound and
complete synthesis algorithm that takes two state predicates R
and Q, and generates the parameterized code of a symmetric
protocol (on a uni-ring) that satisfies R
Q. We illustrated
the proposed synthesis algorithm in the context of a SumNot-2 and an agreement protocol. We are currently working
on the implementation of our synthesis algorithm as well as
synthesizing protocols on other topologies (e.g., mesh, torus).
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Abstract—Formally verifying functional and security properties of a large-scale production operating system is highly
desirable. However, it is challenging as such OSes are often
written in multiple source languages that have no formal semantics – a prerequisite for formal reasoning. To avoid expensive
formalization of the semantics of multiple high-level source
languages, we present a lightweight and rigorous verification
toolchain that verifies OS code at the binary level, targeting ARM
machines. To reason about ARM instructions, we first translate
the ARM Specification Language that describes the semantics
of the ARMv8 ISA into the PVS7 theorem prover and verify
the translation. We leverage the radare2 reverse engineering tool
to decode ARM binaries into PVS7 and verify the translation.
Our translation verification methodology is a lightweight formal
validation technique that generates large-scale instruction emulation test lemmas whose proof obligations are automatically
discharged. To demonstrate our verification methodology, we
apply the technique on two OSes: Google’s Zircon and a subset
of Linux. We extract a set of 370 functions from these OSes,
translate them into PVS7, and verify the correctness of the
translation by automatically discharging hundreds of thousands
of proof obligations and tests. This took 27.5 person-months to
develop.
Index Terms—Formal Verification, Linux OS, Google Zircon

I. I NTRODUCTION
Operating systems are among the most critical parts of a
computer system. Faults in their kernels, for example, may
leave the entire machine vulnerable to serious functional and
security failures. Thus, they require high levels of reliability.
Formal verification techniques can help achieve high levels of
reliability. However, formally verifying that an OS behaves as
expected is challenging [1]–[3]. For instance, many production
operating systems are large (e.g., in the hundred thousand LOC
range or even bigger). This requires solving many computationally challenging problems for formal verification tools,
such as extracting the control flow and function call graphs
from code, capturing code semantics, and validating those
semantics against their original intended meanings, among
others. Prior work demonstrates that this often requires many
person-years of work [3], [4]. For example, the seL4 OS
verification effort, which involved 10K source LOC, took
20 person-years [5]. Moreover, OS source code is commonly
written in languages (e.g., C) that lack formal semantics –
a prerequisite for formal reasoning over code properties at
the source level. Furthermore, many OSes are written in a
combination of a high-level language such as C and lowlevel assembly code, and often include library code, which

may be written in (yet) another language. Thus, verification
efforts must formalize the semantics of all languages used –
a daunting task.
Operating systems, similar to many large-scale software
systems, quickly become legacy. Enterprise-class organizations
and open-source communities that develop OSes often invest
significant resources. Due to this investment, such code bases
are rarely discontinued; rather, they are continuously enriched
with new functionality, patched to add new security features,
and ported to new hardware and maintained, all over long
life cycles. Any formal verification technique that targets such
software must inevitably deal with code maintenance: how to
cost-effectively verify when changes are made?
These difficulties have, by and large, caused many largescale production OSes (e.g., Linux, Android) to be out of
scope of formal verification techniques. In this paper, we
consider formally verifying OS code at the binary level. Binary
verification sidesteps some of the difficulties of source codelevel verification, such as the necessity for formal semantics
of multiple source languages. However, binary verification
comes with its own set of challenges, such as lack of type
information, data structures, and control-flow information.
These difficulties make it hard to reason about code properties
at the binary level. Translating the binary into a higher level
of abstraction that is easy to reason about (e.g., high-order
logic in a theorem prover)would circumvent such difficulties.
However, this requires verifying the integrity of the translation.
Formal verification using theorem proving techniques is
known to provide the highest levels of assurance [1], [6], [7]. It
can establish a program’s correctness using abstract theorems
that are independent of the size of the state space, increasing
effectiveness for verifying large code bases [1], [7]. However,
state-of-the-art in theorem proving-based verification has by
and large focused on verifying at the source code level. For
example, the seL4 effort [1], [2], which uses theorem proving,
assumes that complete high-level source code of the OS is
available to the verifier in a subset of the C language, called
C0 . [4] presents a verification toolchain that targets a typed
assembly language, which is transformed into a typed machine
language to generate a safe binary. [3] presents the formal
proof for a compiler called CompCert, but restricts it to a
subset of C called C-light [8]. [9] presents an approach for
designing a new OS kernel from scratch that is verifiable using
SMT solvers, but the approach scopes out verifying legacy
operating systems. [10] establishes that seL4’s binary code is
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equivalent to its C0 source, but is restricted to the already
verified seL4’s C0 code.
It is compelling to develop a theorem prover-based verification toolchain that can formally verify OS binary code. Such
an approach must overcome significant challenges. First, since
the toolchain’s input is binary code, reasoning about properties
of the code will depend on the target machine architecture.
Therefore, building the toolchain must start with a valid formal
model of the target machine’s instruction set architecture (ISA)
in a theorem prover. This problem is significant by itself [11]–
[15]. However, it is a critical step toward building a trustworthy
decoder that can decode binary streams into their machine
instruction representations, enabling verification of program
binaries (for that machine) in a subsequent phase. Second, the
formalization of the targeted ISA’s should be elegant, readable,
and as close as possible to their machine-vendor-specific
representations [11], [13], [14]. This can reduce verification
costs. To address these challenges, we present a verification
toolchain that utilizes the analytic power of state-of-the-art
reverse engineering tools such as radare2 [16] and the rigor of
a powerful interactive theorem prover, PVS7 [17]. We focus on
a subset of the ARMv8 A64 ISA as the target architecture. The
rationale behind this choice is that ARM recently introduced
the ARM Specification Language (ASL) in machine-readable
form [18], [19]. ASL supports dependent types that are also
supported in PVS7. Moreover, ARM reports that ASL has
been extensively tested (e.g., millions, in some cases billions,
of test suites) [19].
Our verification toolchain and workflow are illustrated in
Figure 1. To reason about ARMv8 instructions, we first translate ASL into PVS7 (Section II). We introduce a new logical
framework that captures the precise operational semantics
of ARMv8 instructions in PVS7 with a small trust base.
The framework uses PVS7’s parameterized generic theory
declarations and dependent types, which enables an almost
one-to-one translation between ASL and PVS7.
To verify the ASL to PVS7 translation, we developed a
lightweight formal validation technique, folded into a tool
that generates large-scale instruction emulation, test lemmas
and their proof scripts in PVS7, whose proof obligations are
automatically discharged (Section III). We built this tool on top
of the Unicorn CPU emulation framework [20] and our ASL
to PVS7 formal model. The approach incorporates generic theories to reduce the cost of proofs of the test lemmas, resulting
in savings of thousands of proof LOC. We leverage the radare2
reverse engineering tool to decode ARM binaries and lift them
into PVS7 models (Section IV). We reuse the formal semantics
of ARMv8 instructions, combined with a formal translation of
program control flow and function call graphs to build up the
formal semantics of code. We develop an efficient validation
technique for the radare2 to PVS7 translation (Section V).
The approach relies on using ASL to extract what we call
reverse decoding dictionaries. We also develop a methodology
to validate control flow translation integrity from radare2 to
PVS7. To demonstrate our verification methodology, we apply
the technique on two OSes: Google’s Zircon and a subset of
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Fig. 1: Toolchain Workflow. r2= radare2, tr= Translation, D=
Data transfer, Ex= Theories Export, VA= Validation.
Linux. We extracted 127 functions from the Zircon binary,
translated them into PVS7, and validated the translation along
with 243 functions from Linux. To the best of our knowledge,
this is one of the first works that attempts to formalize system
software containing such large amounts of source code.
II. F ORMALIZING ARM V 8.3 A64 IN PVS7
We present a new theoretical framework to capture the
imperative nature of ASL in PVS7. We first summarize three
features of PVS7 that we use to build our framework. Then
we discuss how we use them to capture ASL semantics.
A. Dependent Types, Theory Parameters, and Generic Theories of PVS7
Dependent type declarations and theory parameters of PVS7
simplify the formalization and reasoning at the binary level as
it allows efficient representation of polymorphic bit vectors
that are common in binary analysis. In PVS7 notation, a
theory name is declared first; then the keyword Theory is
followed by the theory parameter (if they exist). After that,
the developer can declare other elements such as constants and
variables. For instance, the bit vector type in the PVS7 library
is declared in a theory called bv. This theory has the parameter
n, which is a natural number that represents the length of
the vector. In particular, bv: Theory [n : Nat] is a
parametric theory in which we can see the type declaration
bvec[n] : Type = [ below(n) -> bit]. Here, the
type bvec[n] is said to be a dependent type on the theory
parameter n. In this theory, it is defined as a function from
the type of all natural numbers that are less than n to the type
bit, which is either 0 or 1. As a result, one can declare
two constants of multiple bit vector instances of different
lengths only by instantiating the parameter n appropriately.
A theory may use more than one parameter. Nonetheless, they
have to be instantiated fully each time a parametric theory
is used. Partial instantiations are not allowed. To solve this
problem, PVS7 provides an enhanced mechanism for generic
theory declarations. A generic theory in PVS7 allows users
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to build formal modules in an objected-oriented style and use
them efficiently as many times as they desire. Specifically,
a new theory “Object” can be generated from a generic one
using theory declarations. For instance, to declare two new
theories, say B and C, from a previously declared theory,
say A, that has two unspecified constants, say a1, a2 of
type bit vector of length n, one can efficiently use two
lines of PVS7 code: B : Theory = A with {{ a1 :=
bv[2](0b01) }}
and C : Theory = A with {{
a1 := bv[3](0b101), b:= bv[2](0b10)}} to declare B and C. Here, B is declared as a theory that is
identical to A except a1 is a constant of the concrete value
bv[2](0b01). Observe that B partially instantiates A as a2
is left unspecified. C, however, fully instantiates A, as both a1
and a2 are instantiated with concrete values. Also, note that
a1 has been populated with two bit vector values of different
lengths in the declaration of B and C.

a record type with fields representing all 31 general purpose
registers X(n), the stack pointer SP, PSTATE registers,
the program counter PC, and a memory function Mem. According to our targets, Mem is defined from natural numbers
to bvec[64] with fixed normal access type and 8 as access size.
The first challenging part of the translation of ASL into PVS7
is to correctly obtain the bit format of each instruction
1
2

Listing 2: PVS and-log-shift bits diagram
(as shown in Listing 1) in the theorem prover. This is errorprone and impractical if done manually. Thus, we directly
extract the diagrams from the XML files and translate them
into a PVS file. In XML, the diagrams include field names,
indices, and possibly some fixed values. We translate them into
a type called diag of PVS’s record type. PVS allows partial
updates for record types. For example, if x1 is a record that
has two fields of natural numbers a and b, then the expression
x2 = x1 with [a:= 5] means that x2 is identical to x1,
except that the value at field a is now 5. Fields of the diag
type are all dependent types on their indices, for which our
ASL to PVS translator automatically calculates the length of
each field. Listing 2 illustrates this. In each generic theory,
we define another unspecified constant called Diag of type
bvec[32]. We load Diag with the bit vector of interest
from the binary code using generic theory declaration. We
also define the symbolic version of the loaded value of Diag,
which we call v so that we can use it in the decoding part
of the generic theory. v’s type is dependent on two slicing
functions, bt and bts. For example, in Listing 3, the expected
value of the field Rd is the slice 0-4 of the vector Diag, which
is identical with the ASL expectation

B. Imperative Aspects of ASL in PVS7
Our basic idea is to build a generic parametric theory for
each instruction of ASL in PVS7. Then we load them with
concrete values to produce different instances of bytecode. To
explain our approach, we first briefly discuss the ASL code
structure. ASL is a machine-readable specification language
developed by ARM [21] that replaces 6K pages of ARM
manual [22]. It is imperative and supports dependent types,
exceptions, conditionals, as well as loops. We restrict our
formalization to a subset of the ARMv8.3-A64 architecture
that we identified to be used frequently in our verification
targets (Zircon and Linux). The subset belongs to the following
instruction classes: Data Processing (Immediate),
Data Processing (Register), Loads, Stores, and
Branches. These instruction classes are specified in XML
files. The files also use a shared library of common
functions that are declared independently in the Shared
Pseudocode Functions XML file. Each instruction
1
2
3

|31 | 3 0 : 2 9 | 28:24| 2 3 : 2 2 | 2 1 | 2 0 : 1 6 | 1 5 : 1 1 | 1 0 : 5 | 4 : 0 |
| s f | 0 0 | 0 1 0 1 0 | s h i f t | 0 |Rm
| imm6 | Rn | Rd |
opc
N

Listing 1: ASL-XML ands-log-shift bits diagram
XML file consists of three major parts: i) a diagram that illustrates the bit format of each instruction, (such as Listing 1);
ii) a decoding part in which variables are declared, initialized,
or assigned values that are extracted from the diagrams and
iii) an operational part which computes the post-state.
C. Mapping from ASL to PVS7
Each instruction is expected to operate on some information
extracted from the current machine state; all instructions’
generic theories have an arm-state as a theory parameter.
This parameter captures the machine’s pre-state p before
executing the current instruction. The class of this parameter
is called arm-state. We implement arm-state as a
generic theory. This theory has unspecified types and constant
declarations. We declare s as the machine state type which is

d i a g : Type+ =
[ # s f : b v e c [ 1 ] , opc : b v e c [ 2 ] , F i x e d 1 : b v e c [ 5 ] , s h i f t : b v e c
[ 2 ] , N: b v e c [ 1 ] ,Rm: b v e c [ 5 ] , imm6 : b v e c [ 6 ] , Rn :
b v e c [ 5 ] , Rd : b v e c [ 5 ] # ]

v : d i a g = ( # s f : = b t ( Diag , 3 1 )
F i x e d 1 : = b t s ( Diag , 2 4 , 2 8 ) ,
3 N: = b t ( Diag , 2 1 )
,
4 imm6 : = b t s ( Diag , 1 0 , 1 5 )
,
5 Rd : = b t s ( Diag , 0 , 4 ) # )
1
2

, opc : = b t s ( Diag , 2 9 , 3 0 ) ,
s h i f t : = b t s ( Diag , 2 2 , 2 3 ) ,
Rm: = b t s ( Diag , 1 6 , 2 0 ) ,
Rn : = b t s ( Diag , 5 , 9 ) ,

Listing 3: PVS ands-log-shift diagram load
(Listing 1). Moreover, we use v in the decoding and the operational parts of the ASL code. For instance, the ASL declaration
integer d = UInt(Rd); can easily be declared in PVS
as d:int= UInt(5,v.Rd) where we implement UInt as
an (unsigned integer) function in PVS.
D. Operational Sequential Semantics
For the operational part of the ASL translation, we
define a new dependent type called ASL(p). This type
conveniently helps us to capture the state of the ASL
mutable variables, arm-state changes, side effects, and
the machine post state after executing the instruction. Our
idea is to define each statement of ASL code as dependent
on the previous one and the theory parameter p (the machine
pre-state). This allows us to produce an almost one-toone translation for each line of ASL code in PVS7 (see
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Listings 4, 5). We use the standard throw function of PVS7
to throw exceptions when exceptions are raised in ASL. For
example, the ASL line of code if sf ==0& imm6<5>
== 1 then ReservedValue(); raises the exception
undefined-fault. Thus, we translate it to if v.sf =
bv[1](0b0)&(v.imm6(5) = True) then throw
(‘‘ReservedValue().undefinedfault’’)else
sts1 endif. ASL also has loops. In our model, functions
that contain loops in ASL are either represented
ASL ( p ) = s t s 2 w i t h [ o p e r a n d 1 : = p . X( n ) ]
ASL ( p ) = s t s 3 w i t h [ o p e r a n d 2 : = S h i f t R e g ( 6 4 , p . X(
, shift type , shift amount ) ]
3
ASL ( p ) = i f i n v e r t t h e n s t s 4 w i t h
4
[ o p e r a n d 2 : = NOT( s t s 4 . o p e r a n d 2 ) ]
5
else sts4
endif
6
s t s 6 : ASL ( p ) = Cond s t s 4 . op = LogicalOp AND −> s t s 5
w i t h [ r e s u l t : = AND ( s t s 5 . o p e r a n d 1 , s t s 5 ‘
operand2 ) ] ,
7
s t s 4 . op = LogicalOp ORR −>
s t s 5 w i t h [ r e s u l t : = OR ( s t s 5 . o p e r a n d 1 , s t s 5 .
operand2 ) ] ,
8
s t s 4 . op = LogicalOp EOR −>
s t s 5 w i t h [ r e s u l t : = XOR ( s t s 5 . o p e r a n d 1 , s t s 5 .
o p e r a n d 2 ) ] EndCond
9% post
state
10 p1 : s = i f
s t s 6 . s e t f l a g s t h e n p w i t h [ . PSTATE . NZCV: =
11
l e t r e s u l t 6 3 = f i e l d ( 6 4 , s t s 6 . r e s u l t , 63 , 6 3 )
12
i n bv [ 2 ] ( 0 b00 ) o I s Z e r o B i t ( 6 4 , s t s 6 . r e s u l t ) o
result 63 ]
13
else p endif
14 p o s t : s = p1 w i t h [ . X( d ) : = s t s 6 . r e s u l t ]
1
2

sts3 :
sts4 :
m)
sts5 :

Listing 4: PVS ands-log-shift Operational
by classical tail recursion or by means of the standard for
function in PVS lib. Instructions that belong to the same class
may share a lot of the common operational code.
b i t s ( d a t a s i z e ) o p e r a n d 1 = X[ n ] ;
b i t s ( d a t a s i z e ) o p e r a n d 2 = S h i f t R e g (m,
shift type , shift amount ) ;
3 if
i n v e r t then
4
o p e r a n d 2 = NOT( o p e r a n d 2 ) ;
5 c a s e op o f when LogicalOp AND
6
r e s u l t = o p e r a n d 1 AND o p e r a n d 2 ;
7
when LogicalOp ORR
8
r e s u l t = o p e r a n d 1 OR o p e r a n d 2 ;
9
when LogicalOp EOR
10
r e s u l t = o p e r a n d 1 EOR o p e r a n d 2 ;
11 %P o s t s t a t e
12 i f
s e t f l a g s t h e n PSTATE.<N, Z , C , V> =
13
r e s u l t <d a t a s i z e −1>: I s Z e r o B i t ( r e s u l t ) : ’ 00 ’ ;
14 X[ d ] = r e s u l t ;
1
2

Listing 5: ASL ands-log-shift Operational
The actual differences in these cases are in their diagrams.
We exploit this property in our translation to reduce the trust
base. In particular, we practically generate the diagrams and
most of the decode parts fully automatically from XML, while
we use a semi-automatic approach for the operational parts.
For instance, in the log-shift class of instructions, it was
sufficient to develop one of the instruction’s operational code
manually (≈20 ASL LOC). The other seven instructions of
this class share identical operational code. Thus, the translator
will automatically copy the shared part to the rest of the members and generate their generic theories, thereby potentially

minimizing the errors that may occur in a manual approach.
However, for some instructions such as Load and Store,
this approach might complicate the proofs as, in some cases,
large parts of the shared code might be unreachable due to
case analysis. Thus, for these cases we manually optimize the
formalization for each instruction to enhance the performance
of the proofs.
III. VALIDATION OF ASL TO PVS T RANSLATION
A. Test Case Generation
Our basic idea is to use large-scale litmus testing for each
formal instruction in our model. We use a CPU emulator called
Unicorn to generate large test suites. In Unicorn, one can
manually set the instruction bytecode and the pre-state values
for the registers as well as the boundaries of the memory
regions that will be used in the emulation. Unicorn reports
the post-state of the emulation as output. We automate this
process to generate a large number of test suites and map
the pre- and post-states into PVS7 lemmas. Then we generate
the proofs of the lemmas highly automatically. We refer to
our tool as UniVS7. Naı̈ve generation of a random string of
length 32 will not give us valid bytecode for emulation. To
address this problem, we extract the format of the bytecode
from ASL’s XML diagrams. We then use a constrained but
random generation of the slices that are parametric in the
diagrams. For instance, in Listing 1, we use standard bounded
random generation function of integer values. The function
follows a uniform distribution; we use it to generate the nonfixed fields of XML diagrams such as d, m, n, and imm6,
and the values of Rd, Rn, and Rm. The integral values must
not exceed previously set conditions. For example, d must
not exceed 32, so we generate the values randomly in this
restricted domain. All integral values are then converted to
binary strings. We then concatenate the whole strings into
a single bit string. The resulting string is converted into
Unicorn bytecodes, which can then be emulated. For other
instructions such as load/store, test case generation is more
complex and requires additional mathematical insights. For
instance, we have to develop and solve an algebraic inequality
over the random variable such that we guarantee that the
generated values will belong to the designated memory region.
Otherwise, Unicorn will issue an error message, indicating that
the pre-defined memory boundaries have been violated and
no post-state can be generated. For example, assume that we
devote [0x10000 - 0x200000] to be the memory region
for emulation. Moreover, assume that we have to generate
a value, say x, for which an instruction will apply some
binary arithmetic to obtain a new address, such as Rn +
Sign-Extension(x). Before it runs the emulation, Unicorn must check that this new address belongs to the emulation
region. Hence, we have to solve the inequality 0x10000
<= Rn + Sign-Extension(x) <= 0x200000 for x.
Typically, the algebraic solution is a bounded interval on x,
which will represent the boundaries of the random generation
for x. In all generated test suites using this technique, we
detected no failures during Unicorn’s emulation.
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the type conditions of the record types that were obtained from
the ASL to PVS translation phase (see for example, Listing 2).
The type checker will automatically generate thousands of
proof obligations. Moreover, UniVS7 will install our proof
scripts, for example, Listing 6 (lines 13-16), to discharge them
for the entire test suit atomically.

ANDS LOG SHIFT 8A0A1C93 : THEORY BEGIN
IMPORTING r s l @ l o g s h i f t
3 p:
s = i n i t w i t h [ . X: = u n i c o r n p r e s t a t e ]
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

n e w t e s t o b j : Theory = l o g s h i f t [ p ]{{
Diag : = 0 b11001001001110000101000001010001 ,
a d d r : = 0 x10000 }}
t e s t 1 : lemma l e t X p o s t =
unicorn post state ]
l e t p2= p
new test

p . X w i t h [ . X: =
in
w i t h [ . X: = X p o s t ] i n
o b j . p o s t = p2 . p o s t

1) Operational Lemma Proof Obligations: UniVS7 generates a second type of obligations that are also necessary for
proving the test lemmas, for example, Listing 6 (line 9). The
greater the number of lemmas UniVS7 proves, the greater is
the trust that we gain in the operational semantic translation
of ASL to PVS7. However, proving a large number of test
lemmas that mimic the behavior of an ARMv8 instruction in
any theorem prover is challenging. For example, an ARMv8
instruction may call, on average, one hundred functions that
may consist of thousands of LOC [23]. However, only part
of the PVS specification language is executable in its evaluator [24]. Therefore, using only a one-step expansion mechanism of a theorem prover may not be feasible [13]. To address
this challenge, we purposefully formalize most of the required
support functions of ASL using PVS7’s executable specifications. For example, for and-log-shift instruction, the
functions ShiftReg, IsZeroBit, UInt, AND, OR, and
XOR are all implemented as executable functions. Moreover,
as illustrated in Section II-D, we label each statement of the
code with a symbol such as sts-i, p, p1, and post. Thus,
to prove a test lemma according to our model, we only need
to apply expansions to the statement symbols and to the vector
v that receives the loaded binary from the constant Diag in
each test declaration, as explained in Section II-C (Listing 3),
as well as the field names for any instruction (for example,
see the log-shift proof strategy in Listing 7; lines 1-3

12

%UniVS7 ’ s a u t o g e n e r a t e d P r o o f −L i t e s c r i p t s :
%|− X sts TCC ∗
: PROOF
15 %|− t e s t 1 T C C 1
: PROOF ( e v a l −f o r m u l a ) QED
16 %|− t e s t 1 : PROOF ( l o g−s h i f t ) QED
17 END ANDS LOG SHIFT 8A0A1C93
13
14

Listing 6: ands log shift UniVS7 generic test format
1) Type Check Obligations: After test suites have been
generated, we automatically transform them into PVS7 in the
form of test lemmas. Each test is written in a new theory
that imports the generic theory of the instruction subject of
validation. We define a new object of the instruction with
a new value for the theory parameter p, which represents
the pre-state, and a new value for the Diag element of the
generic theory. UniVS7 will automatically populate p and
Diag with these values from the intermediate files. We write a
test lemma for each test theory that states that the post-state of
the instruction that was generated by our translator matches the
expected value of the post-state generated by Unicorn. These
lemmas must then be proved (by UniVS7), which we discuss
in the next subsection.
B. Proof Automation
We design our formalization so that instructions that belong
to the same class share most of the same proof scripts. For
instance, the script of Listing 6 (lines 13-16) can automatically
discharge tens of thousands of proof obligations generated for
2500 test theories for the entire ASL ARMv8-A64 log-shift
class of instructions. To illustrate our proof mechanism that
achieves such a degree of automation, we discuss two types
of proof obligations that are generated by our tool UniVS7.
We exploit PVS7’s powerful dependent type mechanism to
generate and discharge the necessary proof obligations highly
automatically. For instance, in PVS7, if we have a concrete
instantiation of any dependent type to a constant, the PVS
type checker will attempt to generate and prove a proof
obligation that assures that the new concrete value passes
the dependent type membership conditions, called type check
correctness conditions (or TCCs). For example, suppose we
declare x in PVS7 to be a constant of type bvec[2],
which was later populated with the value 0b011. The type
checker will help us to discover this bug as it will generate an
unprovable TCC to show that UInt(x) < 4. However, if we
had populated x with a valid member of the type bvec[2],
then the corresponding TCCs will automatically be discharged.
UniVS7 will invoke the theorem prover to assure that the
loaded values in the model from the test generation phase pass

1
2

3
4

( defstep log−shift ( ) ( then
( expand−par ” p ” ” p o s t ” ” p1 ” ” s t s 6 ” ” s t s 5 ” ” s t s 4 ” ”
s t s 3 ” ” s t s 2 ” ” s t s 1 ” ”p” ” X sts ” ” i n i t ” ”d” ”v” ”
n ” ” i n v e r t ” ”m” ” s h i f t t y p e ” ” s h i f t a m o u n t ” )
( eval−formula 1) ) ” ” ” ” )

Listing 7: log-shift class proof strategy
the user defined strategy (expand-par) expands its parameters sequentially). These expansions will load the concrete
values in place of the symbols. The prover will then reduce
the proof problem into fast numerical functional evaluations
of the support functions that are called in the formalization
of the instruction (see Listing 7; line 3). These numerical
evaluations are too fast (millisecond scale) when compared to
lazy expansions. Using an executable evaluation of a formula
in a proof of a PVS lemma is called numerical reflection [25].
It is usually invoked using a proof strategy (eval-formula
in line 3 of Listing 7). Since members of the same class often
share these symbol names, UniVS7 can reuse the same ProofLite script [7], [24], such as Listing 6 (lines 13-16), for all the
class members. This allows discharging tens of thousands of
test lemmas with only one proof command for each test suite.
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IV. RADARE 2 TO PVS7 T RANSLATION

two OSes. Thus, it was sufficient to restrict our ARMv8-A64
model (Section II-D) to these instruction classes.

A. Analysis of Zircon & Linux Instruction Classes
There are two questions that we have to answer before we
start the formalization of large legacy OS binary code such
as Zircon and Linux. First, which set of OS functions should
we start with? Second, to be most productive, how can we
increase reusability of our formalization of the instructions
(i.e., using the formalized instructions of one OS code in
reasoning about another OS code)? For the first question,
we decided to start with terminal functions. These functions
do not call other functions. They are invasive in our targets;
all non-terminal functions call some of them by definition.
Thus, they represent the starting point of the formalization
of functions in the target and include system calls. We also
added another filter on our verification space: we decided to
first extract terminal functions that don’t have cycles in their
control flow graphs. If our toolchain does not scale on such
functions, it is unlikely to scale on more complex ones, and
we may consider a change in our design. In our two targets
combined, the number of such functions is 370, with a total
size of ≈1000 instructions. This is ≈20% of the terminal
functions in the two targets. For a perspective, this is just
over a quarter of the size of the functions formalized in [10],
which required several person-years to develop. To answer
the second question, we conducted a statistical analysis on
a disassembled version of the two OS binary codes (≈600K
instructions combined). We analyzed the number of functions
of each OS that use different classes of instructions. Figure 2,

B. Function Formalization in PVS7
1) Auto-Generation of ARM Decoder into PVS7 Logic:
Given the large number of bytecodes in our targets, we
require a reliable decoder that can decode a bytecode into its
instruction theory without errors. Manually writing a decoder
is highly error-prone. ASL contains all the bit patterns of
ARMv8-A64 instructions. They are organized in machinereadable tables that link a pattern into its corresponding
instruction’s XML file name. Thus, we extract these tables
from ASL and convert them into Python dictionaries. We then
develop a parser that matches a bit string with the bit pattern
from our dictionaries, thereby obtaining the correct decoding
of a bitstream. The parser produces a PVS7 instruction name
that is designed to be identical to the corresponding instruction
XML file and the PVS generic theory names that we generated
in the ASL to PVS translation (Section II).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Inst Class Name

12

418

log-shift
addsub-shift

808
189
518
123
490
88
200

400
600
Functions

Zircon
Linux
800

Fig. 2: Instructions classes usage in Zircon and Linux.
which shows part of the results1 , reveals that the pcreladdr
instruction class appears in the formalization of 134 functions
of Zircon’s terminal functions, whereas it is used by 418
terminal functions in Linux. Our complete analysis revealed
that Zircon target uses 30 instruction classes and Linux target
uses 33 classes. We gave higher priority to formalizing the
instruction class with higher usage count across both targets.
We also analyzed the OS codes in the reverse direction: i.e.,
the set of instruction classes that are used by a given set of
OS functions. Our analysis revealed that a list of 10 classes
covered 100% of the 370 functions that we extracted from the
1 Our

r e t . 1 : T h e o r y = r e t [ movz 0 . p o s t ]
{{ Diag : = b11010110010111110000001111000000 ,
a d d r : = 0 x f f f f f f 8 0 0 8 1 1 1 9 f c }}
B post : s = r e t 1 . p o s t
%|− ∗ TCC ∗ : PROOF ( e v a l − f o r m u l a ) QED
END GET PIPE INFO FFFFFF80081119F8

Listing 8: Generic theories based basic block translation

134

addsub-imm

movz . 0 : T h e o r y = movz [ p ]
{{ Diag : = b11010010100000000000000000000000 ,
a d d r : = 0 x f f f f f f 8 0 0 8 1 1 1 9 f 8 }}

10
11

pcreladdr

GET PIPE INFO FFFFFF80081119F8 [ ( IMPORTING a r m s t a t e )
p : s ] : THEORY BEGIN

artifacts are available at https://github.com/ssrg-vt/renee-artifacts

The advantage of this technique is that we have a small
trust base. For instance, ARM has intensively tested ASL.
Thus, ASL is likely the most reliable specification of a
mainstream ISA ever published [21]. Our code to extract the
decoding dictionaries and match the bytecode pattern with the
instruction is only 350 (Python) LOC, which we add to the
trust base.
2) Basic Block Translation: Our radare2 to PVS7 translator
extracts the bytecodes and the addresses from radare2’s JSON
basic block representation of a given function (for example,
see Listing 9). Subsequently, the translator will translate
each basic block into a PVS7 theory with an arm-state
parameter (Listing 8). This parameter will capture the prestate of the machine before executing the block. Moreover,
the translator will generate a new PVS7 valid instance of the
object that represents that particular bytecode. The translator
does this by instantiating the generic theory’s Diag and addr
attributes from the JSON files. Furthermore, for continuity, we
pass the current instruction’s post state as the theory parameter
of the following instruction’s theory declaration. Finally, this
new block theory file will have its B_post element which
captures the machine post-state after executing the function.
For example, Listing 8 shows a basic block extracted from
Linux’s GET_PIPE_INFO function into PVS7. In lines 3 and
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

.
0 xffffffff00015530
|
( f c n ) sym . P c i S t d C a p a b i l i t y : : P c i S t d C a p a b i l i t y 4 0 |
l d r x2 , [ x0 , 8 ] ;
|
a d r p x1 , 0 x f f f f f f f f 0 0 1 0 f 0 0 0 ;
|
add x1 , x1 , 0 x 3 f 0
|
s t r x1 , [ x0 ]
|
c b z x2 , 0 x f f f f f f f f 0 0 0 1 5 5 5 4 ; [ ga ]
|
’
f|
t|
.
.
.
.
| 0 xffffffff00015544
| |0 xffffffff00015554 |
| l d r x1 , [ x2 ]
|
| ret
|
| mov x0 , x2
|
|
’
| l d r x1 , [ x1 , 8 ]
|
| b r x1
|
|
’

Listing 9: PciStdCapability::PciStdCapability radare2 CFG
6, we can see the familiar names movz and ret. The
translator adds the class name and an index to the end of
each instruction name. This disambiguates these names in the
theorem prover when they are used in the same PVS file. Line
1 of Listing 8 shows the arm-state theory parameter p.
Finally, line 9 presents the block’s post state.
3) Formal Translation of CFG: We adopt radare2’s control flow graph (CFG) representation in our model. In this
representation, we can see a function as a graph for which
the basic blocks are the nodes and the jumps between them
are the edges (for example,see Listing 9). After translating each basic block into a PVS7 file, our toolchain will
generate a PVS main theory file for each function (Listing 10). The file includes an import statement to each basic
block theory. In addition, the toolchain will extract each
path on the CFG and translate it into a possible post-state
of the main PVS file. For example, the Zircon function
PciStdCapability::PciStdCapability has three
basic blocks and two possible paths, represented in Listing 10
lines 7, and 12. The first path indexed by _post0 is interpreted as the leftmost path of Listing 9. However, it reads in a
backward direction (i.e., the innermost state is the first and the
outermost is the last). In particular, lines 8-10 indicate that,
after executing the basic block at FFFFFFF00015530, the
flow will pass the block’s post state B_post
PCISTDCAPABILITY PCISTDCAPABILITY MAIN [ ( IMPORTING
a r m s t a t e ) p : s ] : THEORY
2 BEGIN
IMPORTING
3 PCISTDCAPABILITY PCISTDCAPABILITYFFFFFFFF00015530 ,
4 PCISTDCAPABILITY PCISTDCAPABILITYFFFFFFFF00015544 ,
5 PCISTDCAPABILITY PCISTDCAPABILITYFFFFFFFF00015554
1

6

PCISTDCAPABILITY
PCISTDCAPABILITY
9 PCISTDCAPABILITY
10 p ] . B p o s t ] . B p o s t
11 %
12 PCISTDCAPABILITY
13 PCISTDCAPABILITY
14 PCISTDCAPABILITY
15 p ] . B p o s t ] . B p o s t
7
8

PCISTDCAPABILITY post0 : s =
PCISTDCAPABILITYFFFFFFFF00015544 [
PCISTDCAPABILITYFFFFFFFF00015530 [
PCISTDCAPABILITY post1 : s =
PCISTDCAPABILITYFFFFFFFF00015554 [
PCISTDCAPABILITYFFFFFFFF00015530 [

16
17

END PCISTDCAPABILITY PCISTDCAPABILITY MAIN

Listing 10: PciStdCapability::PciStdCapability PVS7 CFG

to the block at address FFFFFFF00015544.
V. RADARE 2 TO PVS7 T RANSLATION I NTEGRITY
Unlike single instruction validation, using a large test suite
of concrete emulations for the validation of a large piece of
code is computationally challenging due to state space explosion. Therefore, for large code sizes, we develop a practical
yet rigorous validation technique called reverse dictionary,
which we use in two ways.
First, we use ASL in the reverse direction of the decoder we
call this technique Reverse Decoding Dictionary.
This tool parses PVS7 basic block models of each function
and extracts the names of the instructions, bytecodes, and the
addresses from the Diag and addr attributes, and stores
them in a dictionary. According to the decoder’s instruction
naming convention, the tool then retrieves the name of the ASL
instruction’s XML file. The tool then extracts the bit format
diagram from it. The XML bit format has fixed and variable
fields. Therefore, the tool does two assurance checks. First, it
matches the Diag bit vector with the XML bit format. The
bit vector must necessarily satisfy the pattern if the translation
is correct. This check ensures that the Diag instruction selections have not changed while transferring the data from radare2
to PVS7. Second, it reconstructs the bytecode by filling the
variable parts of the XML diagrams with the corresponding
slices from the extracted bit vectors of Diag, leaving the fixed
parts as is. The constructed bytecode is then compared with
the bytecode extracted from JSON. This check proves that the
entire bytecode has not changed while transforming the data
from radare2 to PVS7. Observe that extracting the Diag bit
vector from PVS7 and only matching it directly with radare2’s
bytecode does not ensure that our decoder (Section IV-B1) has
selected the right instruction PVS7 file names. Thus, both steps
are necessary to support the integrity of the translation. For
more efficiency, our tool checks these tests first in Python. For
additional formal assurance, the theorem prover, as illustrated
in Section III-A1, will produce and prove all the TCCs for
each instruction’s theory declaration.
Second, we also verify that the program control flow graph
did not change during the translation. We develop a technique
called CFG Reverse Dictionaries, wherein we parse PVS7
main files, as in Listing 10, and extract the control flow
paths. Since each path has a counterpart in the radare2 to
PVS7 translation tool, we compare the two paths and detect
any mismatch. In our case studies, we did not detect any
CFG mismatches, increasing our trust in the translated CFGs’
integrity. We also provide a test lemma for each branching
instruction for each basic block in PVS. We formalize a lemma
similar to those of Section III-B1. However, we do extract
the next addresses from radare2 and then prove in PVS7
that the post state program counter register will be updated
to the expected destination address. Also our validation tool
assures that the addresses in radare2 are identical to their PVS7
counterparts.
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VI. V ERIFICATION S TATISTICS
In the targets, there was a total of five languages used at
higher levels such as C, C++, assembly, and some Python
and Shell scripts, totaling 171K high-level source LOC to
analyze. Translating such large code to a formal language is
out of the scope of any known formal method techniques.
Our approach, in contrast, enables the possibility of extracting
functions of interest from a target code and then automatically
formalizing it based on its structure. For example, we extracted
all functions (from both targets) that have a tree structure for its
CFG and terminal functional call graph. Thus, the conversion
step into a JSON IR representation has resulted in 25K JSON
LOC, which is practically feasible to parse.
On a machine with Intel Core i7-4910MQ processor running
at 2.9 GHz with 15.6 GiB memory, our toolchain parses these
LOCs efficiently and produces a type-checked PVS7 model
in less than two hours (≈ 9300 LOC PVS7 and Proof-Lite
scripts). For instance, the Linux sample was translated in ≈ 16
minutes and it was type-checked in ≈ 48 minutes ( ≈ 6950
PVS7 and Proof-Lite scripts ), where as Zircon’s translation
time was ≈ 10 minutes and its type-check time was ≈ 35
minutes ( ≈ 2253 PVS7 and Proof-Lite scripts ). In addition
to ASL, we also trust the reverse engineering tool and the
CPU emulator. Given our time and resource constraints, for
appropriate scoping of our work, we chose to put these tools in
our trust base. The remainder of our trust base includes ≈ 1430
LOC of Python and shell scripts. These scripts automate the
entire analysis that we do in our toolchain, such as parsing
≈ 0.6 million LOC, searching for the targeted functions, and
translating them into PVS7.
UniVS7 tests lemmas and the discharged TCCs are ≈ 55K,
distributed into 30 test suites, in average each test suite ran in
≈ 20 minutes; each test suite contains ≈ 1800 test cases. We
use these tests to validate our semi-automatic ASL to PVS7
translation (Section III).
VII. PAST AND R ELATED W ORK
Translation verification has been extensively studied in
the past. This literature can be broadly classified into two
categories: verified compilation [26] and translation validation [27], [28].
In the first approach, formal semantics for the source
and destination languages are constructed at a high-level of
abstraction such as HOL, and often specified inside a theoremprover. A refinement relation is then established between specifications written in the two languages, using prover-generated
proofs. A refinement between the specifications implies that
every behavior of one specification is allowed by the other,
essentially implying that the specifications are (behaviorally)
equivalent. (Establishing a direct refinement between the two
specifications is often difficult; in such cases, intermediate
languages are usually introduced). Examples of this approach
include [26], [29].
In the second approach, the output of each translation
is shown to be equivalent to the corresponding input, in a
post-translation validation phase. This equivalency is often

established through a simulation relationship [30]–[32]. The
fundamental difference between these efforts and ours is that
we do not require the existence of the source code or its formal
semantic model. In addition, the source codes of our targets
are out of scope of these past efforts due to their large size
and use of multiple languages.
Although originally, translation verification approaches have
focused on source code, subsequent efforts have targeted
binary code using precise formalized instruction set semantics (e.g., [23], [33], [34], [12], [13]). In general, these approaches are generic, require external specialized specification
languages, and the theorem-prover translations are monadic,
and only partially human-readable [12], [13], which increases
verification costs. In contrast, our work is specific to ASL
and PVS7, is not monadic, fully human-readable, and does
not require other intermediate languages. [10] verifies that
the binary and the source of an already formally verified OS
kernel, seL4, have equivalent behaviors; the work uses SMT
solvers for translation verification. This work is also restricted
to a subset of C, C0 .
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented a methodology and a toolchain for translating
functions from large binary codes, targeting the ARMv8
architecture, and formalizing them inside a theorem-prover.
Our translation verification methodology involves generating large-scale instruction emulation test lemmas, whose proof
obligations are automatically discharged. We demonstrated
our methodology and toolchain on Google’s Zircon OS and
a subset of Linux: we extracted 370 functions from these
OSes, translated them into PVS7, and verified the correctness
of translation by automatically generating thousands of proof
obligations and tests. Our work demonstrates the feasibility of
formalizing binary codes of large OSes with sources written
in multiple languages and no formal semantics, with relatively
low cost and a small trust base. Currently, our work has several
limitations, all of which can be addressed in future work.
We only formalized a subset of ARMv8.v3-A64 instructions
(used in our targets’ selected functions). We are also restricted
to terminal functions (essential to formalizing almost all
other functions). Additionally, we scope out concurrency, nondeterminism, and dynamically linked libraries. In the near
future we plan to add functions with loops and function calls.
Finally, we do not model system mode instructions since their
ASL code is not currently fully open-source.
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Abstract—We report on the development of a blockchain
system that is significantly verified and performant, detailing
the design, proof, and system development based on a process of
continuous refinement. We instantiate this framework to build, to
the best of our knowledge, the first blockchain (Kaizen) that is
performant and verified to a large degree, and a cryptocurrency
protocol (KznCoin) over it. We experimentally compare its
performance against the stock Bitcoin implementation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Blockchains are used to build a variety of distributed systems, e.g., applications such as cryptocurrency (Bitcoin [1] and
altcoins [2]), banking, finance, automobiles, health, supplychain, and others [3], [4], [5]. In scenarios where there is
traditionally a central ledger, blockchain-based approaches
provide a democratized and decentralized alternative.
At the heart of any blockchain system is a distributed
consensus protocol. This protocol ensures that the ledger is
sharded into blocks, and that all nodes in the system agree
on the order, content, and dependency verification of the
blocks. Yet, today all blockchain and cryptocurrency with large
deployments remain largely unverified implementations.
Formally verifying blockchains, and more broadly distributed systems, is extremely challenging, especially due to
concurrency and asynchrony. Implementations of distributed
systems running in production are large pieces of code with
several features, functionalities, and optimizations, making
them hard to verify ex-post. Consequently, the only techniques
that are viable for realizing verified systems involve designing
them correct by construction.
The main contribution of this paper is to build a blockchain
system, and an associated cryptocurrency system that are
both performant and have a verified consensus protocol at
their core. Our approach ensures both safety and liveness
properties of the blockchain and cryptocurrency system. We
build this system using a novel iterative refinement process
that combines interactive theorem proving and refinement
verification using automated Floyd-Hoare style techniques.
The Kaizen refinement framework: There are two main techniques for constructing correct distributed software today. The
first is a set of techniques based on using interactive theorem
provers, such as Coq [6], where Coq type theory experts write
a high-level abstract protocol and prove correctness properties
† The first two authors contributed equally to this work.
‡ Work done while at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

for it [7]. This protocol can then be automatically translated to
equivalent code in a functional language and deployed using
a shim layer to a network to obtain working reference implementations of the basic protocol. However, there are several
drawbacks to this—it is extremely hard to work further on
the reference implementation to refine it to correct imperative
and performant code, and to add more features to it to meet
practical requirements for building applications.
The second technique, pioneered by the IronFleet systems [8], is to use a system such as Dafny to prove a system
correct with respect to its specification via automated theorem
proving (using SMT solvers) guided by manual annotations.
In this paper, we develop our Kaizen approach for
blockchain protocols using a synergistic blend of the two techniques above. Kaizen is a variant of the IronFleet approach.
Our approach is to start with an abstract distributed protocol
(a consensus protocol for blockchain in our case) and prove
correctness properties using an interactive theorem prover. We
then refine the protocol to an imperative program using a
program verifier that supports more automated verification,
like Dafny, and similar to IronFleet. Interactive higher-order
theorem provers such as Coq are extremely powerful, capable
of virtually proving/checking any proof written by humans.
IronFleet showed that correctness of several distributed protocols can be coaxed into first-order systems with standard theories as supported by Dafny (using ghost code and tactics). Yet,
we believe that the flexibility afforded by interactive theorem
provers significantly enlarge the scope of correctness proofs.
Interactive theorem provers such as Coq have been used to
prove complex properties involving cryptography and gamebased proofs, pseudorandomess and probability [9], [10], [11].
The idea that building verified systems need both automated
SMT reasoning (for speed and less manual annotation) and
expressive logics (for proving more complex theorems that
cannot be easily reduced to SMT reasoning) is not new.
The Everest project [12] at Microsoft Research that aims
to build a verified HTTPS ecosystem uses F∗ , and F∗ has
grown over the years to support interactive theorem proving
in addition to automated SMT-based reasoning [13]. Similarly,
the newly designed Lean proof assistant [14] also combines
SMT reasoning with interactive theorem proving.
The Kaizen blockchain and KznCoin: We build a blockchain
system and a cryptocurrency over it by using a refinement
framework as the one described above. Our starting point is a
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recently developed formalization of the blockchain/blockforest
protocol in Coq by Pirlea and Sergey [15], where the abstract
distributed protocol works in an asynchronous out-of-order
message-passing environment and where several properties are
proved regarding validity of the reachable global states of the
system as well as an eventual consistency property. The goal
we set for ourselves is to take this protocol expressed in Coq
and to continuously refine it to a usable performant imperative
implementation of an altcoin, with proven refinement guarantees. The proven refinement ensures that our core protocol
implementation inherits all the safety and liveness (eventual
consistency) properties proved for the abstract protocol in Coq.
We develop our KznCoin cryptocurrency on top of the
Kaizen blockchain and evaluate its performance against
the stock Bitcoin implementation [16]. We argue that the
blockchain can be used as a backbone for a full-fledged
Bitcoin-like cryptocurrency that uses standard proof-of work
measures for controlling the growth of the chain.
In our experience in this project, we found our refinement
methodology to be friendly to systems developers, as it allows
teams with different expertise to collaboratively build a complex verified system. Experts in interactive theorem provers
can work on designing abstract distributed protocols and
prove complex properties. Meanwhile, systems engineers who
are not necessarily trained in formal verification or abstract
specification languages, can work on refining the protocol
using imperative code using automated verification techniques,
and concentrate their efforts on instantiating the protocol for
particular applications and making them more performant,
keeping control of the design at all times.
We focus our verification on the core blockchain consensus
properties under crash failures and eventual message delivery.
Proving correctness under Byzantine models remains an open
problem in the community (see Section IX on related work
and the discussion in Section VIII).
Our work can also be seen as exploring a new point in
distributed systems verification, namely computation-intensive
distributed systems. Systems like IronFleet focused on distributed systems that were not data-intensive (key-value
store, state machine library), and involved relatively low
computation. A blockchain system involves relatively intense local computation which nodes execute (work done on
the blockchain, such as computing hashes, validating long
stretches of a growing blockchain, etc.). Consequently, a
lot of of effort is devoted to refining code with imperative
datastructures that speed up this computation. We also perform
a final refinement that is carefully argued, but not formally
verified, to increase the system’s performance.
The contributions of this paper are:
• The engineering of a performant blockchain (Kaizen) and
a cryptocurrency over it (KznCoin) in C#, built using
a continuous refinement that combines interactive theorem proving and automated refinement. Our core system
first achieves a provable refinement of a core verified
blockchain consensus protocol formulated by Pirlea and

Sergey [15], preserving all their safety and liveness properties. We then add at the deployment layer a network shim
and carefully argued (but not formally verified) refinements
to gain further performance.
• An evaluation of the cryptocurrency against a reference
Bitcoin implementation on a real network that shows that
the system can be used as a backbone for a full-fledged
Bitcoin-like cryptocurrency that uses standard proof-of
work measures for controlling the growth of the chain.
We provide artifacts and supplementary material at this URL:
https://madhu.cs.illinois.edu/kaizen
II. BACKGROUND
A. Blockchains and Bitcoin
A blockchain is an open, distributed ledger that can record
transactions between two parties in serializable order, in a
verifiable and permanent way [17], [18]. Bitcoin is a decentralized cryptocurrency that uses Nakamoto consensus [1]
to maintain a blockchain of transactions across an untrusted
peer-to-peer network [18]. The peers in the network generally
belong to different organizations or companies so that there is
no single point of authority. These peers use gossip protocols
to propagate transactions and blocks further in the network.
A node in the network can transfer currency from their address to another by creating a digitally signed transaction. Any
new transaction must pass a reference to a previous transaction
that the node might have received from another address. This
ensures that all nodes in the network can cryptographically
verify the creator of the transaction.
Tamper-proof chain: Each block has a unique hash and
contains the hash of the preceding block, as well as the Merkle
hash of its transactions. The first block in the chain, called
the genesis block, is defined in the protocol. To effectively
tamper with a transaction in the middle of the chain, an
adversary would have to tamper with the transaction’s hash in
the block. This would cause the hash of the block to change.
The adversary would then have to change the hash of the block
in the next block in the chain until the head. Other nodes with
the same chain would be able to detect this tampering.
Proof-of-Work: Nakamoto consensus proposes using proofof-work to periodically choose the next node that gets to add
a new block to the chain. Calculating proof-of-work refers to
finding the solution to a cryptographic hash function H, where
the solution is defined by string y, such that given string x as
input, H(y.x) — the hash of the concatenation of the two — is
smaller than a target value. The miner that finds the proof first
sends the newly minted block to other peers in the network.
Other miners add the block to the chain if they are able to
verify that the proof is correct.
Forking and Consensus: The blockchain forks when two
valid blocks point to the same previous block. The protocol
resolves forks using a set of rules that choose the branch
that has more weight in terms of mining power. Consensus
in Bitcoin is achieved when all nodes have the same blocks
in their local best blockchain. Miners continue to add blocks
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to the best branch they know of, until one branch becomes
significantly longer and is considered to be the main chain.
Due to forking, transactions are usually not considered fully
committed into a chain, unless there are a sufficient number
of blocks (usually six in Bitcoin) after their containing block.
B. Verification paradigms
We assume familiarity with two verification paradigms—
Coq-based interactive theorem proving and Dafny-based SMTaided mostly automated verification.
C. System Model
Distributed System Model: We assume a distributed system
where nodes are connected via a network where any node can
send messages to any other node. While the nodes or network
are not Byzantine, nodes may fail by crashing. Messages may
be sent asynchronously and concurrently, and may be dropped,
delivered out of order, or duplicated. Our KznCoin system is
run on a real cluster and injected with real Bitcoin traces.
Trusted Computing Base (TCB): Our verification work
makes reasonable assumptions about underlying systems: (a)
Coq proof checkers, (b) Dafny and its provers, (c) compilers,
(d) translation from Coq protocol to Dafny contracts (Phase 3),
(e) reasonable assumptions (e.g., hash functions being injective), (f) a network shim layer that can send and receive
messages (Section VI-B).
III. T HE K AIZEN F RAMEWORK
We describe our Kaizen framework at a high level1 . The
key idea is to combine interactive theorem proving in proof
assistant (based on higher-order logic), with verified refinement using Floyd-Hoare style mostly-automated reasoning.
A. Refinement methodology based on movers:
Our refinement is divided in three stages. Our methodology
is stylized to allow sequential refinement throughout. Focusing
on sequential code reduces complexity of refinement in spite
of asynchronous message passing in the distributed system.
The protocol is specified using code snippets of the form:
R; C; SU
where R is a sequence of receive-messages, C is a terminating
local computation at the node, and SU is a set of sendmessages and updates of the current state of the node. We
assume that these rules are executing atomically, without
interruption.
The rule-based approach has two advantages. First, we
can distribute the protocol across any set of nodes, and not
worry about interleavings where the code is (in global time)
interrupted by computation at other nodes. The reason is that
any such computation can be reordered into a computation
where all blocks are executed atomically. The argument follows from the mover arguments for reduction by Lipton [19],
as receive-messages are right-movers and send-messages are
left-movers, while local computations are both left- and rightmovers. Consequently in any global computation where this
1 Kaizen

means continuous improvement.

rule executes, interleaved by actions at other nodes, we can
always reorder the execution to an equivalent execution where
the rule is executed atomically.
Second, this approach significantly reduces proof burden
for safety properties, and allows us to work with a sequential
verification tool like Dafny. We can refine each step of the
protocol as sequential code, and not worry about interleavings.
Such refinement is not new— the receive-compute-send/update
is similar to the actor model of computation [20] and similar
refinement styles have been explored before, for instance in
the IronFleet system [8].
Third, when we prove that the local computation terminates
(which we do in our proofs in Dafny), even liveness properties
are preserved by the refinement. For every infinite computation
in the refined system, since it cannot be stuck in a local
computation in a rule, and since rules simulate the abstract
protocol, we can find an equivalent infinite execution of the
abstract protocol. This immediately argues that any liveness
property in the abstract system is preserved in the refined
system (we need to be careful that we do not introduce new
messaging or change the system model for messages). We
hence inherit all the safety and liveness properties of the
original blockchain protocol of Pirlea and Sergey [15]. The
IronFleet system [8] uses a similar methodology for proving
liveness; however, in their system, liveness properties are
proved on the abstract protocol using Dafny by embedding
TLA, while in ours they are proved in Coq.
B. Kaizen refinement stages
The first of our three refinement stages consists of leveraging a proof assistant (Coq in our case) to develop an abstract,
formal protocol describing the behavior of the distributed
system and proving its correctness. The second stage consists
of refining the formal description to imperative code in a
verification-aware language and environment (Dafny in our
case). The third stage consists of refinements using a practical
programming language (C# in our case) for realizing an
implementation of the distributed system. Figure 1 depicts the
three stages and the phases within them.
IV. S TAGE I: R EFINEMENTS IN C OQ
A. Phase 1: Protocol specification and verification
Here, we specify and prove the protocol in Coq. We encode
the state of each network node using Coq’s algebraic datatypes
and use pure state update functions for network message
processing (like work in [21]). Correctness proofs can then be
performed over a transition system capturing network behavior
where these functions are called per step.
State and transitions can involve parameter datatypes and
functions over which the protocol is parameterized, along with
axioms expressing the necessary properties those datatypes and
functions must fulfill for the specification to hold. In principle,
properties of data and functions unrelated to the axioms do not
matter in this phase.
For Kaizen, we build on work by Pirlea and Sergey [15]
to define a general blockchain consensus protocol where the
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Fig. 1: The Kaizen Framework.
key operations (e.g., transaction validation, procedures for
generation of proofs of work or stake) are parameters. The
main property proved in this work is eventual consistency:
that in a quiescent state, all nodes have a canonical ledger.
This is proved by proving a safety property that states that in
a clique topology, there exists a global block forest which is
a superset of the local forest of any node, which is a valid
block forest that contains the canonical ledger (which is a
ledger that is greater than or equal to any local ledger). This
global block forest is in fact the one obtained by adding to the
local block forest at any node all the blocks in-flight at the time
to it. In a quiescent state, there are no in-flight messages and
hence the local blockchains are in consensus. The protocol
abstracts away several functions requiring only basic sanity
properties on them; this includes transaction validation, blockchain validation, and the fork-chain rule.
The goal of our work is to build a blockchain system
that provably inherits this eventual consistency property and
the various safety properties of the above protocol. This
constitutes the precise set of verified properties that we target.
The Coq encoding defines blocks as a datatype with a
previous-block “pointer” hash, a list of transactions, and a
proof-of-work/stake, as follows:
Record Block := mkB { prevBlockHash : Hash;
txs : seq Transaction; proof : VProof }.

The state of a node in Kaizen is defined by its globally
unique name, a list with the name of its peers, a list (pool)
of transactions, and a forest of blocks, in the form of a finite
map from hashes to blocks:
Record State := mkS { id: Address; peers: seq Address;
forest: map Hash Block; txpool: seq Transaction }.

At any time, a node can obtain its longest known chain of
blocks rooted in the special genesis block, where longest is
defined according to a parameterized relation (“fork choice
rule”), which is not concretely defined. All transactions in
blocks in this chain are validated using the parameter function
txValid. One axiom, used in our correctness proofs, states
that txValid returns true when passed any transaction and
the empty chain: ∀t, txValid t [::]. We check block
validity via the function:

Definition valid_chain_block (bc:seq Block)
(b:Block):= VAF (proof b) bc (txs b) &&
all [pred t | txValid t bc] (txs b)].

B. Phase 2: Initial protocol refinement
For KznCoin, we refine the abstract blockchain datatypes
and functions according to the specification of Bitcoin [1],
[16]. For example, representing byte vectors as lists of mathematical integers, the type of transactions, Transaction, is
defined in Coq as follows:
Record TIn := mkTI { prevout_hash : seq Z;
prevout_n : seq Z; scriptsig : seq Z;
sequence : seq Z }.
Record TOut := mkTO { value : seq Z;
scriptpubkey : seq Z }.
Record Transaction := mkT { version : seq Z;
ins : seq TIn; outs : seq TOut; locktime : seq Z}.

Here, the definitions reflect that KznCoin transactions consist
of a number of inputs (pointing to previous transactions)
transferring cryptocurrency to a number of output addresses.
We also define block and transaction hashing functions,
which are parameters in the abstract protocol, to use SHA256 hashing as prescribed by Bitcoin, i.e., twice on properly
concatenated vectors of bytes. We used Coq’s module system
to verify that the functions and data in our protocol refinement
have the proper signatures, so that the correctness theorem can
be reestablished [22].
Addressing Obstacles Faced: We encountered several obstacles from [15] that prevented us from capturing the Bitcoin
specification. To overcome these obstacles, we made several
important proof-preserving changes to the abstract protocol
and related definitions in Coq; these changes were all approved
by Pirlea and Sergey.
One obstacle was that the abstract protocol did not permit
adding new transactions when blocks are minted. This rules
out coinbase transactions that are added by miners to obtain
a block reward. We resolved this by adjusting the function
parameter genProof, used during block minting.
Another obstacle was that the validator acceptance function,
VAF, which checks the validity of a proof-of-work or proofof-stake, was not called except during block minting in the
abstract protocol, while Bitcoin specifies that it has to be called
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on all blocks in a chain. We resolved this by adding the VAF
call to the function valid_chain_block above, which is
used when obtaining the longest chain from a block forest.
V. S TAGE II: R EFINEMENTS IN DAFNY
In Stage II, we manually translate the data structures and
functions in Stage I from Coq to Dafny, and refine the
resulting definitions to performant imperative code in Dafny.
Our implementation of KznCoin consists of several classes
and methods whose contracts express that they conform to
the behavior of some function translated from Coq. This
contrasts with IronFleet’s approach [8], wherein the equivalent
translation is entirely within Dafny.
A. Phase 3: Protocol translation to Dafny
We manually translated all relevant datatypes, functions,
and refinements from Phase 1 and Phase 2 to equivalent
Dafny definitions. Due to the close similarities between
Coq’s programming language and Dafny’s purely functional
fragment, the translation was straightforward. For example,
the Block and State datatypes (presented in Coq above)
are defined in Dafny as:
datatype Block = Block(prevBlockHash:Hash,
txs:seq<Transaction>, proof:VProof)
datatype State = Node(id:Address,
peers:seq<Address>, forest:map<Hash,Block>,
txpool:seq<Transaction>)

Preparing to Transition from Functional to Imperative
Code: As an initial step, we set up a Dafny class that holds the
node state and implements methods for protocol state updates:
class StateImpl {
var id :Address;
var peers :. . .; var forest :. . .; var txpool :. . .;
ghost var st:State;
predicate Valid() { . . .}
method ProcMsgImpl(from:Address, msg:Message,
ts:Timestamp) returns (pt:seq<Packet>)
requires Valid(); ensures Valid();
ensures st == procMsg(old(st), from, msg, ts).0;
ensures pt == procMsg(old(st), from, msg, ts).1;
{ . . .}
method ProcIntImpl(tr:InternalTransition,
ts:Timestamp) returns (pt:seq<Packet>)
requires Valid(); ensures Valid();
ensures st == procInt(old(st), tr, ts).0;
ensures pt == procInt(old(st), tr, ts).1;
{ . . .}
}

The variables peers, forest, and txpool can be of any
(mutable) type as long as they have a representation in terms
of the (immutable) algebraic datatypes in the State data
type. For example, peers could be an array, which has a
sequence representation. The Valid() predicate then asserts
that the representations of the variables are consistent with
what is stored in the ghost variable st, in the style advocated
by Leino [23]. In turn, this means that the contracts for
ProcMsgImpl and ProcIntImpl express that these methods perform state updates consistent with the Coq functions
procMsg and procInt (so the Coq correctness proofs hold
for systems implemented using StateImpl objects).

In essence, with the Dafny modules and the StateImpl
class, we have obtained constraints under which all further
refinement must be performed, as well as the interface for
unverified code to call our verified code.
B. Phase 4: Refinement to imperative code in Dafny
Next, we refine the functional code into imperative code. We
start by implementing Dafny methods for each function called
in procMsg and procInt. Because the code of a method
corresponds closely to its specification, and we use the same
algebraic datatypes, it is straightforward to do this translation
from functional code into Dafny, and to prove the specification
correct. We also encode stubs for methods that are deferred
to C# code inside Dafny, and write the corresponding method
signatures in C# code that gets linked to the code compiled
from Dafny. This process yields an executable and verified
(though incomplete) implementation of StateImpl.
Next, we iteratively replace functional code in the verified
Dafny implementation. We (a) replace algebraic datatypes
with mutable datastructures such as arrays and classes, and
(b) replace functional idioms such as recursion and patternmatching by imperative idioms such as loops and accesses to
mutable fields. For example, we refined the Dafny sequences
of transactions in the node state (txpool) into linked lists that
also store the list size, and with ghost variables capturing the
heaplet of the list which is needed for mutable datastructure
reasoning. We then systematically replace all methods acting
on sequences of transactions to instead act on linked lists,
while preserving their specification (now in terms of the
sequence representing the linked list).
C. Phase 5: Performance optimizations & Dafny refinements
Refinements here optimize performance in three ways:
Data structure refinements: A prime example of these
refinements in our work involves our encoding of a block
forest as a finite map from Hashes to Blocks, similar to the
formalization in the work by Pirlea and Sergey [15]. Our initial
implementation used Dafny’s map type, which we found to
be inefficient due to the number of accesses (e.g., by the
method that returns the FCR-longest valid chain in the block
forest). Instead we store hashes using a binary search tree
and implement a map over it. We define this in Dafny, and
prove that the operations on it—including addition, removal,
lookup, and copy—satisfy the same contracts as that of the
map structure. This took about 680 lines of Dafny code.
Refinements to operations on data structures: An example
of such an optimization is our method to append two linked
lists (defined in Phase 4 Section V-B). Its implementation
added one element at a time as this made verification easy.
But this is inefficient as it involved multiple passes and pointer
manipulations. We replaced this with a more efficient onepass algorithm. This involved a notion of validity of linked
list segments and the maintenance of complex invariants.
Recursive to iterative implementations: We identified about
20 auxiliary functions that were implemented recursively and
refined them to more efficient iterative versions. For example,
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the method to validate a list of transactions with respect to
a blockchain would validate the first transaction and then
recursively compute on the rest of the list. This had to be
reimplemented using iteration (using array semantics of the
list containing the transactions).
The first two classes above are hard. Defining data structures
that are allocated on the heap often have definitions (of the
validity of their representations) that are recursive and involve
complex relationships between their attributes.
VI. S TAGE III: R EFINEMENTS IN C#
We build KznCoin from our verified system Kaizen by
adding Bitcoin-specific functionality (Section VI-A) and connect it to other peers via a network shim layer (Section VI-B).
A. Phase 6: Application specific functions
We fill in methods that were left unspecified in the abstract Coq/Dafny protocol. Any methods that needed verification were already handled through the separation described
Phase 4. Consequently, we only need to add methods in C#
that do not need verification.
• Transaction Validity (txValid): In KznCoin, a node must
validate each transaction to ensure that no transaction with
the same hash exists in the chain already, the transaction’s
parent transactions exist, and the transaction’s parent transactions are unspent to prevent double-spending attacks.
• Validator Acceptor Function (VAF): We found that the
specification in [15] did not completely satisfy Bitcoin semantics and thus we modified it while developing KznCoin
(e.g., it did not support coinbase transactions; see Phase 1).
Apart from a duplicate block check, we also check that the
calculated value of its cryptographic hash proof is correct.
• Generate Proof: KznCoin uses proof-of-work to mint
blocks. Every miner solves a hash problem with difficulty
based on the nonce value. We set this nonce difficulty level
to a negligible value during our evaluation to measure the
overhead of only the blockchain mechanisms.
• Fork Chain Rule (FCR): This function is used to compare
the weights of two chains and establish a total order
between them. The specification [15] is indifferent to
how such an order is established. We follow the Bitcoin
semantics to pick the chain with the highest weight.
B. Phase 7: Building a connected system & optimizations
Optimizations: Systems needs to be amenable to optimizations – this is part of their lifecycle. We improve KznCoin’s
performance by adding several unverified optimizations:
1. Extracting the chain from the Block Tree: The base
KznCoin stores the block tree as a top-down binary search
tree. This makes it time-consuming to extract all chains and
compare them to the longest chain. Instead, we extract only
the heaviest chain. We keep track of the weight of all leaf
nodes. We extract the chain by following the leaf node with
the heaviest weight all the way up to the genesis block (instead
of top-down). We can see why this follows the contract.

2. Processing only new blocks for chain extraction: Chain
extraction was computationally expensive since to update
weights of leaf pointers, we traversed through all blocks in the
block tree. Instead, we now update pointers by only traversing
through newly arrived or minted blocks. This also allows
KznCoin to quickly return a cached copy of the heaviest chain
if no new blocks have arrived/minted.
3. Replacing binary search tree with C# dictionary : We
found that the binary search tree was a bottleneck also due
to its lack of a self-balancing mechanism. To address this
bottleneck, we replaced it with a C# dictionary.
4. Removing unnecessary sorting: At least one assertion
was superfluous and removable without affecting the proof.
In particular, we removed the assertion that compared if two
collections were equal and was expensive, as it required sorting
the two collections for comparison.
The above optimizations were not formally verified. Though
they all seem simple and correct, they are not all easy to realize
strictly as refinements to the verified code. The problem of
redefining all the layers starting from Phase 1 in a way that
allows such performance optimizations as refinements seems
hard, and is left to future work.
Building a connected system: We connect our implementation to other peers via a network shim layer that uses
lightweight UDP.
A peer sends a connect message to announce itself to
the network, and an address message to propagate information about newly discovered peers. The transaction
and block messages announce new transactions and blocks
respectively. An inv message is sent periodically to inform
other nodes about the transactions and blocks a peer holds,
represented by their hash. The inv can be responded with a
get-data message, requesting the full transaction/block by
sending its hash.
Due to our sequentiality assumption in our specifications
(Section III), the shim layer at each node uses one thread
for interactions with the KznCoin implementation. Since the
network is asynchronous, we speed up message processing by
using a thread-safe queue to store incoming messages.
Optimizing the Shim: Initially, messages were processed in a
FIFO manner from the received queue. However, we observed
(in our evaluation) that the queue sizes grew monotonically.
We address this via several optimizations:
1. Refreshing stale inv messages in the queue: We avoid processing of messages that are obsolete by subsequent messages
from the same sender. This is done via an up-to-date map
of all unprocessed inv messages, indexed by sender address.
When a new message is received from the same sender, we
update that sender’s entry (creating one if sender is absent).
2. Prioritizing block messages: Whenever we receive a
block message, we add it to the front of the queue. This
prevents other nodes from repeating effort for transactions that
are already a part of the block.
3. Filtering duplicate get-data messages: Every inv
message needs a get-data message response sent back to
the sender. In practice, duplicate inv’s are received. We curtail
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VII. E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
KznCoin is not as scalable as Bitcoin yet. However, the
goal of our evaluation is to prove that the Kaizen methodology has the potential to allow KznCoin to approach Bitcoin
performance at some scales.
Performance Evaluation—Metrics: We compare the performance of KznCoin (with optimizations enabled) with the stock
Bitcoin implementation [16] with respect to two important
metrics: the time it takes all peers to globally achieve consensus, and the amount of time required to mint a block. These
two metrics directly impact end users whose transactions only
make it into the global ledger once blocks are minted and all
nodes decide on the same chain.
Experimental Setup: We use a 30-node Emulab cluster [24].
Each node has a 2.4 GHz 64-bit 8-Core processor and a 64 GB
RAM, and is connected using a 1 Gbps network. To measure
performance independent of proof-of-work overhead, we set
the difficulty of the hash problem to a negligible value. For
fairness, we set the stock Bitcoin client to its regression testing
mode [25], which uses a similar low hash problem setting.
Workload: We use a realistic workload by obtaining traces
of the arrival times of 50 transactions from the “Blockchain”
website [26], a software platform for digital assets that offers
real time transaction data for developers to analyze the Bitcoin
network. We replay the trace by announcing transactions in a
round-robin fashion across peers in the network, using the
same inter-arrival times as the trace.
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Fig. 2: Minting Times KznCoin vs. Bitcoin. Time required to
mint a new block from new transactions.
Minting Times: Figure 2 shows the time to mint a block
after sufficient transactions are received. We vary the cluster
size and the size of the blockchain that the experiment is
initially started with, and observe the effect on performance.

KznCoin can generate a block in less than a second. KznCoin’s
performance degrades slightly with both increasing chain size
and cluster size. For every single minted block, KznCoin
extracts and validates the chain in which the block belongs
from the block tree. This process becomes time-consuming
as the chain size increases. Larger clusters also cause more
forking, increasing overhead. In the worst case, KznCoin takes
0.59 seconds to mint blocks on a 30-node with a 1000 block
chain. However, this is still practical as it is much smaller than
the time to do proof of work today (about 10 minutes [27]).
Time to Achieve Consensus: Figure 3 shows the time for
KznCoin to reach consensus, i.e., time from the beginning
of trace injection until all nodes have consistent state. First,
KznCoin’s performance degrades gracefully with increasing
chain size–0.58 s for 100 blocks vs. 2.1 s for 1000 blocks.
Second, Bitcoin degrades less at scale because of its heavilyoptimized C++ implementation.
Time to Consensus (Seconds)

the overhead of processing and generating duplicate responses
via a cache of all transactions and blocks already requested.
These optimizations prune messages as the protocol would
do. However, these are not verified to be equivalent in the
present system and are part of the Trusted Computing Base.
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Fig. 3: Time to Consensus: KznCoin vs. Bitcoin.
Scalability: Figure 4 shows the effect of increasing cluster
sizes and the length of the input workload on the performance
of KznCoin. Each node is configured to mint a block after it
has received two transactions not already present in the chain.
Figure 4 shows that for a shorter trace length, KznCoin’s
consensus time falls from 4.2 s to 2.1 s when cluster size
increases from 20 to 30. As the trace length is equal, each
node in the 20-node cluster receives more transactions to
process than a node in the 30-node cluster, leading to longer
convergence times. Nodes on the 30 node cluster receive less
transactions and immediately mint blocks, reducing forking.
When the trace size increases to 250, consensus times are
greater for the 10-node cluster than for 20-nodes since each
node has more transactions to mint blocks from. Forking
is higher on the 30-node cluster because nodes disseminate
transactions so quickly at the experiment start that many mint
new blocks with subsets of the same transactions.
Development Effort: Table I shows the lines of code in
different components that were built as part of the Kaizen
framework. 4 developers were involved for 4 months (all parttime). 50% (2 of the 4) developers were verification experts,
and 50% were distributed systems experts.
VIII. L ESSONS L EARNT AND D ISCUSSION
Lessons we expected: Our team consists of people with
expertise in Coq, Dafny, system engineering, and some have
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Fig. 4: Scalability: KznCoin vs. Bitcoin. The number in the
legend indicates number of transactions in the input trace.
Component
Additions to the original Coq proof
Blockchain Refinement in Dafny
Bitcoin Refinement in C#
Network Shim in C#

Lines of Code
1119
4937
915
4159

TABLE I: Lines of proof and code.
mixed expertise. While the subteams required a lot of communication (and a learning curve to recognize the strictness that
verified refinement imposes), we found that the teams could,
for the most part, exercise their expertise in their domains.
We often encountered situations where a design change
was required, typically to incorporate features (like coinbase
transactions) or incorporate a different approach for performance. We were able to identify the appropriate abstraction
to backtrack and make changes that would allow the required
refinement. At the same time, making this iterative design process more agile, nimble, and fast, remains an open direction.
Lessons we did not expect: Going into development, we
assumed that communication would be the aspect to optimize,
not local computation. However, it turned out that computation was more important to optimize, primarily because of
computing validity of blockforests.
Future Work: Our work builds on the work by Pirlea
and Sergey [15], where properties are proven about the abstract protocol assuming only honest agents. Implementing a
blockchain/bitcoin system with fully formally proven correctness guarantees for consensus and integrity including under
Byzantine conditions, that also matches performance of stock
Blockchain (possibly using concurrency) remains an important open problem [28], [29], [30]. It requires assumptions
involving proof-of-work complexity and network speed, and
formalizing this for our protocol in Coq is an interesting future
direction. We believe Kaizen is the right framework to achieve
this, but doing so would require modeling the protocol even at
the first stage by keeping an eye on performance, anticipating
the refined system that will be built, before proving properties
of the protocol and refining it.
IX. R ELATED W ORK
There is a lot of work on formalizing and analyzing consensus protocols for blockchains such as [28], [30]. The work by

Pass, et al. shows that consensus mechanisms satisfy strong
forms of consistency and liveness in an asynchronous network
with adversarial delays that are a-priori bounded.
There is also work on other Byzantine Agreement protocols such as Algorand [31] and on proof-of-stake consensus
protocols such as Ouroboros [29]. Such protocols can be
implemented using the Kaizen framework as well.
Many recent lines of work are in systems verification.
seL4 [32] pioneered a functionally correct, general-purpose
OS kernel. However, it took 22 person-years to produce 8700
lines of verified C code. Ironclad Apps [33] allows users to
securely transmit data to other machines with the guarantee
that instructions executed there adhere to a formal behavioral
specification. ExpressOS [34] proves key security invariants
for an OS architecture, using Dafny and abstract interpretation
of Code Contracts. IronFleet [8] proposes a methodology
like ours that slices a system into (Dafny) layers to make
verification of practical distributed system implementations
feasible. They utilize their proposed methodology to build
verified implementations of Paxos and a key-value store. The
Everest project [12] uses F∗ [35] to develop a fully verified and
usable replacement for HTTPS. The Ivy tool [36] leverages
constrained but decidable theories in a framework for verifying
safety properties of distributed systems. Systematic modelchecking approaches as well as integration testing techniques
have also been explored [37], [38].
Verdi [7] is a framework for implementing and verifying
distributed systems in Coq. Verdi is used to verify a (nonByzantine) fault tolerant key-value store using Raft consensus [21]. Rahli et al. [39] present a Coq framework for
verifying safety of Byzantine fault-tolerant distributed systems
(PBFT), based on an event-based reasoning approach similar
to EventML, with extraction to OCaml. Sergey et al. [40]
use distributed separation logic to verify a two-phase commit
protocol in Coq. Authors of [41] build a total order broadcast
protocol based on Paxos, specified in EventML [42] and
proved it correct using NuPRL [43]. In contrast to Kaizen
where we generate imperative code, all these approaches consider the compiled extracted functional code the final product.
CompCert [44] is a compiler for a subset of C verified using
Coq. VST [45] builds on CompCert to define Verifiable C, a
program logic for C. In principle, the approach can be used to
refine functional to imperative C code completely inside Coq,
but takes substantially more effort than Kaizen.
Ensemble [46] is one of the earliest distributed systems
for group communication. It layers simple micro protocols
to produce distributed systems, and performs cross-protocol
optimizations. It is written in a functional language, manually
translated to IO automata and verified using NuPRL. Kaizen
separates out skills and required fewer man-months.
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Abstract—High-level synthesis (HLS) improves design productivity by replacing cycle-accurate specifications with untimed or
transaction-based specifications. Obtaining high-quality RTL implementations requires significant manual effort from designers,
who must manipulate the code and evaluate different HLS-knob
settings. These modifications can introduce bugs in the RTL implementations. We present KAIROS, a methodology for incremental formal verification in HLS. KAIROS verifies the equivalence of
the RTL implementations the designer subsequently derives from
the same specification by applying code manipulations and knobs.

for (i = 0; i < 128; ++i)
// Array reduction
accumulator += x[i];

for (i = 0; i < 128; ++i)
// No unrolling
x[i] = y[i] + z[i];

for (i = 1; i < 64; i *= 2)
// Wrong initialization
for (k = 1; k < 64; k += (i * 2))
accumulator[k] += x[k + i];

for (i = 0; i < 128; ++i)
// Wrong unrolling
HLS_UNROLL_LOOP(3);
x[i] = y[i] + z[i];


y (a) wrong code manipulation


y (b) wrong knob application

Fig. 1. Bugs that can be introduced during HLS-based DSE.

I. I NTRODUCTION

terms of cost and performance. I1 , ..., IN are not necessarily
The increasing complexity of hardware design is pushing equivalent clock cycle by clock cycle, but they are expected to
the adoption of high-level synthesis (HLS) in academia [1] and be latency-insensitive equivalent [6], i.e., they should produce
industry [2]: designers are starting to abandon cycle-accurate the same sequence of outputs, possibly with different timing.
specifications, e.g., Verilog, in favor of untimed or transactionCode manipulations and knob applications are prone to bugs.
based specifications, e.g., C, SystemC. This allows designers to For example, in Fig. 1 (a), the code of an array reduction has
reduce simulation times and synthesize many RTL implemen- been modified to make the parallelism explicit. The index k
tations, thereby improving design-space exploration (DSE) [3]. of the inner loop is, however, initialized wrongly (the correct
A high-level specification is usually organized hierarchically. value is 0). In Fig. 1 (b), on the other hand, a loop is unrolled
A module contains processes and processes are divided into re- three times by means of the "loop unrolling" knob. If the loop
gions1 . Regions are defined by partitioning the code into blocks is partially unrolled without adding the necessary exit checks,
with HLS macros. Modules, processes, and regions are often de- i.e., aggressively, then out-of-bound memory accesses occur. In
signed to expose latency-insensitive interfaces [1], and they can fact, since the number of loop iterations (128) is not a multiple
be connected (synchronized) with latency-insensitive channels, of the unrolling factor (3), the last loop iteration is incorrect.
through HLS libraries such as MatchLib [5]. Latency-insensitive These two examples produce incorrect RTL implementations.
design (LID) allows modules (the same also applies to processes Note that, while the first bug can be caught by simulating the
and regions) to tolerate any timing variation in the computation high-level specification, the second bug requires to verify the
within themselves as well as in their communication with RTL code synthesized with HLS. It is thus necessary to check
other modules [6], [7]. This is obtained by adding valid and the correctness of all RTL implementations obtained with HLS.
ready signals to the interfaces of the modules. The valid signal
The common practice to verify the RTL implementations
indicates that the value of the signal is valid in the current clock generated with HLS is to use simulation-based approaches, i.e.,
cycle, while the ready signal is used to flag backpressure [8]. the RTL implementations are co-simulated with a testbench
Unfortunately, HLS still requires considerable manual efforts written in a high-level language [11]. Most commercial tools
to synthesize optimized RTL solutions [9]. HLS is supported by adopt this technique, e.g., Xilinx Vivado HLS, Cadence Stratus
automatic tools and libraries [10], but manipulations of the high- HLS, etc. This allows designers to detect bugs introduced by the
level specifications are necessary. For instance, designers may HLS tools or code manipulations, but it does not guarantee the
need to modify the code to break the dependencies that limit absence of bugs. In this paper, we focus on the problem of perparallelism. Further, designers need to set the HLS knobs to ex- forming formal incremental verification of the code manipulaplore different architectural solutions. For example, by means of tions and knob applications made to the high-level specification
"loop unrolling", designers can generate RTL implementations of a HLS design. Formally, we focus on the following problem:
with more hardware resources, thereby increasing performance
Problem 1. Given a reference RTL implementation Iref and
in exchange for higher area/power. By applying code manipulaa set of RTL implementations I1 , ..., IN , obtained by applying
tions and knobs, designers obtain many RTL implementations
(i) code manipulations or (ii) the HLS knobs to the same HLSready specification used for synthesizing Iref , formally prove
I1 , ..., IN , each offering potentially a unique trade-off point in
1 We

use the terminology of SystemC [4] and Cadence Stratus HLS in this
paper, but our methodology can be adapted to other languages and HLS tools.

that I1 , ..., IN are latency-insensitive equivalent to Iref .

For Problem 1, we assume that modules, processes and regions
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Ref. RTL Iref

New RTL Ik

module # 1
process #1

module # 1
process #1

region #1

region #1

VERIFICATION WRAPPER

region #2

or (…) { … }

TOCOL REGION

region #i
of Ik

RTL Model Checker

> KAIROS <

LID channel / handshake
LID interface

equivalent
not equivalent
(formal proof) (counterexample)

Fig. 2. An overview of the KAIROS verification methodology.

used in Iref , I1 , ..., IN are all developed by exploiting LID.
Contributions. We propose KAIROS, a methodology for incremental formal verification in HLS (Fig. 2). First, the designer
synthesizes a reference RTL implementation Iref from the initial high-level specification by exploiting LID. KAIROS assumes
that Iref has been validated by the designer. KAIROS supports
the verification of the successive modifications that the designer
may want to apply (I1 , ..., IN ). After the designer has modified
the specification and synthesized a new RTL implementation
Ik with k ∈ [1, N ], KAIROS (1) identifies which regions of the
code have been modified in the new RTL implementation Ik
and (2) tries to formally prove that such regions are equivalent
to the corresponding ones in the reference implementation Iref .
KAIROS uses latency-insensitive equivalence because regions
can have different latencies as result of the designer’s modifications (e.g., code refactoring, loop unrolling, etc.). KAIROS
does not need to prove the correctness of the composition of
regions, processes and modules since it is guaranteed by LID.
We evaluate KAIROS by checking the equivalence of multiple
RTL implementations of a hardware module and a RISC-V
processor designed with HLS: KAIROS can quickly detect bugs
caused by wrongin_valid
code manipulations
out_validand knob applications.
in

out_ready

out

in_ready

II. T HE KAIROS M ETHODOLOGY

or (…) { … }

out

controller
FASTER REGION
STEP #1: Identify
Modified
out_valid Regions. After Ik has been
(from I or I )
in_ready
synthesized, KAIROS identifies which regions of Ik have been
affected by code manipulations or knob applications. Note that
clock
only the affected
have to be verified. The composition
gating regions
clk_en
of such regions in processes and modules is guaranteed to
be correct byclk construction thanks to the results proven for
ref

k

regs

DULE REGION

region #i
of Iref

region #2

(1) Identify modified regions
(2) Check regions equivalence

TOCOL REGION

or (…) { … }

(2) Check regions equivalence

LID [7]. To identify these regions, KAIROS analyzes the RTL
code synthesized by the HLS tool. A file is generated for
each region, and thus KAIROS can determine which files
present modifications with respect to Iref . Some HLS tools
support also Engineering Change Order [12], which simplifies
the identification of the modified regions by exploiting the
information in the control-data flow graphs (CDFGs) created
during the synthesis [13]. If some regions are merged or divided,
KAIROS can expand the verification from regions to processes or
modules. Once an implementation Ij has been verified, it can
be used (in place of Iref ) to identify the regions affected by the
designer’s modifications for another implementation Ik with
k 6= j. Incrementally replacing the reference implementation
with the new verified one can speed up the verification process.
STEP #2: Check Regions Equivalence. After identifying a
pair of regions in Ik and Iref , KAIROS verifies their equivalence.
KAIROS generates a verification wrapper (in RTL Verilog) that
encloses the two regions (Fig. 2). The block diagram of the
wrapper for single-input and single-output regions is shown on
the left of Fig. 3. The wrapper exploits clock gating [14] to
make the regions stallable, so that they can be "stopped" when
it is needed (this is required to apply LID). KAIROS creates the
wrapper by using only the interface of the RTL code of the
two regions synthesized by the HLS tool. The wrapper has a
controller to enable and disable the clock-gating logic used to
manage the encapsulated regions. The wrapper performs 4 steps:
(1) it waits for one region to complete its execution, i.e., it
waits either for out_valid1 or out_valid2 to be equal to 1;
(2) it disables the clock of the region that completed (clk_en1
or clk_en2 ), so that it can then wait for the other region;
(3) it waits for the other region to complete its computation;
(4) it sets equiv to 0 if out1 6= out2 and to 1 otherwise.
The verification wrapper synchronizes the two regions. To
check the equivalence, KAIROS applies model checking [15]
to prove that equiv is always equal to 1. While it is common
practice to check cycle-by-cycle equivalence of two RTL designs, here we use model checking to prove latency-insensitive
equivalence between two RTL designs synthesized with HLS.
Example II.1. The trace of Fig. 3 (right) shows how to check
equivalence. The colors indicate the steps the wrapper performs.
ai is a generic input value, while bi1 and bi2 are the output
values produced by REGION#1 and REGION#2 corresponding to
input ai , respectively. The wrapper synchronizes the regions,
so that the model checker can verify if bi1 = bi2 ∀ i.

steps:

between regions

in

clock
gating

clk_en1
out1

in_valid
out_ready

out_valid1
in_ready1
out2

REGION #2
(from Ik)
clock
gating

clk_en2
clk

out_valid2
in_ready2

controller

REGION #1
(from Iref)

equiv

cycles

0

in

0

out1
out2

a
-

clk_en1
clk_en2
out_valid1
out_valid2
equiv

1
1
0
0
1

(1)

(2)

(4)

7

8

a

6
-

-

2

a

-

b01
b02

-

b11

b11

0
1
1
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1

1
1
0
1
1

1
1
0
0
1

0
1
1
0
1

0
1
1
0
1

b11
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1
1
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1
1

2
-

3
-

-

b01
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1
1
0
0
1

0
1
1
0
1

-

(3)

5
-

1
-

4
1

-

-

9
1
1
0
0
1

Fig. 3. The block diagram of the verification wrapper (left) and an example of latency-insensitive equivalence checking (right). Here, we assume that (i) the
regions are not pipelined, and (ii) we do not have backpressure (KAIROS can handle these cases). The regions have a single input (in) and a single output (out).
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(we would need to access the signal out_valid to synchronize
the regions). We can observe, however, that accessing the
out_valid signal is not needed in case of data-independent
regions: i.e., regions that have a fixed latency and whose latency
does not depend on the particular values of the inputs. For
these regions, KAIROS creates a specialized version of the
verification wrapper that enables the use of an equivalence
checker. The wrapper encapsulates only the faster of the two
regions (Fig. 4). Then, KAIROS uses an equivalence checker to
verify the equivalence between the "wrapped" faster region and
the slower region. The wrapper uses a counter that accounts
for the difference in latency of the two regions that are being
verified. KAIROS extracts the initialization value of this counter
from the CDFG created by the HLS tool [13]. In fact, the
HLS tool can easily estimate the number of clock cycles
required to execute a data-independent region. In this way,
KAIROS can slow down the faster region and synchronize
its outputs with the outputs of the slower region. To verify
the equivalence, identical inputs are given to the "wrapped"
faster region and the slower region at every cycle and the
equivalence checker verifies that the corresponding outputs
of the regions match only when the valid signals of the
wrapper (out_valid1 ) and the slower region (out_valid2 ) are
both 1. This wrapper can be used only in the case of dataindependent regions. If the regions are data-dependent, the
more general solution reported in Fig. 3 should be adopted.
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Fig. 5. Results for GRAY 32×32, 64×64 and 128×128.

We focused the DSE and verification on the compute process
because the load and store processes contain only regions that
have a fixed latency. We synthesized three versions with private
arrays of size N = 32, 64 and 128. Larger values of N increase
the verification complexity. For all these experiments, we use
the verification wrapper shown in Fig. 4 (the wrapper in Fig. 3
is used for the results in Section V). We used Stratus HLS for
synthesis and JasperGold for equivalence and model checking.
Experimental Results. Fig. 5 shows the experimental results.
The first three tables report the results for the case N = 32.
The first table reports the characteristics of two representative
RTL implementations (the largest and the fastest) in terms
of number of flip-flops, gates and lines of synthesized RTL
Verilog code, by considering the entire module or only the
compute process. For the compute process we also indicate
the number of outputs, i.e., the number of properties that need
to be proven for equivalence. By considering the compute
process only, KAIROS significantly reduces the amount of code
to check (the lines of code are reduced by up to 88.3%). The
second table reports the results of the DSE in terms of area
and effective latency (as reported by Stratus HLS) and average
verification time per property (as reported by JasperGold) for
IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
bounded and exhaustive proofs. For the bounded proofs [16],
Experimental Setup. We designed a hardware module in we set the bound equal to the number of clock cycles necessary
SystemC, called GRAY, that converts a N ×N RGB image into a to compute one iteration of the compute process. First, we
grayscale image. The architecture of the module is organized in synthesized and validated a reference implementation Iref
three processes: the load process reads the input data and stores called REF: we verified its correctness by using a combination
it in a private array of size N ; the compute process performs of formal and semi-formal methods. We synthesized five correct
the computation; the store process produces the output data. implementations in addition to REF. These implementations
The three processes are pipelined with ping-pong buffering [3]. unroll the loops for different numbers of iterations (we checked
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Original Design
Execute Stage
them against REF). There is a difference of ∼100 clock cycles
Name
FFs
Gates
Lines
FFs
Gates
Lines Outputs
between the slowest and the fastest implementation for the
REF
3161 ∼4700 ∼16K 588 ∼1000
∼4K
11
UDIV4 3160 ∼4800 ∼16K 587 ∼1100
∼4K
11
execution of a single iteration of the compute process. The
Name
Area
Latency
Exhaustive
results are reported in the second table of Fig. 5. KAIROS finds
REF
27138 um2
324780 ns
–
an exhaustive proof for all the cases. We also synthesized some
ARDIV 27141 um2
485020 ns proven - 33 min
bugged RTL implementations (checked against UROL#2) by
PDIV1
27108 um2
363840 ns
proven - 1 min
manipulating the code (BUG#1, BUG#3), by injecting faults
PDIV2
27122 um2
384870 ns
proven - 1 min
2
UDIV4
27499
um
244660
ns
proven
- 1 min
(BUG#4, BUG#5) or by applying wrong HLS knobs (BUG#2).
Name
Area
Latency
Equivalence
Bug Description
The bugs in BUG#4 and BUG#5 are very unlikely to be detected
REF
27138 um2 324780 ns
–
–
with simulation-based approaches because they are activated
BUG#1 27044 um2 324780 ns cex - < 1 min
swap remainder/division
only when specific values are observed in input. We introduced
BUG#2 27139 um2 324780 ns cex - < 1 min
wrong loop comparison
BUG#3 27119 um2 324780 ns cex - < 1 min wrong bit shifting (1 bit)
these bugs to represent (1) possible errors that the designer
2
BUG#4 27149 um
304750 ns cex - < 1 min
wrong loop condition
could introduce with manual manipulations or applications of
BUG#5 27158 um2 324780 ns cex - < 1 min
stuck-at on numerator
knobs, and (2) faults that could be introduced by the HLS
Fig. 6. Experimental results of the RISC-V processor core.
tool. In all cases, KAIROS finds a counterexample in less than
a minute. The last four tables of Fig. 5 report the results for required for the division, the different implementations are
the cases N = 64 and N = 128. In both cases, we considered latency-insensitive equivalent. We designed also some bugged
one correct implementation and one bugged implementation in implementations (checked against REF). Among them, BUG#5
addition to REF. Again, KAIROS finds bounded proofs in few contains a bug that is unlikely to be found with simulation.
minutes and detects the bugs in less than two minutes.
KAIROS detects all the bugs in less than one minute per bug.
Remarks. The results reported in Fig. 5 use the same reference
VI. R ELATED W ORK
implementation to check the equivalence of all implementations
(worst case). By minimizing the difference in latency between
KAIROS is inspired by the idea of incremental HLS [12],
Iref and Ik , it is possible to reduce the verification time. In
which is about applying "incrementality" to reduce synthesis
the case of GRAY, the verification of UROL#16 and UROL#32
times. In contrast, KAIROS combines it with LID composiagainst REF takes 33 minutes each (see Fig. 5), while verifying
tionality to verify the synthesis results. Several verification
UROL#16 against UROL#32 takes only 20 minutes. We observed
methods can be adopted in HLS. Some methods can be used to
similar results for other combinations of implementations.
check the high-level specification before synthesis. For example,
there exist techniques for bounded model checking of C and
V. T HE RISC-V C ASE S TUDY
SystemC programs [19], [20], [21], [22] and for checking the
We evaluated KAIROS also on a RISC-V processor designed
equivalence of C programs [23], [24]. All these techniques are
in SystemC with HLS [17]. While processor design is not a
complementary to KAIROS. They can identify bugs in the hightypical target of HLS, it offers insights on how KAIROS works
level specification, but they cannot guarantee the correctness
on control-dominated designs. We designed a pipelined 5-stage
of the RTL code. Other methods can verify the correctness
in-order processor that implements the RV32IM subset of RISCof the synthesis step [25], [26], [27], [28], for example, by
V [18]. The design is organized in three modules (with a single
using translation validation [9], [29], [30], [31] or intermediate
process each): fedec implements the fetch and decode stages,
models [32], [33], [34]. There are also techniques to verify the
execute implements the execution stage, and finally memwb
correctness of some specific HLS optimizations [35], [36]. All
implements the memory and writeback stages. The use of LID
these methods can be integrated in KAIROS. In fact, they can be
allows the processor to tolerate any latency variation in its
used to verify the correctness of the reference implementation
computation. We focused the DSE and the verification on the
obtained from the high-level specification, while the successive
execute module, and in particular on the division operations,
modifications to such implementation can be checked more
which in our case work on 8-bit integer values. We used the
efficiently with KAIROS, which exploits LID compositionality.
same setup discussed in Section IV. We used the wrapper that
Finally, there are methods for post-synthesis validation [16] to
handles data dependencies (Fig. 3) since each instruction can
check that the RTL implementations satisfy formal properties
have a different latency.
or to check the equivalence of two implementations. KAIROS
Fig. 6 shows the results of the verification of the RISC-V
leverages these methods by using a commercial equivalence
processor with the same format of the tables reported in Fig. 5.
checker for RTL-to-RTL equivalence.
We synthesized and validated a REF implementation. Then, we
synthesized other four correct implementations (checked against
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
REF). ARDIV relaxes the constraint on the latency for implementing the division loop, resulting in a longer execution time;
We described KAIROS, a formal methodology for automatic
PDIV1 and PDIV2 are pipelined implementations of the division incremental verification in HLS. We showed that KAIROS can
with initiation interval of one and two, respectively; UDIV4 quickly detect bugs in a hardware module designed with HLS.
unrolls the division loop four times. In all cases, KAIROS finds an We also discussed a case study where we verified multiple
exhaustive proof showing that, independently from the latency RTL implementations of a RISC-V processor core.
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Abstract—An important primitive in ensuring security of
modern systems-on-chip designs are protocols for authenticated
firmware load. These loaders read a firmware binary image
from an untrusted input device, authenticate the image using
cryptography and load the image into memory for execution if
authentication succeeds. While these protocols are an essential
part of the hardware root of trust in almost all modern computing
devices, verification techniques for reasoning about end-to-end
security of these protocols do not exist.
This paper takes a step toward addressing this gap by
introducing a system model, adversary model and end-to-end
security property that enable reasoning about the security of
authenticated load protocols. We then present a decomposition
of the security hyperproperty into two simpler 2-safety properties
that enables more scalable verification. Experiments on a protocol
model demonstrate viability of the methodology.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many platform security objectives in modern systems-onchip (SoC) designs rely on authenticated firmware loaders.
These loaders are programs that read in a binary image (i.e. an
executable file) from an input device and authenticate the image using public key cryptography to ensure it is from a trusted
source. If authentication succeeds, the loader copies the image
into memory for execution. Authenticated firmware loaders are
used in many important security-critical scenarios in modern
SoCs. For instance, they are one of the most important
components of secure boot protocols [2, 12, 20, 23, 24, 38].
Consider the example of Intel Boot Guard [30] used
in Intel’s Trusted eXecution Technology (TXT) [10]. Boot
Guard, when used in the verified boot configuration, loads
an authenticated code module (ACM) as the first component
when booting. The ACM is only loaded if digital signature
verification succeeds; the public key for this operation is hardcoded in the Intel CPU [30]. The ACM is responsible for
validating subsequent stages of the boot process. Therefore, if
an invalid ACM could somehow be loaded, malicious firmware
and software could take control of the CPU at boot time. This
would render security features of the hypervisor or operating
system — which are loaded after the ACM — meaningless.
A second usage scenario for authenticated loaders is trusted
firmware updates to a system [11, 20, 41]. Suppose an original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) wishes to update trusted but
out-of-date firmware on an SoC. Here too, it is essential
to ensure that only authenticated updates are applied to the
firmware. Otherwise, attackers would just use the update
feature to load malicious firmware onto victims’ devices. In
the worst case, this would result in malicious firmware being

permanently installed and used on victim devices. Even if this
is prevented by secure boot, a vulnerable updater would allow
remote attackers to cause permanent denial of service.
These examples demonstrate the security-critical nature of
authenticated firmware loaders. Unless we harden security of
these loaders, they will become the weakest link among the
security measures available in modern SoCs, and attackers
would exploit these weaknesses to compromise the rest of the
SoC. However, ensuring security of authenticated loaders has
many subtleties associated with it. As prior work by Krstic
et al. [23] has noted and as we discuss in Section II of
this paper, loaders are vulnerable to a number of different
types of bugs: race conditions, time-of-check to time-of-use
(TOCTOU) attacks, confused deputy attacks and control-flow
hijacking attacks. The key challenge here is reasoning about
authenticated loader security in the presence of an active
attacker executing concurrently with the loader protocol. The
attacker may manipulate shared state in order to trick the
loader into validating a bad image.
As a result, formal verification of the security of authenticated loaders is extremely important. Unfortunately, despite
their importance to system security, verification techniques for
end-to-end security verification of authenticated loaders do not
exist. There are two reasons for this. The first is a lack of
techniques for adversary modeling. As we are dealing with
an active adversary, it is important to formulate an adversary
model that captures the full range of attacker behavior. The
second is a security specification problem: it is unclear what
property or class of properties can ensure loader security.
On the one hand, trace properties are too weak to capture
security requirements of authenticated load as they cannot
reason about the flow of information. On the other hand, secure
information flow (hyper-)properties like non-interference [19]
and observational determinism [26, 29, 40] are too strong: they
require the loader to succeed despite adversarial interference.
(We discuss this issue further in Sections II-C and IV-B1.)
In this paper, we address both of the above challenges and
introduce a methodology for the verification of authenticated
loaders. Our solution is based on the formulation of an abstract
model of loader protocols and specification of correct behavior
in the absence of adversary. We extend this model to allow
flexible modeling of adversary interference and introduce a security property that captures correctness of authenticated load.
Intuitively, it states that every execution where the protocol
verifies an image in the presence of adversarial behavior must
correspond to an equivalent execution in the model without the
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Fig. 1: Overview of authenticated firmware load protocols used in contemporary SoC designs.
adversary. This is a security hyperproperty [8] with quantifier
alternation over trace variables and so it is difficult to verify.
We address this challenge by introducing a decomposition of
the above property into two simpler 2-safety properties [35].
We show that satisfaction of these 2-safety properties implies
satisfaction of the loader security property.
A. Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions.
• We introduce a formal methodology and adversary model
for reasoning about the security of authenticated load.
• We introduce a hyperproperty that captures security of
authenticated load protocols.
• We introduce a decomposition of the security hyperproperty into two simpler-to-verify 2-safety properties.
• We demonstrate proof of concept verification of the security hyperproperties on a simple but illustrative model.
II. OVERVIEW OF P ROTOCOLS AND V ULNERABILITIES
In this section, we present an overview of authenticated
firmware load implementations and describe some of the
associated security requirements and potential vulnerabilities.
A. Authenticated Firmware Load Protocols
Figure 1b shows a simplified flowchart for one example
of an authenticated load protocol while Figure 1a shows the
image data structure the protocol operates on. The protocol we
describe is representative; in particular, it is based on implementations in commercial SoCs [23] as well as the secure boot
implementation in the open source Sanctum processor [24].
The image data structure depicted in Figure 1a has two
parts. The image header contains the number of blocks and
the hash of each block. This header is signed using a private
key, and this signature can be verified using the corresponding
trusted public key. Typically, this public key is stored in ROM.
The second part of the image is a sequence of blocks whose
authenticity is verified by computing the hash of the block

contents and comparing these with the hashes in the header.
Note that computationally-expensive public key cryptography
need only be performed over the header, which is much smaller
than the rest of image.
The steps involved in the protocol are as follows.
1) The protocol loads a binary image from the untrusted
input device (e.g., flash storage, hard disk or network
interface) to the RAM.
2) It then checks the authenticity of the header of the
loaded image using cryptographic signatures. Often this
authenticity check is implemented using dedicated hardware accelerators.
3) Note that the image stored on the I/O device is a contiguous block of bytes. However, when placed into memory,
the different segments/blocks may not be adjacent to
each other. Therefore, steps 3 and 4 iterate over each
block of the image. Step 3 moves block i of the image
to its eventual location in the RAM.
4) Finally, step 4 computes cryptographic checksums over
the relocated block and compares this checksum with
the checksum stored in the header.
It is important to note that this is one (simplified) instantiation of an authenticated load protocol. Many variants are used
in practice. For example, blocks may need to be decrypted
and/or decompressed before relocation. Some blocks may be
stored as binary diffs [28] w.r.t to an existing binary, rather
than a contiguous block of data. The loader will need to apply
each patch rather than just copy a block of bytes. The loader
may be a multi-stage algorithm where the first stage loads the
second stage loader into memory and the second stage loader
fetches and authenticates the actual binary. These variants all
share a common set of security objectives and are vulnerable
to similar attacks. This paper studies the class of protocols and
not a specific instance of the protocol. Our theoretical results
are not restricted to the specific variant shown in Figure 1b.
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1) System and Threat Model: The protocol is typically
executed on a SoC which consists of both trusted and untrusted
components. In the simple SoC shown in Figure 1c, the protocol executes on a trusted microcontroller (µP1 ) and makes
use of two trusted crypto engines: SHA256 for computing
cryptograhic checksums and RSA for public key cryptography.
While the protocol is being executed on µP1 , untrusted code is
running in parallel on µP2 .1 This code can attempt to configure
and initiate operation of the other accelerators and modify
memory arbitrarily.
2) Protocol Security Requirement: A secure implementation of the protocol must ensure that despite arbitrary adversarial actions from untrusted components, only images with valid
signatures and cryptographic checksums must be loaded. We
will make this informal definition precise in Section III-B2.

authenticity is checked and then replace parts of the header
with a malicious payload. This is depicted in Figure 3.

B. Potential Vulnerabilities in the Protocol

3) Confused Deputy Attacks: A common technique for preventing TOCTOU attacks is making the object being checked
immutable before the check. This can be accomplished in our
setting by marking regions of memory as read-only.

The protocol as shown in Figure 1b is deceptively simple. In
practice, there are many subtleties to its implementation and if
these are not handled correctly, invalid images may be loaded
and executed with disastrous results for system security. To
help understand some of these subtleties, we now describe
three categories of protocol vulnerabilities.
{load hdr} {chk hdr auth} {reloc blk 0}

1

2

Loader copies image
header to RAM and
authenticates it

loader start

success?

attacker overwrites
block hashes in header

attacker

Fig. 3: TOCTOU attacks on authenticated firmware load.
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image header
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{verif blk 0}

{abort}

4
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?

6

RSA

3

Invalid
Authentication executable
continues with marked
bad header as verified

Authentication
performed with
bad header

Bad executable
marked
as verified

success?

pt

rru

te

in

{overwrite state} {success?}

Fig. 2: Example of protocol state hijacking.
1) Protocol State Hijacking: The protocol consists of a
sequence of checks, each of which must be carried out
faithfully to ensure its security. If the adversary is able to
modify system state in order to “trick” the loader into skipping
steps, this may allow invalid/insecure images to be loaded.
As a specific example, consider an implementation where
the loader uses a finite state machine (FSM), with state
variables stored on the firmware stack to step through the
various stages of image authentication. Further suppose the
adversary can cause interrupts to occur on the microcontroller
executing the protocol. The interrupt handler may have a buffer
overflow vulnerability which may be exploited to change the
state of the FSM. An example of this vulnerability is shown in
Figure 2, where the adversary prevents checking of the hash
of the block 0, by causing state 4 to be skipped.
2) Time of Check to Time of Use (TOCTOU) Vulnerabilities:
This classic attack refers to the scenario where the data
is changed between the time of validation and the time of
its use. In our example, an attacker may wait until header
1 A reader may wonder why adversarial components execute in parallel with
the loader. One reason is enabling fast boot-up. It may be desirable to have
untrusted components (e.g., camera, GPS ) booted up in parallel with trusted
components (e.g., power management engine, security management engine).

attacker

signature
validation
attacker updates header through
the trusted deputy (RSA)

Fig. 4: TOCTOU attack mounted using a confused deputy.
However, marking regions of memory read-only has subtleties associated with it in a system containing multiple principals. Suppose the data is marked as read-only to the untrusted
modules, but read-write to cryptographic engines. This may
seem reasonable because the cryptographic engines are trusted.
However, although the attacker cannot directly alter the image,
she may execute a command on the RSA accelerator which
overwrites the image header with an invalid value. The write
succeeds because the RSA accelerator is allowed to write to
the image; this is despite the fact that untrusted module, which
initiated operation of the RSA accelerator cannot directly
overwrite the image. This is an example of a confused deputy
being used to mount a TOCTOU attack and is depicted in
Figure 4.
C. Challenges in Formal Specification of Protocol Security
As Section II-B demonstrates, protocols in this class have
a number of subtle security vulnerabilities which can only
be prevented by careful reasoning about adversarial actions.
Formal verification of the protocol can help address this
problem, but the property specification research challenge
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needs to be addressed: it is not straightforward to come up
with a property specification that captures protocol security.
As a strawman, consider a property which states that authentication must succeed if and only if the initial value of the
image binary has a valid header and each block in the initial
image has a valid hash. While this seems like a reasonable
property, an implementation which satisfies this property need
not be secure. Although the property ensures the initial image
is valid, intermediate steps may replace it with a malicious
payload. Therefore, an implementation satisfying the property
may be vulnerable to TOCTOU and confused deputy attacks.
We will also demonstrate in Sections III and IV-B1 that
security of the protocol is not captured by secure information flow properties such as noninterference or observational
determinism. The problem is that secure information flow is
too strong: it requires that regardless of what the adversary’s
actions are, the system must boot a valid image. This needs
strict isolation between the adversary and the trusted loader,
which requires specialized hardware support and is more
expensive in terms of hardware and design cost. Instead, many
practical implementations only ensure that if the image is
marked as verified and loaded for execution, then it must
have been valid. This subtle but important difference means
techniques for verification of secure information flow cannot
be directly applied to the authenticated loader verification.
III. S ECURITY S PECIFICATION
In this section, we first present a model for authenticated
firmware load protocols. The first model includes the protocol
but not the adversary. We then extend the model to include
adversary tampering, and then introduce an end-to-end security
property over the extended model that captures security of an
authenticated loader.
A. An Abstract Model of Authenticated Firmware Load
We will model the authenticated load protocol as a transition
system M = hΣ, init, tx i. The set of states of the transition
system is given by Σ. We use σ0 , σ1 , σ2 etc. to refer to
individual states of the transition system, where σi ∈ Σ.
init is the set of initial states, while tx is the transition
relation. A trace of the system π is a sequence of states
π = hσ0 , σ1 , . . . , σi , . . . i such that: σ0 ∈ init and for all
i ≥ 0, (σi , σi+1 ) ∈ tx . We use the notation π i to denote the
ith element of the trace π. In the above example, π 3 = σ3 .
The set of all traces of a system M is denoted by TR(M ).
When the protocol begins execution, it reads the firmware
image from an input device (e.g., flash storage or network
device). Given a state of the transition system σ, we denote
image data stored on the input device in state σ by the term
img(σ). Note here that img(σ) refers to the entire block of
image data, including both headers and data blocks.
.
For example, for the protocol in Figure 1b, img(σ) =
σ.inputDev [baseAddr : baseAddr + len]. Here inputDev is
an array that models the contents of the input device. We use
notation arr[start : end ] to denote the slice of array between

the indices start and end . We are using the notation σ.var to
refer to the valuation of the state variable var in the state σ.
Viewed abstractly, the protocol has to perform a number of
checks to determine validity and authenticity of the image. The
precise number of checks to be performed may be a function
of the image data and system state. We denote this by the term
#chks(σ). For the protocol in Figure 1b, the number of checks
to be performed is 1 + σ.header .numBlocks: one check for
the header and one for each block contained in the image.
Each of the checks is denoted by the predicate validi (σ)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ #chks(σ). Returning to the example protocol
in Figure 1b, valid1 (σ) is true if the header signature is valid
in state σ, valid2 (σ), . . . , validi (σ), . . . etc. are true if the
appropriate block’s hash is equal to the corresponding value
stored in the header.
.
valid(σ) =

#chks(σ)

^

(1)

validi (σ)

i=1

We will use the predicate valid(σ) to indicate that all the
checks are valid. Like #chks, valid is a predicate over system
state σ rather than just the image data img(σ). This is because
the type and number of checks to be performed may depend
on system state. For example, some patches may load only on
a system with a specific version of firmware.
Finally, when the protocol completes execution it marks
an image as verified and therefore eligible for execution.
Otherwise the protocol aborts. These are denoted by the
state predicates success(σ) and aborted(σ) respectively. If
verification succeeds, the executable data in memory ready
for execution is denoted by the term exec(σ).
Security of Authenticated Load without Adversary: An
implementation of authenticated load without an adversary is
secure if whenever an image is verified, all of the required
validity checks on it pass. Given a trace of the transition
system M , π = hπ 0 , π 1 , . . . i, the above informal definition
can be precisely stated as follows:

∀π ∈ TR(M ). ∃i. success(π i ) =⇒ valid(π 0 )

(2)

Property 2 is a trace property and can be expressed in linear
temporal logic as ♦ success =⇒ valid. This property can be
verified using standard model checking techniques. In practice,
it turns out to be somewhat challenging to verify because of
the need for modeling cryptography [4, 7, 15, 25].2 As we will
see in the next subsection, it is the introduction of adversarial
behavior that makes the above property incomplete.
Implication vs. Bi-Implication: Property 2 uses an implication rather than a bi-implication. We only require that
if the protocol declares an image as verified, then the image
data be valid. In other words, this property only requires the
detection of invalid images; valid images may sometimes not
2 Our model uses the Dolev-Yao technique [16] and cryptography is modeled
using uninterpreted functions along with axioms that state properties like
collision resistance and pre-image resistance.
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be authenticated. The loader cannot always guarantee that a
good image will be loaded even in the absence of adversarial
interference. For example, the loader may run out of memory
or be unable to access shared resources (e.g., cryptographic
accelerators may be unavailable).
B. Abstract Model Including Adversarial Behavior
To extend the model presented in Section III-A to include adversarial behavior, we augment the transition system
definition with a tamper relation over states. Specifically,
our transition systems is now defined as the tuple Madv =
hX, init, tx ◦tmpr i. This system’s transition relation tx ◦tmpr
is the composition of the relations tx and tmpr . Every step of
the system consists of a state update due to the tamper relation
and a state update due to the trusted transition relation tx .
The latter corresponds to transitions initiated by the trusted
components in the system while the former captures the
adversary’s ability to make untrusted updates to system state.
Note that an adversary’s state updates are visible to the trusted
component, so adversary actions may cause a chain reaction
in the trusted code causing so-called confused deputy attacks.
A trace of the augmented transition system Madv is defined
as a sequence of states π = hσ0 , σ1 , . . . i such that:
• σ0 ∈ init is true,
0
0
• for all i ≥ 0, there exists σi such that (σi , σi ) ∈ tmpr
0
and (σi , σi+1 ) ∈ tx .
The above definition says that system state starts in some
initial state and then evolves by the composition of the
tampering relation tmpr and the trusted transition relation tx .
The predicates validi (σ), valid(σ), and success(σ) as well
as the terms img(σ), #chks(σ) and exec(σ) all have the same
definitions for Madv as they do for the transition system model
without the adversary M .
1) Defining the Tamper Relation: The tamper relation is the
most crucial component of the adversary model and captures
how an adversary can affect system state. For the example
protocol shown in Figure 1b, our definition of the tamper
relation states that untrusted modules (µP2 , flash and network
devices) can make arbitrary reads and writes on the shared
interconnect. This definition simulates all functional attacks
carried out by an adversary involving these modules under
the assumption that trusted modules do not interact with the
untrusted modules except via the shared interconnect.
More interesting definitions of the tamper relation can
capture sophisticated attacks. To illustrate this, consider fault
injection attacks which refer to scenarios where the attacker
induces bit-flips in the SoC. These are typically carried out
by a physical adversary who launches an electromagnetic
pulse at the SoC [3, 27]. If carefully targeted, a crucial bit
may be flipped and security requirements violated. These
attacks could be modelled by defining the tamper relation to
non-deterministically flip a bounded number of bits in each
trace. RowHammer, a software-based fault injection attack on
DRAM can also be modelled in a similar way [22]. Of course,
the specific choice of operations to be included in the tamper
relation depends on the SoC’s threat model.

2) Security of Authenticated Load with Adversary: The
protocol is secure in the presence of adversarial interference
if two conditions are satisfied. The first condition states that
when an image is verified, then it must be valid. This is the
same as Property 2 except it is defined over traces of Madv .

∀π ∈ TR(Madv ). ∃i. success(π i ) =⇒ valid(π 0 )

(3)

The second condition requires that every execution that
results in the image being verified in Madv also have a
corresponding execution in M starting from the same input
image data. This corresponding execution in M should also
result in the image being verified, and the executable data
loaded into memory should be identical in Madv and M .

∀π1 ∈ TR(Madv ). ∃i. success(π1i ) =⇒

∃π2 ∈ TR(M ). img(π10 ) = img(π20 ) =⇒


∃j. success(π2j ) ∧ exec(π1i ) = exec(π2j )
(4)

Property 4 makes the above definition precise. What is the
intuition behind the property? First, there must be no way for
an adversary to trick the system into loading a bad image.
This is captured by success(π1i ) =⇒ success(π2j ). Second,
the executable loaded into memory upon validation should not
be influenced by the adversary, i.e. exec(π1i ) = exec(π2j ).
Unfortunately, Property 4 is challenging to verify due to two
reasons. The first problem is quantifier alternation, specifically
the existential quantification over traces of M . If implemented
naı̈vely this could devolve into explicit exhaustive search over
traces of M . This is why tools for symbolic model checking
of temporal hyperproperties, e.g. MCHyper [18], do not allow
existential quantification over traces. A reader may wonder
why have the existential quantifier at all. Recall the discussion
in Section III-A regarding the use of implication rather than
bi-implication in Property 2. The same reasoning applies for
the use of existential quantification: a loader may not be able
to guarantee that a good image is loaded in all executions in
the absence of adversarial interference.
The second problem is hidden in the term exec(π1i ) =
exec(π2j ). Note that exec refers to a region of memory, so this
comparison of two memory ranges typically involves universal
quantification over memory addresses. This is also challenging
for symbolic model checking algorithms.
IV. D ECOMPOSING THE S ECURITY P ROPERTY
In this section, we present a technique for more scalable verification of the authenticated load security property applicable
to certain common scenarios. We first present an overapproximation of the transition system modeling the protocol and
adversary. This overapproximation ensures the tamper relation
is reflexive, which in turn allows overapproximation of the
existential quantifier in Property 4 by a universal quantifier.
We then decompose Property 4 into two 2-safety properties.
Finally, we show that if the 2-safety properties are satisfied,
then so is Property 4.
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Fig. 5: Illustrating Property 5.
A. Overapproximating the Adversary Model
Let us define the transition system Madv+ = hΣ, init, tx + ◦
tmpr + i. Here, Σ and init are the same as in Madv . tx + is
the reflexive closure of the relation tx : (σi , σj ) ∈ tx + if either
σi = σj or (σi , σj ) ∈ tx . tmpr + is defined similarly.
Proposition 1. M and Madv both refine Madv+ .

Since Madv+ simulates both Madv and M , any k-safety
property proven over Madv+ holds on both M and Madv .
Further, note that M does not refine Madv due to the inclusion
of the tamper relation in the transitions of Madv .
B. Decomposition into 2-Safety
In the rest of this section, we present two 2-safety properties
over Madv+ that imply Property 4.
Given a trace π = hσ0 , . . . , σi , σi+1 , . . . i of Madv+ , we
define the predicate tmprNOP(σi ) to be true either when
(σi , σi+1 ) ∈ tx or σi = σi+1 . In other words, if a trace
satisfies ∀i. tmprNOP(π i ) (or equivalently  tmprNOP), that
means all adversary operations in the trace are “no-ops.”
1) The No Hijacking Property: This property states that
for every image and every execution which results in the
image being verified with adversary interference, an execution
without adversary interference must also result in the image
being verified. This is specified as follows.
∀π1 ∈ TR(Madv+ ).

∀π2 ∈ TR(Madv+ ).

img(π10 ) = img(π20 )

=⇒

resourceAvail (π2 )

=⇒


∀i. tmprNOP(π2i )
∀i.

success(π1i )

=⇒



success(π2i )

=⇒
(5)

In the above, resourceAvail is a trace property that guarantees resources are available for validation to succeed; thus
ensuring there are no failures unrelated to adversarial actions
in π2 . The property ensures that adversary operations can never
turn a “bad” initial image into one that is eventually executed.
This property is violated when protocol state hijacking occurs.

Note that unlike Property 4, this is a 2-safety property [8, 35]
and as a result, it is relatively easier to verify.
Noninterference vs. No Hijacking: To understand why
the property uses success(π1i ) =⇒ success(π2i ) rather than
success(π1i ) ⇐⇒ success(π2i ) which would be similar to
noninterference [19], consider the protocol shown in Figure 5a.
This protocol deals with one block of data and authenticates
the block by validating the block signature using a trusted
public key (step 3). In order to prevent TOCTOU attacks,
it marks the region of memory containing the block as read
only before signature validation (step 2). This ensures that
the signature is computed over the block of data that will be
executed, so if signature validation succeeds, then there must
not have been any adversary interference. The memory region
containing the image is world-writable when it is being loaded
from memory.
Figure 5b shows two executions of the protocol. In (i), the
adversary is overwrites the image as it is being loaded into
memory before the region is set to be read-only. However,
this causes authentication to fail and the loader aborts and no
damage is done. In (ii), there is no adversary interference and
authentication succeeds. This pair of traces satisfies Property 5.
However, if the property was success(π1i ) ⇐⇒ success(π2i ),
then the depicted pair would violate this strawman property.
This violation occurs even though the protocol is secure.
This example demonstrates why noninterference is too
strong for security verification of authenticated loaders. From
an implementation perspective, satisfying noninterference requires designing a MMU that allows fine-grained page permissions such that a page can be written to by the loader and
its deputies but not by the attacker nor by attacker-invoked
deputies. (Note some deputies may be invoked by both attacker
and the loader, so in order to enforce noninterference the
deputies would need to propagate the “original requester” for
each operation.) In contrast, Property 5 only requires that page
permissions not be modifiable by the attacker. The latter is
much easier to implement and requires less hardware support.
2) The No TOCTOU Attack Property: This property states
that for every pair of traces which start with identical images
stored in flash such that both eventually validate the image, the
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executables loaded into memory for these must be identical.

proving that all validity checks are performed on the image, we
do not need to consider adversarial operations; if the adversary
were able to introduce new behaviors, those would lead to
∀π1 ∈ TR(Madv+ ).
violations of the other two properties.
∀π2 ∈ TR(Madv+ ).
2) Verification Methodology: Lemma 2 points to a methodology for the verification of authenticated firmware load.
img(π10 ) = img(π20 ) =⇒

1) Construct the extended transition system Madv+ .
∀i. success(π1i ) ∧ success(π2i ) =⇒ exec(π1i ) = exec(π2i )
2) Verify Properties 5, 6 and 7 on Madv+ .
(6)
3) If they are satisfied, then the protocol is also secure.
Property 6 is violated by TOCTOU bugs and confused
Our methodology has reduced the verification problem to
deputy attacks which exploit TOCTOU bugs. Satisfaction
that of verifying two 2-safety properties and a safety property.
of this property ensures that the loaded images cannot be
Unlike Property 4, these properties are all subset-closed and
tampered with by an adversary. This is also a 2-safety property.
hence preserved by refinement [8]. This means well-studied
notions of abstraction and refinement [6] can be applied for
C. Verification of Authenticated Firmware Load
The 2-safety properties of no hijacking and no TOCTOU scalable verification of the security property.
attacks are important because if they are satisfied for the
V. E VALUATION
extended transition system Madv+ , then we know that M and
In this section, we describe our evaluation of the methodMadv satisfy Property 4.
ology presented in this paper.
Lemma 2. If the transition system Madv+ satisfies the no
hijacking (Property 5) and the no TOCTOU attack (Property 6) A. Methodology
We implemented a model of the protocol shown in Figure 5
properties then Madv and M satisfy Property 4.
with only one data block in the UCLID 5 modeling and verifiProof Sketch: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose it is pos- cation framework [31, 37]. UCLID 5 uses the Z3 SMT solver to
sible to satisfy Properties 5 and 6 while violating Property 4. discharge the verification conditions [13]. Our model contains
Then there must be a counterexample trace π1 of Madv in the protocol state machine, an input device, shared memory
Property 4. This trace could be one of two types.
and a model of the byte-wise cryptographic hash calculation.
In the first case, there exists no trace π2 ∈ TR(M ) which Cryptography was modelled using uninterpreted functions
starts with the same image data as π1 and results in successful along with Dolev-Yao axioms [16]. The adversary is a bus
validation. This means there exists a trace π20 ∈ TR(M ) which master who issues an unbounded number of writes to arbitrary
starts with the same image data as π1 but fails validation. Then memory addresses with arbitrary payloads. Depending on the
π1 and π20 are a counterexample to Property 5. Contradiction! memory management unit (MMU) configuration some of these
In the second case, there does exist a trace π2 ∈ TR(M ) writes update memory while others are blocked by the MMU.
which successfully validates the image. However, this trace
Since Properties 5 and 6 are 2-safety properties, we used
does not have the same executable data in memory. In this case the standard technique of self-composition [5]. Proofs were
too, the trace π2 can be padded with an appropriate number done using induction, and several strengthening invariants had
of “no-ops” to construct the trace π20 such that π1 and π20 are to be stated in order to prove the properties of interest. Since
counterexamples to Property 6. This is also a contradiction.
many invariants are quantified, we specified several quantifier
1) Simplification of Property 3: Notice that if Properties 5 patterns to assist the SMT solver with these invariants. The
and 6 are satisfied, we do not need to consider adversarial pattern is an annotation provided along with each instance of
interference in Property 3. This enables more scalable verifi- a quantifier. The solver instantiates the quantifier for each term
cation by reducing the state space for verification.
that matches the pattern. This technique is called E-matching
and Z3’s implementation of it is described in [14]. Models and
∀π1 ∈ TR(Madv+ ).

proof scripts are publicly available [36].
∀i. tmprNOP(π i ) ∧ resourceAvail (π) =⇒
Experiments were run on an Intel Core i7 5500U CPU

∃i. success(π i ) =⇒ valid(π 0 )
(7) operating at 2.4 GHz with 16 GB of RAM.
Proposition 3. If Properties 5, 6 and 7 are satisfied then so
is Property 3.
To see why this is true, suppose Property 7 is satisfied
but Property 3 is not. Consider the counterexample to Property 3. This counterexample along with any satisfying trace of
Property 7 violates Property 5. Intuitively, Properties 6 and 7
show that each execution which results in a valid executable
being loaded in the presence of an adversary corresponds to
a equivalent execution without an adversary. Therefore, when

B. Results

Verification results are shown in Table I. The address and
data widths for the memory and I/O devices used in our model
of the protocol are parameterizable. We show results for these
widths ranging from 8 to 32 bits. The size and location of the
image are unconstrained symbolic constants.
Property 7, which is a standard safety property is proved
compositionally by splitting it up into three sub-properties:
properties
7a,
7b and
7c. Property 7a states that
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TABLE I: Verification Time.
Bitwidth

Prop. 5

Prop. 6

8
12
16
24
32

4.3s
4.9s
4.6s
6.4s
7.8s

5.2s
12.9s
15.0s
13.8s
16.5s

Prop. 7a

Property 7
Prop. 7b

Prop. 7c

8.2s
12.1s
9.0s
26.2s
18.5s

3.0s
3.0s
3.4s
3.4s
4.3s

2.8s
2.7s
2.9s
3.2s
3.2s

Result

digest value = mem region hash(mem, base addr, index).
Property 7b shows that in the absence of adversary tampering
the contents of memory region where the image is stored are
equal to the contents of the input device. This proof is done
assuming 7a. Finally, Property 7c states ♦ success =⇒ valid
and its proof assumes both Properties 7a and 7b. The proofs
required a total of 17 unique strengthening invariants across
the three different proofs. We had to add 23 strengthening
invariants for properties 5 and 6. The strengthening invariants
for these properties were quite similar. Of the 23 strengthening
invariants, 19 invariants were relational and among the 19, four
involved universal quantification over addresses.
C. Discussion of Results
The verification results shown in this paper are by no
means a complete verification of an authenticated loader.
However, they are a necessary and important first step towards
producing a secure authenticated loader. Given the importance
of authenticated loaders to SoC security, we believe it is
important to produce a fully-verified implementation of such
a loader. However, prior to this work it was unclear what
proof obligations would need to be discharged for a fullyverified implementation. Our paper solves this problem by
the introduction of Properties 5 and 6. Each of these can be
verified on an abstract model of the loader protocol and a
refinement proof can then show that the protocol’s security
properties also hold for the implementation. We also wish
to emphasize that an important contribution of this paper is
formal specification of security of authenticated load. This
specification is useful by itself even if unbounded model
checking is infeasible; it can be used with scalable bug-finding
techniques like BMC and concolic execution.
Our work also points towards a new and important class
of 2-safety properties that are not secure information flow. It
opens up new avenues of research into the verification of this
new class of properties, and provides challenging new benchmarks for verification tools. For example, more sophisticated
approaches to self-composition have been proposed and it is
likely these methods may enable more scalable verification of
the properties introduced by this work [1, 17, 32, 33, 39].
VI. R ELATED W ORK
1) Secure Boot/Authenticated Load Verification: The most
closely related effort to ours is Krstic et al. [23] who verify
models of authenticated loaders.. They develop a system model

and security property that captures TOCTOU attacks. Their
work also provides a wonderful exposition of the subtleties
involved in the design of authenticated load protocols.
Huang et al. [21] also perform verification of the secure boot
implementation in a commercial SoC design. Their innovations include use of the instruction-level abstraction (ILA) for
co-verification of hardware and firmware [34] and techniques
for analyzing parallel firmware. However, their verification
is limited to certain access control properties of the secure
boot implementation. Cook et al. [9] verify memory safety
of the boot code running in Amazon data centers. The main
difference between our work and the above efforts is that our
paper develops an end-to-end security property that implies
security of the loader, rather than necessary (but insufficient)
properties for loader security.
2) Noninterference and Hyperproperties: Seminal work in
verification of secure information flow was done by Goguen
and Meseguer who introduced noninteference [19]. Noninterference and observational determinism [26, 29, 40] are both
instances of hyperproperties [8]. Noninterference on a multiuser system is defined as the commands of one group of
users having no effect on what other groups of users can see.
Observational determinism, in the context of integrity, means
that a trusted component’s outputs are a deterministic function
of its inputs. These properties are too strict to capture the
security of authenticated load. In particular, we want adversary
interference to be detected, but not necessarily prevented.
These properties cannot express this requirement. k-safety
properties were introduced by Terauchi and Aiken [35] while
self-composition was introduced by Barthe et al. [5]. We use
simple self-composition but more sophisticated approaches
have been proposed [1, 17, 32, 33, 39].
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper introduced a methodology for verification of endto-end security of authenticated firmware loaders. Authenticated loaders are an important class of programs which are part
of the hardware root of trust in almost all modern systems-onchip (SoC) devices. Our methodology introduced a system and
adversary model along with an end-to-end security property
that captures security of this class of programs. We presented
a decomposition of the security property into two simpler 2safety properties that in combination with a novel abstraction
enabled more scalable verification of the end-to-end security
property. Experiments demonstrated the initial feasibility of
our approach. Our work paves the way for the construction of
a fully-verified authenticated bootloader.
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finite graphs but also over graphs with infinitely many (even
uncountably many) vertices. Such games arise naturally, for
instance, when the interaction between the controlled system
and its environment is too complex to be modeled by finite
graphs (e.g., in motion planning over unbounded environments)
or when the environment has access to dynamic data structures,
such as lists, stacks, or queues.
When the number of vertices of a game graph is infinite,
traditional methods, which typically rely on an explicit exploration of the (whole) graph, are no longer applicable. To
enable the computation of winning strategies for such games,
our first contribution is a machine learning framework that
constructs winning strategies by learning a proxy object called
winning set. Intuitively, a winning set is an approximation of
the vertices from which the system player can win and that
permits to extract a winning strategy in a simple manner.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Our learning framework defines a feedback loop, akin to
Reactive synthesis offers an effective and promising way to counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [2], consolve a crucial practical problem: constructing correct and sisting of two entities: a teacher, who can reason symbolically
verified controllers for safety-critical systems. Rather than about the game, and a learning algorithm, whose goal is to learn
designing and implementing controllers by hand, reactive a winning set from information provided by the teacher. In
synthesis techniques construct controllers in an automatic every iteration of the loop, the learning algorithm constructs a
fashion, thus, freeing engineers from this complex and error- set of vertices, which it proposes to the teacher. The teacher, on
prone task. In addition to being fully automatic, synthesis the other hand, checks whether the proposed set is a winning
techniques produce correct-by-construction controllers that set and stops the learning process if so. If this is not the
guarantee to satisfy the given specification, or they report case, the teacher returns a counterexample. Upon receiving a
that no such controller exist.
counterexample, the learner refines its conjecture and proceeds
Typically, reactive synthesis is modeled as an infinite- with the next iteration.
duration game on a graph that is played by two antagonistic
Motivated by recent success in using decision trees as a
players: the system, which seeks to satisfy the specification, concise and effective representation of strategies in infinite
and the environment, which wants to violate it. More precisely, games [3], our second contribution is a new learning algothe specification and a model of the environment are in a first rithm for decision trees, which is tailored specifically to the
step converted into an infinite game. Then, one computes a framework sketched above. Our algorithm builds upon a recent
winning strategy for the system, which prescribes how the learning algorithm for decision trees that has been proposed in
system needs to play in order to win against every move of the the context of software verification [4] and that puts a strong
environment. Finally, the winning strategy is translated into emphasis on learning “small” trees. As a consequence of the
hard- or software, resulting in a reactive controller that satisfies latter, our algorithm can in many situations guarantee to learn
the given specification.
a winning set if one can be expressed as a decision tree.
In this paper, we focus on safety games, a class of infinite
Even though a game graph is infinite or prohibitively large, a
games that arises from safety specifications. Such specifications reactive controller with a compact representation might already
are in fact among the most important in practice (e.g., see realize the specification. In a motion planning scenario, for
Dwyer, Avrunin, and Corbett [1] for a survey of specification instance, the system often only needs to consider a small
patterns) and capture many other interesting properties, includ- subset of possible interactions with the environment to satisfy
ing bounded-horizon reachability. In contrast to the classical the specification. Based on this observation, our learningsetting, however, we consider safety games not only over based approach possesses various desirable properties: (i) it
Abstract—We propose a machine learning framework to synthesize reactive controllers for systems whose interactions with
their adversarial environment are modeled by infinite-duration,
two-player games over (potentially) infinite graphs. Our framework targets safety games with infinitely many vertices, but it is
also applicable to safety games over finite graphs whose size is too
prohibitive for conventional synthesis techniques. The learning
takes place in a feedback loop between a teacher component,
which can reason symbolically about the safety game, and a
learning algorithm, which successively learns an approximation
of the winning region from various kinds of examples provided by
the teacher. We develop a novel decision tree learning algorithm
for this setting and show that our algorithm is guaranteed to
converge to a reactive safety controller if a suitable approximation
of the winning region can be expressed as a decision tree.
Finally, we empirically compare the performance of a prototype
implementation to existing approaches, which are based on
constraint solving and automata learning, respectively.
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leverages machine learning as an effective means to focus
on the important parts of a game, (ii) it often learns “small”
winning sets (and, by extension, small winning strategies)
in a rule-like format, which tend to be relatively easy for
humans to understand (see Brázdil et al. [3]), and (iii) besides
operating over infinite graphs, it guarantees in many situations
to learn a winning set if one exists. In addition, we demonstrate
empirically that our approach is highly competitive to existing
tools on two sets of benchmarks taken from the literature.
Related Work: Games over various types of infinite
graphs have been studied, predominantly in the context of
pushdown graphs [5]. For more general classes of graphs, a
constraint-based approach [6], relying on constraint solvers
such as Z3 [7], and various learning-based approaches have
been proposed [8], [9] (we discuss these approaches in
Section V). In the context of safety games over finite graphs,
recent work [10] has demonstrated the ability of learningbased techniques to extract small controllers from precomputed
controllers with a potentially large number of states.
Our learning framework is an extension of an earlier
framework by Neider and Topcu [9]. Their work considers socalled rational safety games (defined in terms of finite automata)
and proposes an automaton learning approach to infer winning
strategies. By contrast, we do not fix a specific representation
of the game graph and only require that certain operations
can be performed symbolically. Many common formalisms
such as finite automata, various types of decision diagrams,
as well as formulas in the first-order theories of linear integer
and real arithmetic satisfy these requirements. However, we
consider only finitely-branching game graphs, whereas Neider
and Topcu also consider graphs with infinite branching.
The algorithm we design for learning decision trees builds
on top of a learning algorithm recently proposed by Ezudheen
et al. [4], which learns from data in form of Horn clauses. For
this setting, other learning algorithms have been developed as
well [11], [12]. We have chosen Ezudheen et al.’s algorithm
specifically for its property to guarantee convergence to a
solution in many practical scenarios.

set of natural numbers, Z the set of integers, and R the set of
real numbers. Given a set A, we denote the set of all finite
sequences of elements of A by A∗ and the set of all infinite
sequences by Aω . Moreover, for a binary relation R ⊆ X × X
and two sets A, B ⊆ X, the image of A under R is the set
R(A) = {b ∈ B | ∃a ∈ A : (a, b) ∈ R} and the preimage of B
under R is the set R−1 (B) = {a ∈ A | ∃b ∈ B : (a, b) ∈ R}.
Safety Games: Our definitions and notations mainly
follow those of Grädel, Thomas, and Wilke [14], and we
refer the reader to this textbook for further details on infiniteduration games. Formally, a safety game is a five-tuple
G = (V0 , V1 , E, I, F ) consisting of two disjoint sets V0 , V1 of
vertices controlled by Player 0 and Player 1, respectively (we
denote their union by V = V0 ∪ V1 and assume V 6= ∅), a
directed edge relation E ⊆ V × V , a nonempty set I ⊆ V of
initial vertices, and a set F ⊆ V of safe vertices. The directed
graph (V, E) is typically called game graph. In contrast to the
classical setting, we do not restrict V to be finite but allow
even uncountable sets. However, we do make the following
two restrictions to the edge relation: we assume that (1) every
vertex has at least one outgoing edge (i.e., E({v}) 6= ∅ for each
v ∈ V ), and (2) E({v}) is finite for every v ∈ V , though not
necessarily bounded. Note that the first restriction is standard
and simply avoids situations in which the game gets stuck.
The second restriction, on the other hand, is required by our
learning framework and ensures that the data to learn from is
always a finite object.
A safety game is played in rounds: initially, a token is placed
on one of the initial vertices v0 ∈ I; in each round, the player
controlling the current vertex then moves the token to the next
vertex along one of the outgoing edges. This process of moving
the token is repeated ad infinitum and results in an infinite
sequence π = v0 v1 . . . ∈ V ω with v0 ∈ I and (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E
for every i ∈ N, which is called a play. The winner of a
play is determined by the winning condition F in that a play
π = v0 v1 . . . is winning for Player 0 if vi ∈ F for every
i ∈ N—otherwise it is winning for Player 1.
In the framework of infinite games, synthesizing a controller
amounts to computing a so-called winning strategy for Player 0,
II. C ONTROLLER S YNTHESIS AND S AFETY G AMES
which prescribes how Player 0 needs to move in order to
We follow the game-theoretic approach to controller synthe- win a play. Formally, a strategy for Player 0 is a function
sis as popularized by McNaughton [13] and view the problem σ : V ∗ × V0 → V such that (vn , σ(v0 . . . vn )) ∈ E for every
as an infinite-duration, two-player game on a directed graph. v0 . . . vn ∈ V ∗ V0 . A strategy is called winning if every play that
Such games are played by two antagonistic players: Player 0, is played according to σ (i.e., that satisfies vn+1 = σ(v0 . . . vn )
who embodies the system, and Player 1, who embodies for all n ∈ N with vn ∈ V0 ) is winning for Player 0. It is well
the environment. In this setting, the type of specification known that safety games permit memoryless winning strategies
dictates the type of game, and a winning strategy for Player 0 where the choice of the next vertex depends only on the vertex
translates immediately into a controller that satisfies the given the play has currently reached. Such a strategy can then easily
specification (we refer the reader to Grädel, Thomas, and be implemented as a controller: the controller tracks the current
Wilke [14] for a comprehensive discussion of this connection). vertex of a play and chooses the next move according to the
Since we are interested in synthesizing controllers from safety strategy. Hence, the objective in the remainder of this paper is
specifications, the remainder of this paper is concerned with to compute a memoryless winning strategy for Player 0. We
so-called safety games. However, before we introduce these refer to this as solving a game.
types of games formally, let us first fix basic notations.
If the game graph underlying a safety game is finite,
Basic Notations: Let B = {0, 1} denote the set of Boolean memoryless winning strategies can be computed in linear time
values (0 representing false and 1 representing true), N the using a simple fixed-point computation [14]. For infinite game
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at an arbitrary position x ∈ [0, 1) and define all positions
x ≥ 0 to be safe. The objective of the system is to stay inside
x
these safe positions at all times.
0
0
0
1
1
We can model the above situation as a safety game G =
Fig. 1: A robot on the one-dimensional grid word described in (V0 , V1 , E, I, F ) as follows. The set of Player 0 vertices is
S
Example 1. The division of the world into intervals is indicated V0 =
Sn∈Z [2n, 2n + 1), while the set of Player 1 vertices is
by dotted “boxes”. The number in the lower-right corner of V1 =
n∈Z [2n − 1, 2n); note that V = R. The set of safe
each box displays the player having control over the robot in vertices is F = {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0} and the set of initial vertices
this interval. Safe vertices are surrounded by a bold line , is I = [0, 1). Finally, the edge relation is defined as E =
initial vertices are indicated by a diagonal pattern .
{(x, x + 1) ∈ R × R | x ∈ R} ∪ {(x, x − 1) ∈ R × R | x ∈ R}.
An example of a winning set is W = [0, 3). It clearly
contains the set I = [0, 1) of initial vertices. Furthermore,
graphs, on the other hand, this is no longer an option as a if the position of the robot is in the interval [0, 1) or [2, 3),
fixed-point computation might not converge in finite time. To Player 0 can stay inside W by moving the robot into the
overcome this problem, we propose a novel learning-based interval [1, 2). Similarly, if the robot is in the interval [1, 2),
approach that learns a (memoryless) winning strategy via a Player 1 has no choice but to move the robot either into the
proxy object named winning set.
interval [0, 1) or into [2, 3), thus staying inside W . Since W is
Winning Sets: Intuitively, a winning set is a subset of also contained in F = {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0}, it is in fact a winning
the safe vertices that contains all initial vertices and is a trap set. As sketched above, a winning strategy is easy to derive.
for Player 1 (i.e., Player 0 can force any play to stay inside
Finally, let us note that safety games as defined above
this set regardless of how Player 1 plays). Formally, we define
subsume
games on finite graphs, but one needs to choose a suitwinning sets as follows.
able symbolic representation in order to handle (un-)countably
Definition 1 (Winning set). Let G = (V0 , V1 , E, I, F ) be infinite game graphs. We comment on this in detail after having
a safety game. A winning set is a set W ⊆ V satisfying introduced our machine learning framework in the next section.
(1) I ⊆ W , (2) W ⊆ F , (3) E({v}) ∩ W 6= ∅ for all
III. A M ACHINE L EARNING F RAMEWORK FOR
v ∈ W ∩ V0 (existential closedness), and (4) E({v}) ⊆ W for
S YNTHESIZING S AFETY C ONTROLLERS
all v ∈ W ∩ V1 (universal closedness).
We now propose a machine learning framework for learning
A winning set W immediately provides a winning strategy
winning sets in safety games and, thus, reactive safety confor Player 0: starting in I ⊆ W , Player 0 simply moves to a
trollers. Our framework is a generalization of earlier work by
(fixed) successor vertex inside W whenever it is his turn (note
Neider and Topcu [9], which encodes (countably) infinite game
that this is possible since W is existentially closed). As W is
graphs using finite automata and uses automaton learning to
also universally closed, a straightforward induction over the
learn winning sets. By contrast, the framework proposed here
length of plays proves that every play that starts inside I and
allows for game graphs with uncountably many vertices and
is played according to this strategy stays inside W , no matter
is not restricted to a symbolic representation in terms of finite
how Player 1 plays. Thus, Player 0 wins since W ⊆ F .
automata.
In the remainder, we encourage the reader to think of a
As illustrated in Figure 2, the learning takes place in a
winning set as a (symbolic) representation of a winning strategy.
counterexample-guided feedback loop (CEGIS) [2] with two
The following example, inspired by robotic motion planning,
entities: a teacher, who has knowledge about the safety game,
illustrates the concept of winning sets.
and a learner (or learning algorithm), whose objective is to
Example 1. Consider a robot in an unbounded, one- learn a winning set, but who is agnostic to the game. In every
dimensional grid world as depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, iteration of the loop, the learner conjectures a set H ⊆ V ,
let us assume that the robot’s position, indicated by an “x” in called hypothesis, based on the information about the game
Figure 1, can be modeled as a single real-valued coordinate it has accumulated so far. Then, the teacher checks whether
this set H is in fact a winning set—queries of this type are
x ∈ R, allowing for an uncountable number of positions.
The robot’s movement is controlled by two players, the often called equivalence or correctness queries. Although the
system (Player 0) and the environment (Player 1). To decide teacher does not know a winning set (the task is to learn
which player is currently in control of the robot, we divide the one after all), it can verify whether the hypothesis is one by
world in infinitely many intervals [n, n + 1) ⊂ R with n ∈ Z: checking Conditions (1) to (4) of Definition 1. If the hypothesis
if the robot resides inside an interval [n, n + 1) with n even, satisfies these conditions, then H is a winning set and the
then Player 0 is in control; otherwise, Player 1 is in control. In learning stops. If this is not the case, the teacher replies with
every turn, we allow the system or the environment to move the a counterexample that witnesses the violation of one of these
robot one unit to the left (i.e., decreasing its position x by one) conditions. Then, the feedback loop continues until a winning
or one unit to the right (i.e., increasing its position x by one). set has been found. The definition below formalizes the concept
Note that this implies that the system and the environment are of counterexamples and fixes the communication between the
taking turns controlling the robot. We initially place the robot teacher and the learner.
-1

0

1

2

3
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Learner

Hypothesis H ⊆ V

0

... -2 -1
Teacher

Counterexample

Fig. 2: Learning framework for synthesizing safety controllers

0

1

0

3 ...

2

1

1

0

(a) H1 = ∅

... -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ...

... -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ...

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0

Definition 2 (Teacher for Safety Games). Let G =
(b) H2 = V
(c) H3 = [0, 1)
(V0 , V1 , E, I, F ) be a safety game. Given a hypothesis H ⊆ V ,
... -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ...
... -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ...
the teacher replies as follows (whereby the order in which the
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0
checks are performed is arbitrary):
(d) H4 = [0, 2)
(e) H5 = [0, 3)
1) If I 6⊆ H, then the teacher returns a positive counterexample v ∈ I \ H.
Fig. 3: Hypotheses produced in the course of Example 2.
2) If H 6⊆ F , then the teacher returns a negative counterexample v ∈ H \ F .
3) If there exists a v ∈ H ∩ V0 with E({v}) ∩ H = ∅, vertices and, thus, does not satisfy Condition (2) of Definition 1.
then the teacher returns an existential counterexample Hence, the teacher replies with a negative counterexample, say
v → (v1 ∨ . . . ∨ vn ) with {v1 , . . . , vn } = E({v}).
−1 ∈ H \ F .
4) If there exists a v ∈ H ∩ V1 with E({v}) 6⊆ H, then the
Let us now assume that the learner conjectures H3 = [0, 1),
teacher returns a universal counterexample v → (v1 ∧ depicted in Figure 3c. This conjecture is consistent with both
. . . ∧ vn ) with {v1 , . . . , vn } = E({v}).
the positive and the negative counterexample. However, it is
If H passes all four checks, then the teacher returns “yes”.
not existentially closed because Player 0 has no choice but to
Each case of Definition 2 corresponds to one condition move the robot outside of H3 . Therefore, the teacher replies
of Definition 1. Thus, it is not hard to verify that a given with an existential counterexample, say 0 → (−1 ∨ 1).
Suppose now that the learner proposes the hypothesis H4 =
hypothesis is in fact a winning set if the teacher replies “yes”
[0,
2) in the fourth iteration, shown in Figure 3d. Although
(as it satisfies Definition 1). Counterexamples, on the other
this
conjecture is consistent with all counterexamples received
hand, witness the violation of one of these conditions and guide
so
far,
it is not universally closed because Player 1 can move
the learner towards a winning set by communicating exactly
the
robot
into the interval [2, 3), which is not included in
why the hypothesis is incorrect. For instance, the meaning
H
.
Thus,
the teacher returns a universal counterexample, say
4
of a positive counterexample is that any future hypothesis
needs to include this vertex (as it is initial), whereas a negative 2 → (1 ∧ 3).
Finally, the learner proposes the hypothesis H5 = [0, 3),
counterexample must be excluded (as it is not a safe vertex).
An existential counterexample v → (v1 ∨ . . . ∨ vn ) signals that depicted in Figure 3e. This hypothesis satisfies all conditions
the hypothesis is not existentially closed and requires that if a of Definition 2. Thus, H5 is a winning set and the learning
future hypothesis contains v, it also needs to contains an least terminates.
one vertex of the vertices v1 , . . . , vn . Similarly, a universal
Our learning framework is straightforward to implement if
counterexample v → (v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vn ) signals that the hypothesis the underlying game graph is finite, in which case the teacher
is not universally closed and requires that if a future hypothesis can be built on top of an explicit representation of the game.
contains v, it needs to contains all vertices v1 , . . . , vn . Note However, if the underlying game graph becomes too large or is
that existential and universal counterexamples are always finite infinite, one has to choose a suitable representation for sets of
objects since we assume E({v}) to be finite for every v ∈ V . vertices and the edge relation that allows performing operations
Let us illustrate the overall learning process with an example. on the graph symbolically. More precisely, the chosen symbolic
Example 2. We continue Example 1. All hypotheses produced representation must feature Boolean operations (i.e., union,
in the course of the learning process are depicted in Figure 3. intersection, and complementation), and the image E(A) and
Gray shaded areas indicate vertices in the hypothesis, safe preimage E −1 (A) of symbolically represented sets A ⊆ V
vertices are surrounded by a bold line, and initial vertices are need to be computable. Moreover, the emptiness problem (i.e.,
“given a set A, decide whether A = ∅”) needs to be decidable,
indicated by diagonal lines.
Let us assume that the learner proposes the hypothesis and it must be possible to extract an element from A if it is
H1 = ∅ in the first iteration of the loop, which is shown in nonempty. Examples of such symbolic representations include
Figure 3a. Since this hypothesis does not include any initial many common formalisms such as finite automata, various
vertex, it does not satisfy Condition (1) of Definition 1. Thus, types of decision diagrams, and first-order formulas in linear
the teacher returns a positive counterexample, say 0 ∈ I \ H. integer arithmetic and real arithmetic.
Next, suppose that the learner proposes the hypothesis H2 =
Furthermore, hypotheses must also be expressible in the
V , shown in Figure 3b. This hypothesis is consistent with chosen symbolic formalism. However, to build efficient learning
the positive counterexample. However, it also includes unsafe algorithms, it is often necessary to restrict the class of
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hypotheses—typically called the hypothesis space and denoted semi-algorithm at best (i.e., an algorithm that, on termination,
by H—even further. Examples of such restricted hypothesis gives the correct answer but does not guarantee to halt). The
spaces are conjunctive formulas (e.g., as used by the popular algorithm we design in the next section is of this kind.
Houdini algorithm [15]) or decision trees, which are common,
IV. L EARNING D ECISION T REES FROM G AME S AMPLES
for instance, in learning-based software verification [11], [16],
We now fix the hypothesis space H to be the class of all
[17], [12] and also used in this work. Note that it might happen
that a winning set exists, though it cannot be expressed as a decision trees (as defined shortly) and describe an algorithm
hypothesis in the hypothesis space. Thus, the choice of the to learn consistent decision trees from game samples. Our
hypothesis space and, hence, the learning algorithm needs to algorithm builds on top of a learning algorithm recently
proposed by Ezudheen et al. [4] in the context of software
be made carefully in order for the learning to succeed.
A second important property of learning algorithms is what verification. To ease the presentation in this section, we abstract
we call “consistency”. To make this notion precise, let us from the setting of infinite games and assume that the data to
assume that the learner accumulates counterexamples in a learn from is taken from an abstract domain D, whose elements
so-called game sample SG = (Pos, Neg, Ex , Un) consisting we call data points. We encourage the reader to think of data
of a finite set Pos of positive counterexamples, a finite points and vertices as synonyms and define concepts such as
set Neg of negative counterexample, a finite set Ex of game samples and consistency analogously for data points.
An example of a decision tree
existential counterexamples, and a finite set Un of universal
y<2
counterexamples. Then, we say that a hypothesis H ⊆ V is shown in Figure 4. In general,
is consistent with a game sample SG = (Pos, Neg, Ex , Un) decision trees are binary trees whose
1
x≥0
if (1) v ∈ H for each v ∈ Pos, (2) v ∈
/ H for each inner nodes are labeled with predv ∈ Neg, (3) v ∈ H implies {v1 , . . . , vn } ∩ H 6= ∅ for icates from an a priori fixed set P
0
1
each v → (v1 ∨ . . . ∨ vn ) ∈ Ex , and (4) v ∈ H implies and whose leaves are labeled with
Fig. 4: A decision tree
{v1 , . . . , vn } ⊆ H for each v → (v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vn ) ∈ Un. Boolean values. In this context, each
over D = R and P =
Moreover, we call a learner consistent if it always produces predicate is a function p : D → B
{x ≥ 0, y < 2}.
a consistent hypothesis. Consistency is an important property that maps data points to a Boolean
as it prevents the learner from making the same mistake twice values and corresponds to a property of interest. Typically, the
set P is finite, but Ezudheen et al.’s algorithm can build decision
and ensures progress towards a winning set.
In fact, the notion of consistency allows us to show that our trees even from infinite sets of predicates if the underlying
framework is sound in the sense that any consistent learner domain is numeric. The algorithm we design in this section
learns a winning set in the limit if one exists in the chosen retains this feature.
In the remainder of this section, we view a decision tree t
hypothesis space. This is formalized in the next theorem.
as a representation of an (infinite) set D(t) ⊆ D of data points.
Theorem 1. Let a teacher for a safety game (as described
Whether a data point d ∈ D belongs to this set depends on
in Definition 2) and a consistent learner over an hypothesis
its valuation t(d) ∈ B, which is defined as follows: starting at
space H be given. If there exists a winning set expressible as a
the root node, we recursively descend left (right) if d satisfies
hypothesis in H, then there exists an ordinal α ∈ O, where O
(does not satisfy) the predicate at the current node and define
denotes the class of all ordinals, such that the learner proposes
t(d) to be the label of the leaf node that is ultimately reached
a winning set after at most α iterations.
by this procedure. The set of data points represented by t is
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the fact that our learning then simply the set D(t) = {d ∈ D | t(d) = 1}. Since the
framework is in instance of an abstract learning framework learner proposes this set as a hypothesis to the teacher, we call
for synthesis (ALF), as introduced by Löding et al. [18]. a decision tree t consistent with a game sample SG if D(t) is
The proof roughly proceeds as follows. Since the teacher of consistent with SG .
Ezudheen et al.’s algorithm has been developed in the context
Definition 2 allows “progress” (i.e., every counterexample
refutes the current hypothesis) and we assume the learner to be of software verification and expects so-called Horn samples as
consistent, the learner never conjectures the same hypothesis input. Formally, a Horn sample is a finite set SH containing
twice. In the worst case, the learner will have exhausted all Horn constraints of the form (d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn ) → d or (d1 ∧
incorrect hypotheses after α iterations for an ordinal α ∈ O . . . ∧ dn ) → false where i ∈ N and d, d1 , . . . , dn ∈ D are data
with cardinality less or equal to |H|. Since the teacher is also points. Note that the left-hand-side of a Horn constraint might
“honest” (i.e., it does not return spurious counterexamples), the be empty (i.e., i = 0), in which case it is interpreted as true.
learner necessarily produces a winning set in the subsequent
Given a Horn sample SH , Ezudheen et al.’s algorithm learns
iteration if one exists.
a decision tree t that is consistent with SH in the sense
Finally, let us point out that the safety games as defined that (1) {d1 , . . . , dn } ⊆ D(t) implies d ∈ D(t) for each
in Section II are very general and even allow encoding Horn constraint of the form (d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn ) → d in SH and
computations of Turing machines. Consequently, determining (2) {d1 , . . . , dn } 6⊆ D(t) for each Horn constraint of the form
the winner of such safety games is undecidable in general, (d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn ) → false in SH ; by extension, we then also say
and any algorithm for computing winning sets can be a that D(t) is consistent with SH . Should no consistent decision
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Algorithm 1: Learning decision trees from game
samples
Input: A game sample SG = (Pos, Neg, Ex , Un) and
a (finite) set P of predicates (both over D)
1

Construct a Horn sample SH as follows:
• for each positive example d ∈ Pos,
add the Horn constraint d → false;
• for each negative example d ∈ Neg,
add the Horn constraint true → d;
• for each existential implication
d → (d1 ∨ . . . ∨ dn ) ∈ Ex , add the Horn
constraint (d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn ) → d; and
• for each universal implication
d → (d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn ) ∈ Un,
add the Horn constraints
d1 → d, . . . , dn → d to SH .

and tG be as in Algorithm 1. Then, D(tH ) is consistent with
SH if and only if D(tG ) is consistent with SG .
The correctness of Algorithm 1, stated in Theorem 3 below,
is now a direct consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. Note
that the term n|Un| in the runtime estimation stems from the
fact that each universal counterexample might have n data
points on its right-hand-side, resulting in n Horn constraints.
Theorem 3. Let SG = (Pos, Neg, Ex , Un) be a game sample
and P a finite set of predicates, both over the domain D.
Moreover, let n be the number of data points in SG . If a decision
tree over P exists that is consistent with SG , then Algorithm 1
learns one in time O n|P|+n2 (|Pos|+|Neg|+|Ex |+n|Un|) ,
assuming that predicates can be evaluated in constant time.

If the abstract domain D is numeric, say D ⊆ Rn for some
n ∈ N, a simple extension of Ezudheen et al.’s algorithm, and
hence Algorithm 1, can be used to learn decision trees even
2 Apply Ezudheen et al.’s learning algorithm to learn a
over infinite sets of predicates. This extension was originally
decision tree tH over P that is consistent with SH .
proposed by Quinlan [20] and assumes the set of predicates to
3 Swap the labels of all leaves of tH to obtain the
be P ? = {d[i] ≤ c | c ∈ R, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} where d[i] denotes
decision tree tG satisfying D(tG ) = D \ D(tH ) (i.e.,
the i-th component of the data point d. The key idea is in fact
the decision trees tH and tG are structurally identical
straightforward: to separate two data points d1 , d2 ∈ D (e.g.,
but every label b ∈ B in tH is replaced with 1 − b).
a positive and negative data point), it suffices to consider only
such predicates d[i] ≤ c for which the constant c occurs as
an actual value in d1 or d2 . Thus, Algorithm 1 can always
restrict itself to a finite subset of P ? , which only depends on
tree exist (e.g., because the set P does not contain sufficient
the values of the data points in the given sample.
predicates to separate positive and negative examples), the
In many situations, Algorithm 1 in fact guarantees that the
algorithm aborts with an error. The theorem below summarizes
overall
feedback loop of Section III converges to a winning
these key properties.
set in finite time if one can be expressed as a decision tree.
Theorem 2 (Ezudheen et al. [4]). Let SH be a Horn sample For instance, if the set P is finite, then there exist only finitely
and P a finite set of predicates, both over the domain D. many semantically different decision trees (in terms of the
Moreover, let n be the number of data points and k the number set of data points they represent). Since Algorithm 1 always
of Horn constraints in SH . If a decision tree over P exists produces consistent decision trees, it will have exhausted all
that is consistent with SH , then Ezudheen et al.’s algorithm incorrect trees after a finite amount of time. If a winning set
learns one in time O(n|P| + n2 k), assuming that predicates exists and can be expressed as a decision tree over P, then the
can be evaluated in constant time.
subsequent hypothesis will necessarily be one. On the other
hand, if the underlying domain is numeric and Algorithm 1
We are now ready to present our algorithm for learning
operates over the infinite set P ? , a technique proposed by
decision trees from game samples, which is shown in pseudo
Ezudheen et al. can be used to guarantee that a winning set
code as Algorithm 1. It builds on top of Ezudheen et al.’s
will be learned in finite time (if one can be expressed as a
algorithm and proceeds in three steps: first, it translates a game
decision tree over P ? ). Due to the limited space, we have to
sample SG into an “equivalent” Horn sample SH ; then, it
refer the reader to Ezudheen et al. [4] for details and can here
applies Ezudheen et al.’s learning algorithm to obtain a decision
only state our main result.
tree tH that is consistent with SH ; finally, it translates tH into
a decision tree tG , which is consistent with SG . More precisely, Theorem 4. Let G be a safety game. If the learner of Section III
the Horn sample SH constructed in Step 1 has the property uses Algorithm 1 over a finite set P of predicates, then it is
that for every decision tree tH the set D(tH ) is consistent with guaranteed to learn a winning set after a finite number of
SH if and only if its complement D \ D(tH ) is consistent with iterations if there exists one that is expressible as a decision
the game sample SG . Since the decision tree tG obtained in tree over P. The analogous statement holds for the set P ? .
Step 3 of our algorithm satisfies D(tG ) = D \ D(tH ), it is
In practice, the overall runtime depends not only on the
thus consistent with SG . This property is formalized next and
learner
but also on the teacher (which might be adversarial).
proven in the extended version of this paper [19].
Hence, an average case analysis requires further assumptions
Lemma 1. Let SG be a game sample and P a finite set of on the teacher. We leave such an analysis for future work and
predicates, both over the domain D. Moreover, let SH , tH , turn to an experimental evaluation instead.
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TABLE I: Properties of the compared tools

V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
To assess the performance of our learning framework and
the decision tree learning algorithm, we have implemented
a prototype named DT-Synth.1 In this section, we describe
DT-Synth in detail and compare it to three existing tools:
CONSYNTH [6], which is based on constraint solving, as
well as two tools based on learning finite automata [9], for
brevity here called SAT-Synth and RPNI-Synth.
The Tools: DT-Synth takes games as input that are
encoded as quantifier-free, first-order formulas in the theory
of linear integer arithmetic (LIA). More precisely, variables
x1 , . . . , xn of type integer encode vertices of a game graph,
while formulas ϕ(x1 , . . . , xn ) over those variables represent
(infinite) sets of vertices. Additionally, the edge relation of a
game graph is encoded by a formula ψ(x1 , . . . , xn , x01 , . . . , x0n )
where x1 , . . . , xn represents a source-vertex and x01 , . . . , x0n
a destination-vertex. We believe that this encoding of games
is highly accessible and allows modeling many real-world
synthesis tasks (e.g., robotic motion planning) in a natural
way. Moreover, the decision trees computed by DT-Synth are
generally easy to comprehend, as we demonstrate in the full
version of this paper [19]. Note, however, that the choice of LIA
restricts our game graphs to countably many vertices. We have
made this choice deliberately to be able to reuse Ezudheen et
al.’s implementation of the decision tree learner [4]. DT-Synth
implements the teacher and learner as follows:
Teacher: The teacher builds on top of the Z3 SMT solver [7].
Upon receiving a hypothesis in the form of a formula
ϕH (x1 , . . . , xn ), it performs a series of satisfiability checks
according to Definition 2 in order to search for counterexamples. If a satisfiability check succeeds, the teacher derives a
counterexample from the model returned by Z3 (potentially
triggering a finite number of additional satisfiability checks to
compute the successors of a vertex in the case of existential
and universal counterexamples).
Learner: The learner builds on top of code originally
developed by Ezudheen et al. [4]. In addition to the set P ?
of predicates described in Section IV, it additionally uses
octagonal constraints of the form xi ± xj ≤ c (which capture
distances between vertices in the Euclidean space). After a
consistent decision tree has
W been
V learned, the learner converts
it into a formula ϕH := π∈Π ψ∈π ψ where Π is the set of
all paths from the root to a leaf labeled with true, and ψ ∈ π
denotes that the predicate ψ occurs on π (negated if the path
descends to the right). Then, it hands ϕH over to the teacher.
Following the description in Section IV, it is not hard to verify
that a vertex satisfies the formula ϕH obtained from the tree t
if and only if the vertex belongs to D(t).
We compared DT-Synth to three other tools: CONSYNTH,
SAT-Synth and RPNI-Synth. Table I summarizes the main
similarities and differences of these tools.
CONSYNTH [6] is a tool for synthesizing winning strategies
in games over infinite graphs with ω-regular winning conditions
1 Code/benchmarks

available at https://github.com/OliverMa1/DT-Synth.

Tool
DT-Synth
CONSYNTH [6]
SAT-Synth [9]
RPNI-Synth [9]

Easy to
model
games

Easy to
interpret
solution

Guarantees
to find a
strategy

No help
of user
required

3
3
7
7

3
7
7
7

3
3
3
7

3
7
3
3

(which are more general than the safety games considered in
this paper). The tool reduces the computation of a winning
strategy into a satisfiablity problem for Constrained Horn
Clauses (CHCs) [21], which allows it to leverage the power
of modern SMT solvers. Similar to DT-Synth, CONSYNTH’s
input is a game (with potentially unaccountably many vertices)
encoded as an SMT formula. However, to remove existential
quantifiers that arise from translating the synthesis problem
into CHCs, CONSYNTH relies on so-called Skolem templates,
which have to be specified by the user (we discuss the impact
of Skolem templates in the full version of this paper [19]).
Intuitively, these templates constrain the search space of
potential strategies and, hence, require insight into what a
winning strategy might be (and the ability to express this
insight as a Skolem template). By contrast, DT-Synth does not
require additional help from the user (it synthesizes winning
sets/strategies based on the game alone), but it can also not
benefit from the user’s knowledge. The output of CONSYNTH
is values for the parameters in the Skolem template (encoding
a winning strategy) and a corresponding winning set in form of
an SMT formula. Both objects can be challenging for humans
to understand. Similar to DT-Synth, CONSYNTH guarantees
to find a winning strategy if one can be expressed in terms of
the Skolem template.
SAT-Synth and RPNI-Synth [9] are two techniques for
synthesizing winning strategies of safety games over game
graphs with countably many vertices. Both tools expect the
game encoded by means of finite automata/transducers and
leverage automata learning techniques to compute winning
sets: SAT-Synth internally uses a SAT solver to learn automata,
wheres RPNI-Synth is based on the popular RPNI learning
algorithm [22]. Similar to DT-Synth and unlike CONSYNTH,
both tools do not require additional information from the user.
However, both the input and output of SAT-Synth and RPNISynth are finite automata, which is not a very natural encoding
of games and can be difficult for humans to understand. Finally,
SAT-Synth guarantees to find a winning set (if it can be
expressed as an automaton), whereas RPNI-Synth does not.
The Benchmarks: We have evaluated the performance
of all four tools on two benchmark suits, both featuring
safety games over infinite game graphs.2 The first benchmark
suite accompanies SAT-Synth/RPNI-Synth [9] and consists of
seven safety games, which are motivated by robotic motion
2 Note that our approach is designed for infinite graphs but not to compete
with highly-optimized synthesis engines on games over finite graphs. Hence,
we did not consider benchmarks from the various synthesis competitions.
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TABLE II: Experimental results on the SAT-Synth/RPNI-Synth benchmark suite [9] (upper part) and CONSYNTH benchmark
suite [6] (lower part). “Iter.” refers to the number of iterations in the counterexample-guided feedback loop. “Size” measures
the size of the final decision tree learned by DT-Synth in terms of inner nodes and the size of the final automata produced by
SAT-Synth and RPNI-Synth in terms of the number of states, respectively. “—” indicates a timeout after 900 s.
DT-Synth
Game
Box
Box Limited
Diagonal
Evasion
Follow
Solitary Box
Square 5x5
Cinderella (c = 2)
Cinderella (c = 3)
Program-repair
Repair-critical
Synth-Synchronization

SAT-Synth
Time in s

Iter.

RPNI-Synth

Time in s

Iter.

Size

0.77
0.28
2.04
0.63
0.86
0.24
7.77

9
4
23
6
11
4
61

5
2
5
3
5
2
12

1.22
45
5
0.74
36
4
1.49
64
4
89.15
237
7
95.90
300
7
5.81
76
6
—————————

Size

—————————
—————————
0.99
14
11
23.74
237
14
63.30
513
35

—————————
—————————
1.42
69
3
—————————
—————————

CONSYNTH

Time in s

Iter.

Size

Time in s

0.41
0.32
1.01
1.40
7.36
0.42
0.82

16
15
64
82
352
16
39

6
5
4
11
16
6
14

3.71
0.44
1.93
1.50
—
0.42
—

—————————
—————————
0.15
7
3
130.54
1772
11
42.74
858
26

—
765.30
2.50
19.52
10.01

planning. The second suite of benchmarks is shipped with
Compared to RPNI-Synth and SAT-Synth, DT-Synth required
CONSYNTH [6] and consists of five safety games: two versions far fewer iterations and, hence, fewer interactions with the
of a combinatorial puzzle (Cinderella game), two program typically computationally expensive teacher. Moreover, the
repair problems, and a synchronization problem for multi- size of the final output is smaller, which makes it easier for
threaded programs. Due to limited space, we have to refer to the humans to interpret (see the full version of this paper [19]). It
full version of this paper [19] for a detailed description of these is also important to emphasize that despite RPNI-Synth’s good
benchmarks. For the first benchmark suite, we have equipped performance, the tool does not guarantee to find a winning set.
CONSYNTH with moderately restrictive Skolem templates; By contrast, DT-Synth provides such a guarantee.
Note that CONSYNTH was the only tool able to solve at
templates for the second suite were provided by Beyene et al.
The representations of winning sets/strategies for all four tools least one version of the Cinderella game. We believe that this
are expressive enough for all games in these benchmark suits. is due to the somewhat restrictive Skolem template that Beyene
Results: Table II lists the experimental results for all four et al. have provided: if equipped with less restrictive templates,
tools on the SAT-Synth/RPNI-Synth benchmark suite [9] (upper CONSYNTH times out as well (see the full version [19]).
Summary: In conclusion, DT-Synth is competitive to the
part) and the CONSYNTH benchmark suite [6] (lower part).3
In the case of DT-Synth, RPNI-Synth, and SAT-Synth, Table II state-of-the-art tools for solving safety games over infinite
also shows the number of iterations as well as the size of the graphs. It does not require any user guidance, guarantees to
result (measured in the number of inner nodes in a decision find a winning set (if one can be expressed as a decision tree),
tree and the number of states of an automaton, respectively). and features easy-to-understand input/output formats.
We have conducted all experiments on an Intel Xeon E7-8857
VI. C ONCLUSION
v2 CPU with 4 GB of RAM running a 64-bit Debian operating
We
have
developed
a machine learning framework for
system. The timeout was 900 s.
synthesizing
reactive
safety
controllers whose interaction with
We rank the performance of the tools based on the number
their
environment
is
modeled
by games over infinite graphs.
of games they solved. To break ties, we consider the aggregate
Moreover,
we
have
designed
a
learning algorithm for decision
runtime on games that the tools were able to solve (not actrees
that
learns
winning
sets/strategies
and is in many situations
counting for time-outs). With this scheme, DT-Synth performed
guaranteed
to
find
a
solution
if
one
exists.
Our experimental
best and solved ten out of twelve games with an aggregated
evaluation
shows
that
our
approach
is
highly
competitive and
runtime of 100.62 s. RPNI-Synth ranked second, having solved
promises
applicability
to
a
wide
range
of
interesting
practical
the same ten games but with an aggregated runtime of 185.17 s
problems,
specifically
due
to
its
ease
of
use.
(i.e., 1.8 times slower than DT-Synth). CONSYNTH ranked third
A promising direction for future work would be to apply our
and solved nine games with an aggregated runtime of 805.33 s.
technique
to distributed synthesis problems and other, more
Finally, SAT-Synth performed worst, having solved seven games
complex
synthesis
settings. Moreover, we plan to extend our
with an aggregate runtime of 195.73 s.
learning-based framework to more general winning conditions,
3 Note that we were not able to reproduce the exact results for CONSYNTH
such as reachability and liveness.
reported by Beyene et al. [6]. CONSYNTH has numerous options, which
influence the performance of the benchmarks drastically. We have been in
contact with the authors to obtain the exact options that were used in their
experiments. Unfortunately, some of these options resulted in crashes and
incorrect results on our machine. Hence, we resorted to the default options.
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Abstract—Cyber-physical systems are often safety-critical in
that violations of safety properties may lead to catastrophes.
We propose a method to enforce the safety of systems with
real-valued signals by synthesizing a runtime enforcer called
the shield. Whenever the system violates a property, the shield,
composed with the system, makes correction instantaneously to
ensure that no erroneous output is generated by the combined
system. While techniques for synthesizing Boolean shields are well
understood, they do not handle real-valued signals ubiquitous in
cyber-physical systems, meaning their corrections may be either
unrealizable or inefficient to compute in the real domain. We
solve the realizability and efficiency problems by analyzing the
compatibility of predicates defined over real-valued signals, and
using the analysis result to constrain a two-player safety game
used to synthesize the shield. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
this method on a variety of applications, including an automotive
powertrain control system.
Index Terms—program synthesis, controller synthesis, safety
game, signal temporal logic, cyber physical system

I. I NTRODUCTION
A cyber-physical system often needs to continuously respond to external stimuli with actions under strict timing
and safety requirements; violations of these requirements may
lead to catastrophes. While formal verification is desirable, in
practice, it can be difficult due to high system complexity,
unavailability of source code, and limited capacity of existing
verification tools. In addition, many systems have started
incorporating machine learning components, which remain
challenging to test or verify [13], [21].
Bloem et al. [7] recently introduced the concept of shield,
denoted S, to enforce a specification ϕ of a system D with
certainty. The goal is to ensure that the combined D ◦ S never
violates ϕ. If, for example, D malfunctions and produces an
erroneous output O for input I, S will correct O into O0
instantaneously to ensure ϕ(I, O0 ) holds even when ϕ(I, O)
fails. Here, instantaneously means correction is made in the
same clock cycle. Furthermore, S depends solely on ϕ, which
makes it well-suited for complex D but small ϕ, e.g., learningbased systems [2], [3], [42], [44].
While the functional specification of D, denoted Ψ, may be
large, typically, only a small subset ϕ ⊆ Ψ is safety-critical.
Since S depends on ϕ, as opposed to Ψ or D, synthesizing S
from ϕ is more practical than model checking [9], [33], which
decides if D satisfies ϕ, or program synthesis [5], [6], [14],
[32], which creates D from Ψ.
Although techniques for synthesizing Boolean shields are
well understood [7], [22], [43], they do not work for systems
where signals have real values and need to satisfy constraints

University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California, USA

such as x + y ≤ 1.53. Naively treating the real-valued
constraint as a predicate, or a Boolean variable P , may lead
to loss of information at the synthesis time and unrealizability
at run time. For example, while the Boolean combination
P ∧ ¬Q ∧ ¬R may be allowed, the corresponding real-valued
constraint may not have solution, e.g., with P : x + y ≤ 1.53,
Q : x < 1.0 and R : y < 1.0.
Even the use of abstraction refinement to combine a
Boolean shield with constraint solving does not work. For
example, one may be tempted to block P ∧ ¬Q ∧ ¬R and
ask the shield to generate a new solution. However, since the
shield must be reflexive, i.e., producing O0 in the same clock
cycle when the erroneous O occurs, it may be too slow at run
time to recompute a solution. Even if it is fast enough, the
new solution may still be unrealizable in the real domain. In
general, it is difficult to bound a priori the number of iterations
in such an abstraction-refinement loop to meet the strict timing
requirement.
We propose a shield synthesis method to guarantee, with
certainty, the realizability of real-valued signals. This is accomplished by treating Boolean and real-valued signals uniformly by adding a set of new constraints. These constraints
take the form of two automata: a relaxation automaton, to
capture the impossible combinations of predicates over signals
in I and O, and a feasibility automaton, to capture the
infeasible combinations of signals in O0 . We use them to
restrict the synthesis algorithm formulated as a two-player
safety game, where the antagonist controls the erroneous O
and the protagonist (shield) controls the corrected O0 : the
game is won if the protagonist ensures that ϕ(I, O0 ) holds
even if ϕ(I, O) fails.
The overall flow is shown in Fig. 1, where the input consists
of real-valued Ir and Or signals and a safety property ϕr
defined over these signals. Internally, the shield S has three
subcomponents: a converter from real-valued Ir /Or signals
to Boolean I/O signals, a converter from Boolean O0 signals
to real-valued Or0 signals, and a Boolean shield S(I, O, O0 ).
Note that the system, denoted D(Ir , Or ), is not required to
synthesize the shield: by treating D as a blackbox, we ensure
that D ◦ S |= ϕr for any D.
Our shield synthesis algorithm first computes a set P of
predicates over real-valued signals from ϕr , Ir , Or and Or0 .
Next, it leverages P to construct the Boolean abstractions ϕ,
I, O and O0 , as well as the relaxation automaton R(I, O) and
the feasibility automaton F(O0 ). Using these components, it
constructs and solves a safety game where the antagonist is
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We review the related work in Section VII. Finally, we give
our conclusions in Section VIII.
O’r

Predict
Safety Spec φr
Checker
Ir

Or
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I
Predicate
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Bool
Shield
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O’r

O’
LP
Solver

Robust Function γ

Fig. 1. Overview of the safety shield for real.

free to introduce errors to O and the protagonist must correct
them in O0 . The winning strategy computed for the protagonist
is the Boolean shield S(I, O, O0 ). At run time, real values
are computed for signals in Or0 by solving a conjunction of
constraints based on the Boolean values of signals in O.
To speed up the computation of real values at run time,
we also propose a set of design-time optimizations, which
leverage the information gathered from the shield to simplify
the constraints to be solved at run time. When there are
multiple real-valued solutions, the utility function γ shown
in Fig. 1, which defines a robustness criterion, is used to
pick the best one. We also propose a two-phase, predict-andvalidate technique to speed up the computation of the realvalued solutions.
We have evaluated the method on a number of applications,
including automotive powertrain control [19], autonomous
driving [35], adaptive cruise control [29], multi-drone fleet
control [30], generic control [20], blood glucose control [39],
and water tank control [2]. Our results show that, in all cases,
the shield can quickly produce real-valued correction signals
at run time. Furthermore, the use of robustness constraints and
two-phase computation can significantly improve the quality
and efficiency of the real-valued solutions.
To sum up, we make the following contributions:
•
•
•

We propose a method for synthesizing shields while
guaranteeing the realizability of real-valued signals.
We propose optimizations to speed up the computation
and improve the quality of these correction signals.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques on a number of applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
we review the basics of shield synthesis in Section II. Then,
we present the technical challenges of extending the Boolean
shield to the real domain in Section III. Details of our method
for addressing these challenges can be found in Sections IV
and V. Next, we present our experimental results in Section VI.

II. P RELIMINARIES
We assume that the system, D, is a blackbox with input
I and output O. When D malfunctions, it produces some
erroneous values in O. The shield, S, takes both I and O
as input and returns O0 as output. Whenever D |= ϕ, the
shield returns O0 = O; and when D 6|= ϕ, the shield needs to
compute correction O0 for O. Following Bloem et al. [7], we
treat the correction computation as a two-player safety game.
Safety Game The antagonist controls the alphabet ΣIO and
the protagonist controls the alphabet ΣO0 . The game is a tuple
G = (G, g0 , ΣIO × ΣO0 , δG , F ), where G is a set of states,
g0 is the initial state, ΣIO × ΣO0 is the combined alphabet,
δG : G × ΣIO × ΣO0 → G is the transition function, and F
is the set of unsafe states. In each state g ∈ G, the antagonist
chooses a letter σIO ∈ ΣIO and then the protagonist chooses
a letter σO0 ∈ ΣO0 , thus leading to state g 0 = δG (g, σIO , σO0 ).
The resulting state sequence g0 g1 ... is called a play. A play is
winning for the protagonist when it visits only the safe states.
The game may be solved using the classic algorithm of
Mazala [28], which computes “attractors” for a subset of safe
states (G \ F ) and unsafe states F . A winning region W is
a subset of (G \ F ) states within which the protagonist has
a strategy to win. A winning strategy is a function ω : G ×
ΣIO → ΣO0 that ensures the protagonist always wins. The
shield S is an implementation of the winning strategy.

Boolean Shield It is a tuple S = (S, s0 , ΣIO , ΣO0 , δS , λS ),
where S is a set of states, s0 is the initial state, δS :
S×ΣIO → S is the transition function, and λS (S, σIO ) = σO0
is the output function. Here, λS implements the winning
strategy ω in the game G. Assume the system is D =
(Q, q0 , ΣI , ΣO , δD , λD ), where Q is the set of system states,
q0 is the initial state, δD : Q × ΣI → Q is the transition
function, and λD : Q × ΣI → ΣO is the output function. The
composition D ◦ S is (QS, qs0 , ΣI , ΣO0 , δD◦S , λD◦S ), where
QS = Q × S, the initial state is qs0 = (q0 , s0 ), the transition
function is δD◦S : QS × ΣI → QS, and the output function
is λD◦S .
Given a state qs = (q, s), the next state qs0 = (q 0 , s0 ) is
computed by δD◦S (qs, σI ) as follows: q 0 = δD (q, σI ) and
s0 = δS (s, σI ◦λD (σI )), and σO0 is computed by λD◦S (qs, σI )
as follows: λS (s, σI ◦ λD (σI )).
If there are multiple ways of changing O to O0 to satisfy
ϕ(I, O0 ), the shield must choose the one with minimum
difference between O and O0 . The difference may be measured
in Hamming Distance [7]: when D |= ϕ, HD(O, O0 ) = 0; and
when D 6|= ϕ, HD(O, O0 ) is minimized.
Example Consider the following two formulas in LTL [31]:


G A ⇒ B1


G A ∧ X(¬A) ⇒ B2 UA

where G means Globally, X means Next, U means Until,
Boolean variable A is an input signal, while B1 and B2 are
output signals of D. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding automaton
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Fig. 2. Boolean safety specification.
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0
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¬A ∧ (B1 = B10 )
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3
A ∧ ¬B1 ∧ B10
∧(B2 = B20 )

Fig. 3. Boolean shield for Properties in Fig. 2.

representation, where 0 is the initial state and 2 is an unsafe
state. Note that the transition labels are on the edges.
Fig. 3 shows the shield generated by existing techniques [7],
[22], [43], which takes signals A, B1 and B2 as input, and
return the modified signals B10 and B20 as output. Here, labels
are on nodes instead of edges: they are conditions under which
transitions go to destination nodes. Furthermore, B1 = B10
means the two signals have the same value.
The shield ensures that A, the input signal of D, and
B10 , B20 , the modified output signals of D, always satisfy the
specification in Fig. 2. At the same time, the deviation between
B1 , B2 and B10 , B20 is minimized.
The red dashed edge in Fig. 3 illustrates a scenario where D
violates the specification by setting B2 to false while moving
from a state where A is true to a state where A is false, as
represented by the red dashed edge in Fig. 2. The shield, upon
detecting this violation, responds instantaneously by setting
B20 to true. It allows the specification to be satisfied by the
modified output (B20 ). As for B10 , whose value does not matter,
the shield maintains B10 = B1 to minimize the deviation.
III. T ECHNICAL C HALLENGES
Using a Boolean shield to generate real-valued correction
signals has two problems: realizability of the Boolean predicates, and quality of the real-valued signals.
A. Realizability of the Boolean Predicates
The Boolean specification in Section II are abstractions
of the real-valued LTL properties below, which in turn are
abstractions of properties of an automotive powertrain control
system [19] expressed in Signal Temporal Logic (STL [27]).

G l = power ⇒ |µ| < 0.2



G l = power ∧ X(l = normal) ⇒ |µ| < 0.02 U l = power

The input signal l denotes the system mode, which may
be normal or power. The output signal µ is the normalized
error of the air-fuel (A/F) ratio inside an internal combustion
engine. Let λ be the A/F ratio and λref be a reference value,
then µ = (λ − λref )/λref . Since µ affects other parts of the
systems, it must be kept in certain regions depending on the
system mode.
The first property says that |µ| should stay below 0.2 in the
power mode. The second property says that, after the system
changes from the power mode to the normal mode, |µ| should
stay below 0.02. In the Boolean versions, A denotes whether
the system is in the power mode, while B1 and B2 denote
|µ| < 0.2 and |µ| < 0.02, respectively. The combination ¬B1 ∧
B2 is unrealizable, because |µ| cannot be both greater than 0.2
and less than 0.02.
However, the shield synthesized by existing methods is not
aware of this problem, and thus may produce combinations
of Boolean values that are not realizable in the real domain.
As shown by the red edge in Fig. 3: if the shield’s input is
¬A∧¬B1 ∧¬B2 , the shield’s output will be ¬B10 ∧B20 , despite
that |µ0 | ≥ 0.2 ∧ |µ0 | < 0.02 is unsatisfiable.
We solve this problem by checking the compatibility of the
predicates at the synthesis time, to guarantee their realizability
at run time. Details will be presented in Section IV.
B. Quality of the Real-valued Output
Even if the Boolean values are realizable, the real-valued solution computed by a generic solver may not be of high quality.
Assume that all predicates are linear arithmetic constraints,
the output of a Boolean shield would be a conjunction of
constraints. As shown in Fig. 1, the back-end may convert O0 ,
the Boolean output, to Or0 , the real-valued output, by solving
a linear programming (LP) problem.
Consider
 G(A ⇒ B), which abstracts G l = power ⇒
|µ| < 0.2 . Suppose the original system’s output violates the
property |µ| < 0.2 as shown by the blue line in Fig. 4, where
the two erroneous values are in the middle. The correction
computed by an LP solver may be any of the infinitely many
values in the interval (-0.2, +0.2), including -0.19 and 0.
However, neither of these two values may be acceptable in
a real system, which expects the signal to be stable, not
arbitrary.
Ideally, we want to generate real-valued signals that are
smooth, and consistent with physical laws of the environment,
e.g., the green line in Fig. 4. Toward this end, we leverage
a utility function, γ, to impose robustness in addition to
correctness constraints. With both types of constraints, the LP
solver can generate values of high quality.
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Algorithm 1 Synthesizing a realizable Boolean shield Sbool from ϕr .
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Let P be the set of predicates over real-valued variables in ϕr ;
Let ϕ, I, O, O0 be Boolean abstractions of ϕr , Ir , Or , Or0 via P;
function S YNTHESIZE B OOL ( P, I, O, O0 )
Q(I, O0 ) ← GEN C ORRECTNESS M ONITOR(ϕ)
E(I, O, O0 ) ← GEN E RROR AVOIDING M ONITOR(ϕ)
G ←Q◦E
W ← COMPUTE W INNING S TRATEGY(G)
R(I, O) ← GEN R ELAXATIONAUTOMATON(P, I, O, W)
F (O0 ) ← GEN F EASIBILITYAUTOMATON(R)
Gr ← W ◦ R ◦ F
ωr ← COMPUTE W INNING S TRATEGY(Gr )
Sbool (I, O, O0 ) ← IMPLEMENT S HIELD(ωr )
return Sbool
end function

We also propose a technique to speed up the computation
of real values. The intuition is that system dynamics may
be approximated using (linear) regression, which predicts the
current value of a signal based on its values in the recent past.
Thus, we develop a fast runtime prediction unit to guess the
value, followed by a fast validation unit to check its validity. If
the predicted value is valid, it will serve as the shield’s output.
Otherwise, we invoke the LP solver. Details will be presented
in Section V.
IV. S YNTHESIZING THE B OOLEAN S HIELD
In this section, we present our method for ensuring the
realizability of the shield’s output signals. The idea is to
check the compatibility of predicates inside the game-based
algorithm for synthesizing the Boolean shield. To improve
efficiency, we check predicate combinations only when they
are involved in compute the winning strategy.
Algorithm 1 shows the procedure, where blue highlighted
lines address the realizability issue while the remainder follows the classic algorithm in the prior work [7], [22], [43].
First, it creates P, the set of predicates from the real-valued
specification ϕr . Then, it uses P to compute a Boolean
abstraction of ϕr , denoted ϕ. Next, it uses ϕ to formulate
a two-player safety game G where the antagonist controls I
and O, the protagonist controls O0 , and W is the winning
region where the protagonist may win the game.
Since the construction of the safety game G is part of the
prior work, we refer to Bloem et al. [7] and Wu et al. [43]
for details. Here, it suffices to say that G is a synchronous
composition of E, an error-avoiding monitor that outlines all
possible ways in which the antagonist may introduce errors in
O and the protagonist may introduce corrections in O0 , and
Q, a correctness monitor that ensures ϕ(I, O0 ) always holds.
Since a winning strategy in W may not be realizable
in the real domain, our next step is to compute a strategy
ωr based on W while ensuring correction signals produced
by ωr are always realizable. Toward this end, we introduce
two additional automata: the feasibility automaton F(O0 ) and
the relaxation automaton R(I, O). Specifically, F is used to
identify and remove the infeasible edges in ω, i.e., corrections
in O0 with no real-valued solutions. R is used to identify and
remove the unrealistic errors in I and O, i.e., errors that are
impossible and thus will not occur in the first place.
In other words, F restricts the search to realizable solutions,
and R allows us to have more freedom while computing the

winning strategy. Thus, the new game Gr is a composition of
W, R and F. Based on the winning strategy ωr computed
from Gr , we can construct a shield Sbool that is guaranteed to
be realizable at run time.
In the remainder of this section, we illustrate the details
while focusing on the highlighted lines in Algorithm 1.
A. Computing the Predicates
P is the set of predicates over real-valued signals used in
ϕr , where ϕr is expressed in Signal Temporal Logic (STL).
In addition to the LTL operators, STL also has dense time
intervals associated with temporal operators and constraints
over real-valued variables.
Consider the STL formulas below, which come from the
powertrain control system [19] without modification.

G[τs ,T ]




G[τs ,T ] l = power ⇒ |µ| < 0.2


l = power ∧ X(l = normal) ⇒ G[η, ς ] |µ| < 0.02
2

Here, G[τ1 ,τ2 ] is the temporal operator augmented with time
interval [τ1 , τ2 ], l is the system mode, and µ is the normalized
error of the air-fuel ratio. The first property says that |µ| should
stay below 0.2 immediately after the system switch to the
power mode, i.e., between time τs and time T . The second
property says that, when it switches from the power mode to
the normal mode, |µ| should settle down to below 0.02 after
time η and before time 2ς .
To compute P, first, we convert each time interval to a
conjunction of linear constraints, e.g., by using a time variable
t to represent the bounds in intervals [τs , T ] and [η, 2ς ].
T1 :
T3 :

(t ≥ τs )
(t ≥ η)

T2 :
T4 :

(t ≤ T )
(t ≤ 2ς )

Next, we convert the constraints over real-valued variables to
predicates. From the running example, we will produce the
following predicates:
L1 : (l = power)
L2 : (l = normal)
M1 : (|µ| < 0.2)
M2 : (|µ| < 0.02)
B. Computing the Boolean Abstractions
After the set P of predicates is computed, we use it to
compute the Boolean abstractions of ϕr , Ir , Or and Or0 . This
step is straightforward. To compute ϕ from ϕr , we traverse
the abstract syntax tree (AST) of ϕr and, for each AST node n
that corresponds to a real-valued predicate P ∈ P, we replace
P with a new Boolean variable vP .
To compute I from Ir , we traverse the predicates in P
and, for each predicate Q ∈ P defined over some realvalued signals in Ir , we add a new Boolean variable vQ to
I. Similarly, O and O0 are also computed from Or and Or0 by
creating new Boolean variables.
C. Computing the Relaxation Automaton
The relaxation automaton R aims to identify impossible
combinations of I and O values, and since they will never
occur in the shield’s input, there is no need to make corrections
in the shield’s output. There may be two reasons why a value
combination is impossible:
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value combination is proved to be unsatisfiable, we compute
its UNSAT core, i.e., a minimal subset that itself is UNSAT.
By leveraging these UNSAT cores, we can significantly speed
up the checking of value combinations.

T1 ∧ T2
T1 ∧ T2

T1 ∧ ¬T2

(¬T1 ∧ T2 ) ∨ (M1 ∨ ¬M2 )
¬T2
(¬M1 ∧ M2 ) ∨ (¬T1 ∧ ¬T2 )

¬T1

impossible

¬T1 ∨ T2

T1 ∧ ¬T2

True

Fig. 5. Relaxation automaton R(I, O): impossible means the system D will
not allow the state to be reached, and the shield S can treat it as don’t care.
True
(M10 ∨ ¬M20 )
(¬M10 ∧ M20 )

infeasible

Fig. 6. Feasibility automaton F (O0 ): infeasible means the state is unrealizable, and the shield S must avoid the related edges while generating solutions.

1) The values of real-valued predicates are incompatible,
e.g., as in |µ| < 0.02 and |µ| > 0.2.
2) The values are not consistent with physical laws of
the environment, e.g., time never travels backward. For
example, with respect to the time interval [τs , T ], the
transition from T1 ∧ T2 to ¬T1 ∧ T2 is impossible.

In addition, our method allows users to provide more constraints to characterize physical laws of the environment or
their understanding of the behaviors of the system D.
States in the relaxation automaton R are divided into
two types: normal states and impossible states. Here, normal
means the I/O behavior of the system D may occur, whereas
impossible means it will never occur. Since impossible I/O
behavior will never occur in the shield’s input, the shield may
treat it as don’t-care and thus have more freedom to compute
the winning strategy.
Example Fig. 5 shows the relaxation automaton for our
running example. Here, the dashed edges come from the
physical laws (time never travels backward), while the solid
edges comes from the compatibility of real-valued predicates
defined over l and µ. In particular, the combination ¬M1 ∧M 2
is identified as impossible, because |µ| cannot be greater than
0.2 and less than 0.02 at the same time.
To check the compatibility of the predicate values, conceptually, one can iterate through all possible value combinations
for the predicates in P, and check each combination with
an LP solver. If the combination is unsatisfiable (UNSAT)
according to the LP solver, we say it is impossible. However, in
our actual implementation, the compatibility checking is performed significantly more efficiently, due to the use of variable
partitioning and UNSAT cores. First, P may be divided into
subgroups, such that predicates from different subgroups do
not interfere with each other. Therefore, value combinations
may be computed via Cartesian products. Second, when a

D. Computing the Feasibility Automaton
The feasibility automaton F aims to capture the combinations of O0 values that are unrealizable in the real domain.
Similar to R, states in F are divided into two types: normal
and infeasible. Here, normal means the value combinations
are realizable in the real domain, whereas infeasible means
the value combinations may be unrealizable.
Fig. 6 shows an example feasibility automaton for the running example: all predicates are the primed versions because
they are defined over O0 signals, which are part of the modified
output of the shield. Upon ¬M10 ∧M20 , the automaton goes into
the infeasible state, because ¬(|µ0 | < 0.2) ∧ (|µ0 | < 0.02) has
no real-valued solution.
While this is rare, a value combination may depend on realvalued signals not only in the shield’s output (Or0 ) but also in
the input (Ir ). Let such a value combination be denoted by
φ(Ir , Or0 ). Whether φ is guaranteed to be realizable can be
decided using an SMT solver, by checking the validity of the
formula ∀Ir .∃Or0 .φ(Ir , Or0 ).
Subsequently, during our computation of the winning strategy ωr , we need to avoid such unrealizable combinations.
E. Solving the Constrained Game
The new safety game Gr is defined as the composition of
W, the winning region of the Boolean game G, the relaxation
automaton R, and the feasibility automaton F. We tweak the
winning region automaton W by adding an unsafe state for all
edges going out of W. Here, composition means the standard
synchronous product, where a state transition exists only if it is
allowed by all three components (W, R and F). Furthermore,
safe states of Gr are either (1) states that are both safe in W
and feasible in F, or (2) states that are impossible in R.
More formally, assume that F W is the set of unsafe states
related to the winning region W, F F is the set of infeasible
states of the feasibility automaton F, and F R is the set of the
impossible states of the relaxation automaton R. The set of
safe states in the new game Gr is defined as (¬F W ∧ ¬F F ) ∨
F R.
Finally, we solve Gr using standard algorithms for safety
games, e.g., Mazala [28], which are also used in the prior
work [7], [22], [43]. The result is a winning strategy ωr ,
which in turn may be implemented as a reactive component
Sbool . Note that Sbool is a Mealy machine that takes I and O
signals as input and returns the modified O0 signals as output.
Furthermore, due to the use of R and F, the output of Sbool
is guaranteed to be realizable at run time.
V. G ENERATING THE R EAL - VALUED S IGNALS
In this section, we present our method for computing the
real-valued signals (Or0 ) at run time, based on the Boolean
shield’s output (O0 ).
Algorithm 2 shows the details of our method, which needs
Ir , Or , Or0 , the set P of predicates, Sbool , and a utility function
γ, which is used to evaluate the quality of the real-valued
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Algorithm 2 Computing real-valued correction signals at run time.
1: function COMPUTE R EALVALUES( Ir , Or , Or0 , P, Sbool , γ)
2:
I, O ← GEN B OOLEANA BSTRACTION(Ir , Or , P)
3:
O0 ← GEN B OOLEAN S HIELD O UTPUT(Sbool , I, O)
4:
if O0 = O then
5:
Or0 = Or
6:
else
7:
Or0 ← PREDICTION(Hist)
8:
if ¬ S ATISFIABLE(P, O0 , Or0 ) then
9:
model ←LP S OLVE(P, γ, O0 )
10:
Or0 ← model
11:
end if
12:
end if
13:
Hist ← Hist ∪ {Or0 }
14: end function

solution. First, real values in Ir and Or are transformed to
Boolean values in I and O. Then, they are used by Sbool
to compute new values in O0 . When O0 and O have the
same Boolean value, meaning the shield does not make any
correction, Or0 and Or will also have the same real value; in
this case, no computation is needed (Line 5). However, when
O0 and O have different values, we need to recompute the real
values in Or0 (Lines 7-11).
A. Robustness Optimization
Since the output of the Boolean shield is an assignment of
the Boolean predicates in O0 , and each predicate corresponds
to a linear constraint of the form Σki=1 ai xi ≤ 0, conceptually,
the real values in Or0 can be computed by solving the linear
programming (LP) problem.
However, naively invoking the LP solver does not always
produce a high-quality solution. Instead, we develop the following optimization to improve the quality of the solution.
Specifically, we restrict the LP problem using a robustness
constraint derived from the utility function γ. While there
may be various ways of defining robustness, especially in the
context of STL [12], [15], a straightforward way that works
in practice is to ensure the signal is smooth (see Fig. 4).
That is, we restrict the LP problem using the objective
function
N
P
vali−k 

k=1
i
min |val −
|
N
where vali denotes the current value (at the i-th time step)
and vali−k , where k = 1, 2, . . . , denotes the value in the
recent past. The above function aims to minimize the distance
between vali and the (moving) average of the previous N
values, stored in Hist (Line 13).
B. Value Prediction and Validation
While the robustness constraint improves the quality of the
real-valued solution, it also increases the computational cost
of LP solving. To reduce the computational cost, we develop
a two-phase optimization for computing the solution.
First, we predict the value of a signal using standard
regression algorithms based on the historical values of the
signal in the immediate past (Line 7 in Algorithm 2). Here,
the procedure PREDICTION leverages historical values stored
in Hist. Since the signal is expected to be smooth, standard
linear or non-linear regression can be very accurate in practice.

Next, we validate the predicted value (Line 8). This is
accomplished by plugging the predicted value for Or0 into
the combination of Boolean predicates defined by P and the
values of signals in O0 . If it is valid, the value is accepted as
the final output, and invocation of the LP solver is avoided.
Note that the time taken to perform prediction and validation
is significantly smaller than that of the LP solving.
Only when the predicted value is not valid, we invoke the
LP solver (Line 9). Even in this case, the response time is fast
because we can use the same LP solver for validation and LP
solving. Due to incremental computation inside the solver, the
solution used for validation, which is often close to the final
solution, can help speed up LP solving.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
We have implemented our method as a tool that takes the
automaton representation of a safety specification as input and
returns a real-valued shield as output. Internally, we solve the
safety game using Mazala’s algorithm [28] implemented symbolically using CUDD [1], and use the LP solver integrated
in Z3 [11] for prediction, validation and constraint solving.
For evaluation purposes, the shield is implemented as a C
program and is executed at every time step. Each execution
has two phases: (1) generating Boolean values for signals in
O0 , and (2) generating real values for signals in Or0 .
Benchmarks
We evaluated our tool on seven sets of
benchmarks, including automotive powertrain control [19],
autonomous driving [35], adaptive cruise control [29], multidrone fleet control [30], generic control [20], blood glucose
control [39], and water tank control [2]. In all benchmarks,
the original specification was given in STL, which has both
timing and real-valued constraints.
Table I shows the benchmark statistics, including the application name, the property, a short description, and the corresponding STL formula. For brevity, we omit the automaton
representations. We conducted experiments on a computer
with Intel i5 3.1GHz CPU, 8GB RAM, and the Ubuntu 14.04
operating system. Our experiments were designed to answer
the following questions: (1) Is our tool efficient in synthesizing
the real-valued shield? (2) Is the shield effective in preventing
safety violations? (3) Are the real-valued signals produced by
the shield of high quality?
Experimental Results Table II shows the results of our shield
synthesis procedure. Columns 1-3 show the property name, the
number of states of the specification, and the number of realvalued signals in Ir and Or , respectively. Column 4 shows the
number of predicates defined over signals in Ir and Or . Based
on these predicates, Boolean signals in I and O are created;
Column 5 shows the number of these signals. Column 6
shows the number of conflicting constraints captured by the
relaxation and feasibility automata, respectively. Column 7
shows the synthesis time. Columns 8-9 show the number of
states of the Boolean shield, and the number of real-valued
constraints to be solved at run time.
Table III shows the performance of the shields. For each
shield, we generated input signals (for Ir and Or ) based on the
system description: some input signals satisfy the specification
while others do not. By measuring the response time of the
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TABLE I
S TATISTICS OF THE BENCHMARK APPLICATIONS .
Application

Property
R26
R27

Powertrain

R32
R33
R34

Autonomous
Driving

D1
D2
A1
A2

Cruise
Control

A3
A4
Q1

Quadrotor
Control

Q2
C1

General
Control

C3
B1

Water Tank
Control

W1

STL Formula and Description

Name

In normal mode, permitted overshoot/undershoot
is always less than 0.05

G[τs ,T ] l = normal ⇒ |µ| < 0.05
In normal
 mode, overshoot/undershoot less than0.02 within the settling time
G[τs ,T ] rise(a)|fall(a) ⇒ G[η, ς ] |µ| < 0.02
2
From power
settling time
 to normal, overshoot/undershoot less than 0.02 within

G[τs ,T ] l = power ∧ X(l = normal) ⇒ G[η, ς ] |µ| < 0.02
2
In power mode, permitted overshoot
 or undershoot should be less than 0.2
G[τs ,T ] l = power ⇒ |µ| < 0.2
Upon startup/sensor failure, overshoot/undershoot <0.1 within the settling
time

G[τs ,T ] l = startup|sensor fail ∧ rise(a)|fall(a) ⇒ G[η, ς ] |µ| < 0.1
2
Vehicle should keep a steady
speed Vs when there

 is no collision risk
ego
G |ykego − xadv
− Vs | < ε
k | >= 4 ⇒ G |vk
Vehicle should come to stop for at least 2 second
 when there is collision risk
ego
G |ykego − xadv
k | < 4 ⇒ G[0,2] |vk | < 0.1

Keep a safe distance with lead vehicle: G pos lead[t] − pos ego[t] > Ds
Achieve cruise velocity if there is a comfortable distance

pos lead[t] − pos ego[t] > Dc U[0,10] |v ego[t] − v cruise[t]| < ε
Vehicle should never travel backward: G v ego[t] >= 0
Vehicle doesn’t halt
 unless lead vehiclehalts:
G v lead[t] > 0 ⇒ G v ego[t] > 0
Drone flies to goal point if no obstacles are on the way:
G Obs(posquad , posobs ) ⇒ ωg > 0)
Avoiding obstacles:G¬Obs(posquad , posobs ) ⇒


ωḡ > 0 ∧ G Dis(posquad , posobs ) < ε ⇒ ωg = 0
After
should be less
than set value εb :
 settling, output error ref

y[t]−y
G x[t] ⇒ G[10,∞] | yref | < εb

R26+R27
R32+R33
R26+R27+R32
+R33+R34
D1
D2
D1+D2
A1+A3+A4
A2+A3+A4
A1+A2+A3+A4
Q1+Q2
C1+C2+C3
B1
W1+W2

Output
error should be [ε⊥ , ε> ] in settling time:


y[t]−yref
G x[t] ⇒ G[0,20] ε⊥ < yref
< ε>
Output
should
achieve
reference
value
within
rise time:


y[t]−yref
G x[t] ⇒ F[0,rise time] | yref | < εr
Having meal within t1 minutes after taking the bolus is safe. A bolus must be
taken
 after t2 minutes of having meal, if it is not yet taken:

G F[0,t1 +t2 ] (B > c2 ) ∨ G[t1 ,t1 +t2 ] M > c1 ⇒ F[0,t2 ] (B > c2 )
Turn on inflow and turn off outflow switch when water
level
is
low
(l
< 4)

G l < 4 ⇒ G[0,3] (flowout = 0 ∧ 1 < flowin < 2)
Turn on outflow and turn off inflow switch when water
level
is
high
(l
> 93)

G l > 93 ⇒ G[0,3] (flowin = 0 ∧ 0 < flowout < 1)

C2

Glucose
Control

TABLE III
R ESULTS OF EVALUATING RUNTIME PERFORMANCE OF THE SHIELD .

W2

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF OUR NEW SHIELD SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE .
Name
R26+R27
R32+R33
R26+R27+R32
+R33+R34
D1
D2
D1+D2
A1+A3+A4
A2+A3+A4
A1+A2+A3+A4
Q1+Q2
C1+C2+C3
B1
W1+W2

Specification
states
|Ir |/|Or |
8
1/1
9
1/1
23
1/1
6
5
14
3
4
7
5
19
5
6

3/1
3/1
3/1
3/1
4/1
4/1
1/2
2/1
3/1
1/2

|PI |/|PO |
2/2
2/2
2/4
5/3
2/3
5/3
2/2
3/3
4/3
1/2
3/4
5/1
2/2

Synthesis Tool
|I|/|O|
|R|/|F |
5/2
2/1
5/2
2/1
5/4
12/11
6/3
3/3
6/3
2/3
3/3
4/4
2/2
3/4
5/1
2/2

53/5
5/5
53/5
1/1
4/4
8/4
0/0
13/11
14/0
1/0

time(s)
0.16
0.15
1.15
0.15
0.21
0.8
0.08
0.1
0.55
0.08
0.52
0.1
0.1

Shield S
states
constrs
25
2+2
28
2+2
158
4+2
19
30
164
8
15
48
7
118
6
10

3+2
3+2
3+2
2+0
3+0
3+0
2+0
4+2
1+0
2+2

shield under these input signals, and the quality of corrections
made by the shield, we hope to evaluate its effectiveness.
In this table, Column 1 shows the property name. Column 2
shows the size of the C program that implements the shield.
Column 3 shows the response time of the Boolean shield on
input signals that do not violate the specification. Columns 45 show the response time on input signals that violate the
specification. Among these columns, prediction means the
real-valued solution was successfully computed by a linear
regression, whereas constraint solving means prediction failed
and the solution was computed by the LP solver.
Overall, the time to compute real-valued correction signals
is within 0.5 ms when D 6|= ϕ, and less than 1 us when D |= ϕ.
In the latter case, the shield does not need to make correction
at all. In both cases, the response time is always bounded and
fast enough for the target applications.

Implementation
(LoC)
745
748
1446

Boolean step (us)
0.3
0.41
0.8

781
853
2242
539
632
940
556
1037
623
608

0.45
0.5
0.8
0.37
0.49
0.45
0.18
0.5
0.31
0.57

Shield Response Time
prediction step (us)
constraint solving (us)
293.3
336.8
256.5
333.9
245.0
279.8
177.2
313.5
318.3
164.3
281.7
291.7
299.2
299.4
225.4
295.3

164.7
329.0
202.4
212.7
431.5
290.1
313.5
395.2
313.4
222.1

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
0

5

10

startup

15

20

normal

25

power

30

u

35

40

u_ref

45

50

erroneous u

55

60

65

corrected u

Fig. 7. Automotive powertrain system simulation (w/ and w/o the shield).

Case Study 1: Powertrain Control System To validate the
effectiveness of our approach, we integrated the shield into
the simulation model of the powertrain control system. Then,
we compared the system performance with and without the
shield. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results, where our shield
was synthesized from the system properties 26, 27, 32, 33
and 34 as described in Jin et al. [19]. Recall that µ is the
normalized error of the A/F ratio and µref is a reference value.
The green dashed line indicates the safe region, which varies
as the system switches between different modes (transition
events are highlighted with black dotted line). The red dashed
line represents violations of the specification by the Or signals.
The solid red line represents corrections made in Or0 . The
result shows that our shield can always produce real-valued
correction to keep µ in the safe region.
Recall that the goal of using a shield is not to correct the
flawed design D itself, which includes the overshot plant;
instead, the goal is to avoid the negative impact of D’s output.
Here, the output signal µ may be used by other components
of the system.
Case Study 2: Autonomous Driving
Fig. 8 shows the
simulation results of an autonomous driving system [35] with
and without our shield. Here, an ego vehicle is put into
a nondeterministic environment that includes an adversarial
vehicle, and the two cars are crossing an intersection. The ego
vehicle is protected by a shield synthesized from D1+D2 in
Table I. The three plots, from top to bottom, are for distances
to the intersection, velocities, and accelerations of the two
vehicles. The x-axis represents the time in seconds.
The adversarial vehicle drives straight through the intersection at a constant speed. The ego vehicle, in contrast, may
change speed to avoid collision. From t = 0s to t = 5s,
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Fig. 8. Position, velocity and acceleration in autonomous driving simulation.

since the distance between the two vehicles is large, the ego
vehicle maintains a steady speed (set to 2m/s initially). At
t = 5s, based on the safety specification, it is supposed to
come to a stop (for at least 2s or when there is no collision
risk). However, since we injected an error at t = 6s (in red
dashed line), there is an unexpected acceleration and, without
the shield, there would have been a collision.
The blue lines show the behavior of the ego vehicle after
corrections are made by the shield. Clearly, its behavior
satisfies the requirements: it stops at the intersection to allow
the adversarial vehicle to pass safely. Furthermore, the realvalued correction made by the shield is successfully predicted
using linear regression, and the predicted values satisfy not
only the safety but also the robustness requirements.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
As we have mentioned earlier, prior work on shield synthesis has been restricted to the Boolean domain. Specifically,
Bloem et al. [7] introduced the notion of shield together with
a synthesis algorithm, which minimizes the deviation between
O and O0 under the assumption that no two errors occur
within k steps. Wu et al. [43] improved the algorithm to deal
with burst error. That is, if more errors occur within the kstep recovery period, instead of entering a fail-safe state, they
keep minimizing the deviation. Könighofer et al. [22] further
improved the shield while Alshiekh et al. [2] leveraged it to
improve the performance of reinforcement learning. However,
none of the existing techniques dealt with the realizability
problems associated with real-valued signals.
There is also a large body of work on reactive synthesis [6],
[14], [32], [41] and controller synthesis [17], [24], [34], [35].
The goal is to synthesize D from a complete specification Ψ,
or the control sequences for D to satisfy Ψ. In both cases, the
complexity depends on D. This is a more challenging problem,
for two reasons. First, specifying all aspects of the system
requirement may be difficult. Second, even if Ψ is available,

synthesizing D from Ψ is difficult due to the inherent double
exponential complexity of the synthesis problem. Our method,
in contrast, treats D as a blackbox while focusing on a small
subset ϕ ⊆ Ψ of safety-critical properties. This is why shield
synthesis may succeed where conventional reactive synthesis
fails.
Renard et al. [36] proposed a runtime enforcement method
for timed automata, but assumed that controllable input events
may be delayed or suppressed, whereas our method does not
require such an assumption. Bauer et al. [4] and Falcone et
al. [16] studied various types of temporal logic properties that
may be monitored or enforced at run time. Renard et al. [37]
also leveraged Büchi games to enforce regular properties with
uncontrollable events. Our work is orthogonal in that it tackles
the realizability and efficiency problems associated with realvalued signals. Furthermore, we focus on safety while leaving
liveness properties and hyper-properties [8], [10], [18] for
future work.
An important feature of the shield synthesized by our
method is that it always makes corrections instantaneously,
without any delay. Therefore, it differs from a variety of
solutions that allow delayed corrections. In some cases, for
example, buffers may be allowed to store the erroneous output
temporarily, before computing the corrections [16], [23], [40].
In this context, the notion of edit-distance is more relevant. Yu
et al. [45], for example, proposed a technique for minimizing
the edit-distance between two strings, but the technique requires the entire input be stored in a buffer prior to generating
the output. However, when the buffer size reduces to zero,
these existing techniques would no longer work.
Runtime enforcement is related to, but also different from,
the various software techniques for error avoidance. For example, failure-oblivious computing [25], [38] was used to
allow software applications to execute through memory errors;
temporal properties [26], [46] were leveraged to control thread
schedules to avoid runtime failures of concurrent software.
However, these techniques are not designed to target cyberphysical systems with real-valued signals, where corrections
are expected to be made instantaneously, i.e., in the same time
step when errors occur.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method for synthesizing real-valued
shields to enforce the safety of cyber-physical systems. The
method relies on a principled technique at the synthesis time
to rule out impossible and infeasible scenarios and ensure
the realizability of real-valued corrections at run time. We
also proposed optimizations to speed up the computation
and improve the quality of the solution. We have evaluated
our method on a number of applications, including case
studies with an automotive powertrain control system and
an autonomous driving system. Our results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method in enforcing safety properties of
cyber-physical systems.
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Abstract—We present Syntroids, a case study for
the automatic synthesis of hardware from a temporal
logic specification. Syntroids is a space shooter arcade
game realized on an FPGA, where the control flow
architecture has been completely specified in Temporal
Stream Logic (TSL) and implemented using reactive
synthesis. TSL is a recently introduced temporal logic
that separates control and data. This leads to scalable
synthesis, because the cost of the synthesis process is
independent of the complexity of the handled data.
In this case study, we report on our experience with
the TSL-based development of the Syntroids game and
on the implementation quality obtained with synthesis
in comparison to manual programming. We also discuss
solved and open challenges with respect to currently
available synthesis tools.

I. Introduction
Computationally controlled systems that are embedded
into physical products are of ever-growing importance in
modern life. They range from simple devices, like a kitchen
timer or a heating controller, to enormously complex ones
like autonomous vehicles and aircraft. For safety-critical
systems, the standard design flow is to first manually write
an implementation and then verify the implementation
against a formal specification.
An attractive alternative to this design flow is offered by
reactive synthesis, which automatically creates a correctby-construction implementation from a specification given
in a temporal logic. In practice, however, applying the
currently available synthesis tools is difficult. Even though
there has been some success in synthesizing controlintensive systems, such as the AMBA arbiter [1], synthesis
tools often fail due to the complexity of the handled data.
For standard reactive synthesis, all data structures must
be encoded on the bit-level, which, for complex data,
results in a far too large state space.
Recently, a new temporal logic, Temporal Stream Logic
(TSL), has been introduced that specifically addresses this
problem [2]. TSL separates the specification of the control
structure from the data transformations. This leads to
scalable synthesis, because the cost of the synthesis process
is independent of the complexity of the handled data.
Supported by the European Research Council (ERC) Grant
OSARES (No. 683300) and the German Research Foundation (DFG)
as part of the Collaborative Research Center Foundations of Perspicuous Software Systems (TRR 248, 389792660).

In this paper, we describe a case study in which we apply
TSL-based synthesis to the development of a non-trivial
arcade game. We develop Syntroids, a space shooter game
realized on an FPGA. The design of the game involves
several data-intensive features that need to be handled
by TSL, like reading data from an external sensor using
an SPI interface, displaying data on a multi-color LED
matrix, and managing an open number of enemies in the
game’s world. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
most complex case study for reactive synthesis to date.
The Syntroids game is controlled via the orientation and
movement of a physical screen, similar to modern smartphone games. The player is inside a spaceship and has to
shoot asteroids, also referred to as enemies, rushing at the
spaceship from all directions. If the spaceship is hit by an
asteroid, then the game is over. The player gets a point
for every asteroid taken down. As the game progresses,
the difficulty increases with new enemies moving faster
and faster. At all times, the player can switch back and
forth between three different game modes:
1) If the device is held horizontally (screen is upward)
the game switches to radar mode. The radar mode
shows a top-view of the environment, in which the
player can easily determine where and how close
enemies are.
2) If the device is held vertically (screen towards the
player), the game switches to cockpit mode. Cockpit
mode shows the view through the windshield of
the spaceship. To look into different directions, the
player has to turn accordingly. Once enemies are
close enough to be visible, the player can shoot at
them by aiming the device straight at one of the
enemies and pushing the device quickly into the direction of the enemy and back again. The spaceship’s
laser gun then instantly destroys the asteroid.
3) The score mode shows the score, depicted as one
dot per point. This mode is chosen by holding the
device upside down over the player’s head. The score
is shown in the color of the most dangerous asteroid.
When the player’s spaceship is hit by an asteroid, a game
over screen is shown and the game can be restarted by doing a shooting gesture. Pictures of the device’s hardware,
as well as radar and cockpit mode are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The hardware (left), radar mode (center) revealing four enemies, and cockpit mode (right) showing three enemies facing the player.

II. Game Architecture
The game’s architecture, depicted in Fig. 2, can be organized according to four tasks: management of the game
logic, generating LED matrix output, SPI in- and output
handling, and controlling sensor data acquirement, as well
as storing and converting them into usable signals.
1) Gameplay: The game logic is implemented by the
GameLogic module and the EnemyModules. Every EnemyModule stores the data of a single enemy and moves
or resets the enemy to a new position, represented as a
polar coordinate. Each enemy gets an individual moveclock-signal from GameLogic indicating if it must move.
The GameLogic also generates random starting angles
as respawn points for the enemies. Therefore, it checks,
whether an enemy was shot or the player is hit to generate
game over or reset signals. Furthermore it handles the
score, which increases with every enemy taken down and
resets if the game restarts. Overall, the GameLogic module
can handle a variable number of enemies.
2) Video Output: The GameModule manages the drawing process of the game. The three drawing modules
(Cockpit-, Radar- and ScoreBoard) work in parallel. They
iterate over all pixels, where they output data for one
pixel every clock cycle. Based on the game mode and
whether the game is over the GameModule chooses the
right pixel to be written to the video-memory of the
LedMatrix module.
The ScoreBoard manages the printing of the score and
the game over screen, depending on the state of the game.
The RadarBoard prints the radar by calculating Cartesian
coordinates for every enemy periodically with respect to
the screen’s orientation. The cockpit mode is managed by
the CockpitBoard, whose main task is drawing the enemies
as squares depending on their distance and rotation, as
well as on the orientation of the player. Therefore, the
module checks for every displayed pixel, whether and
which enemy it displays.
The LED matrix screen is controlled by the LedMatrix
module also providing the video memory. Furthermore,
it allows to change pixels independently of the update
process of the physical LED matrix.
3) User input: A sensor device, attached via PMod
interface, is used to determine orientation and movement

of the device. To this end, the accelerometer and gyroscope
embedded as part of the sensor are used. The communication with the sensor works via a 4-pin SPI.
The SPI module implements standard SPI communication by coordinating the SPI Write and SPI Read modules,
which are split into several submodules. For reading and
writing, respectively, one of the submodules manages a
state, while the others use it to generate output. The SPI
Read module also has to retrieve data from the sdo input
pin. The modules all work for variable serial clock speeds.
The sensor submodules are coordinated by the Sensor
module. In the beginning the Sensor module selects the
SensorInit module, which initializes the device. Afterwards the SensorPart modules are scheduled to read their
assigned registers, e.g., all accelerometer registers. They
communicate with the SPI module, the RegisterManager
and the SensorSelector, where the SubmoduleChooser only
forwards the signals of the currently selected module. The
device uses chip select pins for accessing the different
sensors. The SensorSelector integrates these with the SPI
communication and selects them according to which part
of the sensor the module is currently communicating with.
4) Data handling: To read the sensor data asynchronously and independent of the current communication
state, the data is stored in separate SensorRegisters. The
RegisterManager controls all the registers. Moreover since
the sensor values are read in two steps, it caches the
intermediate values.
The conversion of the data to meaningful inputs of
the game is handled by three converter modules using
several (empirical gained) threshold values for the specific sensor outputs. The RotationCalculator calculates
the player’s absolute rotation from his starting position,
using the gyroscope’s x- and z-axis, depending on the
mode of the game. The rotation is gained by integrating the gyroscope’s output to the rotation speed. The
GamemodeChooser works on the gyroscope’s y-axis, which
is used to differentiate between the three game modes
based on the rotation. The ActionConverter recognizes
shooting and resetting the game, for which the z-axis of
the accelerometer is used. To avoid misdetection due to
centrifugal force it also utilizes the three gyroscope values.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the game. The blue highlighted components have been synthesized from specifications written in TSL.

III. Temporal Stream Logic
The control flow behavior of all highlighted modules (blue)
in the architecture of Fig. 2 has been specified using
Temporal Stream Logic (TSL) [2]. The logic introduces
a clean separation between pure data transformations
and temporal control. If a TSL specification is realizable,
then it can be turned into a Control Flow Architecture,
an abstract representation of the hardware architecture
that covers all possible behavior switches. In combination
with concretizations for pure data transformations and the
functional hardware description language CλaSH [3], the
control flow then is implemenented on the FPGA.
Temporal Stream Logic builds on the notion of updates,
such as Jy  f x K expressing that on every clock cycle the
pure function f is applied to the input stream x and the
result is piped to the output stream y. These updates are
combined with predicate evaluations guiding the temporal
control flow decisions. In combination with Boolean and
temporal operations, the logic allows for expressing even
complex, temporally evolving architectures using only a
short, but precise description of the temporal control.
The advantage of TSL is that function and predicate
names, as used by the specification, are only considered as
symbolic literals. The semantics of the logic then guarantee that synthesized systems satisfy the specified behavior
for all possible implementations of these literals. They are
cells: C

..
.

inputs:
I

..
.

reactive system
implementing a
TSL specification ϕ

..
.
..
.

Fig. 3. TSL System Architecture

outputs:
O

only classified according to their arity, i.e., the number of
other function terms, they are applied to, as well as by
their type: input, output, cell, function or predicate.
TSL specifications are evaluated on a synchronous system architecture as shown in Fig. 3. The syntax utilizes a
term based notion, build from input streams i ∈ I, output
streams o ∈ O, memory cells c ∈ C, and function and
predicate literals f ∈ F and p ∈ P with P ⊆ F, respectively.
The purpose of cells is to memorize data values that had
been output to a cell at time t ∈ Time for providing them
again as inputs at time t + 1. We differentiate between
function terms τF ∈ TF and predicate terms τP ∈ TP , build
according to the following grammar:
| f τF0 τF1 · · · τFn−1

τF

:= si

τP

:= p τF0 τF1 . . . τFn−1

Here, si ∈ I∪C is either an input stream or a cell. In a TSL
formula ϕ, function terms are then combined to updates,
extended with predicate terms, Boolean connectives, and
temporal operators:
ϕ := τP | Jso  τF K | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ |

ϕ | ϕU ϕ

where so ∈ O ∪ C is either an output signal or a cell.
The semantics of a TSL formula ϕ utilize a universally
quantified assignment function h·i : F → F, fixing an
implementation for each predicate and function literal, as
well as input streams ι. We only give an intuitive description of the semantics here. For a fully formal description
the interested reader is referred to [2]. Intuitively, the
semantics of TSL are summarized as follows:
• Predicate terms evaluate to either true or false,
by first selecting implementations for all function and
predicate literals according to h·i, and then applying
them to inputs, as given by ι, and cells, using the
stored value at the current time t. The content of a cell
thereby is fixed iteratively, by selecting the past values
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piped into the cell over time. Cells are initialized using
a special constant, provided as part of h·i.
• Function terms evaluate similar to predicate terms,
except that they evaluate to values of arbitrary type.
• Updates are used to pipe the results of function
term evaluations to output streams or cells. Therefore, updates, as they appear in a TSL formula,
semantically are typed as Boolean expressions. In that
sense, update expressions state that a specific flow is
executed at a specific time, where an update evaluates
to true if it is used and to false, otherwise. Outputs
or cells only can receive a single update at any time.
actcolor
bxcoord
•
The Booleanscoreboardpoint
operators negation [¬] and conjuncoreBoard bycoord
tion [∧], and the temporal operators next [ ]
gameover and until [U ] have standard semantics and feature the default derived operators such as release
scorecolor
[ϕ R ψ ≡ ¬((¬ψ)U(¬ϕ))], finally [ ϕ ≡ true U ϕ],
always [ gameover
ϕ ≡ false R ϕ], and the weak version of until
meLogic [ϕ W ψ ≡enemies
(ϕ U ψ)∨( ϕ)]. The precedence order of the
listed operators matches the listed order, except that
veticks
and
have higher precedence than U and R.
resets
The synthesis problem of creating a control flow architecture A that satisfies a TSL specification ϕ is stated by

set
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resetangle
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where Ao ι denotes the output produced by A under the

myModuleinputEnemyModule
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color

possibly chosen function and predicate implementations,
as selected bycolor
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angle
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IV. Module Specifications
We describe the development process of using TSL for the
creation of the Syntroids game components. We discuss the
full step-by-step design process for the LedMatrix module
and highlight some insights for the other modules.

GameModule

A. LedMatrix

outpoint

tialBlocker
Video
Memory

write

xcoordinate
writecolor
ycoordinate

rampos
ramwrite
ramout

LedMatrix

extclock
driverPin
coordy
color2
color1
bufferPin

The LedMatrix module is responsible for displaying images
on the physical LED matrix screen. Therefore, it has to
send control data over the hardware pins and needs to
interact with a memory module serving as video memory.
It receives writing commands for individual pixels, passed
via writecolor and the coordinates xcoordinate and
ycoordinate, and a control bit write, indicating whether
a pixel must be written to the video memory. The module
is also able to provide the pixel’s color, determined by
the delivered coordinates (with a certain delay), which is,
however, not used by our application at the moment.

The LED matrix hardware interface splits the screen
into two halves, which are operated in parallel. On every
half, the same single column is active at a time, while all
other columns are turned off. The active column is selected
by the 16-bit coordy -Pin. Each half additionally uses a
register for holding the content of the shown column and a
buffer register of the size of one row. By turning driverPin
high the driver register can be turned off. If bufferPin is
high, then the content of the buffer register is moved to
the driver register.
The writing procedure for operating the matrix cycles
through all columns for writing to the buffer registers
and for flushing the content to the driver register, before
showing the corresponding column. The buffer registers
are shift registers, which shift their content each time
extclock rises (also referred to as clock) and hold 3-bit
color values outputted to color1 and color2 , one for each
half, respectively. Due to electrical characteristics of the
LED matrix multiple LEDs may turn on, even if only a
single LED is lighted up, if the data is written to fast.
This effect is known as ghosting and is avoided by slowing
down the writing process.
For writing to the video memory over ramwrite, a
command consisting of a color and an address needs
to be transmitted. The video memory also delivers a
pixel ramout, if requested with an address over rampos.
Writing and reading are independent, but it is only possible to read a single value at a time.
TheVspecificationVof the LedMatrix module is given by
21
2
ϕA →( i=1 ψiI )∧ ( i=1 ψi ) and covers the following tasks:
1) Memory Interaction: Whenever a color is taken from
the video-memory, it must be preceded by a lookup action.
ψ1 := ( J color1  ramout K)
→ J rampos  rampos1 coordx (coordy + 1) K
ψ2 := ( J color2  ramout K)
→ J rampos  rampos2 coordx (coordy + 1) K

ψ3 := ( J colorR  ramout K)
→ J rampos  ramposR xcoordinate ycoordinate K

However, there is no lookup action initially.

ψ1I := ¬J color1  ramout K ∧ ¬J color2  ramout K ∧
¬J colorR  ramout K

The literals coordx and coordy are cells storing the
x- and y-coordinates internally. Note that we use notions
such as (+1) for TSL literals without pre-assigned semantics for improved readability reasons.
Only if the write signal is high, the passed color is written to the video memory. Otherwise it remains unchanged.
ψ4 := write → J ramwrite 
writeram writecolor xcoordinate ycoordinate K

ψ5 := ¬write → J ramwrite  writeramnone() K

Finally, the color is output infinitely often.
ψ6 :=
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2) External Clock Generation: The clock is initially low
and toggles between low and high infinitely often. We
use () after function literals to mark them as constants.
ψ2I := J extclock  low() K
ψ7 :=

J extclock  high() K ∧

J extclock  low() K

4) Ghosting Elimination: The last subroutine introduces delay to avoid ghosting. The delay itself is handled
by waitcounter. If the clock is low, then the counter
starts. The x-coordinate does not change until it reaches
zero again due to an overflow.
ψ18 := J extclock  low() K
→ ¬J waitcounter  waitcounter + 1 K ∧
J coordx  coordx + 1 K

Whenever the clock is high, then the outputs are stable.

ψ19 := ¬(eqz waitcounter)
→ J waitcounter  waitcounter + 1 K

ψ8 := J extclock  high() K
→ J color1  color1 K ∧ J color2  color2 K
∧ J coordx  coordx K ∧ J coordy  coordy K

3) Pixel Updates: The module changes the x-coordinate
coordx infinitely often for printing out at every pixel.
ψ9 :=

J coordx  coordx + 1 K

For writing the correct color between each generated clock
cycle we output colors at both colors pins:
ψ10 := J extclock  low() K

→ J color1  ramout K R ¬J extclock  high() K

ψ11 := J extclock  low() K

→ J color2  ramout K R ¬J extclock  high() K

(REG G Y)
(REG G

GameModeChooser

gyroy

ψ20 := J waitcounter  waitcounter + 1 K
→ (waitcounter = 0) ∨ J extclock  low() K

However, until the overflow, coordx does not change

ψ21 := J extclock  low() K →  ¬J coordx  coordx + 1 K
U (waitcounter 6= 0)

and because of ψ12 the whole writing process is stalled.
The stalling must end eventually, which is satisfied since
the counter overflows. However, this behavior requires
information on the data, i.e., the assumption
ϕA :=

gamemodeB.

However, both of these color settings are preceded by a
ram lookup that requires the correct coordinates. Since
the led matrix works by using a shift register, the module
X)
gyrox
has to adjust
the internal x-coordinate before looking up
RotationCalculator
gyrozbut only once
the colors,
for every clock cycle.

Scoreboard

ScoreBoard
score

clock

gManager

reset

resetangle

clock

reset

resetangle

When reaching the maximum x-value the module has to
adjust the y-coordinate
for writing theEnemyModule
next row
EnemyModule
ψ14 := J coordx  coordx + 1 K ∧ (coordx = sizex () − 1)
↔ J coordycolor
 coordy + 1 K
color
angle

radius

angle

radius

while exactly then, it also prints the content of the buffer.

egister (REG G Y)

egister

GameModeChooser

gyroy

ψ15 := J bufferPin  high() K
↔
J coordx  coordx + 1 K
∧ (coord
x = sizex () − 1)
CockpitBoard
(REG G X)
ψ16 := J bufferPin
gyrox  high() K ∨

bxcoord
bycoord
J bufferPin 
low() K
color

J xcoord  xcoord + 1 K ∧

(xcoord
=
size
↔ J ycoord  ycoord + 1 K
x () − 1)
EnemyModule
EnemyModule

where xcoord and ycoord are internal 5-bit values that
may overflow. Using such counters is on the one hand
color
color
angle
radius
angle
radius
necessary,
since currently
available
synthesis
tools are not
able to handle specifications with large numbers of gamemode
chains,
and on the other hand useful, as they automatically
parameterize the module for possibly
different screen sizes.
actcolor
bxcoord
ScoreBoard bycoord
GameModule
score
gameover
radarboardpoint

C. GameLogic
cockpitboardpoint

Note that formula ψ15 avoids that: if not changing the
(REG
G Z)
outx
output, the buffer pass-through
is never active.
As the
RadarBoard
outy
driver pin is not used we fix it to be always low:
color

scorecolor

InitialBlocker

ActionConverter
ψ17 accz
:= J driverPin  low() K
egister
(REG
A
X)
e
LookupTable ramreqcosine rotation ramreqsine LookupTable

egData

gameover

color value actcolor, which may be written to the videomemory. To draw the right image the module cycles over
allclock
pixelsreset
and writes
the appropriate
resetangle
clock resetcolors:
resetangle

RotationCalculator

gyroz

egister

scoreboardpoint

ψ12 := J extclock  low() K
The Scoreboard module receives gameover
the score, its color
→ J coordx  coordx + 1 K R ¬(
gamestart
GameLogic
ActionConverter
enemies
J
color

ramout
K
∨
J
color

ramout
K
scorecolor
and
a
Boolean
signal
gameover
indicating if
1
2
shot
accz
X)
∨ J rampos  rampos1 coordx (coordy + 1) K
the game is over. It provides a single point which consist
rotation rampos2 coordx (coordy + 1) K
∨ J rampos
moveticks

of an x-coordinate
bxcoord, a y-coordinate bycoord and a
resets
∨ J extclock  high() K)
ψ13 := J coordx  coordx + 1 K →
J extclock  high() K
R ¬J coordx  coordx + 1 K

egManagerCmd

actcolor
bxcoord
bycoord

scorecolor

(REG G Z)
(REG A

(waitcounter 6= 0)

(cosine)

RegManager
regManagerCmd

ramcosineout

ramsineout

gamestart
shot

(sine)

outpoint
write

GameLogic

Video
moveticks
Memory

rampos
resets
ramwrite
ramout

clock reset Copyright
resetangleowned
clock
reset
resetangle
reset
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EnemyModule

EnemyModule

scoreboardpoint

EnemyModule

xcoordinate
gameover
writecolor
ycoordinate
enemies

LedMatrix
clock

reset
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resetangle

EnemyModule

extcl
drive
coord
color
color
buffe

The GameLogic module manages the logic and state of
the game. It chooses between game over and running
mode, selects the score, and coordinates the enemies
with the actions of the player. Among others, it receives
Boolean signals indicating the gamestart and whether
the player has shot, as well as the data of all enemies
bundled together to enemies. Properties of individual enemies are selected with functions like getenemyangle and
getenemyradius using the enemy index, realized through
the internal cell counter. A useful design feature of TSL is
that it automatically ensures conflict free management of
streams, even at different places. An example is the output
stream score, which depends on the game state satisfying

gamestart ↔ J score  zeroScore() K

The property states that the score is reset to zero if the
game restarts. At the same time the condition

J gameover  high() K ∧ ¬gamestart → J score  score K

requires that if the game is over and is not restarted, then
the score does not change, which ensures that the score is
not changed when the game is over. The semantics of TSL
ensure that both properties are realizable simultaneously,
while the synthesis engine takes care that there indeed is
a conflict free resolution. The feature especially pays off as
soon as more properties are added. For example, another
requirement is the correct coordination of enemies and
player actions. Especially, if the player shoots an enemy
the score must be increased.
¬gamestart ∧ J gameover  low() K
→ J score  score + 1 K ↔ (shotCounter > 0) ∧
hitenemy (getenemyangle enemies counter) 
(getenemyangle enemiescounter) rotation

D. Sensor

The Sensor module coordinates the different sensor submodules via the partControl output selecting the signal
from each module. It has to meet the following properties:
1) The sensor must be initialized first.
2) All reading submodules must be started repeatedly.
3) An active module has to finish before starting the
next one.
4) It is forbidden to repeat the initialization.
The second and third condition are declared as follows:
ψ1 :=
ψ2 :=
ψ3 :=

J partControl  accOn() K
J partControl  gyrOn() K

(¬J partControl  initOn() K ∧
¬gyrFinished ∧ ¬accFinished ∧ ¬initFinished
→ J partControl  noCmd() K)

The update JpartControl  initOn() K is necessary for
the specification to be realizable. Otherwise, the initialization would be forbidden, since there is no finished signal
initially. It is assumed that the other modules will return
a finished signal after being started

ϕ1 := J partControl  accOn() K →
ϕ2 := J partControl  gyrOn() K →

accFinished
gyrFinished

which is necessary for realizability, since otherwise the
eventuality cannot be satisfied if all inputs are always low.
E. SensorPart
This module is configured using six register addresses, a
sensor type determining the right chip select and a module
type to choose the correct register. In the specification the
following structure is used repeatedly
ϕA R ((ϕA → ϕB ) ∧ (¬ϕA → ϕC ))

where ϕA depends on an input and ϕB and ϕC are output
assigning updates, the formula specifies a state in which
the module waits for ϕA , meanwhile outputting ϕC . If ϕA
happens, then it switches the state with output ϕB . The
formula is used to ensure a sequence of actions. A followup
state is defined using a -operation and the same structure
as in the specification above.
ϕB →

(ϕA R ((ϕA → ϕD ) ∧ (¬ϕA → ϕC )))

The formula structure is used to sequentially read all six
registers, to finish and to wait for the next start signal.
We use answer as an alias for spiFinished spiResponse.
J spiControl  readCmd reg1 () K →
answer
R
( answer → J spiControl  readCmd reg
 2 () K)
∧ (¬answer → J spiControl  noCmd() K)

The property is repeated for registers reg2 (), . . . , reg6 ().
There is a RegManager command generated after each
reception of an answer, which is specified by equivalence
with the next read command, executed at the same time.
J spiControl  readCmd reg1 () K
↔ J regManagerCmd  setRegister
moduleType() zero() spiResponse K

V. Experimental Results

With specifications for all modules at hand, we first synthesize the control using the TSL synthesis toolchain [4]
in combination with the game based LTL synthesizer
Strix [5] and the bounded synthesizers BoSy [6] and
BoWSer [7]. As a result, we obtain a source code module
for every synthesized component that is implemented for
the hardware description language CλaSH [3] and parameterized in the universally quantified functions. These parameters then are instantiated with manually created implementations for 42 functions, 24 predicates and 10 data
types, implemented with less than 200 lines of CλaSH
code. The modules then are wired together according to
Fig. 2 and compiled to Verilog code using the CλaSH
compiler. Finally, using the open synthesis framework
Yosys and the place-and-route tool Nextpnr [8] the code
is turned into a binary to be uploaded to the FPGA.
The project is implemented on an icoBoard with an
iCE40 hx8k FPGA providing 7680 LCs and a 100MHz
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TABLE I
Module
ActionConverter (AC)
Cockpitboard (CB)
EnemyModule (EM)
Gamelogic (GL)
GamemodeChooser (GC)
Gamemodule (GM)
LedMatrix (LM)
Radarboard (RB)
RegisterManager (RM)
RotationCalculator (RC)
SPI (SPI)
SPIReadClk (SPIR )
SPIReadManag (SPIR )
SPIReadSdi (SPIR )
SPIWriteClk (SPIW )
SPIWriteManag (SPIW )
SPIWriteSdi (SPIW )
Scoreboard (SB)
Sensor (Sen)
SensorInit (Sen)
SensorPart (Sen)
SensorRegister (RM)
SensorSelector (SS)
SensorSubmodulChooser (Sen)

L
4
12
4
15
7
3
14
13
5
5
6
2
9
2
2
7
3
7
2
2
9
1
5
1

G

T
0
0
0
6
0
0
13
0
0
0
9
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
4
12
9
0
0
4

L
0
0
0
0
4
3
0
0
0
3
2
0
1
2
0
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
4
6

A

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

M
1
1
1
3∨4
1
1
≤ 32
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
4
9
8
1
1
4

Bosy
Time
Lat
0.316
1
1548.48
1
0.272
1
> 99999
111.072
1
0.328
1
> 99999
41319.2
1
0.292
1
1.324
1
> 99999
0.272
1
3497.26
1
0.304
1
0.276
1
196.808
1
0.396
1
1.26
1
7429.74
2
159.076
4
1985.21
3
0.292
1
> 99999
766.084
2

clock. Due to timing constraints, however, it runs on a
prescaled clock of 10MHz. The screen is an Adafruit LED
matrix consisting of 32 × 32 RGB LEDs. Input movements
are obtained from a Digilent PModNav module featuring
an accelerometer and a gyroscope sensor. All sources of
the project are available at:
react.uni-saarland.de/casestudies/syntroids
Our experimental results for synthesizing control flow
architectures from TSL are depicted in Table I. For each
module we counted the number of guarantees (G) and
assumptions (A) split into temporal (T) and non-temporal
(L) sub-formulas. Whenever possible, we used BoWSer
to determine the number of states of the smallest Mealy
machine satisfying the specification (M). For each tool
and module, we measured the synthesis time in seconds
(Time) and the number of AIGER latches (Lat) and gates
(Gat) of the generated circuit, where for each module the
highlighted result was used in the final implementation.
We also compared the synthesized game with a manu8,000
max LCs

MHz

LCs

6,000 handmade MHz
4,000
2,000

handmade LCs

30

Bowser
Time
Lat
4.384
0
227.136
0
0.904
0
13230.5
2
13247.0
0
1.056
0
> 99999
26.448
0
0.164
0
8045.37
0
13214.7
3
0.348
0
11821.0
1
0.844
0
3.628
0
61.704
1
12.536
0
15.576
0
> 99999
6613.8
4
12224.9
3
0.048
0
37.884
0
13007.8
2

20

10

EM G RB CB SB G AC G RC LM RM Se SS SP SP SP
L
M
C
n
I IR IW

Strix
Time
Lat
1.192
0
6.512
0
1.196
0
696.288
2
2.164
1
1.288
1
53732.0
5
79.376
0
1.084
0
1.66
1
3.608
3
1.168
0
14.684
2
1.36
1
1.196
0
2.22
1
1.3
1
1.516
0
1.912
4
3.676
4
13.864
3
1.188
0
277.288
1
3.176
3

Gat
4
7
2
226
2377
3
6
0
9
413
2
10
1
4
6
4
4
84
64
0
0
369

Gat
4
7
2
29
35
11
101
6
0
22
72
2
27
5
4
6
11
4
70
46
30
0
17
39

ally created reference implementation with respect to the
number of logic cells (LCs) used and timing guarantees
provided by Nextpnr. The results of Fig. 4 show differences in LCs and timing when swapping a module in
the hand-made game with a synthesized one. The used
abbreviations are defined in Table I. Similar results are
shown by Fig. 5, except that there a group of modules is
swapped. All modules being swapped is reflected by All.
8,000

MHz

max LCs

6,000

30
25
20

handmade LCs

4,000
2,000

LCs

handmade MHz

15
All

EM
GL

EM
GL
RB
CB
SB
GM

25

15

Fig. 4. LCs & timing for a single module swapped.

Gat
8
11
6
100
10
10
4
18
4
31
5
6
6
15
8
29
95
34
2
44

AC
GC
RC

EM
GL
RB
CB
SB
GM
AC
GC
RC

Sen SPI Sen
SS SPIR SS
RM SPIW RM
SPI
SPIR
SPIW

Sen
SS
RM
SPI
SPIR
SPIW
LM

10

Fig. 5. LCs & timing for multiple modules swapped.

VI. Discussion
Our study shows that TSL synthesis provides several
advantages over manual programming.
1) Behavior Descriptions: One major advantage of synthesis is that a specification describes control behavior
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much better than a classic program or hardware description. The following situations provide some examples:
a) Data Manipulation at different Places: If data
is manipulated that depends on many different logical
conditions, which might even be part of different subroutines, then TSL outperforms classically created code.
An example is the score value of the GameLogic module,
which is manipulated at different places and depends on
many different conditions. When handling score by hand,
e.g., in CλaSH or Verilog, the value that is output to
score must be handled consistently. Hence, it must be
guarded by the right conditions, which, however, are also
affected at all positions, where score is currently used.
This is not only tedious, but also a highly error-prone task.
b) Scheduling by Order Constraints: Using a partial
order for describing how events must follow each other is
much easier than always fixing a total order. Examples
are the conditions described in the SensorPart module of
the form ϕB → (ϕD R((ϕD → ϕE ) ∧ (¬ϕD → ϕF ))) or
conditions that reference updates, which will happen in
the future, as in the LedMatrix module.
( J color1  ramout K)

→ J rampos  rampos1 coordx (coordy + 1) K

c) Schedulability: Stating that updates happen repeatedly is easy to specify using
, without the need
of giving any fixed order, e.g., in the Sensor module:
ψ1 :=
ψ2 :=

J partControl  accOn() K
J partControl  gyrOn() K

2) Optimally Timed Solutions: Another interesting observation is that synthesis tools are able to create optimally timed solutions, e.g. if there is an update that
happens repeatedly, then it is possible to specify its length
by using a hard bound in form of a -chain. An example
is a simplified version of the LedMatrix specification that
does not take care of ghosting. In this case, the internal
x-coordinate must be increased infinitely often. The cycle
length between these increases can be specified using
n
Jcoordx  coordx + 1K for n ∈ N. In a separate test
series we found, that with n = 5 the module is realizable,
but with n = 4 it is not. Therefore, the minimal cycle
length is five. Hence, it is easily possible to enforce the
minimal “time density” of cyclic behaviour, which would
be hard to provably achive in a manual implementation.
3) Easy expandability: Another advantage is that modules can be easily expanded by adding new properties to
the specification. An example is the Ghosting Elimination,
which can be added to the LedMatrix specification without
the need of changing any of the remaining properties.
4) Modification and Reuse: Due to the separation of
data and control, a module can be modified through small
changes on the data level, without affecting its properties
on the control level. For example the stalling time of the
LedMatrix or the screen size handled by Scoreboard are
easy to change on the data level. Also modules can be

reused for similar tasks, which differ only in the data
they work on. An example is the SensorPart module,
which is used multiple times to implement different parts
of the sensor by instantiating it with different function
implementations on the data level.
5) Verification: Synthesis has the verification problem
included. It is especially easy to add new conditions, which
would not be necessary for determining the behavior, but
are important additional safety conditions.
VII. Further Work
There are are also several open challenges.
1) Synthesis Times: TSL synthesis is a fairly hard
problem such that it was foreseeable that synthesis tools
took quite some time for the more sophisticate specifications (cf. Table I). Thus, these specifications indicate
benchmarks, for which synthesis tools still have to leverage
improvements for the future.
2) Next Chains: Synthesis tools yet are not able to cope
with long chains of , e.g., when describing a bounded
waiting process. Although TSL allows to circumvent the
problem by pushing waiting times to data counters, it may
be the intend of the developer to specifically constraint the
bounded behavior at the control level.
3) Specification Debugging: As specifications are still
written by humans, and humans are prone to make mistakes, the specifications still might be incorrect, especially
finding unrealizability reasons is difficult. Hence, we need
better debugging tools that help with identifying the
mistakes and provide strategies for their resolution.
4) Module Distribution: TSL synthesis allows the creation of modules independently of each other, to be finally
composed to a single architecture, like we did with Fig. 2.
However, it might be necessary to specify global properties
of the system to ensure the correct interaction of multiple
modules as well. For example, a related problem, that we
encountered, was that using multiple specifications does
not prevent the introduction of latch-free cycles on paths
between multiple modules. We had to introduce them
manually (cf. unlabeled gray boxes in Fig. 2) while taking
care that they indeed preserve the intended behavior.
VIII. Conclusion
We have presented Syntroids, the first interactive and
reactive hardware game that has been completely specified
with Temporal Stream Logic and is synthesized from the
created specifications using current state-of-the-art synthesis tools. Our experience shows that Temporal Stream
Logic is indeed a feasible design flow for the development
of reactive systems, providing significant advantages over
manual programming. We also identified challenges that
remain to be solved in order to accomplish a robust
TSL-based development process.
Acknowledgements. We thank Dan Gisselquist for debugging a design issue with us that lead to nondeterministic timing behavior and the Yosys and CλaSH development teams for rapidly resolving our reported issues.
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Abstract—Past literature on synthesis identified the need to
synthesize systems that are robust to failures of the system in
reading the inputs from the environment, and also to failures of
the environment itself to satisfy our assumptions about its behavior. In this work, we propose a simple and flexible framework for
synthesizing robust systems, where the user defines the required
robustness via a temporal robustness specification. For example,
the user may specify that the environment is eventually reliable, or
input misreadings cannot occur more than k consecutive steps,
and synthesize a system under this assumption. Furthermore,
our framework enables us to specify, also, a temporal recovery
specification, i.e., describing the way the system is expected to
recover after a failure of the environment assumptions. We show
examples of robust systems that we have synthesized with this
method by our synthesis tool PARTY.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Given a temporal property ϕs , the problem of reactive
synthesis is to generate a system M such that M |= ϕs . When
computationally possible it may save labor in comparison to
the more traditional route of manually constructing M and
then verifying that it satisfies ϕs via model-checking.
It is common to synthesize a system for a given environment rather than requiring that it operates correctly under a
completely free environment, i. e., under arbitrary sequences
of inputs. Thus, our assumptions about the environment’s
behavior is part of the input to the synthesis algorithm.
Specifically, we require
M |= ϕe → ϕs ,

Masoud Ebrahimi1

(1)

where ϕe is a (temporal) formula specifying the environment’s
expected behavior.
In practice, it is very hard to fully specify a system, i.e.,
specify the exact behavior in reaction to any sequence of
inputs from the environment. As a result, there can be many
such systems M that satisfy ϕs , and hence it is desirable to
define default criteria for the quality of the synthesized system,
e.g., [1–3], which can guide us in the synthesis process. In this
sense, it is like an optimization problem without an explicit
objective function. One such quality measure is robustness,
a term that was used with multiple meanings in, e.g., [4–8].
Informally, robustness measures the degree to which a system
can function correctly in the presence of erroneous input or
stressful environmental conditions [9]. Indeed it is common
that the behavior of the environment under which M is
This work was supported by the Graz University of Technology’s LEAD
project “Dependable Internet of Things in Adverse Environments”. It was
also partially supported by the Coleman-Cohen Foundation, and by the Royal
Society grant IES\R2\170021.
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Ofer Strichman3

Systems Engineering, IE, Technion

expected to operate is not fully specified, cannot be modeled in
a precise way (e. g., if it is a physical environment), or cannot
be fully trusted. Hence when possible, M should satisfy ϕs
even when ϕe does not hold, or when some inputs are misread
by the system or misreported by the environment. These extra
requirements may depend on the type of system and the
expected environment in which it operates, and accordingly
on the selected definition of robustness.
The main contribution of this article is a unified method
of reducing the problem of robust synthesis, for almost any
conceivable definition of robustness, to the problem of ‘normal’ synthesis. This stands in stark contrast to the abovementioned prior works on robustness, each of which offered
its specialized algorithm to cope with this problem. The
reduction is simple, and amounts to writing a robustness
specification in LTL. We further offer another level of flexibility in the framework, by allowing the user to write a
recovery specification in LTL, which defines how the system
recovers from failures. Our method can be used with any offthe-shelf synthesizer that supports synthesis with incomplete
information [10], by simply modifying the specification. We
implemented an even easier route in PARTY [11] (via bounded
synthesis) where in addition to ϕe , ϕs , only the robustness and
recovery specifications have to be added.
II. D EFINITIONS OF ROBUSTNESS
We will distinguish between two classes of robustness
definitions. The first is robustness against ‘hidden’ inputs,
which means that the system fails to read the environment’s
signals; The second is robustness against cases in which the
environment does not satisfy the assumption ϕe .
Let us now survey various definitions of robustness in
these two classes. Those that are described below without a
reference are novel to this work.
Definitions of robustness against hidden inputs:
(R1) A robust system satisfies ϕs even if some of the inputs
can be misread (‘hidden’) in a finite number of steps.
(R2) k-robustness (inputs): A robust system satisfies ϕs even if
it misreads some of the inputs up to k times consecutively.
(R3) A system is robust if it satisfies ϕs even if some or all
the inputs are occasionally hidden.
Definitions of robustness against violations of the assumptions:
(R4) A system is robust if despite a finite number of violations
of the assumptions, it still satisfies the guarantees ϕs .
(R5) According to [5] a robust system eventually stabilizes and
returns to satisfy ϕs after a finite number of violations
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of ϕe ’s safety assumptions. A similar definition also
appeared in [7]: ‘bounded disturbances lead to bounded
deviations from nominal behavior,’ and ‘the effect of a
sporadic disturbance disappears in finitely many steps’.
(R6) According to [4], a robust system satisfies its liveness
guarantees, even if ϕe is violated infinitely often.
(R7) k-robustness (ϕe ): A robust system satisfies ϕs even if
the environment violates ϕe up to k consecutive times.
The above definitions of robustness can be further generalized by adding a dimension of a recovery specification, which
is an LTL formula that defines how the system recovers from
failures. For example, (R5) with the dimension of recovery
can specify that the system should recover within 5 steps after
each failure of the environment to satisfy ϕe . We denote the
extensions of the above robustness definitions with recovery
by replacing R with C, e.g., (R5) becomes (C5).
For completeness, we should mention that there is an additional definition of robustness in [6], based on a quantitative
measure, which our framework is unable to accommodate.
We note that the informal definitions in (R5) and (R7)
generally cannot be applied to environment assumptions in
LTL, because such formulas are interpreted over infinite traces
with respect to the initial state. For example, if ϕe = G F r,
then we can say whether a given path satisfies it or not, but
there is no meaning to saying that it violates ϕe k times or
even a finite number of times. The same problem exists if the
guarantees are in general LTL: it is meaningless to say that
they are violated for a finite number of times.
We therefore interpret these informal definitions as relevant
only for assumptions and guarantees of the form G ψ, where
ψ is a propositional formula, and the failure count refers to
the number of locations along the path that satisfy ¬ψ.
In the next two sections we will present our suggested
method for synthesizing robust systems against hidden inputs
and assumptions violations, respectively.
III. S YNTHESIS WITH A ROBUSTNESS SPECIFICATION :
H IDDEN I NPUTS
The key ingredient of our method is what we call a
synchronization bit — a single bit sb that indicates whether
the inputs are hidden in the current step. sb is an additional
input to the synthesized system M . We will demonstrate how
to synthesize a robust system while using this bit, by focusing
on the robustness definitions that focus on hidden inputs: (R1),
(R2) and (R3).
As a first step, we define the temporal behavior of sb so it
captures our definition of robustness. Consider, for example,
(R1). Recall that it defines a system to be robust if it satisfies
ϕs even if the inputs are hidden for a finite number of
steps. We can translate this definition into an LTL robustness
specification ϕrob over sb:
ϕrob (sb) = F G sb .

(2)

Similarly, (R2) is captured by the robustness specification
G(sb → (X sb ∨ . . . ∨ Xk sb)) ,

(3)

i.e., the inputs are hidden up to k steps consecutively. (R3) is
the most general definition and therefore as a special case can
be Eq. (2) or Eq. (3), but also other specifications such as
(4)

ϕrob (sb) = G F(sb)

(there will be misreadings of the inputs infinitely often) or
ϕrob (sb) = (in1 = in2 → sb)

(5)

(we trust the inputs only if they are equal). A plausible scenario is when the relation between the inputs is an indication
of whether they can be trusted. For example, when using errorcorrecting code, the relation between bits in a packet and a
parity bit at its end reveals whether to trust the packet.
As a second step, we change the specification so it operates
on free inputs when sb is low. Let I denote the set of ϕ’s
inputs that are considered as hidden, and I 0 an additional copy
of those inputs. We attempt to synthesize:
[ϕrob (sb)∧G(sb → (I = I 0 ))∧ϕe (I, O)] → ϕs (I 0 , O) . (6)

A system realizing (6) operates over the extended set of
inputs I ∪ I 0 ∪ {sb}, and not over the original set of inputs
I. Note that ϕs (I 0 , O) is over I 0 (and not I), and that the
assumption ϕe (I, O) is over the original inputs I. Only when
sb is high, I 0 is bound to be equal to I and hence adheres to
the assumptions. The signals I and sb are not visible to the
system. We thus have a problem of synthesis with incomplete
information, which can be handled in double exponential time
(see [10]), like standard synthesis.
The following example, however, illustrates a case where
synthesizing M according to (6) does not result in a system
that realizes the original specification.
Example 1. Let ϕe = true and ϕs = G(r ↔ g), where
I = {r}. Let ϕrob = sb ∧ X G sb (sb is down in the first
state and is up in all other states). Any system M realizing (6)
contains, in particular, paths starting with the state (r̄, r0 , g),
which clearly do not satisfy G(r ↔ g). The system in Fig. 1
demonstrates it. The top label from state 0 to state 1 is such
a transition (r is not part of the label because it can have any
value, and in particular r̄).

0

r0 sb/g
0

r sb/g

r r0 sb/g
1

rr0 sb/g

Fig. 1: M for Example 1
We would like the result of our synthesis to be robust
according to the following definition:
Definition 1. A system M is robust w.r.t. a set of hidden
inputs I and a robustness specification ϕrob if it realizes both
(6) and the original specification ϕe (I, O) → ϕs (I, O).
The next question we address is what are sufficient conditions on ϕs and ϕe for M to be robust according to Def. 1.
We say that an LTL formula ϕ(X) over a set of variables
X is monotone increasing in x ∈ X iff for every two paths π1
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and π2 that agree with each other on the values of X \ {x},
and their labeling with x is such that
∀j ≥ 0.(π1 [j] |= x) → (π2 [j] |= x),

(7)

A natural question is how to test whether (9) or (14))
hold, given ϕrob and ϕe . This problem can be reduced to the
question of whether (9) can be falsified, or in other words to
the question of whether the following formula is satisfiable:

(π1 |= ϕ) → (π2 |= ϕ).

(8)

ϕrob (sb) ∧ ϕe (i, O) ∧ G(sb → (i0 = i)) ∧ F(i0 ∧ ¬i) . (15)

we have
Similarly, ϕ(X) is monotone decreasing in x if (7) implies
(π2 |= ϕ) → (π1 |= ϕ).
Let us now consider a path π in M . It is labeled with I ∪I 0 ∪
{sb} ∪ O. For simplicity assume that I consists of one input
i, i.e., I = {i}, and hence I 0 = {i0 }. We show a sufficient
condition for M to satisfy the conditions of Def. 1.
Lemma 1. If ϕs (I, O) is monotone increasing in i and
ϕrob (sb) ∧ ϕe (i, O) ∧ G(sb → (i0 = i)) |= G(i0 → i), (9)
then any system M that realizes (6) is robust w.r.t. hidden
inputs (see Def. 1).
Proof. We define ρ as the projection of π to {i0 } ∪ O and
rename i0 with i. Because of the renaming we have
∀j ≥ 0.(π[j] |= i0 ) ←→ (ρ[j] |= i).

(10)

(9) implies that for each path π ∈ M that satisfies ϕe (i, O),
∀j ≥ 0.(π[j] |= i0 ) → (π[j] |= i).

(11)

Now, (10) and (11) imply
∀j ≥ 0.(ρ[j] |= i) → (π[j] |= i),

(12)

and therefore ρ and π satisfy (7). Recall that π ∈ M and
π |= ϕe (i, O). Hence π |= ϕs (i0 , O), and thus ρ |= ϕs (i, O).
Due to the assumed monotonicity of ϕs and (8)
(ρ |= ϕs (i, O)) → (π |= ϕs (i, O)).

(13)

Recall that π is any path of M that satisfies ϕe (i, O), thus (13)
shows that all paths of M that satisfy ϕe (i, O) also satisfy
ϕs (i, O), and therefore M is robust according to Def. 1.
Corollary 1. The following is an immediate corollary from
Lemma 1. If ϕs (I, O) is monotone decreasing in i and
ϕrob (sb) ∧ ϕe (i, O) ∧ G(sb → (i0 = i)) |= G(i → i0 ), (14)
then any system M that realizes (6) is robust w.r.t. hidden
inputs (see Def. 1).
Example 2. Let ϕe = r ∧ X r, ϕs = G(r → g), where
I = {r}, and ϕrob = sb ∧ X G sb. It is easy to see that ϕs is
decreasing in r. The system presented in Fig. 2 realizes both
(6) and ϕe → ϕs , in line with Corollary 1.
0

rr0 sb/g
0

0

r r sb/g

r r0 sb/g
1

r r sb/g

2

rr0 sb/g

Fig. 2: M for Example 2. All transitions not shown lead to a ‘sink’
state emitting ḡ, omitted here for clarity.

In our implementation of this method in PARTY, the user
specifies ϕrob , ϕe and ϕs , and the rest is done automatically.
But it is clear that any reactive synthesizer can be used as is
by rewriting the specification according to (6).
IV. S YNTHESIS WITH A ROBUSTNESS SPECIFICATION :
E NVIRONMENT A SSUMPTIONS
Let us now focus on robustness definitions that refer to
scenarios in which the environment assumptions cannot always
be trusted. Generally it is impossible to synthesize systems that
are robust according to definitions such as (R7), where the
number of violations is bound to be finite or lower than some
number k, assuming ϕe and ϕs are general LTL formulas. The
reason is that such formulas are either satisfied by a path or
not, and hence there is no meaning to counting the number of
violations. A similar conclusion was reached by Ehlers in [5].
We can, however, restrict ourselves to invariant properties,
i.e., formulas of the form G ψ where ψ is propositional.1 As
in [5], we then interpret ‘failure’ as a temporary failure of
the invariant. Hence the failure-count refers to the number of
time frames in which ϕ is false. Our approach is different
than [5] because we have the freedom to specify the robustness specification ϕrob , whereas [5] suggested an algorithm
that is tailored for systems that are eventually reliable, i.e.,
ϕrob = F G sb. In addition, our method works with any
existing synthesizer, whereas [5] requires a tailored algorithm
(based on a generalized Rabin(1) automaton).
Let ϕe ≡ G ψe and ϕs ≡ G ψs , where ψe , ψs are
propositional. The following are several examples of formulas
involving a synchronization bit; the synthesis of each one of
them, when possible, results in a system that satisfies the
original specification ϕe → ϕs , each time with a different
level of robustness.
(ϕrob (sb) ∧ G(sb → ψe )) → (G ψs ).

(16)

A system satisfying (16) is robust according to (R4), since it
satisfies ψs even in the presence of failures of the environment.
ϕrob (sb) → G((sb ∧ ψe ) → ψs ).

(17)

A system satisfying (17) is robust according to (R5), since
it satisfies ψs when sb is high.
Example 3. Consider Spec. 1. Figure 3a shows a non-robust
system realizing the aforementioned specification. As shown,
1 The subformula ψ can also be temporal, but then it is less clear what is
the meaning of failure. For example suppose that ϕe = G F p and that at
a certain step ϕe fails. This means that ϕe fails in all future steps as well,
since from that step onward, p cannot happen infinitely often. For this reason
here we restrict ourselves to ψ which is propositional.
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r1 r2 /g 1 g 2
r1 r2 /g 1 g 2

0

r1 r2 /g 1 g2

∗/g 1 g 2

r1 r2 /g1 g2

1

0

r1 r2 /g1 g 2

(a) M1 without robustness

r1 r2 /g 1 g 2

r1 r2 /g 1 g2

r1 r2 /g 1 g 2

r1 r2 /g1 g 2

1

r1 r2 /g 1 g 2

∗/g 1 g 2

r1 ∨ r2 /g 1 g 2

2

0

r1 r2 /g1 g 2
r1 r2 /g 1 g2

r1 r2 /g 1 g 2

r1 r2 /g 1 g2

1

r1 r2 /g 1 g2

(b) M2 with robustness w.r.t. (16)

r1 r2 /g 1 g 2

r1 r2 /g1 g 2

(c) M3 with robustness w.r.t. (17)

Fig. 3: Systems for Spec. 1 with different levels of robustness. The value of sb is omitted from the drawings. In (a), where there is no
robustness specification, the system transits to a trap state once the assumption is violated. In that state it no longer satisfies ϕs . System
(b) was synthesized according to (16) and ϕrob that was described in (19). Note that as long as sb is down (at state 0, which is before the
password was given) violating the assumption does not lead us to a sink state, and the guarantee still holds. This is in contrast to (c), which
is synthesized with (17), where a violation of the assumption invariant can lead to a violation of the guarantee’s invariant (indeed the input
r1 r2 at state 0 emits g 1 g 2 which contradicts ϕs ).
Assume
G(r1 ∨ r2 )

Guarantee
G(r1 → g1 ) ∧
G(r2 → g2 )

guarantee only in the steps described by the recovery specification ϕrec . The following example demonstrates the result
of adding the recovery specification (20) with k = 1.

Spec. 1: A specification for an immediate arbiter of two clients that
assumes requests are mutually exclusive.
once the assumption fails, the system transits to a ‘sink’ state
in which it does not satisfy ϕs .
We now demonstrate the effect of adding a robustness
specification according to (16) and (17), which happens to
depend on the relation between the inputs. Suppose that
Spec. 1 works in an adversarial environment, and we want it
to start trusting the inputs only after it receives some password
confirming the identity of the environment. This pattern can
be specified with
ϕrob = (¬pwd ∧ sb) W(pwd ∧ G(sb)) ,

(18)

where pwd is the password, and W is the weak-until operator.
For this example assume that pwd = r1 ∧ r2 , and hence the
robustness specification becomes
ϕrob = (¬(r1 ∧ r2 ) ∧ sb) W((r1 ∧ r2 ) ∧ G(sb)) .

(19)

The systems depicted in Figs. 3b and 3c are the results of (16)
and (17), respectively. See the caption for more information.
Eq. (17) can be generalized to the case where we have a
recovery specification ϕrec in addition to ϕrob .
As an example, suppose that we allow the system to fault
for k time steps after a failure of the environment to satisfy
ϕe . In such a case we will specify
ϕrec = G((sb ∧ X sb ∧ . . . ∧ Xk sb) → Xk sb0 ) .

(20)

It is left to specify the behavior of sb0 in the first k steps, for
example we may require that in step i for i ≤ k, sb0 should
be high if in steps 0 ≤ j ≤ i sb was high (not shown).
Given ϕrec , we synthesize the following:
(ϕrob (sb) ∧ ϕrec (sb, sb0 )) → G((sb ∧ ψe ) → (sb0 → ψs )).
(21)
A system satisfying (21) is robust according to (C5), since
(21) generalizes (17) by requiring the system to satisfy the

Example 4. Fig. 4 shows a system satisfying Spec. 1 with the
robustness specification (19) and the recovery specification
ϕrec ≡ G((sb ∧ X sb) → X sb0 ) .

0

r1 r2 /g 1 g 2 r1 r2 /g1 g 2
r1 r2 /g 1 g2
r1 r2 /g 1 g 2
1

r1 ∨ r2 /g 1 g 2

00

r1 r2 /g 1 g 2

(22)
∗/g 1 g 2
2

r1 r2 /g 1 g2

r1 ∨ r2 /g 1 g 2
Fig. 4: A system satisfying Spec. 1, with the robustness specifi-

cation (19) and the recovery specification (22). Note that after a
violation of the assumption with r1 r2 at state 0 the system transits to
state 00 with an arbitrary output and then has an additional transition
with an arbitrary output. In the diagram the output is forced to g 1 g 2
because we chose to synthesize a least-vacuous system in PARTY.
Without this option any output on these transitions is legal.

V. C ONCLUSION
The incompleteness of most specifications gives a certain
freedom to the synthesis algorithm, and it is left for the
designer of the synthesis algorithm to set criteria for what
system is preferable, from the large set of options. Several
previous publications suggested to use this freedom in order to
synthesize a system which is robust. Each of the publications
had its own definition of robustness, and each suggested a
synthesis method to achieve a robust system. In this article
we showed a general framework that enables to specify with
an LTL formula ϕrob the expected robustness, and from there
on it reduces the robust synthesis problem to that of normal
synthesis. Furthermore, we enable to specify the recovery
specification ϕrec with an LTL formula. Our framework is
flexible and easy to use with existing reactive synthesizers,
and, as we showed, it covers most of the previously published
definitions of robustness, as well as several new ones that
we introduced here. Our tool PARTY, which implements our
method, is available for download from https://www.iaik.
tugraz.at/content/research/opensource/eris/.
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Abstract—Property Directed Reachability (PDR) is an efficient
and scalable approach for solving systems of symbolic constraints,
also known as Constrained Horn Clauses (CHC). In the case of
non-linear CHCs, which may arise, e.g., from relational verification tasks, PDR aims to infer an inductive invariant for each
uninterpreted predicate. However, in many practical cases, this
reasoning is not successful, as invariants need to be discovered
for groups of predicates, as opposed to individual predicates.
We contribute a novel algorithm that identifies such groups
automatically and complements the existing PDR technique. The
key feature of the algorithm is that it does not require a possibly
expensive synchronization transformation over the system of
CHCs. We have implemented the algorithm on top of a state-ofthe-art CHC solver S PACER. Our experimental evaluation shows
that for some CHC systems, on which existing solvers diverge,
our tool is able to discover relational invariants.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the progress in automated approaches to formal verification of programs against functional specifications [1]–[8],
there is a growing need for applying this technology to verify
multiple programs against relational specifications [9]–[12].
This discipline, called relational verification, is widely applicable in an iterative process of software development, when a
current and the previous versions are compared and verified
for the absence of newly introduced bugs. Another application
is the verification of secure information flow properties, such
as non-interference and time-balancing, in which executions
of the same software are compared for various inputs.
Many automatic relational verification approaches are based
on constructing a product program [9], [13]–[17] from the
programs under comparison. This way, a given relational
specification over multiple programs (or multiple executions of
the same program) becomes a functional specification over the
product program. Conceptually, such a relational-verification
task can be addressed by state-of-the-art techniques, but in
practice, most of them cannot handle a potentially complicated
structure of the product program. The problem can be mitigated by merging certain loops in the product program (i.e.,
by applying so-called synchronization strategies), but often
their discovery is manual or based on imprecise syntactic
heuristics. Another downside is that the number of possible
transformations is exponential with the number of merged
programs. This paper contributes a fully automated approach
to identify synchronization strategies that lead to an effective
discovery of relational invariants for product programs.
We build on top of one of the most successful implementations of Property Directed Reachability (PDR) by Gurfinkel

et. al. [5], called S PACER. PDR incrementally strengthens a
given functional specification (i.e., a safety property) until it
either becomes inductive, or a counterexample is found. It
models programs with a set of logical implications, called
Constrained Horn Clauses (CHCs), over a set of uninterpreted
predicates. Intuitively, CHCs define the semantics of uninterpreted predicates, and by determining the satisfiability of
CHCs w.r.t. some safety property, one can discover inductive
invariants for programs under verification. S PACER maintains
over-approximations and under-approximations of the semantics of uninterpreted predicates. It uses over-approximations to
block spurious counterexamples, and under-approximations to
analyze program traces without unrolling.
The CHCs constructed for product programs are essentially
non-linear, and each uninterpreted predicate corresponds to a
program under comparison. We propose a novel PDR-based
approach that maintains over- and under-approximations of
semantics of groups of predicates. It has the same effect
as after doing a product-program transformation, but without
actually transforming the system. More importantly, our algorithm identifies suitable groups of predicates on demand, by
analyzing counterexamples-to-induction, obtained at different
stages of our verification process. This allows us to effectively
prune the search space of possible synchronization strategies,
leading to performance gains. Note that without our approach,
PDR attempts to discover an isolated invariant for uninterpreted predicate and often does not succeed (because e.g., the
desired invariants are inexpressible by the modeling language).
We have implemented our approach on top of S PACER
and have evaluated it on benchmarks arising from relational
verification tasks. The experiments confirmed that for many
CHC systems, on which S PACER diverges, our approach is
able to discover relational invariants quickly.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We give
background on CHCs in Sect. II and then we introduce our
novel concept of relational invariants of CHCs in Sect. III. Our
PDR-based algorithm for the discovery synchronization strategies and relational invariants is then presented in Sect. IV. In
Sect. V, we show our experimental data. And finally, Sect. VI
and Sect. VII concludes the paper.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Assertion language
Let Σ be the first-order signature with equality and let M
be some Σ-structure with the domain |M |. For a Σ-sentence ϕ
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(i.e. Σ-formula without free variables), M is a model of ϕ if M
satisfies ϕ, written M |= ϕ. Throughout the paper, we refer to
the first-order language defined by Σ as an assertion language.
For Σ-formula with n free variables ϕ(x1 , . . . , xn ), by M (ϕ)
we denote a set of free variable valuations satisfying ϕ, i.e.,
def
n
M (ϕ) = {ha1 , . . . , an i | M |= ϕ(a1 , . . . , an )} ⊆ |M | .

obtaining a new tree by increasing each node value of another
tree by two (relational symbol inc):
L

where ϕ is a quantifier-free Σ-formula, R, Ri ∈ R , v R and
xi are vectors of variables. The premise of the implication is
called a body of C and denoted by body(C), the conclusion
R(v R ) is called a head of the clause. A CHC system is a finite
set of CHCs. We treat the relational symbol P0 as a special
“query” symbol, the root of every derivation tree of a CHC
system. If there is only one application of an uninterpreted
symbol in the premise, the CHC is called linear (otherwise,
non-linear). A CHC system is linear if every CHC in it is
linear.
C. Safety Problem
A safety problem is a pair hP , ϕsafe i, where P =
{C1 , . . . , Cn } is a CHC system, and ϕsafe is a Σ-formula
over v P0 , called a safety property. We assume that heads of
clauses C1 , . . . , Cn are applications of relational symbols with
identical variables per each relational symbol, i.e., if clauses
Ci and Cj have heads R(v R ) and R(v 0R ), then v R = v 0R .
By rules(R) we denote a set of clauses in P with the heads
R(v R ). By body(R), we denote a disjunction of rules for R:
_
def
body(R) =
body(C)
C∈rules(R)

The merged body of relational symbols R1 , . . . , Rm ∈ R is
the conjunction of bodies
+

def

+

body(R1 , . . . , Rm ) = body(R1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ body(Rm ),
+

where ϕ ∧ ψ is a conjunction of ϕ and ψ that guarantees the
disjointedness of free variables of ϕ ∧ ψ:
+

def

ϕ(x) ∧ ψ(y) = (ϕ ∧ ψ) (x ] y)

L

R

T = leaf ∧s = 0 ⇒ sum(T,s)
L

R

T = node(v,L,R)∧s = v +s +s ∧
L

R

sum(L,s )∧sum(R,s ) ⇒ sum(T,s)

B. Constrained Horn Clauses
Let R = {P0 , P1 , . . . , Pn } be a finite set of predicate
symbols called relational (or uninterpreted) symbols. A constrained Horn clause (CHC) C is a Σ ∪ R -formula of the
form
ϕ ∧ R1 (x1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ Rm (xm ) ⇒ R(v R )

T = leaf ∧ n = 0 ⇒ size(T,n)

R

T = node(v,L,R)∧n = 1+n +n ∧size(L,n )∧size(R,n ) ⇒ size(T,n)

T = leaf ∧U = leaf ⇒ inc(T,U )
0

0

T = node(v,L,R)∧U = node(v +2,L ,R )∧
0
0
inc(L,L )∧inc(R,R ) ⇒ inc(T,U )
0

0

0

0

size(T,n)∧sum(T,s)∧inc(T,T ) ∧sum(T ,s ) ⇒ P0 (T,n,s,s )
def

0

ϕsafe = s = s+2n

We wish to prove that the sum of an inc-ed tree
equals the sum plus twice the count of nodes of
the original tree. Here, R
= {P0 , size, sum, inc},
v P0 = {T, n, s, s0 }, `P0 = {T 0 }, v size = {T, n},
`size = v, L, R, nL , nR , body(size) = (T = leaf ∧ n = 0) ∨
T = node(v,L,R)∧n = 1+nL+nR∧size(L,nL)∧size(R,nR) .
D. Fixedpoint Semantics

Let arities of P0 , P1 , . . . , Pn be k0 , k1 , . . . , kn correspondingly. Let X = hX0 , X1 , . . . , Xn i be a tuple of
k
relations with Xi ⊆ |M | i . We denote the expansion

M {P0 7→ X0 , P1 7→ X1 , . . . , Pn 7→ Xn } by M , X .
A semantics of a CHC system P in structure M is the
pointwise least (n +1)-tuple of relations X such that for
all P ∈ R , M , X |= ∀v P ∪ `P . (body(P ) ⇒ P (v P )).
The semantics of P is a least fixed point of immediate
consequence operator of P ; it always exists by Knaster-Tarski
theorem [18], [19]. We call the elements of the semantics
tuple the semantics of corresponding procedures and write it
as JP0 KM , JP1 KM , . . . , JPn KM .
A CHC system is safe with respect to ϕsafe if JP0 KM ⊆
M (ϕsafe ). The CHC system in Example 1 is safe with respect
to s0 = s + 2n.
E. Safety Proofs
An Environment Π maps P ∈ R to Σ-formulas over Σ ∪
v P . For a Σ ∪ R -formula ψ, JψKΠ is a formula obtained by
instantiating all applications of relational symbols in ψ by their
Π-images.
Given a safety problem hP , ϕsafe i, an environment Π is a
safety proof, if it is safe and inductive:
M |= ∀v P0 .Π(P0 ) ⇒ ϕsafe

(safety)

for all P ∈ R , M |= ∀v P ∪ `P .(Jbody(P )KΠ ⇒ Π(P ))

(inductiveness)

We denote by `R the vector of existential (or local) variables
of R, i.e. free variables of body(R) without variables of the
heads v R .

Proposition 1. If there is a safety proof for safety problem
hP , ϕsafe i, then P is safe with respect to ϕsafe .

Example 1. Let Σ be a signature, and M be the model of
algebraic data types (ADT) where sort tree is defined with
uninterpreted functions leaf : tree and node : N × tree ×
tree → tree. Consider the following safety problem that
involves 1) counting nodes of a tree (relational symbol size), 2)
summing the values of nodes (relational symbol sum), and 3)

Systems of CHCs are widely used in automated verification
for proving correctness of programs with respect to safety
specifications. However, when it comes to verifying relational
properties of several programs, modeled as non-linear CHCs,

III. R ELATIONAL INVARIANTS
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the reasoning becomes significantly more complex. Often
safety proofs are not expressible in their assertion language.
For instance, although the system over ADTs in Example 1 is
safe, there is no safety proof definable in M .
Example 2. Consider a simpler example:
0

x = 0 ∧ z = 0 ⇒ mul(x, y, z)

0

0

0

x > 0 ∧ x = x − 1 ∧ z = z +y ∧ mul(x , y, z ) ⇒ mul(x, y, z)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

x = x ∧ y = y ∧ mul(x, y, z) ∧ mul(x , y , z ) ⇒ P0 (x, y, z, x , y , z )
def

ϕsafe = z = z

0

An invariant mul(x, y, z) = (z = x·y) is undefinable in linear
integer arithmetic (LIA).
In this section, we generalize the notion of safety proof
such that in both cases a definable proof exists. The key
idea is to map groups of relational symbols (in contrast to
singles) into formulas. This allows discovering the relations
among variables from different calculations as opposed to
summarizing each calculation in isolation.
A. Definition of the relational environment
By NX we denote a set of multisets on X, i.e., a set of all
maps from X to natural numbers. If x = x1 , . . . , xn is a vector
of elements of X (possibly repeating), we identify it with a
multiset {xk 7→ #xk }, where #xi is a number of occurrences
of xi in x. Multisets are naturally ordered by inclusion: for
m1 , m2 ∈ NX , m1 ⊆ m2 iff ∀x ∈ X, m1 (x) ≤ m2 (x).
Definition 1. Let P be a system of CHCs over a set
of relational symbols R . A relational environment is a
partial map from NR to formulas that maps multiset
def
R = {R1 7→ n1 , . . . , Rk 7→ nk } to a formula over v R =
v R ] . . . ] v R1 ] . . . ] v Rk ] . . . ] v Rk .
| 1 {z
}
|
{z
}
n1 times

nk times

Let E be a relational environment. By dom(E) we denote
its domain. We assume that R ⊆ dom(E): if R ∈ R \dom(E),
then we map R to >. Let R1 , . . . , Rm be relational symbols
from R , and ϕ be a formula. We (inductively) define
def

Jϕ ∧ R1 (x1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ Rm (xm )KE =
^
ϕ ∧
E(Ri1 , . . . , Rik )(xi1 , . . . , xik )

(1)

Example 3. Consider the following CHCs:
0

v

mi
k _
^

i=1 j=1

ϕ1 ⇒ f (x1 , x2 )
00

0

ψ2 ∧ g(y ) ⇒ g(y)

and the following relational environment:
E = {f 7→ >, g 7→ η1 (y), hf, gi 7→ η2 (x1 , x2 , y)} ,
the evaluation of body(f, g) in E is as follows:
r

Jbody(f, g)KE = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∧ f (x01 , x02 ) ∧ f (x001 , x002 ) ∧

z
=
ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∧ g(y 0 )
E

Jϕ1 ∧ ψ1 KE ∨ Jϕ1 ∧ ψ2 ∧ g(y 0 )KE ∨

Jϕ2 ∧ ψ1 ∧ f (x01 , x02 ) ∧ f (x001 , x002 )KE ∨

Jϕ2 ∧ ψ2 ∧ f (x01 , x02 ) ∧ f (x001 , x002 ) ∧ g(y 0 )KE =

(ϕ1 ∧ ψ1 ) ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ ψ2 ∧ η1 (y 0 )) ∨ (ϕ2 ∧ ψ1 )∨

(ϕ2 ∧ ψ2 ∧ η1 (y 0 ) ∧ η2 (x01 , x02 , y 0 ) ∧ η2 (x001 , x002 , y 0 ))

The relational environments generalize the “classical” environments: if E is the relational environment with the domain
of singleton multisets, and Π is a “classical” environment
mapping relations to the same formulas, then for all Σ ∪ R formulas ϕ, JϕKE is logically equivalent to JϕKΠ .
B. Relational safety proofs

Given a safety problem hP , ϕsafe i, a relational environment
E is a relational safety proof, if it is safe and inductive:
M |= ∀v P0 .E(P0 ) ⇒ ϕsafe

for all P ∈ dom(E), M |= ∀v P ∪ `P .

(safety)
q
y

body(P ) E ⇒ E(P )
(inductiveness)

Besides evaluating the bodies in relational environments, the
main difference between the “classical” and relational safety
proofs is that the latter needs to be inductive relatively to the
merged bodies. That is, if P ∈ dom(E) for non-singleton
multiset P , then E should be inductive relatively to body(P ).
Example 4. Although for Example 2 there is no safety proof
definable in LIA, there is a relational safety proof:
E = {P0 7→ z =z 0 , mul 7→ >,

hRi1 ,...,Rik i∈dom(E)

u

00

ψ1 ⇒ g(y)

Ri1 ,...,Rik ∈{R1 ,...,Rm }

and

0

ϕ2 ∧ f (x1 , x2 ) ∧ f (x1 , x2 ) ⇒ f (x1 , x2 )

hmul, muli 7→ (xmul1 = xmul2 ∧y mul1 = y mul2 ⇒ z mul1 = z mul2 )}

Example 1 has a quantifier-free relational safety proof as well:

}

def

Fi,j ~ =
E

_

1≤j1 ≤m1
...
1≤jk ≤mk

JF1,j1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fk,jk KE

(2)

Intuitively, (1) gathers all possible variants of “grouped”
substitutions into (possibly merged) clause body R1 (x1 ) ∧
. . . ∧ Rm (xm ). In (2), we use the relational environments to
evaluate merged bodies of relations, which by definition are
conjunctions of disjunctions of clause bodies. In (2), clause
bodies are merged in each of m1 · . . . · mk possible ways,
performing grouped substitution into merged clause bodies.

E = {P0 7→ s0 = s+2n,

sum 7→ >,

inc 7→ >,

hsize, sum, sum, inci 7→ T size = T sum 1 = T inc ∧
T sum 2 = U inc 2 ⇒ ssum 2 = ssum 1 +2nsize }

C. Correctness
Theorem 1. If there is a relational safety proof E for a safety
problem hP , ϕsafe i, then P is safe with respect to ϕsafe .

Proof. By safety of E, it is sufficient to show that JP0 KM ⊆
M (E (P0 )). We prove it by constructing another CHC system
P 0 and “classical” safety proof Π using E.
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For each P ∈ dom(E), we introduce a fresh relational
symbol RP . We define a relational environment E 0 that maps
P to RP (v P ). Now we define P 0 over the relational symbols
def
{R
q P | P y∈ dom(E)}. For each RP , we put body(RP ) =
body(P ) E 0 ; the head of each rule for RP is RP (v P ).
For instance, for system P and relational environment E in
Example 3, P 0 is as follows:
0

0

00

ϕ1 ⇒ Rf (x1 , x2 )
00

ϕ2 ∧ Rf (x1 , x2 ) ∧ Rf (x1 , x2 ) ⇒ Rf (x1 , x2 )
ψ1 ⇒ Rg (y)

Example 5. Recall Example 3. The following formula is
equisatisfiable with Jbody(f, g)KE :



ϕ1 ∨ (ϕ2 ∧ a1 ∧ a2 ) ∧ ψ1 ∨ (ψ2 ∧ a3 ) ∧ a3 ⇒ η1 (y 0 ) ∧


∧ a1 ∧ a3 ⇒ η2 (x01 , x02 , y 0 ) ∧ a2 ∧ a3 ⇒ η2 (x001 , x002 , y 0 )

We use this method in our implementation of R EL R EC M C
(see Sect. IV); it allows us to preserve compositionality in
the relational lemma inference and significantly improves the
speed of the evaluation in relational environments compared
to the naive implementation.

0

ψ2 ∧ Rg (y ) ⇒ Rg (y)

IV. A LGORITHM

ϕ1 ∧ ψ1 ⇒ Rf,g (x1 , x2 , y)

ϕ2 ∧ ψ2 ∧

0
ϕ1 ∧ ψ2 ∧ Rg (y )
0
0
00
00
ϕ2 ∧ ψ1 ∧ Rf (x1 , x2 ) ∧ Rf (x1 , x2 )
0
0
00
00
0
Rf (x1 , x2 ) ∧ Rf (x1 , x2 ) ∧ Rg (y )∧
0
0
00
00
Rf,g (x1 , x2 , y) ∧ Rf,g (x1 , x2 , y)

⇒ Rf,g (x1 , x2 , y)

⇒ Rf,g (x1 , x2 , y)
⇒ Rf,g (x1 , x2 , y)

The semantics of RP in P 0 is the Cartesian product
JpKM , as RP uses the disjoint variables and “reaches”
p∈P
every state reached by each p ∈ P . In particular,

×

JP0 KM = JRP0 KM

(3)

Π(RP0 ) = E(P0 )

(4)

Finally, we define a “classical” environment Π mapping RP
to E(P ). Π is a safety proof for P 0 : it is safe and inductive
by construction. Note that
As the semantics of P is the pointwise least inductive tuple
of relations, we have
0

JRP0 KM ⊆ M (Π(RP0 ))

(5)

By (3), (4), and (5), we get:

JP0 KM = JRP0 KM ⊆ M (Π(RP0 )) = M (E(P0 )) ⊆ M (ϕsafe )
D. Fast evaluation
By (2), a naive implementation of JϕKE requires to calculate
m1 · . . . · mk rules, which has the exponential complexity
with the growing k. In this subsection, we demonstrate an
alternative method allowing to avoid an explicit enumeration
of all combinations of rules being merged, which is inherent
to the syntactic transformation [16]. The key insight is to build
an equisatisfiable formula instead of precise calculation using
rules (1) and (2).
Let R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rm (xm ) be all applications of relational
symbols in ϕ. For each application Ri (xi ), we introduce a
fresh propositional atom (i.e., a nullary predicate symbol) ai .
Let ϕ0 be a formula obtained by replacing all occurrences of
Ri (xi ) with ai for all i in ϕ. Note that JϕKE is equisatisfiable
with:
^

ϕ0 ∧
ai1 ∧. . .∧aik ⇒ E(Ri1 , . . . , Rik )(xi1 , . . . , xik )
Ri1 ,...,Rik ∈{R1 ,...,Rm }

hRi1 ,...,Rik i∈dom(E)

In this section, we formulate a property-directed algorithm
for automatically inferring relational invariants. Our algorithm
extends the R EC MC algorithm [5]; from where we borrow the
notation and general structure of the algorithm.
A. Bounded assertion maps
The algorithm stores its data in two data structures called a
bounded assertion map and a relational bounded assertion map.
The former maps P ∈ R and a natural number b to a set of
formulas over v P , and the latter maps a multiset P ∈ NR and
a natural number b to a set of formulas over v P . Our algorithm
maintains a bounded assertion map ρ and a relational bounded
assertion map σ.
Our algorithm uses ρ to witness a counterexample to safety
and σ to build a relational safety proof. In particular, ρ
stores the reachability facts, i.e., reachable branches of the
system; ρ(P, b) is a set of formulas, under-approximating
the b-bounded semantics of P , i.e., the union of top-down
derivations of the system P of the height b. Dually, σ stores
summary facts of the system, also known as lemmas. Formulas
in σ(P, b) over-approximate the b-bounded semantics of P and
are used for building a relational safety proof.
Finally, ρ and σ implicitly define the “classical” environment Uρb and relational environment Oσb , respectively. The
former under-approximates and the latter over-approximates
the bounded semantics of the system:1
_
def
Uρb (P ) =
{δ ∈ ρ(P, c) | c ≤ b}
^

def
Oσb (P ) =
δ ∈ σ(R, c) | R ∈ dom(σ), R ⊆ P , c ≥ b

Note that lemmas for a multiset P subsume the lemmas of
multisets included into P .
b
b
We abbreviate JπKUρb and JπKOσb to JπKρ and JπKσ correspondingly. For simplicity, we define Uρ−1 and Oσ−1 (i.e.,
environments for level −1) to be relational environments
mapping every multiset to ⊥.
B. Outer loop
Algorithm 1 shows a pseudo-code of the R EL R EC M C
procedure that iteratively weakens reachability facts ρ and
strengthens summary facts σ until either ρ witnesses a counterexample (line 4) or σ becomes inductive (line 12). An
1 The

conjunction of an empty set is >, the disjunction is ⊥.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of R EL R EC M C

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of R EL B ND S AFETY

Input: Safety problem P , ϕsafe
Output: out ∈ hSAFE /UNSAFE , relational proof, counterexamplei
b ← 0; ρ ← ∅; σ ← ∅;
while true do
hres, ρ, σi ← R EL B ND S AFETY( P , ϕsafe , b, ρ, σ);
if res = REACHABLE then return hUNSAFE , , ρi;
else
inductive ← true;
foreach P such that P ,b ∈ dom(σ) do
foreach δ ∈ σ P , b do
q
yb
if body(P ) σ ∧ ¬δ ⇒⊥ then

σ ← σ ∪ P , b + 1 7→ δ ;
else inductive ← false;

b,
if inductive then return SAFE , Oσ
b ← b + 1;

;

iteration b of R EL R EC M C checks if the property violation
is reachable in b steps. If no bug is reachable (lines 6 - 11),
σ contains a proof of bounded safety for b steps. RelRecMc
then propagates all inductive lemmas from σ to level b + 1
and iterates if they are not sufficient for concluding the safety.
C. Inner loop
The R EL B ND S AFETY algorithm shown in Algorithm 2
checks the safety of all top-down derivations of the system
with all heights of derivations bounded by a given level B. It
formulates and solves bounded reachability queries P , π, b ,
where P ∈ NR , π is the negation of a safety property for P ,
and b ∈ N. Intuitively, to answer P , π, b , we determine if P
does not reach π in b steps.
Queries are stored in a queue Q that initially contains
only hP0 , ¬ϕsafe , Bi. Each iteration begins with picking a
query with the smallest b (line 3), which may be answered
positively (line 12) or negatively (line 8) or may give birth
to child queries to be answered prior to answering this query
(line 31). When all queries are answered, the algorithm returns
the (UN −)REACHABLE result (line 34 or 32, respectively).
a) Inference of reachability facts: If π is reachable in
one step from predecessors bounded by b − 1 steps (line 4),
the algorithm deduces new reachability facts for every P [i]
(line 7). Informally, instead of exploring all branches of P [i],
the algorithm explores only a single branch ψP [i] , chosen in
a property-directed manner. Each query R, η, c ∈ Q, where
η is reachable with the updated environment Uρc , is answered
and removed from Q (in particular, P , π, b ).
To obtain a symbolic expression for a branch ψP [i] , the
algorithm uses a model-based projection (MBP) [5], [20].
Given a formula ∃x.τ , where τ is quantifier-free, and a model
m, an MBP (τ, x, m) produces a quantifier-free conjunction
of literals τ 0 , such that m |= τ 0 , τ 0 ⇒ ∃x.τ , and if
M admits quantifier elimination, then for each formula τ ,
there is W
a finite number of models m1 , . . . , mk , such that
k
∃x.τ ⇔ i=1 MBP (τ, x, mi ). Intuitively, a series of modelbased projections perform
from
q quantifier yelimination
 ∃x.τ
b−1
lazily. Given m, MBP body(P [i]) ρ , `P [i] , m can be
viewed as picking a branch of P [i], satisfied by m, and elimi-

Input: Safety problem P , ϕsafe , level B, bounded assertion maps ρ, σ
Output: out ∈ hREACHABLE /UNREACHABLE , ρ, σi
Data: Queue of bounded reachability queries Q
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

Q ← { P0 , ¬ϕsafe , B };
while (Q 6= ∅) do
pick P , π, b from Q;
yb−1
q
if ∃m . m |= body(P ) ρ ∧ π then
for i ← 1 to P do

q
yb−1
ψP [i] ← MBP body(P [i]) ρ , `P [i] , m ;
ρ ← ρ ∪ { P [i], b 7→ ψP [i] | 1 ≤ i ≤ n};

+ |R |
V
Q ← Q \ { R, η, c | R ⊆ P , c ≥ b, i=1 ψR[i] ∧ η 6⇒⊥};
q
yb−1
else if body(P ) σ ∧ π ⇒⊥ then
q
yb−1
let ψ be s.t. body(P ) σ ⇒ ψ and ψ ∧ π ⇒⊥;
σ ← σ ∪ { P , b 7→ ψ};
Qn← Q \
zc
o
rV
∧ η ⇒⊥ ;
R, η, c | P ⊆ R, c ≤ b,
i R[i](v R[i] )
σ

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

else

q
yb−1
let cti |= body(P ) σ ∧ π;
ψ ← π;
apps ← ∅;
for i ← 1 to P do
let C ∈ rules(P [i]) be s.t. cti |= Jbody(C)Kb−1
σ ;
η ∧ R1 (x1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ Rm (xm ) ← body(C);
ψ ← ψ ∧ η;
for j ← 1 to m do
if cti |= JRj (xj )Kb−1
then
ρ
ψ ← ψ ∧ JRj (xj )Kb−1
;
ρ
else apps ← apps ∪ {Rj (xj )};

Groups ← PARTITION(apps, π, ψ);
for {i1 , . . . , ik } ∈ Groups do
rels ← Ri1 , . . . , Rik ;
vars ← xi1 . . . xik ;
rV
zb−1
ψ0 ← ψ ∧
;
Rj (xj )∈apps Rj (xj )
j6∈{i ,...,i }

30
31
32
33
34

σ

1
k


← MBP ψ 0 , v P ∪ `P \ vars, cti ;
Q ← Q ∪ {hrels, ψ 0 [vars ← v rels ], b − 1i};

ψ0

if JP0 Kn
ρ ∧ ¬ϕsafe 6⇒⊥ then return hREACHABLE , ρ, σi;
assert JP0 Kn
σ ∧ ¬ϕsafe ⇒⊥;
return hUNREACHABLE , ρ, σi;

nating local variables `P [i] from it. Lazy quantifier elimination
keeps the size of the reachability facts small and allows to
consider only relevant behaviours of the system. In particular,
although ∃x.τ is equivalent to a disjunction of branches, the
algorithm considers only one branch per query; other branches
will be considered on demand in the next iterations.
b) Inference of summary facts: If σ is strong enough to
prove the unreachability of π (line 9), R EL B ND S AFETY infers
a new lemma by computing a Craig interpolant (denoted later
yb−1
q
ITP) of body(P ) σ and ¬π. As a result, the new lemma
over-approximates the b-bounded semantics of P , still proving
its safety relatively to π. Note that the resulting lemma is
formulated over the variables of P , expressing relations among
elements of P . Every query R, η, c ∈ Q, such that the
updated σ proves the unsatisfiability of η, is immediately an-
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swered and removed from the queue (in particular, P , π, b ).
q
yb−1
c) Query generation: If neither body(P ) ρ ∧ π is
q
yb−1
satisfiable, nor body(P ) σ ∧ π is unsatisfiable, then the
reachability facts at level b − 1 are too strong to witness a
counterexample, while summary facts at level b − 1 are too
weak to prove the safety. In this case, there is a potential
counterexample (counter-example to inductiveness in terms of
IC3 [21]) cti assigned on line 14, which should be witnessed
by ρ or blocked by σ. The algorithm generates child queries,
answers to which would help answering P , π, b by either
blocking the CTI or proving its reachability.
For each relation in P , the algorithm picks a clause C
witnessing cti (line 18). Such clause is guaranteed to exist
q
yb−1
because cti |= body(P ) σ . Let R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rm (xm ) be
all applications of relational symbols in C (line 19). In the
next steps the algorithm tries to strengthen the summary
facts by inferring lemmas blocking the CTI. To get this, the
algorithm detects which summary facts are too coarse by splitting R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rm (xm ) into two groups: the applications
witnessing cti (line 22) and other applications apps (line 24).
As reachability facts of applications in the first group are
already weak enough to witness the counterexample, it doesn’t
make sense to strengthen their summary facts, so the algorithm
proceeds with strengthening apps.
At this step the algorithm behaves differently from the
one in [5]. Instead of strengthening summary facts for each
relation separately, it tries to infer the lemma for the group of
predicates in apps.
The algorithm is parametrized by an oracle PARTITION
(line 25) that splits the input set of atoms into a list of
multisets of symbols and a list of vectors of variables from
the corresponding applications. For example, the set of atoms
{f (x1 ), f (x2 ), g(y)} could be split into the list of multisets
[{f 7→ 2}, {g 7→ 1}] of relations and the list of vectors the
[hx1 , x2 i , y] of variables. As a result, the rels list contains all
multisets of symbols to be explored in the child queries.
In our implementation, PARTITION splits applications into
a recursive and a non-recursive group2 . If the recursive group
has more than P elements, it gets partitioned into the groups
of size at most P . This blocks the size of the queried
multisets from the unbounded growth. PARTITION guesses a
suitable partitioning of the recursive applications by detecting
the synchronizations that preserve the inductiveness of the
property in spirit of [16] (Sect. IV-D demonstrates its work
on Example 1).
For each multiset in rels the algorithm generates its own
safety property, underapproximating the set of bad states of the
group. The safety property for j-th group is the conjunction
of the parent safety property π (line 15), the constraints
of all clauses witnessing cti (line 20), the reachable child
states witnessing cti (line 23) and summary facts of the
remaining multisets in the partitioning (line 29). Intuitively,
2 Two symbols are (mutually) recursive if they belong to the same strongly
connected component in the directed graph (V, E) with V = R and (P, R) ∈
E iff R occurs in the body of some rule for P .

R EL B ND S AFETY strengthens the safety property π with the
reachability information and child lemmas related to cti .
Afterward, the algorithm projects away all variables except
vars[j] from the child safety property using MBP (line 30),
renames the variables and places a new bounded reachability
query into the queue (line 31). Note that the variables of child
safety property renamed to formulate the property in terms of
child relations (line 31). Similar to the inference of reachability
facts, using MBP does not break the correctness, while keeping
the size of query formulas small.
D. Example
In this subsection, we demonstrate the several iterations of
our algorithm for the problem in Example 1. We prefer brevity
to accuracy, so we simplify formulas wherever possible. For
instance, we write ⊥ instead of n = 0 ∧ ⊥ and P0 instead of
the multiset {P0 7→ 1}.
After the syntactic preprocessing, the algorithm handles the
following system of CHCs, in which all variables are disjoint:
T1 = leaf ∧ n = 0 ⇒ size(T1 ,n)
L

R

T1 = node(v1 ,L1 ,R1 ) ∧ n = 1+n +n ∧
L

R

size(L1 ,n ) ∧ size(R1 ,n ) ⇒ size(T1 ,n)
T2 = leaf ∧s2 = 0 ⇒ sum(T2 ,s2 )
L

R

T2 = node(v2 ,L2 ,R2 )∧s2 = v2 + s2 +s2 ∧

L
R
sum(L2 ,s2 )∧sum(R2 ,s2 )

⇒ sum(T2 ,s2 )

T4 = leaf ∧U = leaf ⇒ inc(T4 ,U )
0

0

T4 = node(v4 ,L4 ,R4 )∧U = node(v4 +2,L ,R )∧
0
0
inc(L4 ,L )∧inc(R4 ,R ) ⇒ inc(T4 ,U )
A = T0 ∧ B = T0 ∧ C = T0 ∧ D = E ∧ size(A,n0 )∧
0
0
sum(B,s0 )∧ inc(C,D) ∧sum(E,s0 ) ⇒ P0 (T0 ,n0 ,s0 ,s0)
def

0

ϕsafe = s0 = s0 +2n0

a) Level 0: The algorithm begins with calling R EL B ND S AFETY for level 0 that puts query hP0 , s00 6= s0 +2n0 , 0i
−1
−1
into Q. Both Jbody(P0 )Kρ and Jbody(P0 )Kσ are ⊥, so the
algorithm gets into line 11, where it adds ITP(⊥, ¬ϕsaf e ) = ⊥
into σ(P0 , 0). R EL B ND S AFETY terminates with the result
UNREACHABLE , but since the added lemma is not inductive, R EL R EC M C proceeds to level 1.
b) Level 1: The R EL B ND S AFETY algorithm begins with
0
Q = {hP0 , s00 6= s0 +2n0 , 1i}. Here, Jbody(P0 )Kρ ≡ ⊥ and
def
0
Jbody(P0 )Kσ ≡ ϕ0 = A = T0 ∧ B = T0 ∧ C = T0 ∧ D = E.
Since ϕ0 ∧ ¬ϕsafe is satisfiable, the algorithm extracts cti =
{A, B, C, D, E, T0 7→ leaf ; n0 7→ 1; s0 7→ 0; s00 7→ 1} and
goes to line 14. Then it picks the only possible rule for P0
with the body ϕ0 ∧ size(A,n0 ) ∧ sum(B,s0 ) ∧ inc(C,D) ∧
0
sum(E,s00 ). Now cti 6|= Jsize(A,n0 )Kρ ≡ A = leaf ∧
0
0
n0 = 0, cti |= Jsum(B,s0 )Kρ , cti |= Jinc(C,D)Kρ , cti 6|=
0
Jsum(E,s00 )Kρ , so we get apps = {size(A,n0 ), sum(E,s00 )}
and ψ ≡ ¬ϕsafe ∧ϕ0 ∧B = leaf ∧s0 = 0∧C = leaf ∧D = leaf .
Since both inc and sum are non-recursive with P0 , the PAR TITION oracle does nothing: PARTITION (apps) = {{1, 4}}.
Let α1 = {size 7→ 1, sum 7→ 1}. To obtain the child
bounded reachability query for α1 , the algorithm projects
away all variables from ψ except A, n0 , E, and s00 , obtaining
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ψ 0 ≡ MBP(ψ, {T0 , B, C, D, s0 }, cti) ≡ A = leaf ∧ E =
def
leaf ∧ s00 6= 2n0 , which becomes after renaming ψ1 =
T1 = leaf ∧ T2 = leaf ∧ s2 6= 2n. Thus, Q becomes
{hP0 , ¬ϕsafe , 1i , hα1 , ψ1 , 0i}, and the algorithm iterates.
At the second iteration, the algorithm picks a query
def
hα1 , ψ1 , 0i as the one having the minimal level. Let β1 =
−1
−1
Jbody(α1 )Kρ ≡ Jbody(α1 )Kσ ≡ T1 = leaf ∧ n = 0 ∧ T2 =
leaf ∧ s2 = 0. Since β1 ∧ ψ1 is unsatisfiable, the algorithm
def
derives a new lemma δ1 = ITP(β1 , ψ1 ) ≡ T1 = T2 = leaf ∧n =
s2 = 0. Thus, σ(α1 , 0) = {δ1 }, and the query at level 0 is
answered and removed from Q.
At the third iteration, the algorithm picks a query
0
hP0 , ¬ϕsafe , 1i again. This time, Jbody(P0 )Kσ
≡
ϕ0 ∧ δ1 (A, n, B, s0 ) ∧ δ1 (A, n, E, s00 ). Since now
0
Jbody(P0 )Kσ ∧ ¬ϕsafe is unsatisfiable, σ(P0 , 1) is updated to
0
ITP(Jbody(P0 )Kσ , ¬ϕsafe ) ≡ ϕsafe . The new environment is
not inductive, so R EL R EC M C proceeds to level 2.
c) Level 2: Query hP0 , ¬ϕsafe , 2i is picked from Q.
Now, cti = {A, B, C, T0 7→ node(0,leaf ,leaf ); D, E 7→
1
leaf ; n0 , s0 , s00 7→ 1}. As cti 6|= Jsize(A,n0 )Kρ , cti 6|=
1
1
1
Jsum(B,s0 )Kρ , cti 6|= Jinc(C,D)Kρ , cti 6|= Jsum(E,s00 )Kρ , we
get apps = {size(A,n0 ), sum(B,s0 ), inc(C,D), sum(E,s00 )}.
As none of the symbols is recursive with P0 , we get
Groups = {{1, 2, 3, 4}}. To get the child safety property, the algorithm projects away T0 and iterates with
def
{hP0 , ¬ϕsaf e , 2i , hα2 , ψ2 , 1i}, where α2 = {size 7→ 1, sum 7→
def
2, inc 7→ 1} and ψ2 = T1 = T2 = T4 ∧ U = T3 ∧ s3 6= s2 + 2n.
At the next iteration, hα2 , ψ2 , 1i is picked from Q. RelRecMc applies the technique described in Sect. III-D for the
fast evaluation in σ. Let
def

βsize =(T1 = leaf ∧ n = 0)∨
def

(T1 = node(v1 ,L1 ,R1 ) ∧ n = 1+nL +nR ∧ aL ∧ aR )

βsum1 =(T2 = leaf ∧s2 = 0)∨
def

R
(T2 = node(v2 ,L2 ,R2 )∧s2 = v2 + sL
2 +s2 ∧ bL ∧ bR )

βsum2 =(T3 = leaf ∧s3 = 0)∨
def

R
(T3 = node(v3 ,L3 ,R3 )∧s3 = v3 + sL
3 +s2 ∧ cL ∧ cR )

βinc =(T4 = leaf ∧U = leaf )∨

(T4 = node(v4 ,L4 ,R4 )∧U = node(v4 +2,L0 ,R0 ) ∧ dL ∧ dR )

Here aL , aR , bL , bR , cL , cR , dL , and dR are fresh Boolean
abstractions of relational symbol applications. Then:

Suppose now that none of the child reachability facts is satisfied by cti. Then we get apps = {size(L1 ,nL ),size(R1 ,nR ),
sum(L2 ,sL
sum(R2 ,sR
sum(L3 ,sL
sum(R3 ,sR
2 ),
2 ),
3 ),
3 ),
0
0
inc(L4 ,L ), inc(R4 ,R )}, with only recursive relations, and
ψ ≡ ψ2 ∧T1 = node(v1 ,L1 ,R1 )∧n = 1+nL +nR ∧. . ..
If PARTITION merges all applications into one group, we
get the bounded reachability query for 8 relations, which may
result in the query for 16 relations, and so on; in result,
R EL B ND S AFETY diverges. To control the size of multisets,
PARTITION splits apps into groups of the size less or equal
than |α2 | = 4. But there is already C84 = 70 different variants
of splitting 8 applications into two groups of size 4. To pick the
best combination, PARTITION applies the following heuristic.
Since each bounded reachability query is created using
MBP, it is a conjunction of literals. For each subset of apps,
PARTITION detects the maximal inductive subset of literals.
In this case, the set of literals in ψ2 is
{T1 = T2 , T1 = T4 , U = T3 , s3 6= s2 +2n}. For example, T1 ∧ T2
is inductive relatively to size(R1 ,nR ) and sum(R2 ,sR
2 ).
To verify this, we rename T1 = T2 to R1 = R2 (as T1 , R1
and T2 , R2 are the first arguments in applications of
respectively size and sum), and check ψ ⇒ R1 = R2 . In
our case, the whole ψ2 is inductive relatively to the groups
L
0
{size(L1 ,nL ),sum(L2 ,sL
and
2 ),sum(L3 ,s3 ),inc(L4 ,L )}
R
R
R
{size(R1 ,n ),sum(R2 ,s2 ),sum(R3 ,s3 ),inc(R4 ,R0 )},
so
PARTITION outputs Groups = {{1, 3, 5, 7}, {2, 4, 6, 8}}. For
both groups, the bounded reachability queries for α2 at level
0 are added into Q.
At the following iterations, the algorithm infers the lemma
T1 = T2 = T4 ∧ U = T4 ⇒ s3 = s2 +2n and accomplishes the
construction of a relational safety proof.
E. General properties
We now state the important properties of R EL R EC M C
and R EL B ND S AFETY. For the proof sketches, the reader is
referred to [5].
Theorem 2. R EL R EC M C and R EL B ND S AFETY are sound.
Theorem 3. R EL B ND S AFETY is complete relatively to an
oracle for satisfiability in M .
Theorem 4. Given an oracle for satisfiability in M , R EL B ND S AFETY terminates.

By Theorem 4, R EL R EC M C is a co-semidecision procedure
for safety problems, i.e., if P is unsafe, the procedure is
guaranteed to find a counterexample to safety. For finite-state
(aL ∧ bL ⇒ δ1 (L1 , nL , L2 , sL
2 ))∧
R
systems, R EL R EC M C is a complete decision procedure; in this
(aL ∧ bR ⇒ δ1 (L1 , nL , R2 , s2 ))∧
case, the algorithm is polynomial in the number of states.
L
(aL ∧ cL ⇒ δ1 (L1 , nL , L3 , s3 )) . . .
If Algorithm 2 executes line 25 and Groups contains
0
If instead we straightforwardly convert the Jbody(α2 )Kσ only singleton sets, then the behavior of R EL B ND S AFETY
into DNF and replace each possible combination of relational is consistent with the behavior of B ND S AFETY [5]. In other
applications with δ1 , we would get 24 times larger formula.
words, our algorithm behaves the same as B ND S AFETY on
0
Jbody(α2 )Kσ
∧
ψ2
is
satisfiable,
and linear CHC systems and generalizes its behavior on non-linear
cti = {Tk 7→ node(1,leaf ,leaf ); T3 , U 7→ node(3,leaf ,leaf ); . . .} CHC systems. If PARTITION groups the input applications into
for k ∈ {1, 2, 4}. Thus at line 18, the algorithm picks the singleton sets, then the algorithm infers the “classic” safety
second (recursive) rule for each relation in R .
proofs, behaving similarly to the original algorithm.
Jbody(α2 )K0σ ≡βsize ∧ βsum1 ∧ βsum2 ∧ βinc ∧
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Competing tool performance: S PACER, H O I CE, and CHC PRODUCT.

generates the exponential amount of rules and times out, but
other solvers detect a counterexample in a few seconds.
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VI. R ELATED WORK
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Figure 1: R EL R EC M C vs competitors. Each point in a plot represents a pair of the run
times (sec × sec) of R EL R EC M C (x-axis) and a competitor (y-axis). Timeouts are placed
on the inner dashed lines; and crashes are on the outer dashed lines.

While in some cases the R EC MC algorithm [5] fails to
infer a safety proof for nonlinear systems simply because
every model of the system is undefinable in the assertion
language, our algorithm manages to infer a relational safety
proof. Conversely, whenever the R EC MC algorithm succeeds
to prove or disprove the safety, our algorithm succeeds as well.
V. E VALUATION
We have implemented our algorithm on the top of S PACER,
a state-of-the-art CHC solving engine in Z3 SMT-solver [22]3 .
We have evaluated the implementation against S PACER and the
H O I CE tool [8] on two benchmark suites4 . We have run the
experiments on an Arch Linux machine Intel(R) Core(TM) i56200U CPU @ 2.30GHz processor with a 30-second timeout.
The first benchmark suite contains 840 “classic” safety
problems from [8], not arising from relational verification.
We have compared our implementation with S PACER and
H O I CE [8] and demonstrated its viability. S PACER solved 788
out of 840 problems with 50 timeouts and 2 runtime errors.
Our implementation solved 806 problems with 34 timeouts.
The overhead on solved problems is insignificant (less than
0.1 sec on 87% of problems). Our implementation solved most
of the problems solved by S PACER. However, there are 10
problems solved by S PACER, but not by our implementation,
currently. H O I CE solved 808 problems with 26 timeouts and
6 runtime errors, but both S PACER and our implementation of
R EL R EC M C outperformed H O I CE on the solved problems.
The second benchmark suite contains 37 relational verification problems adapted from [23]. We have evaluated our
implementation against S PACER, H O I CE, and the CHC PRO DUCT algorithm [16] implementing a syntactic transformation
of the input system with the subsequent solution by S PACER.
A schematic comparison is shown in Fig. 1.
Both S PACER and H O I CE solved only 11 of 37 problems
within a 5-minute timeout. CHC PRODUCT solved 24 problems, and R EL R EC M C solved 32 out of 37 problems. Note
that R EL R EC M C solved some problems that S PACER provided
with syntactically merged clauses did not solve. For large
unsafe problems, e.g., point-location*, CHCP RODUCT
3 The

implementation is available at https://github.com/dvvrd/z3.
are available at https://github.com/dvvrd/spacer-benchmarks.

4 Benchmarks

Various relational verification techniques are based on automated or semi-automated analysis of product programs [9]–
[17], [24]. All these approaches treat a verification engine
for functional specification as black-box. Thus they have to
predetermine the synchronization strategies. In contrast, our
approach does not construct a product program explicitly but
leverages an SMT solver while discovering both synchronization strategies and relational invariants at the same time.
Cartesian Hoare Logic [25], [26] for proving k-safety properties consists in a set of rules and heuristics for aligning loops
in programs under comparison. These techniques analyze loop
guards, conditionals, relational pre- and postconditions. To
detect a synchronization strategy, [26] identifies a maximal
group of loops, where the termination of one loop implies
the termination of others (otherwise, it fails to find relational
invariants, even if they exist). In contrast, our approach is
agnostic to termination properties and can discover relational
invariants for loops with unequal numbers of iterations.
There are some transformation techniques for nonlinear
CHC systems that enable existing solvers to discover a relational invariant automatically [15], [16]. The CHC PRO - DUCT
transformation [16] resembles a Cartesian product over a
set of relation symbols of the CHC system. When the relational symbols that are being transformed have clauses with
more than one recursive reference, the CHC PRODUCT is not
uniquely determined. In order to tackle this, an extension of the
technique called synchronous CHC PRODUCT tries to select a
product that joins structurally similar recursive references together. Alternatively, [15] proposes a transformation based on
well-known FOLD/UNFOLD rules. Although the resulting CHC
systems are easier to solve, the cost of these transformations
grows exponentially with the number of merged predicates.
By comparison, our approach transforms recursive references
on demand using models of SMT queries and thus does not
lead to an exponential explosion in complexity.
A recent technique [17] is the closest to our work. It analyzes counterexamples to identify a non-lockstep synchronization strategy, but it uses a given set of predicates to discover
relational invariants. In contrast, our approach does not require
predicates and obtain invariants using interpolation, effectively
exploiting the features inherited from [5]. We plan to support
non-lockstep synchronization strategies in our future work.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a novel approach based on PDR to solve
non-linear CHCs. Its key feature is the ability to discover
relational invariants that safely over-approximate semantics
of groups of uninterpreted predicates. More importantly, our
approach identifies automatically which predicates should be
considered in groups. We have implemented the algorithm on
top of the S PACER tool and confirmed its practical success on
a set of benchmarks arising from relational verification tasks.
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Abstract—Given a Boolean formula F (X, Y), where X is a
vector of outputs and Y is a vector of inputs, the Boolean
functional synthesis problem requires us to compute a Skolem
function vector Ψ(Y) such that F (Ψ(Y), Y) holds whenever
∃X F (X, Y) holds. In this paper, we investigate the relation
between the representation of the specification F (X, Y) and the
complexity of synthesis. We introduce a new normal form for
Boolean formulas, called SynNNF, that guarantees polynomialtime synthesis and also polynomial-time existential quantification
for some order of quantification of variables. We show that
several normal forms studied in the knowledge compilation
literature are subsumed by SynNNF, although SynNNF can be
super-polynomially more succinct than them. Motivated by these
results, we propose an algorithm to convert a specification in
CNF to SynNNF, with the intent of solving the Boolean functional
synthesis problem. Experiments with a prototype implementation
show that this approach solves several benchmarks beyond the
reach of state-of-the-art tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Boolean functional synthesis is the problem of synthesizing
outputs as Boolean functions of inputs, while satisfying a
declarative relational specification between inputs and outputs.
Also called Skolem function synthesis, this problem has numerous applications including certified QBF solving, reactive control synthesis, circuit and program repair and the like. While
variants of the problem have been studied since long [16], [4],
there has been significant recent interest in designing practically efficient algorithms for Boolean functional synthesis. The
resulting breed of algorithms [13], [21], [20], [9], [23], [10],
[12], [3], [2], [14], [6], [22] have been empirically shown to
work well on large collections of benchmarks. Nevertheless,
there are not-so-large examples that are currently not solvable
within reasonable resources by any known algorithm. To make
matters worse, it is not even fully understood what properties
of a Boolean relational specification or of its representation
make it amenable to efficient synthesis. In this paper, we take a
step towards answering this question. Specifically, we propose
a new sub-class of negation normal form called SynNNF,
such that every Boolean relational specification in SynNNF
admits polynomial-time synthesis. Furthermore, a Boolean
relational specification admits polynomial-time synthesis (by
any algorithm) if and only if there exists a polynomial-sized
refinement of the specification in SynNNF.
To illustrate the hardness of Boolean functional synthesis,
consider the specification F (X1 , X2 , Y) ≡ (Y = (X1 ×[n]
X2 )) ∧ (X1 6= 0 · · · 01) ∧ (X2 6= 0 · · · 01), where |Y| = 2n,
|X1 | = |X2 | = n and ×[n] denotes multiplication of n-bit
unsigned integers. This specification asserts that Y, viewed

as a 2n-bit unsigned integer, is the product of X1 and X2 ,
each viewed as an n-bit unsigned integer different from 1.
The specification F (X1 , X2 , Y) can be easily represented as
a circuit of AND, OR, NOT gates with O(n2 ) gates. However,
synthesizing X1 and X2 as functions of Y requires us to
obtain a circuit that factorizes a 2n-bit unsigned integer into
factors different from 1, whenever possible. It is a longstanding open question whether such a circuit of size polynomial in n exists. Thus, although the relational specification
is succinctly representable, the outputs expressed as functions
of the inputs may not have any known succinct representation.
It was recently shown [2] that unless some long-standing
complexity theoretic conjectures are falsified, Boolean functional synthesis must necessarily require super-polynomial (or
even exponential) space and time. In the same work [2], it
was also shown that if a specification is represented in weak
decomposable negation normal form wDNNF, synthesis can
be accomplished in time polynomial in the size of the specification. While this was a first step towards identifying a normal
form with the explicit objective of polynomial-time synthesis,
experimental results in [2] indicate that wDNNF doesn’t
really characterize specifications that admit efficient synthesis.
Specifically, experiments in [2] showed that a polynomial-time
algorithm intended for synthesis from wDNNF specifications
ends up solving the synthesis problem for a large class of
specifications not in wDNNF. This motivates us to ask if there
exists a weaker (than wDNNF) sub-class of Boolean relational
specifications that admit polynomial-time synthesis.
We answer the above question affirmatively in this paper,
the polynomial dependence being quadratic in the number of
outputs and the size of the specification. En route, we also
show that the weaker normal form, viz. SynNNF, admits
polynomial-time existential quantifier elimination of a set of
variables for some (not all) order of quantification of variables.
Applications of such quantifier elimination abound in practice,
viz. image computation in symbolic model checking, synthesis
of QBF certificates, computation of interpolants etc. Note that
ensuring efficient quantifier elimination for some ordering of
variables is simpler than ensuring efficient quantifier elimination for all orderings of variables – the latter having been
addressed by normal forms like DNNF [7].
Our primary contributions can be summarized as follows:
•

We present a new sub-class of negation normal form,
called SynNNF, that admits polynomial-time synthesis
and quantifier elimination for a set of variables.
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•

•

•

•

•

We show that SynNNF is super-polynomially (in some
cases, exponentially) more succinct than several other
sub-classes studied in the literature (viz. wDNNF,
dDNNF, DNNF, FBDD, ROBDD), unless some longstanding complexity theoretic conjectures are falsified.
We show that by suitably weakening SynNNF, we can
precisely characterize the class of Boolean specifications
that admit polynomial-time synthesis by a simple algorithm originally proposed in [2].
We define a natural notion of refinement of specifications w.r.t synthesis and show that every specification
that admits polynomial-time synthesis necessarily has a
polynomial-sized refinement that is in SynNNF.
We present a novel algorithm for compiling a Boolean
relational specification in CNF to a refined specification
in SynNNF. We call this knowledge compilation for
synthesis and quantifier elimination.
Finally, we present experimental results that show that
synthesis by compiling to SynNNF solves a large set
of benchmarks, including several benchmarks beyond the
reach of existing tools.

Related Work: The literature on knowledge compilation of
Boolean functions is rich and extensive [5], [7], [18], [8].
While existential quantification or forgetting of propositions
has been studied in [15], [8], neither Boolean functional
synthesis nor existential quantification for some (not all)
ordering of variables has received attention in earlier work on
knowledge compilation. Sub-classes of negation normal forms
like DNNF and other variants [8] admit efficient existential
quantification for all orders in which variables are quantified.
However, if we are interested in only the result of existentially quantifying a given set of variables, these forms can
be unnecessarily restrictive and exponentially larger. Recent
work on Boolean functional synthesis [12], [13], [10], [22],
[9], [3], [2], [6] has focused more on algorithms to directly
synthesize outputs as functions of inputs. Some of these
algorithms (viz. [9], [2], [6]) exploit properties of specific input
representations for optimizing the synthesis process. This has
led to the articulation of sufficient conditions on representation
of specifications for efficient synthesis. For example, [14]
suggested using input-first ROBDDs for efficient synthesis,
and a quadratic-time algorithm for synthesis from input-first
ROBDDs was presented in [9]. This result was subsequently
generalized in [2], where it was shown that specifications in
wDNNF (which strictly subsumes ROBDDs) suffice to give
a quadratic-time algorithm for synthesis. As we show later,
wDNNF can itself be generalized to SynNNF. In another line
of investigation, it was shown [6] that if a CNF specification
is decomposed into an input-part and an output-part, then
synthesis can be achieved in time linear in the size of the
CNF specification and k, where k is the smaller of the count
of maximal falsifiable subsets (MFS) of the input-part and the
count of maximal satisfiable subsets (MSS) of the output-part.
However, this does not yield an algorithm whose running time
is polynomial in the size of the representation of F (X, Y).

II. P RELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
A Boolean formula F (z1 , . . . zp ) on p variables is a mapping
F : {0, 1}p → {0, 1}. The set of variables {z1 , . . . zp } is called
the support of the formula, and denoted sup(F ). We normally
use Z to denote the sequence (z1 , . . . zp ). For notational
convenience, we will also use Z to denote a set of variables,
when there is no confusion. A satisfying assignment or model
of F is a mapping of variables in sup(F ) to {0, 1} such that
F evaluates to 1 under this assignment. If π is a model of F ,
we write π |= F and use π(zi ) to denote the value assigned to
zi ∈ sup(F ) by π. If Z0 is a subsequence of Z, we use π↓Z0
to denote the projection of π on Z0 , i.e. (π(z 0 1 ), . . . π(z 0 k )),
where k = |Z0 |. We use form(π↓Z0 ) to denote the conjunction
of literals (i.e. variables or their negation) corresponding to
π↓Z0 . For example, if π assigns 1 to z1 , z3 and 0 to z2 , z4 and
Z0 = (z1 , z4 ), then form(π↓Z0 ) = z1 ∧ ¬z4 .
1) Negation normal form (NNF): This is the class of
Boolean formulas in which (i) the only operators used are
conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨) and negation (¬), and (ii)
negation is applied only to variables. Every Boolean formula
can be converted to a semantically equivalent NNF formula.
Moreover, this conversion can be done in linear time for
representations like AIGs, ROBDDs, Boolean circuits etc.
2) Unate formulas: Let F |zi =0 (resp. F |zi =1 ) denote the
positive (resp. negative) cofactor of F with respect to zi . Then,
F is positive unate in zi ∈ sup(F ) iff F |zi =0 ⇒ F |zi =1 .
Similarly, F is negative unate in zi iff F |zi =1 ⇒ F |zi =0 . A
literal ` is said to be pure in an NNF formula F iff F has at
least one instance of ` but no instance of ¬`. If zi (resp. ¬zi )
is pure in F , then F is positive (resp. negative) unate in zi .
3) Independent support and functionally defined variables:
A subsequence Z0 of Z is said to be an independent support
of F iff every pair of satisfying assignments π, π 0 of F that
agree on the assignment of variables in Z0 also agree on the
assignment of all variables in Z. Variables not in Z0 are said to
be functionally defined by the independent support. Effectively,
the assignment of variables in Z0 uniquely determine that
of functionally defined variables, when satisfying F . CNF
encodings of Boolean functions originally specified as circuits,
ROBDDs, AIGs etc. often use Tseitin encoding [24], which
introduces a large number of functionally defined variables.
4) Boolean functional synthesis: Unless mentioned otherwise, we use X = (x1 , . . . xn ) to denote a sequence of
Boolean outputs, and Y = (y1 , . . . ym ) to denote a sequence of Boolean inputs. The Boolean functional synthesis
problem, henceforth denoted BFnS, asks: given a Boolean
formula F (X, Y) specifying a relation between inputs Y
and outputs X, determine functions Ψ = (ψ1 (Y), . . . ψn (Y))
such that F (Ψ, Y) holds whenever ∃XF (X, Y) holds. Thus,
∀Y(∃X F (X, Y) ⇔ F (Ψ, Y)) must be a tautology. The
function ψi is called a Skolem function for xi in F , and Ψ is
called a Skolem function vector for X in F .
For 1≤i≤j≤n, we use Xji to denote the subsequence
(xi , xi+1 , . . . xj ). If i ≤ k < j, we sometimes use (Xki , Xjk+1 )
interchangeably with Xji for notational convenience. Let
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i−1
n
F (i−1) (Xni , Y) denote ∃Xi−1
1 F (X1 , Xi , Y). It has been
argued in [13], [9], [3], [11] that the BFnS problem for
F (X, Y) can be solved by first ordering the outputs, say
as x1 ≺ x2 · · · ≺ xn , and then synthesizing a function
ψi (Xni+1 , Y) ≡ F (i−1) (Xni , Y)[xi 7→ 1] for each xi . This
ensures that F (i−1) (ψi , Xni+1 , Y) ⇔ ∃xi F (i−1) (xi , Xni+1 , Y).
Once all such ψi ’s are obtained, one can substitute ψi+1
through ψn for xi+1 through xn respectively, in ψi to obtain
a Skolem function for xi as a function of Y. The primary
problem of using this approach as-is is the exponential blowup incurred in the size of the Skolem functions.
5) DAG representations: For an NNF formula F , its DAG
representation is naturally induced by the structure of F .
Specifically, if F is simply a literal `, its DAG representation
is a leaf labeled `. If F is F1 op F2 where op ∈ {∨, ∧}, its
DAG representation is a node labeled op with two children,
viz. the DAG representations of F1 and F2 . W.l.o.g. we assume
that a DAG representation of F is always in a simplified form,
where t ∧ 1, t ∨ 0, t ∧ t and t ∨ t are replaced by t, t ∧ 0 is
replaced by 0 and t ∨ 1 is replaced by 1 for every node t. We
use |F | for the node count in the DAG representation of F .
FBDD and ROBDD are well-known representations of
Boolean formulas and we skip their definitions. We briefly
recall the definitions of DNNF, dDNNF and wDNNF below.
Let α be the subformula represented by an internal node N
(labeled by ∧ or ∨) in a DAG representation of an NNF
formula F . We use lits(α) to denote the set of literals labeling
leaves that have a path to the node N representing α in the
DAG representation of F . We also use atoms(α) to denote the
underlying set of variables in sup(F ) that appear in lits(α).
For each ∧-labeled internal node N in the DAG of F with α =
α1 ∧. . .∧αk being the subformula represented by N , if for all
distinct indices r, s ∈ {1, . . . k}, atoms(αr )∩atoms(αs ) = ∅,
then F is said to be in DNNF [7]. If, instead, for all distinct
indices r, s ∈ {1, . . . k}, lits(αr ) ∩ {¬` | ` ∈ lits(αs )} = ∅,
then F is said to be in wDNNF [2]. Finally F (X, Y) is said to
be in deterministic DNNF(or dDNNF) [8] if F is in DNNF
and for each ∨-labeled internal node D in the DAG of F with
β = β1 ∨ . . . ∨ βk being the subformula represented by D,
βr ∧ βs is a contradiction for all distinct indices r, s.
6) Positive form of input specification: Given a specification F (X, Y) in NNF, we denote by Fb(X, X, Y) the formula
obtained by replacing every occurrence of ¬xi (xi ∈ X) in
F with a fresh variable xi . This is also called the positive
form of the specification and has been used earlier in [3].
Observe that for any F in NNF, Fb is positive unate (or
monotone) in all variables in X and X. For i ∈ {1, . . . n}, we
sometimes split X into two parts, Xi1 and Xni+1 , and represent
i
n
Fb(X, X, Y) as Fb(Xi1 , Xni+1 , X1 , Xi+1 , Y). For b, c ∈ {0, 1},
let bi (resp. ci ) denote a vector of i b’s (resp. c’s). For
n
notational convenience, we use Fb(bi , Xni+1 , ci , Xi+1 , Y) to
i
n
denote Fb(Xi1 , Xni+1 , X1 , Xi+1 , Y)|Xi =bi ,Xi =ci .
1

1

III. A N EW N ORMAL F ORM FOR E FFICIENT S YNTHESIS
In [2], it was shown that if F (X, Y) is represented as a
ROBDD/FBDD or in DNNF or in wDNNF form, Skolem

functions can be synthesized in time polynomial in |F |. In
this section, we define a new normal form called SynNNF that
subsumes and is more succinct than these other normal forms,
and yet guarantees efficient synthesis of Skolem functions.
Definition 1. Given a specification F (X, Y), for every i ∈
{1, . . . n} we define the ith -reduct of Fb, denoted [Fb]i , to
n
be Fb(1i−1 , Xni , 1i−1 , Xi , Y). We also define [Fb]n+1 to be
Fb(1n , 1n , Y).
Note that [Fb]1 is the same as Fb, and sup([Fb]i ) = Xni ∪
∪ Y for i ∈ {1, . . . n}.

n
Xi

Example 1. Consider the NNF formula K(x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) =
b = ((x1 ∨ x2 ) ∧
(x1 ∨ x2 ) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ y1 ) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ y2 ). Then K
b
b and [K]
b 2=
(x2 ∨ y1 ) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ y2 )). Thus, we have [K]1 = K
b
K[x1 7→ 1, x1 7→ 1] = (x2 ∨ y1 ) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ y2 ).

Next, we define a useful property for the ith -reduct, which
will be crucial for efficient synthesis of Skolem functions.

Definition 2. Given F (X, Y), let αijk denote [Fb]i [xi 7→
n
j, xi 7→ k, Xi+1 7→ ¬Xni+1 ], where j, k ∈ {0, 1}. We say
that [Fb]i is ∧i -unrealizable if ζ = αi11 ∧ ¬αi10 ∧ ¬αi01 is
unsatisfiable.

Intuitively, we wish to say that there is no assignment to
Xni+1 and Y such that [Fb]i is equivalent to xi ∧xi . The formula
ζ captures this semantic condition. Indeed, if an assignment
makes ζ true, then it also makes [Fb]i equivalent to xi ∧xi (i.e.,
[Fb]i = 1 for xi , xi having values (1, 1), but not for (0, 1),
(1, 0), (0, 0)). Note that since [Fb]i is positive unate in xi and
xi , ζ is satisfiable iff ζ ∧ ¬αi00 is satisfiable; we need not
conjoin ¬αi00 in the definition of ζ. A sufficient condition for
[Fb]i to be ∧i -unrealizable is that in the DAG representation
of [Fb]i , there is no pair of paths – one from xi and the other
from xi – which meet for the first time at an ∧-labeled node.
b 1 is ∧1 -unrealizable since there is no leaf
In Example 1, [K]
b 2 = (x2 ∨
labeled x1 in its DAG representation. Similarly, [K]
y1 ) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ y2 ) is ∧2 -unrealizable as there is no leaf labeled
b 2 (although such a leaf
x2 in the DAG representation of [K]
b 1 ).
exists in the DAG representation of [K]

Example 2. Let H(x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ y1 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨
b
(¬x2 ∧ y2 )). Then H(X,
X, Y) = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ y1 ) ∧ (x1 ∨
(x2 ∧ y2 )). Using the notation in Definition 2, α111 = 1,
α110 = ¬x2 ∧ y2 and α101 = (x2 ∨ y1 ). There is an assignment
(x2 = 0, y2 = 0, y1 = 0) such that (α111 ∧ ¬α110 ∧ ¬α101 ) is
b 1 is not ∧1 -unrealizable (equivalently, it
satisfiable. Hence [H]
b 2 = H[x
b 1 7→ 1, x1 7→ 1] = 1;
is ∧1 -realizable). However, [H]
hence it is vacuously ∧2 -unrealizable.
Definition 3. A formula F (X, Y) is said to be in synthesizable NNF (or SynNNF ) wrt the sequence X if F is in NNF,
and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, [Fb]i is ∧i -unrealizable.

In Examples 1, 2, K is in SynNNF, while H is not. Also
neither of them are in DNNF or wDNNF. Additionally, the
functions as presented do not correspond to ROBDD/FBDD
representations either. We now show three important properties
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of SynNNF which motivate our proposal of SynNNF as a
normal form for synthesis and existential quantification.
1) SynNNF leads to efficient quantification and synthesis:
Our first result is that existentially quantifying X and synthesizing X are easy for SynNNF.
Theorem 1. Suppose F (X, Y) is in SynNNF. Then,
n
(i) ∃Xi1 F (X, Y) ⇔ [Fb]i+1 [Xi+1 7→ ¬Xni+1 ] for i ∈
{1, . . . , n},
(ii) Skolem function vector Ψn1 for Xn1 can be computed in
O(n2 · |F |) time and O(n · |F |) space, where |X| = n.

Proof. The proof of Part (i) is similar to that of Theorem 2(a) in [2], and follows by induction on i.
For i = 1, ∃X11 F (X, Y) ⇔ Fb(1, Xn2 , 0, ¬Xn2 , Y) ∨
n
Fb(0, Xn2 , 1, ¬Xn2 , Y) ⇒ Fb(1, Xn2 , 1, ¬Xn2 , Y) = [Fb]2 [X2 7→
¬Xn2 ] (by positive unateness of Fb in x1 , x1 ). Conversely,
as F is in SynNNF, [Fb]2 is ∧2 -unrealizable, which implies that with notation as in Definition 2, α111 ⇒ α110 ∨
α101 , i.e., Fb(1, Xn2 , 1, ¬Xn2 , Y) ⇒ Fb(1, Xn2 , 0, ¬Xn2 , Y) ∨
Fb(0, Xn2 , 1, ¬Xn2 , Y). This give us the proof in the reverse
n
direction, i.e., [Fb]2 [X2 7→ ¬Xn2 ] ⇒ ∃X11 F (X, Y).
Suppose the statement holds for 1 ≤ i < n. We will
show that it holds for i + 1 as well. By inductive hypothesis
and definition of existential quantification, ∃Xi+1
1 F (X,nY) ⇔
n
∃xi+1 [Fb]i+1 [Xi+1 7→ ¬Xni+1 ] ⇔ [Fb]i+1 [xi 7→ 1, Xi+1 7→
n
¬Xni+1 ] ∨ [Fb]i+1 [xi 7→ 0, Xi+1 7→ ¬Xni+1 ]. Again, using
unateness of [Fb]i+1 in xi+1 and xi+1 in one direction, and
11
10
using the defining property of SynNNF (αi+1
⇒ αi+1
∨
i+1
01
αi+1 ) in the other direction, we obtain ∃X1 F (X, Y) ⇔
n
[Fb]i+2 [Xi+2 7→ ¬Xni+2 ].
Part(ii): For i ∈ {1, . . . n}, let ψi0 (Xni+1 , Y) denote
n
[Fb]i [xi 7→ 1, xi 7→ 0, Xi+1 7→ ¬Xni+1 ] = αi10 . Further, from
n to 1, we recursively define ψn (Y) = ψn0 (Y) and ψi (Y) =
ψi0 (Ψni+1 (Y), Y). We can now show that ψi (Y) is indeed a
correct Skolem function for xi in F . Starting from n to 1,
we know from the preliminaries that F (n−1) [xn 7→ 1] gives
a correct Skolem function for xn in F . From part (i) above,
F (n−1) ⇔ [Fb]n [Xnn 7→ ¬Xnn ]. Hence αn10 = ψn = ψn0 gives a
correct Skolem function for xn in F . For any i ∈ {1, . . . n−1},
assuming that Ψni+1 gives a correct Skolem function vector for
n
Xni+1 in F , the same argument shows that ψi0 (ψi+1
(Y), Y) is
a correct Skolem function for xi in F .
Finally, note that |ψn | is at most |Fb|, which is in O(|F |). A
DAG representation of ψn−k requires a fresh copy of [Fb]n−k ,
but can re-use the DAG representations of ψj for j ∈ {n−k +
1, . . . n} as sub-DAGs. Thus, |ψn−k | is in O(k ·|F |). Hence, if
we use a multi-rooted DAG to represent all Skolem functions
together, we need only O(n · |F |) nodes. TheP
time required
n
is in O(n2 · |F |) since the resulting DAG has k=1 k edges
(root of ψj connects to a leaf of every ψi for i < j).
The above polynomial-time strategy based on [Fb]i was used
in [2] for computing over-approximations of Skolem functions
ψi (Xi+1 , Y) for each xi ∈ X. Specifically, it was shown that
[Fb]i [xi 7→ 1, xi 7→ 1] over-approximates ∃Xi1 F (X, Y) and

[Fb]i [xi 7→ 1, xi 7→ 0] over-approximates a Skolem function
for xi in F . In the remainder of this paper, we refer to the
functions ψi used in the proof of Part (ii) above as GACKS
functions (after the author names of [2]). We use Ψn1 to denote
the GACKS (Skolem) function vector (ψ1 , . . . , ψn ).
2) Succinctness of SynNNF: SynNNF strictly subsumes
many known representations used for efficient analysis of
Boolean functions. In the following theorem, sizes and times
are in terms of the number of input and output variables.
Theorem 2. (i) Every specification in ROBDD/FBDD,
dDNNF, DNNF or wDNNF form is either already in
SynNNF or can be compiled in linear time to SynNNF.
(ii) There exist poly-sized SynNNF specifications that only
admit
a) exponential sized FBDD representations.
b) super-polynomial sized dDNNF representations, unless P = VNP
c) super-polynomial sized wDNNF and DNNF representations, unless P = NP.
(iii) There exist poly-sized NNF-representations that only
admit super-polynomial sized SynNNF representations,
unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses.
In the above, VNP is the algebraic analogue of NP [25].
We omit the proof of this theorem due to lack of space. This,
and all skipped proofs, can be found in the full version of
the paper [1]. Note that Theorem 2(iii) implies that we cannot
always hope to obtain a succinct SynNNF representation.
3) SynNNF “almost” characterizes efficient synthesis using GACKS functions: We now show that SynNNF precisely
characterizes specifications that admit linear-time existential
quantification of output variables strengthening Theorem 1(i).
Further, a slight weakening of SynNNF condition by restricting assignments on Xni+1 gives us a necessary and sufficient
condition for poly-time synthesis using GACKS functions.
Theorem 3. Given a relational specification F (X, Y),
n
(i) F is in SynNNF iff ∃Xi1 F (X, Y) ⇔ [Fb]i+1 [Xi+1 7→
¬Xni+1 ]
(ii) The GACKS-function vector Ψn1 is a Skolem function vector for Xn1 in F (X, Y) iff [Fb]i [Xni+1 7→ Ψni+1 , Xni+1 7→
¬Ψni+1 ] is ∧i -unrealizable for all i ∈ {1 . . . n}.

In [13], it was shown that anVerror formula ε for Ψn1 , defined
n
as F (X, Y) ∧ ¬F (X0 , Y) ∧ i=1 (x0i ↔ Ψi ) is unsatisfiable
iff Ψn1 is a Skolem function vector for F . Therefore, an
(un)satisfiability check for ε serves to check if [Fb]i [Xni+1 7→
Ψni+1 ] is ∧i -unrealizable for all i ∈ {1 . . . n}. Further, in [2],
it was observed experimentally, that GACKS functions give
correct Skolem functions, even when the specifications are
not in wDNNF. This surprising behavior, which was left
unexplained in [2], can now be explained using SynNNF,
thanks to Theorem 3(ii).
Note that Theorem 3(ii) weakens the requirement of
SynNNF since Xni+1 are constrained to take only the values
defined by Ψni+1 . For an example of a specification not in
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SynNNF for which GACKS functions are correct Skolem
functions, consider again H from Example 2, which we saw
b 1 [x1 7→
was not in SynNNF. In this case, ψ10 (x2 , Y) = [H]
1, x1 7→ 0, x2 7→ ¬x2 ] = ¬x2 ∧ y2 and ψ2 (Y) = ψ20 (Y) =
b 2 [x2 7→ 1, x2 7→ 0] = 1. Therefore, ψ1 (Y) = ψ 0 [x2 7→
[H]
1
ψ2 (Y)] = 0. It can be verified that x1 = ψ1 (Y) = 0, x2 =
ψ2 (Y) = 1 is indeed a correct Skolem function vector for X
in H. Also, H satisfies the condition of Theorem 3(ii) since
b 2 = 1.
b 1 [x2 7→ ψ2 , x2 7→ ¬ψ2 ] = x1 6⇔ (x1 ∧ x1 ), and [H]
[H]
IV. R EFINEMENT FOR S YNTHESIS

Given a specification F (X, Y), sometimes it is easier to
e
solve the BFnS problem for a “simpler” specification F(X,
Y)
e
such that a solution for F also serves as a solution for F .
While “simplifications” of this nature have been used in earlier
work [13], [2], [20], [6], we formalize this notion below as
one of refinement.
e
Definition 4. Let F (X, Y) and F(X,
Y) be Boolean ree refines F w.r.t.
lational specifications. We say that F
e syn F , iff the following condisynthesis, denoted F

e 0 , Y)) , and (b)
tions hold: (a) ∀Y ∃XF (X, Y) ⇒ ∃X0 F(X



e 0 , Y) ⇒ F (X0 , Y) . If the
∀Y∀X0 ∃XF (X, Y) ∧ F(X
implication in condition (a) is strengthened to a bi-implication,
e strongly refines F w.r.t. synthesis, denoted
we say that F
∗
e
F syn F .
e doesn’t restrict (and
Informally, condition (a) specifies that F
preserves, for strong refinement) the set of input valuations
over which the specification F can be satisfied, and condition
(b) specifies that for all such input valuations Y, any X0 that
e also satisfies F .
satisfies F

e syn F , every Skolem function vector for X
Lemma 4. If F
e
in F is also a Skolem function vector for X in F .

e refines F w.r.t. synthesis because the set of all
We say F
e is a subset of that for X in
Skolem function vectors for X in F
F . Note that Definition 4 provides a direct 2QBF-SAT based
e refines F without referring to the details
check of whether F
e is obtained from F .
of how F

Example 3. Let G(x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) ≡ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ y1 ) ∧ (x1 ∨
e 1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) ≡ x2 ∧ x1 .
¬x2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ ¬y1 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ y2 ) and G(x
e
Although G 6⇔ G, both conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 4
e syn G. In fact, G
e ∗ G.
are satisfied; hence G
syn

The following are easy consequences of Definition 4.

Proposition 5. 1) Both syn and ∗syn are reflexive and
transitive relations on Boolean
 relational specifications.
V
2) If yj ∈Y F |yj =0 ⇔ F |yj =1 and π |= F (X, Y), then
form(π↓X) ∗syn F .
V
3) If
xi ∈X (F |xi =0 ⇔ F |xi =1 ), then 1 syn F and
F |X=a ∗syn F , where a is any vector in {0, 1}n .
4) If F is positive (resp. negative) unate in xi ∈ X, then
xi ∧ F |xi =1 (resp. ¬xi ∧ F |xi =0 ) ∗syn F .

e1 ∗ F1 and F
e2 ∗ F2 . Then (F
e1 ∨ F
e2 ) ∗
5) a) Let F
syn
syn
syn
(F1 ∨ F2 ).
e1 syn F1 and F
e2 syn F2 . If the output
b) Let F
e1 and F
e2 ,
supports of F1 and F2 , and similarly of F
e
e
are disjoint, then (F1 ∧ F2 ) syn (F1 ∧ F2 ). If,
∗
e 1 ∗
e
in addition, F
syn F1 and F2 syn F2 , then
∗
e1 ∧ F
e2 ) 
(F
syn (F1 ∧ F2 ).

Note that Propositions 5(2) and 5(3) effectively require
F (X, Y) to be semantically (but not necessarily syntactically)
independent of Y and X respectively. Interestingly, a version
of Proposition 5(4) was used in a pre-processing step of
BFSS [2], although the precise notion of refinement w.r.t.
synthesis was not defined there.
Suppose the specification F (X, Y) uniquely defines an output variable as a function of other input and output variables.
For example, if F (X, Y) ≡ (¬xi ∨xj )∧(¬xi ∨yk )∧(xi ∨¬xj ∨
¬yk ) ∧ · · · , then F (X, Y) ⇒ (xi ⇔ (xj ∧ yk )). Such specifications arise naturally when a non-CNF Boolean formula
is converted to CNF via Tseitin encoding [24]. Variables like
xi above are said to be functionally determined (henceforth
called FD) in F , and implied functional dependencies like
(xi ↔ (xj ∧ yk )) are called functional definitions (henceforth
called f-defs) of FD variables in F .
Let T ⊆ X be a set of FD output variables in F ,
and let FunT be the conjunction of f-defs of all variables
in T. We say that (T, FunT ) is an acyclic system of fdefs if no variable in T transitively depends on itself via
the functional definitions in FunT . In other words, FunT
induces an acyclic system of functional dependencies between variables in T.
For xi ∈ X \ T, define θF,T,xi ,a

V
to be the formula F (X, Y)|xi =a ∧ xj ∈X\(T∪{xi }) (xj ⇔ x0j ) ∧

FunT (X0 , Y)|x0 =1−a ⇒ F (X0 , Y)|x0 =1−a , where a ∈ {0, 1} and
i
i
X0 is a sequence of fresh variables (x01 , . . . x0n ). Informally,
θF,T,xi ,a asserts that if the specification F can be satisfied by
setting a non-FD output xi to a, then it can also be satisfied by
setting xi to the complement value (1 − a), while preserving
the values of all other non-FD outputs. The FD outputs in T
must of course be set as per the functional definitions in FunT .
Lemma 6. Let (T, FunT ) be an acyclic system of f-defs in F .
1) If X = T, then FunT (X, Y) syn F (X, Y). Furthermore, FunT (X, Y) ∧ ∃XF (X, Y)) ∗syn F (X, Y)
2) If X \ T 6= ∅, then for every xi ∈ X \ T, we have:
If θF,T,xi ,0 is a tautology, then (xi ∧ F |xi =1 ) ∗syn
F . Similarly, if θF,T,xi ,1 is a tautology, then (¬xi ∧
F |xi =0 ) ∗syn F .
If T = ∅, Lemma 6(2) simply reduces to Proposition 5(4).
However, if T 6= ∅ (as is often the case), Lemma 6(2) shows
that xi ∧ F |xi =1 (resp. ¬xi ∧ F |xi =0 ) can refine F even if F
is not positive (resp. negative) unate in xi . As an illustration,
the specification G(x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) in Example 3 is not unate in
either x1 or x2 . However, with T = {x1 } and FunT ≡ (x1 ⇔
(x2 ∨ y1 )), we have θF,T,x2 ,0 ≡ 1. Hence, x2 ∧ G|x2 =1 ≡
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(x1 ∧ x2 ) ∗syn G. When F is refined by an application of
Lemma 6(2), we say that F is refined by pivoting on xi .
Lemma 7. Let (T, FunT ) and (T0 , FunT0 ) be acyclic systems
of f-defs in F , where T0 ⊆ T ⊆ X and FunT ≡ FunT0 ∧
FunT\T0 . For a ∈ {0, 1}, if θF,T0 ,xi ,a is a tautology, then so
is θF,T,xi ,a .
Lemma 7, along with Lemma 6(2), shows that if T0 ( T ⊆
X, the system of acyclic f-defs (T, FunT ) potentially provides
more opportunities for refinement compared to (T0 , FunT0 ).
Hence, it is advantageous to augment the set T of FD outputs
(and correspondingly FunT ) whenever possible.
The following theorem suggests that compiling a given
specification to a refined SynNNF specification (as opposed
to an equivalent SynNNF specification) holds promise for
Boolean functional synthesis.
Theorem 8. For every relational specification F (X, Y), there
exists a polynomial-sized Skolem function vector for X in F
e
iff there exists a SynNNF specification F(X,
Y) such that
e
e
F syn F and F is polynomial-sized in F .

Theorem 8 guarantees that whenever a polynomial-sized
Skolem function vector exists for a specification F (X, Y),
there is also a polynomial-sized refined specification in
SynNNF. It is therefore interesting to ask if we can compile
e
F (X, Y) to a “small enough” SynNNF specification F(X,
Y)
that refines F . In the next section, we present such a compilation algorithm and results of our preliminary experiments
using this algorithm. As shown in [2], there exist problem
instances for which there are no polynomial-sized Skolem
functions, unless the Polynomial Hierarchy (PH) collapses.
Thus, any algorithm for compilation to SynNNF must incur
super-polynomial blow-up (unless PH collapses). Nevertheless, as our experiments show, the compilation-based approach
works reasonably well in practice, even solving benchmarks
beyond the reach of existing state-of-the-art BFnS tools.
V. A R EFINING CNF TO S YN NNF C OMPILER

We now describe C2Syn – an algorithm that takes as input
a CNF specification F (X, Y) given as a set of clauses, and
outputs a DAG representation of a SynNNF specification
Fe(X, Y) that refines F (X, Y) w.r.t. synthesis. Let S =
{C1 , . . . C
Vr } be a set of clauses. We use ϕS to denote the
formula Ci ∈S Ci . Abusing notation introduced in Section II,
let atoms(Ci ) = {z | z ∈ X ∪ Y, lits(Ci ) ∩ {z, ¬z} =
6 ∅}.
We define an undirected graph GS = (VS , ES ), where
VS = {C1 , . . . Cr } and (Ci , Cj ) ∈ ES iff i 6= j and
atoms(Ci ) ∩ atoms(Cj ) ∩ X 6= ∅. Thus, there exists an edge
(Ci , Cj ) iff Ci and Cj share an output atom. Let {S1 , . . . Sq }
be the set of maximally connected components (henceforth
Vq
called MCCs) of GS . It is easy to see that ϕS ≡
k=1 ϕSk ;
moreover, the output supports of ϕSk for k ∈ {1, . . . q} are
mutually disjoint. We use Ci ∼S Cj to denote that clauses Ci
and Cj are in the same MCC of GS . We will soon see how
factoring ϕS based on MCCs of GS allows us to decompose
the CNF-to-SynNNF compilation problem into independent

Algorithm 1: FDR EFINE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Input: S: set of clauses, (T, FunT ): acyclic f-defs in ϕS
Output: S 0 : set of clauses s.t. ϕS 0 ∗
syn ϕS ,
(T0 , FunT0 ): Augmented acyclic f-defs in ϕS 0
Out := sup(ϕS ) ∩ X;
S 0 := S; (T0 , FunT0 ) := (T, FunT );
/* initialization */
repeat
0
0
0
(T , FunT0 ) := F IND FD(S , T , FunT0 );
Let F be the formula ϕS 0 ;
foreach xi ∈ Out \ T0 do
if θF,T0 ,xi ,0 is a tautology then
S 0 := S 0 |xi =1 ∪ {xi }; T0 = T0 ∪ {xi };
FunT0 := FunT0 ∧ (xi ⇔ 1);
else if θF,T0 ,xi ,1 is a tautology then
S 0 := S 0 |xi =0 ∪ {¬xi }; T0 = T0 ∪ {xi };
FunT0 := FunT0 ∧ (xi ⇔ 0);

until either T0 or S 0 changes;
return (S 0 , T0 , FunT0 );

sub-problems, thanks to Proposition 5(5)b. Note that factoring
based on MCCs has also been used in DS HARP [18] for
converting a CNF formula to dDNNF. However, unlike GS
above, the underlying graph in DS HARP has an edge between
every pair of clauses that shares any atom, including input
variables. Thus, GS has potentially fewer edges, and hence
smaller MCCs, than the corresponding graph constructed by
DS HARP. Before delving into Algorithm C2Syn, we first
discuss some important sub-routines used in the algorithm.
Sub-routine FDR EFINE takes as inputs a set S of clauses
and a (possibly empty) acyclic system of f-defs (T, FunT ) in
ϕS . It returns a (possibly augmented) acyclic system of f-defs
(T0 , FunT0 ) and a set of clauses S 0 such that ϕS 0 ∗syn ϕS and
ϕS 0 ⇒ FunT0 . Sub-routine FDR EFINE works by iteratively
finding new FD ouptut variables and refining the specification
using Lemma 6(2) whenever possible. In the pseudo-code of
FDR EFINE (see Algorithm 1), sub-routine F IND FD matches
a pre-defined set of clause-patterns in S 0 to identify new FD
output variables not already in T0 . The patterns currently
matched correspond to CNF encodings of the input-output
relation of common Boolean functions, viz. and, or, nand,
nor, xor, xnor, not and identity. For example, we match the
pattern (¬α ∨ β1 ) ∧ (¬α ∨ β2 ) ∧ (¬β1 ∨ ¬β2 ∨ α), where
α, β1 , β2 are place-holders, to identify the functional definition
(α ↔ (β1 ∧ β2 )). Each new FD output variable thus identified
is added to T0 and the corresponding functional definition is
added to FunT0 unless this introduces a cyclic dependency
among the f-defs already in FunT0 . Assuming all patterns
used by F IND FD to determine functional dependencies are
sound, the (possibly augmented) (T0 , FunT0 ) computed by
F IND FD is a system of acyclic f-defs in ϕS 0 . In lines 6-12
of Algorithm 1, we next check if Lemma 6(2) can be applied
to refine ϕS 0 by pivoting on some variable xi ∈ Out \ T0 .
The refinement, if applicable, is easily done by replacing each
clause Ci ∈ S 0 by Ci |xi =1 (resp. Ci |xi =0 ) and by adding the
unit clause xi (resp. ¬xi ) to S 0 . The pivot xi is also added
to T0 and the corresponding functional definition (xi ⇔ 1 or
xi ⇔ 0 as the case may be) is added to FunT0 .
In general, identifying an acyclic system of f-defs in F
potentially enables refinement of F via Lemma 6(2), which
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in turn, can lead to augmenting the acyclic system of f-defs
further. Therefore, the loop in lines 3-13 of Algorithm 1 is
iterated until no new FD outputs or additional refinements are
obtained. Once this happens, subroutine FDR EFINE returns the
resulting acyclic system of f-defs (T0 , FunT0 ) and the resulting
set of refined clauses S 0 .
Two other important sub-routines used in C2Syn are
G ET C KT and G ET D EF C KT. Sub-routine G ET C KT takes as
input an NNF specification G(X, Y) and returns the DAG representation of G(X, Y). Sub-routine G ET D EF C KT is slightly
more involved. It takes as input an NNF specification G(X, Y)
and a system of acyclic f-defs (T, FunT ), where X = T.
It returns a DAG representation of a SynNNF specification
equivalent to FunT ∧ ∃XG(X, Y). This is accomplished
as follows. Let xi ⇔ opi (u1 , . . . uni ) be the functional
definition of xi in FunT , where opi is a Boolean function
identified via clause-pattern matching in sub-routine F IND FD.
For each xi ∈ T, G ET D EF C KT first constructs two DAGs,
Di and Ei , representing opi (u1 , . . . uni ) and ¬opi (u1 , . . . uni )
in NNF. Let the root nodes of these DAGs be labeled
vi and nvi respectively. Then, G ET D EF C KT constructs a
DAG representing the formula ξ(Z, V, Y) ≡ G(V, Y) ∧
V|X|
i=1 ((zi ∧ vi ) ∨ (¬zi ∧ ¬vi )), where Z and V are vectors of
fresh variables with |Z| = |V| = |X|. For every leaf l in this
DAG that is labeled vi (resp. ¬vi ), sub-routine G ET D EF C KT
now creates an edge from the root of Di (resp. Ei ) to l,
rendering l a non-leaf node. However, this may result in some
new leaves (coming from DAGs like Di and Ei ) with labels
from X or their negations. For every such leaf l0 labeled xj
(resp. ¬xj ), where xj ∈ T, G ET D EF C KT also creates an
edge from the root of Dj (resp. Ej ) to l0 . The above steps are
repeatedly applied until all leaves have labels only from Z∪Y
and their negations. Since (T, FunT ) is an acyclic system of
f-defs, the above operation is guaranteed to terminate without
introducing any cycles. Finally, G ET D EF C KT replaces every
leaf in the resulting graph with label zi (resp. ¬zi ) with xi
(resp. ¬xi ) and returns the resulting DAG, say D. It is easy
to see that D represents FunT ∧ ∃XG(X, Y) in SynNNF.
We are now in a position to describe Algorithm C2Syn.
The algorithm is recursive and takes as inputs a set S of
clauses, a (possibly empty) system of acyclic f-defs (T, FunT )
in ϕS , and the recursion level `. Initially, C2Syn is invoked
with S = given set of CNF clauses, T = ∅, FunT = 1 and
` = 0. The pseudocode of C2Syn, shown in Algorithm 2, first
computes the output support Out of ϕS , and then checks a few
degenerate cases (lines 2-8) to determine if a refined SynNNF
specification can be easily obtained. In case these checks
fail, sub-routine FDR EFINE is invoked to augment the set
T0 of functionally dependent outputs and their corresponding
acyclic f-defs FunT0 , and also to obtain a (possibly) refined
set S 0 of clauses. If all outputs in Out get functionally
determined by this, we use Lemma 6(1) to get the desired
SynNNF by invoking G ET D EF C KT in line 12. Otherwise, we
check in lines 14-17 if Theorem 3(ii) can be applied. Recall
that Theorem 3(ii) relaxes the requirements of the SynNNF
definition by requiring ∧i -unrealizability only when GACKS

Algorithm 2: C2Syn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Input: S: set of clauses, (T, FunT ): acyclic f-defs in ϕS , `: recursion level
Output: DAG representation of e
F in SynNNF s.t. e
F ∗
syn ϕS
Out := sup(ϕS ) ∩ X;
if ϕS is valid (resp. inconsistent) then
return G ET C KT(1) (resp. G ET C KT(0));
else if ϕS is semantically independent of inputs Y then
Let π be a satisfying assignment of ϕS ;
return G ET C KT(form(π↓Out));
else if ϕS is semantically independent of Out then
return G ET C KT(ϕS |Out=a ); // a any vector in {0, 1}|Out|
else

(T0 , FunT0 , S 0 ) := FDR EFINE(S, T, FunT );
if Out \ T0 = ∅ then
return G ET D EF C KT(ϕS 0 , Out, FunOut );
else

Let Ψ be GACKS Skolem function vector for Out in ϕS 0 ;
Let ε :=

V
ϕS 0 (Out, Y) ∧ ¬ϕS 0 (Out0 , Y) ∧ x ∈Out x0i ⇔ Ψi ;
i
/* error formula for Ψ, as in [13] */
if ε is unsat then
V
return G ET D EF C KT(ϕS 0 , Out, x ∈Out (xi ⇔ Ψi ));
i

x := C HOOSE O UTPUT VAR(S 0 , Out \ T0 );
Pos := {Cj ∈ S 0 | x ∈ lits(Cj )};
Neg := {Cj ∈ S 0 | ¬x ∈ lits(Cj )};
S1 := {Ci ∈ S 0 | ∃Cj ∈ Pos (Ci ∼S 0 Cj )};
T1 := T0 ∩ sup(ϕS1 );
S2 := {Ci ∈ S 0 | ∃Cj ∈ Neg (Ci ∼S 0 Cj )};
T2 := T0 ∩ sup(ϕS2 );
S3 := {Ci ∈ S 0 | ∀Cj ∈ Pos ∪ Neg (Ci 6∼S 0 Cj );
T3 := T0 ∩ sup(ϕS3 );
Let t1 := root of C2Syn(S1 |x=0 , T1 , FunT1 |x=0 , ` + 1);
Let t2 := root of C2Syn(S2 |x=1 , T2 , FunT2 |x=1 , ` + 1);
Let t3 := root of C2Syn(S3 , T3 , FunT3 , ` + 1);
return G ET C KT(t3 ∧ ((x ∧ t2 ) ∨ (¬x ∧ t1 )))

functions are substituted for the X variables. As discussed
in Section III-3, the relaxed requirement can be checked
by testing the unsatisfiability of the error formula ε for the
GACKS function vector Ψ. If ε is indeed unsatisfiable, Ψ is a
Skolem function vector for Out in ϕS 0 .
If ε is satisfiable, we use a sub-routine C HOOSE O UTPUTVAR that heuristically chooses an output variable x ∈ Out\T0
on which to branch. Currently, we use a VSIDS [17] score
based heuristic, similar to that used in DS HARP [18], to
rank variables in Out \ T0 , and then choose the variable
with the highest score. This allows us to represent ϕS 0 as
xi ∧ ϕS 0 |x=1 ∨ ¬xi ∧ ϕS 0 |x=0 , so that we can refine the two
disjuncts independently, thanks to Proposition 5(5)a. However,
this may lead to some duplicate processing of clauses. We
can avoid this by factoring out the subset of clauses whose
satisfiability is independent of whether xi is set to 1 or 0. Let
S1 (resp. S2 ) be the subset of clauses in S 0 that are in the
same MCC of GS 0 as some Cj that has x (resp. ¬x) as a
literal. Let S3 be the set of all clauses in S 0 that are neither
in S1 nor S2 . By definition of GS 0 , the sub-specifications ϕS1
and ϕS3 (and similarly, ϕS2 and ϕS3 ) do not share any output
variable in their supports, and can be refined independently.
This is exactly what algorthm C2Syn does in lines 19-30. The
roots of the DAGs resulting from the recursive calls in lines
27, 28 and 29 are finally combined as in line 30 to yield the
desired DAG representation.
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Theorem 9. For every set S of clauses, C2Syn(S, ∅, 1, 0)
always terminates and returns a DAG representation of a
e s.t., F
e ∗ ϕS . The worst-case size
SynNNF specification F
syn
e is linear in |S| and exponential in the maximum recursion
of F
level, which is bounded above by the output support of ϕS .

Benchmarks
(Total)
QBFE VAL (402)
FA.QD (6)

Compiled By C2Syn
Stage I
Stage II
Total
103
83
186
0
6
6

BDD
compilation
153
6

Q

104

F

TO

102
101
100
10-1
10

104

F

C2Syn \
(C ADET ∪
BFSS)
75
2

TO
100 101 102 103
Time in C2Syn (sec)

104

102
101
100

10

F

102
101
100
10-1

TO

-2

10-2 10-1

Q

TO

103

10-1

-2

10-2 10-1

Q

TO

103
Time in BFSS (sec)

103
Time in Cadet (sec)

Time in BDD Compiler (sec)

104

Total
in SynNNF
283
6

C2Syn vs BFSS
C2Syn\
BFSS\
BFSS
C2Syn
83
78
3
0

TABLE II: Comparison Results of C2Syn

VI. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We ran Algorithm C2Syn on a suite of CNF specifications comprised of benchmarks from the Prenex 2QBF track
of QBFE VAL 2018 [19], and the .qdimacs version of
FACTORIZATION benchmarks [2], which we will refer to as
FA.QD. By Theorem 2(i), a ROBDD/FBDD specification
can be compiled to an equivalent SynNNF specification in
linear time. Therefore, any algorithm that compiles a CNF
specification to an ROBDD can be viewed as an alternative to
C2Syn for compiling a CNF specification to SynNNF (albeit
without refinement). We compare the performance of C2Syn
with that of a BDD compiler and two state-of-the-art boolean
function synthesis tools, namely, (i) the AIG-NNF pipeline
of BFSS [2] with ABC’s MiniSat as the SAT solver and (ii)
C ADET [20], [22]. For the BDD Compiler, the .qdimacs
input was converted to an AIG using simple Tseitin variable
detection; this AIG was then simplified and ROBDDs built
using dynamic variable ordering (of all input and output
variables) – this is part of the BDD pipeline of BFSS [2],
henceforth called BDD BFSS . We also ran DS HARP [18] which
compiles a CNF formula into dDNNF (and hence SynNNF
by Theorem 2(i)), but it was successful on very few of our
benchmarks; hence we do not present its performance. Each
tool took as input the same .qdimacs file. Experiments were
performed on a cluster with 20 cores and 64 GB memory per
node, each core being a 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon processor running
CentOS6.5. Each run was performed on a single core, with
timeout of 1 hour and main memory limited to 16GB.
For C2Syn, several benchmarks were solved in the initial
part of the Algorithm 2 before line 17, i.e., before any recursive
calls are made. Table I presents the results for C2Syn, divided
into those that succeeded at recursion level zero (Stage-I) and
those that required recursions (Stage-II), as well as comparison
with BDD BFSS . Since BDDs are also in SynNNF, the total
number of benchmarks in QBFE VAL which could be compiled
into SynNNF (by either compiler) is a whopping 283.

C2Syn vs C ADET
C2Syn\
C ADET\
C ADET
C2Syn
78
105
2
0

Bench
mark
QBFE VAL
FA.QD

100 101 102 103
Time in C2Syn (sec)

104

10

TO

-2

10-2 10-1

100 101 102 103
Time in C2Syn (sec)

104

Fig. 1: Time comparisons: C2Syn vs BDD BFSS , C ADET, BFSS
and 4 (resp. 3) in FA.QD. Table II gives a comparison in
terms of number of benchmarks solved by each tool but not
by others. Figure 1 (middle, right) compares the run-times
of C2Syn and those of C ADET and BFSS, respectively. As
expected, since C2Syn does complete compilation, it takes
more time than C ADET and marginally more than BFSS on
many benchmarks, though for most of these, the time taken
is less than a minute. In fact for FA.QD, C2Syn takes less
time than BFSS on all benchmarks. Overall, C2Syn appears
to have strengths orthogonal to BDD BFSS , BFSS and C ADET,
and adds to the repertoire of state-of-the-art tools for Boolean
functional synthesis.
To validate our experimental results, we also developed an
independent approach to verify if the output of C2Syn is (i)
in SynNNF and (ii) a refinement of the original specification
Of the 83 QBFE VAL benchmarks that required C2Syn to go
beyond recursion level 0, successfully verified 82 and ran
out of memory on 1. Of the 6 factorization benchmarks on
which C2Syn was successful, our verifier successfully verified
4 and ran out of time on one and out of memory on another
benchmark (time limit: 2 hours, memory limit: 16GB). More
details of the verification approach, as well as size comparison
plots are in [1].
Finally, note that Stage-I of C2Syn subsumes some preprocessing techniques used in SAT/QBF-SAT solving, e.g., unit
clause and pure literal detection, semantic unateness checks
and Tseitin variable identification. Using more aggressive
preprocessing could further improve the performance of our
tool. We leave this for future work.

TABLE I: Compilation into SynNNF

VII. C ONCLUSION

Figure 1 (left) compares the run-times of C2Syn and
BDD BFSS : for most QBFE VAL benchmarks that were solved
by both, C2Syn took less time, while for FA.QD, C2Syn
took more time. There were 130 QBFE VAL benchmarks that
C2Syn solved by BDD BFSS couldn’t, whereas 98 were solved
by BDD BFSS but not C2Syn.
We next compare C2Syn with C ADET and BFSS. C ADET
(resp. BFSS) solved 213 (resp. 181) benchmarks in QBFE VAL

We presented a new sub-class of NNF called SynNNF
that admits quadratic-time synthesis and linear-time existential
quantification of a set of variables. Our prototype compiler
is able to handle several benchmarks that cannot be handled by other state-of-the-art tools. Since representations like
ROBDDs, DNNF and the like are either already in or easily
transformable to SynNNF, our work is widely applicable and
can be used in tandem with other techniques. As future work,
we intend to work on optimizing our SynNNF compiler.
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Abstract—We present a logical framework for the verification
of relational properties in imperative programs. Our framework reduces verification of relational properties of imperative
programs to a validity problem in trace logic, an expressive
instance of first-order predicate logic. Trace logic draws its
expressiveness from its syntax, which allows expressing properties
over computation traces. Its axiomatization supports fine-grained
reasoning about intermediate steps in program execution, notably
loop iterations. We present an algorithm to encode the semantics
of programs as well as their relational properties in trace logic,
and then show how first-order theorem proving can be used
to reason about the resulting trace logic formulas. Our work
is implemented in the tool R APID and evaluated with examples
coming from the security field.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Program verification generally focuses on proving that all
executions of a program lie within a specified set of executions, that is, properties are seen as sets of traces. However, this
approach is not general enough to capture various fundamental
properties, such as non-interference [1] and robustness [2].
These notions are naturally modelled as relational properties,
that is as properties over sets of pairs of traces. Relational
properties are special instances of hyperproperties [3], which
are formally defined as sets of sets of traces.
Verification of relational properties can be achieved in
different ways. One approach is by reduction to program verification: given a program P and a hyperproperty φ, construct a
program Q and a property ψ, such that: (i) Q verifies ψ and (ii)
Q verifies ψ implies P verifies φ. The main advantage of this
approach is that (i) can be verified using standard verification
tools, whereas (ii) is proved generically for the method used
for constructing Q, for instance self-composition [4], [5]
and product programs [6], [7]. Another approach to verify
relational properties is to use relational Hoare logic [8] or
specialized logics that target specific properties [9]. While both
approaches have been applied successfully in several use cases,
they suffer from fundamental limitations: (i) they are typically
not efficient enough to scale to large programs and (ii) they
are only partly automated and tailored to specific properties.
Contributions.In this paper, we develop a new approach
based on reduction to first-order reasoning, with the intent
of reconciling expressiveness and automation.
(1) We introduce and formally characterize trace logic L, an
instance of many-sorted first-order logic with equality, which
allows expressing properties over program locations, loop
iterations, and computation traces (Section IV).
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func main()
{
const Int[] a;
const Int alength;
Int i = 0;
Int hw = 0;
while (i < alength)
{
hw = hw + a[i];
i = i + 1;
}
}

Fig. 1: Motivating example.
(2) We encode the semantics of programs as well as relational
program properties in L (Section IV). Specifically, given
a program P and a relational property F , we construct a
first-order formula ξ in L such that validity of ξ entails
that P satisfies F . Note that this semantic characterization
stands in contrast with methods based on product programs,
Hoare logics, and relational Hoare logics, where verification
is syntax-directed.
(3) We show that relational properties, such as noninterference, can naturally be encoded in trace logic
(Section V).
(4) We implemented our approach in the R APID tool, which
relies on the first-order theorem prover Vampire [10]. We
conducted experiments on security-relevant hyperproperties,
such as non-interference and sensitivity. Our results show
that R APID is more expressive than state-of-the-art noninterference verification tools and that Vampire is better suited
to the verification of security-relevant hyperproperties than
state-of-the-art SMT-solvers like Z3 and CVC4.
II. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
We motivate our work with the simple program of Figure 1.
This program iterates over an integer-valued array a and stores
in the variable hw the sum of array elements. If a is a bitstring,
then this program leaks the so-called Hamming weight of a in
the variable hw. Our aim is to prove the following relational
property over two arbitrary computation traces t1 and t2 of
Figure 1: if the elements of the array variable a in t1 are
component-wise equal to the elements of a in t2 except for
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two consecutive positions k and k + 1, for some k, and the
elements of a in t1 at positions k, k + 1 are swapped versions
of the elements of a in t2 (that is, the k-th element of a in t1
is the (k + 1)-th element of a in t2 and vice-versa), then the
program variable hw is the same at the end of t1 and t2 . We
formalize this property as

∀kI . ∀pos I .((pos 6' k ∧ pos 6' k + 1) →
a(pos, t1 ) ' a(pos, t2 )) ∧ a(k, t1 ) ' a(k + 1, t2)
(1)
∧ a(k, t2 ) ' a(k + 1, t1 ) ∧ 0 ≤ k +
 1 < alength
→ hw(end, t1 ) ' hw(end, t2 ) ,

where kI and pos I respectively specify that k and pos are
of sort integer I. Further, a(pos, ti ) denotes the value of the
element at position pos of a in trace ti , whereas end refers to
the last program location of Figure 1 (that is, line 14).
Property (1) is challenging to verify, since it requires
theory-specific reasoning over integers and it involves alternation of quantifiers, as the length of the array a is unbounded
and the k-th position (corresponding to the swap) is arbitrary.
To understand the difficulty in automating such kind of reasoning, let us first illustrate how humans would naturally prove
property (1). First, split the iterations of the loop of Figure 1
into three intervals: (i) The interval from the first iteration of
the loop to the iteration where i has value k, (ii) the interval
from the iteration where i has value k to the iteration where i
has value k + 2, and (iii) the interval from the iteration where
i has value k + 2 to the last iteration of the loop. Next, for
each of the intervals above, one proves that the equality of
the value of hw in traces t1 and t2 is preserved; that is, if
hw has the same value in t1 and t2 at the beginning of the
interval, then hw also has the same value in t1 and t2 at the
end of the interval. In particular, for the first and third intervals
one uses inductive reasoning, to conclude the preservation
of the equality across the whole interval from the step-wise
preservation in the interval of the equality of the value hw
in traces t1 and t2 . Further, for the second interval, one uses
commutativity of addition to prove that the value of hw in
traces t1 and t2 is preserved. By combining that the values
of hw in traces t1 and t2 are preserved in each of the three
intervals, one finally concludes that property (1) is valid.
While the above proof might be natural for humans, it is
challenging for automated reasoners for the following reasons:
(i) one needs to express and relate different iterations in the
execution of the loop in Figure 1 and use these iterations
to split the reasoning about loop intervals; (ii) one needs to
automatically synthesize the loop intervals whose boundaries
depend on values of program variables; and (iii) one needs to
combine theory-specific reasoning with induction for proving
quantified properties, possibly with alternations of quantifiers.
In our work we address these challenges: we introduce trace
logic, allowing us to express and automatically prove relational
properties, including property (1). The key advantages of trace
logic are as follows.
(i) In trace logic, program variables are encoded as unary and
binary functions over program execution timepoints. This way,

we can precisely express the value of each program variable
at any program execution timepoint, without introducing
abstractions. For Figure 1, for example, we write hw(end, t1 )
to denote to the value of hw in trace t1 at timepoint end.
(ii) Trace logic further allows arbitrary quantification over
iterations and values of program variables. In particular,
we can express and reason about iterations that depend
on (possibly non-ground) expressions involving program
variables. We use superposition-based first-order reasoning to
automate static analysis with trace logic and derive first-order
properties about loop iterations, possibly with quantifier
alternations. For Figure 1, we generate for example the
property ∃itN . it < n9 ∧ i(l9 (it), t1 ) ' k , where l9 denotes
the location where the loop condition is tested and n9 denotes
the first iteration of the loop upon which the loop condition
does not hold anymore.
(iii) We guide superposition reasoning in trace logic by using a
set of lemmas statically inferred from the program semantics.
These lemmas express inductive properties about the program
behavior. To illustrate such lemmas, we first introduce the
following notation. For an arbitrary program variable v, let
Eqv (it) denote that v has the same value in both traces
at iteration it of the loop. For example, for every program
variable v of Figure 1, we introduce the following definition:
Eqv (it) := v(l9 (it), t1 ) ' v(l9 (it), t2 ).
In particular, for variable hw, we introduce:
Eqhw (it) := hw(l9 (it), t1 ) ' hw(l9 (it), t2 ).
We then derive the following inductive lemma for each program variable v:

∀itBN . Eqv (0) ∧ ∀itN .((it < itB ∧ Eqv (it))

(2)

→ Eqv (succ(it))) → Eqv (itB) ,

where itBN and itN denote iterations itB, it and succ(it)
denotes the successor of it. Lemma (2) asserts that if v has
the same value in traces t1 and t2 at the beginning of the loop
(that is, at iteration 0) and if the values of v are step-wise
equal in traces t1 and t2 up to an arbitrary iteration itB, then
the values of v are equal in traces t1 and t2 at iteration itB
(and hence the values of v are preserved in t1 and t2 for the
entire interval up to itB). For Figure 1, we generate lemma (2)
for hw as:

∀itBN . Eqhw (0) ∧ ∀itN .((it < itB ∧ Eqhw (it))

(3)

→ Eqhw (succ(it))) → Eqhw (itB) .

Note that lemma (2), and in particular lemma (3) for hw, is
crucial for proving that the values of hw in traces t1 and t2
are the same up to iteration k, as considered in the relational
property of (1). With this lemma at hand, we automatically
prove property (1) of Figure 1, using superposition reasoning
in trace logic.
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III. P RELIMINARIES
This section fixes our terminology and programming model.
A. First-order logic
We consider standard many-sorted first-order logic with
equality, where equality is denoted by ' . We allow all
standard boolean connectives and quantifiers in the language
and write s 6' t instead of ¬(s ' t), for two arbitrary firstorder terms s and t. A signature is any finite set of symbols.
We consider equality ' as part of the language; hence, '
is not a symbol. We write F1 , . . . , Fn  F to denote that the
formula F1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn → F is a tautology. In particular, we
write  F , if F is valid.
By a first-order theory, or simply just theory, we mean the
set of all formulas valid on a class of first-order structures.
When we discuss a theory, we call symbols occurring in the
signature of the theory interpreted, and all other symbols
uninterpreted. In our work, we consider the combination
(union) N ∪ I of the theory N of natural numbers and the one I
of integers. The signature of N consists of standard symbols 0,
succ, pred and <, respectively interpreted as zero, successor,
predecessor and less. Note that N does not contain interpreted
symbols for (arbitrary) addition and multiplication. We use
the theory N to represent and reason about loop iterations
(see Section IV). The signature of I consists of the standard
integer constants 0, 1, 2, . . . and integer operators +, ∗ and <.
We use the theory I to represent and reason about integervalued program variables (see Section IV). Additionally we
use two (uninterpreted) sorts as two sets of uninterpreted
symbols: (i) the sort Timepoint, written as L, for denoting
(unique) timepoints in the execution of the program and (ii)
the sort Trace, written as T, for denoting computation traces
of a program.
Given a logical variable x and sort S, we write xS to
denote that the sort of x is S. We use standard first-order
interpretations/models modulo a theory T , for example modulo
N ∪ I. We write T F to denote that F holds in all models of
T (and hence valid). If I is a model of T , we write I T F
if F holds in the interpretation I.
B. Programming Model W

We consider programs written in a standard while-like
programming language, denoted as W, with mutable and
constant integer- and integer-array-variables. The language W
includes standard side-effect free expressions over booleans
and integers. Each program in W consists of a single top-level
function main, with arbitrary nestings of if-then-else and
while-statements. For simplicity, whenever we refer to loops,
we mean while-loops. For each statement s, we refer to whilestatements in which s is nested in as enclosing loops of s.
The semantics of W is formalized in Section IV-C.
IV. T RACE L OGIC
We now introduce the concept of trace logic for expressing
both the semantics and (relational) properties of W-programs.

A. Locations and Timepoints
We consider a program in W as a set of locations, where
each location intuitively corresponds to a point in the program
at which an interpreter can stop. That is, for each program
statement s, we introduce a program location ls . We denote
by lend the location corresponding to the end of the program.
As program locations can be revisited during program
executions, for example due to the presence of loops, we model
locations as follows. For each location ls corresponding to a
program statement s, we introduce a function symbol ls with
target sort L in our language, denoting the timepoint where the
interpreter visits the location. For each enclosing loop of the
statement s, the function symbol ls has an argument of type
N; this way, we distinguish between different iterations of the
enclosing loop of s. We denote the set of all such functionsymbols ls as SigT p . When s is a loop, we additionally
include a function symbol ns with target sort N and an
argument of sort N for each enclosing loop of s. This way, ns
denotes the iteration in which s terminates for given iterations
of the enclosing loops of s. We denote the set of all such
function symbols ns as Sign .
Example 1: Consider Figure 1. We abbreviate each statement s by the line number of the first line of s. We use l6 to
refer to the timepoint corresponding to the first assignment
of i in the program. We denote by l9 (0) and l9 (n9 ) the
timepoints corresponding to evaluating the loop condition in
the first and, respectively, last loop iteration. Further, we write
l11 (it) and l11 (succ(0)) for the timepoint corresponding to
the beginning of the loop body in the it-th and, respectively,
second iteration of the loop. Note that succ(0) is a term
algebra expression of N.

For simplicity, let us define terms over the most commonly
used timepoints. First, define its to be a function, which
returns for each while-statement s a unique variable of sort N.
Second, let s be a statement, let w1 , . . . , wk be the enclosing
loops of s and let it be an arbitrary term of sort N.
tps := ls (itw1 , . . . , itwk )
tps (it) := ls (it

w1

lastIt s := ns (it

, . . . , it

w1

wk

, . . . , it

, it)

wk

)

if s is not while-statement
if s is while-statement
if s is while-statement

Third, let s be an arbitrary statement. We refer to the timepoint
where the execution of s has started (parameterized by the
enclosing iterators) by
(
tps (0) if s is while-statement
start s :=
tps
otherwise
Fourth, for an arbitrary statement s, let end s denote the timepoint which follows immediately after s has been evaluated
completely (including the evaluation of substatements of s):


start s0
if s0 occurs after s in a context





if s is last st. in if-branch of s0
end s0
end s := end s0
if s is last st. in else-branch of s0



tp w (succ(itw )) if s is last st. in body of w



l
otherwise
end
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B. Program Variables and Expressions
In our setting, we reason about program behavior by expressing properties over program variables v. To do so, we
capture the value of program variables v at timepoints (from
L) in arbitary program execution traces (from T). Hence, we
model program variables v as functions v : (L × T) 7→ I,
where v(tp, tr) gives the value of v at timepoint tp, in trace
tr. If the program variable v is an array, we add an additional
argument of sort I, which corresponds to the position at which
the array is accessed. We denote by SV the set of such
introduced function symbols denoting program variables. We
finally model arithmetic constants and program expressions
using integer functions.
Note that our setting can be simplified for (i) non-mutable
variables – in this case we omit the timepoint argument in the
function representation of the variable; (ii) for non-relational
properties about programs – in this case, we only focus on
one computation trace and hence the trace argument in the
function from SV can be omitted.
Example 2: Consider again Figure 1. By i(l6 , tr) we refer to
the value of program variable i in trace tr at the moment before i is first assigned. We use alength(tr) to refer to the value
of variable alength in trace tr. As a is unchanged in the
program, we write a(i(l11 (it), tr), tr) for the value of array a
in trace tr at position pos, where pos is the value of i in trace
tr at timepoint l11 (it). In case a would have changed during
the loop, we would have written a(l11 (it), i(l11 (it), tr), tr)
instead. We denote by i(l12 (it), tr) + 1 the value of the
expression i+1 in trace tr at timepoint l12 (it).

Consider now an arbitrary program expression e. We write
JeK(tp, tr) to denote the value of e at timepoint tp, in trace
tr. With these notations at hand, we introduce two definitions
expressing properties about values of expressions e at arbitrary
timepoints and traces. Consider now v ∈ SV , that is a function
denoting a program variable v, and let tp1 , tp2 denote two
timepoints. We define: Eq(v, tp1 , tp2 ) :=
(
∀pos I . v(tp1 , pos, tr) ' v(tp2 , pos, tr), if v is array
(4)
v(tp1 , tr) ' v(tp2 , tr),
otherwise
That is, Eq(v, tp1 , tp2 ) in (4) states that the program variable
v has the same values at tp1 and tp2 . We also define:
^
EqAll(tp1 , tp2 ) :=
Eq(v, tp1 , tp2 ),
(5)
v∈SV

asserting that all program variables have the same values at
the two timepoints tp1 and tp2 .

C. Semantics of W
We now describe the semantics of W expressed in our
trace logic L. To do so, we state trace axioms of L capturing
the behavior of possible program computation traces and then
define L.
In what follows, we consider an arbitrary but fixed program
P in W, and give all definitions relative to P . Note that our
semantics defines arbitrary executions, which are modeled by
a free variable tr of sort T.

a) Main-function: Let s1 , . . . , sk be statements and P
be a program with top-level function func main {s1 ; . . . ;s
k }. The semantics of P is defined by the conjunction of the
semantics of the statements si in the top-level function and
is the same for each trace. That is:
JP K :=

k
^

(6)

Jsi K.

i=1

The semantics of P is then defined by structural induction,
by asserting trace axioms for each program statement s, as
follows.
b) Skip: Let s be a statement skip. The evaluation of s
has no effect on the value of the program variables. Hence:
^
Eq(v, end s , tps )
(7)
JsK :=
v∈SV

c) Integer assignments: Let s be an assignment v = e,
where v is an integer program variable and e is an expression.
We reason as follows. The assignment s is evaluated in one
step. After the evaluation of s, the variable v has the same
value as e before the evaluation, and all other variables remain
unchanged. Hence:
^
JsK := v(end s ) ' JeK(tps , tr) ∧
Eq(v 0 , end s , tps ) (8)
v 0 ∈SV \{v}

d) Array assignments: Let s be an assignment a[e1 ] =
e2 , where a is an array variable and e1 , e2 are expressions.

We consider that the assignment is evaluated in one step. After
the evaluation of s, the array a has the same value as before
the evaluation, except for the position pos corresponding to
the value of e1 before the evaluation, where the array now
has the value of e2 before the evaluation. All other program
variables remain unchanged and we have:
JsK :=

∀pos I .(pos 6' e1 (tps , tr) →
∧

∧

a(end s , pos, tr) ' a(tps , pos, tr))
a(end s , e1 (tps , tr)) ' e2 (tps , tr)
^
Eq(v, end s , tps )

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)

v∈SV \{a}

e) Conditional if-then-else Statements: Let s be the
statement: if(Cond){s1 ; . . . ;sk } else {s1 ‘; . . . ;sk‘ ‘}. The
semantics of s is defined by the following two properties:
(i) entering the if-branch and/or entering the else-branch does
not change the values of the variables, (ii) the evaluation in the
branches proceeds according to the semantics of the statements
in each of the branches. Thus:
JsK :=

∧
∧

∧

JCondK(tps ) → EqAll (start s1 , tps )

¬JCondK(tps ) →

EqAll (start 0s1 , tps )

JCondK(tps ) → Js1 K ∧ · · · ∧ Jsk K
0

0

¬JCondK(tps ) → Js1 K ∧ · · · ∧ Jsk0 K
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(10a)
(10b)
(10c)
(10d)

f) While-Loops: Let s be the while-statement while(
Cond){s1 ; . . . ;sk }.We refer to Cond as the loop condition.

We use the following four properties to defined the semantics
of s: (i) the iteration lastIt s is the first iteration where the loop
condition does not hold, (ii) entering the loop body does not
change the values of the variables, (iii) the evaluation in the
body proceeds according to the semantics of the statements
in the body, (iv) the values of the variables at the end of
evaluating s are the same as the variable values at the loop
condition location in iteration lastIt(s). We then have:
JsK :=
∧

∧

∧

∀itsN . (its < lastIt s → JCondK(tps (its )))

(11a)

¬JCondK(tp(lastIt s ))

(11b)

∀itsN . (its < lastIt s → (Js1 K ∧ · · · ∧ Jsk K)

(11d)

∀itsN . (its < lastIt s → EqAll (start s1 , tps (its )) (11c)

∧ EqAll (end s , tps (lastIt s ))

(11e)

D. Trace Logic L

We now have all ingredients to define our trace logic L,
allowing us to reason about both relational and non-relational
properties of programs.
Let ST r be a set {t1 , t2 , . . . } of nullary function symbols
of sort T. Intuitively, these symbols denote traces and allow us
to express relational properties. The signature of L contains
the symbols of the theories N and I together with symbols
introduced in Section IV-A-IV-B, that is symbols denoting
timepoints, last iterations in loops, program variables and
traces. Formally,
Sig(L) := (SN ∪ SI ) ∪ (ST p ∪ Sn ∪ SV ∪ ST r ).

Recall that the semantics of W is defined by the trace
axioms (7)-(11). By extending standard small-step operational
semantics with timepoints and traces, we obtain the small-step
semantics of W. For proving soundness, of this semantics,
we rely on so-called execution-interpretation of a program
execution E: such an interpretation is a model in which for
every (array) variable v the term v(tpi ) resp. v(tpi , pos)
is interpreted as the value of v at the execution step in
E corresponding to timepoint tpi – we refer to [11] for
more details. We then introduce W-soundness defining the
soundness of the semantics of W, as follows:
Definition 1 (W-Soundness): Let p be a program and let A
be a trace logic property. We say that A is W-sound, if for
any execution-interpretation M we have M  A.
By using structural induction over program statements, we
derive W-soundness of the semantics of W. That is:
Theorem 1 (W-Soundness of Semantics of W): For a given
terminating program p, the trace axioms (7)-(11) are W-sound.
As a consequence, the semantics of any terminating program
p expressed in L, as defined in (6), is W-sound.
E. Program Correctness in Trace Logic L

Let P be a program and F be a first-order property of P ,
with F expressed in L. We use L to express and prove that P
“satisfies” F , that is P is partially correct w.r.t. F , as follows:

1) We express JP K in L, as discussed in Section IV-C;
2) We prove the partial correctness of P with respect to F ;
that is, we prove
JP K N∪I F.

In what follows, we first discuss (relational) properties F
expressed in L (Section V) and then focus on proving partial
correctness using L (Section VI).
V. H YPERPROPERTIES IN T RACE L OGIC

We demonstrate the expressiveness of trace logic L by
encoding non-interference [12] and sensitivity [13], two fundamental security properties. For space restriction, we only
exemplify non-interference and we refer to [11] for reasoning
about sensitivity in trace logic L. This secition also showcases
the generic lemmas, similar to property (2), introduced by
our work to automate the verification of hyperproperties. The
examples considered in this section are deemed as insecure
by existing syntax-driven, non-interference verification techniques, such as [12], [14].
a) Non-interference: Non-interference [1] is a security
property that prevents information flow from confidential data
to public channels. It is a so-called 2-safety property expressing that, given two runs of a program containing high and low
confidentiality variables, denoted by H and L respectively, if
the input for all L variables is the same in both runs, the
output of the computation should result in the same values for
L variables in both traces regardless of the initial value of any
H variable. Intuitively, this means that no private input leaks
to any public sink. In what follows, we let lo denote an L
variable and hi an H variable.
We formalize non-interference in trace logic L as follows.
Let l0 denote the first timepoint of the execution and let
EqTr (v, tp) denote that v has the same value(s) in both traces
at timepoint tp, that is:
EqTr (v, tp) :=

∀posI .v(tp, pos, t1 ) ' v(tp, pos, t2 )) if v is mutable array



∀pos .v(pos, t ) ' v(pos, t ))
if v is constant array
I
1
2

v(tp, t1 ) ' v(tp, t2 ))
if v is mutable var.



v(t1 ) ' v(t2 )
if v is constant var.
We then express non-interference as:
^
^
(
EqTr (v, l0 )) → (
EqTr (v, lend )).
v∈L

(12)

v∈L

Example 3: Consider the program illustrated in Figure 2a,
which branches on an H guard. In the two branches, however,
the L variable is updated in the same way, thereby not leaking
anything about the guard. The non-interference property for
this program is a special instance of property (12), as follows:
EqTr (lo, l0 ) → EqTr (lo, lend ).

(13)

By adjusting superposition reasoning to trace logic L (see
Section VI), we can automatically verify the property above.
Traditional information-flow type systems [12] would however
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Our framework generates and relies upon a set of generic
trace lemmas for hyperproperties, similar to lemma (2). We
now illustrate two further such lemmas.
b) Simultaneous-loop-termination: Our semantic formalization of W in trace logic L defines ns (t1 ) to be the smallest
iteration, in which the loop condition does not hold in trace t1 .
Due to well-founded orderings over naturals, there can only be
one iteration with such a property. Thus, if we can conclude
this property for any other trace, say t2 , then it must be the
case that ns (t2 ) ' ns (t1 ). In our work we therefore generate
and use the following trace lemma in L (for simplicity, we
omit the enclosing iterators):

func main()
{
const Int hi;
Int lo;
if(hi > 0)
{
lo = lo + 1;
}
else
{
lo = lo + 1;
}
}
(a) Branching on a high variable.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15




∀it. it < ns (t1 ) → JCondK(ls (it), t2 ) ∧

¬JCondK(ls (ns (t1 )), t2 ) → ns (t2 ) ' ns (t1 )

func main()
{
const Int k;
const Int lo;
Int hi = lo;
Int i = 0;
Int[] output;

Property (15) is essential to prove that the loops in both traces
have the same last iteration, and therefore terminate after the
same number of iterations.
c) Equality-preservation-arrays: For an array variable a
and loop location l, let Eqa (it, pos) denote that a at position
pos has the same value in both traces at iteration it of the loop:

while(hi < k)
{
output[i] = hi;
hi = hi + 1;
i = i + 1;
}

Eqa (it, pos) := a(l(it), pos, t1 ) ' a(l(it), pos, t2 ).

}

The following lemma over array variables is similar to the
equality-preservation-lemma (2):

(b) Explicit flow.

Fig. 2: Examples with non-interference behaviour.
fail to prove this program secure, as they prevent any branching on H guards. More permissive static analysis techniques
based on program dependency graphs, such as J OANA [14],
would also classify this program as insecure.

Let us now focus on another interesting security example.
Example 4: Figure 2b models an interactive program outputting on a public channel. The array variable output ∈ L
models the number and content of these outputs, which is
determined by the loop. At a first glance, this program might
look insecure because of the explicit flow at l11 . Furthermore,
the number of outputs, as well as their content, could also
leak information about the secret. Indeed, value-insensitive
information-flow type systems [12] would consider this program to be insecure. In this specific case, however, the H
variable in the loop guard is reset with an L input, and the
program satisfies non-interference. As our semantic reasoning
in trace logic L is value sensitive, our work correctly validates
Figure 2b. proving it to be secure. Specifically, we prove the
following property, stating that if all variables in L are equal at
the beginning of the execution, then the values of the output
array are equal after the execution:
(EqTr (k, l11 ) ∧ EqTr (lo, l11 ) ∧ EqTr (output, l11 ))
→ EqTr (output, lend )

(15)

(14)


0
∀pos
 I .∀itN .
Eqa (0, pos) ∧ ∀itN .((it < it0 ∧ Eqa (it, pos))


→ Eqa (succ(it), pos)) → Eqa (it0 , pos)

(16)

We conclude by emphasizing that trace lemmas, such as (15)
and (16), are expressed in trace logic L and automatically
generated by our approach.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND E XPERIMENTS
A. Implementation
We implemented our approach in the tool R APID1 , which
consists of nearly 13,000 lines of C++ code. R APID takes as
input a program written in W and a property expressed in
trace logic L. It then generates axioms written in trace logic
L corresponding to the semantics of the program and outputs
both the axioms and the property in the SMT- LIB syntax [15].
The produced SMT- LIB encoding is further passed within
R APID to the first-order theorem prover VAMPIRE for proving
validity of the property (i.e. partial correctness). VAMPIRE
searches for a refutation of the desired property by saturating
the provided encoding with respect to a set of inference rules
such as resolution and superposition [10].
1 https://github.com/gleiss/rapid
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a) Inductive Reasoning: Trace logic L encodes loopiterations using counters of sort N. Hence, there are consequences of the semantics which can only be derived using
inductive reasoning. Automating induction is however challenging: state-of-the-art SMT solvers and theorem-provers are
not able to automatically infer and prove most (inductive)
consequences needed by R APID. In order to address this
problem, (i) we identified some of the most important applications of induction that are useful for many programs and
(ii) formulated the corresponding inductive properties in trace
logic as trace lemmas. Some of these lemmas are described
in Section II and Section V. Each trace lemma is logically
implied by standard induction axioms of natural numbers and
the semantics of the program. R APID generates trace lemmas
for each variable and each loop of the program and adds them
as axioms to its SMT- LIB output.
b) Theory Reasoning: Reasoning with theories in the
presence of quantifiers is yet another challenge for automated
reasoners, and hence for VAMPIRE. Different theory encodings
lead to very different results. In R APID, we model integers
using the built-in support for integers in VAMPIRE. We experimented with various sound but incomplete axiomatization of
integers. We used VAMPIRE with all its built-in theory axioms
(option -tha on, default), as well as with a partial, but most
relevant set of theory axioms (option -tha some) which we
extended with specific integer theory axioms. Natural numbers
are modeled in R APID as a term algebra (0, succ, pred), for
which efficient reasoning engines already exist [16]. In order
to express the ordering of natural numbers, we manually add
the symbol <, together with an (incomplete) axiomatization. In
R APID, we also experimented with clause splitting by calling
VAMPIRE both with and without its AVATAR framework [17]
(options -av on/off, with on as default).
B. Benchmarks and Experimental Results
To compensate the lack of general benchmarks for firstorder hyperproperties, we collected a set of 27 verification
problems for evaluating our work in R APID. Our benchmarks
describe 2-safety properties relevant in the security domain,
such as non-interference and sensitivity. The individual benchmark programs consist of up to 50 lines of code each.
R APID produced the SMT- LIB-encodings for each benchmark in less than a second. These encodings were passed
to VAMPIRE, as well as to the SMT solvers Z3 [18] and
CVC4 [19] for comparison purposes, to establish the correctness of the input property. We ran each prover with a 60
seconds time limit. All experiments were carried out on an
Intel Core i5 3.1Ghz machine with 16 GB of RAM.
Our experimental results are summarized in Table I. The
first four columns report on results by running VAMPIRE
on the R APID output. The columns denoted with S/F refer
to VAMPIRE options for partial/full theory reasoning (option
-tha some/on) respectively. A refers to the use of the
AVATAR (option -av on) in conjunction with one of the
theory options, hence columns S+A and F+A. The last two
columns of Table I summarize our results of running Z3

Vampire
CVC4
S S+A F F+A
1-hw-equal-arrays
X
X
X
X
2-hw-last-position-swapped
X
X
3-hw-swap-and-two-arrays
X
4-hw-swap-in-array-lemma
X
4-hw-swap-in-array-full
X
1-ni-assign-to-high
X
X
X
X
X
2-ni-branch-on-high-twice
X
X
X
X
X
3-ni-high-guard-equal-branches
X
X
X
X
X
4-ni-branch-on-high-twice-prop2 X
X
X
5-ni-temp-impl-flow
X
X
X
6-ni-branch-assign-equal-val
X
X
X
7-ni-explicit-flow
X
X
X
X
X
8-ni-explicit-flow-while
X
X
X
X
9-ni-equal-output
X
10-ni-rsa-exponentiation
X
X
X
X
X
1-sens-equal-sums
X
X
X
X
X
2-sens-equal-sums-two-arrays
X
X
X
X
3-sens-abs-diff-up-to-k
X
4-sens-abs-diff-up-to-k-two-arrays 5-sens-two-arrays-equal-k
X
X
X
X
6-sens-diff-up-to-explicit-k
X
X
X
X
7-sens-diff-up-to-explicit-k-sum
X
X
8-sens-explicit-swap
X
X
9-sens-explicit-swap-prop2
X
X
10-sens-equal-k
X
X
X
X
11-sens-equal-k-twice
X
X
X
X
12-sens-diff-up-to-forall-k
X
X
X
Total VAMPIRE
15 18 17 19
Unique VAMPIRE
1
4
0
0
Total
25
14
Benchmarks

Z3
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
13

TABLE I: R APID results with VAMPIRE, Z3 and CVC4.
and CVC4 on the R APID output. The rows denoted Total VAMPIRE and Unique VAMPIRE sum up the total and
unique numbers of examples proven with the setting of the
corresponding column. Example 4-hw-swap-in-array
in Table I is our running example from Figure 1, whereas
the benchmarks 3-ni-high-guard-equal-branches
and 9-ni-equal-output correspond to Figure 2a and
Figure 2b, respectively.
VAMPIRE proved 25 R APID encodings out of the 27 benchmark problems. Table I shows that the option S+A seems to
be the most successful, with four unique benchmarks proven.
While two of our benchmarks were not proven by VAMPIRE
with our current set of automatically generated R APID lemmas,
these problems could actually be proved by VAMPIRE by using
only a subset of trace lemmas, i.e. by removing unnecessary
lemmas manually. Improving theory reasoning in VAMPIRE,
and in general in superposition proving, would further improve the efficiency of R APID. In particular, designing better
reasoning support for transitive relations like <N and <I is an
interesting further line of research.
We also compared the performance of VAMPIRE on the
R APID examples to the performance of Z3 and CVC4. Unlike
VAMPIRE, Z3 and CVC4 proved only 13 and 14 examples,
respectively. Our results thus showcase that superposition
reasoning, in particular VAMPIRE, is better suited for proving
first-order hyperproperties, as many of these properties involve
heavy use of quantifiers, including alternations of quantifiers
(such as for example 4-hw-swap-in-array correspond-
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ing to Figure 1). Moreover, R APID proved security of examples that were classified insecure by existing techniques [12],
[14], such as 3-ni-high-guard-equal-branches and
9-ni-equal-output.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Deductive verification. Most verification approaches use a
state-based language to express programs and properties about
them, and use invariants to establish program correctness [20].
Such invariants loosely correspond to a fragment of trace
logic, where formulas only feature universal quantification
over time – but no existential quantification. The lack of
existential, and thus alternating, quantification makes these
works suitable for automation via SMT-solving [21], [22] and
hence applicable for programs where full first-order logic is
not needed, for instance programs involving mainly integer
variables and function calls. For program properties expressed
in full first-order logic, such as over unbounded arrays, existing
methods are yet not able to automatically verify program
correctness. We argue that the missing expressiveness is the
problem here, since one usually needs to be able to express
arbitrary dependencies of timepoints and values, if custom
code is used to iterate through an array or more generally
through a data structure. Our trace logic supports such kind
of first-order reasoning.
Our approach to automate induction using trace lemmas is
related to template-based invariant generation methods [23],
[24]. Our trace lemmas are however more expressive than
existing templates and we automatically derive trace lemmas.
Program analysis by first-order reasoning is also studied
in [25], where program semantics is expressed in extensions
of Hoare Logic with explicit timepoints. Unlike [25], we do
not rely on an intermediate program (Hoare) logic, but reason
also about relational properties. While [25] can only handle
simple loops, our work supports a standard while-language
with explicit locations and arbitrary nestings of statements.
First-order reasoning for program analysus is also addressed
in [26], by introducing dynamic trace logic: an extension of
dynamic logic with modalities for reasoning about traces. A
custom sequent calculus is proposed in [26], implying that
automating the work would require the design of specialised
sequent calculus provers. Unlike [26], our work is fully automated. Further, our work preserves the control-flow structure
of programs by introducing function symbols and automates
inductive reasoning using trace lemmas.
Relational verification. Verification of relational- and hyperproperties is an active area of research, with applications in
programming languages and compilers, security and privacy;
see [27] for an overview. Various static analysis techniques
have been proposed to analyze non-interference, such as
type systems [12] and graph dependency analysis [14]. Type
systems proved also effective in the verification of privacy
properties for cryptographic protocols [28]–[32]. Relational
Hoare logic was introduced in [8] and further extended in [6],
[33] for defining product programs to reduce relational verification to standard verification. All these works closely tie ver-

ification to the syntactic program structure, thus limiting their
applicability and expressiveness. As already argued, our work
allows proving security of examples that were so far classified
as insecure by some of the aforementioned methods [12], [14].
Recently, [34] encodes relational properties through refinement
types in F* [35]. While still being syntax driven, [34] can
potentially verify semantic properties by using SMT solving,
although this typically requires the manual insertion and proof
of program-dependent lemmas, which is not the case for us.
In [36] bounded model checking is proposed for program
equivalence. Program equivalence is reduced in [37] to proving
a set of Horn clauses, by combining a relational weakest
precondition calculus with SMT-based reasoning. However,
when addressing programs with different control flow as
in [37], user guidance is required for proving program equivalence. Program equivalence is also studied in [38], [39] for
proving information flow properties. Unlike these works, we
are not limited to SMT solving but automate the verification
of relational properties expressed in full first-order theories,
possibly with alternations of quantifiers.
Motivated by applications to translation validation, the work
of [40] develops powerful techniques for proving correctness
of loop transformations. Relational methods for reasoning
about program versions and semantic differences are also
introduced in [41], [42]. Going beyond relational properties,
an SMT-based framework for verifying k-safety properties
is introduced in [43] and further extended [44] for proving
correctness of 3-way merge. While these works focus on highlevel languages, many others consider low-level languages,
see [45]–[48] for some exemplary approaches. Further afield,
several authors have introduced logics for modelling hyperproperties. Unlike these works, trace logic allows expressing
first-order relational properties and automates reasoning about
such properties by first-order theorem proving, overcoming
thus the SMT-based limitations of quantified reasoning.
Finally, in [49] HyperLTL and HyperCTL∗ is introduced to
model temporal and relational properties properties. However,
these logics support only decidable fragments of first-order
logic and thus cannot handle relational properties with nonconstant function symbols. As such, security and privacy properties over unbounded data structures/uninterpreted functions
cannot be encoded or verified.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We introduced trace logic for automating the verification
of relational program properties of imperative programs. We
showed that program semantics as well as relational properties
can naturally be encoded in trace logic as first-order properties
over program locations, loop iterations and computation traces.
We combined trace logic with superposition proving and
implemented our work in the R APID tool. While our work
already outperforms SMT-based approaches, we are convinced
that improving superposition reasoning with both theories and
quantifiers would further strengthen the use of trace logic for
relational verification.
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Abstract—Autarkies for SAT are partial assignments for
boolean CNF, which either satisfy a clause or leave it untouched.
We introduce the natural generalisation of autarkies for DQCNF
(dependency-quantified boolean CNF), by generalising constant
boolean functions 0, 1, as used in SAT, to arbitrary boolean
functions assigned to existential variables, as allowed by the
dependency-specification. We regard here DQCNF as a proper
generalisation of QCNF (QBF with CNF), and all results naturally apply also to QCNF. We provide the most basic theory, considering confluence of autarky reduction (removing the clauses
satisfied by some autarky), and the Autarky Decomposition
Theorem, the unique decomposition of a DQCNF into the lean
kernel (free from any autarky) and the clauses satisfiable by some
autarky. Finding autarkies is NEXPTIME-hard (or PSPACEhard, when restricting to QCNF), and so autarky systems are
introduced, which allow for more feasible restricted notions of
autarkies, while maintaining the basic properties. The two most
basic autarky systems restrict either the number of existential
variables assigned, or the number of universal variables used in
the boolean functions assigned.

I. I NTRODUCTION
QBF is the natural extension of SAT to a PSPACE-complete
problem, by allowing quantifiers (for the basics of the theory
see [5]). QBF can be seen as maturing, with solvers and
underlying theory available. Its NEXPTIME-complete extension DQBF, which generalises the existential quantifiers by
allowing arbitrary dependencies, is at an earlier stage. On the
theory side, proof calculi get developed (see [1] for a basic
pointer), and dependency-schemes naturally play an important
role (see [12], [15] for basic pointers). On the solver side,
our investigations are closer to pre- or inprocessing (see [14]).
We introduce basic autarky theory, which can become a fabric
for pre/inprocessing. The basic theory of autarkies for SAT
can be found in [6]. An autarky for a CNF F is a partial
assignment ϕ (with boolean values 0, 1) such that every clause
of F , where some variable is assigned by ϕ, is satisfied
by ϕ. Clauses satisfied by some autarky can be removed
satisfiability-equivalently (and indeed these clauses can not
be used by any resolution refutation ([9])). Restricted forms
of autarkies yield “autarky systems”; an example is given by
“matching autarkies” ([6, Subsection 11.11.2]), where selected
variables used to satisfy clauses must be distinct.
The natural generalisation for a DQCNF F is to allow ϕ
to assign existential variables v of F , using as values boolean
functions as allowed by the dependency-set of v. Making a
∗ Supported by EPSRC grant EP/S015523/1.
† Supported by Austrian Science Fund (FWF) project W1255-N23.
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clause true now means making it a tautology (as propositional formula in the universal variables). The basic autarkysystems A0 , A1 allow the boolean functions to essentially (not
just formally) depend on zero resp. one universal variable,
while E1 only uses one existential variable (we use “A” to
denote universal variables, and “E” for existential variables).
Let’s consider the example from [3, after Definition 4]:
F
F0

:= ∀x1 , x2 , x3 ∃y1 (x1 , x2 )∃y2 (x2 , x3 ) : F0
:=

(y1 ∨ x1 ) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ x2 ) ∧ (¬y2 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3 ).

y1 depends (only) on x1 , x2 , and y2 depends (only) on x2 , x3 .
F has an E1 -autarky for y2 , which is also an A0 -autarky,
namely we can assign y2 7→ 0, and obtain the satisfiabilityequivalent QCNF F 0 := ∀x1 , x2 ∃y1 : (y1 ∨ x1 ) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ x2 ).
By assigning x1 , x2 7→ 0 one sees that F 0 is unsatisfiable.
Since there is only one existential variable, it follows that
there is no non-trivial autarky for F 0 , i.e., F 0 is “lean”. We
call F 0 the lean kernel of F . If we add y2 to the second
clause of F , then y2 7→ ¬x2 becomes an A1 -autarky, and the
remaining clause can be satisfied by the E1 -autarky y1 7→ 1.
Finding A1 -autarkies in general is translated to SAT, where
the fundamental idea is to compile for each clause the minimal
possibilities to make it a tautology. Our work is related in two
dimensions to existing literature: our “model”-based approach,
starting so to speak with the Skolem functions (not extracting
them as e.g. in [13]), is discussed in Subsection 1, while
autarkies for QBF are discussed in Subsection 2.
1) Starting with the boolean functions (models): Our approach in general is similar to [7], concerning the basic framework, while we generalise satisfying assignments (“models”)
to autarkies. They consider “K1 -models”, which correspond
to our A1 -autarky system (for total assignments, as only
studied by [7]). They show that every satisfiable Q2CNF
(QCNFs with the matrix a 2CNF) has a K1 -model (Theorem
3). We remark here that this generalises to DQ2CNF, and
thus every satisfiable DQ2CNF is A1 -satisfiable, but due to
space restrictions we don’t prove this here. Furthermore they
consider K2 (conjunctions of positive literals), and mention
K3 , which is the closure of K1 under conjunction; we will
consider the corresponding autarky-systems in future work.
Our notion of an autarky system goes beyond the study of
classes of boolean functions, since the autarkies may depend
on the formula, as for example for matching autarkies.
2) Restricted autarkies for QBF: Autarkies for QBF in the
literature only use boolean values (not boolean functions as
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values, as we do). [8] uses A0 (especially matching autarkies),
and exploits that not having any such autarkies implies that
the “deficiency” (the number of clauses minus the number of
existential variables) is at least one. [11] consider the matrix
F of a QCNF, and just any autarky for F , not differentiating
between universal and existential variables. If only existential
variables are involved, then this is the A0 -case. While the
main use of an autarky just involving universal variables is
based on the following simple fact for CNFs F : if ϕ is an
autarky for F with v ∈ var(ϕ), then in the result of applying
ϕ without v to F , the variable v must be pure (occurs only
in one sign). And if a universal variable is pure, then it can
be assigned (satisfiability-equivalently) so that its instances are
(all) false. In [11] this is used in the DLL-framework (a simple
backtracking algorithm) for QBF, considering at most two
variables. We believe that in a DQCNF the only real variables
are the existential variables, while the universal variables
belong to the value-structure (as in constraint satisfaction).
Thus we do not consider assigning the universal variables.
For QBF that might be different, when exploiting duality (the
negation of a QBF is again a QBF — PSPACE is closed under
complement), but that would be a more complicated matter.
II. DQCNF AND AUTARKIES
We assume a standard framework for boolean clause-sets: a
set LIT of literals is given with a fixed-point free involution
x ∈ LIT 7→ x ∈ LIT , the complementation. For a set L ⊆
LIT of literals we use element-wise complementation L :=
{x : x ∈ L}. The set of variables is VA ⊆ LIT with VA ∩
VA = ∅ and VA ∪ VA = LIT . A clause is a finite subset
C ⊆ LIT without clashes (C ∩ C = ∅), and finally a clauseset is a finite set of clauses. For a clause C we set var(C) :=
(C
S ∪ C) ∩ VA, while for a clause-set F we define var(F ) :=
C∈F var(C). A DQCNF is a 4-tuple (A, E, F, D), where
• A is the set of universal variables,
• E is the set of existential variables, with A ∩ E = ∅,
• F is a clause-set over A ∪ E (i.e., var(F ) ⊆ A ∪ E),
• D is the dependency-map with dom(D) = E, mapping
v ∈ E 7→ D(v) ⊆ A, the variables on which v depends.
The DQCNFs (A, E, F, D) with empty A = ∅ correspond
to (formal) boolean clause-sets, where E is then the set of
(formal) propositional variables (i.e., they might not occur in
F ). A universal clause is a clause C ∈ F with var(C) ⊆ A
(generalising the unique empty clause of boolean clause-sets).
The example from the Introduction is now denoted by F =
({x1 , x2 , x3 }, {y1 , y2 }, F0 , {(y1 , {x1 , x2 }), (y2 , {x2 , x3 })}),
with the clause-set F0 = {{y1 , x1 }, {y1 , x2 }, {y2 , x2 , x3 }}.
We use here the standard definition of a map f as a set of
pairs (x, y) with x ∈ dom(f ) and y = f (x). We now define
the semantics of DQCNF, generalising the standard semantics
for boolean clause-sets, where now instead of constant boolean
functions we consider arbitrary boolean functions as values of
assignments. A total boolean assignment f for a set V of
variables is a map f : V → {0, 1}, the set of all 2|V | many
total assignments over V is denoted by TASS(V ). As usual,
f (v) = f (v), with 0 = 1 and 1 = 0.

A boolean function over V is a map b : TASS(V ) →
{0, 1}, where we set var(b) := V . For V 0 ⊇ V and
f 0 ∈ TASS(V 0 ) we let b(f 0 ) := b(f 0 | V ), using the restriction of f 0 to V . The set of essential variables, denoted
by vares (b) ⊆ var(b), is the set of v ∈ var(b), such that
there exists f, f 0 ∈ TASS(var(b)) with b(f ) 6= b(f 0 ) and
∀ w ∈ var(b) : f (w) 6= f 0 (w) ⇔ w = v. A total assignment
for a DQCNF (A, E, F, D) (indeed only depending on (E, D))
is a map Φ with dom(Φ) = E such that for each v ∈ E
the value Φ(v) is a boolean function over D(v). Again, as
usual, Φ(v) = Φ(v), where for a boolean function b and
f ∈ TASS(var(b)) we have b(f ) = b(f ). In [7, Section 1]
our total assignments are called “proper assignments” (in the
special case of QBF). Informally, a total assignment Φ satisfies
(A, E, F, D) (“is a model of (A, E, F, D)”) if Φ satisfies
each clause C ∈ F . This means that for C, understood as
disjunction of literals, after replacing the existential literals of
C with the boolean functions as given by Φ (negated if the
literal is negated), the disjunction of these boolean functions
and the remaining universal literals is a tautology over A.
Formally, that can be easily expressed as follows: The total
assignment Φ for (A, E, F, D) satisfies C ∈ F , if for every
f ∈ TASS(A) there exists a universal literal x ∈ C (i.e.,
var(x) ∈ A) with f (x) = 1 or there exists an existential
literal y ∈ C (i.e., var(y) ∈ E) with Φ(y)(f ) = 1. As usual,
we only need to consider f ∈ TASS(A ∩ var(C)). A DQCNF
(A, E, F, D) is satisfiable (or “true”) if it has a satisfying
(total) assignment, otherwise it is unsatisfiable (or “false”).
For boolean clause-sets, an autarky for a clause-set F
generalises satisfying assignments of F . A partial assignment
is a total assignment for some finite set V of variables. An
autarky for F is a partial assignment ϕ, such that every clause
C ∈ F is either satisfied by ϕ or not “touched” at all, that
is, var(ϕ) ∩ var(C) = ∅ (using var(ϕ) = dom(ϕ) = V ).
See [6] for the basic theory of autarkies for boolean clausesets. This is naturally generalised to DQCNF (A, E, F, D).
A partial assignment for (A, E, F, D) is a total assignment
for some V ⊆ E. An autarky for (A, E, F, D) is a partial
assignment satisfying every C ∈ F with var(ϕ)∩var(C) 6= ∅.
The above definition that Φ satisfies C is generalised in the
natural way here to the partial assignment ϕ, now requiring
that for the existential literal y ∈ C we have var(y) ∈ var(ϕ).
The empty partial assignment is always an autarky for every
DQCNF (never touching any clause), and also every satisfying
assignment is an autarky (satisfying every clause). We note
that the definitions of satisfying assignments and autarkies for
DQCNFs are semantical, do not consider any representation of
boolean functions (by circuits, say) other than the canonical
representation by truth-tables. For each restricted notion of
“autarky system” the representation has to be considered anew.
III. BASIC THEOREMS
Generalising [6, Subsection 11.8.3], we call a DQCNF
(A, E, F, D) lean if for every autarky ϕ with var(ϕ) ⊆ E
we have var(ϕ) = ∅ (i.e., there are no non-trivial autarkies).
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For two DQCNF (A, E, F, D), (A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) their union
is defined if A ∩ E 0 = ∅, E ∩ A0 = ∅, and D, D0 restricted
to E ∩ E 0 coincide (i.e., D |(E ∩ E 0 ) = D0 |(E ∩ E 0 )).
In this case we define (A, E, F, D) ∪ (A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) :=
(A ∪ A0 , E ∪ E 0 , F ∪ F 0 , D ∪ D0 ), using that the union
of two compatible maps (equal on the intersection of their
domains) is again a map. It is easy to see that the union
of two lean DQCNFs is again lean, and thus every DQCNF
has a largest lean sub-DQCNF, its lean kernel. Here we use
for DQCNFs (A, E, F, D) ⊆ (A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) iff A ⊆ A0 ,
E ⊆ E 0 , F ⊆ F 0 , and D ⊆ D0 . We note that thus for the lean
kernel (A0 , E0 , F0 , D0 ) of (A, E, F, D) we have A0 = A,
while E0 is exactly the set of existential variables occurring in
F0 . Another trivial property is that for every universal C ∈ F
we have C ∈ F0 (these clauses can neither be “touched”
nor satisfied). We denote the lean kernel by Na (A, E, F, D)
(“N” like “normal form”). The clause-set of Na (A, E, F, D)
is empty iff (A, E, F, D) is satisfiable.
The algorithmic approach for the lean kernel of a DACNF
(A, E, F, D) uses autarky reduction. For an autarky ϕ let
ϕ ∗ (A, E, F, D) := (A, E \ var(ϕ), {C ∈ F : var(ϕ) ∩
var(C) = ∅}, D | E) be the sub-DQCNF obtained by removing the clauses satisfied by ϕ. The most basic observations on
autarkies is worth stating as a fundamental lemma:
Lemma III.1 For an autarky ϕ of (A, E, F, D) the subDQCNF ϕ ∗ (A, E, F, D) is satisfiability-equivalent to it.
Proof: A satisfying assignment of (A, E, F, D) satisfies also
ϕ ∗ (A, E, F, D), since just clauses have been removed. And
if Φ is a total satisfying assignment for ϕ ∗ (A, E, F, D), then
ϕ ∪ Φ is a (partial) satisfying assignment for (A, E, F, D). 
The basic fact now is that autarky reduction is confluent,
and ends up with the lean kernel. For this it is convenient to
allow for autarkies ϕ of (A, E, F, D) some variables outside
of A ∪ E, so that an autarky for a DQCNF is also an
autarky for any sub-DQCNF. Thus if ϕ, ψ are autarkies for
(A, E, F, D), then ϕ is also an autarky for ψ ∗ (A, E, F, D).
This already proves that if we apply autarky-reduction as long
as possible, then the final result is uniquely determined (we
have confluence of autarky-reduction). It is also instructive
to note that for the result of this chain of reduction we have
ϕ∗(ψ ∗(A, E, F, D)) = (ϕ◦ψ)∗(A, E, F, D). Here for partial
assignments ϕ, ψ we define their composition ϕ ◦ ψ as the
partial assignment with domain var(ϕ)∪var(ψ), which assigns
to v ∈ var(ψ) the value ψ(v), and to v ∈ var(ϕ) \ var(ψ) the
value ϕ(v). The basic observation regarding composition is
that for autarkies ϕ, ψ of (A, E, F, D) also their composition
ϕ ◦ ψ is an autarky of (A, E, F, D), touching (satisfying) the
clauses touched by ϕ plus the clauses touched by ψ: This is
clear for the clauses touched by ψ, since the assignments by
ψ are contained in ϕ ◦ ψ, and additional assignments do not
hurt in satisfying a clause. While for the remaining clauses,
the clauses touched by ϕ and not touched by ψ, trivially all
assignments of ϕ touching them are contained in ϕ ◦ ψ.

So for the final result (A0 , E0 , F0 , D0 ) of autarky-reduction
of (A, E, F, D), where actually A0 = A holds, there exists
a single “maximal” autarky Φ such that Φ ∗ (A, E, F, D) =
(A, E0 , F0 , D0 ), and where Φ can be obtained by a composition of all autarkies of F (in any order).
By definition (A, E0 , F0 , D0 ) is lean. And indeed we
have (A, E0 , F0 , D0 ) = Na (A, E, F, D), since no clause of
Na (A, E, F, D) can be touched by any autarky of (A, E, F, D)
(which is also an autarky for the lean kernel – necessarily
a trivial one). An autark sub-DQCNF of (A, E, F, D) is
a sub-DQCNF (A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) such that an autarky ϕ of
(A, E, F, D) exists satisfying all clauses of F 0 . We see that
(A, E, F \ F0 , D) is the unique largest autark sub-DQCNF of
(A, E, F, D) (satisfied by Φ). We can summarise the results
of this section in the Autarky Decomposition Theorem:
Theorem III.2 For an arbitrary DQCNF (A, E, F, D) we
have the following. There exists a (unique) largest lean
sub-DQCNF Na (A, E, F, D) = (A, E0 , F0 , D0 ) (with every
lean sub-DQCNF (A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) ⊆ (A, E0 , F0 , D0 )) and
a (unique) largest autark sub-DQCNF (A, E, F1 , D) (with
every autark sub-DQCNF (A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) ⊆ (A, E, F1 , D)),
where we have F = F0 ∪ F1 , F0 ∩ F1 = ∅. Furthermore
var(F0 ) ∩ E = E0 holds, and there exists an autarky Φ
of (A, E, F, D) with var(Φ) = E \ E0 . Every chain of
autarky reductions starting with (A, E, F, D) can be extended
to Na (A, E, F, D) (where it necessarily ends).
IV. AUTARKY SYSTEMS
Due to the high complexity of general autarky-finding for
DQCNF, it is vital to allow restricted notions of autarkies (with
lower complexity). For that purpose we generalise the notion
of “autarky systems” from [6, Section 11.11]. While for a
DQCNF (A, E, F, D) we write Auk(A, E, F, D) for the set
of all autarkies, an autarky system A now allows to consider
subsets A(A, E, F, D) ⊆ Auk(A, E, F, D). There are two
basic conditions which make A an autarky system. First for
DQCNFs (A, E, F, D) and ϕ, ψ ∈ A(F ) it must always hold
ϕ ◦ ψ ∈ A(F ) (closure under composition). And second for
DQCNFs (A, E, F, D) ⊆ (A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) it must always hold
A(A0 , E 0 , F 0 , D0 ) ⊆ A(A, E, F, D) (removal of clauses does
not remove A-autarkies). A-satisfiability means satisfiability
by a series of A-autarkies, while A-leanness means there there
are no nontrivial A-autarkies.
In order for the results from Section III to generalise, we
formulate five conditions for normal autarky systems; we
formulate the conditions here only informally, since there are
no real subtleties involved. First four trivial conditions on A:
standardised: the presence or absence of formal variables
in A, E (not actually occurring in F ) is not of relevance
⊥-invariant: universal clauses in F are not of relevance
invariant under variable elimination: removing existential
variables from the clauses of F does not affect autarkies of A
which do not use these variables
invariant under renaming: renaming variables (existential
or universal) is respected by the autarky system.
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These four conditions are always expected to hold. Finally
there is a non-trivial condition:
iterative: if we apply an autarky of A, and take another
autarky of A for the reduction result, then their composition
also belongs to A (for the original DQCNF).
All results of Section III hold for arbitrary normal autarky
systems. Especially we have confluence of A-autarky reduction, and we have the unique decomposition of any DQCNF
in an A-lean and an A-satisfiable part. If A is not iterative
(but fulfils the other four conditions), then we can consider the
unique closure A∗ of A under iteration, which then is a normal
autarky system, and which has exactly the same power of
reduction, with the only difference that by A∗ we can always
obtain every (iterated) reduction result also in a single step
(applying a single A-autarky – the composition of the autarkies
used in the reduction chain). For two autarky systems A1 , A2 ,
we can consider their combination A1 + A2 , which contains
all possible compositions ϕ◦ψ, ψ ◦ϕ for ϕ ∈ A1 (A, E, F, D),
ψ ∈ A2 (A, E, F, D). If A1 , A2 are normal, then so is A1 +A2 .
V. A- AND E- SYSTEMS
Consider a DQCNF (A, E, F, D), and k ∈ N0 . An Ak autarky for (A, E, F, D) is an autarky ϕ, such that for
all v ∈ var(ϕ) holds |vares (ϕ(v))| ≤ k (i.e., all boolean
functions used in assignments by ϕ use at most k (universal,
essential) variables), while an Ek -autarky is an autarky ϕ
with |var(ϕ)| ≤ k (i.e., at most k (existential) variables are
assigned by ϕ). A0 is just CNF-autarky, and we concentrate
on A1 , which has some nontrivial power (can satisfy all
satisfiable DQ2CNF) and has a nice SAT-translation, and on
E1 , which has a natural polytime computation. We obtain the
composition E1 + A1 , which one might consider as the basic
“clean-up autarky system”. An example for A1 -satisfiability
and A0 + E1 -leanness is ∀x1 , x2 ∃y1 (x1 )∃y2 (x2 ) : (y1 ∨ y2 ∨
x1 ) ∧ (y1 ∨ y2 ∨ x2 ) ∧ (y1 ∨ x1 ) ∧ (y2 ∨ x2 ), which has the
satisfying A1 -assignment y1 7→ x1 , y2 7→ x2 . An example
for E1 -satisfiability and A1 -leanness is ∀x1 , x2 ∃y : (y ∨ x1 ∨
x2 ) ∧ (y ∨ x1 ) ∧ (y ∨ x2 ), with the satisfying E1 -assignment
y 7→ x1 ∨ x2 . An example for E1 + A1 -satisfiability, while not
satisfiable by E1 + A0 or A1 alone, is obtained by taking the
union of the two after renaming y to y3 .
Since the existence of an ordinary propositional autarky for
a clause-set F is NP-complete (see [9]), which is covered by
A0 -autarkies, deciding whether a DQCNF has a non-trivial
Ak -autarky is NP-hard for every k ≥ 0 (boolean functions
can be just represented by truth-tables here). Deciding the
existence and finding some short E1 -autarky can be done in
polynomial time, as we will discuss below, while for any fixed
k ≥ 2 we are not aware of results in the literature (see also
below). We note here that there are no restrictions on the
boolean functions used in Ek autarkies, but we will see that for
k = 1 a CNF- as well as a DNF-representation can be read off
F in linear time. The restriction Ak yields a normal autarky
system for every k ≥ 0, while the Ek fulfil all requirements
for a normal autarky system except for not beeing iterative.

1) E1 -autarkies: Consider a DQCNF (A, E, F, D) and
V ⊆ E. Let ([A, E, F, D)[V ] := (A, V, F [V ], D | V ) be
obtained by restriction to V , where F [V ] := {C ∩ (A ∪ A ∪
V ∪ V ) : C ∈ F ∧ var(C) ∩ V 6= ∅} is obtained from F
by removing all clauses not containing some variable from V ,
and removing from the remaining clauses all existential literals
with variables not from V . The existence of an autarky ϕ with
var(ϕ) = V is equivalent to the DQCNF (A, E, F, D)[V ] being satisfiable, where the satisfying assignments correspond to
the autarkies. So searching for an E1 -autarky of (A, E, F, D)
means solving for each v the one-existential-variable DQCNF
(A, E, F, D)[{v}]. From any clause C we can remove all
universal literals x ∈ C, where there is no existential variable
in C depending on the underlying universal variable of x
(this is called “universal reduction”). So we have a QCNF
∀X∃v : F 0 with exactly one existential variable v to solve.
F 0 is equivalent to A → v → B, where A is a DNF over
X, and B is a CNF over X. There is a solution for v iff
every conjunct of A has a non-empty intersection with every
disjunct of B, in which case either A or B can be chosen as
a solution. We note here that for E2 we do not get a QCNF
with two existential variables, but only such a DQCNF.
2) A1 -autarkies: The main strategy to solve the constraintsatisfaction problem of finding some non-trivial A1 -autarky
for a given (A, E, F, D) is: 1. to explicitly list the possible
boolean functions as values of the existential variables, 2. to
compile for each clause C ∈ F the minimal possibilities
for C to become a tautology, and 3. to make it explicitly
part of the SAT-translation that at least one of these minimal
possibilities for C is fulfilled, if the selector-variable of C
is true (a dedicated variable per clause, true iff the clause is
touched). For v ∈ E we thus have 2|D(v)| + 2 possible values
(boolean functions depending on at most one of the variables
of D(v)) to consider, the two constant boolean functions plus
for each universal variable the two associated literals. And
there are exactly three types of minimal possibilities for C to
become a tautology:
1) some y ∈ C ∩ (E ∪ E) is set to 1;
2) for some y ∈ C ∩ (E ∪ E) there is x ∈ C ∩ (A ∪ A) with
var(x) ∈ D(var(y)), and y is set to x;
3) for some y, y 0 ∈ C ∩ (E ∪ E), y 6= y 0 , there is x ∈
D(var(y)) ∩ D(var(y 0 )), and y is set to x and y 0 to x.
The translation into a SAT-problem is now in principle not
difficult, but effort and experimentation is needed for the representation of AMO-constraints (at-most-one), and for encodings of nonboolean values (direct or logarithmic encodings).
The results on the normalforms by the basic autarky system
E1 + A1 on all known QCNF and DQCNF instances (as in
QBFLIB), will be made available online; for the DQCNF
instances of QBFEVAL’18 see [10].
VI. C ONCLUSION
E1 + A1 establishes the basic autarky sytem. All the SATtheory on autarkies can be combined with many interesting
classes of boolean functions to yield autarky systems. The use
of autarkies in pre- and inprocessing then is the next question.
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Abstract—Dependency quantified Boolean formulas (DQBFs)
are a powerful formalism, which subsumes quantified Boolean
formulas (QBFs) and allows an explicit specification of dependencies of existential variables on universal variables. Driven by
the needs of various applications that can be encoded by DQBFs
in a natural, compact, and elegant way, research on DQBF
solving has emerged in the past few years. However, most works
focus on closed DQBFs in prenex form (where all quantifiers
are placed in front of a propositional formula), and non-prenex
DQBFs have almost not been studied in the literature. In this
paper we provide a formal definition for syntax and semantics
of non-closed non-prenex DQBFs and prove useful properties
enabling quantifier localization. Moreover, we make use of our
theory by integrating quantifier localization into a state-of-theart DQBF solver. Experiments with prenex DQBF benchmarks,
including those from the QBFEVAL’18 competition, clearly show
that quantifier localization pays off in this context.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last two decades enormous progress in the solution
of quantifier-free Boolean formulas (SAT) has been observed.
Nowadays, SAT solving is successfully used in many applications, e. g., in planning [1], automatic test pattern generation [2],
[3], and formal verification of hard- and software systems [4],
[5], [6]. Motivated by the success of SAT solvers, efforts have
been made, e. g., [7], [8], [9], [10], to consider the more general
formalism of quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs).
Although QBFs are capable of encoding decision problems
in the PSPACE complexity class, they are not powerful enough
to succinctly encode many natural and practical problems
that involve decisions under partial information. For example,
the analysis of games with incomplete information [11],
topologically constrained synthesis of logic circuits [12],
synthesis of safe controllers [13], synthesis of fragments of
linear-time temporal logic (LTL) [14], and verification of
partial designs [15], [16] fall into this category and require an
even more general formalism, which is known as dependency
quantified Boolean formulas (DQBFs) [11].
Unlike QBFs, where an existential variable implicitly depends on all the universal variables preceding its quantification
level, DQBFs admit that the dependency sets are explicitly
specified. Essentially, existential quantifiers that are specified in
this way correspond to Henkin quantifiers [17]. The semantics
of a DQBF can be interpreted from a game-theoretic viewpoint
as a game played by one universal player and multiple noncooperative existential players with incomplete information,
each partially observing the moves of the universal player as
specified by his/her own dependency set. A DQBF is true if
and only if the existential players have winning strategies. This
* This work was partly supported by the German Research Council (DFG)
as part of the project “Solving Dependency Quantified Boolean Formulas”
(278046454).

flexibility in modeling dependencies allows DQBF encodings
to be exponentially more compact than their equivalent QBF
counterparts. In contrast to the PSPACE-completeness of QBF,
the decision problem of DQBF is NEXPTIME-complete [11].
Driven by the needs of the applications mentioned above,
research on DQBF solving has emerged in the past few
years, leading to solvers such as I DQ [18], dCAQE [19], and
HQS [20], [21], [22].
As an example for a DQBF, consider the formula
∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 (x1 )∃y2 (x2 ) : (x1 ∧ x2 ) ≡ (y1 ≡ y2 ). This DQBF
asks whether there are choices for y1 only depending on the
value of x1 , denoted ∃y1 (x1 ), and for y2 only depending on
x2 , denoted ∃y2 (x2 ), such that the Boolean formula after the
quantifier prefix evaluates to true for all assignments to x1
and x2 . The Boolean formula in turn states that the existential
variables y1 and y2 have to be equal iff x1 and x2 are true.
Since y1 can only ‘see’ x1 and y2 only x2 , y1 and y2 ‘cannot
coordinate’ to satisfy the constraint. Thus, the formula is
false. Note that the dependencies mentioned above cannot
be expressed by a QBF formula, since existential variables in
a QBF must depend on all universal variables left to it in the
prefix. An example for a DQBF in the context of PEC can be
found in [16].
So far, syntax and semantics of DQBFs have been defined
only for closed prenex forms (see for instance [12]), i. e., for
DQBFs where all quantifiers are placed in front of the matrix
and all variables occurring in the matrix are either universally
or existentially quantified. In this paper, we consider quantifier
localization for DQBF, which transforms prenex DQBFs into
non-prenex DQBFs for more efficient DQBF solving.
Quantifier localization for QBF has been used with great
success for image and preimage computations in the context of
sequential equivalence checking and symbolic model checking
where it has been called “early quantification”. Here existential
quantifiers were moved over AND operations [23], [24], [25],
[26]. Benedetti [27] considers quantifier localization for QBFs
where the matrix is restricted to conjunctive normal form
(CNF). He moves universal and existential quantifiers over
AND operations and proposes a method to construct a treeshaped quantifier structure from a QBF instance with linear
quantifier prefix. Moreover, Benedetti shows how to benefit
from this structure in the QBF solving phase. This work has
been used and generalized in [28] for a QBF solver based on
symbolic quantifier elimination.
To the best of our knowledge, quantifier localization has
not been considered for DQBF so far, apart from the seminal
theoretical work on DQBF by Balabanov et al. [12], which
considers – as a side remark – quantifier localization for DQBF,
transforming prenex DQBFs into non-prenex DQBFs. For
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quantifier localization they gave two propositions. However, a differentiate between quantifier-free Boolean formulas and
formal definition of the semantics of non-prenex DQBFs was the corresponding Boolean functions, e. g., if ϕ is a Boolean
missing in that work and, in addition, the two propositions are formula representing fϕ , we write ϕ[v0/v] for the Boolean
not sound, as we will show in our paper.
function where the input variable v is replaced by a (new)
In this paper, we provide a formal definition of syntax and input variable v 0.
semantics of non-prenex non-closed DQBFs. The semantics
Now we consider Boolean formulas with quantifiers. The
is based on Skolem functions and is a natural generalization
usual
definition for a closed prenex DQBF is given as follows:
of the semantics for closed prenex DQBFs known from the
literature. We introduce an alternative constructive definition
of the semantics and show that both semantics are equivalent. Definition 1 (Closed prenex DQBF). Let V = {x1, . . . , xn,
Then we define rules for transforming DQBFs into equivalent or y1, . . . , ym } be a set of Boolean variables. A dependency
equisatisfiable DQBFs, which enable the translation of prenex quantified Boolean formula (DQBF) ψ over V has the
DQBFs into non-prenex DQBFs. The rules are similar to form ψ := ∀x1 ∀x2 . . . ∀xn ∃y1 (Dy1 )∃y2 (Dy2 ) . . . ∃ym (Dym ) : ϕ
their QBF counterparts, but it turns out that some of them where Dyi ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn } for i = 1, . . . , m is the dependency
need additional conditions for being sound for DQBF as well. set of yi , and ϕ is a quantifier-free Boolean formula over V,
Moreover, the proof techniques are completely different from called the matrix of ψ.
those for their corresponding QBF counterparts. We provide
We denote the set of universal variables of ψ by
proofs for all the rules.1 Finally, we show a method that V ∀ = {x , . . . , x } and its set of existential variables by
1
n
ψ
transforms a prenex DQBF into a non-prenex DQBF based on
Vψ∃ = {y1, . . . , ym }. The former part of ψ, ∀x1 ∀x2 . . . ∀xn
those rules. It is inspired by the method constructing a treeshaped quantifier structure from [27] and works for DQBFs ∃y1 (Dy1 )∃y2 (Dy2 ) . . . ∃ym (Dym ), is called its prefix. Somewith an arbitrary formula (circuit) structure for the matrix. The times we abbreviate this prefix as Q such that ψ = Q : ϕ.
approach tries to push quantifiers “as deep into the formula”
The semantics of closed prenex DQBFs is given as follows:
as possible. Whenever a sub-formula fulfills conditions that
we will specify in Sect. III, it is processed by symbolic Definition 2 (Semantics of closed prenex DQBF). Let ψ be
quantifier elimination. When traversing the structure back, a DQBF with matrix ϕ as above. ψ is satisfiable iff there
quantifiers which could not be eliminated are pulled back are functions s : A(D ) → {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ m such that
y
yi
into the direction of the root. At the end, a prenex DQBF replacing each yi by (a Boolean
formula for) syi turns ϕ into
i
solver is used for the simplified formula. Experimental results a tautology. Then the functions (s )
yi i=1,...,m are called Skolem
demonstrate the benefits of our method applied to a set of functions for ψ.
4811 DQBF benchmarks (including QBFEVAL’18 competition
A DQBF is a QBF if its dependency sets satisfy certain
benchmarks).
The paper is structured as follows: In Sect. II we provide conditions:
preliminaries needed to understand the paper, including existing
transformation rules for QBFs. Sect. III contains the main Definition 3 (Closed prenex QBF). Let V = {x1, . . . , xn,
conceptual results of the paper whereas Sect. IV shows how to y1, . . . , ym } be a set of Boolean variables. A quantified Boolean
make use of them algorithmically. Sect. V presents experimental formula (QBF) (more precisely, a closed QBF in prenex normal
results and Sect. VI concludes the paper.
form) ψ over V is given by ψ := ∀X1 ∃Y1 . . . ∀Xk ∃Yk : ϕ,
where k ≥ 1, X1, . . . , Xk is a partition of the universal
II. P RELIMINARIES
variables {x1, . . . , xn }, Y1, . . . , Yk is a partition of the existential
Let ϕ, κ be quantifier-free Boolean formulas over the set V variables {y1, . . . , ym }, Xi , ∅ for i = 2, . . . , k, and Yj , ∅ for
of variables and v ∈ V. We denote by ϕ[κ/v] the Boolean j = 1, . . . , k − 1, and ϕ is a quantifier-free Boolean formula
formula which results from ϕ by replacing all occurrences over V.
of v (simultaneously) by κ. For a set V 0 ⊆ V we denote by
0 ) the set of Boolean assignments for V 0 , i. e., A(V 0 ) =
A QBF can be seen as a DQBF where the dependency
A(V

µ µ : V 0 → {0, 1} . As usual, for a Boolean assignment sets are linearly ordered. A QBF ψ := ∀X1 ∃Y1 . . . ∀Xk ∃Yk :
ψ 0 := ∀x1 . . . ∀xn ∃y1 (Dy1 ) . . .
µ ∈ A(V 0) and V 00 ⊆ V 0 we denote the restriction of µ to V 00 ϕ is equivalent to the DQBF
Ð`
by µ |V 00 . For each formula ϕ over V, a variable assignment ∃ym (Dym ) : ϕ with Dyi = j=1 X j where Y` is the unique set
µ ∈ A(V) induces a truth value 0 or 1 of ϕ, which we call with yi ∈ Y` , 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
µ(ϕ). If µ(ϕ) = 1 for all µ ∈ A(V), then ϕ is a tautology. In
Quantifier localization for QBF is based on the following
this case we write  ϕ.
theorem
(see, e. g., [27]), which can be used to transform
A Boolean function with the set of input variables V is a
prenex
QBFs
into equisatisfiable non-prenex QBFs (where the
mapping f : A(V) → {0, 1}. The set of Boolean functions
quantifiers
are
not necessarily placed before the matrix). Two
over V is denoted by FV . The support of a function f ∈ FV is
QBFs
ψ
and
ψ2 are equisatisfiable (ψ1 ≈ ψ2 ), when ψ1 is
1
denoted by supp( f ) ⊆ V. The constant zero and constant one
satisfiable
iff
ψ
2 is satisfiable.
function are 0 and 1, resp. A quantifier-free Boolean formula
ϕ over V defines a Boolean function fϕ : A(V) → {0, 1}
by fϕ (µ) := µ(ϕ). When clear from the context, we do not Theorem 1. Let  ∈ {∧, ∨}, let Q ∈ {∃, ∀}, Q = ∃, if Q = ∀
and Q = ∀ otherwise. Let Vψfree be the set of all variables
1 Some of the more technical proofs are available as a technical report [29].
occurring in ψ which are not bound by a quantifier. The
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following holds for all QBFs:
¬(Qx : ψ)
Qx : ψ

∀x : (ψ1 ∧ ψ2 )
∃x : (ψ1 ∨ ψ2 )

≈

≈

≈
≈

Qx : (¬ψ)

ψ, if x <

(1a)
Vψfree

(∀x : ψ1 ) ∧ (∀x : ψ2 )
(∃x : ψ1 ) ∨ (∃x : ψ2 )

ψ1  (Qx : ψ2 ) , if x < Vψfree
1

(1b)
(1c)
(1d)

Notation 1. Given s ∈ Sψ for a DQBF ψ ∈ Φncnp , we write
s(ψ) for the formula that results from ψ by replacing each
variable v for which s is defined by s(v) and omitting all
quantifiers from ψ, i. e., s(ψ) is a quantifier-free Boolean
formula, containing only variables from Vψ∀ .

Definition 6 (Semantics of DQBFs in NNF). Let ψ∈ Φncnp .
We define the
 semantics JψK of ψ as follows: JψK := s ∈ Sψ
Qx1 Qx2 : ψ ≈ Qx2 Qx1 : ψ
(1f)
 s(ψ) = s ∈ Sψ ∀µ ∈ A(Vψ∀ ) : µ(s(ψ)) = 1 . ψ is satisfiable
III. N ON -C LOSED N ON -P RENEX DQBF S
if JψK , ∅; otherwise we call it unsatisfiable. The elements of
JψK are called Skolem functions for ψ.
A. Syntax and Semantics
The semantics JψK of ψ is the subset of Sψ such that for all
In this section, we define syntax and semantics of non-prenex s ∈ JψK we have: Replacing each free or existential
variable
DQBFs. Since the syntax definition is recursive, we need non- v ∈ V free ∪Û V ∃ with a Boolean expression for s(v) turns ψ into
ψ
ψ
closed DQBFs as well.
a tautology.
Definition 4 (Syntax). Let V be a finite set of Boolean variables. Example 1. Consider the DQBF
Let ϕ−v result from ϕ by removing v from the dependency sets
ψ := ∀x1 ∀x2 : (x1 ≡ x2 ) ∨ (∃y1 (x2 ) : (x1 . y1 )).
of all existential variables in ϕ.
The set Φncnp of non-closed non-prenex DQBFs in negation
y1 with dependency set {x2 } is the only existential variable in
normal form (NNF) over V as well as their existential, universal,
ψ and there are no free variables. Thus Sψ = {y1 7→ 0, y1 7→
and free variables are defined by the following rules. As usual,
1, y1 7→ x2, y1 7→ ¬x2 }. It is easy to see that s = y1 7→ x2 is a
Φncnp is defined to be the smallest set satisfying those rules.
Skolem function for ψ, since  s(ψ) = (x1 ≡ x2 ) ∨ (x1 . x2 ) ,
1) If v ∈ V, then v ∈ Φncnp , Vv∃ = Vv∀ = ∅, Vvfree = {v}.
and that the other Skolem function candidates do not define
ncnp
∃
∀
free
2) If v ∈ V, then ¬v ∈ Φ , V¬v = V¬v = ∅, V¬v = {v}.
Skolem
functions.
3) If ϕ1 ∈ Φncnp , ϕ2 ∈ Φncnp , and (?), then ψ = (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) ∈
Û ϕ∃2 , Vψ∀ = Vϕ∀1 ∪V
Û ϕ∀2 , Vψfree = Vϕfree
Φncnp , Vψ∃ = Vϕ∃1 ∪V
∪Vϕfree
. Remark 2. For closed prenex DQBFs the semantics defined
1
2
ncnp
ncnp
4) If ϕ1 ∈ Φ , ϕ2 ∈ Φ , and (?), then ψ = (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ) ∈ here obviously coincides with the usual semantics as specified
Û ϕ∃2 , Vψ∀ = Vϕ∀1 ∪V
Û ϕ∀2 , Vψfree = Vϕfree
Φncnp , Vψ∃ = Vϕ∃1 ∪V
∪Vϕfree
. in Def. 2 if we transform the (quantifier-free) matrix into NNF
1
2
first.
ncnp
free
∃
∀
5) If ϕ ∈ Φ , v ∈ Vϕ , Dv ⊆ V \ (Vϕ ∪Û Vϕ ∪Û {v}), then
−v
ncnp
∃
∃
∀
∀
ψ = ∃v(Dv ) : ϕ ∈ Φ , Vψ = Vϕ ∪Û {v}, Vψ = Vϕ , Remark 3. A (non-prenex) DQBF ψ is a (non-prenex) QBF
if every existential variable depends on all universal variables
Vψfree = Vϕfree \ {v}.
in whose scope it is (and possibly on free variables as well).
ncnp
free
ncnp
6) If ϕ ∈ Φ , v ∈ Vϕ , then ψ = ∀v : ϕ ∈ Φ ,
The following theorem provides a constructive characterizaVψ∃ = Vϕ∃ , Vψ∀ = Vϕ∀ ∪Û {v}, Vψfree = Vϕfree \ {v}.
tion
of the semantics of a DQBF ψ.


Here the condition (?) means Vϕ∃1 ∪Û Vϕ∀1 ∩ Vϕ∃2 ∪Û Vϕ∀2 = Theorem 2. The set JψK for a DQBF ψ over variables V in
ψ
∅ ∧ Vϕfree
∩ (Vϕ∃2 ∪Û Vϕ∀2 ) = ∅ ∧ Vϕfree
∩ (Vϕ∃1 ∪Û Vϕ∀1 ) = ∅. NNF can be characterized recursively as follows:
1
2

We set Vψ = Vψ∃ ∪Û Vψ∀ ∪Û Vψfree for ψ ∈ Φncnp .
JvK = s ∈ S v s(v) = 1 for v ∈ Vψ ,
(2a)
Qx : (ψ1  ψ2 )

≈

(1e)

Remark 1. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in Def. 4 that
variables are either free or bound by some quantifier, but not
both, and that no variable is quantified more than once. Every
formula that violates this assumption can easily be brought into
the required form by renaming variables. We restrict ourselves
to NNF, since prenex DQBFs are not syntactically closed under
negation [12]. For closed prenex DQBFs the (quantifier-free)
matrix can be simply transformed into NNF by applying De
Morgan’s rules and omitting double negations (exploiting that
x ≡ ¬¬x) at the cost of a linear blow-up of the formula.
Definition 5 (Skolem Function Candidates). For a DQBF
ψ over variables Vψ in NNF, we define a Skolem function
candidate as a mapping from existential and free variables to
functions over universal variables s : Vψfree ∪Û Vψ∃ → FV ∀ with
ψ

1) supp s(v) = ∅ for all v ∈ Vψfree , i. e., s(v) ∈ {0, 1}, and


2) supp s(v) ⊆ Dv ∩ Vψ∀ for all v ∈ Vψ∃ .
Sψ is the set of all such Skolem function candidates.
That means, Sψ is the set of all Skolem function candidates
satisfying the constraints imposed by the dependency sets of
the existential and free variables.


J¬vK = s ∈ S¬v s(v) = 0 for v ∈ Vψ ,

Jϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 K = s ∈ Sψ

(2b)
(2c)

s|V free ∪V
Û ∃ ∈ Jϕ2 K ,
Û ∃ ∈ Jϕ1 K ∧ s|V free ∪V

1

Jϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 K = s ∈ Sψ
ϕ

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ2

s|V free ∪V
Û ∃ ∈ Jϕ1 K ∨ s|V free ∪V
Û ∃ ∈ Jϕ2 K ,
ϕ1

ϕ1

J∃v(D v ) : ϕ −v K = Jϕ −v K,
n
J∀v : ϕK = t ∈ Sψ

ϕ2

(2d)

ϕ2

∃s0, s1 ∈ JϕK : s0 (v) = 0 ∧ s1 (v) = 1 ∧

(2e)
(2f)

∀w ∈ Vψfree : t(w) = s0 (w) = s1 (w) ∧

∀w ∈ Vψ∃, v < D w : t(w) = s0 (w) = s1 (w) ∧

∀w ∈ Vψ∃, v ∈ D w : t(w) = ITE v, s1 (w), s0 (w)

o

For the proof as well as for the following example, we
denote the semantics defined in Def. 6 by JψKD (i. e., JψKD =
{s ∈ Sψ |  s(ψ)}) and the set that is characterized by Thrm. 2
by JψKT .
Proof: JψKD = JψKT is shown by induction on the
structure of ψ, for details see [29].
The following example illustrates the recursive characterization of Thrm. 2 (and again the recursive Def. 4).
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Example 2. Let us consider the DQBF ψ from Ex. 1 again.
We compute JψKT recursively. As an abbreviation for (¬x1 ∧
y1 ) ∨ (x1 ∧ ¬y1 ), (x1 . y1 ) is a DQBF based on rules 1–4
of Def. 4 with Vx∃1 .y1 = Vx∀1 .y1 = ∅, Vxfree
= {x1, y1 }. With
1 .y1
Thrm. 2, (2a)–(2d) we get Jx1 . y1 KT = {s : {y1, x1 } →
F ∅ | s(y1 ) , s(x1 )}. For ψ 0 = (∃y1 (x2 ) : (x1 . y1 )), we obtain
by rule 5: Vψ∀0 = ∅, Vψ∃0 = {y1 }, Vψfree
= {x1 }. According to
0
Thrm. 2, (2e) we have J∃y1 (x2 ) : (x1 . y1 )KT = Jx1 . y1 KT .
Similarly we obtain Jx1 ≡ x2 KT = {s : {x1, x2 } → F ∅ | s(x1 ) =
s(x2 )}. Then, for ψ 00 = (x1 ≡ x2 ) ∨ (∃y1 (x2 ) : (x1 . y1 )) we
have Vψ∀00 = ∅, Vψ∃00 = {y1 }, Vψfree
= {x1, x2 }, and by Thrm. 2,
00

(2d) Jψ 00KT = {s : {x1, x2, y1 } → F ∅ | s(x1 ), s(x2 ), s(y1 ) ∈
{(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)}}.
∀
∃
Now we consider ∀x2 : ψ 00. V∀x
00 = {x2 }. V∀x :ψ00 = {y1 },
2
2 :ψ
free
V∀x2 :ψ00 = {x1 }. We use (2f) to construct J∀x2 : ψ 00KT . In
principle, there are 3 possible choices s0 ∈ Jψ 00KT with s0 (x2 ) =
0 and 3 possible choices s1 ∈ Jψ 00KT with s1 (x2 ) = 1. Due to
the constraint s0 (x1 ) = s1 (x1 ) in the third line of (2f), there
remain only 4 possible combinations s0(1), s1(1), . . . , s0(4), s1(4) :

(1)
(1)
(1)
• s0 (x1 ), s0 (x2 ), s0 (y1 ) = (0, 0, 0),

s1(1) (x1 ), s1(1) (x2 ), s1(1) (y1 ) = (0, 1, 1), leading to
t (1) (x1 ) = 0, t (1) (y1 ) = ITE(x2, s1(1) (y1 ), s0(1) (y1 )) =
ITE(x2, 1, 0) = x2 ,

(2)
(2)
(2)
• s0 (x1 ), s0 (x2 ), s0 (y1 ) = (0, 0, 1),

s1(2) (x1 ), s1(2) (x2 ), s1(2) (y1 ) = (0, 1, 1), leading to
t (2) (x1 ) = 0, t (2) (y1 ) = ITE(x2, s1(2) (y1 ), s0(2) (y1 )) =
ITE(x2, 1, 1) = 1,

(3)
(3)
(3)
• s0 (x1 ), s0 (x2 ), s0 (y1 ) = (1, 0, 0),

s1(3) (x1 ), s1(3) (x2 ), s1(3) (y1 ) = (1, 1, 0), leading to
t (3) (x1 ) = 1, t (3) (y1 ) = ITE(x2, s1(3) (y1 ), s0(3) (y1 )) =
ITE(x2, 0, 0) = 0,

(4)
(4)
(4)
• s0 (x1 ), s0 (x2 ), s0 (y1 ) = (1, 0, 0),

s1(4) (x1 ), s1(4) (x2 ), s1(4) (y1 ) = (1, 1, 1), leading to
t (4) (x1 ) = 1, t (4) (y1 ) = ITE(x2, s1(4) (y1 ), s0(4) (y1 )) =
ITE(x2, 1, 0) = x2 .

not occur in ϕ, ϕ1 , and ϕ2 . The following equivalences and
equisatifiabilities hold for all DQBFs in NNF.
∀x : ϕ

≈

∀x : (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 )
∃y(D y ) : (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 )

≈
≈

∀x : ϕ

≡

∀x : (ϕ1  ϕ2 )

≡

∃y(D y ) : (ϕ1  ϕ2 )
∃y1 (D y1 ) ∃y2 (D y2 ) : ϕ
∀x1 ∀x2 : ϕ
∀x ∃y(D y ) : ϕ

≡
≡
≡
≡

ϕ if x < Vϕ

(3a)

ϕ[0/x ] ∧ ϕ2 [1/x ] if Vϕ∀ = Vϕ∃ = ∅


∀x : ϕ1 ∧ ∀x 0 : ϕ2 [ x 0/x ] 2

∃y(D y ) : ϕ1

∨ ∃y0 (D y ) : ϕ2 [y 0/y ]

ϕ1  (∀x : ϕ2 )

(3b)
(3c)
(3d)
(3e)

if x < Vϕ1 and x < D y for all y ∈ Vϕ∃1

ϕ1  (∃y(D y ) : ϕ2 ) if y < Vϕ1
(3f)
∃y2 (D y2 ) ∃y1 (D y1 ) : ϕ
(3g)
∀x2 ∀x1 : ϕ
(3h)
∃y(D y ) ∀x : ϕ if x < D y .
(3i)

Note that the duality of ∃ and ∀ under negation as in
QBF (∃ϕ ≡ ¬∀¬ϕ) does not hold for DQBF as DQBFs are
not syntactically closed under negation [12]. Moreover, the
existential counterpart of (3a) does not make much sense, since
by Thrm. 2 we have J∃v(Dv ) : ϕ−v K = Jϕ−v K.

Example 3. We give an example that shows that – in contrast to
(1e) of Thrm. 1 for QBF – the condition x < Dy for all y ∈ Vϕ∃1
is really needed in (3e) if  = ∨. We consider the satisfiable
DQBF ψ = ∀x1 ∀x2 : (x1 ≡ x2 ) ∨ (∃y1 (x2 ) : (x1 . y1 )) from
Ex. 1 again. First of all, neglecting the above condition, we
could transform
ψ into ψ 0 = ∀x1 : (∀x2 : (x1 ≡ x2 ))∨(∃y1 (x2 ) :

(x1 . y1 )) which is not well-formed according to Def. 4.
However, by renaming x2 into x20 in the dependency set of y1
00
we would arrive at a well-formed
 DQBF ψ = ∀x1 : (∀x2 :
0
(x1 ≡ x2 ))∨(∃y1 (x2 ) : (x1 . y1 )) . According to Def. 5 the only
possible Skolem function candidates for y1 in ψ 00 are 0 and
1. It is easy to see that neither inserting 0 nor 1 for y1 turns
ψ 00 into a tautology, thus ψ 00 is unsatisfiable and therefore not
equisatisfiable with ψ.
Whereas the proof of Thrm. 1 for QBF is rather easy using
the equisatisfiabilities ∃y : ϕ ≈ ϕ[0/y] ∨ ϕ[1/y] and ∀x : ϕ ≈
ϕ[0/x ] ∧ ϕ[1/x ], the proof of Thrm. 3 is more involved:
free = V free and V ∃
∃
Proof: (3a): Since x < Vϕ , V∀x:ϕ
ϕ
∀x:ϕ = Vϕ
∀
∀
and V∀x:ϕ = Vϕ ∪ {x}. If JϕK , ∅, then for each s ∈ JϕK with
Altogether, J∀x2 : ψ 00KT = {t (1), t (2), t (3), t (4) }.
 s(ϕ) we also have  s(∀x : ϕ). Now assume J∀x : ϕK , ∅ and
Finally, for ψ = ∀x1 ∀x2 : ψ 00 we have Vψ∀ = {x1, x2 }, Vψ∃ = s ∈ J∀x : ϕK. Since  s(∀x : ϕ), we have  s(ϕ) and  s(ϕ)[c/x ]
c
{y1 }, Vψfree = ∅. For the choice of s0 and s1 in (2f) we need for an arbitrary constant c ∈ {0, 1}. Since x < Vϕ , s(ϕ)[ /x ]
results
from
s(ϕ)
by
replacing
x
in
the
Skolem
functions
for
s0 (x1 ) = 0, s1 (x1 ) = 1 and, due to x1 < Dy1 , s0 (y1 ) = s1 (y1 )
existential
variables
in
ϕ
by
the
constant
c.
Altogether
we
have
(see fourth line of (2f)). Thus, the only possible choice is
s 0 for ϕ where s 0(v) does not depend
s0 = t (1) and s1 = t (4) and t(y1 ) = x2 is the only possible found Skolem functions
∃
0
Skolem function for ψ. This result agrees with the Skolem on x for v ∈ Vϕ , i. e., s ∈ JϕK.
(3b): The statement easily follows from Thrm. 2, (2f)
function computed using Def. 6 in Ex. 1.
considering that ϕ contains only free variables. Let ψ1 = ∀x : ϕ,
ψ2 = ϕ[0/x ] ∧ ϕ2 [1/x ]. We have Sψ1 = Sψ2 and Jψ1 K = t ∈
B. Equivalent and Equisatisfiable DQBFs
Sψ1 ∃s0, s1 ∈ JϕK : s0 (x) = 0 ∧ s1 (x) = 1 ∧ ∀w ∈ Vψfree
:
1
Now we define rules for replacing DQBFs by equivalent and t(w) := s0 (w) = s1 (w) = Jψ2 K.
equisatisfiable ones.
(3c): We set ψ1 := ∀x : (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) and ψ2 := (∀x : ϕ1 )∧(∀x 0 :
x0
Definition 7 (Equivalence and Equisatisfiability). Let ψ1, ψ2 ∈ ϕ2 [ /x ]). The proof follows from the fact that, for a Skolem
Φncnp . We call them equivalent (written ψ1 ≡ ψ2 ) if Jψ1 K = Jψ2 K, function t, t(ϕ1 ) ∧ t(ϕ2 ) can only be a tautology if t(ϕ1 ) and
and equisatisfiable (written ψ1 ≈ ψ1 ) if Jψ1 K = ∅ ⇔ Jψ2 K = ∅. t(ϕ2 ) are tautologies. A detailed proof can be found in [29].
(3d): We set ψ1 := ∃y(Dy ) : (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ) and ψ2 := (∃y(Dy ) :
Now we prove Thrm. 3, which is the DQBF counterpart to
ϕ1 )∨(∃y 0(Dy ) : ϕ2 [y0/y]). This case is analogous to the previous
Thrm. 1 for QBF.

Theorem 3. Let  ∈ {∧, ∨} and Q ∈ {∃, ∀}, ϕ, ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ Φncnp .
We assume that x 0 and y 0 are fresh variables, which do

2 By ϕ [ x 0/x ] we mean that all occurrences of x are replaced by x 0 , including
2
the occurrences in dependency sets.
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case and needs the additional argument that t(ϕ1 ) ∨ t(ϕ2 ) can
only be tautology if t(ϕ1 ) or t(ϕ2 ) is a tautology, because the
variables occurring in t(ϕ1 ) and t(ϕ2 ) are disjoint.
(3e): Let ψ1 := ∀x : (ϕ1  ϕ2 ) and ψ2 := (ϕ1  (∀x : ϕ2 ))
and assume that x < Vϕ1 and x < Dy for any y ∈ Vϕ∃1 . From
x < Dy for any y ∈ Vϕ∃1 we conclude that Sψ1 = Sψ2 . Then we
have: Jψ1 K = s ∈ Sψ1  s(∀x : (ϕ1  ϕ2 )) = s ∈ Sψ1 
s(ϕ1  ϕ2 ) = s ∈ Sψ1  s(ϕ1  (∀x : ϕ2 )) = s ∈ Sψ2 
s(ϕ1  (∀x : ϕ2 )) , since Sψ1 = Sψ2 , and finally Jψ1 K = Jψ2 K.
(3f): Let ψ1 := ∃y(Dy ) : (ϕ1  ϕ2 ) and ψ2 := ϕ1  (∃y(Dy ) :
ϕ2 ). Note that we need y < Vϕ1 , since otherwise ψ2 would not
be well-formed
 according to Def. 4. Then we have:

Jψ1 K = s ∈ Sψ1  s(∃y(Dy ) : (ϕ1  ϕ2 )) = s ∈
S
 ψ1  s(ϕ1  ϕ2 ) = s ∈ Sψ1  s(ϕ1  (∃y(Dy ) : ϕ2 )) =
s ∈ Sψ2  s(ϕ1  (∃y(Dy ) : ϕ2 )) , since Sψ1 = Sψ2 , and
finally Jψ1 K = Jψ2 K.
(3g): By applying Thrm. 2, Eqn. (2e) multiple times, we get:
J∃y1 (Dy1 )∃y2 (Dy2 ) : ϕK = J∃y2 (Dy2 ) : ϕK = JϕK = J∃y1 (Dy1 ) :
ϕK = J∃y2 (Dy2 )∃y1 (Dy1 ) : ϕK.
(3h): We set ψ1 := ∀x1 ∀x2 : ϕ and ψ2 := ∀x2 ∀x1 : ϕ. Then
we
 have: Jψ1 K = J∀x1∀x2 : ϕK = s ∈ Sψ1  s(∀x1 ∀x2 : ϕ) =
s ∈ Sψ1  s(ϕ)
= s ∈ Sψ2  s(ϕ) , since Sψ1 = Sψ2 , and

then Jψ1 K = s ∈ Sψ2  s(∀x2 ∀x1 : ϕ) = Jψ2 K.
(3i): We set ψ1 := ∀x∃y(Dy ) : ϕ and ψ2 := ∃y(Dy )∀x : ϕ.
First note that ∃y(Dy )∀x : ϕ is not well-formed according
to Def. 4 if x ∈ Dy , because x is universal in ∀x : ϕ. With

x < Dy we show that Jψ1K = Jψ2 K. We have: Jψ1 K = s ∈
Sψ1  s(∀x∃y(Dy ) : ϕ) = s ∈ Sψ1  s(ϕ) . Because x < Dy ,
the Skolem function candidates for y in ψ1 are restricted to
constant functions. The same holds for y in ψ2 . Therefore
S
 ψ1 = Sψ2 is true. So we can write: Jψ1 K = s ∈ Sψ2  s(ϕ) =
s ∈ Sψ2  s(∃y(Dy )∀x : ϕ) = Jψ2 K.

It is easy to see that s 0 is then a Skolem function for ϕ 0. The
detailed proof can be found in [29].
Finally, we prove a theorem which is needed for our
algorithm taking advantage of quantifier localization. It shows
that, under certain conditions, we can do symbolic quantifier
elimination for non-prenex DQBFs as it is known from QBFs:
Theorem 5. Let ϕ1 ∈ Φncnp be a DQBF and let ∃y(Dy ) : ϕ2
be a subformula of ϕ1 such that ϕ2 does not include any
quantification and includes only variables from Dy ∪Vϕfree
∪{v ∈
1
Vϕ∃1 | Dv ⊆ Dy }. Then ϕ1 ≈ ϕ10 where ϕ10 results from ϕ1 by
replacing the subformula ∃y(Dy ) : ϕ2 by ϕ2 [0/y] ∨ ϕ2 [1/y].
Proof: (Sketch) We show equisatisfiability by proving that
Jϕ10 K , ∅ implies Jϕ1 K , ∅ and vice versa.
First assume that there is a Skolem function s 0 ∈ Jϕ10 K with
 s 0(ϕ10 ). We define s ∈ Sϕ1 by s(v) = s 0(v) for all v ∈ Vϕ∃0 ∪Vϕfree
0
1
1
and s(y) = s 0(ϕ2 [1/y]). The fact that s ∈ Sϕ1 follows from the
restriction that ϕ2 contains only variables from Dy ∪Vϕfree
∪{v ∈
1
Vϕ∃1 | Dv ⊆ Dy }, i. e., supp(s(y)) = supp(s 0(ϕ2 [1/y])) ⊆ Dy .
 s(ϕ1 ) follows by some rewriting from a result in [30] proving
that quantifier elimination can be done by composition, i. e.,
ϕ2 [ϕ2 [1/y ]/y] is equivalent to ϕ2 [0/y] ∨ ϕ2 [1/y].
Now assume s ∈ Jϕ1 K with  s(ϕ1 ) and define s̃ just by
removing y from the domain of s. In a first step we change s
into s 00 by replacing s(y) with s 00(y) = s̃(ϕ2 )[1/y]. We conclude
 s 00(ϕ1 ) from [30] and monotonicity properties of ϕ1 in
negation normal form. In a second step we use [30] again
to show that s 00(ϕ1 ) is equivalent to s̃(ϕ10 ). Thus finally  s̃(ϕ10 ).
Again, the detailed proof can be found in [29].
C. Refuting Propositions 4 and 5 from [12]
A first paper looking into quantifier localization for DQBF was
[12]. To this end, they proposed Propositions 4 and 5 which
are unfortunately unsound. We literally repeat Proposition 4:

Remark 4. Note that rules (3c) and (3d) would actually
establish equivalence instead of equisatisfiability if we would Proposition 4 ([12]). The DQBF ∀ x®∃y1 (S1 ) . . . ∃ym (Sm ) :
not have decided to forbid in the formal definition (for sake of (φ A ∨ φ B ) where ∀ x® denotes ∀x1 . . . ∀xn , sub-formula φ A
(respectively φ B ) refers to variables X A ⊆ X and YA ⊆ Y
simplicity) that variables are quantified more than once.
The next theorem shows that (3e) can be strengthened, if (respectively XB ⊆ X and YB ⊆ Y ), is logically equivalent to
we confine ourselves to ∧ and consider equisatisfiability only:
∀ x®c ((∀ x®a ∃ya1 (Sa1 ∩ X A) . . . ∃ya p (Sa p ∩ X A) : φ A) ∨
Theorem 4. Let ϕ ∈ Φncnp be a DQBF and let ∀x : (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 )
(∀ x®b ∃yb1 (Sb1 ∩ XB ) . . . ∃ybq (Sbq ∩ XB ) : φ B )),
be a subformula of ϕ with x < Vϕ1 . Then ϕ ≈ ϕ 0 where ϕ 0
results from ϕ by replacing the subformula ∀x : (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) by where variables x®c are in X A ∩ XB , variables x®a are in X A \ XB ,
variables x®b are in XB \ X A, yai ∈ YA, and yb j ∈ YB .
ϕ1−x ∧ (∀x : ϕ2 ) .
0 = ϕ−x ∧
Proof:
(Sketch)
Let
ψ
=
∀x
:
(ϕ
∧
ϕ
)
and
ψ
1
2
1
Lemma 1. Proposition 4 is unsound.

(∀x : ϕ2 ) . Note that we need x < Vϕ1 , since otherwise ψ 0
Proof: Consider the following DQBF
would not be well-formed according to Def. 4. We have to

ψ 1 := ∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 (x2 ) : (x1 ≡ x2 ) ∨ (x1 . y1 )
prove equisatisfiability of ϕ and ϕ 0. It is easy to see that for
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
each Skolem function s 0 of ϕ 0,  s 0(ϕ 0) implies  s 0(ϕ). Now
φA
φB
assume a Skolem function s of ϕ, i. e.,  s(ϕ) or µ(s(ϕ)) = 1
1
By (3f), ψ is equisatisfiable with ψ from Ex. 1 and thus
∀µ ∈ A(Vϕ∀ ). We can show by contradiction that s can be
transformed into another Skolem function s 0 by replacing s(v) satisfiable. According to Proposition 4 we can identify the sets
for all existential variables v ∈ Vϕ∃1 with s 0(v) = s(v)[c/x ] with X A = {x1, x2 }, XB = {x1 }, YA = ∅, and YB = {y1 }. and rewrite
to ψ 2 := ∀x1 : (∀x2 : (x1 ≡ x2 )) ∨ (∃y1 (∅) : (x1 .
an arbitrary constant c ∈ {0, 1} inserted for x. The proof by the formula

0
contradiction uses the facts that ϕ is in NNF, i. e., s(ϕ) (s (ϕ)) y1 )) . This formula, in contrast to ψ 1 , is unsatisfiable because
is a tree of or and and operations with the inputs replaced by the only Skolem functions candidates for y1 are 0 and 1. Both
negated or non-negated Skolem functions according to s (s 0) Skolem function candidates do not turn ψ 2 into a tautology.
and thus shows certain monotonicity properties, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are
In the example from the proof, the “main mistake” was
connected by an ∧-operation (not by ∨), x is only contained in to replace Dy1 = {x2 } by ∅. If this were correct, then the
the subformula ψ / ψ 0 of ϕ, and µ(s(ϕ)) = 1 for all µ ∈ A(Vϕ∀ ). remainder would follow from (3f) and (3e).
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Remark 5. Proposition 4 of [12] is already unsound when we
consider the commonly accepted semantics of closed prenex
DQBFs as stated in Def. 2. The proposition claims that ψ 1
3
is equisatisfiable with ψ 2 . Additionally,
 it claims that ψ :=
∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 (∅) : (x1 ≡ x2 ) ∨ (x1 . y1 ) is equisatisfiable with
ψ 2 . Due to transitivity of equisatisfiability, Proposition 5 claims
that ψ 1 is equisatisfiable with ψ 3 . However, according to the
semantics in Def. 2, ψ 1 is satisfiable and ψ 3 unsatisfiable. Also
note that ψ 1 and ψ 3 are actually QBFs; so Proposition 4 is
also unsound when restricted to QBFs.
Next we literally repeat Proposition 5 from [12]:
Proposition 5 ([12]). The DQBF ∀ x®∃y1 (S1 ) . . . ∃yk (Sk )(φ A ∧
φ B ) where ∀ x® denotes ∀x1 . . . ∀xn , sub-formula φ A (respectively φ B ) refers to variables X A ⊆ X and YA ⊆ Y (respectively
XB ⊆ X and YB ⊆ Y ), is logically equivalent to
∀ x®∃y2 (S2 ) . . . ∃yk (Sk )((∃y1 (S1 ∩ X A)(φ A)) ∧ φ B )

for y1 < YB .

Lemma 2. Proposition 5 is unsound.
Proof: For a counterexample, consider the formula

Algorithm 1: DQBFQuantLoc

1
2
3
4
5

input : DQBF ψ := Q : ϕ
Q := ∀x1 . . . ∀x n ∃y1 (D y1 ) . . . ∃ym (D y m )
ϕ has an arbitrary structure given as AIG
output : DQBF ψ0
ψ np := NormalizeToNNF(ψ);
ψ np := BuildMacroGates(ψ np );
ψ np := Localize(ψ np );
ψ0 := Eliminate(ψ np );
return ψ0

IV. TAKING A DVANTAGE OF Q UANTIFIER L OCALIZATION
In this section, we explain the implementation of the algorithm
that exploits the properties of non-prenex DQBFs to simplify
a given formula. First, we define necessary concepts and give
a coarse sketch of the algorithm. Then, step by step, we dive
into the details.
Benedetti introduced in [27] quantifier trees for pushing
quantifiers into a CNF. In a similar way we construct a
quantifier graph, which is an And-Inverter-Graph-like structure
to perform quantifier localization according to Thrms. 3 and 4.

Definition 8 (Quantifier Graph). For a non-prenex DQBF ψ np ,
a quantifier graph is a directed acyclic graph G = (N, E). Each
node from N is either an inner node with exactly two children
(i. e., successors) or a terminal node without any children. Each
φB
φA
inner node n ∈ N is labeled with an operation  ∈ {∧, ∨} from
with the corresponding variable sets X A = ∅, XB = {x1, x2 }, ψ np . Each terminal node n ∈ N is labeled with a variable
YA = {y1, y2 }, and YB = {y2 }. We have y1 < YB and {x1, x2 } ∩ v ∈ Vψnp . Each edge from E is pointing from a node to one of
its children and is possibly augmented with quantified variables
X A = ∅. Proposition 5 says that ψ 4 is equisatisfiable with:
and / or negations.
ψ 5 :=∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y2 (x1, x2 ) :
The input to the basic algorithm for quantifier localization

∃y1 (∅) : (y1 ≡ ¬y2 ) ∧ (y2 ≡ (x1 ∧ x2 )) .
(DQBFQuantLoc) shown in Alg. 1 is a closed prenex DQBF
The formula ψ 4 is satisfiable; the Skolem function s with ψ. The matrix ϕ of ψ is represented as an And-Inverter-Graph
(AIG) [31] and the prefix Q is a set of quantifiers as stated in
s(y1 ) = ¬(x1 ∧ x2 ) and s(y2 ) = (x1 ∧ x2 ) is in JψK.
Def. 1. (If the matrix is initially given in CNF, we preprocess
ψ5
5
The formula ψ , however, is unsatisfiable: Since Dy1 = ∅,
it by circuit extraction (see for instance [28], [21]) and the
there are only two Skolem function candidates for y1 , either
resulting circuit is then represented by an AIG.) The output of
s(y1 ) = 0 or s(y1 ) = 1. In the first case, we need to find a
DQBFQuantLoc is a DQBF in closed prenex form again. In
function for y2 such that (0 ≡ ¬y2 )∧(y2 ≡ (x1 ∧ x2 )) becomes a
intermediate steps, we convert ψ into a non-prenex DQBF ψ np ,
tautology. In order to satisfy the first part, 0 ≡ ¬y2 , we need to
represented as a quantifier graph, by pushing quantifiers of the
set s(y2 ) = 1. Then the formula can be simplified to (x1 ∧ x2 ),
prefix into the matrix. After pushing the quantified variables
which is not a tautology. In the second case, s(y1 ) = 1, we
as deep as possible into the formula, we eliminate quantifiers
get the expression (1 ≡ ¬y2 ) ∧ (y2 ≡ (x1 ∧ x2 )). This requires
wherever it is possible. If a quantifier cannot be eliminated, it
to set s(y2 ) = 0 in order to satisfy the first part, turning the
is pulled out of the formula again. In this manner we finally
formula into 0 ≡ (x1 ∧ x2 ), or more concisely, ¬(x1 ∧ x2 ), which
obtain a modified and possibly simplified prenex DQBF ψ 0.
5
is neither a tautology. Therefore we can conclude that ψ is
In Line 1 of Alg. 1,
∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 (x1 )∃y2 (x2 )
unsatisfiable and, accordingly, Proposition 5 of [12] is unsound.
we first translate the ma∨
For Proposition 5 we make a similar observation as for trix ϕ of the DQBF
∨
∨
ψ into negation normal
Proposition 4:
form (NNF) by push∧
∧
∧
∧
Remark 6. Also Proposition 5 of [12] is already unsound ing the negations in the
when we consider the commonly accepted semantics of closed circuit to the primary
y1 x1
y1 x1 ∨
x1 x2
∨
prenex DQBFs as stated in Def. 2. The proposition claims inputs (using De Morx2 y2 x2 y2
that ψ 4 is equisatisfiable with ψ 5 . Additionally, it claims that gan’s law). The resulting
6
ψ := ∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 (∅)∃y2 (x1, x2 ) : (y1 ≡ ¬y2 ) ∧ (y2 ≡ (x1 ∧ x2 )) matrix in NNF is rep- Fig. 1: Quantifier graph in NNF.
is equisatisfiable with ψ 5 . Due to transitivity of equisatisfiability, resented as a quantifier
Proposition 5 claims that ψ 4 ≈ ψ 6 holds. However, according graph as in Def. 8, where we only have negations at those
to the semantics in Def. 2, ψ 4 is satisfiable and ψ 6 unsatisfiable. edges which point to terminals. Fig. 1 shows a quantifier graph
Again, ψ 4 and ψ 6 are actually QBFs; so Proposition 5 is also as returned by NormalizeToNNF. We will use it as a running
unsound when restricted to QBFs.
example to illustrate our algorithm.
ψ 4 :=∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 (x1, x2 )∃y2 (x1, x2 ) :
(y1 ≡ ¬y2 ) ∧ (y2 ≡ (x1 ∧ x2 )) .
| {z } |
{z
}
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Algorithm 2: Localize

input : Quantifier graph for DQBF ψ np

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

for each macrogate g in topological order of the quantifier graph do
Vcom := CollectCommonVariables(g);
if g is a disjunction then
for each existential variable y in Vcom do
push y to macrochildren;
delete y from Vcom ;
end
while Vcom , ∅ do
v := FindBestVariableDis(Vcom );
try to push v to macrochildren;
delete v from Vcom ;
end
else
while Vcom ∩ Vψ∃ , ∅ do
v := FindBestVariableCon(Vcom );
try to push v to macrochildren;
delete v from Vcom ;
end
for each universal variable x in Vcom do
try to push x to macrochildren;
delete x from Vcom ;
end
end
end

Then, in Line 2 of Alg. 1, we combine subcircuits into
AND / OR macrogates. The combination into macrogates is
essential to increase the degrees of freedom given by different
decompositions of ANDs / ORs that enable different applications
of the transformation rules according to Thrms. 3 and 4.
A macrogate is a multi-input gate, which we construct by
collecting consecutive nodes representing the same logic
operation. Except for the topmost node within a macrogate
no other node may have more than one incoming edge, i. e.,
macrogates are subtrees of fanout-free cones. During the
collection of nodes, we stop the search along a path when
we visit a node with multiple parents. From this node we later
start a new search. The nodes which are the target of an edge
leaving a macrogate are the macrochildren of the macrogate
and the parents of its root are called the macroparents. It is
clear that a macrogate consisting of only one node has exactly
two children like a standard node. For such nodes we use the
terms macrogate and node interchangeably. In Fig. 2a we show
a macrogate found in the running example.
After calling NormalizeToNNF and BuildMacroGates the
only edge that carries quantified variables is the root edge. By
shifting quantified variables to edges below the root node we
push them into the formula. Sometimes we say that we push a
quantified variable to a child by which we mean that we write
the variable to the edge pointing to this child.
On the new DQBF ψ np we perform the localization of
quantifiers according to Thrm. 3 and 4 with the function
Localize in Line 3. Alg. 2 presents the details.
The quantifier graph is traversed topologically from the root
to the terminals. For each macrogate g we determine the set of
quantified variables Vcom that occur on all incoming edges of
g by CollectCommonVariables. These are the only ones which
we can push further into the graph. If an existential variable y
cannot be pushed because it does not appear on all incoming
edges, then all the universal variables in y’s dependency set
are also ruled out for pushing (see also (3i)).
In the following we can push existential variables always
before the universal variables due to (3i) (x < Dy holds for

∨

∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 (x1 )∃y2 (x2 )

∨

∨

∧

∧

∧

y1 x1

x1 x2

y1 x1

(a) A macrogate, marked in red.
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∀x1

y1 x1

∃y1 (x1 )
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y1 x1

x1 x2
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y1 x1

∃y2 (x2 )
∧
∨

∨

x2 y2 x2 y2

ψ np

(b)
after distributing y1 ,
y2 according to (3d) and (3f).
white
∀x1

∨

∃y1 (x1 )
∧

∀x1 ∀x2

∃y1 (x1 )
∧

∧

y1 x1

∨
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∨

∨

∃y1 (x1 )
∧
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∨

∨
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∨

∨

∃y2 (x2 )
∧

∧

x1 x2

∨

∨

∀x2

∨
∃y1 (x1 )

∧

∧

∧

y1 x1

x1 x2

∃y1 (x1 )

y1 x1
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(c) ψ np after collecting macrochildren to enable pushing x2 .

∨

∃y2 (x2 )
∧
∨

∨

x2 y2 x2 y2

(d) ψ np after processing all macrogates.

Fig. 2: BuildMacroGates and LocalizeVariables.
∃y(Dy ) ∀x : ϕ by construction). Universal variables x can only
be pushed if all existential variables y on the same edge do not
contain x in their dependency set (see (3i)). In Lines 3 and 13 of
Alg. 2 we distinguish between a disjunction and a conjunction.
In case g is a disjunction, at first we simply distribute each
existential variable y from Vcom to all macrochildren with y in
their supports according to (3d) or (3f) (see Fig. 2b). To push
a universal variable x from Vcom we can apply (3e). If there
is only one macrochild with x in its support and additionally
all other macrochildren have no existential variable in their
support which depends on x, then we can write x to the
single macrochild without further efforts. This child then can
be regarded as ϕ2 from (3e). However, if there are several
macrochildren with x or existential variables depending on
x in their support, (and at least one other macrochild), then
the macrogate g has to be restructured and split to enable the
pushing as shown in Fig. 2c). We merge all children from the
first set mentioned above and treat them as ϕ2 from (3e), i. e.,
we decompose the OR macrogate g into one OR macrogate g 0
combining the children in the first set, and another macrogate
g 00 (replacing g) whose children are the remaining children
of g as well as the new g 0. Pushing x, we write ∀x on the
incoming edge of g 0. The function FindBestVariableDis in
Line 9 determines the order of pushing universal variables
(see also (3h)). It greedily chooses those universal variables
x first whose number of macrochildren that neither have x
nor existential variables depending on x in their support is
maximal.
If g is a conjunction, a decomposition of the macrogate g can
take place when we push existential quantifiers according to
(3f) (which we do first). Here we apply FindBestVariableCon
(Line 15) to determine the order of pushing (see also (3g)) with
a similar criterion as for the disjunction. Subsequently, only
universal variables are left for pushing. This is done by (3c),
(3e) or Thrm. 4. As mentioned above a universal variable x
cannot be pushed, however, if there is some existential variable
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y with x ∈ Dy left on the incoming edge of g, because it could
not be pushed.
The complete procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Finally, in Line 4 of Alg. 1, we try to eliminate those
variables that can be symbolically quantified after quantifier
localization. The conditions are given by Thrm. 5 and (3b). We
proceed from the terminals to the root and check each edge
with at least one quantified variable. If a variable could not
be eliminated, we pull it back to the incoming edges of this
edges’ source node. If a variable has been duplicated according
to (3c) or (3d) and some duplications are brought back to one
edge, then we merge them into a single variable again.
As Fig. 2d shows, we can eliminate both occurrences of
variable y1 since there are no other variables in the support of
the target nodes. The same holds for y2 because x2 is the only
variable different from y2 in the support of the target node and
x2 is in the dependency set of y2 . Subsequently, x2 and x1 can
be eliminated such that we obtain a constant function.
In general, having all remaining variables pulled back to the
root edge, we return to a closed prenex DQBF with potentially
fewer variables, fewer dependencies and a modified matrix,
which we can pass back to a solver for prenex DQBFs.

1,500

HQS
HQSnp

1,000
500
0

200

400

800

600

Number of solved instances

Fig. 3: HQS vs. HQSnp – solved instances

Altogether 689 instances out of 974 were solved by HQSnp
in the end, whereas HQS could only solve 531. This increases
the number of solved instances by 29.8% (for a cactus plot
comparing HQS with HQSnp see Fig. 3). The largest impact
of quantifier localization has been observed on equivalence
checking benchmarks for incomplete circuits from [35].
Fig. 4 shows the run10
time for single benchmarks needed for HQS
10
resp. HQSnp . The fig10
ure reveals that quantifier localization, in its
10
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
current implementation,
We embedded our algorithm into the DQBF solver HQS, which does not lead to a bet10
was the winner of the DQBF track of the QBFEVAL’18 and ter result in every case.
10
’19 competitions [32]. HQS includes the powerful DQBF- 12 benchmarks have not
10
10
10
10
10
10
preprocessor HQSpre [33]. After preprocessing has finished, been solved by HQSnp ,
HQS time in seconds
we call the algorithm DQBFQuantLocalization to simplify the but by HQS. In all of
formula. HQS augmented with the localization of quantifiers these 12 instances the Fig. 4: HQS vs. HQSnp – time
AIG sizes have grown comparison
is denoted as HQSnp .3
The experiments were run on one core of an Intel Xeon CPU during local quantifier
E5-2650v2 with 2.6 GHz. The runtime per benchmark was elimination and processing larger AIGs resulted in larger run
limited to 30 min and the memory consumption to 4 GB. We times. However, Fig. 4 also shows that in most cases the run
tested our theory with the same 4811 instances as in [22] [34] times of HQSnp are faster than those of HQS. Moreover, 170
[21] [20]. They encompass equivalence checking problems for benchmarks have been solved by HQSnp , but not by HQS.
For the benchmarks from QBFEVAL’18 the situation is
incomplete circuits [15], [16], [35], [18], controller synthesis
problems [13] and instances from [36] where a DQBF has pretty similar. 68 out of 334 benchmarks reach our algorithm
and in all instances variables are pushed into the formula. On
been obtained from a SAT problem.
Out of 4811 DQBF instances we focus here on those 974 20 benchmarks variables are eliminated locally and this makes
which actually reach our algorithm. The remaining ones are it possible to solve 8 more instances. Here, all instances solved
solved by the preprocessor HQSpre or already exceed the time by HQS have also been solved by HQSnp and, altogether, HQS
/ memory limit either during preprocessing or while translating solves 22 out of those 68 benchmarks whereas HQSnp could
the formula into an AIG, i. e., in those cases the results for solve 30 (36.4% more).
HQS and HQSnp do not differ.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
When we reach the function DQBFQuantLocalization from
In
this
paper,
we
presented
syntax and semantics of non-prenex
Alg. 1, for 963 out of 974 instances we can perform the
localization of quantifiers. Quantifier localization enables the DQBFs and proved rules to transform prenex DQBFs into
elimination of variables in subformulas in 840 instances. For non-prenex DQBFs. We could demonstrate that we can achieve
66918 times local quantifier elimination takes place and reduces significant improvements by extending the DQBF solver HQS
the number of variables in 591 benchmarks. Note that if a based on this theory. Simplifications of DQBFs were due to
variable has been doubled according to (3c) / (3d) and not all symbolic quantifier eliminations that were enabled by pushing
of the duplicates are eliminated, this variable cannot be deleted quantifiers into the formula based on our rules for non-prenex
from the formula as some duplicates will be dragged back to DQBFs.
In the future, we aim at improving the results of quantifier
the root. The size of the AIG after DQBFQuantLocalization has
been decreased in 551 cases and has grown only in 286 cases, localization, e. g., by introducing estimates on costs and benefits
although in general it is not unusual that symbolic quantifier of quantifier localization operations as well as local quantifier
elimination and by using limits on the growth of AIG sizes
elimination increases the size of an AIG.
caused by local quantifier elimination.
3
HQSnp time in seconds

3

2

1

0

−1

−2

−2

−1

0

1

A recent binary of HQSnp and all DQBF benchmarks we used are provided
at https://abs.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/src/projects view.php?projectID=21
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Abstract—This paper introduces a new anytime algorithm for
Weighted MaxSAT consisting of two main algorithmic components. First, we propose a new efficient polarity selection
heuristic and an enhancement to the variable decision heuristic
for SAT-based anytime Weighted MaxSAT solving (and, more
generally, for solving any optimization problem with a SATbased anytime algorithm). Second, we enhance an existing Bitvector Optimization-based algorithm for solving Unweighted
MaxSAT and generalize it to Weighted MaxSAT. Our resulting
Weighted MaxSAT solver outscores the state-of-the-art solvers
in the settings of both the 60-second and 300-second weighted
incomplete tracks of MaxSAT Evaluation 2018. In addition, we
describe a new application of incremental anytime Weighted
MaxSAT solving: placement at the physical design stage of
Computer-aided Design (CAD).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Weighted (Partial) MaxSAT (known as simply MaxSAT) is a
well-studied optimization problem. Given a set of hard propositional clauses H and weighted soft clauses S, a MaxSAT
solver is expected to find a model that minimizes the overall
weight of the unsatisfied soft clauses. When the weight of all
the soft clauses is 1, the problem is referred to as Unweighted
(Partial) MaxSAT.
MaxSAT has a plethora of applications, including a variety
of applications in Computer-aided Design (CAD). For example, [44] applies MaxSAT for solving three different problems in software analysis: automated verification, interactive
verification, and static bug detection. MaxSAT is applied for
post-silicon fault localization in [47]. Furthermore, MaxSAT
is used for improving the performance and accuracy of error
localization in [47] and [27] as well as for finding concurrency
bugs and recommending repairs in [27]. [20] uses MaxSAT to
detect malware in Android apps. A variety of other MaxSAT
applications are listed in [35], [44].
Our own interest in MaxSAT stems from the following
application at the physical design stage [43] of the CAD flow
at Intel.
Assume that after a placement of standard cells has already
been generated, a new set of design constraints, introduced late
in the process, has to be taken into account by the placement
flow. Re-running the placer from scratch with the new set of
constraints would not satisfy backward compatibility, stability,
and run-time requirements, hence a post-processing fixer tool
is required. The goal of the fixer is to fix as many as possible

of the violations resulting from applying the additional design
constraints. Our previous work [40] describes this problem
in detail. We considered a particular flavor of the problem,
where the violations are arranged in a strict lexicographical
order, in which case the problem can be efficiently reduced
to Bit-Vector Optimization (OBV). Recently we encountered
another flavor of the placement problem with the following
three new major requirements.
First, instead of the lexicographical order, each violation
can now be associated with an integer weight, reflecting the
actual cost in dollars (induced by various physical properties
of the circuit, such as resistance and capacitance) of leaving
that violation un-fixed. This requirement makes the problem
directly reducible to Weighted MaxSAT rather than to OBV.
Second, the tool is expected to be incremental to support
the following two features: a) The violations might be divided
into different lexicographically ordered classes, where in each
class the violations might have different weights. This problem is directly reducible to Bounded Multilevel Optimization
(BMO) [6], which itself can be easily reduced to incremental
MaxSAT [6], [39]; b) Incrementality is required to enable
What-if analysis capabilities, that is, to enable the possibility
of undoing the changes made by the placer (e.g., to try out
different weight modelings).
Third, the tool must be anytime. Recall that an anytime
algorithm is expected to return a valid solution to a problem
even if interrupted. An anytime algorithm for a SAT-based
optimization problem (that is, a discrete optimization problem,
reducible to SAT, such as MaxSAT) is expected to find
an improving set of models (that is, satisfying assignments)
{µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µn } over time, that is, each µi is expected to be
better than µi−1 in terms of the problem’s optimization goal.
The anytime property is essential for our application, since
it allows the user to get an approximate solution even for
very difficult instances. Furthermore, experimental results will
demonstrate that the performance of two leading non-anytime
solvers does not suit the needs of our application.
In order to meet the three requirements above, we decided
to enhance our Mrs. Beaver algorithm [39], designed
for solving Unweighted MaxSAT, to Weighted MaxSAT.
Mrs. Beaver is already anytime and incremental, which
makes it an excellent candidate for such an enhancement.
In fact, Mrs. Beaver is the only incremental MaxSAT
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algorithm we are aware of. The resulting algorithm –
Weighted Mrs. Beaver (WMB) – is able to meet all the
above-mentioned requirements and has been productized at
Intel.
The MaxSAT community has been evaluating anytime
MaxSAT algorithms since 2011, when the so-called Incomplete MaxSAT Evaluation tracks, where the instances are hard,
the time-out is short, and optimality is not required, emerged.1
We were curious to compare WMB in non-incremental
mode against the best performing solvers of the two (nonincremental) Weighted Incomplete tracks of the latest MaxSAT
Evaluation 2018 – the 60-second-track and the 300-secondtrack – on the diverse set of instances used in the Evaluation.
Remarkably, WMB was able to considerably outscore the
state-of-the art solvers in the settings of both tracks. Further
analysis has shown that this result was enabled by two novel
independent algorithmic components. This paper will mostly
be dedicated to introducing and studying them:
•

•

We introduce a new efficient polarity selection heuristic
Target-Optimum-Rest-Conservative (TORC)
for anytime SAT-based optimization (and, in particular, Weighted MaxSAT). We also propose a variable
decision heuristic modification for anytime SAT-based
optimization, called Target-Score-Bump (TSB). We
will see that TORC is highly beneficial not only in our
new WMB algorithm, but also in another leading anytime
Weighted MaxSAT algorithm, implemented in the winner
of the Weighted-Incomplete-60-Second track of MaxSAT
Evaluation 2018–Open-WBO-Inc-BMO [25].
We improve the OBV-based Mrs. Beaver algorithm [39] and generalize it from Unweighted MaxSAT
to Weighted MaxSAT. As we have mentioned, we call the
resulting algorithm Weighted Mrs. Beaver (WMB).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Sect.
II
provides
the
necessary
background.
Sect. III introduces our polarity selection heuristic
Target-Optimum-Rest-Conservative
(TORC)
and the modification to the variable decision heuristic
Target-Score-Bump (TSB). Sect. IV introduces
Weighted Mrs. Beaver (WMB). Sect. V demonstrates
that WMB with TORC and TSB outperforms the state-of-the-art
solvers in the settings of both the weighted incomplete tracks
of MaxSAT Evaluation 2018. We also show that TORC is
highly beneficial within both WMB and our implementation
of Open-WBO-Inc-BMO’s Weighted MaxSAT algorithm.
Furthermore, we study the performance of several algorithms
on a number of non-incremental instances from our placement
application. Sect. VI concludes our work.
II. BACKGROUND
Let us start with some basic terminology. A literal l is a
Boolean variable v or its negation ¬v. A clause is a disjunction
1 MaxSAT

Evaluations have been held since 2006, but did not have the
“anytime” Incomplete category till 2011.

of literals. A formula F in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)
is a conjunction (set) of clauses.
A Weighted MaxSAT instance comprises a set of hard
satisfiable clauses H and a set of weighted soft constraints
T = {tn−1 , tn−2 , . . . , t0 }, where each constraint ti is associated with a strictly positive integer weight P
wi . The weight of a
n−1
variable assignment µ is unsWt(T, µ) = i=0 ¬µ(ti ) × wi ,
that is, the overall weight of T ’s bits, falsified by µ. Given
a Weighted MaxSAT instance, a Weighted MaxSAT solver
is expected to return a model having the minimum possible
weight. For the rest of the paper, for convenience and without
restricting generality, it is assumed that every soft constraint is
a unit clause (that is, a clause containing one literal).2 Thus,
T can be thought of as a bit-vector, where t0 is its Least
Significant Bit (LSB) and tn−1 is its Most Significant Bit
(MSB). T is called the target bit-vector, or, simply, the target
and every ti ∈ T is called a target bit. A (possibly partial)
variable assignment µ is ideal if µ(ti ) = 1 for every target bit
ti ∈ T .
A. Anytime MaxSAT Solving

We should mention first that anytime algorithms have been
explored in the context of solving SAT-based optimization
problems other than MaxSAT. For example, PREF-DLL [18]
is an anytime algorithm for the problem of SAT with preferences. PREF-DLL’s authors highlight its “anytime” property.
Other more recent examples of anytime algorithms for SATbased optimization problems include branch-and-bound for
sports league scheduling within Barcelogic [42] and BitVector Optimization (OBV) [40].
Arguably the most well-known anytime MaxSAT algorithm
is the so-called Linear Search SAT-UNSAT (LSU) [9]. LSU
starts by invoking a SAT solver over the hard clauses to find
the first approximation µ1 . Assume the overall weight of the
unsatisfied soft clauses in µ1 is w. Then, LSU blocks all the
solutions of weight >= w using Pseudo-Boolean (PB) or
cardinality constraints and invokes the SAT solver again to
find a better approximation. The process continues until the
problem becomes unsatisfiable. The last encountered model is
guaranteed to be optimal.
Plain LSU was still one of the best-performing anytime
MaxSAT algorithms as of 2017, when the UnweightedIncomplete-60-Second track of MaxSAT Evaluation 2017 [4]
was won by an LSU-based solver, Open-WBO-LSU [32].
Local search-based [12], [13], [30] and Minimal Correction
Subset (MCS) enumeration-based [31], [33] approaches to
anytime MaxSAT solving have also been explored. Moreover,
implicit hitting set-based MaxSAT solvers [14] can also be
used for anytime solving.
The latest MaxSAT Evaluation 2018 is evidence that anytime MaxSAT development is becoming a hot research topic,
as a number of new solvers that efficiently implemented
existing and new ideas stood out:
2 An arbitrary soft constraint t , reducible to a set of clauses F , can be
i
transformed to a unit clause s0 , where s0 is a fresh variable, by adding the
clause ¬s0 ∨ c to H for each clause c ∈ F .
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1) SATLike and SATLike-c [29]: both solvers apply a
recently introduced local search-based algorithm, where
SATLike-c also uses Open-WBO-LSU in case of a
failure of its main engine.
2) LinSBPS [16] is based on Open-WBO-LSU, upgraded
with conservative polarity selection (see Sect. III for more
detail) and weight descaling.
3) Open-WBO-Inc-OBV [24] (unweighted only) applies
the OBV-based Mrs. Beaver algorithm [39] (see
Sect. IV for more detail).
4) Open-WBO-Inc-MSC [24] (unweighted only) uses
MCS enumeration.
5) Open-WBO-Inc-BMO [24] (weighted only) approximates Weighted MaxSAT with Bounded Multilevel Optimization (BMO) [6].
6) Open-WBO-Inc-Cluster [24] (weighted only) applies weight clustering [25].
B. Polarity Selection for SAT-based Optimization
Recall that modern SAT solvers apply phase saving [41]
as their polarity selection heuristic. In phase saving, once a
variable is picked by the variable decision heuristic, the literal
is chosen according to its latest value, where the values are
normally initialized with 0.
It turned out that overriding phase saving in the context of
anytime SAT-based optimization algorithms, which generate
an improving set of models {µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µn } over time, is
advantageous. One can classify the functionality of existing
polarity selection algorithms, after a new model µi is found,
according to the following criteria:
• optimistic or conservative: Set the polarity to
an ideal assignment or to the previous best one, respectively. The optimistic approach sets the polarity of the
target bits to 1; it works well when the actual solution
is close to the ideal one [9], [40]. The conservative
approach was shown to simulate local search solvers,
where small incremental perturbations are performed on
the best known solution [15], [16].
• set-once or fix: Set the polarity once and let the
solver change it afterward or fix it, respectively. Fixing
the polarity of the variable v to b ∈ {0, 1} means that
wherever v is chosen as a decision, its polarity is set to
b. The technique of fixing all the polarities to a certain
assignment M in order to look for a solution near M was
first applied in [1], [38] in the context of diverse solution
generation. Setting the polarity once means applying
phase saving whenever v is picked later.
• all-variables,
original-variables
or
target-variables: Set the polarity, respectively,
for either: a) all the variables in the problem, or b) all
the original variables (that is, exclude any variable,
introduced to encode Pseudo-Boolean or cardinality
constraints), or c) only the variables representing the
target bits (that is, the soft constraints).
In addition, one may also set-once or fix the target bits to
1 prior to the initial SAT invocation.

The following approaches have been proposed to modify
the default polarity selection heuristic of the SAT solver in
the context of anytime SAT-based optimization:
• Barcelogic [42] (and, later, WPM3 [5]): After a new model µi is found, Barcelogic fixes
the polarity of all the original variables to their
values in µi . This approach can be classified as
(conservative,fix,original-variables).
• LinSBPS
[16]: Similar to Barcelogic, but
the variables are not restricted to the original
ones, hence this approach can be classified as
(conservative,fix,all-variables).
Note
that LinSBPS won the Weighted-Incomplete-300Second track of MaxSAT Evaluation 2018. LinSBPS’s
polarity selection heuristic is mentioned as the key to
LinSBPS’s successful performance [16].
• Sat4j [9]: The polarity of the target bits is set-once to
1 after a new model is encountered and also before the
initial SAT invocation. This heuristic can be classified as
(optimistic,set-once,target-variables).
It is also used in the OBV-BS algorithm for solving the
OBV problem [40].
• SAT&PREF [17]: A stronger version of Sat4j’s
heuristic: whenever a target bit variable is selected by the variable decision heuristic, use 1
as its polarity. The heuristic can be classified as
(optimistic,fix,target-variables).
C. Bit-Vector Optimization (OBV)
The problem of Bit-Vector Optimization (OBV), also known
as Optimization Modulo Bit-Vectors (OMT(BV)), is a SATbased optimization problem where, given a set of hard clauses
H and the target bit-vector T , the algorithm has to maximize
the value of T (where T is interpreted as an unsigned integer).
Note that in OBV, unlike in Unweighted MaxSAT, the order
of the target bits matters: informally, satisfying ti is more
important than satisfying all of the bits tj for j < i.
OBV was first explicitly analyzed in [40], but it is closely
related to other SAT-based optimization problems. Specifically,
OBV can be seen as a special case of the problem of SAT
with preferences, first discussed a decade earlier [17], [21].
In addition, Lexicographic SAT (LEXSAT) [28] and OBV are
essentially the same problem. Furthermore, OBV can easily
be reduced to Weighted MaxSAT [10], though solving OBV
using such a reduction does not work well in practice [40].
Now we describe the OBV-BS OBV algorithm, shown in
Alg. 1. OBV-BS was concurrently proposed in [40] and [28].
It serves as the basic building block for both the Unweighted MaxSAT Mrs. Beaver algorithm [39] and our
new Weighted MaxSAT WMB algorithm. Alg. 1 leaves out
OBV-BS’s polarity selection heuristic [40], discussed above
in Sect. II-B.
Alg. 1 maintains the currently best-known model µ, initialized by an arbitrary model provided by the user. Assume for
now that the user provides the algorithm a model encountered
by a SAT solver invoked over the hard clauses. Alg. 1 also
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maintains a partial assignment α, which contains the target
bits, whose values in any optimal model are already known.
The main loop of the algorithm (starting at line 3) goes over all
the target bits starting from the MSB tn−1 down to t0 , where
each iteration extends α with either ti or ¬ti and updates µ,
if possible. Consider an arbitrary iteration i. If ti is 1 in µ,
α is simply extended by ti ; otherwise, the algorithm checks
whether there exists a model with ti = 1 by invoking a SAT
solver under the assumptions α ∪ {ti }. If such a model exists,
α is updated with ti and µ is updated with the new model;
otherwise, α is updated with ¬ti . The algorithm returns µ at
the end.
We also proposed in [39] to use a conflict threshold to limit
each SAT invocation. The idea is to prevent the algorithm
from spending too much time on a single bit (by giving up
guaranteeing the optimal result). If the threshold is exceeded
on a certain bit, the algorithm continues as if the invocation
were unsatisfiable.
In addition, [39] presented a modification of OBV-BS,
denoted by UBS (UMS-OBV-BS in [39]). UBS modifies the
order of T ’s bits by pushing any satisfied bits towards the
MSB after a new model is found. UBS does not solve OBV
anymore and instead is designed to be used for approximating
Unweighted MaxSAT.
Algorithm 1 OBV-BS
1: function S OLVE(CNF Formula F , Target T
=
{tn−1 , tn−2 , . . . , t0 }, Model µ to F )
Require: µ satisfies F
2:
α := {}
3:
for i ← n − 1 downto 0 step 1 do
4:
if ti ∈ µ then
. ti ∈ µ ≡ ti = 1 in µ
5:
α := α ∪ {ti }
6:
else
7:
τ := S AT U NDER A SSUMPTIONS(α ∪ {ti })
8:
if satisfiable then α := α ∪ {ti }; µ := τ else
α := α ∪ {¬ti }
9:
return µ
D. Mrs. Beaver Algorithm
Here we review the Mrs. Beaver algorithm for solving
Unweighted MaxSAT [39].
We start with a definition. Given a bit-vector S =
{sn−1 , sn−2 , . . . , s0 }, the totalizer [8] is a binary tree whose
top-most node, tot(S), is a bit-vector representing the sum
of S’s bits in unary representation. Intuitively, the totalizer
can be thought of as an implementation of a full-adder
summing all the bits of S, where the result–tot(S)–is in unary
representation.
We denote by tot(S, b) the top-most node of the totalizer,
Pn−1which additionally encodes the cardinality constraint
i=0 si ≤ b (by restricting all the nodes to b + 1 bits and
asserting that the most significant bit is 0 for all the nodes
having b + 1 bits). The smaller b is, the more efficient the
encoding of the totalizer is [11].

Alg. 2 presents the OBV-BS-based Mrs. Beaver algorithm for Unweighted MaxSAT. Consider its incomplete part
(lines 3 to 6), intended to approximate Unweighted MaxSAT
with OBV. Each iteration (where the number of iterations k
is user-given) invokes either OBV-BS or UBS over the target
T and gets a model µ0 . The best model µ is updated with
T whenever OBV-BS or UBS (the choice being based on
a user-given parameter) is able to improve the model w.r.t
MaxSAT’s optimization goal. Although not shown in Alg. 2,
it is important to mention that it is assumed that OBV-BS
or UBS returns the best model encountered according to the
optimization goal of MaxSAT (rather than OBV). At the end
of each iteration, T ’s bits are either reversed or shuffled
(based on a user-given parameter) in hope of getting a better
approximation at the next iteration.
The complete part of Alg. 2 (lines 7, 8) proceeds as
follows. It creates the totalizer T 0 := tot(¬T, ≤ unsWt(T, µ)),
which sums up the unsatisfied bits of T using unsWt(T, µ)
as the upper bound (where F is assumed to be updated with
the totalizer’s clauses). The algorithm then invokes OBV-BS
over ¬T 0 to minimize the sum of the unsatisfied bits in T
and returns the resulting model. It is argued in [39] that
the complete part of the algorithm is nothing but an LSU
implementation. It is guaranteed to find an optimal solution.
[39] demonstrates that Mrs. Beaver is an incremental
algorithm: it can be re-used across multiple invocations with
different hard assumptions and target bit-vectors.
Algorithm 2 Mrs. Beaver
1: function S OLVE (CNF Formula F , Target T
=
{tn−1 , tn−2 , . . . , t0 })
Require: F is satisfiable
2:
µ := SAT()
3:
for i ← 1 to k step 1 do
4:
µ0 := OBV-BS(F, T, µ) or UBS(F, T, µ)
5:
if unsWt(T,µ0 ) < unsWt(T,µ) then µ := µ0
6:
T := reverse(T) or shuffle(T)
7:
T 0 := tot(¬T, ≤ unsWt(T, µ))
. F is updated
8:
return OBV-BS(F, ¬T 0 , µ)
III. P OLARITY AND VARIABLE S ELECTION FOR A NYTIME
SAT- BASED O PTIMIZATION
This section introduces our new polarity selection heuristic
and a modification to the variable decision heuristic for
anytime SAT-based optimization.
A. Target-Optimum-Rest-Conservative (TORC)
We propose a new polarity selection heuristic, which we
call Target-Optimum-Rest-Conservative (TORC).
Before the initial SAT invocation, TORC fixes the polarity
of all the target variables to the ideal value 1. Then, after each
new improving model µi is encountered, the polarity of all the
non-target variables are fixed to their values in µi .
In other words, whenever the variable decision heuristic
chooses:
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1) A target variable: TORC sets its polarity to 1 (to be
optimistic).
2) A non-target variable: TORC sets its polarity to its value
in the best model so far (to be conservative; only after
the first SAT invocation is completed)
Note that, after the initial SAT call, TORC sets the polarity
every time a new decision variable is picked, thus completely
overriding phase saving.
TORC has been designed to leverage the best of both
the conservative and the optimistic worlds. On one hand,
we are interested in taking advantage of the conservative
heuristic, which is known to find the next improved model
more quickly than the default heuristic by looking near the
previous model [15], [16]. At the same time, however, we
would like to encourage the values of the target variables to
be as close to the ideal as possible in order to move more
quickly towards the optimum [17], [40].
Obviously, TORC can be applied for anytime MaxSAT
solving. More generally, it can be used in any anytime SATbased optimization algorithm (such as, the OBV-BS algorithm
for solving OBV or the PREF-DLL algorithm for the problem
of SAT with preferences).
B. Target-Score-Bump (TSB)
We aim to experiment with tuning the SAT solver’s variable
selection heuristic for anytime SAT-based optimization.
Modern SAT solvers use variants of the VSIDS variable
decision heuristic [37] as part of their decision strategy. VSIDS
associates a score with every variable and picks as the next
decision the variable with the greatest score. Furthermore,
many solvers inherited from Minisat [19] the API for bumping
up the score of a given variable, thus increasing its chances
of being selected soon.
Our proposed heuristic–Target-Score-Bump (TSB)–
bumps up the variable scores of the target bit variables, so as
to improve their chances of being picked early. Specifically,
for each target bit variable, we bump up its score as if it
participated in a conflict clause. We apply TSB only once
prior to the initial SAT invocation. Our intuition is that TSB,
in conjunction with TORC (or any other optimistic polarity
selection heuristic), will improve the likelihood of the initial
model being close to the ideal one.
IV. Weighted Mrs. Beaver (WMB) W EIGHTED
M AX SAT A LGORITHM
This section introduces our Weighted Mrs. Beaver
(WMB) algorithm, which improves Mrs. Beaver and generalizes it to Weighted MaxSAT solving. WMB is compliant with
any of the polarity and variable selection heuristics presented
in Sect. II-B and Sect. III. In addition, WMB inherits the
property of being incremental from Mrs. Beaver.
We need an additional definition. The Generalized Totalizer
(GT) [26] is a generalization of the totalizer encoding for the
weighted case. GT is identical to the totalizer when all the
weights are 1. For the general case, given a bit-vector S =
{sn−1 , sn−2 , . . . , s0 } and a weight wi > 0 for each si ∈

S, the GT is a binary tree whose top-most node tot(S) is
a bit-vector whose bits comprise all the partial sums of the
weights associated with S’s bits. tot(S)i holds iff the sum of
the weights of the satisfied input bits is no less than the partial
sum associated with tot(S)i . tot(S)’s bits are sorted so that
the most significant bit is associated with the greatest weight.
We denote by tot(S, b) the top-most node
of the GT, which
Pn−1
additionally encodes the PB constraint i=0 si × wi ≤ b (by
restrictingP
the top-most node to bits with weights less than or
n−1
equal to
i=0 si × wi , except for the most significant bit,
which is asserted to 0).
1) Enhancing Mrs. Beaver: First we will introduce
several enhancements to the basic Mrs. Beaver algorithm,
which will be inherited by WMB:
(a) Global stopping condition for OBV-BS: during the incomplete stage, Mrs. Beaver always maintains µ–the best
model so far w.r.t minimizing unsWt(T, µ). OBV-BS, on
the other hand, maintains µ0 –the best model so far w.r.t
to maximizing the value of its target. During OBV-BS’s
execution, it may happen that unsWt(T, µ0 ) is already as
large as unsWt(T, µ). In this case, no further progress
can be made by OBV-BS, hence we propose stopping
OBV-BS’s invocation at this point. Our stopping condition
is also relevant for UBS.
(b) Size-based Switching to Complete Part
(SSCP): Mrs. Beaver has an intrinsic dilemma as
to when (and whether) to switch to the complete part
(or, otherwise, to continue the incomplete iterations).
In [39]’s experiments, the complete part only marginally
improved performance. We propose therefore to switch
to the complete part after gtI iterations, where gtI is a
user-given parameter, but only if the number of clauses
expected to be generated by the totalizer encoding is not
greater than the user-given threshold gtThr (otherwise,
continue with the incomplete iterations until the time-out).
2) Generalizing Mrs. Beaver to Weighted MaxSAT:
Now we show how to generalize Mrs. Beaver to Weighted
MaxSAT solving. Our intuition is that OBV-BS, which takes
the order of target bits into consideration, will serve as a better
approximation for Weighted MaxSAT than for Unweighted
MaxSAT. This is because one can order the target bits to reflect
their weights, thus causing OBV-BS to start with the bits that
weigh more and to progress towards the bits that weight less.
Alg. 3 presents our WMB algorithm. Syntactically, it is very
similar to Alg. 2. Let us go over the syntactic and semantic
differences:
(a) Using the GT: We use the GT instead of the totalizer
for the complete part of the algorithm (line 9; change of
semantics only). Note that the GT inherits the following
desired property from the totalizer: running OBV-BS over
the bits in the GT’s top-most node is nothing but an LSU
invocation.
(b) Sorting T : After the initial SAT invocation, WMB sorts the
target bits according to their weights (line 3).
(c) Size-based Switching to Complete Part
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(SSCP) implementation: The incomplete part of
Mrs. Beaver loops for a user-given number of
iterations k. WMB, on the other hand, stops the loop if the
GT encoding is expected to be compact enough (that is,
if the number of clauses expected to be generated by the
encoding is less than a user-given threshold gtThr), but
only after gtI iterations (line 8).
(d) Dropping UBS: UBS reorders the bits of OBV-BS’s target
without regard to their weights. Such an optimization is
not expected to be useful in weighted settings (line 5).
(e) Shuffle generalization: Instead of shuffling the bits randomly, we need to take their weights into account. Hence
we apply weighted random shuffling (line 7; change of
semantics only).
(f) Reverse strategy update: Instead of reversing all the bits in
T (which might ruin our Weighted MaxSAT approximation), we only reverse the bits in any block of adjacent bits
in T which have the same weight. In addition, in order to
impose some target-bit order perturbations even if blocks
having the same weight are rare or nonexistent, we go
over T from the MSB towards the LSB and, if both the
target bits ti+1 and ti , for any i, do not share weights with
any of their neighbors, we reverse the order of ti and ti+1
(line 7; change of semantics only).
In our implementation, WMB reverses the target at iterations
1, 3, 5, . . . and shuffles it at iterations 2, 4, 6, . . . (we start
iteration numbering with 1). In addition, we use 10,000 as the
conflict threshold per bit for OBV-BS when it is invoked over
the original target during the incomplete part of WMB (line 5).
Recall from Sect. II-B that the optimistic (or mixed) polarity
selection heuristics SAT&PREF, OBV-BS and TORC set the
bits of the target to 1. For the sake of these heuristics, the
complete stage of WMB uses the bits of the original target
(rather than the top-most node of the GT).
Algorithm 3 Weighted Mrs. Beaver (WMB)
1: function S OLVE(CNF Formula F , Target T
=
{tn−1 , tn−2 , . . . , t0 }, Weight wi > 0 for each ti ∈ T )
Require: F is satisfiable
2:
µ := SAT()
3:
Sort T by weights (to have wi ≥ wj for any i > j)
4:
loop
5:
µ0 := OBV-BS(F, T, µ)
6:
if unsWt(T,µ0 ) < unsWt(T,µ) then µ := µ0
7:
T := reverse(T) or shuffle(T)
8:
if gtI iterations passed and |tot(¬T, ≤
unsWt(T, µ))| < gtThr then break
9:
T 0 := tot(¬T, ≤ unsWt(T, µ))
. F is updated
10:
return OBV-BS(F, ¬T 0 , µ)
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Subsection V-A below evaluates different algorithms on
the MaxSAT Evaluation instances, while Subsection V-B is
concerned with industrial instances from our placement application in the physical design stage of CAD.

A. MaxSAT Evaluation
The goal of this subsection is twofold.
First, we examine the performance of our new WMB
algorithm and compare it to the performance of the
three leading anytime Weighted MaxSAT solvers–
Open-WBO-Inc-BMO, LinSBPS and maxroster [45]–in
settings similar to the Weighted-Incomplete-60-Second
and Weighted-Incomplete-300-Second tracks of MaxSAT
Evaluation 2018. In addition, we study the overall impact
of
Size-based Switching to Complete Part
(SSCP) with different combinations of SSCP’s two parameters
gtI and gtThr (recall Sect. IV-1).
Second, we isolate and study the impact of the TORC
polarity selection heuristic and TSB variable score scheme
within two algorithms: WMB and BMO, where BMO stands for
our implementation of the BMO-based algorithm implemented
in Open-WBO-Inc-BMO, the winner of the WeightedIncomplete-60-Second track of MaxSAT Evaluation 2018. We
also considered implementing the algorithm of LinSBPS–
the winner of the Weighted-Incomplete-300-Second track–but
unfortunately it has not been described in enough detail (in
particular, the details of its weight descaling technique have
not been revealed).
Let WMB (P,TSB,gtI,gtThr) be an invocation of WMB with the
polarity selection heuristic P (where P = - means the default
polarity selection heuristic is applied), with or without TSB
(for TSB = > or ⊥, respectively) and using the parameters
gtI and gtThr (where we use - for both gtI and gtThr if the
algorithm always switches to the complete part after 10,000
iterations, similarly to Mrs. Beaver). Let BMO (P,TSB ∈
{>, ⊥}) be an invocation of BMO with the polarity selection
heuristic P and with or without TSB.
All in all, we launched the following experiments (on
machines with 32Gb of memory running Intelr Xeonr processors with 3Ghz CPU frequency; the log files are available
at https://tinyurl.com/y5a4eqom) for 60 and 300 second timeouts (in the algorithm below, BL, Lin and PREF stand for
Barcelogic, LinSBPS and SAT&PREF, respectively):
1: Run Open-WBO-Inc-BMO
2: Run LinSBPS
3: Run maxroster
4: for all P ∈ {-, BL, Lin, PREF, Sat4j, TORC} do
5:
for all TSB ∈ {>, ⊥} do
6:
Run BMO (P,TSB)
7:
Run WMB (P,TSB,-,-)
8:
for all gtI ∈ {0, 1} do
9:
for all gtThr ∈ 106 , 107 do
10:
Run WMB (P,TSB,gtI,gtThr)

The main criteria for comparing anytime MaxSAT solvers
during the MaxSAT Evaluation 2018 was their score, P
defined
as follows for a particular solver S and i instances: i (1 +
the minimal weight of the unsatisfied target bits found by any
participating solver) / (1 + the weight of the unsatisfied target
bits found by S). The drawback impeding the usage of this
criteria outside of the Evaluation is that the score changes,
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TABLE I: Overall Performance Comparison
60-Second Timeout
Solver
WMB (TORC,⊥,1,107 )
WMB (TORC,>,0,106 )
LinSBPS
BMO (TORC,>)
Open-WBO-Inc-BMO
maxroster

Score
0.8700
0.8616
0.8303
0.8235
0.8202
0.7885

300-Second Timeout
Solver
Score
WMB (TORC,>,0,106 )
0.9041
LinSBPS
0.8916
WMB (TORC,⊥,1,107 )
0.8903
BMO (TORC,>)
0.8657
Open-WBO-Inc-BMO
0.8391
maxroster
0.8169

TABLE II: Polarity Selection within WMB. The baseline WMB configuration is WMB (TORC,⊥,0,106 ).
60-Second Timeout
Polarity
Score
TORC
0.8616
SAT&PREF
0.8240
LinSBPS
0.8226
Sat4j
0.8220
Barcelogic
0.8184
0.7734

300-Second Timeout
Polarity
Score
TORC
0.9041
LinSBPS
0.8700
Barcelogic
0.8683
SAT&PREF
0.8499
Sat4j
0.8479
0.8166

depending on the participating solvers.
To overcome this drawback, we calculated an absolute
score against the following static criteria. We run the three
MaxSAT Evaluation winners in the Weighted-Complete track
(rc2b, rc2a [23], [34], [36], maxino [2], [3]) and the three
MaxSAT Evaluation winners in the Weighted-Incomplete300-Second track (LinSBPS, Open-WBO-Inc-BMO,
maxroster) for 24 hours over all the instances (results
available at https://tinyurl.com/y5a4eqom). Let the optimal
weight for a particular instance be the minimal weight found
P
in the above experiment. We define the score as follows: i (1
+ the optimal weight) / (1 + the weight of the unsatisfied
target bits found by S). None of the solvers was able to find
any solution for 5 of the 172 instances, so we excluded those
instances from the main experiments.
B. Overall Performance Comparison
Table I shows the absolute scores of the following solvers
for both the 60-second and 300-second timeouts, where the
following solvers are sorted by their scores: a) The three bestperforming solvers in the Weighted-Incomplete-60-Second and
Weighted-Incomplete-300-Second tracks of MaxSAT Evaluation; b) The two best configurations of WMB: one per each
time-out; c) The best configuration of BMO (a single BMO
configuration performed the best for both time-outs).
WMB emerges as the winner for both time-outs, where the
gap against LinSBPS is larger for the 60-second time-out.
Based on these results, for the rest of the paper WMB refers to
WMB (TORC,>,0,106 ), and BMO refers to BMO (TORC,>). The
results on the 60-second time-out suggest that, in the future,
it might be worth combining LinSBPS and WMB, e.g., by
applying WMB instead of LSU as LinSBPS’s back-end.
C. Polarity Selection
Tables II and III show the impact of varying the polarity
selection within WMB and BMO, respectively. TORC emerges
as the best heuristic for both algorithms by far.

TABLE III: Polarity Selection within BMO. The baseline BMO configuration is BMO (TORC,>).
60-Second Timeout
Polarity
Score
TORC
0.8235
SAT&PREF
0.7903
Sat4j
0.7790
LinSBPS
0.7556
Barcelogic
0.7522
0.7122

300-Second Timeout
Polarity
Score
TORC
0.8657
SAT&PREF
0.8094
LinSBPS
0.8046
Sat4j
0.800
Barcelogic
0.7951
0.7392

TABLE IV: TSB and SSCP Impact on WMB (with TORC)
TSB
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
>
>
>
⊥
>
>

60-Second Timeout
gtI
gtThr
Score
1
107
0.8700
1
106
0.8689
0
106
0.8684
0.8638
6
0
10
0.8616
7
1
10
0.8609
6
1
10
0.8605
0
107
0.8595
0
107
0.8565
0.8560

TSB
>
>
>
>
>
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥

300-Second Timeout
gtI
gtThr
Score
0
106
0.9041
1
107
0.9019
1
106
0.9008
0
107
0.8972
0.8971
7
1
10
0.8903
6
0
10
0.8901
1
106
0.8898
0
107
0.8859
0.8854

D. Target Score Bump (TSB) and Size-based Switching to
Complete Part (SSCP)
In our experiments, we found that TSB impacts BMO positively, though not by a large margin; when TSB is turned
on, the score goes up from 0.8178 to 0.8235 and from
0.8527 to 0.8657 for the 60-second and 300-second time-outs,
respectively.
The situation is more complex when it comes to the impact
of TSB and SSCP on WMB. Table IV presents the results
of running all the combinations of different TSB and SSCP
strategies within WMB. The following observations can be
made:
1) Applying SSCP is beneficial, but the tuning of its parameters depends on the time-out.
2) TSB’s impact depends on the time-out: TSB is useful for
the 300-second time-out, but not for the 60-second timeout.
E. Relative Scores
So far, we have presented and analyzed the results, based
on the absolute scores. We offer another perspective on the
performance by comparing the results of all the solvers shown
in Tables I, II, III using the MaxSAT Evaluation criterion,
that is, comparing all these solvers one against the other. The
results are shown in Table V and Table VI for the 60-second
and 300-second timeout, respectively.
Interestingly, unlike in the comparison of the absolute
scores, a single WMB configuration–WMB (TORC,>,0,106 )–
comes out as a winner for both time-outs. The gap between
WMB and LinSBPS is still more significant for the 60-second
timeout. WMB, TORC and TSB are all essential for enabling
our solver to outscore LinSBPS, while both TORC and TSB
are beneficial also for BMO.
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TABLE V: Head-to-Head Comparison: 60-Second Timeout
Polarity
WMB (TORC,>,0,106 )
WMB (TORC,⊥,1,107 )
BMO (TORC,>)
LinSBPS
WMB (SAT&PREF,>,0,106 )
Open-WBO-Inc-BMO
WMB (Sat4j,>,0,106 )
WMB (LinSBPS,>,0,106 )
WMB (Barcelogic,>,0,106 )
BMO (SAT&PREF,>)
BMO (Sat4j,>)
maxroster
BMO (LinSBPS,>)
WMB (-,>,0,106 )
BMO (Barcelogic,>)
BMO (-,>)

Score
0.913061517
0.908857186
0.874093999
0.868803544
0.858081393
0.857702699
0.852056198
0.851883838
0.847634354
0.827579748
0.811722622
0.811692104
0.791335557
0.790396535
0.785587982
0.730440952

TABLE VI: Head-to-Head Comparison: 300-Second Timeout
Polarity
WMB (TORC,>,0,106 )
LinSBPS
WMB (TORC,⊥,1,107 )
BMO (TORC,>)
WMB (LinSBPS,>,0,106 )
WMB (Barcelogic,>,0,106 )
WMB (SAT&PREF,>,0,106 )
Open-WBO-Inc-BMO
WMB (Sat4j,>,0,106 )
WMB (-,>,0,106 )
BMO (SAT&PREF,>)
maxroster
BMO (LinSBPS,>)
BMO (Sat4j,>)
BMO (Barcelogic,>)
BMO (-,>)

Score
0.922435560
0.909276301
0.904152238
0.891196369
0.885370780
0.883654070
0.864222104
0.860424891
0.860151932
0.825258820
0.824456819
0.824387757
0.822867873
0.813110679
0.809867421
0.748293704

F. Industrial Application
This section analyzes the performance of several solvers
on a number of instances from our industrial application,
described in Sect. I.
For our experiments, we used the two winners of the
Complete (non-anytime) category of MaxSAT Evaluation 2018
– rc2b [23], [34], [36] and maxino [2], [3] – in order to
test the performance of leading non-anytime solvers on our
instances. In addition, we ran our WMB algorithm and the bestperforming anytime solver – LinSBPS (it outperformed other
anytime solvers on our instances in preliminary experiments).
Note that we could not test the performance of MaxSAT
solvers, other than WMB, inside our incremental flow, since
none of the other algorithms is incremental. Instead, we isolated a number of non-incremental instances of our problem.
In order to evaluate the solution quality of the different solvers
over time, we ran the solvers for 9 different timeouts: 30, 60,
300, 900, 1800, 3600, 7200, 18000 and 36000 seconds.
Table VII shows the results of our experiment. Several
observations can be made:
1) The leading complete solvers do not perform suitably in
our context.
2) LinSBPS and WMB are roughly comparable, with a slight
advantage for LinSBPS. Note that LinSBPS was able
to reach a better solution than WMB for instances 4 and
6, while WMB reached a better solution for instance 7.

TABLE VII: Comparing LinSBPS (Lin), WMB, rc2b (rcb) and
maxino (mxn) on 7 Industrial Placement Instances for 9 Different Time-outs. The overall unsatisfied weight is shown for each
Instance&Solver&Timeout combination (∞ means that the problem
was not solved within the timeout). Cells containing the best known
result for each particular instance are highlighted. The instances are
sorted from the easiest towards the most difficult one.
Solver

30

60

300

Lin
WMB
rcb
mxn

21
21
21
21

21
21
21
21

21
21
21
21

Lin
WMB
rcb
mxn

58
58
∞
∞

58
58
∞
58

58
58
58
58

Lin
WMB
rcb
mxn

58
58
∞
∞

58
58
∞
∞

58
58
∞
58

Lin
WMB
rcb
mxn

66
94
∞
105

66
94
∞
105

66
67
∞
105

Lin
WMB
rcb
mxn

102
102
∞
∞

101
102
∞
∞

101
101
∞
∞

Svr
Lin
WMB
rcb
mxn

30
97
∞
∞
92

60
84
116
∞
92

300
72
116
∞
92

Lin
WMB
rcb
mxn

88
92
∞
∞

85
91
∞
∞

85
90
∞
∞

Timeout
900
1800
3600
Industrial Instance 1
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
Industrial Instance 2
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
Industrial Instance 3
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
Industrial Instance 4
66
66
66
67
67
67
∞
∞
∞
105
105
105
Industrial Instance 5
101
101
101
101
101
101
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
Industrial Instance 6
900
1800
3600
72
72
72
80
77
73
∞
∞
∞
92
92
92
Industrial Instance 7
85
85
85
89
82
82
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

7200

18000

36000

21
21
21
21

21
21
21
21

21
21
21
21

58
58
58
58

58
58
58
58

58
58
58
58

58
58
58
58

58
58
58
58

58
58
58
58

66
67
∞
105

66
67
∞
105

66
67
∞
105

101
101
∞
∞

101
101
∞
∞

101
101
∞
∞

7200
72
73
∞
92

18000
72
73
∞
92

36000
72
73
∞
92

85
82
∞
∞

85
82
∞
∞

85
82
∞
∞

This result serves as another indication that combining
LinSBPS and WMB is expected to be beneficial.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper offers several contributions. First, we
introduced a new efficient polarity selection heuristic
for SAT-based anytime optimization algorithms, called
Target-Optimum-Rest-Conservative (TORC), and
demonstrated its superiority to existing heuristics within two
leading anytime Weighted MaxSAT algorithms. In addition,
we introduced a variable decision heuristic enhancement,
Target-Score-Bump (TSB), whose impact is also
positive. Second, we improved the OBV-based Unweighted
MaxSAT algorithm Mrs. Beaver, and generalized it to
Weighted MaxSAT. Our resulting Weighted MaxSAT solver,
Weighted Mrs. Beaver (WMB), outscored the state-ofthe-art solvers in the settings of both weighted incomplete
tracks of MaxSAT Evaluation 2018. Third, we described a
new application of incremental anytime Weighted MaxSAT
for placement in the physical design stage of CAD.
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Abstract—The problem of sampling a large number of random
solutions to SAT and SMT constraints is essential for constrainedrandom verification and testing. However, most current sampling
techniques lack a problem-specific notion of coverage, considering
only general goals such as uniform distribution. We have developed a new technique for coverage-guided sampling that allows
the user to specify the desired coverage points in order to shape
the distribution of solutions. Our tool G UIDED S AMPLER can
efficiently generate high-quality stimuli for constrained-random
verification, by sampling solutions to a SMT constraint that also
cover a large number of user-defined coverage classes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Given a logical constraint, the problem of generating a large
number of random solutions to the constraint has important
applications in constrained-random verification (CRV) [1],
testing [2] and synthesis [3]. In CRV, the constraints represent
preconditions required by the design under test, which can be
manually specified by the verification engineer using domainspecific knowledge [4], [5] or automatically generated from a
formal specification of the design [6]. The solutions to such
constraints can then be used as random stimuli to exercise the
design under test.
In constraint-based fuzzing [2], path constraints for a given
execution path of interest can be obtained through dynamic
symbolic execution [7], [8], [9]. Solutions sampled from such
constraints can be used to randomly and thoroughly explore
execution paths that start from the same prefix of interest,
mitigating the computational cost associated with the symbolic
execution and constraint solving of those paths.
Random sampling can also be applied to synthesis problems.
For example, in counterexample-guided inductive synthesis
(CEGIS) [3], a verifier is responsible for checking the candidate expressions produced by the learner and producing counterexamples for invalid candidates. If, instead of producing a
single counterexample, the verifier could sample a diverse set
of counterexamples, this could help the learner in finding a
valid candidate faster.
For all those applications, constraints might be expressed as
satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [10] formulas, involving
theories such as bit-vectors, arrays and uninterpreted functions.
The constraints can be quite complex, typically including hundreds of variables. SMT-LIB [11] provides a formal language
and theories for specifying the constraints, as well as a large
set of industrial benchmarks for evaluation.

Despite its importance, the problem of efficiently sampling
diverse solutions to complex SMT constraints is still challenging today. If one does not carefully specify the desired
distribution of solutions, the generated samples can be too
biased and uninteresting. For example, consider a constraint
of the form x > 4 ∨ φ(x, y, z) where φ is some complex
formula involving variables x, y, z. If x is a bit-vector of size
32, it is trivial to generate billions of solutions to the constraint
by just choosing a value of x that satisfies x > 4. However,
this generates solutions that are only trivially different and
does not explore scenarios where the second disjunct holds
and values of y and z are also mutated.
General notions of coverage, such as uniform distribution [12], [13], [2], or internal coverage of a SMT formula [14], may not be the most appropriate for a particular
problem. For example, when testing a hardware design that
implements a finite-state machine, a better metric for coverage
would be making sure all relevant states and transitions are
reached. Uniform sampling, on the other hand, might be too
frequently generating solutions from the most common state.
Even in scenarios where a general notion of coverage is suitable, our evaluation shows that existing sampling algorithms
are not always optimal in maximizing this coverage.
To address these challenges, we formulate the problem of
coverage-guided sampling, where the user can specify not only
the constraint that must be satisfied, but also any number of
coverage predicates that will be used to guide the distribution
of solutions. We define different classes of solutions based
on the coverage predicates and establish the goal of sampling
from each coverage class with equal weight.
We developed a technique, called G UIDED S AMPLER, which
dynamically guides the search of new solutions based on the
coverage predicates. It requires only a small number of calls to
an off-the-shelf constraint solver in order to generate millions
of solutions. G UIDED S AMPLER starts by finding one base
solution from a random coverage class. Then, it finds some
simple mutations that can be applied to this solution in order to
generate another solution from a neighboring coverage class. It
then combines multiple of those mutations together to generate
new solutions from previously unseen coverage classes. Our
evaluation shows that G UIDED S AMPLER outperforms existing
techniques in the number of coverage classes reached, both
when using general coverage predicates and also problemspecific coverage predicates.
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Our main contributions are:
• Formally specify the problem of coverage-guided sampling.
• Develop a technique G UIDED S AMPLER and implement
it in an open-source tool for efficient coverage-guided
sampling from SMT formulas.
• Evaluate G UIDED S AMPLER against existing techniques
on a large set of complex benchmarks from SMT-LIB,
both using a general notion of internal coverage of SMT
formulas and a problem-specific coverage notion based
on random predicates.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
existing work in sampling and weighted sampling from SAT
and SMT constraints. Section III formally defines the problem
of coverage-guided sampling and Section IV presents our
proposed algorithm G UIDED S AMPLER. Finally, Section V
evaluates G UIDED S AMPLER against existing techniques and
Section VI concludes the results.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There is a large number of techniques dedicated to sampling solutions to logical constraints, especially for Boolean
(SAT) problems [15]. For example, techniques may be
based on model counting [12], Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) [16], [17], [18], SAT solver search heuristics [19],
combination of mutations [2], [14] and universal hashing [20],
[21]. Most sampling techniques have a general goal about
the desired distribution of solutions, such as uniform distribution [22], [13], not allowing more specific notions of coverage.
For SMT constraints in particular, SMTS AMPLER [14] is
a state-of-the-art sampler that can sample from formulas with
bit-vectors, arrays and uninterpreted functions. This technique
has a goal of generating solutions that maximize the internal
coverage of the constraint. Our tool G UIDED S AMPLER is
based on SMTS AMPLER, but extends it with 3 important
modifications to allow coverage-guided sampling based on
arbitrary coverage predicates. Our modifications use information about the coverage class of solutions in order to guide
the search into exploring new coverage classes. They will be
described in detail in Section IV and evaluated in Section V.
Some sampling techniques, such as MCMC, can be adapted
to the context of weighted sampling. However, they frequently
fail to converge to the desired distribution in practice. There
are techniques that can sample from a literal-weighted distribution [23], such as WAPS [24], however, not all distributions
can be specified by assigning weights to literals in the formula.
G UIDED S AMPLER, on the other hand, allows the desired
distribution to be specified by coverage points, which are typically already present in testing and verification applications.
G UIDED S AMPLER also enables sampling directly from SMT
formulas, without converting into SAT.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Definition III.1. SMT formula. In this work, we only consider constraints in the QF AUFBV logic of SMT, which
are quantifier-free formulas over the theories of bit-vectors,

bit-vector arrays, and uninterpreted functions. Given a SMT
formula φ, let Vars[φ] represent the set of variables of φ.
Let Bool , BV , and Array be the sets of variables of type
Boolean, bit-vector, and array, respectively. Also let Sols[φ]
represent the set of solutions to φ. Given an assignment σ to
the variables of φ, we define φ[σ] ∈ Bool as the Boolean
value resulting from evaluating φ under the assignment σ.
For example, b ∨ (x + 2 > y) represents a SMT formula
over Boolean variable b and bit-vector variables x and y. One
example solution would be σ0 that satisfies σ0 JbK = False,
σ0 JxK = 5 and σ0 JyK = 2.

In the following definitions, let φ be a satisfiable SMT
formula (i.e., Sols[φ] 6= ∅) over variables V = Vars[φ] and
let ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn be n SMT formulas which only include
variables from V (i.e., Vars[ψi ] ⊆ V ). The formulas ψi
represent the coverage predicates of interest.

Definition III.2. Coverage class. Each vector of possible
Boolean values b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ) ∈ Bool n defines one
coverage class Gb of formula φ over the coverage predicates
ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn , as follows:
Gb = {σ ∈ Sols[φ] | ψi [σ] = bi , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}}
That is, the set of solutions to φ that satisfy ψi [σ] = bi
for each predicate defines a class of solutions of φ. Some
of those classes might be empty, if they include no solutions
to φ. Let N be the number of non-empty coverage classes,
N = |{b ∈ Bool n | Gb 6= ∅}|. For each assignment σ to the
variables of φ, its coverage class is defined as
G[σ] = G(ψ1 [σ],ψ2 [σ],...,ψn [σ])
For our example formula φ = b ∨ (x + 2 > y), if we
have coverage predicates ψ1 = b and ψ2 = x + 2 > y, then
G(False,False) = ∅ and there are only N = 3 non-empty
coverage classes.
Definition III.3. Ideal coverage-guided sampler. An ideal
coverage-guided sampler for formula φ with coverage predicates ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn is a random process that returns each
possible solution σ ∈ Sols[φ] with probability
P (σ) =

1
N · |G[σ]|

What this means is that we want to give equal weight to each
of the non-empty coverage classes. Every non-empty coverage
class should have the same probability 1/N of being sampled.
Within each individual coverage class, all solutions should be
sampled uniformly.
If we could enumerate all solutions to the constraint φ, an
ideal coverage-guided sampler could be constructed as follows.
(1) First, pick one non-empty coverage class uniformly.
(2) Then, uniformly pick one solution from that class.
However, for most practical problems, the number of solutions and coverage classes is astronomically large. Our goal is
to devise an efficient algorithm that can approximate an ideal
coverage-guided sampler.
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IV. A LGORITHM
G UIDED S AMPLER uses a small number of calls to an offthe-shelf constraint solver in order to generate a large number
of solutions. The core idea is to learn interesting ways that the
solutions of a formula can be modified minimally to generate
new solutions that belong to different coverage classes. We
call those modifications atomic mutations, which are minimal
changes that can be applied to a solution in order to obtain
another neighboring solution to the formula. We then define a
combination function which can be used to merge the effects
of several distinct atomic mutations. This function generates
a compound mutation and applies it to the original solution,
producing a possibly new solution. It is important to note that
computing mutations requires expensive solver calls. However
the combination function does not, making it very efficient.
This efficient combination of solutions can be leveraged to
generate millions of samples from just a few hundreds of
atomic mutations. The samples generated by the combination
function are assignments which may or may not satisfy the
formula. However, our experiments show that they have a
high probability of satisfying the formula, even on large and
complex industrial benchmarks. Moreover, the new samples
typically belong to previously unseen coverage classes.
Next we present the full details of the algorithm. In
Section IV-A we describe the main sampling procedure of
G UIDED S AMPLER. Next, we explain in Section IV-B how one
base solution is chosen for each epoch, and in Section IV-C
how we discover a set of neighboring solutions to the base
solution. Finally, in Section IV-D, we describe how those
neighboring solutions are used to generate new samples.
A. Main G UIDED S AMPLER Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents the main G UIDED S AMPLER procedure, which takes as input a SMT formula φ and n coverage
predicates ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn . The main algorithm is based on
our prior tool SMTS AMPLER [14], which is a state-of-the-art
technique for sampling solutions to SMT formulas. However,
we added 3 important modifications to this base technique
to allow coverage-guided sampling based on the coverage
predicates (changes are underlined in Algorithm 1):
M1 Generate neighboring solutions from a neighboring
coverage class, by flipping the values of coverage
predicates in function COMPUTE N EIGHBOR S OLS.
M2 Discard solutions that belong to a previously seen
coverage class in the current epoch (lines 24 and 36).
M3 Randomize the coverage class of the initial base
solution σ (lines 3-7), instead of generating σ based
only on a random assignment σ 0 .
Next, we explain the algorithm in detail. The
G UIDED S AMPLER algorithm works over several epochs.
In each epoch, we start by generating an initial random
solution σ to the formula, which we call a base solution. This
is done by generating a random coverage class Gb , as well
as a random assignment σ 0 to the variables of the formula in
lines 3-6 and using a MAX-SMT [25] solver call to obtain

Algorithm 1 G UIDED S AMPLER(φ, {ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn })
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

function G UIDED S AMPLER
while not DONE do
(b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ) ← GEN R ANDOM C LASS(n)
Sb ← {ψ1 = b1 , ψ2 = b2 , . . . , ψn = bn }
σ 0 ← GEN R ANDOM A SSIGNMENT(φ)
Cσ0 ← GET C ONDITIONS(φ, σ 0 )
σ ← MAX-SMT({φ}, Sb ∪ Cσ0 )
OUTPUT ({σ})
(Σ1σ , Γσ ) ← COMPUTE N EIGHBOR S OLS(σ)
OUTPUT (Σ1σ )
α ← 1, k ← 1, Σσ ← Σ1σ
while α ≥ αmin ∧ k < 6 do
k
1
(Σk+1
σ , α, Σσ , Γσ ) ← JOIN (Σσ , Σσ , Σσ , Γσ )
k+1
OUTPUT (Σσ )
k ←k+1

function COMPUTE N EIGHBOR S OLS(σ)
(b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ) ← (ψ1 [σ], ψ2 [σ], . . . , ψn [σ])
Sb ← {ψ1 = b1 , ψ2 = b2 , . . . , ψn = bn }
Cσ ← GET C ONDITIONS(φ, σ)
Σ1σ ← {}, Γσ ← {}
for c in Sb do
σ̃ ← MAX-SMT({φ ∧ ¬c}, Cσ ∪ Sb \{c})
if σ̃ ∧ G[σ̃] 6∈ Γσ then
Γσ ← Γσ ∪ G[σ̃]
Σ1σ ← Σ1σ ∪ {σ̃}
return (Σ1σ , Γσ )
function JOIN(Σkσ , Σ1σ , Σσ , Γσ )
valid ← 0, checks ← 0
for (σa , σb ) in Σkσ × Σ1σ do
σ̃ ← Ψσ (σa , σb )
if σ̃ 6∈ Σσ then
Σσ ← Σσ ∪ {σ̃}
checks ← checks + 1
if φ[σ̃] ∧ G[σ̃] 6∈ Γσ then
Γσ ← Γσ ∪ G[σ̃]
∪ {σ̃}
Σk+1
← Σk+1
σ
σ
valid ← valid + 1
return (Σk+1
σ , valid /checks, Σσ , Γσ )

a solution σ which is closest to Gb and to σ 0 in line 7. The
details of this procedure are given in Section IV-B. Then,
in line 9, we use the function COMPUTE N EIGHBOR S OLS to
compute a set Σ1σ of neighboring solutions to σ that belong
to different coverage classes than σ. This function will be
described in Section IV-C.
The mutations that can be applied to σ in order to produce
neighboring solutions are called atomic mutations. Our key
idea to producing new samples is by defining a combination
function Ψ : S × S × S → S, where S is the space of
all possible assignments to the variables in V = Vars[φ].
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We denote by Ψσ (σa , σb ) the application of the combination
function to the base solution σ and two other solutions σa
and σb . Intuitively, the combination function Ψ computes the
mutations which can be applied to σ to generate σa and σb ,
then merges those two mutations together to produce a new
assignment. The assignment returned by Ψ is not guaranteed
to satisfy the formula, but in practice it is a solution with high
probability. This is because the atomic mutations capture the
minimal changes that preserve the satisfiability of the formula,
and we designed Ψ to combine those changes in an additive
way. The full definition of Ψ is given in Section IV-D.
We next describe how function JOIN called by
G UIDED S AMPLER in line 13 uses Ψ to generate new
samples. We denote by Σ1σ the set of neighboring solutions
to σ obtained from COMPUTE N EIGHBOR S OLS. Starting from
Σ1σ , our goal is to compute sets Σkσ which will contain
solutions generated by combining k atomic mutations, for
1 ≤ k ≤ 6. Throughout the current epoch, we maintain a set
Σσ of samples which were computed so far, both valid and
invalid. Initially, Σσ = Σ1σ . We also maintain a set Γσ of all
the coverage classes for which we have generated a solution
in the current epoch.
Now assume that we already constructed a set Σkσ . We can
inductively build the set Σk+1
as follows. For each pair of
σ
samples σa ∈ Σkσ and σb ∈ Σ1σ , we apply the combination
function Ψ to generate a new sample σ̃ = Ψσ (σa , σb ). If σ̃ is
an element of Σσ , it has already been checked and is discarded.
Otherwise, we add it to Σσ and check if it is a solution to
the formula. We also check if its coverage class G[σ̃] is one
for which we have already found a solution in the current
epoch. Those checks are fast, as they only need to evaluate
the formulas using the assignments in σ̃. If σ̃ is a solution
to φ and comes from a previously unseen class, it is added
k+1
to Σk+1
from Σkσ , we also
σ . During the construction of Σσ
keep statistics on which fraction α of the checked samples
were valid, so we can stop the process earlier if we detect that
the algorithm is generating too many invalid samples.
All the samples which are ultimately output by
G UIDED S AMPLER are the ones in ∪0≤k≤6 Σkσ , where
we define Σ0σ = {σ}. Those are all solutions to the formula,
as the ones which were produced by the combination function
for 2 ≤ k ≤ 6 have been checked for validity.
B. Computing the Base Solution
Now, we describe how the initial base solution σ is obtained.
We first generate a random coverage class Gb by picking n
random Boolean values b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ). We also generate
a random assignment σ 0 by choosing values to the Boolean
and bit-vector variables in the formula uniformly at random.
After choosing Gb and σ 0 , we want to find a solution σ which
is as close as possible to the coverage class Gb and to the
random assignment σ 0 . This is done to explore as much of the
coverage classes and the solution space as possible.
The problem of finding a solution σ which is as close as
possible to Gb and σ 0 can be encoded as a MAX-SMT [25]
optimization problem to be solved by the constraint solver. The

MAX-SMT(Hard , Soft) optimization problem is the problem
of finding a solution to a SMT formula that must satisfy
a set Hard of hard constraints and should also satisfy the
maximum possible number of constraints in the set Soft of
soft constraints. We encode the MAX-SMT query as follows.
We add one hard constraint stating the the formula φ must
be satisfied. We also add two sets of soft constraints, Sb and
Cσ0 . For each coverage predicate, we add one soft constraint
to Sb saying that the predicate ψi should be equal to the
random Boolean bi . For each bit-vector or Boolean variable
v ∈ Vars[φ], we add one soft constraint to Cσ0 stating that
variable v should have the same value that it has in σ 0 .
C. Computing Atomic Mutations
After generating a base solution σ, we compute neighboring
solutions of the base solution σ, so that their atomic mutations
can be combined to generate new samples. When doing so, we
want to generate neighboring solutions that are from different
classes than the base solution σ. We want our neighboring
solutions to flip the value of some of the coverage predicates.
The first step is collecting a set of conditions Sb which are true
about the coverage predicates for the base solution σ. Then,
MAX-SMT queries are used to produce new neighboring
solutions. Each MAX-SMT query attempts to flip one of those
conditions, while maintaining the remaining conditions valid,
if possible. We also add soft constraints for the variables in φ,
saying that those variables should keep the same value they
had in the base solution, if possible. This is done because we
want the neighboring solution to be as close as possible to the
original base solution, so that the atomic mutations are simple.
We found that this is essential for having a good probability
of generating valid samples when combining mutations.
a) Constructing Sb : The definition of Sb is the same
as in Section IV-B. For each coverage predicate, we add one
condition to Sb saying that this predicate has the same value it
had in the base solution σ. Then, in our MAX-SMT queries,
we will try to flip one of those conditions, while maintaining
as many as possible of the other conditions in Sb true. The
goal is that the neighboring solution produced should come
from a neighboring coverage class, that only flips a minimal
number of coverage predicates.
b) Constructing Cσ : Function GET C ONDITIONS produces Cσ by collecting conditions for each variable in the formula. The conditions can be, for example, extract(v, 5) = 1,
saying that the bit of index 5 in the bit-vector v has value 1.
Those are the same conditions generated by SMTS AMPLER
using its default strategy (SMTbit). For each bit inside each
variable in the formula, we add a condition asserting that this
bit has the same value as in the base solution.
c) Computing Σ1σ : After collecting the conditions in Sb
and Cσ , we want to compute neighboring solutions by picking
one condition c ∈ Sb and using the constraint solver to
find a solution to φ ∧ ¬c. However, the neighboring solution
should be as similar as possible to σ. We express such
constraint by requiring that the new solution should satisfy
the maximum possible number of the remaining conditions
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v:
va :
vb :
δa = v ⊕ va :
δb = v ⊕ vb :
(δa ∨ δb ) :
ψv (va , vb ) = v ⊕ (δa ∨ δb ) :

1
0
1
1
0
1
0

1
1
1
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
1
1
0

0
1
0
1
0
1
1

1
1
1
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
1
0
1
1
1

Fig. 1. Combining two mutations over bit-vectors of size 8. We also list
values for 3 coverage predicates.

in Sb \{c} and Cσ . Those requirements can be specified as
a MAX-SMT optimization problem. We specify two hard
constraints {φ, ¬c}, stating that we want a solution to φ that
does not satisfy c. And we also specify as soft constraints the
conditions in Sb \{c} and in Cσ .

and σb are neighboring solutions obtained from a MAX-SMT
query, those mutations are atomic mutations, which represent
a minimal set of bits that can be flipped and still preserve the
satisfiability of the formula. Therefore, it is likely that there
exist some clauses in the formula which establish a strong
dependence between those bits. Since in the resulting sample
we flip the bits which were flipped by either of the two atomic
mutations, it is likely that such clauses would still be satisfied.
Our experiments demonstrate that this combination of mutations is effective at generating valid samples, even for large
and complex SMT formulas. We also found that the coverage
predicates tend to follow the same pattern. That is, when
we compute the value of a coverage predicate ψi on the
resulting sample, most of the time it will be the same value
that would result from combining mutations of the predicate
values, as shown in the last 3 columns of the Figure 1 example.
This helps our algorithm generate solutions from new diverse
coverage classes.

D. Combining Mutations
Now we define the combination function Ψ which we use to
generate new samples. Assume that we already know the base
solution σ and two additional solutions to the formula σa and
σb , which are close to σ. Those additional solutions can be
obtained by calling COMPUTE N EIGHBOR S OLS or they could
be already generated by an application of the Ψ function.
The combination function Ψ, which combines entire solutions, is constructed by defining a method ψ to combine the
values of each of the variables in the formula. We define
Ψσ (σa , σb )JvK = ψσJvK (σa JvK, σb JvK)

This means that, in order to produce the assignment
Ψσ (σa , σb ), we simply use ψ to combine the assignments for
each variable v ∈ V .
Consider the bit-vectors presented in Figure 1. Given the
values of v, va and vb , we define the differences δa = v ⊕
va and δb = v ⊕ vb computed by a bit-wise XOR. Those
differences δa and δb indicate exactly which bits differ between
the base value and each of the additional values. One can think
of those differences as mutations that can be applied to the
base value in order to produce a different value. For example,
we can compute va as v ⊕δa , where the XOR operator is used
to apply mutation δa to v.
The insight that allows the generation of a large number
of samples is that such mutations can be combined together.
We define a combined mutation through the OR operator,
producing (δa ∨ δb ). This resulting mutation can be applied
to the base value v, producing a new value v ⊕ (δa ∨ δb ).
Thus, the combination method ψ is defined as
ψv (va , vb ) = v ⊕ ((v ⊕ va ) ∨ (v ⊕ vb ))
This definition of ψ is generalized to all other types of
variables in the formula φ. The motivation for this definition
of Ψσ (σa , σb ) is that it attempts to obtain the mutation that
generates σa from σ and the mutation that generates σb from σ
and then combine those two mutations in an additive way. If σa

V. E VALUATION
We have implemented G UIDED S AMPLER as an open-source
tool1 in C++, using Z3 [26] as the constraint solver. Z3 has
native support for the MAX-SMT queries [27] that are required
by G UIDED S AMPLER. For evaluation, we have used 213
benchmarks from the QF AUFBV logic of SMT-LIB [11], and
its sublogics, such as QF ABV and QF BV. The benchmarks
come from 22 different families, which will be presented in
Table I. They are the same benchmarks which were used for
the evaluation of SMTS AMPLER [14], and include a diverse
set of complex, non-linear constraints. We used a time budget
of 30 minutes for each sampling experiment.
A. Coverage Predicates
We performed two sets of experiments, varying the way
coverage predicates are generated. The goal is to evaluate the
technique both using a general notion of coverage that stems
from the formula itself and also a problem-specific notion
of coverage, which can be quite different from the original
constraint.
The first set of experiments uses internal predicates, which
are subparts of the formula itself. Considering the representation of the formula φ as an abstract syntax tree (AST), we
look at the internal nodes of type bit-vector or Boolean. For
example, in the formula φ = φ1 ∨ φ2 , two of the internal
nodes are the disjuncts φ1 and φ2 . We sample solutions to φ
using a generic sampler, SMTS AMPLER, and collect coverage
statistics on those Boolean nodes and individual bits inside
the bit-vector nodes. We identify a subset of those internal
nodes that have exhibited diverse and independent coverage
behaviors and choose the subformulas represented by those
nodes as the coverage predicates. For example, in the formula
φ = φ1 ∨φ2 , we could pick φ1 and φ2 to be two of the coverage
predicates, and choose additional predicates as subparts of φ1
and φ2 . This is intended to represent a generic coverage notion
1 Source

code at https://github.com/RafaelTupynamba/GuidedSampler.
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based on the formula itself. The number of predicates collected
varies from only a couple on some benchmarks up to hundreds
of predicates on others.
The second set of experiments uses random predicates,
which are randomly generated constraints involving the variables in Vars[φ]. The coverage predicates are randomly sampled from a context-free grammar that includes all arithmetical, logical and bitwise operations from SMT-LIB, as well
as the variables from Vars[φ]. We generate from 16 to 48
predicates for each benchmark, with each predicate having on
average a depth of 4 operations (i.e., any path from the root
to a leaf in the formula AST has 4 operations on average).
The random predicates are intended to represent a problemspecific measure of coverage, as they are independent from
the original formula.
B. Approaches
In our evaluation, we compare the following six approaches
for coverage-guided sampling.
a) BH: Baseline with hard constraints: This simple
baseline approach consists of choosing n random Boolean
values b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ) that define a coverage class and
trying to find one solution from that class. We then use the
SMT solver to generate one solution to φ ∧ (ψ1 = b1 ) ∧ (ψ2 =
b2 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (ψn = bn ), where the predicates are added as
hard constraints. Then repeat the process for different random
vectors b. No solution is generated for a given b if class Gb
is empty.
b) BS: Baseline with soft constraints: This baseline
approach consists of choosing n random Boolean values
b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ) that define a coverage class and trying
to find the solution closest to that class. We use the query
MAX-SMT({φ}, Sb ), where the predicates are added as soft
constraints Sb = {ψ1 = b1 , ψ2 = b2 , . . . , ψn = bn }. Then
repeat the process for different random vectors b. Each MAXSMT call is guaranteed to eventually find a solution if φ is
satisfiable, but the optimization problems can be expensive.
c) S0: SMTS AMPLER: This baseline approach consists
of applying SMTS AMPLER to sample solutions to formula φ.
The coverage predicates are not used.
d) S1 = S0 + M1: This approach includes our modification M1, which consists of flipping the values of coverage
predicates to generate neighboring solutions in function COM PUTE N EIGHBOR S OLS . This ensures neighboring solutions
come from neighboring coverage classes.
e) S2 = S0 + M1 + M2: This approach includes
modifications M1 and also M2, which consists of discarding
solutions from repeated coverage classes in lines 24 and 36
in Algorithm 1. A coverage class is considered repeated if we
have already generated a solution from that class in the current
epoch of the algorithm.
f) S3 = S0 + M1 + M2 + M3: This is the
G UIDED S AMPLER approach, including modifications M1, M2
and also M3, which randomizes the coverage class of the
initial base solution in lines 3-7 of Algorithm 1.

C. Evaluating Diversity of Classes
We first evaluate the number of coverage classes reached
by our sampling approaches. For most benchmarks, the total
number of non-empty coverage classes is large, so a good
coverage-guided sampler must find solutions from a large
number of classes during the fixed time budget of 30 minutes
and not keep visiting the same few classes multiple times.
Table I shows average statistics about the benchmarks and
experimental results using random predicates. For each benchmark family, the column n lists the number of benchmarks
used from that family. All the following columns present
average numbers among all benchmarks in that family. First,
we list the number of internal nodes in the SMT formula and
the number of variables of type array, bit-vector and Boolean.
The ‘bits’ column presents the total number of bits in the bitvector and Boolean variables in the formula, and the ‘preds’
column represents the number of coverage predicates in the
experiments that used internal predicates.
Next, for each of the six approaches, we list the total number
of unique coverage classes found in the time budget. We only
show the results for experiments with random predicates, but
the results with internal predicates were similar. From Table I,
we can see that the G UIDED S AMPLER approach S3 was able
to find the largest number of classes for most benchmarks. S2
tends to be the second best approach, with S1 being the third
best one. This shows the effectiveness of our modifications
M1, M2 and M3 in helping find more coverage classes. On
only two benchmark families S0 performed better. We found
that this happened because the MAX-SMT queries were too
complex for those benchmarks and were frequently timing out.
The following are average statistics for our approach S3
with internal predicates (random predicates in parenthesis).
The percentage of time spent in Z3 API calls was 82% (88%).
The percentage of candidate solutions that turned out to be
real solutions to the formula was 76% (75%). The percentage
of solutions which were unique (distinct solutions) was 65%
(94%). The percentage of unique solutions which were from
unique coverage classes (distinct classes) was 46% (54%).
Figure 2 shows a more thorough comparison of the number
of coverage classes found across all benchmarks. We define
NX as the number of unique coverage classes for which a
solution was found using approach X during our time budget.
The graphs in Figure 2 show the ratio of classes found
NS3 /NX between approach S3 and each of the baseline
approaches X, in a logarithmic scale. Whenever no solutions
were generated by one approach, the logarithm would evaluate
the +∞ or −∞. This is represented on the graphs by bars that
reach the top or the bottom of the graph.
Figure 2 includes results using both internal predicates
and random predicates. From the graphs, we can see that
the G UIDED S AMPLER approach S3 is vastly superior to
the baseline approaches on most benchmarks. Baseline BH
frequently tries to find solutions from empty classes, leading
to unsatisfiable queries to the SMT solver. Baseline BS makes
MAX-SMT queries which are satisfiable, but still expensive
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TABLE I
AVERAGE R ESULTS OVER THE B ENCHMARKS U SING R ANDOM P REDICATES
Benchmarks

n

nodes

QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF
QF

4
3
15
5
15
15
12
10
8
9
9
5
14
3
3
13
13
8
15
12
10
12

179
855
1139
613
90
314
595
256
7518
571
1086
1146
793
632
8812
21
231
271
978
268
115
247

AUFBV/ecc
ABV/bmc-arrays
ABV/stp samples
ABV/dwp formulas
ABV/egt
ABV/bench ab
ABV/platania/...member
BV/bmc-bv
BV/bmc-bv-svcomp14
BV/spear/zebra v0.95a
BV/RWS
BV/gulwani-pldi08
BV/stp samples
BV/brummayerbiere2
BV/tacas07
BV/bench ab
BV/sage/app2
BV/sage/app9
BV/sage/app8
BV/sage/app5
BV/sage/app1
BV/sage/app12

Benchmark statistics
|Array|
|BV |
|Bool|
0
1
1
3
1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27
1
24
32
0
0
89
4
205
185
21
130
22
2
345
1
24
35
93
29
20
31

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1055
0
0
0
0
0
588
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

bits

preds

BH

BS

1931
53
192
428
0
2
2856
134
7607
2012
3628
950
200
149
16620
24
206
391
1047
354
268
358

12
82
58
38
5
3
2
6
223
21
95
185
10
27
91
1
7
17
31
3
5
5

188
44
9831
7028
8656
151
15
19
178
50
0
130
18015
0
0
2
19501
1940
1312
1577
346
4371

854
660
15082
5688
30984
3406
0
122
2866
2797
0
2524
81052
5
0
134
20581
8829
20627
23736
5731
9065

Unique Classes: S3 vs. BH (internal predicates)
log10(NS3/NBH)

S2

S3

969
19374
679380
4227
49864
2530
84
200
19503
9622
80
566758
908703
9
58
149
1004453
257994
269363
437180
20768
608030

11377
19122
744289
31735
480017
6000
235161
208
23861
7384
53
622999
1068203
10
78
152
1035877
318534
328543
628252
21473
683599

3
2
1
0

log10(NS3/NBH)

5
log10(NS3/NBH)

log10(NS3/NBH)

826
19003
97511
2641
15561
2765
83
201
16363
8135
84
499158
431305
9
51
153
769464
180458
209286
300547
19765
330629

6

4
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3
2
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5

4
log10(NS3/NBS)

3
2
1
0

log10(NS3/NBS)

3
log10(NS3/NBS)

4
log10(NS3/NBS)

6579
1337
11360
404
16432
3118
399
437
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618
187
9605
5387
7
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14635
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3458
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Fig. 2. Unique classes covered: G UIDED S AMPLER vs. baselines.
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TABLE II
M EAN VALUES ACROSS A LL B ENCHMARKS

HBH
HBS
HS0
HS1
HS2
HS3

Internal Predicates

2.6 ×10±1.0 
±0.9
2.5 ×10

3.4 ×10±0.8 
1.1 ×10±0.3 
1.08 ×10±0.2

1.3 ×10±0.1 
±0.2
1.3 ×10

14 ×10±1.0 
±0.6
2.7 ×10

1.4 ×10±0.2 
1.3 ×10±0.2

Fraction of Solutions per Class

Expression
NS3 /NBH
NS3 /NBS
NS3 /NS0
NS3 /NS1
NS3 /NS2

QF_BV/gulwani-pldi08/simplePostAndPre.phx with Random Predicates
1.0000000

Random Predicates
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to solve. BS does not scale well because it still requires
one MAX-SMT query for each new solution generated. The
SMTS AMPLER approach S0 mitigates this cost by using a
small number of MAX-SMT queries to learn atomic mutations
and then quickly combines those mutations to generate a
large number of solutions. However, S0 ignores the coverage
predicates, so it frequently keeps generating solutions from the
same few classes.
Table II shows mean values for the ratios NS3 /NX , in
the format 10µ (×10±σ ), where µ and σ are the average and
standard deviation of log10 (NS3 /NX ) across all benchmarks.
The numbers show that S1, S2 and S3 can find a much larger
number of classes when compared to S0. This demonstrates
that M1 is the most important of our modifications. M1
ensures that the atomic mutations flip only a small number
of the coverage predicates, so those mutations can be combined and generate solutions from more diverse classes. The
modifications M2 and M3 also contribute to a small increase
in the number of visited classes.
In Figure 3, we can see an example of the number of unique
classes visited over time, for one representative benchmark.
The G UIDED S AMPLER approach S3 is the quickest to discover new classes, followed closely by approaches S2 and
S1. We can also see that in this case the baseline approaches
S0, BS and BH can find a much smaller number of classes.

D. Evaluating Uniformity Over Coverage Classes
In addition to looking at the number of classes covered, we
also analyze the distribution of solutions among those classes.
This is important, since a good coverage-guided sampler needs
to sample from all the coverage classes with equal weight.
Figure 4 shows the fraction of solutions generated from each
coverage class for the same benchmark of Figure 3. S0 is
the most biased sampler, with the most frequent class being
covered by 58% of the solutions. BH and BS are very uniform,
but could only reach less than 500 classes. Our approach S3 is
very close to uniform, with its line at the bottom of the graph,
extending to the right until 115196 classes (not shown).
If S solutions are generated, covering N distinct classes, we
expect each of those classes to be covered by approximately
S/N solutions. So as a first order estimate on how biased the
distribution is, we look at the number M of solutions found
in the most frequent class. We define H = M/(S/N ) as a
measure of how far the frequency M is from the expected
frequency S/N . The closer H is to 1, the more uniform is the
distribution of solutions found among those classes.
Table II displays mean values of H across all benchmarks.
As expected, the baseline approaches BH and BS are very
uniform, since each new solution is generated inside or near
a random coverage class. S0 is the most biased approach,
often sampling a large number of solutions from a single class.
From the table, we see that our modifications M1 and M2 are
essential for producing a more uniform distribution over the
coverage classes, almost as uniform as the one from BH and
BS, with HS3 ≈ 1.3 for internal predicates and HS3 ≈ 2.9
for random predicates.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the problem of coverage-guided
sampling, to allow shaping the distribution of SMT solutions
via user-specified coverage predicates. We described our technique G UIDED S AMPLER for this problem, and showed that it
is able to reach 2.5× to 38× more coverage classes than the
baseline approaches, while having a distribution over coverage
classes that is close to uniform. The approach works well for
both internal coverage predicates based on the formula itself
and also for random coverage predicates.
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Abstract—Many relevant problems in formal methods can
be tackled using enumerative syntax-guided synthesis (SyGuS).
Algorithms for enumerative SyGuS range from universally applicable techniques based on counterexample-guided inductive
synthesis (CEGIS), to more scalable but specialized techniques
based on divide and conquer. This paper presents a novel
algorithm for enumerative SyGuS, Unif+PI, which reaps the
benefits of scalability based on divide and conquer without
sacrificing generality. In this algorithm, an instance of an SMT
solver is used as both a classifier and an attribute generator.
Logical constraints in the form of test cases for the functionto-synthesize and failed classification attempts guide its search
for new candidate solutions. We implement our approach as
an extension of the CVC4SY solver and evaluate it on standard
SyGuS benchmarks from different applications. We show that
the new algorithm leads to significant gains in invariant synthesis
with respect to state-of-the-art SyGuS solvers, and is competitive
with state-of-the-art k-induction based model checking.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Syntax-guided synthesis (SyGuS) [1] is a recent paradigm
for program synthesis, successfully used for a number of applications in formal verification and programming languages.
It is characterized by supplementing the original synthesis
problem with syntactic restrictions on the solution space,
thus reducing the search effort. Most SyGuS solvers employ
the counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) approach [31, 32]: a refinement loop in which a learner proposes
solutions, and a verifier, usually an SMT solver [5], checks
them, providing counterexamples for failures. Generally, the
learner enumerates some set of terms, pruning those that it
recognizes as spurious [33]. Despite its scalability issues, the
simplicity and efficacy of enumerative SyGuS have made it
the de facto approach for SyGuS, although alternatives exist
for restricted fragments [2, 4, 26].
In the context of point-wise specifications, in which an input
point is only related to its output and not to outputs of other
input points, one such alternative is Alur et al.’s divide and
conquer (D&C) enumeration [4]. Their key idea is to independently enumerate smaller terms that are correct on subsets of
inputs and predicates that distinguish these subsets. Unifying
terms via predicates into a conditional term correct on all
inputs is seen as a classification problem, solved via decision
tree learning. Their approach allows large solutions to be built

from smaller terms, which can lead to significant performance
gains by reducing the enumeration effort. However, while
some important applications fall within this fragment, such
as programming-by-examples (PBE) problems [15, 16], many
interesting fragments, such as invariant synthesis, do not, as
well as any function synthesis problem in which determining
the value of the function on a given input cannot be made
independently of its values on other inputs.
We present Unif+PI (Section III), a new algorithm that
allows D&C to be applied on arbitrary specifications, independently of them being point-wise. To cope with the resulting
more complex classification problem we encode it in SMT
and use an SMT solver to both enumerate suitable terms and
predicates as well as to build classifiers. The enumeration
relies on previous work for efficiently exploring the search
space exhaustively [27, 28]. To avoid the scalability issues of
the complex search performed by Unif+PI, we also present a
variation (Section IV), which we denominate Unif+PI+E, that
enumerates predicates independently, using the SMT solver
only to enumerate suitable terms and relying on heuristic
decision tree learning to build the classifier. We have implemented both approaches in the state-of-the-art SyGuS solver
CVC 4 SY [25]. Our experimental evaluation (Section V) shows
that both variants, but specially Unif+PI+E, have advantages
over the state-of-the-art in SyGuS invariant synthesis and that
a combination of the techniques is competitive against stateof-the-art k-induction techniques from model checking.
II. C ONVENTIONS AND BACKGROUND
We work in the context of many-sorted first-order logic with
equality modulo theories (see, e.g., [9]) and assume the reader
is familiar with the notions of signature, terms, and so on. In
particular, we use the predicate symbol ' for term equality,
while the symbol = stands for syntactic equality. The set of
all terms occurring in a formula ϕ (resp. term t) is denoted by
T(ϕ) (resp. T(t)). A theory is a pair T = (Σ, I) where Σ is a
signature and I is a non-empty class of Σ-interpretations, the
models of T , that is closed under variable reassignment and
isomorphism. A Σ-formula ϕ is T -satisfiable (respectively T unsatisfiable) if it is satisfied by some (resp., no) interpretation
in I. A satisfying interpretation for ϕ models ϕ. A formula ϕ
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is valid in T (or T -valid), written |=T ϕ, if every model of T
is a model of ϕ. We use ā to denote the tuple (a1 , . . . , an ),
t[ x̄] for a term that may depend on x̄, and t[ x̄ 7→ s̄] for the
corresponding term where the terms x̄ are substituted for s̄.
A SyGuS problem for a function f in a background theory T
consists of semantic restrictions, or a specification, for f given
by a T -formula of the form ∃ f. ϕ[ f ], and syntactic restrictions
on the definitions for f , given by a context-free grammar R.
A solution for f is a lambda term λ x̄. e such that ϕ[ f 7→ λ x̄. e]
is in the language generated by R and is T -valid (modulo
beta-reductions). For brevity, we will drop the lambda prefix
when it is clear from context. We say a specification ∃ f. ϕ[ f ]
is point-wise if for each clause C in its conjunctive normal
form, every application of f in T(C) is the same term.
A. Enumerative Syntax Guided Synthesis
Enumerative SyGuS solving produces candidate solutions
for the function to synthesize via exhaustive generation of
all expressions from R’s language, in increasing order of
expression size. We define the size of an expression as the
number of non-nullary symbols it contains, e.g., the expression
x has size 0 and the expression ite(x ≥ y, x + 1, y) has size 3.
Example 1: Consider synthesizing a binary integer function
f satisfying the specification ∃ f. ∀x1 x2 . ψ[ f, x1 , x2 ], with a
solution space defined by the context-free grammar R where:
ψ =
f (x1 , x1 ) ' x1 + 1 ∧ f (x1 , x1 + 1) ' x1
R

A → 0 | 1 | x1 | x2 | A + A | ite(B, A, A) |
B → A ≤ A | ¬B
The specification states that f relates integers and their successors: when applied over identical integers f yields their
successor; and when applied over consecutive integers it yields
the first one. A solution for f is e = λx1 x2 . ite(x2 ≤ x1 , x1 +
1, x1 ), since it satisfies the specification by returning x1 + 1
when |=T x2 ' x1 and x1 when |=T x2 ' x1 + 1. Moreover
it is minimal since there is no smaller expression that is
also a solution. Enumeration will discover this solution after
considering all expressions of size zero: 0, 1, x, x2 ; then of
size one: x1 + x2 , x1 + 1, . . . ; of size two: ite(x1 ≤ x2 , x1 , 1),
. . . ; and possibly many others of size three.
•
=

B. Counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS)
In enumerative CEGIS [33], counterexamples from failed
candidates are used to generate refinement lemmas: concrete
instantiations of the specification that the next candidate solutions must satisfy before being verified.
Example 2: To synthesize the function f from Example 1,
say the first term in the enumeration is x. The verification of
ψ[ f 7→ x1 ] yields the counterexample {x1 7→ 1}, with which we
instantiate the specification and obtain the refinement lemma
f (1, 1) ' 2 ∧ f (1, 2) ' 1 (L1), which all subsequent candidate
solutions must satisfy. Say we then consider the candidate

solution 1. Since applying f 7→ 1 does not satisfy the above
equalities, we discard it. The same goes for expressions x1 ,
x2 , x1 + x2 , and so on for sizes 1 and 2. To find a candidate
expression that meets the above equalities, it is necessary to
reach size three, e.g., ite(x2 ≤ 1, 1 + 1, 1). Its verification fails,
however, and the counterexample {x1 7→ 0} generates the new
refinement lemma f (0, 0) ' 1 ∧ f (0, 1) ' 0 (L2). The next
enumerated expression to satisfy both refinement lemmas is
ite(x2 ≤ x1 , x1 + 1, x1 ), which is also a solution.
•
Often the bottleneck in enumerative CEGIS is generating
candidate solutions, whereas invoking the verification oracle
occurs relatively infrequently, as in the above example. Due to
its exhaustiveness, this approach typically only performs well
when solutions have relatively small term size, typically up to
5 for most grammars like the one in the previous example.
C. Divide and conquer enumeration (D&C)
In point-wise specifications, such as in Example 1, refinement lemmas constitute a set of constraints on independent
inputs, which can be seen as test points: a candidate only
needs to be verified if it is correct on all test cases. The D&C
algorithm implemented in EUSolver [4] leverages this view by
finding partial solutions, correct on subsets of the test points,
and then attempting to combine them into a larger expression
correct on all points. Candidates for partial solutions, i.e.,
terms of type of the function-to-synthesize, and conditions,
i.e., predicates, are enumerated separately.
Example 3: To synthesize the function from the previous
examples, D&C also operates on a CEGIS loop. After (L1)
is generated, inputs (1, 1) and (1, 2) become test points. The
terms x1 + 1 and x1 are generated as solutions for the first
and second points, respectively, and the predicate x2 ≤ x1 is
generated as a separation condition for the points, allowing a
candidate ite(x2 ≤ x1 , x1 + 1, x1 ) to be constructed and then
verified as a solution. In contrast to CEGIS, which required
enumeration up to size 3, a solution can be build by D&C
from enumerated expressions that have size at most 1.
•
Combining terms and predicates into candidate solutions is
done by solving a multi-label decision tree learning problem.
Informally (for formal definitions we refer to standard texts
such as [6]), a decision tree is a finite binary tree with
internal nodes consisting of attributes (predicates) and with
leaf nodes, each containing data points and labeled with a
term corresponding to the classification of these points. A set
of data points is called a sample. In the CEGIS case, the data
points are possible inputs for the function to synthesize in the
refinement lemmas. In building decision trees, attributes are
chosen to separate points, while leaf nodes are labeled with
terms covering all their data points, i.e., that term is a solution
for the constraints of each data point in the leaf. Finding a
solution amounts to classifying the sample correctly, i.e., to
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split the sample with attributes so that every leaf node can
be labeled, and converting the decision tree to a conditional
expression. We assume a recursive function TOITE that for a
leaf returns its label and for an internal node with attribute p
and children L, R returns ite(p, TOITE(L), TOITE(R)).
Example 4: Solution building in Example 3 is done by
learning the decision tree
x2 ≤ x1
>
⊥
dt =
{(1, 1)} ← x1 + 1

{(1, 2)} ← x1

which classifies the sample {(1, 1), (1, 2)} by separating its
points into leafs whose labels cover these points. Then,
TOITE (dt) = ite(x2 ≤ x1 , x1 + 1, x1 ).
•
In D&C the enumeration of terms and predicates continues
until the sample can be classified, with the respective candidate
solution then being tested on the specification. D&C is particularly effective on PBE problems, in which the specification
for the function to synthesize is essentially just a conjunction
of equalities of the form f (c̄) ' d where c̄, d are concrete
constants. In these problems, piecing together a conditional
expression satisfying these equalities amounts to solving the
entire synthesis problem. The main limitation of D&C is
requiring specifications to be point-wise. Other specifications
yield points that cannot be labeled independently, which
significantly complicates the classification process.
Example 5: Consider again the SyGuS problem from Example 1, but with a specification augmented with the clause
f (x1 , x2 ) ' x1 + 1 ⇒ f (x1 + 2, x2 ) ' x1 . This relational constraint makes this specification non-point-wise by introducing
a dependency between different inputs of f . For example,
testing a candidate solution x1 yields the counterexample
{x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 0}, from which we generate the refinement
lemma f (1, 1) ' 2 ∧ f (1, 0) ' 2 ⇒ f (3, 0) ' 1 ∧ f (1, 2) ' 1
(L3). Determining a solution for (1, 0) restricts the solution for
(3, 0): e.g., if the former is x1 + 1 then the latter must be 1,
x2 + 1 or another term whose output on (3, 0) is 1. Since D&C
cannot reason about such restrictions, it cannot be applied
to this problem. Moreover, a minimal solution for f , e.g.,
ite(x1 ≤ x2 , ite(x2 ≤ x1 , x1 +1, x1 ), x2 ), has size 5, making this
seemly simple problem hard for enumerative CEGIS.
•
III. S YNTHESIS VIA P IECEWISE -I NDEPENDENT
U NIFICATION (U NIF +PI)
We introduce Unif+PI, a new procedure for enumerative
SyGuS based, like D&C, on a CEGIS loop for the derivation
of refinement lemmas and on extracting data points from these
lemmas to guide the unification of partial solutions by means
of decision tree learning. In contrast to D&C, however, and
similarly to CEGIS in general, it can be applied to any kind of
specification. Handling general, as opposed to only piece-wise,
specifications introduces a serious challenge to unification:

determining a solution to a given point cannot in general be
done independently of other points, as shown in Example 5.
SMT-based
Classiﬁer
Term assignment

Ordered
predicates list

Classiﬁcation
checker

Fig. 1: Unif+PI loop.
The overall architecture of Unif+PI is shown in Figure 1.
Its main component is an SMT-based classifier. This module
is an instance of an SMT solver, and manages two kinds
of constraints: refinement lemmas, as introduced earlier, and
separation lemmas, which we describe in the following. The
SMT-based classifier produces a term assignment: a mapping
from data points, represented by their respective function
applications, to terms, so that assigning each point to its
respective term satisfies the refinement lemma. An example
of a term assignment consistent with (L3) from Example 5 is
f (1, 1) 7→ x2 + x2 , { f (1, 0), f (3, 0), f (1, 2)} 7→ x1 . The SMTbased classifier also generates an ordered list of predicates
p1 , . . . , pn whose goal is to separate points that are assigned to
different terms. A predicate separates two points if it evaluates
differently on them, e.g., x1 6' x2 separates (1, 1) and (3, 0).
The term assignment and the ordered list of predicates correspond to a candidate classifier. The predicate list represents
a full binary tree whose internal nodes at level i are the i-th
predicate, and the term assignment represents how leafs should
be labeled. The classification checker determines if a decision
tree that correctly classifies the sample can be built from
such a candidate. Since the term assignment is consistent with
the refinement lemmas, the remaining condition for a correct
classification is that all data points in a leaf are assigned the
same term. In that case a candidate solution is extracted (with
TOITE ) from the decision tree. Otherwise a separation lemma,
which explains why classification failed, is generated to force
the SMT-based classifier to produce new, distinct candidate
classifiers. Together, these components comprise a learner of
classifiers. Their interplay is detailed in the following section.
Our procedure relies on a solution-complete search strategy
which generates classifiers in increasing order of complexity,
defined by a measure that accounts for both the size of the
terms, the predicates involved, and their quantity. The strategy
considers increasingly complex candidates until a successful
classifier is learned, in which case the corresponding candidate
solution is verified against the specification. Counterexamples
to the candidate solution generate new refinement lemmas and
cause the learning process to restart. For Example 5, whose
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C LASS C HECKER ←− ( { f (v̄1 ) 7→ t1 , . . . , f (v̄n ) 7→ tn }, [p1 , . . . , pm ] )
3) For a given f (v̄) 7→ t, let eval(v̄) = [ |=T p1 (v̄), . . . , |=T pm (v̄) ]

SMTC LASSIFY ←− ( ϕR , ϕS , n )
1) If there exists tassign = { f (v̄i ) 7→ ti | Fi ∈ T(ϕR )} and
preds = [p1 , . . . , pn−1 ] such that:
a) #{t | f (v̄) 7→ t ∈ tassign} ≤ n

4) If there are no f (v̄i ) 7→ ti , f (v̄ j ) 7→ t j ∈ tassign, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
such that eval(v̄i ) = eval(v̄ j ) and 6|=T ti ' t j

b) size(t) ≤ log2 (n), for each f (v̄) 7→ t ∈ tassign

Then, return candidate solution

c) size(p) ≤ log2 (n), for each p ∈ preds

d) |=T ϕR σF where σF = {Fi 7→ (λ x̄. ti ) v̄i | f (v̄i ) 7→ ti ∈
tassign}
e) |=T ϕS σF σP where σP = {Pi 7→ λ x̄. pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1}

TOITE (tassign, preds)

5) Otherwise, return separation lemma
E1 ∧ F s1 6' F s01 ∧ P1 ' p1 ∧ · · · ∧ Em ∧ F sm 6' F s0m ∧ Pm ' pm ⇒ Fi ' F j

Then, return classifier ( tassign, preds )

2) Otherwise, return SMTC LASSIFY(ϕR , ϕS , n + 1)
Fig. 2a: Classifier parameterized by sets of refinement lemmas
ϕR , separation lemmas ϕS , and threshold n, with n = 1 initially.

solution is an expression of size 5, Unif+PI is able to assemble
it by unifying partial solutions of size up to 1 using predicates
of size 1. Our implementation of Unif+PI in the CVC4SY solver
finds this solution for f in 1s, while CVC4SY’s CEGIS takes
18s and EUSolver, which cannot apply its D&C and is forced
to fall back to CEGIS, takes 4m20s.
A. SMT-based decision tree learning
The SMT-based classifier (SMTC LASSIFY) and the classification checker (C LASS C HECKER) are described at a high
level in Figures 2a and 2b. For the enumeration of terms
and predicates, SMTC LASSIFY relies on an underlying SMT
solver. It encodes syntax restrictions as logical constraints
whose model values correspond to expressions generated by
the grammar, exploring the search space exhaustively [27, 28].
Thus ϕR and ϕS are constraints in terms of metavariables
corresponding to data points and ranging over expressions
to be enumerated. For instance, (L3) from Example 5 is
normalized as F1 ' 2 ∧ F2 ' 2 ⇒ F3 ' 1 ∧ F4 ' 1, with
metavariable F1 corresponding to point f (1, 1) and so on.
Separation lemmas also depend on metavariables, with Pi
denoting the i-th predicate in the classifier.
Conditions (1a)-(1c) in SMTC LASSIFY refer to generating
terms and predicates within the current threshold, given by n.
Condition (1a) requires the number of distinct terms assigned
to be at most n. This ensures a minimally diverse term
assignment, considering first partial solutions that cover more
data points. The number of predicates, n − 1, is bound by the
number of distinct terms. The rationale is that, in building a
classifier, one should not need more predicates than distinct
partial solutions. Conditions (1b) and (1c) require that no term
or predicate have a bigger size than log2 (n), thus biasing
the search towards many small expressions. These conditions
guarantee that we only try a new combination of maximum
term size, maximum predicate size, number of distinct terms
and of distinct predicates once all candidate classifiers in

in which s01 < · · · < s0m < j, E1 = F1 ' · · · ' F s1 −1 , and, for l > 1,
V
El = Fk1 ' Fk2 , such that eval(v̄k1 ) = eval(v̄k2 ), |=T tk1 ' tk2 ,
k1 < k2 , k1 ≤ sl or k1 ≤ s0l , and k2 > sl , s0l .

Fig. 2b: Checks if a candidate classifier, given by a term assignment
and an ordered list of predicates, can correctly classify sample. We
assume a natural extension of TOITE for candidate classifiers.

the current threshold fail. Conditions (1d) and (1e) require
consistency with the input refinement and separation lemmas.
Once SMTC LASSIFY produces a candidate classifier consistent with the lemmas, C LASS C HECKER is invoked to determine whether it correctly classifies the sample. This is based
on whether the sample is separable. This is not the case when
two data points have the same evaluation vectors in the ordered
predicate list, computed in Step (3), but are assigned different
terms. This test is made in Step (4). If the sample is separable, a candidate solution is built as a conditional expression
corresponding to the classifier. Otherwise, a separation lemma
is generated, in Step (5). The lemma can be seen as a trace of
incrementally building a decision tree, with predicates added
to resolve separation conflicts: points assigned different terms
having the same classification in the current tree. We explain
the structure of the separation lemma in detail in Example 6
below, showing a complete execution of Unif+PI. Intuitively, it
is structured so that the i-th predicate solves the i-th separation
conflict. This conflict is witnessed, after the (i − 1)-th conflict,
by (a) Ei , a series of points with the same classification, (b)
a pair of points (F si , F s0i ) assigned different terms and (c) the
value of the i-th predicate separating (F si , F s0i ).
Example 6: Consider again the SyGuS problem from Example 5. Initially the set of refinement lemmas is empty, so
no data points have been collected. The enumeration in SMTC LASSIFY produces a single term of size 0 as the candidate
classifier, which is trivially a candidate solution returned by
C LASS C HECKER. Say that solution is f = λx1 x2 . x1 ; its verification will fail with, say, the counterexample {x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 0}
which yields the refinement lemma f (1, 1) ' 2 ∧ f (1, 0) '
2 ⇒ f (3, 0) ' 1 ∧ f (1, 2) ' 1, normalized for SMTC LASSIFY
as F1 ' 2 ∧ F2 ' 2 ⇒ F3 ' 1 ∧ F4 ' 1. To simplify presentation we ambiguously refer to data points by their metavariables
Fi . SMTC LASSIFY starts searching for a term assignment with
a single distinct term of size 0 that is consistent with ϕR .
No such assignment exists, which forces an increase of the
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Fig. 3: Step-wise computation of separation lemma for failed classification checking.
enumeration threshold. After the expansion, term assignments
now contain up to two distinct terms and one predicate, with
maximum expression size 1. The next candidate classifier
generated within this threshold that satisfies the refinement
lemma is F1 7→ x2 + x2 , {F2 , F3 , F4 } 7→ x1 , P1 7→ >. Again to
simplify presentation we represent the ordered predicate list
as a mapping of indexed predicate metavariables.
We illustrate the checking of candidate classifiers by
C LASS C HECKER via the incremental building of a decision
tree as represented in a separation lemma. As soon as we
consider the points corresponding to F1 and F2 , which have
different term assignments, we have a separation conflict.
Since > cannot separate (1, 1) and (1, 0), the classification
fails and a separation lemma P1 ' > ⇒ F1 ' F2 is produced:
if the first predicate is >, then F1 and F2 must be assigned the
same term, otherwise we would have the same conflict. Adding
this lemma to SMTC LASSIFY forces new candidate classifiers
to either equate F1 to F2 in the assignment or to provide
a new predicate. The next candidate classifier to satisfy the
constraints is {F1 , F2 , F3 } 7→ x2 + 1, F4 7→ 1, P1 7→ x2 ≤ x1 .
Running C LASS C HECKER on it goes as follows:

F1 , F2 , F3  F4 →

>

x2 ≤ x1

F1 , F2 , F3

Point
⊥
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

(1, 1)
(1, 0)
(3, 0)
(1, 2)

x2 ≤ x1
>
>
>
⊥

The first three points can be added to the same leaf since they
are assigned the same term. A separation conflict, represented
by , occurs when F4 is added; however, it can be resolved by
the predicate P1 which separates the offending points. Thus the
sample is classified, so the candidate solution ite(x2 ≤ x1 , x2 +
1, 1) can be extracted from the decision tree. The verification
fails again though, and a refinement lemma f (−1, −1) '
0 ∧ f (−1, −1) ' 0 ⇒ f (1, −1) ' −1 ∧ f (−1, 0) ' −1, nor-

malized as F5 ' 0 ∧ F5 ' 0 ⇒ F6 ' −1 ∧ F7 ' −1, is added
to SMTC LASSIFY. A new candidate classifier satisfying the
new set of lemmas can only be generated after increasing
the threshold, now allowing 3 distinct terms and 2 predicates to be used, with size up to 1. The next candidate
classifier provided to C LASS C HECKER is {F1 , F5 } 7→ x1 + 1,
{F6 } 7→ x2 , {F2 , F3 , F4 F7 } 7→ x1 , P1 7→ x1 ≤ x2 , P2 7→ x2 ≤ x1 ,
whose failed checking and resulting separation lemma are seen
in Figure 3. Note that three separation conflicts occur, first
F1  F2 , which is resolved by P1 , then F1  F4 , resolved by
P2 , and finally F3  F6 , which cannot be resolved. Changing
the term assignment by equating F3 (and therefore also F2 )
to F6 avoids this scenario and is consistent with the previous
lemmas. With SMTC LASSIFY returning the candidate classifier {F1 , F5 } 7→ x1 + 1, {F2 , F3 , F6 } 7→ x2 , {F4 , F7 } 7→ x1 ,
P1 7→ x1 ≤ x2 , P2 7→ x2 ≤ x1 , C LASS C HECKER verifies it and
produces the minimal solution from Example 5:
x1 ≤ x2
x2 ≤ x1
F1 , F5 F4 , F7

→ λx1 x2 . ite(x1 ≤ x2 ,
ite(x2 ≤ x1 , x1 + 1, x1 ),
F2 , F3 F6
x2
)
•

B. Unif+PI Correctness Properties
Unif+PI satisfies the following properties where ϕR is the
input set of refinement lemmas before normalization.
Theorem 1 (Soundness): The candidate solution produced
by C LASS C HECKER satisfies ϕR .
Theorem 2 (Solution Completeness): If there exists a candidate solution e satisfying ϕR , then SMTC LASSIFY(ϕR , ϕS , 1),
in which ϕR has been normalized and ϕS is initially empty but
augmented after each failed execution of C LASS C HECKER,
generates a term assignment tassign and an ordered predicate
list preds such that C LASS C HECKER(tassign, preds) returns e.
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Predicate
Enumerator
Predicates

SMT-based
Classiﬁer
Term assignment

Fig. 4a: Unif+PI+E loop, with predicate enumeration independent
from term enumeration.

Moreover, e is minimal with respect to the complexity measure
used by SMTC LASSIFY.
IV. U NIF +PI WITH UNCONSTRAINED PREDICATE
ENUMERATION

The generation of separation lemmas by C LASS C HECKER
and their usage in SMTC LASSIFY, besides being instrumental
for (bounded) solution completeness, biases Unif+PI to produce candidate solutions minimal with respect to expression
size, number of distinct terms, and number of predicates.
Often, however, sacrificing completeness and minimality allows problems to be solved more efficiently. We propose a
variation of Unif+PI, which we denominate Unif+PI+E, that
enumerates predicates independently of previous classification
attempts. The algorithm’s overall architecture can be seen
in Figure 4a. SMTC LASSIFY is simplified to produce only
term assignments, based solely on refinement lemmas, i.e.,
it drops conditions (1c) and (1e). An independent predicate
enumerator generates predicates in increasing order of size,
without further constraints. In this setting, more predicates
are available to the learner to solve separation conflicts and
successfully classify the sample. On the other hand, the
completeness and minimality guarantees of Unif+PI are lost.
The learning algorithm (L EARN) of Unif+PI+E is shown in
Figure 4b. It is very similar to the classical ID3 multi-label
decision tree learning algorithm [24]. It takes as input a set of
predicates and a term assignment and returns a conditional
expression corresponding to the learned classifier. Due to
the dependency between data points, it does not interleave
the labeling of leafs with choosing attributes, as in ID3.
Instead, the labeling is fixed by the term assignment built
by SMTC LASSIFY. Step 1 checks whether the input points
are assigned the same term, in which case the sample is
correctly classified, corresponding to a leaf in the decision
tree. Otherwise, a predicate is used to split the sample and
recursively attempt to classify it (Step 3), adding an internal
node to the decision tree. Classification fails when there is a
separation conflict that cannot be solved (Step 2).
L EARN is parameterized by a selection heuristic for choosing predicates in Step 3. This choice influences not only the
size of the classifier, as in ID3, but also whether classification

L EARN ←− ( { f (v̄1 ) 7→ t1 , . . . , f (v̄n ) 7→ tn }, {p1 , . . . , pm } )
1) If t1 = t2 = · · · = tn then return t1
2) If {p1 , . . . , pm } = ∅ then return ⊥
3) Let p be a heuristically selected from {p1 , . . . , pm } and
a) tassign> = { f (v̄i ) 7→ ti | |=T p(v̄i )}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
b) tassign⊥ = { f (v̄i ) 7→ ti | 6|=T p(v̄i )}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
c) preds = {p1 , . . . , pm } \ {p}

Return ite (p, L EARN(tassign> , preds), L EARN(tassign⊥ , preds))
Fig. 4b: Decision tree learning algorithm based on ID3.

succeeds, since the labeling is fixed. We follow previous work
on using extensions of information gain heuristics to function
and invariant synthesis [4, 14]. Note, however, that because
of our fixed labeling, we do not need to compute information
gain at the level of the refinement lemmas, as done in the ICE
framework for invariant synthesis [14].
The price we pay for a simpler enumeration is losing the
tight integration between predicates and term assignments
given by the separation lemmas in Unif+PI. Separation conflicts in Unif+PI+E are only resolved by enumerating new
predicates, which can make the procedure diverge, since term
assignments are not being considered exhaustively.
Another issue is that the large number of predicates available for classification makes Unif+PI+E heavily dependent
on the predicate selection heuristic, as it influences not only
whether a decision tree can be learned, and its size, but
also which predicates compose the decision tree. This is
problematic when a predicate that might be crucial for building
the actual solution for the function to synthesize, not only a
classifier for the sample, is ignored because other predicates
that do not lead to a successful solution are selected.
V. E XPERIMENTS
We implemented our approach in CVC4SY [25]. We evaluated1 its two flavors in comparison with CVC4SY’s enumerative CEGIS and with LOOPINVGEN [22], the winner of the
invariant track in SyGuS-COMP 2018 [3]. For Lustre invariant
synthesis problems, we also compared our implementation
with the Kind 2 model checker [8, 18]. We refer to CVC4SY’s
configurations by:
• CVC + C : CVC 4 SY ’s
•
•

enumerative CEGIS (previous work)
CVC + UPI : CVC 4 SY ’s Unif+PI (from Section III)
CVC + UPI + E : CVC 4 SY’s Unif+PI+E (from Section IV)

The benchmark suite from the SyGuS-COMP 2018 contains
three kinds of benchmarks: PBE benchmarks, general function
synthesis benchmarks, and invariant synthesis benchmarks. We
do not consider PBE nor single invocation [27] benchmarks
since specialized procedures [2, 4, 27] are better suited for
these restricted fragments. Further eliminating benchmarks
1 Full

data at http://cvc4.cs.stanford.edu/papers/FMCAD2019-UnifPI/
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Fig. 5a: Results for 567 invariant SyGuS benchmarks, 1800s timeout.
“Unique” is problems solved only by that configuration. “Fastest” (resp.
“Shortest”) is how often a solution was reported among the fastest
(resp. shortest) with respect to other configurations. The criteria for
computing “fastest” and “shortest” are as in SyGuS-COMP 2018 [3].
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configurations.

whose syntax restrictions forbid conditional expressions leaves
only 16 general function synthesis benchmarks for consideration. We therefore focus our evaluation on the remaining
127 invariant synthesis benchmarks and on an extra 440
invariant synthesis benchmarks stemming from the verification
of Lustre [17] programs in the standard test suite of Kind 2.
A. Comparison against other SyGuS solvers
Results are summarized in Figure 5a. CVC + C solves the
most problems, slightly ahead of CVC + UPI + E, while CVC + UPI
and LOOPINVGEN have comparable performance. However, as
seen in Figure 5b, CVC + UPI + E solves problems much faster
than CVC + C, except for some hard problems (>1000s), and
CVC + UPI is faster or comparable on problems requiring up
to 100s. Moreover, as indicated in Figure 6a, in comparison
with CVC + C on commonly solved problems, CVC + UPI is on
average 1.5× faster. Even more notably, CVC + UPI + E is over
100× faster. We attribute this to solutions to many invariant
synthesis problems involving Boolean combinations of small
literals, where divide and conquer techniques like Unif+PI
are more efficient. On the other hand, CVC + C excels when
invariants are only expressible by single literals with large
term sizes, where divide and conquer is not helpful.
Overall, CVC + UPI + E has compelling advantages over the
other solvers: it solves almost as many problems as CVC + C;
has the greatest number of uniquely solved problems; and
is often orders of magnitude faster on commonly solved
problems, as can be seen in the plots in Figures 6a and 6b.
A disadvantage is that its synthesized invariants are generally bigger than those produced by LOOPINVGEN and other
CVC 4 SY configurations, which seek minimal solutions. Often,
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Fig. 5b: Solved problems per time for each configuration.
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can find invariants that combine several simple attributes, while a smaller solution could be built by using fewer,
more complex, attributes or by considering different term
assignments for the data points. Furthermore, CVC + UPI + E
may fail to find solutions that CVC + C and CVC + UPI eventually
find thanks to their solution-completeness guarantees.
The performances of CVC + UPI and LOOPINVGEN are comparable, with CVC + UPI solving 29 problems not solved by
LOOPINVGEN , and LOOPINVGEN solving 36 not solved by
CVC + UPI . However, it is overall slower on commonly solved
problems with respect to both LOOPINVGEN and CVC + UPI + E.
We believe this is due to its exhaustive search up to a threshold,
which recall from Section III-A is related to the size and
number of predicates used in the classification.
Given the different strengths of both CVC + UPI and
CVC + UPI + E with respect to CVC + C , a portfolio ( CVC - PORT )
of the three is close to the best of all worlds. As shown in
Figure 5a, it solves a total of 400 problems (100 more than
LOOPINVGEN ), is significantly faster than all configurations
taken independently, and produces shortest solutions at a
similar rate as CVC + C and CVC + UPI. Note that CVC - PORT
is a virtual best solver, not an automatic scheduler.
B. Comparison against a model checker
To put the performance of our SyGuS approaches into
perspective, we include a comparison with the Kind 2 model
checker on its own set of benchmarks. In particular, this
evaluation shows how our general-purpose function synthesis
compares with specialized state-of-the-art model checking
techniques. While the only invariant synthesis specific tech-
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nique CVC4SY applies is post-condition strengthening, model
checking techniques heavily exploit reachability analysis.
Kind 2 employs three induction-based model checking techniques: k-induction [30], IC3 [7], and generation of auxiliary
invariants [18]. The three techniques can be run in parallel and
complement each other. Kind 2 solves all the 480 benchmarks
it its test suite in less than 120 seconds. When only IC3 or
k-induction is enabled (without auxiliary invariant generation),
the number of solved instances decreases to 445 and 313,
respectively. Increasing the timeout to 1800s does not help
these techniques. In contrast, no CVC4SY configuration in
isolation can solve as many problems. However, with a 1800s
timeout, CVC + UPI + E can solve 8 problems that IC3 cannot
and 71 problems that k-induction cannot. More interestingly,
if we consider CVC - PORT, it solves more problems than kinduction alone, 323 vs. 313, although is on average 10×
slower. Furthermore, CVC - PORT solves 82 problems that kinduction cannot solve, and k-induction solves 72 problems
that CVC - PORT cannot solve. We consider these results encouraging, as our framework is general and can be used with
any theory for which a ground decision procedure is available.
This is not the case for IC3, where a key element of the
technique, the generalization of counterexamples, is highly
dependent on the theory. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of
Kind 2 shows ways of improving CVC4SY’s techniques for
syntax-guided invariant synthesis. Both IC3 and k-induction
are greatly helped using auxiliary invariants, which is a clear
direction for improving CVC4SY. A more challenging direction
is to adapt IC3 techniques to the enumerative SyGuS setting.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
A myriad of approaches have been developed to tackle
syntax-guided synthesis, generally as instances of CEGIS but
with varying ways of generating candidate solutions, such as
via enumerative [33], stochastic [29], symbolic [12, 26] search
or combinations thereof [2, 11, 19]. Our approach extends to
general function synthesis divide and conquer techniques [4,
21]. Conceptually, however, it is closer to invariant synthesis
techniques such as Padhi et al.’s precondition inference with
attribute learning (PIE) [23], which is the bases for LOOPIN VGEN , and Garg et al.’s ICE framework [13]. Both reduce invariant synthesis to learning a classifier for a sample built from
unrollings of the transition system and from counterexamples
for failed candidates. Differently from general function synthesis, however, data points are always only labeled with >, ⊥,
which allows them to operate on a significantly simpler setting.
In PIE, samples contain only positive and negative points, so
classification hinges on having attributes to resolve separation
conflicts. Attributes are generated via an enumerator, so their
overall algorithm is similar to Unif+PI+E. Candidate invariants
are generated via standard provably approximately correct

(PAC), which is biased towards small solutions, explaining
why LOOPINVGEN excels in finding concise invariants.
In ICE, samples contain implication counterexamples, so
that classification must account for the dependency between
these points. Since that is the only dependency in samples,
its focus is on extending information-gain heuristics to cope
with implications, rather than on producing a correct by
construction labeling, as in our approach, before building a
classifier. Recently, ICE has been extended to Horn clause
solving by Ezudheen et al. [10]. Similarly to our setting, they
need to cope with complex constraints relating data points.
Their decision tree learner therefore employs a Horn solver to
check that their labeling does not violate the constraints.
The SMT-based classifier in Unif+PI has similarities with
recent work by Narodytska et al. [20] on learning optimal
decision trees with SAT solvers. They fully reduce the task
of learning a minimal decision tree to a SAT problem and
show they can deal with publicly available datasets of practical
interest. Their encoding, however, tackles a significantly
simpler problem than we do, since they consider a fixed
set of attributes, only label points with >, ⊥, and have no
dependencies between points.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented Unif+PI, a new algorithm for enumerative syntax-guided synthesis based on learning classifiers using
an SMT solver. It generalizes divide and conquer enumeration
for non-point-wise specifications, thus extending the approach
to general purpose function synthesis. We also presented
Unif+PI+E, a variant that sacrifices coverage and conciseness
of solutions for better performance. We implemented both
algorithms in CVC4SY and extensively evaluated them on
standard benchmarks sets from the SyGuS and model checking
domains. Our results show that both flavors of our algorithm
lead to gains in comparison with the state of the art.
In future work we will focus on refining Unif+PI+E, which
shows more promising results. To improve convergence, we
may address the issue of not relating term assignments and
separation conflicts in a similar way to Horn-ICE [10] by
adopting partial term assignments. These would be extended
with suitable terms during decision tree learning, relying
on an underlying SMT solver to check that the assignment
still conforms with the refinement lemmas. Another direction,
which would also benefit Unif+PI, is to optimize enumeration,
thus improving scalability, by determining that parts of the
data points are irrelevant. Consider, e.g., a separation conflict
f (0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0)  f (1, 0, 0, 5, 2, 1, 3), whose resolution can be
done with predicates ranging only over f ’s first, fourth and
seventh inputs. This would reduce noise in the data by ignoring
portions of counterexamples, used to generate data points, that
are not necessary to witness solution verification failures.
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Abstract—We present the first approach to prove non-termination of integer programs that is based on loop acceleration.
If our technique cannot show non-termination of a loop, it
tries to accelerate it instead in order to find paths to other
non-terminating loops automatically. The prerequisites for our
novel loop acceleration technique generalize a simple yet effective
non-termination criterion. Thus, we can use the same program
transformations to facilitate both non-termination proving and
loop acceleration. In particular, we present a novel invariant
inference technique that is tailored to our approach. An extensive
evaluation of our fully automated tool LoAT shows that it is
competitive with the state of the art.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Proving non-termination of integer programs is an important
research topic (e.g., [2, 7, 13, 14, 27, 33, 34, 35, 40, 41]). In
another line of research, under-approximating loop acceleration
is used to analyze safety [31] and runtime complexity [21].
Here, the idea is to replace a loop by code that mimics k loop
iterations, where k is chosen non-deterministically.

are often challenging to synthesize. Thus, in Sect. III we
present a novel loop acceleration technique that generalizes
[31] and does not require metering functions, and we integrate
it into a program simplification framework inspired by [21].
(b) We combine our approach with a novel invariant inference
technique in Sect. IV. So if the prerequisites of our non-termination criterion and our acceleration technique are violated, then we try to deduce invariants to make them applicable.
From a practical point of view, we contribute
(c) an implementation in our open-source tool LoAT and
(d) an extensive evaluation of our implementation, cf. Sect. V.
Finally, Sect. VI discusses related work and concludes. All
proofs can be found in [22].
II. P RELIMINARIES

We denote vectors x by bold letters and the ith element of x
by xi . Transitions α have the form f(x) →
− g(t) [η]. The lefthand side lhsα = f(x) consists of α’s source function symbol
Many non-termination techniques first search for a diverging
srcα = f ∈ Σ and a vector of pairwise different variables
configuration and then prove its reachability. For the latter, loop
x ⊂ V ranging over Z, where V is countably infinite. The set
acceleration would be useful, as it allows reasoning about paths
of function symbols Σ is finite and we assume that all function
with loops without fixing the number of unrollings. Still, up to
symbols have the same arity (otherwise one can add unused
now acceleration has not been used for non-termination proving.
arguments). We use V(·) to denote all variables occurring in
To fill this gap, we design a novel loop acceleration technique the argument. A denotes the set of all arithmetic expressions
whose prerequisites generalize a well-known non-termination over V, i.e., expressions built from variables, numbers, and
criterion. This correspondence is of great value: It allows arithmetic operations like “+”, “·”, etc. The guard guard = η
α
us to develop an under-approximating program simplification is a constraint, i.e., a finite conjunction1 of inequations over A,
framework that progresses incrementally towards the detection which we omit if it is empty. The right-hand side rhsα = g(t)
of non-terminating loops and the acceleration of other loops. consists of α’s destination destα = g ∈ Σ and a vector t ⊂ A.
After introducing preliminaries in Sect. II, we present our The substitution upα = {x 7→ t} is α’s update.
approach in Sect. III and IV. It eliminates loops via acceleration
A substitution is a function σ : V → A. The domain of σ
and chaining, or by proving their non-termination and replacing is dom(σ) = {x ∈ V | σ(x) 6= x} and its range is defined as
them by a transition to a special symbol ω. If a loop cannot rng(σ) = {σ(x) | x ∈ dom(σ)}. We sometimes denote substibe eliminated, then we strengthen its guard by synthesizing tutions by sets of key-value pairs {y1 7→ t1 , . . . , yk 7→ tk } or
suitable invariants. Our approach also handles nested loops by just {y 7→ t}. Then each x ∈ V \ y is mapped to itself. For
eliminating inner loops before removing outer loops. Eventually, every entity e, σ(e) results from replacing all free variables in
this leads to a loop-free program where a trace to ω yields a e according to σ. If rng(σ) ⊂ Z, then σ is a valuation. A firstwitness of non-termination. So our main contributions are:
order formula ϕ is valid if it is equivalent to true. Moreover, a
valuation
σ is a model of ϕ (or satisfies ϕ, denoted σ |= ϕ) if
(a) The applicability of existing under-approximating loop
σ’s
domain
contains all free variables of ϕ and σ(ϕ) is valid.
acceleration techniques is restricted: The technique from [31]
is often inapplicable if the loop condition contains invariants
An integer program T is a finite set of transitions. Their
and the technique from [21] requires metering functions which guards restrict the control flow, i.e., f(x) →
− g(t) [η] is only
funded by DFG grant 389792660 as part of TRR 248 and by DFG grant
GI 274/6

1 Note that negations can be expressed by negating inequations directly, and
disjunctions in programs can be expressed using several transitions.
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applicable if the current valuation of the variables satisfies η.
Example 1 (Integer Program). Consider the function start:
def start(x, y):
while x >= 0: x = x - y; y = y + 1
while y > 0: y = y - x

It corresponds to the following integer program:
α1
α2
α3
α4

:
:
:
:

start(x, y)
f(x, y)
f(x, y)
g(x, y)

→
→
→
→

f(x, y)
f(x − y, y + 1)
g(x, y)
g(x, y − x)

[x ≥ 0]
[x < 0]
[y > 0]

The function symbols f and g represent the first and the second
loop, respectively. The program does not terminate if, e.g., x
and y are initially 0: After applying the first loop twice, y is
2 and x is −1, so that the second loop diverges.

Definition 2 (Integer Transition Relation). A term f(n) where
n ⊂ Z is a configuration. An integer program T induces a
relation →T on configurations: We have s →
− T t if there is an
α ∈ T and a model σ of guardα such that V(α) ⊆ dom(σ),
σ(lhsα ) = s, and σ(rhsα ) = t.2 Then we say that s evaluates
to t. As usual, →
− ∗T is the transitive-reflexive closure of →
−T .
If there is an infinite →
− T -evaluation that starts with start(n)
where start ∈ Σ is the canonical start symbol, then T is nonterminating and start(n) witnesses non-termination of T .

W.l.o.g., start does not occur on right-hand sides. Otherwise,
one can rename start to start0 and add a transition start(x) →
−
start0 (x). A program T is simplified if srcα = start for all α ∈
T . So any run of a simplified program has at most length one.
By definition, integer programs may contain transitions like
f(x) →
− f( x2 ). While evaluations that would not yield integers
get stuck (as, e.g., f( 21 ) is not a configuration), our technique
assumes that the arguments of functions are always integers.
Hence, we restrict ourselves to well-formed integer programs.

Definition 3 (Well-Formedness). An integer program T is well
formed if for all transitions α ∈ T and all models σ of guardα
with V(α) ⊆ dom(σ), σ(rhsα ) is a configuration.
To ensure that the program is initially well formed, we just
allow integers, addition, subtraction, and multiplication in the
original program.3 While our approach uses program transformations that may introduce further operations like division and
exponentials, these transformations preserve well-formedness.
We formalize our contributions in terms of processors.
Definition 4 (Processor). Let ω ∈ Σ be a dedicated fresh
function symbol. A processor proc is a partial function which
maps integer programs to integer programs. It is sound if the
following holds for all T where proc is defined:
if

start(n) →
− ∗proc(T ) ω or
start(n) witnesses non-termination of proc(T ),

2 Throughout the paper, we use “=” for semantic (not syntactic) equality
w.r.t. arithmetic, e.g., “f(1 + 2) = f(3)” holds.
3 One could also allow expressions like 1 · x2 + 1 · x in the initial program,
2
2
as long as every arithmetic expression maps integers to integers.

then

start(n) →
− ∗T ω or
start(n) witnesses non-termination of T .
If proc preserves well-formedness, then proc is called safe.
So we use the symbol ω to represent non-termination (and
we omit its arguments for readability): If we can transform a
program T into a simplified program T 0 via safe and sound
processors and σ |= guardα for some α ∈ T 0 with rhsα = ω,
then σ(lhsα ) witnesses non-termination of T due to Def. 4.
III. S IMPLIFYING I NTEGER P ROGRAMS
We now present our Contribution (a) by defining suitable
processors. In Sect. III-A, we introduce the notions of invariants which are the foundation of our loop acceleration
technique, cf. Sect. III-B. The remaining processors of our
approach are used to combine transitions (Sect. III-C) and to
finally deduce non-termination (Sect. III-D).
A. Invariants: Our novel loop acceleration technique relies
on the following notions of invariants. Here, “∀V(T ). ψ”
abbreviates “∀(V(ψ) ∩ V(T )). ψ”, i.e., the quantifier binds
all free variables of ψ that occur in T .
Definition 5 (Invariants). Let α ∈ T . If

∀V(T ). guardα ∧ ϕci =⇒ upα (ϕci )

(ci)

∀V(T ). ϕsi =⇒ upα (ϕsi )

(si)

is valid, then ϕci is a conditional invariant of α. If
is valid, then ϕsi is a simple (conditional) invariant of α. If
ϕsi is a simple invariant of α and
(md)

∀V(T ). ϕsi ∧ upα (ϕmd ) =⇒ ϕmd

is valid, then ϕmd is monotonically decreasing for ϕsi and α.
Recall that ϕ is a (standard) invariant of a transition α if ϕ
holds whenever α is applied in a program run. If such a standard
invariant ϕ satisfies (ci), then ϕ is usually called inductive.
In contrast to inductive invariants, a conditional invariant ϕci
does not have to hold when the control flow reaches α, but
if it does, then ϕci still holds after applying α. Conditional
invariants (resp. similar notions) are also used in, e.g., [5, 9, 32,
33, 41]. Monotonic decreasingness is converse to invariance:
ϕmd is preserved when the effect of upα is undone.
We call constraints of the form ϕci ∧ ϕsi ∧ ϕmd monotonic
if ϕci and ϕsi are conditional and simple invariants, and
ϕmd is monotonically decreasing for ϕsi . The reason is that
the characteristic function JϕK with JϕK = 1 ⇐⇒ ϕ and
JϕK = 0 ⇐⇒ ¬ϕ of conditional invariants like ϕci and ϕsi
is monotonically increasing w.r.t. upα and (md) essentially
requires that Jϕmd K is monotonically decreasing w.r.t. upα .
Example 6 (Invariants). For α2 from Ex. 1, y ≥ 0 is a simple
invariant and x ≥ 0 is monotonically decreasing for y ≥ 0, as
∀x, y. y ≥ 0
∀x, y. y ≥ 0 ∧ x − y ≥ 0

=⇒
=⇒

y+1≥0
x≥0

and

are valid. Thus, y ≥ 0 is also a conditional invariant. Note
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that it is not a standard invariant as there are program runs
where y ≥ 0 is violated when α2 is applied.

α can be replaced by k evaluation steps with α. Since guardα
enforces k > 0, every non-terminating run with T can therefore
be transformed into a non-terminating run of T .

B. Loop Acceleration: The key idea of loop acceleration
Example 8 (Ex. 1 continued). Consider the simple loop α2 of
for a simple loop, i.e., a transition α with srcα = destα , is
Ex. 1. As x ≥ 0 is not monotonic, Accelerate is not applicable.
to generate a new transition α that captures k iterations of α.
But if we strengthen the guard by adding the simple invariant
Here, k is a fresh variable whose value can be chosen nony ≥ 0, then x ≥ 0 satisfies (md), cf. Ex. 6. Thus, we can apply
deterministically. We first use recurrence solving to compute
Accelerate with ϕci : true, ϕsi : y ≥ 0, and ϕmd : x ≥ 0.
closed forms for the values of the program variables after a
Sect. IV will show how to find simple invariants like y ≥ 0.
symbolic number of iterations, i.e., a closed form of upkα =
To compute a substitution µ that represents k repeated upup ◦ . . . ◦ upα . Then, as in [31], we exploit the following
| α {z
}
dates, we solve the recurrence relations y (k +1) = y (k ) + 1 and
k times
(k +1)
= x(k ) − y (k ) with the initial conditions x(1) = x − y
observation: If guardα holds after k − 1 loop iterations and x
(1)
(k )
upα (guardα ) implies guardα (i.e., guardα is monotonically and y = y + 1, resulting in the solutions y = y + k and
1
1
(k )
2
decreasing), then guardα also holds after k − 2, k − 3, . . . , 0 x = x − y · k − 2 · k + 2 · k , i.e., µ = {x 7→ x − y · k
1
1
2
iterations. Thus, adding upkα−1 (guardα ) to guardα ensures − 2 · k + 2 · k , y 7→ y + k }. Thus, we accelerate α2 to
that k only takes feasible values: If σ satisfies upkα−1 (guardα ),
α2 : f(x, y) →
− f(x − y · k − 21 · k 2 + 12 · k , y + k ) [η]
{z
} | {z }
|
then α can be iterated at least σ(k ) times.
However, upα (guardα ) =⇒ guardα is rarely valid if
guardα contains invariants of α. Thus, our novel loop acceleration technique only requires monotonicity of guardα instead.

Theorem 7 (Accelerate). Let T be well formed, let α ∈ T be
a simple loop with lhsα = f(x), let k ∈ V be fresh, and let µ
be a substitution such that µ(x) = upkα (x) holds for all k > 0.
Moreover, let guardα = ϕci ∧ ϕsi ∧ ϕmd be monotonic.
Finally, let deck = {k 7→ k − 1} and T = T ∪ {α} where
α = f(x) →
− f(µ(x)) [ϕci ∧ ϕsi ∧ deck (µ(ϕmd )) ∧ k > 0] .
Then the processor Accelerate: T 7→ T is safe and sound.
So to construct rhsα , we compute a closed form µ that
expresses k iterations of the loop body as in [21, 31]. To do so,
one can use state-of-the-art recurrence solvers like [1, 28, 42]
to solve the system of recurrence relations x(k +1) = upα (x(k ) )
with the initial condition x(1) = upα (x).
To see why Accelerate is sound, assume that guardα holds.
As4 ϕsi ⊆ guardα and ϕsi implies upα (ϕsi ) by (si), we obtain
upnα (ϕsi ) for all n ∈ N.

(1)

Thus, as guardα contains deck (µ(ϕmd )) =
ϕsi ∧ upα (ϕmd ) implies ϕmd by (md), we get

upkα−1 (ϕmd )

and

upnα (ϕmd ) for all 0 ≤ n < k .

(2)

upnα (ϕci ) for all 0 ≤ n ≤ k .

(3)

So (1) and (2) imply ϕsi ∧ ϕmd . As ϕci ⊆ guardα and
guardα = ϕci ∧ ϕsi ∧ ϕmd , this means that guardα holds as
well. As guardα implies upα (ϕci ) (since ϕci ⊆ guardα and
ϕci is a conditional invariant), we obtain that upα (ϕci ) holds.
Together with (1) and (2) this means that upα (guardα ) holds
(if 1 < k ). This in turn implies up2α (ϕci ), etc. Thus, we get
Due to (1) – (3), the constraint ϕci ∧ ϕsi ∧ deck (µ(ϕmd ))
ensures that guardα = ϕci ∧ ϕsi ∧ ϕmd holds before the
1st , . . . , k th iteration, as desired. Hence, every evaluation with
4 In

the following, we identify conjunctions and sets of inequations.

µ(x)

µ(y)

for η : y ≥ 0 ∧ deck (µ(ϕmd )) ∧ k > 0 where deck (µ(ϕmd ))
| {z }
ϕsi

is x − y · (k − 1) −

1
2

· (k − 1)2 +

1
2

· (k − 1) ≥ 0.

C. Chaining: Accelerate only applies to simple loops. To
transform loops with complex control flow into simple loops
and to eventually obtain simplified programs, we use chaining,
a standard technique to combine two transitions f(. . .) → g(. . .)
and g(. . .) → h(. . .) to a new transition f(. . .) → h(. . .) that
captures the effect of both transitions after each other.
Theorem 9 (Chain). Let T be well formed and let α, β ∈ T
where destα = srcβ , the argument lists of lhsα and lhsβ are
equal, and V(α)∩V(β) = V(lhsα ).5 Let T ◦ = T ∪{α◦β} with


α ◦ β = lhsα →
− upα (rhsβ ) guardα ∧ upα (guardβ ) .

Then the processor Chain : T 7→ T ◦ is safe and sound.

Chaining is not only useful to transform complex into simple
loops, but it can also be used to combine a simple loop α with
itself in order to enable loop acceleration and to obtain better
closed forms for upkα . For example, consider the following
loop, where the sign of x alternates:
αneg :

f(x, y) → f(−x, y − 1) [y > x]

The closed form (−1)k · x for the value of x after k
iterations involves exponentials even though x does not grow
exponentially. This is disadvantageous, as our implementation
relies on SMT solving, but SMT solvers have limited support
for non-polynomial arithmetic. Moreover, Accelerate is not
applicable, as y > x is non-monotonic. However, this can be
resolved by chaining αneg with itself, which results in
αneg ◦ αneg :

f(x, y) →
− f(x, y − 2) [y > x ∧ y − 1 > −x] .

This transition can be accelerated to
h
i
f(x, y) →
− f(x, y − 2 · k ) deck (µ(guardαneg ◦αneg )) ∧ k > 0
5 Otherwise,

one can rename variables without affecting the relation →T .
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In some cases, chaining also helps to make Nonterm
applicable. To see this, consider the simple loop

where deck (µ(guardαneg ◦αneg )) is
y − 2 · (k − 1) > x ∧ y − 2 · (k − 1) − 1 > −x,

i.e., the accelerated transition does not contain exponentials.
So for simple loops α that alternate the sign of a variable
(i.e., where upα (x) = c · x + t for some x ∈ V(lhsα ), c < 0,
and t ∈ A with x ∈
/ V(t)), we accelerate α ◦ α instead of α.

Chaining can also help to obtain simpler closed forms for
transitions where variables are set to constants. For example,
a closed form for the repeated update of the variable z in
f(x, y, z) → f(x − 1, 2, y) [x > 0]

αconst :

is 0k −1 · y + (1 − 0k −1 ) · 2, which is again not polynomial.
However, chaining αconst with itself yields
αconst ◦ αconst :

f(x, y, z) → f(x − 2, 2, 2) [x > 1]

αnt :

f(x, y) → f(0, y − x) [y > 0]

where y > 0 is no simple invariant. Chaining it with itself yields
αnt ◦ αnt :

f(x, y) → f(0, y − x) [y > 0 ∧ y − x > 0] .

As y > 0 ∧ y − x > 0 =⇒ y − x > 0 ∧ y − x − 0 > 0 is
valid, the prerequisites of Nonterm are satisfied and we obtain
f(x, y) → ω [y > 0 ∧ y − x > 0] .
So in general, we try to apply Nonterm not only to a simple
loop α, but also to α ◦ α. Apart from Nonterm, we also use
SMT solving to check whether a loop has a fixpoint, which is
a standard technique to prove non-termination.

f(x, y, z) → f(x − 2 · k , 2, 2) [x − 2 · (k − 1) > 1 ∧ k > 0] ,

Theorem 12 (Fixpoint). Let T be well formed, let α ∈ T be a
simple loop with lhsα = f(x), and let guardα ∧ x = upα (x)
be satisfiable. Let T fp = T ∪ {αfp } where

Finally, chaining can also make acceleration applicable to
loops that permute arguments:

Then the processor Fixpoint : T 7→ T fp is safe and sound.

(where we simplified the guard), which can be accelerated to

αfp = lhsα → ω [guardα ∧ x = upα (x)] .

i.e., the accelerated transition again only contains polynomials.

αp :

For example, {x 7→ 0, y 7→ 1} is a fixpoint of αnt which
satisfies y > 0 and (x, y) = (0, y−x) (i.e., x = 0 ∧ y = y−x).

f(x, y) → f(y − 1, x − 1) [x > 0]

While αp violates the prerequisites of Accelerate,
αp ◦ αp :

f(x, y) → f(x − 2, y − 2) [x > 0 ∧ y − 1 > 0]

can be accelerated to:

h
i
f(x, y) → f(x−2·k , y−2·k ) deck (µ(guardαp ◦αp )) ∧ k > 0

So to handle simple loops α where some variables “stabilize”
(i.e., upnα (z) ∈ Z for some z ∈ V and some n > 1, as in αconst )
or where arguments are permuted (as in αp ), we repeatedly
chain α with itself as long as this reduces the size of
{x ∈ V(lhsα ) | V(upα (x)) 6= ∅ ∧ x ∈
/ V(upα (x))}.

(4)

Alg. 1 shows a streamlined version of the strategy that we use
to apply the presented processors. It combines chaining, loop
acceleration, and our non-termination processors to transform
arbitrary programs into simplified programs. For nested loops,
the elimination starts with the inner loops. Note that deleting
transitions (Steps 2, 3, 5, and 18) is always sound in our setting.

1
2
3
4

D. Proving Non-Termination: To detect non-terminating
simple loops α, we check whether guardα itself is a simple
invariant (i.e., whether the valuations that satisfy guardα
correspond to a recurrent set of the relation →{α} , cf. [27]).

Theorem 10 (Nonterm). Let T be well formed and let α ∈ T
be a simple loop such that guardα is a simple invariant. Moreover, let T ω = T ∪ {αω } where
ω

α = lhsα →
− ω [guardα ] .

Then the processor Nonterm : T 7→ T ω is safe and sound.

Example 11 (Ex. 1 continued). Clearly, y > 0 is not a simple
invariant of α4 from Ex. 1. But if we strengthen the guard by
adding the simple invariant x ≤ 0, then Nonterm is applicable
as y > 0 ∧ x ≤ 0 implies y − x > 0 ∧ x ≤ 0. Thus, we obtain
α4ω :

g(x, y) →
− ω [y > 0 ∧ x ≤ 0] .

Again, we will see how to deduce suitable simple invariants
like x ≤ 0 automatically in Sect. IV.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Input: A program T
Output: A witness for non-termination of T or ⊥
while T is not simplified :
T ← {α ∈ T | srcα is reachable from start}
T ← {α ∈ T | guardα is satisfiable}; S ← ∅
while ∃α ∈ T . α is a simple loop :
T ← T \ {α}
α ← α ◦ α if α alternates the sign of a variable
αorig ← α
do α ← α ◦ αorig while it reduces the size of (4)
if Nonterm applies to α : α ← αω
elif Nonterm applies to α ◦ α : α ← (α ◦ α)ω
elif Fixpoint applies to α : α ← αfp
elif Accelerate applies to α : α ← α
else : T ← T ∪ deduceInvariants(α)
S ← S ∪ {β ◦ α | β ∈ T , srcβ 6= destβ = srcα }
T ←T ∪S
if ∃α, β ∈ T . destα = srcβ = f :
T ← T ∪ {α ◦ β | α, β ∈ T , destα = srcβ = f}
T ← {α ∈ T | f ∈
/ {srcα , destα }}
if ∃α ∈ T . rhsα = ω ∧ σ |= guardα : return σ(lhsα )
else : return ⊥
Algorithm 1: Proving Non-Termination

We present the algorithm deduceInvariants for Step 13 in
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Sect. IV. It creates variants of α by extending guardα with suit- technique either fails to synthesize further invariants or the
able constraints to make Accelerate or Nonterm applicable. whole guard becomes monotonic, so that we can apply AccelStep 14 chains α with all preceding transitions that are no erate or even Nonterm (if α’s guard is a simple invariant).
simple loops. Steps 17 and 18 eliminate a function symbol via
To synthesize simple invariants, we first compute a maximal
chaining. Note that Alg. 1 could have non-terminating runs, as subset ϕi of guard such that ϕi is a conditional invariant.
α
it may add new transitions in Step 13. However, this turned However, to apply Accelerate, not all constraints of guard
α
out to be unproblematic in our experiments, cf. Sect. V.
need to be conditional invariants, as long as the remaining
Example 13 (Ex. 1 finished). After accelerating α2 in Step constraints are monotonically decreasing. Hence, we next
compute a maximal subset ϕsi of ϕi such that ϕsi is a simple
12 (see Ex. 8), Alg. 1 computes
invariant. Then we can determine a maximal subset ϕmd of
α1 ◦ α2 : start(x, y) → f(x − y · k − 12 · k 2 + 12 · k , y + k ) [η] guard \ ϕ which is monotonically decreasing for ϕ .
i
si
α
in Step 14 where η is
A. Generating New Invariants: Let the set of parameters
y ≥ 0 ∧ x − y · (k − 1) − 12 · (k − 1)2 + 12 · (k − 1) ≥ 0 ∧ k > 0. P ⊂ V be countably infinite and disjoint from the program
variables V(T ). Moreover, let ϕnm = guardα \ (ϕi ∪ ϕmd ),
Next, it applies Nonterm to α4 in Step 9 (see Ex. 11) and i.e., ϕ
nm causes non-monotonicity of guardα . For each
chains the resulting transition with α3 in Step 14, which yields inequation ρ ∈ ϕ , we construct a linear template τ over
nm
ρ
the relevant variables Vρ of ρ, i.e., Vρ is the smallest set such
α3 ◦ α4ω : f(x, y) → ω [x < 0 ∧ y > 0] .
that V(ρ) ⊆ Vρ , V(ρ0 ) ∩ Vρ 6= ∅ implies V(ρ0 ) ⊆ Vρ for each
Then, it chains α1 ◦ α2 and α3 ◦ α4ω in Step 17, resulting in
ρ0 ∈ guard
Pα , and x ∈ Vρ implies V(upα (x)) ⊆ Vρ . So τ ρ has
− ω [ψ]
α1 ◦ α2 ◦ α3 ◦ α4ω : start(x, y) →
the form x∈Vρ cx · x ≥ c where {cx | x ∈ Vρ } ∪ {c} ⊂ P.
·k <0∧ y+k >0 .
| {z }
}

For α4 from Ex. 1, we obtain ϕi = ∅, ϕmd = ∅, and
ϕnm = {y > 0}. As x ∈ upα4 (y), we have Vy>0 = {x, y}.
Hence, τ y>0 is cx · x + cy · y ≥ c where cx , cy , c ∈ P.

So loop acceleration introduces a new variable k for the
number of loop unrollings. Later, k is instantiated when searching for models of the guards of the simplified transitions which
result from repeated acceleration and chaining. In Ex. 13,
when inferring a model for the guard of α1 ◦ α2 ◦ α3 ◦ α4ω ,
the instantiation k 7→ 2 means that α2 is applied twice in the
corresponding non-terminating run of the original program.

So for α4 , we search for a valuation of cx , cy , and c that satisfies

where ψ is η ∧ x − y · k −
|

1
2

· k2 +
{z

1
2

upα1 ◦α2 (x<0)

upα1 ◦α2 (y>0)

To prove non-termination, we have to show satisfiability of ψ.
As σ |= ψ for σ = {x 7→ 0, y 7→ 0, k 7→ 2}, the configuration
σ(start(x, y)) = start(0, 0) witnesses non-termination of Ex. 1.

IV. D EDUCING S IMPLE I NVARIANTS
In Sect. III, we have seen that we sometimes need to deduce
suitable simple invariants to apply our novel loop acceleration
technique or to prove non-termination. Soundness of adding
constraints to transitions is ensured by the following processor.
Theorem 14 (Strengthen [21]). Let T be well formed, let
α ∈ T , let ϕ be a constraint, and let T • = T ∪ {α• } where
α• = lhsα → rhsα [guardα ∧ ϕ] .

Then the processor Strengthen : T 7→ T • is safe and sound.
The challenge is to find constraints ϕ that help to prove nontermination. We now explain how to automatically synthesize
suitable simple invariants to strengthen a simple loop α, cf. Contribution (b) from Sect. I. Our approach iteratively generates
simple invariants such that larger and larger parts of guardα become monotonic. To this end, it constructs arithmetic formulas
and uses constraint solvers to instantiate their free variables (or
parameters) such that they become valid. This results in simple
invariants that are suitable for strengthening. Eventually, our

To find a valuation of the parameters such that all templates
can be added to ϕsi without violatingVthe definition of simple
invariants, we enforce (si) for ϕsi ∧ ρ∈ϕnm τ ρ by requiring
^
^
∀V(T ). ϕsi ∧
τ ρ =⇒
upα (τ ρ ).
(τ -si)
ρ∈ϕnm

ρ∈ϕnm

∀x, y. cx ·x+cy ·y ≥ c =⇒ cx ·x+cy ·(y−x) ≥ c. (τ -si-α4 )
B. Improving Towards Monotonicity: By construction, the
constraint ϕVi ∧ ϕmd is monotonic. Furthermore, (τ -si) ensures
that ϕsi ∧ ρ∈ϕnm τ ρ is a simple invariant, i.e., we know that
^
ϕi ∧
τ ρ ∧ ϕmd
(5)
ρ∈ϕnm

is monotonic. Eventually, our goal is to turn guardα into a
simple invariant and apply Nonterm or to make it monotonic
and apply Accelerate. To progress towards this goal incrementally, we ensure that we can add at least one ρ ∈ ϕnm to (5)
without violating monotonicity. To this end, we enforce that
(ci) or (md) holds for some ρ ∈ ϕnm by requiring:
_
^
∀VT . guardα ∧
τ ξ =⇒ upα (ρ) or
(some-ci)
ρ∈ϕnm

_

∀VT . ϕsi ∧

ρ∈ϕnm

^

ξ∈ϕnm

τ ξ ∧ upα (ϕmd ∧ ρ) =⇒ ρ (some-md)

ξ∈ϕnm

Note that (some-ci) can also help to apply Nonterm as guardα
is a conditional invariant iff it is a simple invariant.
C. Maximizing the Improvement: It is clearly advantageous
to instantiate the parameters in such a way that as many
inequations from ϕnm as possible can be added to (5) without
violating monotonicity. Hence, we require
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∀V(T ). guardα ∧
∀V(T ). ϕsi ∧

^

^

τ ξ =⇒ upα (ρ) or

(ρ-ci)

ξ∈ϕnm

τ ξ ∧ upα (ϕmd ∧ ρ) =⇒ ρ

(ρ-md)

ξ∈ϕnm

for as many ρ ∈ ϕnm as possible, i.e., each ρ ∈ ϕnm gives rise
to a soft requirement (ρ-ci) ∨ (ρ-md). Later, soft requirements
will be associated with weights. We then try to maximize the
weight of all valid soft requirements, but some of them may
be violated. However, all hard requirements like (τ -si) and
(some-ci) ∨ (some-md) must hold.
For α4 , ϕnm is a singleton set and hence (some-ci) and
(ρ-ci) resp. (some-md) and (ρ-md) coincide for ρ : y > 0.
(some-ci)/(ρ-ci) :
∀x, y. y > 0 ∧ cx · x + cy · y ≥ c =⇒ y − x > 0 (ρ-ci-α4 )

(some-md)/(ρ-md) :

∀x, y. cx · x + cy · y ≥ c ∧ y − x > 0 =⇒ y > 0 (ρ-md-α4 )

D. Preferring Local Invariants: If we strengthen a transition α with an inequation ξ, then the case ¬ξ is not covered by
the resulting transition. So we split α relative to ξ, i.e., we also
strengthen α with ¬ξ. However, this increases the size of the
program. Thus, we try to deduce standard invariants whenever
possible, i.e., we try to deduce constraints ξ that are valid
whenever α is applied in a program run so that the case ¬ξ is
irrelevant. To detect such invariants in a modular way, we only
consider local invariants, i.e., constraints whose invariance can
be proven by reasoning about α and all transitions β with
destβ = srcα , whereas all other transitions are ignored. A
similar idea is also used in [33] to synthesize invariants.
Definition 15 (Local Invariants). Let α ∈ T . If ϕli is a conditional invariant of α and for all β ∈ T \{α} with destβ = srcα ,
∀V(T ). guardβ ∧ upβ (guardα ) =⇒ upβ (ϕli )

(li)

is valid, then ϕli is a local invariant of α.

Def. 15 requires that whenever β can be applied (guardβ in
the premise of (li)) and α can be applied afterwards (destβ =
srcα and upβ (guardα ) in the premise of (li)), then ϕli must
hold after applying β (which is the conclusion of (li)).
So for α4 , x ≤ 0 is clearly a simple invariant, as α4 does
not update x. Moreover, the guard x < 0 of α3 (which is the
only other transition whose destination is srcα4 ) implies x ≤ 0.
Thus, x ≤ 0 is a local invariant of α4 .
To guide the search towards local invariants, we add a soft
requirement corresponding to (li) for each ρ ∈ ϕnm :
^
∀V(T ). guardβ ∧ upβ (guardα ) =⇒ upβ (τ ρ ) (τ ρ -li)

β∈T \{α}
destβ =srcα

So for ρ : y > 0 in our example, due to transition α3 we get:
∀x, y. x < 0 ∧ y > 0 =⇒ cx · x + cy · y ≥ c

(τ ρ -li-α4 )

E. Excluding Inapplicable Transitions: So far we do not
exclude solutions that result in inapplicable transitions. To

solve this problem, we add the hard requirement
_
^
∃V(T ). guardβ ∧ upβ (guardα ) ∧
upβ (τ ρ ).

(sat)

ρ∈ϕnm

β∈T \{α}
destβ =srcα

So we require thatWthere is a transition β with destβ = srcα
(due to the leading . . .) and a valuation (due to the existential
quantifier) such that β is applicable (due to guard
V β ) and α is applicable afterwards (due to upβ (guard
)
∧
ρ∈ϕnm upβ (τ ρ ),
Vα
as we will strengthen α’s guard with ρ∈ϕnm τ ρ after instantiating the parameters in the templates). Thus, for α4 we require
∃x, y. x < 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ cx · x + cy · y ≥ c

(sat-α4 )

due to the transition α3 .

Alg. 1 essentially compresses each path through a multi-path
loop (e.g., a loop whose body contains case analyses) into a
simple loop via chaining in order to apply Nonterm, Fixpoint,
or Accelerate afterwards. So our technique tends to generate
many simple loops for function symbols that correspond to
entry points of multi-path loops. Therefore, (τ ρ -li) and (sat)
can result in large formulas, which leads to performance issues.
Hence, our implementation only considers transitions β with
srcβ 6= destβ when constructing (τ ρ -li) and (sat). Note that
this is uncritical for correctness, as the technique presented in
the current section is only a heuristic to generate constraints
to be added via Strengthen (which is always sound).
F. Preferring Nonterm: Finally, we prefer simple invariants
that allow us to apply Nonterm, our main technique to prove
non-termination. To this end, we add a soft requirement to
prefer solutions where the guard of the resulting strengthened
transition is a conditional invariant whenever ϕmd is empty:
^
^
∀V(T ). guardα ∧
τ ρ =⇒
upα (ρ)
(nt)
ρ∈ϕnm

ρ∈ϕnm

In our example, (nt) equals (ρ-ci-α4 ) as ϕnm is a singleton set.
G. Algorithm for Inferring Simple Invariants: Alg. 2
summarizes our approach to deduce simple invariants. Here,
the ith entry of the weight vector w corresponds to the weight
of the ith soft requirement χi and solve(ζ, χ, w) searches
an
P instantiation σ of the parameters such that σ |= ζ and
1≤i≤|χ| wi is maximized. We explain how to implement
σ|=χi

solve in Sect. IV-H. The weights are chosen in such a way that
a solution σ is preferred over σ 0 if σ turns more templates τ ρ
into local invariants than σ 0 : The weight m + 2 = |ϕnm | + 2 of
the formulas resulting from (τ ρ -li) (where |ϕnm | is the number
of inequations in ϕnm ) ensures that each formula from (τ ρ -li)
has a higher weight than the sum of all other soft requirements
(ρ-ci) ∨ (ρ-md) and (nt).

Note that Step 15 updates guardα in each iteration and
ϕnm is recomputed before checking the condition of the whileloop in Step 3. Alg. 2 terminates: |ϕnm | decreases in every
iteration due to the hard requirement (some-ci) ∨ (some-md),
which ensures that some ρ ∈ ϕnm becomes part of ϕi or ϕmd .
Moreover, the hard requirement (τ -si) ensures that each σ(τ ρ )
becomes part of ϕsi , so Alg. 2 never adds elements to ϕnm .
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Input: A simple loop α
Output: A set of strengthened variants of α
if ϕnm = ∅ : return ∅
else : res ← ∅
while ϕnm 6= ∅ :
i ← 0; m ← |ϕnm |
for ρ ∈ ϕnm :
i←i+1
χi ← (τ ρ -li); wi ← m + 2
χi+m ← (ρ-ci) ∨ (ρ-md); wi+m ← 1
if ϕmd = ∅ : χi+m+1 ← (nt); wi+m+1 ← 1
ζ ← (τ -si) ∧ ((some-ci) ∨ (some-md)) ∧ (sat)
σ ← solve(ζ, χ, w)
return res if solve failed
for ρ ∈ ϕnm where σ(τ ρ ) is not a local invariant :
res ← res ∪ {lhsαV→ rhsα [guardα ∧ ¬σ(τ ρ )]}
guardα ← guardα ∧ ρ∈ϕnm σ(τ ρ )
return {α} ∪ res
Algorithm 2: deduceInvariants

In our example, (τ -si-α4 ), (ρ-ci-α4 ), (τ ρ -li-α4 ), and (sat-α4 )
are valid if cx = −1 and cy = c = 0. Hence, Alg. 2 successfully generates the local invariant −x ≥ 0, i.e., x ≤ 0. Afterwards,
we can apply Nonterm to the strengthened loop as in Ex. 11.
Example 16 (Deducing Simple Invariants for α2 ). Reconsider
the simple loop α2 from Ex. 1, where ϕi = ϕmd = ∅ and
ϕnm = {x ≥ 0} as α2 ’s guard x ≥ 0 is not monotonic. Here,
τ x≥0 is cx ·x+cy ·y ≥ c as y ∈ V(upα (x)). So (τ -si) becomes

implementation is restricted to the case that these formulas are
linear w.r.t. the program variables V(T ). Then the universally
quantified variables can be eliminated by applying Farkas’
Lemma [6, 37]. In this way, we obtain a Max-SMT obligation
over the theory of non-linear integer6 arithmetic. While there
exist powerful Max-SMT solvers [4, 15, 18], we use a
straightforward greedy algorithm based on incremental SMT
solving. This approach turned out to be be more efficient than
sophisticated Max-SMT techniques in our setting, presumably
as it does not aim to find provably optimal solutions.
V. E XPERIMENTS
We implemented our approach in our tool LoAT [21] which
uses the recurrence solver PURRS [1] and the SMT solver
Z3 [15]. It supports the SMT-LIB input format [8] and the
native formats of the tools KoAT [10] and T2 [11]. We
evaluated it on the benchmark suite from the Termination
and Complexity Competition (TermComp [24]) consisting
of 1222 programs (TPDB [39], category Termination of
Integer Transition Systems). All experiments were executed on
StarExec [38] with a timeout of 60 seconds per example.
We first compared our new implementation with our technique to prove lower complexity bounds of integer programs
from [21] (LoAT LB), which can also deduce non-termination
as a byproduct. LoAT LB proves non-termination in 390 cases,
whereas the new version of LoAT succeeds for 462 examples.

Then, we compared LoAT with two state-of-the-art termination analyzers for integer programs: VeryMax [5, 33] (resp. its
predecessor CppInv) won the category Termination of Integer
∀x, y. cx · x + cy · y ≥ c
Transition Systems at TermComp in 2014 and 2016 – 2019.
=⇒ cx · (x − y) + cy · (y + 1) ≥ c. (τ -si-α2 ) T2 was the winner in 2015. We also tested with our tool
Again, (some-ci) ∨ (some-md) coincides with (ρ-ci) ∨ (ρ-md) AProVE [23], but excluded it as it uses a similar approach
like T2, but finds fewer non-termination proofs. The remaining
for ρ : x ≥ 0.
∀x, y. x ≥ 0 ∧ cx · x + cy · y ≥ c =⇒ x − y ≥ 0 ∨ (ρ-ci-α2 ) participants of the respective category of TermComp, Ctrl
7
∀x, y. cx · x + cy · y ≥ c ∧ x − y ≥ 0 =⇒ x ≥ 0 (ρ-md-α2 ) [30] and iRankFinder [2, 16], cannot prove non-termination.
We used the TermComp ’19 version of VeryMax and the
Next, (τ ρ -li) gives rise to the requirement
TermComp ’17 version of T2 (as T2 has not been developed
∀x, y. x ≥ 0 =⇒ cx · x + cy · y ≥ c.
(τρ -li-α2 ) further since 2017). Our experiments did not reveal any conflicts, i.e., there is no example where one tool proved termiMoreover, (sat) becomes
nation and another proved non-termination. As the table on
∃x, y. x ≥ 0 ∧ cx · x + cy · y ≥ c.
(sat-α2 ) the right shows, LoAT
LoAT
T2
VeryMax
Finally, (nt) equals (ρ-ci-α2 ). Thus, the hard requirement ζ is proves non-termination
NO
462
420
392
more often than any
YES
0
607
623
(τ -si-α2 ) ∧ ((ρ-ci-α2 ) ∨ (ρ-md-α2 )) ∧ (sat-α2 ).
other tool. According MAYBE
760
195
207
22
9
23
The soft requirements are (τρ -li-α2 ), (ρ-ci-α2 )∨(ρ-md-α2 ), and to the second last row, Unique NO
8.3s
8.8s
13.8s
(ρ-ci-α2 ) with weights 3, 1, and 1, respectively. The valuation it solves 22 examples Avg. time
σ = {cx 7→ 0, cy 7→ 1, c 7→ 0} satisfies ζ and (ρ-ci-α2 ) ∨ where all other tools fail. Together, T2 and all TermComp
(ρ-md-α2 ), but not the other soft constraints. As ζ ∧ (τρ -li-α2 ) participants succeed on 1130 examples. So LoAT solves 23.9%
and ζ ∧ (ρ-ci-α2 ) are unsatisfiable, σ is an optimal solution. of the 92 remaining potentially non-terminating examples.
It corresponds to the simple invariant y ≥ 0. After deducing
The TPDB examples mostly use linear arithmetic and T2
it, the strengthened transition can be accelerated as in Ex. 8. and VeryMax are restricted to such programs [11, 33]. To
H. Greedy Algorithm for Max-SMT Solving: We now
explain how to implement the function solve that is called
in Alg. 2 to instantiate the parameters in the formulas. Our

6 Note that rational constants can be eliminated by multiplying with the least
common multiple.
7 iRankFinder can prove non-termination of simple loops [2], but according
to its authors it cannot yet check reachability of diverging configurations.
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evaluate LoAT on examples with non-linear arithmetic, we configurations, even if this requires reasoning about program
also compared with the tool Anant [14], which has been parts that contain loops themselves. As we use a nonspecifically designed to handle non-linearity. Here, we used termination criterion which is a special case of the prerequisites
the 29 non-terminating programs with non-linear arithmetic of our novel loop acceleration technique (see Sect. III), we can
from the evaluation of [14]. As we were not able to run Anant, use the same new invariant inference technique (Sect. IV) to
even though the authors kindly provided the source code and facilitate both loop acceleration and non-termination proving.
old binaries, we compared with the results presented in [14]. The experimental evaluation of our approach shows that it is
Together, Anant and LoAT prove nonLoAT Anant competitive with state-of-the-art tools, cf. Sect. V.
termination of all examples. LoAT
NO
24
25
B. Related Work: Loop Acceleration is mostly used in oversolves one example less than Anant, MAYBE
5
4
approximating settings (e.g., [19, 25, 29, 36]), whereas our setbut it is significantly faster: It always Unique NO 4
5
ting is under-approximating. We only know of two other underterminates within less than three sec- Avg. time 0.5s 32.5s
approximating loop acceleration techniques [21, 31]: One reonds whereas Anant takes up to 4 minutes in some cases.
quires metering functions [21], an adaption of ranking functions,
However, both tools were run on different machines.
that can be challenging to synthesize. The other [31] is a special
Finally, we compared LoAT with the tools from the category case of Thm. 7 where ϕci = ϕsi = true, which restricts
Termination of C Integer Programs at TermComp ’198 its applicability in comparison to our approach. To facilitate
(AProVE [23], Ultimate [12], and VeryMax [5, 33]) on the acceleration, [31] splits disjunctive guards, which is orthogonal
355 examples from that category of the TPDB. As LoAT can- to our splitting of guards by adding conjuncts (cf. Sect. IV-D).
not parse C,
LoAT AProVE Ultimate VeryMax
Most techniques to prove non-termination first generate laswe coupled it
NO
96
99
88
102
sos consisting of a simple loop α and a stem, i.e., a path
with a version
YES
0
214
206
212
from the program’s entry point to α. Then they try to prove
of AProVE MAYBE
239
22
41
21
non-termination of these lassos. However, a program with
2
0
0
2
that converts Unique NO
consecutive or nested loops usually has infinitely many possible
3.1s
6.3s
8.7s
5.2s
C programs Avg. time
lassos. In contrast, our program simplification framework yields
into equivalent integer programs. The results of LoAT are
a loop-free simplified program with finitely many transitions.
competitive, but it succeeds on less examples than AProVE
In [27], recurrent sets were proposed to prove non-terminaand VeryMax. VeryMax and LoAT are the only tools that find
tion.
A set of configurations is recurrent if each element has
unique non-termination proofs. Finally, LoAT is the fastest
a
successor
in the set. Hence, a non-empty recurrent set that
tool, although its runtime includes AProVE’s conversion from
contains
an
initial configuration witnesses non-termination.
C. However, all tools but LoAT also spend time on attempting
There
are
many
techniques to find recurrent sets for simple
to prove termination, which may explain their longer runtime.
loops [2], lassos [7, 13, 27, 41], or more complex sub-programs
To explain the discrepancy between the results for integer pro[33]. Essentially, our invariant inference technique of Sect. IV
grams and for C programs, note that the integer programs from
also searches for a recurrent set for a simple loop α. However,
the TPDB often contain several loops. Here, our loop acceleraif it cannot find a recurrent set it may still successfully enforce
tion technique is particularly successful, because the challenge
monotonicity of guardα and hence allow us to accelerate α.
is not only to prove non-termination of one of the loops, but
An alternative to recurrent sets is presented in [35]. It
also to prove its reachability. In contrast, many C programs
from the TPDB consist of a single multi-path loop. So to prove represents infinite runs as sums of geometric series. In general,
non-termination, one has to find a suitable pattern to execute we could use any technique to prove non-termination of simple
the paths through the loop’s body. To improve the handling of loops or lassos as an alternative to our non-termination criteria.
such examples, we will extend our approach by control flow
refinement techniques [17, 20, 26, 31] in future work.

Further approaches to prove non-termination are, e.g., based
on Hoare-style reasoning [34] or safety proving [40].

See https://ffrohn.github.io/acceleration for a pre-compiled
binary (Linux, 64 bit) of LoAT, tables with detailed results for
all benchmarks, and the full output of the tools for all examples
(the detailed results of Anant can be found in [14]). The source
code of the implementation in our tool LoAT is available at
https://github.com/aprove-developers/LoAT/tree/nonterm.

While most related techniques to prove non-termination
focus on linear arithmetic, [14] has been specifically designed
to handle non-linear arithmetic via live abstractions and a
variation of recurrent sets. As shown in Sect. V, our approach
is also competitive on programs with non-linear arithmetic.

C. Future Work: We will integrate control flow refinement
techniques
and more powerful non-termination criteria (e.g., to
VI. C ONCLUSION AND R ELATED W ORK
find disjunctive recurrent sets, which we cannot handle yet). We
A. Conclusion: We presented the first non-termination will also consider techniques to infer non-linear invariants, as
technique based on loop acceleration. It accelerates termi- our current invariant inference is restricted to linear arithmetic.
nating loops in order to prove reachability of non-terminating
D. Acknowledgments: We thank Marc Brockschmidt and
8 Ultimate and AProVE were also the two most powerful tools in the
Matthias
Naaf for important initial discussions.
“termination” category for C programs at SV-COMP ’19 [3].
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